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CHAPTER I

1883
FORWARD TO A NEW WEST
Warning From Washington
k ERHAPS

because winter had set in w i t h unusual
severity, or perhaps because the control now exercised
by the Force had brought a letup in the customary
^ lawlessness, an interlude free from other than small
disturbances prevailed across the West. But every
post of the Mounted Police was fully conscious of the innumerable
and exacting duties the coming year would bring.
Towards the close of 1882 Commissioner Irvine had been notified
by Ottawa that in correspondence exchanged between Canada and
the United States, American authorities had expressed the opinion
that collisions between the U.S. troops and Canadian Indians and
halfbreeds, to say nothing of white outlaws, professional horse
thieves and buffalo hunters, were inevitable in the border country
along the Milk River, and that it would be well for the Mounted
Police to be on the alert for trouble.
Instructions were immediately forwarded to the posts at Wood
Mountain and Fort Walsh, the latter now being slimly manned as a
result of the transfer of headquarters to Regina. Accompanying these
were copies of the Washington correspondence w i t h instructions
that should there be any foundation for such opinions, Regina was
to be notified at once.
• But the warning proved groundless so far as Canada was concerned. Inspr. A. R. Macdonell at Wood Mountain reported that in
his opinion no Canadian halfbreeds or Indians were south of the line
at the time, nor was it likely that any such collisions as feared by
Washington would occur. He felt however that evil influences were
spreading among the American Indians as a result of the many lawless
whites intermingling w i t h them—an opinion which eventually
proved to be a sound one.
Van Home Thanks The Force

Following the remarkable achievement in railway building
during 1882, New Year's Day was doubtless one of celebration for
the energetic and urbane Van Home, but not too crowded w i t h
l
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relaxations to cause him to forget the protection furnished by the
Mounted Police to those building the steel passageway across the
plains. Under date of that day Commissioner Irvine received the following letter:
Canadian Pacific Railway,
Office of the General Manager
Winnipeg, 1st January, 1883Dear Sir:—Our work of construction for the year of 1882 has just closed, and I cannot
permit the occasion to pass w i t h o u t acknowledging the obligations of the Company
to the North-West Mounted Police whose zeal and industry in preventing traffic in
liquor and preserving order along the line under construction have contributed so
much to the successful prosecution of the work. Indeed, without the assistance of
the officers and men of the splendid force under your command, it would have been
impossible to have accomplished as much as we did. On no great work within my
knowledge, where so many men have been employed, has such perfect order prevailed.
On behalf of the Company, and of all their officers, I wish to return thanks
and to acknowledge particularly our obligations to yourself and Major Walsh.
I am Dear Sir,
Yours very truly,
W. C. V A N H O R N E ,

General Manager.

Life On Patrol

The customary celebrations and diversions at the police posts,
inseparable from the turn of the year, soon passed. Patrols were
resumed, while disturbances more or less serious among the varied
populace of the plains followed one upon the other—especially, for
the time being, in the Fort Walsh and Fort Macleod districts.
In the face of winter's rigours the duties of the average policeman
were far from light. Away from the railway, travel was as it had
always been—a camp in the shelter of some scanty brush, a bed in the
snow when night found the traveller distant from human habitation,
the sky his only roof. The temperature frequently went down to 50°
below zero in the early hours of morning. A hurriedly-made brew of
tea over a fire of sticks, and again in the saddle. But trips were usually
mapped out in order to avoid the extremes of winter travel, the most
meagre hut or improvised shelter being welcomed in a spirit of rugged
fellowship when two or more men were together. Even within the
warm comfort of an established post, the life, though a healthy one,
was simple in the extreme. Beds of stuffed hay had not yet become a
thing of the past. The fare was good, but contained few luxuries—
beef, bacon, flour, dried apples, potatoes, beans, coffee, tea, rice, soup,
sugar, salt and pepper, and the ever-present tobacco. Other commodities regularly provided were hay, oats, bran, coal oil, matches
and wood.
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Indian Remnants In The Cypress Hills

Though the Cypress Hills, centered by the once magnetic Fort
Walsh w i t h its adjoining village, had become more or less deserted,
the region had as yet not taken to itself the tranquillity that the future
presaged. With the termination of track laying on the C.P.R. the
previous year at a point about 12 miles east of Maple Creek, directly
to the north of Fort Walsh, gangs of railway workers had been established in the hills to cut timber for the railway needs of the ensuing
season. These navvies, confined to camp life and being generally of a
class known as "drifters", required careful supervision. But several
camps of Indians, reluctant to forsake the neighbourhood and sensing
the workers' ignorance of Western customs and people, took every
opportunity to disrupt the work, hoping by such means to be placated
by gifts of food and tobacco.
Other Indians had settled down for the winter near Maple Creek,
small parties of them being attracted to the Cypress Hills by the
presence of the white men's camps; and the horses employed in the
logging, as well as the railway company's beef cattle, were stolen
whenever possible by the lurking redmen.
Cattle Killing

At Fort Macleod reports that Indians were killing cattle on the
nearby ranges were common. On a day in January definite information
on this score reached the post from Sergeant Ashe in charge of a small
detachment to the south, at w h a t was known as St. Mary's Crossing.
A Blood Indian had first laid the complaint—a band of Stony Indians
were killing cattle along the Dry Fork at the Kootenai River.
Accompanied by Corporal Derenzie, Ashe had immediately taken
action and soon located the pillaging Indians. Reaching the Stony
camp, which was a large one, the two policemen, after careful questioning, were convinced that the Blood Indian's information was
correct, and proceeded to the sub-post of Pincher Creek for assistance.
Ten Indians were arrested, brought before Superintendent Crozier at
Macleod and two were committed for trial. The others were released
for want of evidence. The prompt handling of the case discouraged
further cattle killing in that area for some time.
New Detachmen's

New outposts of the Force in the Macleod district soon turned
their attention to the prevention of cattle killing, horse stealing and
smuggling. In addition to the already-established outposts of Standoff, where a non-commissioned officer and three men were stationed,
and Pincher Creek under a non-commissioned officer and four men,
detachments were provided at: St. Mary's near the United States
boundary, with a non-commissioned officer and two men; at the June-
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tion of the Dry Fork and the Kootenai River, w i t h a non-commissioned officer and three men; at the Peigan Reserve, w i t h two men; in
the Crow's Nest Pass, w i t h two men; on the Fort Shaw Road (temporary) and at Fort Whoop-Up and Coal Banks (Lethbridge), w i t h
varying personnel. The mere presence of these detachments, and their
constant patrolling, not only reduced the menace and number of
Indian forays but gave the settlers and ranchmen a feeling of security.
More detachments were to appear w i t h the coming of spring.
Progress At Regina

On March 1 a small weekly publication, the Regina Leader,
appeared under the personal direction of a brilliant and witty Irishman, Nicholas Flood Davin, w h o was to become one of the outstanding figures of the new country, a prominent member of the
House of Commons and a perennial booster for the new territorial
capital which he subsequently described as:
" A pleasant city on a boundless plain,
Around rich land, where peace and plenty reign,
A teeming mart, wide streets, broad squares, bright flowers."
On March 27 an order-in-council at Ottawa moved the territorial
capital from Battleford to Regina which was forging ahead towards
the status of a real town. Frame houses, churches, stores and other
buildings were appearing apace, replacing the tents of pioneer residents.
Plans for digging a town well were discussed, especially when an
Indian woman was found drowned in the railway well at the station—
the only water supply other than Wascana Creek. Plans for a Government House were also on the way, and other public buildings were
soon to appear.
A Buffalo Residue

On the darker side of the Western picture, as far as was known,
only one small herd of buffalo was now left on the Canadian plains.
This remnant ranged near Chin Coulee some distance east of Fort Macleod, while near Maple Creek and west of Medicine Hat, on one of the
most prolific buffalo ranges of ten years earlier, there were said to be
a few single wanderers, all that were left from the prodigious herds
of such a short time previous.
C.P.R. Versus Redskin

In April the resumption of work on the Canadian Pacific Railway again added to the duties of the Force in the prevention of whiskey
smuggling and the maintenance of order among the railway navvies.
Under the impelling influence of Van Home the line progressed
faster than in the previous year, and as many as 20 miles of steel were
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laid on one occasion in a record-breaking drive of three days. Five
thousand men and 1,700 teams worked incessantly, w i t h almost
military precision. The appearance of this gigantic intrusion upon
their old hunting-grounds impressed the redmen variously. One
recorded incident was pathetic in its way, one that made a deep impression upon the great road builder as he reached the end of the
line to make a check-up. A mounted Indian, his eagle feathers fluttering in the breeze, appeared on the top of a nearby rise, a figure of
impassive and dignified bearing. Sitting outlined against the fading
skyline, he contemplated at some length the inroad upon the ancient
domain of his fathers, then quietly disappeared w i t h the setting of
the sun.
Others were conspicuously resentful, one of these the incorrigible
Chief Piapot. Meandering around w i t h his submissive following,
the most insistent proponent of red-skinned grumbling, barring perhaps
Big Bear, he had continued to frequent the neighbourhood of Fort
Walsh and Maple Creek. Always craving food and dreaming of
obtaining charity at the hands of the multiplying white men, the
chief again hit upon a scheme to exact his requirements from the
obviously opulent railway stores. N o t far beyond the spot where
the construction camps were located, he pitched his camp across the
railway right-of-way.
As the construction engineers arrived on the scene it was obvious
that the w o r k could not go on until the Indians were removed. A
sullen and defiant attitude on the part of the redmen seemed to warrant a call for police action. The railway officials appealed to Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney at Regina, w h o promptly referred the matter
to headquarters. Cpl. William Brock Wilde and a constable w h o
had been stationed at Maple Creek preparatory to establishing a
complete police post there, were instructed to proceed to Piapot's
camp and get him out of the way. The two policemen saddled up
and struck out to accomplish their ticklish task.
At Piapot's camp Wilde and the constable drew rein in front of
the chief's lodge. The situation was ominous enough—two redcoated men against several hundred disgruntled Indians.
The Indians crowded around and laughed with scorn when the
policemen told them they must move away. Wilde explained to
Piapot and those about him that they were to break camp and leave
the scene of railway operations. Piapot assumed an ugly attitude and
turned his back upon the policemen; his followers crowded forward,
brandishing their weapons and heaping ridicule upon the custodians
of the law. Attempts were made to unhorse the policemen by slapping
their horses and pushing them around. Corporal Wilde responded by
taking out his watch and informing Piapot that he would give him
just 15 minutes to comply w i t h the order.

Superintendent Sam B. Steele, 18S3
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Piapot again expressed his intention to remain where he was,
and again there was an outburst of gunplay and jeering. Indians
w h o were unarmed repaired to their lodges and returned w i t h rifles
and guns in their hands. Shots were fired in the air to emphasize
their bravado. Some mounted their ponies and riding in close, jostled
the policemen w h o calmly held their position. Rifles were discharged
directly under the noses of the police horses in an attempt to stampede
them. By now the whole camp, men, women and children, pressed
in from all sides, shouting and threatening. Piapot himself indulged
in coarse abuse, but still the two sat their horses w i t h apparent indifference. Wilde glanced now and then at his watch.
Time was up!
Coolly dismounting and throwing his reins to the constable, the
corporal strode over to Piapot's lodge. Without a word and w i t h
impressive deliberation, he set about dismantling the chief's buffaloskin abode. A howl of rage arose; Indians rushed forward with their
firearms. Piapot was aghast!
In the words of one w h o long ago recorded the episode: "Piapot
had either to kill the corporal—stick his knife into the heart of the
whole British nation by the murder of this unruffled soldier—or give
in and move away. He chose the latter course, for Piapot had brains."
The Versatile "Sam" Steele

Few men in the Force were busier than Inspr. Sam B. Steele.
He had supervised the laying out of the barracks grounds at Regina,
kept an eye on the erection of the police buildings there, commanded
the detachments on the line of construction of the C.P.R., and sat on
the bench trying cases. About the first of April he had been sent to
Winnipeg on recruiting service, enlisting many good men w h o were
sent to Regina after being sworn in. Then w i t h resumption of construction on the railway 600 miles west of Winnipeg, he was back on
the line at Maple Creek.
A large Indian camp near Maple Creek was in a very unsettled
state, and about 130 railway workers had gone on strike threatening
a serious disturbance. Twenty-seven well-trained men were immediately transferred from Regina to Maple Creek. Steele was in charge.
When the strike leader assaulted a foreman on the railway construction, he was arrested and imprisoned, while other prompt steps were
taken to suppress revolt by his followers. The trouble died down, and
Steele resumed his magisterial duties along the railway from Moose
Jaw to the end of the line, several times trying cases while seated in a
Red River cart w i t h a plank laid in front of him, an impromptu desk
for taking down evidence. On one occasion an engine passed up the
line with General Manager Van Home of the C.P.R. at the throttle
and Superintendent Walsh of the N . W . M . P . handling the brakes.
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Fort Walsh Demolished

Late in May the Commissioner sent a number of men southward
from Maple Creek to demolish the buildings of Fort Walsh. All
sound lumber was salvaged and freighted to the police camp at Maple
Creek, later to be used there and at Medicine Hat. Scrap material
was taken by settlers, or provided firewood for the Indians. With
Fort Walsh gone, the nearby village was eventually abandoned, most
of the inhabitants moving to Maple Creek.
Sarcee Trouble

Elsewhere activities were chiefly devoted to the taming down of
obstreperous Indians; the Sarcees, for example, on their reserve a few
miles from Fort Calgary seemed loath to get along without contributing their full share of the disturbances. The Indian agent received
many unreasonable complaints and demands, and finally sent word
that an Indian named Crow Collar had entered the ration house and
destroyed some property belonging to the Indian Department. Sergeant Ward was sent to arrest the offender, but the chief of the Sarcees, Bull's Head, bluntly refused to give him up.
Superintendent Mclllree, in command at Calgary, went out w i t h
ten men, assembled Bull's Head and the minor chiefs, lectured them
and told them that if they failed to produce Crow Collar, he would
arrest the head chief and take him to the guardhouse. Again Bull's
Head refused and—was arrested. The whole band of redskins was at
once in a furore; bloodshed was almost certain, and the approaching
darkness was a distinct disadvantage to the police. Using discretion,
Mclllree ordered his men to the agent's house, leaving the chief w i t h
his people for the time being. In the morning orders were sent to
Calgary for more men, w h o arrived without delay. Confronted by
the red-coated reinforcements, the Indians cooled down; Crow Collar
was brought in, and Bull's Head sent word that he himself would
arrive next day. This he did in the company of others, all unarmed.
He and Crow Collar were taken to Calgary, placed in a cell for several
days, given a severe lecture and released. Before leaving, they promised to give no further trouble.
Guarding The C.P.R.

The grading and track laying of the C.P.R. soon reached Medicine
Hat; a wooden bridge across the South Branch was being rushed to
completion, and the long ribbon of steel was soon on its way towards
Fort Calgary. As the graders and track layers proceeded westward,
police from the latter post were stationed along the line. A strong
detachment was also placed in camp at Medicine Hat which, owing
to an engineering delay through the nearby Seven Persons Coulee,
became a temporary terminus, where large numbers of men collected
and many settlers appeared.
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The Legend Of Medicine Hat

The unusual name "Medicine H a t " was the outcome of a more
or Jess muddled Indian legend. The most readily accepted story told
of a Blackfoot warrior w h o had a vision while camped on the South
Branch. Ice covered the river, except in one spot where there was a
small patch of open water. A figure appeared from this opening—
some versions say an Indian chief, others a huge serpent—wearing a
magnificently elaborate headdress adorned w i t h eagle plumes. It
so happened that the young warrior at the time was courting the
maiden of his heart, and was told by the apparition that if he threw
her to the underwater creature, he would henceforth be the greatest
war chief in all his tribe. For the love of her barbaric fiance the girl
acquiesced and was committed to the deep. Henceforth the place
was known as the "Place of the Medicine H a t " .
On June 10 the first locomotive, hauling several cars, arrived at
"The H a t " .
The great plains were all but spanned!
Murder At Qu'Appelle

Late in June word reached headquarters that a murder had been
committed at Qu'Appelle. The Commissioner sent Supt. W. M.
Herchmer, then stationed at Regina, to investigate, and it was found
that a respectable settler had been done to death near his shanty.
Convincing evidence supported the murder theory, especially as the
victim was known to have had a considerable sum of money in his
possession. The Commissioner, upon receiving a preliminary report,
went to the scene of the crime himself, and in short order two halfbreeds were arrested and committed for trial. Later, Stipendiary
Magistrate Richardson at Regina found both guilty and sentenced
them to death.
The Law Reaches Star Child

One day in the summer the Blood Indian, Star Child, like most
self-regulated murderers w h o temporarily evade the law, turned up.
Perhaps, having escaped the noose for the alleged killing of Constable
Graburn at Fort Walsh in 1879, he had comforted himself w i t h the
thought of lasting immunity. With the coming of summer, Indians
north and south of the boundary line had taken renewed interest in
raiding each other's horses and property, and among a band of Bloods
returning from a foray in Montana was the long-wanted murderer,
w h o was said to be in possession of several ponies and an unusually
elaborate headdress. Gossip also said that he was putting on airs,
parading boastfully w i t h two "kit-fox" tails attached to the heels of
his moccasins, a recognized sign of bravado, that he was armed w i t h
a repeating rifle and had boasted that he would not hesitate to shoot
the first policeman w h o attempted to arrest him.
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There was always someone to inform the police, very often one
prompted by jealousy or a desire to even some old score. And Star
Child's case was no different. Superintendent Crozier at Fort Macleod
was at once interested, and on July 5 sent Sergeant Ashe, Constable
Sleigh and Jerry Potts the guide, to Standoff w i t h a warrant. To
maintain secrecy they travelled under darkness, stopping to pick up
Cpl. Sam Derenzie and Cst. Bob Wilson at the Standoff detachment.
An extra saddle horse was provided, then all trotted off to the Blood
agency where a friendly Indian, Peigan Frank, pointed out Star Child's
shack.
As the little patrol drew near, Ashe remarked: "This fellow has
told the world w h a t he will do to us, so get your guns out, and if he
touches a weapon of any sort, riddle h i m . "
Unlatching the door, Ashe stepped in, The wanted Indian was
asleep, his rifle against the head of the bed, his cartridge belt, revolver
and knife hanging within reach. Potts pushed forward and shook
him. Had he made a move for his weapons, Graburn would have
been avenged then and there. But he was soon straddling the spare
horse on his way to Standoff where a team was waiting to convey
him to the guardroom at Fort Macleod. A message was sent to
Stipendiary Magistrate Macleod w h o was living at Pincher Creek,
and he arrived that evening.
No time was lost in putting Star Child on trial, and the verdict
came as suddenly and as unexpectedly as had Ashe and his companions
—four years in Stony Mountain Penitentiary in Manitoba. Entered
in the record against the accused was a charge of bringing stolen
property into Canada.
Magistrates At Outs

Early in the summer an event occurred which for the first time
necessitated Mounted Police attention outside the recognized sphere
of the West. Friction had set in between magistrates in Ontario and
Manitoba over the question of the interprovincial boundary which
separated the districts under their jurisdiction. In Rat Portage (the
modern Kenora) at the outlet of the Lake of the Woods, the dispute
reached a point where the opposing magistrates attempted to arrest
one another. Meantime the Privy Council at Ottawa was endeavouring to decide the case. When Commissioner Irvine turned up one day
at Medicine Hat to inspect the detachment and received a telegram
from Prime Minister Macdonald instructing him to send a strong
party of picked men to Rat Portage, he chose Inspector Steele as just
the man for the purpose. However when word reached Rat Portage
that the widely-known officer accompanied by picked men was at
Winnipeg on the way eastward, the magisterial war subsided, and
nothing more was heard of it.
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Big Bear Goes North

At the same time a strong escort was named to conduct the
large number of Indians around Maple Creek, including the recalcitrant
Big Bear and his motley following, to their reserves along the North
Saskatchewan. Before this very necessary trek northward began, the
Commissioner mustered the Indians and informed them that they
could no longer remain where they were and that loitering along the
line of the C.P.R. was contrary to their own interests; that no body
of men would be allowed to idle about the country, and that any w h o
defied government regulations in this respect would be arrested.
Lucky Man, w h o had arrived from his reservation in the north w i t h
carts supplied by the Indian Department for agricultural purposes,
was told that unless he returned promptly w i t h his entire camp, he
would be taken into custody. Spokesmen for the Indians offered
many weak excuses for being where they were and attempted in
every way to delay matters, hoping to receive benefits by being in
close contact w i t h the railroad. But Irvine waved their excuses aside
and told them in plain language to move on. Most of them were
soon on the way, the Commissioner riding with the escort for some
distance until they established their first camp. Strict watch was
kept to prevent stragglers from attempting to return southward.
Obliged to repair to Regina to attend an adjournment of the annual
meeting of the North-West Council, the Commissioner instructed
Superintendent Shurtliff, w h o was in charge at Maple Creek, to keep
close watch upon Indian movements and to use the telegraph lines if
any emergency arose. Soon there were no Indians left in the vicinity.
The C.P.R. In The Mountains

The course of the Canadian Pacific Railway through British
Columbia was now definitely settled, and the first rail of the Pacific
section was laid on July 20 at Port Moody, then designated as the
terminus, but which was abandoned three years later in favour of the
townsite of Granville, forerunner of the great city of Vancouver.
Steamboat Transportation

The Gait coal interests in and about Nick Sheran's workings of
earlier days on the Belly River east of Fort Macleod were being
developed rapidly (the beginning of the city of Lethbridge). Medicine
Hat on the transcontinental railway lay about 150 miles to the northeast, and a steamboat was built to transport locomotive fuel to that
point. The Baroness was launched in July at the Coal Banks, a flatbottomed, typical river boat of 210 tons, 170 feet long, 31 feet wide,
w i t h engines of 50 horsepower.

Maclcod Barracks, 1886
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A New Fort Macleod

In his annual report for the previous year the Commissioner had
called attention to the necessity of erecting a new post at Fort Macleod. He had furnished a sketch of the surrounding country showing
suitable sites, and recommended that one of these should be decided
upon immediately. There was danger of the old fort being washed
away by flood waters which annually swept down the Old Man's
River; besides, the post was in a wretched condition, notwithstanding
frequent repairs. He also pointed out that a strong police force would
be required at that point for years to come, owing to the large number
of Indians, the cattle interests and the proximity of the international
boundary. All building in the village near the fort had been suspended,
the people postponing the erection of any additional structures until
the site of the new post was selected.
In March of the same year the Commissioner had been informed
from Ottawa that the site chosen was about two and a half miles
west of the old post, on the south side of the Old Man's River. The
soil was dry and gravelly, good drainage was obtainable, fresh water
was near at hand and fine grazing was available. Another advantage—
an uninterrupted view was possible on all sides.
A contract was given to the North-Western Coal and Navigation
Company to erect the buildings, which were to be laid out in a rectangle 484 feet long by 254 feet wide. The plans, drawn up at Ottawa,
were admirably suited to their purpose. Officers' quarters would
occupy the west side of the new location; barrack rooms, carpenter
and blacksmith shops and coal shed the east. On the north side
would be the offices, more officers' quarters, officers' mess, guardroom and sergeants' quarters and mess, while the south side would
be made up of quartermaster's stores, canteen, recreation room and
stable for sick horses. Stables and transport shed would be a short distance away to the south-east, as also scouts' quarters and tailor shop.
Other buildings that might be required would be outside the "square".
All were to be of frame construction, strongly braced to offset the
high winds, painted grey and trimmed with a darker shade of the
same colour. There being no bricks available, the specifications
called for chimneys of zinc. A hospital capable of holding 14 patients
was included. There were to be latrines, also an underground magazine w i t h a capacity of 150,000 rounds of Winchester ammunition,
25,000 rounds of revolver ammunition and ten kegs of service powder.
All the required lumber could be procured from a limit owned by the
contractors in the Porcupine Hills about 30 miles to the west. Hardware, window sashes, paint, doors and other materials were purchased
in Winnipeg and transported by the C.P.R. to Medicine Hat, thence
overland by bull-team.
The new Fort Macleod shot up rapidly, and the work was done
in a most satisfactory manner. The adjoining ground was surveyed.

Ma.pl* Creek Barracks, 1883
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The resident people and merchants were soon moving from the old
location to the new, and in a short time the Indian Department
erected independent quarters on the eastern outskirts of the town.
The change had been made none too soon. With the passing of
time the loop in the Old Man's River had become a continual threat,
owing to the tendency of high water to break through a narrow neck
dividing the main stream from an old river bed. The soil, looses and
and gravel, was easily washed away, and in the police cemetery not
far from the original fort, many graves had been exposed—the remains
of the deceased were subsequently transferred to a new cemetery
south of the river.
Indian Thieves On The Range

The Macleod district was now infested w i t h horse and cattle
thieves, and the police were kept constantly on the alert. Occasionally
members of the Force encountered suspects w h o were from Montana
and conducted them to the boundary line, telling them to stay away
lest they find themselves in prison. Indians from across the border
were also raiding horses and cattle in Canada, while the Canadian
Indians could not refrain from making forays south of the "Medicine
Line". One band of Crees carried their depredations widely into
American territory and returned flushed with spoils. The police were
prompt in forcing them to give up the stolen property, several headmen giving evidence as a leverage upon which to identify the guilty
ones.
The herds in the country between the international boundary
and the Bow River now numbered fully 25,000 range cattle. Ranching
was spreading this way and that, embracing a wide stretch of country
from the Cypress Hills in the east to the Kootenay Valley in the
mountains west of Fort Macleod.
Maple Creek And Medicine Hat Barracks

In addition to the new posts at Macleod and Calgary, it became
necessary, when Fort Walsh was abandoned, to erect suitable buildings at Maple Creek and Medicine Hat, and it was decided that small
posts to accommodate about 25 men and horses at each would suffice.
The sites were carefully chosen. The one at Maple Creek was about
two miles south-west of the railway station, where the soil was
sandy and dry and good drainage procurable; the one at Medicine
Hat was 65 miles farther west near the railway, on the north side
of the South Saskatchewan, about a mile east of the town. The
North-Western Coal and Navigation Company, despite their activity
in opening up their mines and providing a coal transportation service
from the Gait mine to the C.P.R., entered into a contract w i t h the
government to erect both these new barracks. They also undertook
to start a mail service by stage from Medicine Hat via the Coal
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Banks to Macleod, a distance of 140 miles which, with relays of
horses every 30 miles, was to be covered in 24 hours. Up to this time
the nearest railway outlet from Fort Macleod was in Montana some
300 miles to the south on the Northern Pacific.
The posts at Maple Creek and Medicine Hat were to be of the
same construction as that at Fort Macleod, but with brick chimneys.
A portable building, 16 feet by 48 feet, was taken from Regina and
erected at Maple Creek to serve as a hospital. Work was progressing
on the new post at Calgary, but unfortunately the location was illchosen as the Canadian Pacific Railway would pass within a few
hundred feet of the buildings.
The Commissioner recommended the erection of new barracks at
Fort Saskatchewan, as the old buildings were badly out of repair.
It was significant of the trend from the primitive to the modern
that all the new posts were to be enclosed with picket fences instead
of stockades.
In The Rockies

As the grading for the C.P.R. entered the mountains, it was
considered necessary to establish a detachment near the Stony reserve
across the Bow River from the village of Morleyville, and one at a
point known as Padmore, 18 miles farther west. Other detachments
were contemplated beyond that as the railway progressed. Men of
the Force undertook the erection of quarters and stables at these
points.
With regard to the activities along the line of railway construction, the Commissioner reported to Ottawa that constant patrolling
was kept up to prevent prairie and forest fires. He regretted that
greater care was not exercised by contractors in preventing fires from
spreading, as much valuable timber was being destroyed in the mountains. Innumerable fires were extinguished by men of the Force, and
a large number of arrests were made, but in the majority of cases it
was difficult to secure conviction owing to lack of evidence.
The strong detachment at Calgary was the means of quelling
several serious strikes on the part of dissatisfied workmen. The officer
commanding received numerous complaints from men working on
the line, charging non-payment of wages, and he reported that in
nearly all cases they were working for small sub-contractors. A
number of these complaints were settled in court under the Masters
and Servants' Act, but many more were settled by sending a Force
member to the contractor's camp, procuring a statement of the claimant's account and demanding the balance due him. Settlement was
generally forthcoming on the spot to save court costs.
At Edmonton

Word of trouble with the Indians near Edmonton on the North
Saskatchewan was received in July. It appeared that exorbitant
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demands were being made upon the Indian agent at that point, sufficiently threatening to require police protection. Inspector Gagnon,
then at Fort Saskatchewan, proceeded to the scene of trouble, and
order was promptly restored. Nevertheless the Commissioner thought
it wise to increase the strength in that area by an officer and ten men.
W o o d Mountain

Since the days of the great Sioux influx the Wood Mountain
post near the international boundary had become almost unfit for
housing men and horses. In 1882 Commissioner Irvine had recommended the erection of a new post there, sufficiently large to accommodate an officer, 25 men and as many horses. Now, finding the
quarters utterly uninhabitable, he decided to withdraw the Wood
Mountain detachment to headquarters, leaving one man in charge
of stores. But soon afterwards, he returned Inspr. A. R. Macdonell
and a small detachment to the old site to ascertain the state of affairs
in that section, and to offer for sale stores no longer serviceable and
which were not worth freighting to Regina. At the same time he
considered Wood Mountain to be an important location for police
supervision, as it lay in the path of trails from the Missouri River and
elsewhere in the south; and a large number of settlers in the surrounding country warranted a continual check-up on smuggling,
especially liquor. He therefore renewed his recommendation for the
building of a new post.
Regina

The three most thriving centres of civilian population on the
plains were now Regina, Moose J a w and Calgary, all on the line of
the Canadian Pacific Railway.
The barracks at Regina, composed chiefly of portable buildings,
had reached a settled and more or less permanent stage. A large
amount of repair work was necessary, as the buildings had suffered
from rough treatment in shipment, as well as from severe weather
the previous winter. Many roofs were leaky, floors were warped and
twisted, ventilation had been poor and the stables had no flooring.
But all had now been made as comfortable as possible. A guardroom,
24 feet by 48 feet, had been constructed under special contract; officers'
quarters had been partitioned, given a better ceiling, oiled and varnished in the interior; barrack and mess rooms were lathed and plastered; brick chimneys were built, and other buildings were put in
serviceable condition. A sidewalk four feet wide was laid around
the square. The water supply had proved a problem, as that from
Wascana Creek was not suitable, and an attempt to solve the difficulty
by drilling and sinking six-inch iron pipes to a depth of from 60 to
105 feet resulted in only a partial supply of water from wells that
were easily pumped dry. A well 60 feet deep and six feet in diameter,
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cribbed with wood, was then put down, and water to the depth ol
25 feet from the surface, about 6,000 gallons, resulted. This was
pumped by hand.
Regina barrack-life was never dull. Duties were diverse and many;
various recreations filled off-hours; recruits were constantly arriving
to fill the places of the time-expired, and among newcomers, to say
nothing of the older hands, could be found an extraordinary cross
section of versatile and energetic men. The selection of Regina as
the seat of the Territorial Government had occasioned considerable
criticism, but time was to prove that the choice was a sound one.
Occupying a central position within the rich agricultural country of
Assiniboia, and being located on the transcontinental railway, roughly
midway between Winnipeg and the Rocky Mountains, the capital
soon proved itself worthy of its new status. Scarcity of water had been
one reason why many critics had condemned the site, but a number of
wells already sunk had produced an abundant supply. A dam was
constructed across Wascana Creek one mile south of the town, to
form a reservoir comprising about 160 acres, with an average depth
of five feet, which was calculated to suffice for all ordinary purposes
of the townspeople for many years to come. The Departments of
Public Works and the Interior had constructed several public buildings—a Government House, a legislative council chamber with
offices attached, a registry office, a land office, a post office, and headquarters for the Territories of the Indian Department. Plans also
included a courthouse, jail and lunatic asylum.
Battleford

At the old capital of Battleford the Government House and council chamber were turned over to the Indian Department to be used as
an industrial school for Indian children.
Electoral Districts

The session of the North-West Council, held in August, was
widely representative of the entire prairie country. The necessary
records to show what parts of the Territories were entitled to representation had previously been compiled, with the result that five
districts of approximately 1,000 square miles each were found to have
the requisite population. They were set apart as electoral districts
under the names of Regina, Qu'Appelle, Moose Jaw, Broadview and
Edmonton. These, with the electoral district of Lome comprising
the settlements of Prince Albert, Duck Lake, St. Laurent and Carlton,
erected in November 1880, made altogether six electoral districts.
The North-West Council

The North-West Council, under Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney,
now consisted of Stipendiary Magistrates Macleod and Richardson,
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the appointed member Pascal Breland, the nominated members
Commr. A. G. Irvine of the Mounted Police and Hayter Reed of the
Indian Department, and six elected members—William White of
Regina, Thomas W. Jackson of Qu'Appelle, James H. Ross of Moose
Jaw, C. C. Hamilton of Broadview, Frank Oliver of Edmonton and
D. H. Macdowall of Lome.
The C.P.R. Invades The Blackfoot Reserve

West of Medicine Hat railway construction was proceeding at
breakneck speed. As the Bow River was approached rumours arose
that the Blackfoot, learning that the line would penetrate their
reserve, were preparing to offer serious opposition. But relying upon
protection by the Mounted Police, the contractors pushed forward
unconcerned, only to be rudely awakened when the first rails laid
upon the Blackfoot land were torn up the following night. True to
their ancient antagonism to all trespassers, these Indians had determined to hold inviolate the land of their forefathers still remaining
to them. They had even held a war council, at which Crowfoot and
other chiefs had viewed the situation from both sides but at which
the younger element had pressed for armed resistance. The government in the treaty with them six years earlier had pledged their occupation of the land allotted to them would be peaceful; now the'
invading horde of civilization meant to violate the compact.
With serious lack of foresight, the government had neither
warned the Blackfoot of its intention to sever their lands by the oncoming line of steel nor offered compensation for the inevitable disruptions. Crowfoot, a real Indian statesman w h o had from the very
advent of the Mounted Police displayed a tolerance and nobility of
character that distinguished him among all the native leaders of the
plains, was deeply perturbed at w h a t he considered an unwarranted
wrong and insult. He found himself in a most difficult situation.
With his young warriors clamouring for concerted action against the
white intruders, w i t h his high regard for the Mounted Police as
representatives of the Great White Mother and her paleface subjects,
he found himself facing a problem none too easy to solve.
Commissioner Irvine had warned Ottawa that the Blackfoot
would in all likelihood oppose the railroad crossing their reserve
unless they were adequately compensated, but no steps had been
taken by the government. Chief Crowfoot saw that his people were
being deliberately wronged and expressed the belief that he could not
restrain his young men from open warfare; he said the treaty of 1877
was about to be wilfully broken, and in his estimation it was not
surprising that most of his followers had become agitated to the
point of resistance.
Happily, the situation culminated suddenly and without disturbance. Father Doucet, the Roman Catholic missionary to the
tribe, realizing that he could not control the younger element, w h o
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were now freely discussing plans for an attack upon the railway
working parties, wisely thought of his more influential colleague,
Father Albert Lacombe. Besides, the young priest was well aware
that Lacombe was an idol among the various tribes of the confederacy.
He was one of Crowfoot's warmest friends, and was known throughout the tribe as Oxeo-oos-kitsi-popo—The-Man-Of-The-Good-Heart.
For nearly 60 years Pere Lacombe had laboured among the Indians
of the plains. He was now in charge of the parish of St. Mary's at
Calgary, and had already taken a hand in preparing the natives for
the coming of the surveyors and construction crews of the C.P.R.
Priest, ambassador, diplomat, voyageur, colonizer and educationist,
this great Oblate missionary of the West could be said to have lived
a life of deeds so fruitful of good results as to place him among Canada's
greatest figures. Many times he had averted war between Blackfoot
and Cree, his success perhaps being augmented by the touch of Indian
blood in his own veins. When word from Doucet reached him he
saw that no time was to be lost, and immediately set out for Crowfoot's lodge 60 miles away.
The good father obtained a supply of tea and tobacco, and
urged Crowfoot to call a council. Tea was brewed and tobacco smoked.
After a preliminary discussion during which Crowfoot summed up his
feelings in a few words: "This land was given us for our own; then
why do white men come to tear it up?"
Lacombe stepped into the breach. Seeing that a decision one way
or the other was absolutely necessary, he assumed the authority of a
government envoy. In Blackfoot tongue he spoke quietly and told
that a very small part of the reserve was needed for the railway, and
in behalf of the government promised a generous grant of additional
land in compensation. Crowfoot backed him up. At one of the most
important tea parties ever held in Western Canada, unanimous consent
was given for the railroad to proceed as laid down by the surveyors,
and the young men of the tribe, learning of the decision, ceased their
threats against the construction gangs.
Soon afterwards, General Manager Van Home expressed the
corporation's appreciation to Crowfoot by presenting him with a
perennial pass over the Canadian Pacific Railway. The old chief
received the gift as graciously as it was offered, had it framed and
for the remainder of his life wore it suspended on his breast. Father
Lacombe was subsequently to receive an even more conspicuous
honour at the hands of the great corporation.
Calgary

On a day in August an engine whistle echoed across the foothills
of the Rockies. Calgary had been reached!
The place consisted of a little village of log buildings, including
the Hudson's Bay Company's store, the diminutive churches of the
Roman Catholics and Methodists, and two not very plausible hotels,
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or "stopping-places", on the east side of the Elbow River close to its
junction w i t h the Bow. The Mounted Police post and the trading
store of I. G. Baker and Company stood on the west side, between
the rivers, where a site for the railway station had been chosen.
From the Rocky Mountains eastward, direct railway communication was now established. Edmonton to the north, was still dependent upon the long cart trail from Winnipeg or upon river steamers up
the N o r t h Saskatchewan. The ranching country to the south was
still supplied by bull and horse teams from Fort Benton, now nearing
its closing days as a source of supply to the people above the international line. Henceforth Calgary would be the distributing and
shipping point throughout the country along the base of the Rockies.
On August 31 a little weekly newspaper of four pages, less than
foolscap size, came off a small hand press set up in a tent near the
Mounted Police post of Fort Calgary. The Calgary Weekly Herald,
Mining and Kanch Advocate, the forerunner of the Calgary Herald of
later years, was launched by two men from Ontario, T. B. Braden
and A. M . Armour, assisted by Cst. Thomas Clarke of the Mounted
Police w h o was an experienced typesetter, and w h o was given permission by his officer commanding to help out.
The first passenger train to reach Calgary brought a party of
outstanding C.P.R. representatives on a tour of inspection—George
Stephen (later Lord Mount Stephen), president of the railway; Donald
A. Smith (later Lord Strathcona and Mount Royal); R. B. Angus;
General Manager Van Home, and Count Hermann von Hohenlohe.
Father Lacombe was invited to a luncheon served in the private car
of the distinguished travellers, and in recognition of his timely
services in smoothing out the misunderstanding w i t h Crowfoot and
his following, President Stephen resigned and the famous missionary
was elected in his place. He at once nominated Stephen as the incumbent of the parish of St. Mary's.
The story has been perpetuated that Stephen, to all appearances,
assumed his new vocation w i t h reverent seriousness. Looking wistfully out the car window, he remarked: "Poor souls of Calgary, I
pity y o u . "
But fortunately for both, the interchange lasted for only an hour,
and as in the case of Crowfoot, Pere Lacombe was given free passage
for life over the Canadian Pacific Railway system.
A New West In The Making

In leaps and bounds life on the plains was reaching out, gathering
in new ways and new faces. At various points comfortable houses
were replacing primitive log shacks, dugouts and tents. Community
customs were appearing; dances and entertainments interspersed the
serious business of new beginnings. Realizing the advantage of railway facilities, settlers and trade adventurers were appearing daily;
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industries of various kinds were taking root. Wherever there was
need for special supervision to establish and maintain law and order,
Mounted Police detachments were being established, not only on
the plains but in the passes of the mountains—out towards Kicking
Horse River on the line of the transcontinental railway, out in the
Kootenay and the Crow's Nest#. Fine types of cattlemen were settling
on the almost illimitable ranges of virgin pasturage, bringing in the
best stock and saddle horses that money could buy—men w h o in most
cases readily gained the esteem and confidence of the Mounted Police.
A new type of plainsman was now in the saddle—scores of expert
rough-riders and "broncho-busters".
Scattered among the first range stock to appear were many of the
famous "Texas Longhorns" inseparable from the men whose schooling
in the open life of the plains had begun on the long cattle trails from
the south; but the once conspicuous breed of kine that dated back to
1521, when the first cattle were brought to American shores by Gregorio Villalobos, the initial governor general of " N e w Spain", thence
to spread in countless millions from Vera Cruz northerly across the
coastal plains of Texas to the " F a r West", was fast being replaced
by better breeds.
Along w i t h the fine incoming class of men and women, there
were many w h o saw in the new freedom a chance to indulge in freedom
of license. At the same time Indians were not slow to learn many of
the wiles and subterfuges of lawless white men, making for a complex
mixture of reds and whites that required strict vigilance and firm
handling by the Force. This was expected, and it was found that t h e
international boundary, as in the past, provided the chief breeding
ground of trouble. Conditions south of the line were such as to
aggravate the contacts between Americans and Canadians. While the
buffalo had lasted there had been a good living for all, but now those
formerly dependent upon Nature's gifts were confronted by a situation
in which two choices only were presented—to turn to honest employment, or follow the path of crime. Many had chosen the latter.
Threats Of Indian Starvation

Government rations in either country were barely enough to
ward off calamity, and Indians generally were forced to see that if
they and their dependents were to stave off starvation, it was up to
them to provide w h a t they could by their own ingenuity, such as
small animals, birds, fish, anything in fact that had food value.
Under the changed conditions many of the very old and extremely
young perished. Others became weak and sickly, and in some areas
south of the boundary conditions became appalling. The U.S. Congress voted appropriations to relieve distress among the southern
Blackfoot and Peigans, but supplies had to be freighted for hundreds
of miles, while departmental red tape was slow to comprehend the
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urgent need of people w h o had always lived by the chase. To the
credit of ranchers, army officers and others in Montana, everything
possible was done to alleviate the suffering; but frightful conditions
set in. An inspection by an Indian agent revealed that in 23 Blackfoot
habitations only two contained food. In one lodge a rabbit was being
cooked to save a starving child; in another the hoof of a steer was in
the pot to make soup for an entire family.
The agent reported: " I broke down; I could go no farther. It
was more than I could stand."
At the Indian agencies south of the line the Blackfoot and
Peigans crowded around the buildings, begging for food. Mothers
came to the windows, held up starving babies to show their shrunken
limbs. Other women brought their young daughters to the white
men saying: "You may have her, if you will feed h e r . "
At least one quarter of the South Blackfoot and Peigans in Montana were fated to starve to death in the coming winter. To make
matters worse, they were the prey of crooked Indian agents-—careless
of Indian welfare—who used their political appointments to steal
from the government and Indian alike.
Horse Stealing Rampant

North of the border the Macleod district began to suffer as never
before from an influx of thieves, and saddles were seldom off the
Mounted Police horses, while other districts were not immune.
During the summer of 1883 the epidemic spread eastward to the
Cypress Hills, and along the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Indians and whites alike were seizing every opportunity to steal
horses from the many hundreds utilized in railroad work.
The duty of stopping this wholesale raiding of horseflesh fell
heavily upon Superintendent Shurtliff and his command at Maple
Creek, and the superintendent was provoked to plain language in
reporting the conditions w i t h which he daily contended: "Anyone
not familiar w i t h the circumstances would think on reading reports
of raids in the Montana press that our Indians were the only guilty
ones and that their people were the only sufferers. On the contrary,
while our Indians were stealing from the other side, their Indians
and white thieves were constantly stealing from settlers and railway
contractors on this side. It was thought that when raiding was
stopped from our side of the line that steps would have been taken
to prevent American Indians from stealing on this side . . . . Horses
have been stolen every week during the past season by both Indians
and whites from the other side . . . . This horse stealing has become
a very serious matter, as nearly every settler along the line of road in
this section of the country has lost horses during the past season.
The Missouri River runs for a long distance through an Indian reservation, the only settlers being such as furnish wood for the steam-
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ers, and being thickly timbered, affords a harbour for all the horse
thieves and hard characters of that portion of the Western country.
The settlements in this part of the North-West are close to the Cypress
Hills. Raiders from the other side can steal horses and reach hiding
places in the hills in one hour's time, when it is almost impossible
to find them, and in a day's ride can reach the Missouri, when they
are safe from all pursuit."
Commissioner Irvine endorsed Shurtliff's report. He was quite
aware that war parties of Canadian Indians had crossed the boundary
line on horse-stealing expeditions and he had endeavoured to prevent
it, but no such limited force of men could possibly bring about a
stoppage of such crime. So long as Indians and desperadoes of the
type involved infested the country either north or south, it would
continue. Raiding parties usually set forth in very small numbers,
or often man by man, having first agreed to meet at a rendezvous
situated near the boundary in a carefully-chosen, unfrequented spot,
and Irvine knew that the American authorities were faced with the
same difficulties as were the Mounted Police, notwithstanding the
presence of large bodies of troops stationed throughout Dakota and
Montana.
The precautionary steps taken to remove various bands of Indians
from the vicinity of the boundary to reserves along the North Saskatchewan River and in the Qu'Appelle Valley had done much to prevent
raids being made into the United States. As for comments appearing
in the Montana press regarding raids by Canadian Indians, the Commissioner was sufficiently tolerant to see that the press was not actually
adding insult to injury, as it could not be expected that American
editors should take up the subject of losses suffered on the Canadian
side, if in fact the particulars of such losses were even known to them.
At worst, it was nothing more than a transitory phase of border life.
The presence on the Canadian plains of a vast number of horses employed in the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway was in
itself a strong incentive to American horse thieves, red or white, to
cross the border. Had it not been for constant and unremitting police
surveillance, the losses would in all probability have assumed enormous proportions. Upon all occasions the U.S. troops showed a
readiness to aid in the recovery of property stolen from Canada; they
afforded every assistance in their power, which unfortunately was
more limited than that of the Mounted Police. A horse thief, having
once crossed into the United States with property stolen from Canada,
could not be arrested and punished, though the property so stolen
might be recovered.
Apprehending horse thieves was not an easy task even to experienced men of the Force. One case, described in detail, reveals in a
general way the need of fearless and sudden action.
Four men reached Fort Walsh one day in the spring, having ridden
from I. G. Baker and Company's ranch in Montana. They stated that
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a party of Crees from Canada had stolen 31 of their best horses. They
had followed the Indian trail to find that the red raiders, upon entering
the Cypress Hills, had divided into three groups, each of which followed a separate trail to a camp about 30 miles distant.
Superintendent Shurtliff dispatched a sergeant and ten men within
half an hour w i t h orders to intercept the thieves. Ten miles out, ten
of the Indians w i t h 23 of the stolen horses were overtaken. The
Indians were arrested and along w i t h the horses sent to Fort Walsh
in charge of four constables. Upon reaching the Indian camp, the
police met another group w i t h six more of the horses, and they also
were sent to Fort Walsh. The Indians said they had abandoned two
horses on the way from the south, and the next morning Baker's men
were on their w a y back to Montana w i t h 29 recovered animals.
Eleven Indians were sentenced to Manitoba Penitentiary for bringing
stolen property into British territory. In a similar manner, followed
by the same swift application of the law, many other arrests were
made, and stolen property was returned to its owners. The sentences
imposed varied from two to five years w i t h hard labour.
Superintendent Walsh Retires

On September 1 Supt. James Morrow Walsh retired.
Of all the officers in the Mounted Police none had given better
service to Canada in the great western transition than had Major
Walsh. In fact, between 1875 and 1883, no man wearing the red tunic
had been called upon to exercise a greater degree of courage, tolerance
and tact. From the erection of Fort Walsh in the Cypress Hills in
the spring of 1875, up to the departure of Sitting Bull and his Sioux
following in 1881, and the subsequent establishment and administration of the Qu'Appelle post in the pathway of the immigration
onrush from the East, the active years of the commandant of " B "
Troop had in themselves rounded out a distinct and meritorious
chapter of Mounted Police history.
Before his retirement Walsh was given leave of absence to visit
the scenes of his younger days. It was thought that he would not
return to his command, and the non-commissioned officers and men
of his division tendered him an address, accompanied by a gift as
evidence of their appreciation and their feelings toward him. Old
" B " Troop had always been in the forefront of pioneer endeavour,
and had probably seen more active service and more hard work than
any other. At the time of Walsh's leave-taking, only two men from
among those w h o had made the memorable march from the Red
River to the foothills of the Rockies in 1874 remained w i t h him;
only six of those w h o had shared w i t h him the trials and difficulties
at Fort Walsh and Wood Mountain during the period of the Siouxinvasion were left.

Superintendent J. M. Walsh
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An Outcry From The Crees

For some time there had been rumours of discontent along the
North Saskatchewan. Several reports from Indian agents had reached
Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney, hinting that serious trouble might
break out on the Saskatchewan reserves at any time; Cree leaders,
especially Beardy and Big Bear, true to their chronic state of mind,
were suspected of fomenting dissatisfaction with the conditions
under which the Crees and halfbreeds of the north were now forced
to seek their livelihood. As a result 25 men under Inspr. Francis
J. Dickens were stationed in September at the Hudson's Bay Company's
post of Fort Pitt on the Saskatchewan, between Battleford and Fort
Saskatchewan. This was in the neighbourhood of the reserve allotted
to Big Bear and his following. With the arrival of Dickens and his
men, the rumours died down.
Unrest At Fort Macleod

And in the opposite extreme, by an unprecedented coincidence, a
dissatisfied state of mind had been brewing for some time in Mounted
Police ranks at Fort Macleod—a temporary accumulation of grievances
which in the latter part of August effervesced and spilled over. There
had been much suppressed grumbling; " C " Troop was under strength
and duties were exacting. Probably as a result of overwork on the
part of officers and men, post routine, daily fatigues and attention to
post requirements had unwittingly been allowed to drift into a perfunctory state. In the midst of an unsatisfactory situation SergeantMajor Bradley arrived from Regina headquarters to take over the
duties of his rank at Macleod, and was instructed to enforce discipline
strictly.
On the morning of September 8 the troop orderly visited the
mess at breakfast and advised the men that if they had complaints,
they were to lay them before the sergeant-major. Thereupon they
reported to Sergeant-Major Bradley in a body and stated their case.
The following day the sergeant-major was asked if he had any reply,
to which he gave a negative answer. An indignation meeting was
then called in the recreation room, at which it was decided unanimously that if the officer commanding refused to take action, the men
would act on their own account. At 10 o'clock the guard fell in, but
refused to march off; the sergeant-major did his utmost to persuade
them that they were wrong. The troop turned out on the square
and told him that the guard would not mount. The guard was then
dismissed and the affair reported. It being Sunday, at 11 o'clock the
fall-in for "Church Parade" sounded; this was ignored, and every man
walked to church independently.
Upon going to the square and seeing no one on parade other
than non-commissioned officers, Crozier asked what hacf taken place
and was told in the vernacular of the day that a "buck" had occurred.
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Blame was directed by Superintendent Crozier upon SergeantMa j or Bradley, w h o was told that the troop was free from any such
disturbance before he arrived; thereupon a manifesto was signed by
the men, stating that the sergeant-major had nothing to do w i t h
their insubordination, as the general feeling of discontent had existed
for the last six months, and was bound to come to a head sooner or
later. The document was signed by every constable in the troop.
Upon reading it, the officer commanding declared that he was entirely
ignorant of w h a t could be the cause of the men's actions, and asked
Sergeant-Major Bradley to enquire. Another meeting was called and
a further document drawn up for presentation to Superintendent
Crozier. The men respectfully listed their complaints—they had
subsisted for months on beef and bread only; no potatoes or substitute
had been provided; they had to patronize "eating houses" in the town,
as the beef was usually unfit for human consumption; men had been
ordered to act as servants to strangers visiting the post; complaints
had been made almost daily to the orderly officer and others, but
without redress. Many had been without their annual issue of
clothing for a long time and had been forced to purchase clothing,
making them liable to punishment for disobedience to orders in not
being properly dressed. It was pointed out that due to the troop
being under strength they were overworked, yet every man had
endeavoured to perform his duty to the best of his ability. Remedies
had been asked for, but no notice had been taken; they had had to
care for and ride unbroken remounts belonging to other divisions,
which had endangered life and limb. Men had been detailed to act
as grooms and batmen to visitors, duties which were not specified in
the Mounted Police Act.
Crozier sent word to all the men at the post to meet him in the
orderly room, and there invited a free discussion, giving his word
as an officer and gentleman that no man would have cause to regret
any unburdening of his mind so far as he was concerned. A long
argument ensued, in which Crozier admitted that he had overlooked
some things, also that he was ignorant of the circumstances and
conditions alleged. Thereupon certain requests were granted and the
majority of the grievances removed. The Commissioner arrived a
few days later from Regina to inspect the division.
Treaty Payments

The annual participation in the payment of treaty money to the
Indians, in conjunction w i t h the work of the Indian Department,
devolved upon the Force during late summer and early autumn. A
detachment commanded by Supt. John Cotton carried the annuity
money from Regina for distribution at Battleford, Fort Carlton,
Edmonton, Macleod, Calgary and outlying points, and Maple Creek
on the C.P.R. was made a distributing centre from which further
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escorts were sent out. Pay clerks were also furnished by the Force,
and over the entire West the proceedings took place in an orderly
manner. Treaty arrangements everywhere were working well.
Halfbreeds Share The Indian Anxiety

A marked evidence of unrest however continued to show itself
in Cree encampments and half breed hamlets.
From the parish of St. Louis de Langevin on the South Branch, a
petition signed by a number of halfbreed settlers was forwarded to
the Minister of the Interior at Ottawa. Practically a duplicate of
many such documents already presented to the Governor General and
other authorities, it dwelt upon the fact that many of the petitioners
had been settled on their holdings for a number of years, all having
taken their land in the form of river lots—the method formerly prevailing on the banks of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers previous to
the insurrection of 1869-70; that a special survey had been requested
two years previously; that other petitions had gone forward, endorsed
by several leaders of public life in the country, as well as bv His
Lordship Bishop Grandin. Even Father Leduc had gone as a delegate
to Ottawa, and on return had brought an answer from the government
promising special surveys of all located lands on the Saskatchewan.
But the petitioners had waited in vain for the expected surveyors.
This last petition urged the government to put an end to the delay
"as quickly as possible for the welfare and peace of loyal subjects of
Her Majesty the Queen of England".
Scattered throughout the country, more especially in the valleys
of Qu'Appelle and Saskatchewan were many halfbreeds who had
turned reluctantly from buffalo hunting to settle on lands of their
own choosing; they had erected small permanent homes and reverted
to tilling the soil. As original inhabitants of the plains, they were
staunch in the belief that they had prior rights in the land of their
forebears, and that their grievances as unregistered custodians of
their small holdings called for adequate and prompt redress. Some
had already enjoyed a settlement of their claims in Manitoba; others
had not. In the country of the Saskatchewan the great majority held
no more than squatters' rights thus far.
In dealing w i t h these calls from the halfbreeds of the NorthWest, the government had resorted to much correspondence but little
tangible action. The Minister of the Interior had long since advised
Lieutenant-Governor Laird that he would have much pleasure in
submitting such petitions for the consideration of the Governor
General-in-Council, and that the propriety of passing an Act to secure
for the halfbreeds a speedy means of acquiring titles for settlement
purposes was engaging the government's attention. Surveys asked
for were being carried out, but applications for seed grain and agricul-
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tural implements (as provided to the Indians) could not be viewed
favourably. Half breeds were to be considered no differently from
white settlers—they should settle down, direct their energies to agricultural pursuits, and lands should be assigned to them the same as
to white settlers. They could not look to the government for any
special assistance.
The surveyor-general announced that "in surveying the townships fronting on the Saskatchewan, all river lots would be posted
in ten chains width, w i t h a depth back from the rivers of two miles".
There had been some departure from this rule among old settlers in
Prince Albert and other places, but the majority of the settlers on the
South Branch adopted the plan of narrow frontages, and requested
a substitution of the block system of survey by a resurvey into river
lots on a similar plan to those adopted in the Prince Albert settlement.
To the chagrin of those interested, the Minister of the Interior replied
that the government had no intention to cause a resurvey as requested.
When the land in question came into their possession they could
procure for themselves any sub-division from the regular survey
which they might desire.
Early in 1882 Lawrence Clarke of Fort Carlton, the member of
the North-West Council for the District of Lome, had taken the matter
up w i t h the Deputy Minister of the Interior, pointing out that whereas
the Indian title had been abolished by treaties, the halfbreed residents
of the North-West Territories were purely squatters. Yet the rights of
the halfbreeds on the soil had been recognized by the government. He
covered the situation generally as it applied to halfbreed settlements,
stating that "a strong feeling of regret had been expressed that the
law debarred the pioneer settlers w h o had performed all settlement
duties, from obtaining immediate patents for their lots; at the same
time there had been a confident reliance that on further consideration,
the Rt. Hon. the Minister of the Interior would have the law amended
so as to allow of this just grievance being redressed".
A reply, mainly embodying technicalities, was received, w i t h the
rejoinder that the minister would "cause enquiry to be made through
his own officers, and would, on their report, have such action in the
premises as might be in accordance w i t h law, and necessary".
A serious controversy, herewith barely outlined, had begun.
Doubtless the government in faraway Ottawa was dealing equitably
w i t h halfbreed lands according to strict formula, while the halfbreeds
were viewing the situation according to their own requirements.
But between the two elements, a breach had opened and was widening
•—one from which much evil was inevitably to result. And before the
breach could be bridged, the North-West Mounted Police were
destined to be called upon for a full measure of assistance in behalf
of law and order.
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The Force Comes Under Indian Affairs

The survey and opening up of Western lands increased the business of the Department of the Interior to such an extent that the
minister found it necessary to get assistance. As a result the President
of the Privy Council was appointed Superintendent-General of Indian
Affairs, and because the North-West Mounted Police had been established to preserve peace in the North-West Territories, principally
regarding the protection of settlers from hostile actions by Indians,
the control and management of the Force was transferred to the
Department of Indian Affairs on October 17.
The C.P.R.

Track laying on the C.P.R. ended for the season on November
28 at Laggan, near the summit of the Kicking Horse Pass (the modern
station of Lake Louise, close to the famous beauty spot of that name,
discovered in 1882 by " T o m " Wilson, an ex-member of the Force).
When building operations ceased the railroad mileage in actual operation had increased from 748 to 1,552 miles. Three Clyde-built steamers
had been purchased to ply on the Great Lakes, thus establishing connection between the eastern and western sections of the road. Revenues
had increased from $3,327,920 in 1882 to $5,473,897 in 1883, but
clouds were gathering on the corporation's financial horizon.
The duties of the Force as applied to the transcontinental railway
were not to end w i t h the cessation of track laying. Arrangements
were made between the company and the government to have members
of the Force work as railway mail clerks from Moose J a w westward,
the detachments at Regina, Maple Creek and Calgary supplying men
for the purpose. During December a strike flared up among the
locomotive engineers and firemen, who refused to sign certain articles
of agreement submitted to them by the railway authorities, and who
made demands for increased rates of pay, which were refused. Work
was tied up all along the line; bitter feelings were created between
employer and employee; the company found itself not only without
skilled mechanical labour but confronted by criminal attempts to
destroy its property.
The Commissioner received a telegram from the divisional superintendent at Moose J a w requesting him to furnish a detachment of
police to protect property at that point and ensure the non-interference
of trains carrying mails and passengers. Two officers and 35 men
were immediately detailed for the purpose, and an engine and car
carried them to the scene of trouble. Supt. W. M . Herchmer, in
command of the detachment, placed a guard on the railway roundhouse at Moose Jaw, and leaving Inspr. R. B. Deane w i t h 16 men at
that point, proceeded to the divisional point of Broadview, where
he took charge of all railway property. Every engine which pulled
out on the line was guarded by Mounted Police. Strict surveillance
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was placed on all engines with the result that none was damaged,
though several instances of throttles being secretly opened and levers
pushed forward were discovered in time to prevent disaster. Only
responsible employees were allowed access to railroad property and
rolling stock, and the malcontents found themselves foiled at every
turn. Attempts to dump acids and alkali into the railway water
supply were discovered and prevented. By prompt and efficient action,
w h a t for a time threatened to be a general railway strike was completely quelled, and the strikers finally returned to work at the rates of
pay originally proposed by the company.
The Church

Prominently identified w i t h the various infant settlements of the
West were the different religious influences. The Church, through
various denominations, shared largely in the upbuilding of a new
order. Religious endeavours and sacrifices on the part of many good
churchmen tended to a great extent to lessen the burdens of the
Mounted Police. Father Albert Lacombe was a monumental figure
in the missionary field, being the foremost to minister to traders,
halfbreeds and Indians in the region lying between Fort Edmonton
and Fort Macleod. All those w h o came in contact w i t h this heroic
man spoke lovingly of him and w i t h admiration for his astounding
vitality, tact and courage. Another whose name shines out from the
annals of those pioneering days was the Rev. John McDougall of
the Wesleyan Mission among the Stony Indians at Morleyville on
the Bow River, whose father before him had paved the way among
the Crees and Stonies for the inevitable reformation from barbarism
to Christianity. The Anglicans were active at Fort Macleod and the
Blackfoot Crossing within the Diocese of Calgary, but for the most
part they centered their ministrations upon the Diocese of Saskatchewan, including Battleford, Prince Albert, Grand Rapids and other
places. It was not until September this year that the formation of
the Methodist Church in Canada took place, while the Presbyterians
had for some years been in the Prince Albert district on the North
Saskatchewan, and had gradually extended their labours northward
and westward.
Police Detachments Widely Extended

In addition to the posts of Regina, Maple Creek, Medicine Hat,
Qu'Appelle, Shoal Lake, Wood Mountain, Fort Macleod, Battleford,
Prince Albert, Fort Pitt, Fort Saskatchewan and Calgary, detachments w i t h small buildings were now located at Moose Jaw, Moosomin, Fort Pelly, Standoff, Kootenai, Pincher Creek, Peigan Reserve
and St. Mary's on the plains and at Padmore, "The G a p " and the
"End of C.P.R." in the Rockies. At Winnipeg a recruiting depot was
maintained. The total strength was 518 officers and men, comprising
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five divisions. Horses to the number of 355 were distributed among
all points with the exception of Shoal Lake, Moosomin, Wood
Mountain, Fort Pelly and "End of C.P.R". During the year 30 horses
were purchased in Ontario and 49 were procured from the Stewart
Ranch Company at Pincher Creek, as well as several others in Winnipeg, Regina and Calgary. Those from the Stewart ranch were all native
bronchos, which were admirably suited for hard work on the plains.
The Ontario horses proved a serviceable lot, but soon after their
arrival in the West, a few contracted glanders and had to be destroyed.
Saddlery

The "Universal" cavalry pattern saddle as first supplied to the
Force in 1874 had become obsolete. The Commissioner had suggested
the English high cantle dragoon type, with a few changes, as a
substitute, but had since favoured the "California" type. In accordance with certain specifications, 100 of the latter had been purchased
and all officers commanding divisions spoke most highly of them.
This cleared up a question which had long been a vexing one. A few
minor changes were still called for—dispensing with tapaderos and
the replacing of the numnahs by a good quality of "English felt".
The Commissioner reported it was imperative that a further purchase
of at least 250 California saddles should be made.
Bits of the "Whitman" make had proven excellent, but the side
springs by which they were attached to the halter bridle were not
strong enough, and the bit itself was too narrow. Until made wider,
these bits injured the mouths of the larger horses, because of friction
produced by the pressure of the check-piece from the corner of the
mouth to the bridle ring, to which the bit spring was attached.
Arms

The new pattern Winchester carbine had proven satisfactory in
all respects and was of superior manufacture; and the new Enfield
revolvers recently supplied were a highly improved substitute for
the old Adams revolvers that were first issued.
Much controversy had existed as to the most suitable manner
of carrying the carbines when mounted, and many different opinions
had been put forward. The Commissioner now arrived at the conclusion that two separate methods should be adopted: in a bucket
attached to the near side in rear of the saddle to be used on ordinary
mounted parades and in long marches, where there was small likelihood of coming into action; and by a sling on the carbine to pass
across the rider's body, with the carbine stock resting in a small open
leather shoe attached to the saddle, to be used when there was likely
to be action at any moment, or when men were sent out in small numbers on detachment or patrol duty. It was pointed out that while the
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horse had to bear the weight of the carbine, the rider should at all
times be perfectly free to control and guide his mount; furthermore,
should an accident happen to the horse and the rider be thrown, or
should the animal be shot, the sling precluded the possibility of the
rider being separated from his carbine. The sling would also be of
great service when men were on foot, say on sentry duty in cold
weather, leaving the hands free and not so exposed to the elements.
Artillery

The artillery armament of the Force consisted of two 9-pounder
muzzle-loading guns at Fort Macleod, four 7-pounder mountain guns
(bronze), two of them at Calgary and two at Regina headquarters,
and t w o small brass mortars at Fort Macleod. The Commissioner
expected to employ skilled labour to turn out new carriages and
limbers for the guns, which had become almost unserviceable.
Transport

A number of "Speight" wagons were supplied during the year
and found to be very serviceable, though rather heavy in construction.
The Commissioner urgently pressed for an additional supply of
buckboards—light vehicles for fast travelling.
Drill And Target Practice

Constant demands upon the Force interfered greatly w i t h drills
and courses of instruction, but as far as practicable, non-commissioned
officers and men at all detachments h a d been put through a course of
mounted and dismounted drill during the year. The recruits arriving
at intervals at Regina headquarters received instructions w i t h practically no interference. A good rifle range had been constructed at several
posts, and each division had received a course of musketry and revolver
practice, while equitation was not forgotten. With the establishment
of permanent headquarters a depot of instruction was gradually
evolved, through which all recruits had to pass before being sent out
on duty.
In reporting to Ottawa upon this subject the Commissioner
stated: "We are sadly in want of a suitable building at headquarters
which could be used as a drill shed and riding school, and I strongly
recommend that one be erected during the coming spring and summer.
The severity of the winter in this portion of the Territories renders it
utterly impossible to carry out, in the open air, any drills whatsoever,
mounted or dismounted."
He also recommended the enlistment of three thoroughly competent drill instructors, to be obtained from the Imperial authorities.
The appointment of a well-qualified armourer-sergeant had been
made during the past summer, and all unserviceable rifles and revolvers
from other posts were sent to him at headquarters for repairs.
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Suggested Amendment To The Police Act

The Commissioner pointed out that clause No. 19 of the Mounted
Police Act provided that "if any member of the Force, having deserted, absented himself without leave, or refused to do duty therein,
be found in any part of Canada other than the North-West Territories,
he shall on conviction thereof be liable to forfeit and pay for every
such offence any sum, not exceeding 100 dollars, or to be imprisoned
and kept at hard labour for any term not exceeding 12 months, or
both; and upon the trial of any offender under this section, it shall
not be necessary to produce or give in evidence the original engagement or agreement to serve in the Force signed by such offender, but
such engagement may be proved by parol evidence or by a certificate
signed by the Commissioner, Assistant Commissioner, or any superintendent or inspector of the Force, giving the date and period of such
engagement, and it shall be necessary prima facie to prove the signature
to such certificate, which shall be held to be genuine unless it be
expressly alleged by the offender not to be so".
It was pointed out that in the event of a man deserting from the
Force and being arrested in the North-West Territories, he was almost
invariably awarded the full year's imprisonment, while, should he
succeed in reaching one of the older provinces and be brought before
a magistrate on the charge of desertion, he was allowed the option of
a fine or imprisonment, seldom to the maximum amount provided for
in the Act.
The Commissioner took the stand that punishment for desertion
should be imprisonment in all cases.
Suggested Amendment To The North-West Territories Act

The Commissioner again pressed for a change which he thought
might be made in the North-West Territories Act with advantage to
the operations of the Force. This had to do with the punishment of
offenders convicted of liquor dealing or having it in their possession.
It was provided that in case of non-payment of fines, or when sent
to jail for second offence, persons could not be sentenced to hard
labour while undergoing imprisonment. The suggestion was now
renewed that the Act be so amended as to leave it to the discretion
of the magistrate whether persons so convicted should undergo imprisonment with or without hard labour.
Need Of Adequate Jail Facilities

The practice heretofore of turning guardrooms into common
jails had proven most objectionable, and previously it had been
pointed out how urgent was the necessity of proper jail accommodation. The need for this had increased very materially. At Regina
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alone, ten cells were constantly holding more than that number of
prisoners, and the Commissioner urged the authorities to give this
subject their early attention.
Outbreak Of Glanders

A serious epidemic of glanders had broken out among horses on
the plains, and the loss by the Force had been very heavy, despite the
fact that every effort had been made to prevent a spread of the disease
—all affected animals were destroyed and the bodies burned. It had
therefore become necessary to adopt a stringent law to apply to the
horses of settlers, Indians and others, and the North-West Council
had passed such an ordinance, which provided for the destruction
of any animals found to be suffering from the disease.
Customs Collections

During the year the Force had collected customs dues to the
amount of $50,501.32 at Fort Macleod, and $28,416.61 at Maple
Creek.

CHAPTER II

1884
PLEA OF THE NATIVE BORN
Threat Of Upheaval
' I N E years of Mounted Police endeavour had brought
the Indians of the plains to a profound understanding
of the white man's authority. A great transformation
stood achieved, as sweeping in effect as though a
victorious army had paved the way. The Indian tenure
of the North-Western prairies had reached its end.
Simultaneously, settlers, ranchers, merchants and others—good
and bad—from crowded marts and long-established communities in
other spheres, had gradually supplanted the early explorers, traders
and pioneers.
Though the white man had contributed to Indian well-being, he
had introduced much that was subversive. Alcohol, contagious
diseases, moral deficiency, coupled w i t h a marked tendency to bargain
unscrupulously, all had done their part. In greater or less degree,
each had ministered to the disintegration of the once powerful and
defiant tribes. There had been recurrent plagues of smallpox, degrading
distributions of liquor from the Missouri River, and worst of all, the
indiscriminate slaughter of the buffalo. These three factors were
responsible for a state of unprecedented adversity among the natives
both north and south of the international boundary. But in Canada
the conditions were by no means as desperate as those upon the plains
of Montana.
South of the boundary, not only starvation but lawlessness
backed by bullets had taken frightful toll. North of the line the
red-coated riders, co-operating w i t h departmental authorities and
agents of the Federal Government, had striven to establish and maintain law and order, and by every means to allay the sufferings of those
reduced to impotence by the disappearance of their accustomed means
of livelihood. Lead and powder had not been used as a suppressive
measure north of the 49th. Yet privation and suffering were present
in every Indian camp.
So far as it was humanly possible the ancient hunters of the
Canadian plains had been saved from the tragedy suffered by many of
their less fortunate kinsmen to the south. Nevertheless all was not
39
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well in the estimation of the Mounted Police. At every post there
was an intangible feeling of impending upheaval, something that
would call for careful and fearless handling, a cry, as it were, from a
people so distressed that conciliation by constitutional means, administrative tolerance, unfailing foresight and charity would be the only
means of adjustment. Officers and men at every detachment heard of
real or imaginary wrongs and sinister agitations.
The inherently freedom-loving nomads of the great spaces did
not take kindly to the new conditions. Indian crime was on the
increase. Half breeds were discontented. The livestock of settlers
fostered temptations not only to Indians but to marauding desperadoes
w h o roamed near the thinly guarded boundary—outlaws w h o were
always well armed, well mounted and as indifferent to the rights of
man as to the ownership of the animals they sought.
It was strongly suspected that an organization for handling
stolen stock existed south of the line, a loose fraternity whose riders
frequently swooped northward, rounded up horses and drove them
at top speed across the boundary. Exhausted animals would be
abandoned on the way. "Lookout m e n " would give warning when
the police were on the trail. To add to the difficulties, Indians were
indulging in wholesale cattle killing and horse stealing, even attempting to wreck trains by placing obstruction on the rails.
The winter of 1883-84 was still young when various disruptions,
including murder, thievery, threats of violence—a general willingness
and disposition to defy the law—were evident throughout the length
and breadth of the Mounted Police jurisdiction. It was difficult to
point to any single cause for this prevalent wave of crime, but certain
it was, incidents were occurring and rumours circulating that bespoke
trouble aplenty and a general change for the worse.
An Arrest Among The Blackfoot

Before January was half spent Sgt. William Fury, assisted by a
constable and an interpreter, arrested an Indian at the Blackfoot
Crossing east of Calgary for horse stealing. Nearly 190 angry Indians
made an attempt to free the prisoner, and Whitecap, one of the headmen of the Blackfoot, defiantly seized the bridle of the sergeant's
horse. But Fury got away w i t h the thief and eventually arrived at
Calgary.
Inspector Steele, in temporary charge, set out the next day with
45 men. On arrival at the reserve he found Whitecap had fled and the
other offenders could not be identified. The gravity of their attempting to prevent an arrest was laid before the assembled Indians in no
uncertain language. Subsequently Whitecap and an associate named
Red Meat were arrested in Calgary, reprimanded and released after
being warned by Stipendiary Magistrate Macleod.
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Trouble At Crooked Lakes

Trouble broke out on the reserve at Crooked Lakes north of
Broadview, where a large number of Crees had congregated at an
unused building in the Qu'Appelle Valley to hold a dance. Day
and night the festivities went on for about a week, but provisions
became exhausted, whereupon about 60 of the boldest broke into the
farm instructor's storehouse, seized a large quantity of flour and
bacon, and returned to continue the celebration.
While trying to prevent the theft, the farm instructor was roughly
handled. The raiders loaded their jumpers (sleighs) with pilfered
goods, then visited a small Hudson's Bay Company store in the vicinity,
and in jocular bravado told McKenzie, the man in charge, they had
come to clean him out. With due respect for the trader however they
refrained from seizing anything, saying they wanted tea, tobacco,
sugar, rice and currants, adding that they meant to have one good
feed before they succumbed to starvation. They were told they would
be held responsible by the government for what they had done, but
McKenzie gave them what they wanted. The farm instructor then
hastened to Broadview and sent a telegram to Mounted Police headquarters at Regina requesting immediate action.
With ten men Inspr. Burton Deane prepared to go out at once
to the scene of trouble, but upon being told that excitement was
running high throughout the reserve and that an uprising was imminent, he telegraphed to headquarters from Broadview, asking for
an additional ten men. Meantime a large body of young Indians,
fully armed and in war paint, barricaded the empty building they had
appropriated and prepared to resist arrest.
Arriving on the scene after dark, and feeling it was unwise to
attempt arrests that night, Deane sent his men to the Indian Department quarters, eight miles away, and proceeded with the farm instructor, a sergeant and an interpreter to interview the disturbers,
hoping to reason with them and obtain information as to their intentions.
The redskins were in desperate mood. They said the Indian
Department had cut down their rations—a breach of faith under their
treaty—and they had been forced to help themselves. They stoutly
declined to surrender any of their number. After several fruitless
hours Inspector Deane returned to the instructor's house, there to
find Allan McDonald, the Indian agent for the district, who was
shortly afterwards joined by Supt. W. M. Herchmer and the ten additional Mounted Policemen from Regina. The entire party then
went back to the Indians.
The police were received defiantly and warned not to approach
too close. Herchmer ordered his men to dismount and together with
the Indian agent began a parley with Chief Yellow Calf, who wisely
professed a disinclination to resort to bloodshed.
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The episode had reached a climax. Reporting afterwards Commissioner Irvine stated: "The names of the ringleaders were communicated to Yellow Calf and their persons demanded, but w i t h o u t success, and an order to the men to 'fall in' produced a determined show
of resistance; the house bristled w i t h muzzles and most of the party
were covered at such a short distance that persistence would have
been foolhardy and fatal."
One of the headmen stepped forward and suggested that they
adjourn to a nearby shanty, where the matter could be discussed w i t h
some of the foremost Indians. Herchmer consented, saying that he
and his men would put up for the night at the Indian agent's dwelling,
while the agent and Indians talked things over.
After a night-long parley, the agent reported no success. The
malcontents were then invited by Herchmer to a conference at the
agency, where a further talk lasted until late afternoon. Finally
Yellow Calf and three other leaders gave themselves up for trial. The
remainder promised to disperse. Trader McKenzie was of the opinion
that it was most fortunate that " t h e Indians had had a good feed,
so that their tempers were somewhat cooled off by their stomachs
being full". In any case it was obvious that had a shot been fired on
either side, even by accident, the Qu'Appelle Valley would have
witnessed tragedy.
In consideration of his good behaviour, the charge against
Yellow Calf was withdrawn. The three others w h o had surrendered
were tried at Regina and discharged on suspended sentence—a most
satisfactory conclusion to an affair involving about 1,000 disgruntled
redskins, one which might well have resulted in a clash of arms
sufficient to incite the entire native element of the neighbouring
plains to action. Mounted Police diplomacy plus trading sagacity
on the part of McKenzie had succeeded by a slim margin.
But a regrettable aftermath of the Crooked Lakes affair ensued.
Continual boasting among the Crees about the way the raiders had
escaped punishment, and gossip that ran riot in the white settlements
in criticism of the alleged neglect of the Indians, furthered the belief
that more raids would be perpetrated.
Murder At Calgary

Meantime the roster of police activity had again shifted westward
to the vicinity of Calgary. Early in February a report reached Inspr.
Sam Steele that a young store clerk named James Adams had committed
suicide. Inspr. Thomas Dowling and Assistant Surgeon Kennedy were
detailed to investigate and examine the body. A Negro barber Jesse
Williams, reported to have been the last person seen w i t h Adams,
had approached a Sarcee chief and squaw and asked for water to
wash blood from his coat and hands. A cook at the Far West Hotel in
Calgary had seen the Negro under the influence of liquor at a party
in Boynton's Hall. Doctor Kennedy stated the wounds of the deceased
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showed that he had been attacked from behind with some sharp
instrument. Undoubtedly murder had been.committed.
A light snow had fallen, and tracks were easy to follow. They
led to the Cochrane Ranch Company's butcher shop on the Elbow
River and ended at a hayrack in the yard. Under a corner of the rack
a leather glove stuffed with bills was found.
Sergeant-Major Lake was sent to the Negro's shack, where the
suspect was found with traces of blood on his hands and clothes. A
razor coated with blood was picked up, also the mate of the other
glove. Imprints from the Negro's overshoes matched tracks in the
snow leading from the back door of the dead man's store. Other
evidence was adduced which eventually drew from the accused a
confession of guilt.
Williams had gone to the store and asked Adams to change a bill,
and when the latter turned to the safe to get the money the Negro
jumped over the counter, threw an arm around Adam's neck and cut
his throat. On February 20, Williams was tried before Judge Macleod
and a jury of six. The sentence was death. The execution was carried
out in the barracks square several weeks later, the second hanging
under the supervision of the Mounted Police, the first being that of an
Indian at Fort Saskatchewan in 1879The C.P.R. In Difficulties

Trouble it seemed was destined to sprout in every quarter. From
cast and west there came stories of stress even in C.P.R. circles.
It was said that all available money for building the road was exhausted, that the promoters were facing ruin, that with the railway
stock begging, the heaviest part of construction remained to be faced.
A difficult situation confronted the government at Ottawa, in
view of the strong support hitherto extended to the railway corporation. Agitators were reputed to be broadcasting sinister utterances
for the express purpose of serving other railway interests. The partial
failure of Western crops the previous year was being held up as a warning to investors. The company had already spent over $53,000,000,
while the returns thus far totalled only slightly over $21,000,000.
An estimate of cost to complete the line called for an additional
$27,000,000, and it was seen by the most casual observer that delay
in construction would greatly retard the settlement of the West.
But President Stephen and General Manager Van Home stuck
grimly to their task. They asked the Prime Minister to grant a temporary loan, upon receipt of which they would undertake to inaugurate a transcontinental service by 1886, five years ahead of the time
specified.
On the floor of Parliament, the leader of the opposition, Edward
Blake, shouted: "Don't call it a loan. You know we will never see
a penny of the money again."
The loan went through!
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Liquor In The Mountains

In March, Mounted Police headquarters at Regina received word
from Inspector Steele in Calgary that illicit liquor was being distilled
in the mountains somewhere along the line of the C.P.R. Steps were
immediately taken to widen the latitude of the "Peace Preservation
Act" in the vicinity of public works and to extend its application to
20 miles on each side of the railway track.
Indiscretion At Ottawa

About this time it became more apparent than ever that government officials in the East understood white men far better than Indians.
The deputy superintendent-general of Indian affairs proposed that
Indians should not be allowed to leave their reserves without a permit
from the local Indian agent, the purpose being to prevent the indiscriminate camping of Indians in the vicinity of towns and villages.
Commissioner Irvine lost no time in drawing Ottawa's attention to
the fact that such a system would be tantamount to a breach of confidence with the Indians generally. The Indians had been led to
believe that compulsory restriction to reservations would not be required of them, and that they would be at liberty to travel about for
legitimate hunting and trading purposes. Such a concession had
largely contributed to the successful conclusion of the treaty of 1877
with the Blackfoot. The Commissioner added: "I am sure that your
decision in the matter, namely, that discretionary power, according
to circumstances, should be vested in the officers of police, was wise
and sound."
Irvine's advice prevailed, but unfortunately the news spread
from reserve to reserve that the Indians were to be rigidly confined
to their allotted lands.
Bad News From The Saskatchewan

Most serious, as was later proven, were the reports from the
Saskatchewan. A severe winter was bringing misery to many. In
spite of provisions distributed weekly to the Indians, famine was a
constant threat. Inferior bacon and crude cakes made with coarse
flour failed to take the place of buffalo pemmican. Small game was
scarce, to say nothing of larger animals from whose skins the natives
had been accustomed to make their clothing. In temperatures ranging
from 20 to 40 degrees below zero, many were scantily clad. Many
were dying.
Complaints came from every reservation: complaints against
government measures, against agents, against whites in general. The
passing of the Indian from a life of freedom on the plains to one of
inaction on the reserves, from hunter to farmer, from independence to
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dependence, was not working well. Attempts were being made to
outwit government agents and officials. Agitation for better terms
was in evidence. Native spokesmen pointed to the fine-sounding
speeches made at the time of the treaty in 1876; they complained that
the words on that occasion had been forgotten by those who uttered
them. The aged and infirm would necessarily bow to the conditions
imposed upon them, but what of the rising generation? What did the
future hold?
Big Bear was reported to have said to a government official:
"When you tell these young men what to do, make them do it; I
cannot. I am an old man. I cannot bind them to a future."
All were prone to exaggerate their shortcomings, despite the fact
that in many instances the government had done more for them than
the terms of the treaty called for. Nevertheless it was self-evident
that not enough was being done to meet their needs.
And in the halfbreed settlements along both branches of the
Saskatchewan River, especially south of Prince Albert on the South
Branch—at Batoche, St. Laurent, Duck Lake and other points—
meetings were held at which many grievances were aired. Many of
these half breeds, especially the French, were those who had participated in the insurrection on the Red River in 1869, to prevent, as
they said, the taking over of their birthright and the summary possession of their lands by aliens. One of their chief grievances lay in the
surveys, which were calculated to force them to the adoption of the
block system rather than the long, narrow farms such as they had
held in earlier days on the banks of the Red and Assiniboine. They
claimed their inherent rights were being denied them.
Troubled and discontented, the halfbreeds on the South Branch
sought a leader. On former occasions the outstanding plainsman,
Gabriel Dumont, had been their choice, but he had bowed to the
red-coated men years before and had subsequently learned to respect
them highly. He expressed himself as ill-fitted to head the prevailing
grievance; it was a different task from leading them in the great
buffalo hunts of the past or acting as their captain against hostile
Indians.
Halfbreed Pleas Spurned

Like the Indians the Metis had turned from the free life of the
buffalo ranges to the unattractive alternative of agriculture, and they
now felt justified in asserting their rights as citizens. They demanded
the land scrip such as others had received under the provisions of the
Manitoba Act in 1870. More than five years previously those at St.
Laurent had petitioned the government, through Dumont, to furnish
assistance with agricultural implements and seed grain, similar to
that given immigrants in Manitoba, measures which would tide
them over the period of transition. The reply had been a curt refusal.
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Precautions In The Mountains

While on the plains everything pointed to unusual disturbances
and an increase of crime, the head of railway construction in the
mountains threatened to become the scene of wilful agitation prompted
by the rougher class of workmen employed. Upon receipt of ugly
rumours, Inspr. Sam Steele, who had received orders as officer in temporary charge at Calgary to hand over the district to Supt. W. M.
Herchmer, lost no time in proceeding along the line with a carefully
selected detachment, to supervise about 150 miles of the western end
of the work. He was appointed a "Commissioner of Police" under
the Police of Canada Act, and a "Commissioner of the Peace" under
the Act for the Preservation of Peace on Public Works.
Distributing his detachment at Laggan, the end of the track near
the summit of Bow River Pass, and at other points as conditions
warranted, he organized his little force to deal with any troubles
which might occur, and gave instructions to use the most severe
measures with anyone who attempted to retard the orderly building
of the road.
Construction had been resumed early in April (1884), and Laggan
was made the headquarters for a difficult piece of rock-work that
would take a good deal of time. Already, it was the haven of gamblers,
whiskey traffickers, prostitutes and others of shady character, many
of whom had been plying their trade on the Northern Pacific Railway
in the United States. Special protection from holdups had to be given
the paymaster of the company, who travelled up and down the line
with the men's wages.
Having detailed his men to the best advantage under Sergeant
William Fury, Steele returned to Calgary, holding himself in readiness
to return to Laggan upon relinquishing his special command.
An Interloper Among The Blackfoot

Meantime word had come that all was not peaceful on the
Blackfoot reserve to the east. A French half breed who had been
imprisoned for a month on a vagrancy charge, had reached the Blackfoot Crossing, fie had come from below the U.S. boundary, apparently
for some ulterior purpose, and was said to be an emissary of Louis Riel
spreading distrust among the Indians.
The Blackfoot were in the midst of their annual Sun Dance,
always a time of uncertainty and favourable for agitators to sow
seeds of dissension. Steele therefore sent Sgt. Frederick Dann and a
constable to look the situation over, and to apprehend the troublesome half breed.
The arrest was made. The intrusive half breed was held at the
little station of Gleichen to await a train from the east which was
expected to arrive the following day.
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In due course Dann and the constable were on their way to Calgary w i t h the prisoner, the train doing about 30 miles per hour.
Suddenly the manacled half breed, w h o was being held in the mail
car, sprang to his feet, slipped off the overlarge handcuffs, seized the
sergeant's rifle and leaped out. The two policemen plunged after him
and followed, but w i t h difficulty—in jumping from the car Dann
threw his knee out of joint, and the constable's long boots prevented
speed. The fugitive, wearing moccasins, escaped.
Upon arrival at Calgary from Regina, Commissioner Irvine and
Superintendent Herchmer w h o had come to arrange for the eventual
taking over of the command of the Calgary district by the latter,
received details of the occurrence.
With keen insight Herchmer saw a possible connection between
the Indian rumblings on the North Saskatchewan, the half breed
unrest on the South Branch and the presence, for apparently no good
purpose, of one w h o to all appearances was acting for Riel. So sure
was he that the Blackfoot were being approached to induce them to
participate in the general dissatisfaction, he called upon Steele to take
the matter up where Dann had left it and bring the escaped halfbreed
back w i t h him.
Steele departed immediately w i t h t w o constables, John Walters
and J. Kerr, one of them driving a buckboard. Early on the second
day they reached the camp of Old Sun and found very few Indians
other than children. The adults were attending the Sun Dance. But
Crowfoot's confidant, Jean L'Heureux, was on hand, and was immediately ordered to proceed w i t h the police towards the Blackfoot
Crossing. Halting on the outskirts of the large assemblage and
locating Crowfoot's lodge, Steele left his men outside and entered.
It was raining heavily and the dance ritual had temporarily ceased.
Chief Crowfoot sat facing the door of the lodge, the wanted halfbreed
in the place of honour at his right. Ranged on either side were leading
men of the tribe.
Steele afterwards stated: "Crowfoot gazed fiercely at me and
showed every indication of hostility. I spoke firmly to him but in a
friendly way, and told the interpreter to say that I had come to bring
the halfbreed to Calgary, that he had been making mischief, and had
to be tried for his offence and must come at once. He understood
English and I spoke to him in that language, but he showed no sign
of moving. All this time L'Heureux was as pale as death, with his
knees knocking together in fright, and Crowfoot was speaking with
great vehemence, whilst the Indians were expressing approval of
what he was saying. I understood him to be speaking in defiance of
me, and told the interpreter to tell him I was in earnest and would
stand no nonsense. I said to L'Heureux that he was not telling the
truth to Crowfoot, that he was temporizing with the chief, and I
would not permit it.
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" H e braced up a bit then and told the chief what I said to him.
Crowfoot then sprang up and came at me in a hostile manner, but I
waved him back, told him not to make any offensive move or it
would be the worse for him, and that if the worst came he would be
the first to suffer. I spoke sternly, straight at him and moved close to
him, and when he stood back I ordered L'Heureux to open the flap
over the entrance or door of the lodge. Holding my right hand on
the butt of my revolver, I seized the halfbreed, who showed no sign
of obeying me, by the back of the shirt collar w i t h my left hand,
whirled him round w i t h his back towards me, and dragged him head
foremost through the door and had him outside before he had time to
resist. I gave him over to Kerr and Walters, w h o placed him in the
buckboard and secured him to the seat. I found the lodge surrounded
by hundreds of Indians, all of whom looked sullen and hostile."
Steele told the surprised and excited Indians in plain language
that when the Mounted Police wanted either an Indian or a white
man, that man had to submit, and anyone w h o interfered would pay
the penalty. He called Crowfoot out of the lodge, told him that he
had acted badly, and that he intended to take the halfbreed dead or
alive. The chief was reminded that he had always enjoyed fair play
at the hands of the police, that he was now acting like one w h o had
been unjustly treated instead of giving assistance as he should. Then
turning to the others, he held the halfbreed up as one who had been
deceiving them—telling them nothing but lies.
Instructing his two men to take the prisoner to Gleichen station,
Steele invited Crowfoot to Calgary to hear the trial. He was warned
that it would be advisable for him in future to assist in the maintenance of the law. The trial, which would be fair, would reveal
that he had befriended a disturber of the peace. A ticket was provided
for the chieftain's journey there and back.
For some unaccountable reason Steele was not called upon to
attend the sitting of the court before Commissioner Irvine. Herchmer
and Crowfoot were both on hand. The charge against the halfbreed
was dismissed due to inconclusive evidence.
Herchmer and Steele were bitterly disappointed, and months later
succeeded in proving to their own satisfaction that the man in question was a confidant of Louis Riel, that he had fraternized with
Crowfoot and his followers for a purpose. Also it was to be divulged
that Red Crow the loyal and trusting chief of the Bloods, and North
Axe chief of the Peigans, had been approached to join in a general
revolt against the whites, but that both had refused.
Calgary And Westward

Shortly afterwards Steele left to resume his duties along the C.P.R.
in the Rocky Mountains.
Calgary was abustle. A townsite had been surveyed on the
west side of the Elbow River, a railway station had been erected and
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most of the people on the east side had crossed over, purchased lots
and erected new abodes. What had been a bare expanse between the
two rivers the year before, except for the Mounted Police barracks
and several nearby log structures, had developed into a thriving and
growing community—the forerunner of the "Sunshine City of the
West".
In the motley mass of workers strung along the front of railway
construction, Steele found breaches of the liquor laws to be his chief
cause of concern. The British Columbia Government, with an eye to
internal revenue, had decided to issue selling licenses to all and sundry
inside the area on either side of the track, ignoring that this had been
prohibited under a federal Act. Steele determined therefore, to check
rigidly any drunkenness or disorderly conduct which might come
under his notice, and recommended that the prohibited belt be extended to 40 miles instead of 20, on either side of the right-of-way.
Official approval of the plan thus forced the vendors on the edge of
the 20 mile area to move, as the federal statute had precedence.
Strict vigilance was maintained and everything was orderly along
the line. Trains were running regularly, but there was every indication
that construction would slow down, due to various difficulties.
However, the work was pushed with vim towards the first crossing
of the Columbia River (later the station of Donald), and Steele placed
detachments here and there as progress continued. Heavy rock
cutting was necessary for several miles, but fortunately there were
remarkably few accidents, and an efficient medical department under
Dr. Orton and Dr. Bret guarded against disease, the most serious of
which was the so-called ' 'mountain fever''.
With the completion of tunnelling at the Kicking Horse Pass,
the track reached "Golden City", and Steele erected his headquarters,
composed of buildings suitable for winter use, at the nearby Beaver
River crossing. Built entirely of logs, they included a courtroom,
30 cells, two rooms for the commandant, a mess, and excellent quarters
for men and horses.
Piapot The Incorrigible

But again the pendulum of Mounted Police activity swung
eastward.
Chief Piapot and his band had become restless, and it needed
little excuse for them to leave their reserve. Word had reached them
that Chief Pasqua, a prominent Saulteau, and his following were
about to join with others in holding a Sun Dance.
At the request of Assistant Indian Commissioner Hayter Reed,
Commissioner Irvine proceeded to Indian Head east of Regina, hoping
to meet Piapot and dissuade him from his intentions. At the Assiniboine reserve nearby Irvine and the department official came across
the wandering Piapot and his whole camp, consisting of about 70
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lodges. He had been joined by Chief Long Lodge with a smaller
following. On the other hand the Assiniboine chief The-Man-WhoTook-The-Coat, had declined to participate, and was commended by
the Commissioner for his good behaviour.
The following day the joint camp of Piapot and Long Lodge was
visited. The latter stated that his people were badly in need of food,
that there was no water on his reserve and many of his people were
dying. Piapot voiced similar grievances—food was badly needed,
and they would like to locate on some other reserve where they could
catch sufficient fish for sustenance. Warning the wanderers that the
government would not permit armed bodies of men, either Indian or
whites, to roam about the country, the Commissioner returned to
Regina.
Two days later with a detachment of 56 all ranks, under command of Superintendent Herchmer who had returned from Calgary,
and with 35 horses and a 7-pounder gun, Irvine left Regina and arrived
at Fort Qu'Appelle the next day. He learned that Piapot, in order to
avoid the police, had struck across country from the Assiniboine
reserve to the west end of the Qu'Appelle Lakes and then on to the
vicinity of Pasqua's reserve. The police started in pursuit at dawn on
May 21, and as they drew near the camp Irvine went ahead with the
interpreter. He found the Indians asleep in their lodges, but an alarm
speedily roused the inmates, and there was a general scramble for
arms and ponies.
The Commissioner rode straight for Piapot's lodge, and told him
the police were not looking for a fight, but would insist that he
return to his reserve. After long persuasion the Indians broke camp
and followed the police to Qu'Appelle. That evening, the Commissioner was joined by Hayter Reed, and next day both officials interviewed Piapot and Long Lodge. The illegality of their wanderings
was firmly impressed upon them; they were told that further trouble
of the kind would not be tolerated, and they would have to stay on
the reserves allotted to them. Finally they assented, and were conducted by the detachment to their separate locations.
Murder At Maple Creek

What with complaining halfbreeds in the north, restless Indians
everywhere and a tendency to crime constantly appearing among
whites and Indians, the Force's duties were heavy. Whiskey smuggling and raids by desperadoes from the United States bent on stealing
Canadian property, especially horses, were among the most difficult
problems.
An outstanding example of the latter offence occurred late in May
near the Maple Creek post. Supt. J. H. Mclllree, in command of the
detachment, received word that a settler named Pollock, several miles
away, had been shot by horse thieves. The unfortunate man, disturbed
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in the night by unusual noises in his horse corral, had taken down his
rifle and gone out to investigate. Two others occupying Pollock's
shanty, and another who was bunking in a shack some 60 yards away,
had not wakened until shots were fired. Pollock in night attire was
found on the ground with his rifle beside him. A bullet had passed
through his body and another lay imbedded beneath the skin; his
undershirt was burned by powder. In the short interval before he
expired, he said he had closed with his assailant, an Indian, who had
shot him.
The tracks of five unshod horses were found not far from the corral, and Sgt. D. Paterson, accompanied by another non-commissioned
officer, three constables and the guide Louis Leveille rode swiftly
south in pursuit. About 12 miles out, on the crest of War Lodge
Butte the highest point in that area, remains of a camp were found,
and it was at once apparent that the site commanded a clear view of
Pollock's ranch. Moccasin footprints were plainly discernible. From
there the tracks of the five horses led down a coulee in a south-easterly
direction. The trail was easily followed to the head of Davis Lake
(Cypress Lake), thence across Cottonwood Creek at its mouth, and
onward to Battle Creek, at a point some miles south of old Fort
Walsh. Farther on, the course lay south-eastward, skirted the ridge
known as "The-Old-Man-On-His-Back", then swung south-westward,
crisscrossing the international boundary line to the Fort WalshBenton Trail, which it crossed. A careful examination showed that
11 horses were now being ridden or trailed by eight men. After
passing along the north side of Wild Horse Lake, the tracks grew
indistinct and scattered, passing over rocky ground. The police,
realizing they were in American territory, and it being impossible to
follow the trail farther, were forced to retrace the 100 miles to Maple
Creek empty-handed.
Suspicion that South Peigans from the American side had made
one of their numerous raids to the north seemed well founded. Leveille
was inclined to this theory, saying that the style of moccasins worn
by the horse thieves, as well as other signs on the trail, were certainly
those of either Bloods or Peigans.
Superintendent Mclllree communicated with Indian Agent
Pocklington on the Blood Reserve south of Fort Macleod, asking him
to ascertain what Blood Indians were away from their reserve at the
time. The agent learned that seven young Bloods had gone south to
Montana ana had not returned. It was also ascertained that a number
of South Peigans had left their reserve in Montana, and had gone to
the neighbourhood of Maple Creek. Some of these latter had just
returned.
Not long afterwards Jerry Potts, the sagacious and artful guide,
gleaned conclusive evidence that Pollock's slayer, a Peigan named
Big Mouth, was on the reservation in Montana.
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Activity In The Macleod Area

On M a y 19 the new barracks of Fort Macleod were occupied by
" C " Division. Several men were left at the old fort on the island to
guard against fire and thieves. Gradually, the villagers erected buildings a short distance east of the new location.
All was bustle and activity at the "Coal Banks" (Lethbridge),
30 miles to the east on the Belly River, where the North-Western
Coal and Navigation interests were preparing to ship the product of
their newly acquired mines. To facilitate the fulfilling of contracts
w i t h the C.P.R. at Medicine Hat for locomotive fuel, they had hit
upon a scheme to utilize to the full the Belly, or South Saskatchewan,
which flowed directly between the two points—a matter of about
110 miles. The stern-wheel steamer Baroness had been built the previous summer, and two other boats, the Alberta and the Minnow,
were nearing completion at Medicine Hat. Several coal barges were
also being constructed at Fort Macleod. Not long afterwards however the scheme proved impracticable owing to shallow water. The
building of a railroad was then considered.
One day during the summer a young barrister, F.W.G. (later
Sir Frederick) Haultain, a man w h o afterwards reached political and
legal prominence and attained among other honours the position of
Chief Justice of the North-West Territories, arrived at Macleod to
hang his shingle before a small, crudely equipped office.
Redistribution

In preparation for increased demands upon the Force, especially
at several salient posts, the Commissioner rearranged the distribution
and official duties of several of his officers. Early in the year Superintendent Crozier had been granted leave of absence from ' ' C ' Division,
Fort Macleod to proceed to Eastern Canada on private affairs. Upon
his return he was to report to headquarters in Regina. In his place
Supt. John Cotton had been!posted to " C " Division. In May Crozier
was given the command of " D " Division, Battleford vice Supt. S.
Gagnon. Supt. J. H. Mclllree was placed in charge of " A " Division
at Maple Creek vice Superintendent Shurtliff. Supt. W. M . Herchmer
was given command of " E " Division at Calgary, being replaced in
the command of " B " Division (Regina) by Superintendent Gagnon.
Superintendent Shurtliff also went to Regina. Other appointments
and transfers were soon to follow.
Further Increase Imperative

A possible inability of the Force to keep pace w i t h its obligations,
which were steadily covering wider territory from Manitoba to well
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within the Rocky Mountains, and the fact that 36 non-commissioned
officers and men took their discharge in June on completion of their
terms of service, forced the Commissioner to press for a further increase in strength. He pointed out that valuable government stores
were contained in the various police posts, that in the face of increasing
crime these could not be abandoned to mere chance, which at present
was necessary, as all available men were in the saddle most of the
time; further, that even police horses had their limits of endurance.
Horse stealing alone called for major attention, also the impression
had spread among new settlers that the loss of horses, whether strayed
or stolen, if reported, would cause an immediate country-wide search
for their recovery. Many settlers acted in their own behalf w i t h
commendable promptitude and assisted the police to the utmost of
their ability, but others evidenced impatience on the slightest provocation and were prone to find fault w i t h the custodians of the law. At
one of the posts a telegram was received: "Piapot's Indians stole
team of horses from me last night; will you please find them? Answer.
Commenting upon this not-unusual form of request, Commissioner
Irvine said that the sender was requested by telegram to forward a
description of the horses and any particulars by mail. The description
arrived and a certain Indian of a specified reserve was mentioned as
the thief. The complainant was directed to take out a warrant and
hand it to the nearest police. The Indian was discovered and found
to be the wrong man. It happened that there was another Indian of
the same name belonging to another reserve. That reserve was visited
w i t h the same result. The complainant then conjectured that some
Sioux Indians at Wood Mountain might have taken the horses, and
wished a constable to proceed there at once, a distance of 150 miles to
the south. When the constable declined to do this without orders,
the complainant grew wrathful and abusive. Finally he heard that
his horses had been seen near Long Lake, and in company w i t h a
non-commissioned officer proceeded there. They were fortunate enough
to find and recover them, but the thief had escaped. The complainant,
when informed that he would be required to give evidence when the
Indian was caught, was very indignant at the prospect of having to
sacrifice more of his valuable time.
In contrast there was the case of a horse dealer who lost six
horses near Regina. For three days he searched for them himself,
then gave notice of the loss to the police. He expressed his thanks
for the distribution of handbills w i t h descriptions of the animals,
and a week later reported the finding of his horses which had strayed
20 miles away.
Such are fair examples of the experiences encountered by less than
500 police in dealing w i t h the prevalent crime of horse stealing
throughout an area of approximately 200,000 square miles—one man
for more than 400 miles, even if all were employed at that particular
task.
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Horse Stealing On The Loose

And yet, as settlement advanced from the east, horse stealing
increased. The country adjacent to the Manitoba-United States boundary was becoming an arena of crime almost on a par with the Macleod
district. Inspr. A. R. Macdonell, who had gained wide experience in
the neighbourhood of Wood Mountain post, was detailed to make
enquiries regarding an epidemic of stealing in the country immediately
west of Manitoba. It had been reported that in that direction lawless
gangs from Dakota were committing frequent horse thieving depredations.
Macdonell reported that although horse stealing near the American border had been comparatively light the previous year, there was
good reason to expect a great increase in the future. The country was
fairly well settled, and new settlers were coming in daily. They had
very few firearms and little experience in handling them, and he
pointed out that the typical desperado or horse thief, who was always
well mounted and armed, knew this and would stop at nothing.
On the Souris River he had recently come across a band of horses
being driven towards the American line. He decided immediately to
organize a posse, not only in an attempt to recover what he deemed
to be stolen animals but to encourage the settlers to take a hand in
protecting their own property. Much time was lost in the procedure.
With great difficulty he prevailed upon a party of four, poorly mounted
and indifferently armed, to participate in the undertaking.
Time was precious. Macdonell and the four volunteers pressed
forward towards the boundary line, where the first night's camp was
made. Dawn saw them continuing the pursuit into Dakota, but the
four volunteers complained of being tired and unaccustomed to riding.
They claimed they could go no further.
There was no other course but to return. Riding with one of the
settlers, the others having taken a different direction, the inspector
spied several mounted men driving a band of loose horses southward.
Owing to the rolling nature of the prairies, the suspected thieves had
been detected only as they drew near. At sight of the red uniform
they swung to one side, rounded up the band of horses, dismounted
and signalled the officer to pass on. Macdonell knew he was powerless
to handle the situation, but decided to assert himself at least. He
drew off the trail towards the gang, each one of whom dropped on
his knee and covered him with his rifle, ordering him to halt. He
proceeded to within 25 yards, but after having a few words with
them, was forced to retire.
From that time on, reports of horse stealing on a grand scale
flowed in. Settlers in the vicinity of Wood Mountain suffered losses
constantly, and many were driving their horses northward as a
precaution. At Moosomin, Macdonell found settlers in a state of
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great perturbation—every stranger w h o appeared was looked upon
as a desperado.
It seemed that Indians and bordermen were vieing w i t h one
another for spoils on the hoof!
It was obvious that the widespread epidemic of horse stealing
was attributable to the influx of settlers w i t h their animals. It was a
remarkable fact, one that spoke volumes for the efficiency and watchfulness of the Force, that the small detachments and patrols scattered
across the plains for hundreds of miles finally succeeded in checking
this outburst of crime. Between Manitoba and Moose Mountain, in
the area recently investigated by Inspector Macdonell, one noncommissioned officer and seven men succeeded in reducing the outrage
to a minimum. This was really remarkable, as the raiders knew the
country thoroughly, had much information regarding police movements and usually drove stolen horses at top speed, changing mounts
constantly until the American frontier was crossed. With deliberate
intent they prearranged each raid and went to any lengths in the
face of difficulties which might arise. Every raider was a murderer or
a potential one, and the determination and skill w i t h which they
operated was well exemplified in cases where they were known to
reach the United States w i t h their stolen animals within 12 hours of
leaving the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
The Commissioner drew the attention of official Ottawa to the
need of placing strong detached parties of police along the frontier
to intercept the thieves. More rapid methods were essential, and he
now advocated the re-establishment of a strong division at Wood
Mountain, connected by telegraph w i t h headquarters at Regina.
This division could furnish outlying detachments as circumstances
warranted, along the whole line from Manitoba to Wood Mountain.
It would be connected w i t h a detachment placed in the Cypress Hills
from the Maple Creek post. He also pointed out that the division
at Fort Macleod was numerically small for the duties required of it.
He had no men w h o could be spared from that district, but foresaw
that an increased personnel would be required in the spring to preserve
order, suppress liquor trading, prevent horse stealing and other offences
along the railway line to be built between Medicine Hat and Lethbridge. He also realized the importance of establishing a telegraph
service between Fort Macleod and Calgary, and drew the attention of
the authorities to the fact that all military posts in the United States
were so connected.
Crime In General

While horse stealing called for constant attention, other offences
were daily cropping up. One William Reid, known as "Buckskin
Shorty", was stabbed and killed in a drunken brawl near Calgary by
a roustabout named John McManus, w h o subsequently stood trial
before Judge Macleod and jury. Found guilty of manslaughter, the
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offender received six months' imprisonment, with hard labour. Other
crimes, some petty, some serious, were commonplace, many of them
involving illegal liquor of a type usually referred to as ' 'coffin varnish".
Depredations on the part of Indians were incessant. Near Indian
Head there was a continuous round of complaints against Indians,
with special reference to Chief Piapot and his band. A small party of
Mounted Police placed at that point to patrol the surroundings, with
the assistance of the Indian agent, ascertained that some wandering
Indians from other localities were responsible for the complaints
rather than Piapot's followers. At the same time a close watch was
kept for thieving white men. Well did the police know that Indians
were often blamed for offences of which they were innocent, that
unscrupulous white men would not hesitate to cast suspicion on
Indians for crimes they themselves had committed.
The Canadian Pacific Railway also continued to demand close
attention. Word was sent to headquarters that obstructions were
being placed on the line near the station of Caron. A wedge was
found driven between the ends of two rails; farther on, a piece of
iron, its ends firmly secured, had been placed over a rail. A party of
Indians had been observed in the vicinity, heading towards Moose
Jaw, and a non-commissioned officer was sent out to investigate, but
no information could be obtained.
Shortly afterwards, when a report came in that an iron rail had
been placed on the track near Parkbeg, a sergeant, three men and an
interpreter were sent to Swift Current to work back on both sides of
the track towards Moose Jaw. Two of three Assiniboines who were
arrested and brought in for preliminary examination admitted they
knew the actual culprit. The investigators, their horses and prisoners
boarded a freight train which was stopped for that purpose, and under
the direction of the Assiniboines, the search continued, with the
result that an Indian named Buffalo Calf was arrested and convicted
before Judge Richardson, who sentenced him to two years in the
penitentiary. The others having turned Queen's evidence were released.
Crisis In The North

Suddenly, out of the north, came serious information.
Big Bear was in the news again!
No sooner had Crozier assumed command of " D " Division at
Battleford than rumours of Indian unrest warned of approaching
trouble. None of the reports could be traced to a reliable source,
but the general discontent among the Crees and Assiniboines on the
reserves that lay at intervals from near Prince Albert westward to the
Battle River and beyond, convinced the superintendent that the strictest watch would have to be maintained. He was at least aware that
food rationing had been considerably reduced by an order from
Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney, who was also Indian Commissioner.
This seemingly extraordinary action lacked explanation in Mounted
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Police circles. Such tactlessness, especially in view of the fact the
Indians were suffering from starvation, was deplorable and likely to
hasten agitation. However the official opinion seemed to be that the
Mounted Police could prevent either Indians or halfbreeds from
turning their grievances into lawless action.
Crozier knew that a deep sympathy existed between the Crees and
their blood relatives the Metis, that agitators among both parties
were at work. As an officer thoroughly familiar with the ways of
the redmen, he saw the danger involved. Should an outbreak occur
among the Indians at any one point, others would immediately take
up the cry, and though the numerical strength and war equipment of
the natives had become curtailed, he was not unmindful of the horrors
that might attend possible forays against white settlements. He was
well aware that before a widespread insurrection could be suppressed,
the West would likely receive a merciless blood bath.
Big Bear and Poundmaker were the principal chiefs to watch.
Big Bear's following, practically all of whom had been little impressed
by the usual treaty terms, had at the instigation of their leader declined to commit themselves before Governor Morris in 1876, preferring to seek a livelihood by roaming the plains and following an
Ishmaelite existence among the few remaining buffalo. Accordingly
they had drifted southward and become frequenters of the Cypress
Hills. Forced eventually to appeal to the police at Fort Walsh for
food, and seeing the steady advance of white settlement, they had
bowed to the treaty and had at last wandered off and made some
semblance of a permanent camp in the vicinity of Frog Lake northwest of Fort Pitt, the already allocated site of their reserve. But they
had been slow to forsake their nomadic life for what seemed to them
an uncertain and dreary prospect, tilling the soil or tending cattle for
a living. Only from sheer necessity did they remain throughout the
winter of 1883-84 in their lodges along Frog Creek, close to or on the
reserve of one of the Wood Cree chiefs, and with the coming of spring,
became thoroughly discontented with their new existence.
Chief Poundmaker who in 1876, at the time of the signing of
Treaty No. 6, was an ordinary councillor, had likewise been far from
satisfied with the terms and provisions of the treaty, although the
document bore his name and mark (x). He had gone on record as
opposed to what he termed the scanty means wherewith Indians
would be expected to become self-supporting on the lands allotted
them, and later had become a persistent advocate of better terms. He
complained that those on the larger reserves in the Blackfoot country
had received more generous treatment, that the Crees had been split
up into insignificant, widely scattered bands, and had become vassals
of the white man. He was not addicted to strong methods, had often
received the name of "The Peacemaker", but had recently declared
that unless the Crees settled close together and put forth a united
plea their outlook was hopeless.
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Poundmakcr, Crcc chief
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Such an attitude on Poundmaker's part was interpreted by the
Indian Department as one of insubordination and insolence; besides,
the chief's high standing and importance were not appreciated in
Ottawa. Small account was taken of the fact that he had been adopted
as a son by Chief Crowfoot, head of the Blackfoot Confederacy,
largely because he had been negotiator between the Crees and Blackfoot, who for generations had been inveterate enemies. It was of
small concern to those at official desks 2,000 miles away that this man
was looked upon by all who knew him as a chieftain of unusually
high principles.
Early in June (1884), at the instigation of one or the other, or
both, Big Bear and Poundmaker arranged to hold their annual "Thirst
Dance", a modified form of the Sun Dance, on Little Pine's and
Lucky Man's joint reserve which adjoined Poundmaker's south-east
of Fort Pitt. Apparently they aimed to bring about a concentration
of forces as a means of pressing for better treatment. Men, women,
children, ponies and dogs flocked to the designated locality. Most of
the chiefs and warriors had their weapons and were in paint and
feathers. Big Bear's own following included his son Ahyimissees
(Imasees), or Little Bad Man, an evilly-disposed savage, and the war
chief Wandering Spirit who to a considerable extent had taken over
the leadership from the aging chieftain. Altogether Big Bear's adherents were a sinister lot.
On a wide stretch of prairie north-east of the tiny Indian agency
buildings on Little Pine's reserve, camp was formed in a large circle,
and preparation made for the ceremony. Camp fires soon flickered and
tom-toms droned their monotony. Dancing and chanting, the gathering of more than 1,500 worked up an enthusiasm for the ritual.
All was otherwise normal, but the Indian farm instructor, John
Craig, ordered the visiting Indians back to their own reserves, reminding them that the government forbade the presence of strangers on a
reserve for any length of time without the agent's consent.
The order was scoffed at. Big Bear, while friendly enough,
refused to listen. He had come by invitation he said, and would
return when the business that required his presence was finished. He
was not there to do harm, and could not spurn his relatives and
friends who had called on him for counsel.
On June 17, trouble occurred in the camp.
Big Bear had purposely pitched his lodges near the quarters of
the Little Pine farm instructor. While the motley throng of dancers
and chanters indulged in their harmless ritual, an Indian from Big
Bear's camp entered the storehouse and demanded food for a sick child.
Craig was issuing rations to those who deserved them, but refused
revisions to the supplicant. The Indian withdrew, but was soon
ack with his brother. Both men were reputed to be customarily
indolent and troublesome.
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Craig said: "You do not belong here; you are only visitors, so
I can't supply you."
The persistent mendicants were then told to leave the building.
The two Indians repeated their demands several times, but were
refused. Losing his temper, the more persistent of the two, Kah-weechet-way-mot (The-Man-Who-Speaks-Our-Language) urged on by his
brother, seized an axe-helve lying near and belaboured Craig across
the arms and shoulders.
The instructor sent word to Cpl. R. B. Sleigh, in charge of a
small detachment of police temporarily stationed at Poundmaker's
reserve, saying the insult called for immediate arrest. But upon
arrival Sleigh wisely decided not to act with so few men in the presence of so large a crowd of excited savages, and referred the incident
to the chiefs who declined to interfere. The offensive Kah-wee-chetway-mot was defiant and had the backing of the crowd.
No time was lost by Sleigh in sending a report of the circumstances
to Superintendent Crozier at Battleford. Meanwhile plans for the
Thirst Dance were interrupted as the disgruntled brothers boasted
throughout the camp that they would not submit to the police, even
should they have to spill some white blood.
That evening the Thirst Dance was in full swing.
The following morning brought Superintendent Crozier, Inspector
Antrobus and 25 men, accompanied by Indian Agent J. M. Rae and
Louis Laronde the halfbreed police interpreter. Farm Instructor
Robert Jefferson joined them as they reached Poundmaker's reserve.
Crozier went forward with Antrobus, Rae, Jefferson and Laronde
to interview the chiefs and apprehend the wanted Indians. Mingling
freely with the redskin throng, the little party pushed through to the
circle of the dancers, who showed no concern at the intrusion. The
drums continued to beat, the weird chanting rose and fell, the dancers
maintained their monotonous circling, tooting upon their goose-bone
wdiistles as though nothing unusual was on foot. Hundreds of onlookers were dressed in their finest regalia, while the dancers were
painted beyond all recognition, making it impossible for Craig to
pick out the two offenders.
Crozier therefore withdrew and headed for the lodges of Poundmaker and Big Bear in the centre of the camp. Scores of howling
Indians followed on horseback and foot, all heaping derisive epithets
and insults on the white men. Upon being approached, Poundmaker
temporized and advised Crozier not to be hasty. The dance was to
conclude at sundown. Big Bear stated that while the affair between
the two Indians and Craig was of no interest to him, he would move
his whole band to the instructor's house on Poundmaker's reserve the
following morning and Crozier might there take his prisoners—if he
could.
The general attitude of the Indians was unfriendly, and an outbreak of the very kind the Superintendent wished at all costs to
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prevent seemed imminent. The danger of pillage and worse seemed
very close. Once begun, there was no telling where positive Indian
defiance of the police might end. Two riders were sent to Battleford,
35 miles away, to summon all available police as well as civilian
volunteers. Surrounding settlers sensing danger to themselves flocked
to Battleford for safety.
Crozier saw that the Indian Department stores on Little Pine's
reserve were in danger, and with the assistance of Rae, Craig and
Laronde several ox teams and wagons were rounded up and loaded with
flour and bacon from the storehouse. The little command then started
towards the agency buildings on Poundmaker's reserve some miles
to the east; a number of agency cattle were also taken along. It was
necessary to detour from the beaten trail or go straight through the
Indian camp. A large swamp nearby forced the decision. As the lodges
were being passed, pandemonium broke loose. Bullets whistled overhead, war cries arose amid the general shouting so inseparable from
excited Indians, and ponies were ridden furiously back and forth as
though in prelude to hostilities. But to Crozicr's relief nothing more
serious took place and no Indians followed the cavalcade of wagons.
Cut Knife Creek, the approximate western boundary of Poundmaker's reserve, presented an obstacle. At the crossing the wagons
became mired and had to be unloaded. Untiring effort completedthe
task in the small hours of the morning, and the agency buildings
were reached without further incident.
The rest of the night was employed in building bastions at opposite ends of Instructor Jefferson's log shanty and lining them with
bags of flour; an old shack nearby was pulled down to provide material. Haste was essential, and at dawn the position was seen to be a
poor one for defence—a high rise on one side, a swamp with dense
growths of willows on the other.
Early in the morning (June 20) a large body of Indians approached, who proved to be followers of the peace-loving Chief Sweet
Grass on their way eastward to their reserve. But seemingly loath to
be denied good seats at an impending show, they made camp on the
nearby hill, just as reinforcements consisting of about 60 Mounted
Police and some civilians arrived from Battleford under Sgt. Major

M. J. Kirk.
An uproar from the direction of the Thirst Dance camp indicated
that the other Indians were coming, and leaving police and volunteers
to guard the building, Crozier, accompanied by Rae, Jefferson, Interpreter Laronde and Cst. Campbell Young, went out to meet them.
The Indians advanced in a long line, shouting and yelling as though
preparing for battle, only to halt upon the high ground less than a
quarter of a mile away. Crozier and the few with him were soon
surrounded and all but attacked. By jostling and pushing them about,
the bolder Indians strove to force the police to begin hostilities, but
strict orders had been given against taking the offensive.
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Big Bear and Poundmaker then rode up offering themselves as
hostages. But Crozier answered that he wanted the principal offender,
Kah-wee-chet-way-mot—no one else. Whereupon Poundmaker asked
him not to be overhasty, saying that the situation called for quiet
discussion. Though armed with a frightful-looking weapon—four
large knife blades set at right angles in a stout wooden shaft (much
the same as the one carried by Spotted Eagle, the Sioux, a few years
earlier), the peacefully inclined chief stated that if he could prevent
it, there would be no bloodshed. Big Bear intimated that he would
do what he could to produce the wanted man.
Both chiefs confessed their influence with the young men to be
actually inadequate for the purpose, but they would endeavour to
deliver Kah-wee-chet-way-mot at the improvised fort. The two chiefs
conferred with some of their tribesmen, and then followed Crozier.
No other Indians would accompany them, and it became known that
Craig's two abusers had refused flatly to appear. They said they
would not be taken alive.
Chief Lucky Man a well-disposed Indian had meantime done
his utmost to prevent an outbreak, and had succeeded more than once
when the situation was most threatening.
Nothing came of a further discussion with Poundmaker and Big
Bear, and orders were given to Antrobus to move practically the entire
command up the hill to positions designated. The two chiefs hurried
off to rejoin the assembled Indians.
William McKay of the Hudson's Bay Company at Battleford, of
whom it could be said no man stood higher in the estimation of the
Indians along the Saskatchewan, had arrived on the scene—a fortunate
occurrence, as the next hour proved.
McKay had been importuned by Crozier to retain the two chiefs,
with whom he wished to press further for a solution of the impasse,
but McKay had given a curt answer: "I'm not a policeman; you
must hold them yourself."
By now the police under Antrobus were saddling up and preparing
to move to the hill as directed.
Calling upon Farm Instructor Craig, who had not gone out with
him before for fear of further antagonizing the Indians, and accomanied by McKay who consented to act as interpreter, and Cst. F. E.
rior, Crozier pressed forward and was soon in a milling crowd of
Indians. Shouting and brandishing their weapons the redmen called
for concerted action to wipe out the small party of police.
Older heads pressed for caution. "Let the white men begin the
fight," they shouted.
A single shot would have meant war!
Many of the Indians, seeing Antrobus and his command approaching with carbines at the ready, began to scatter, seeking positions for
what seemed an inevitable battle. Big Bear rode his pony back and
forth among the excited warriors, shouting "Peace! Peace!"
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From a commanding spot Crozier raised his voice above the din.
William McKay interpreted: "Bring me Kah-wee-chet-way-mot, or
I shall arrest you all, if we have to fight for i t . "
Then turning to Poundmaker, he exclaimed: " I came for this
man, and I am going to take h i m . "
Craig was closely eyeing the red-skinned throng, hoping to spot
Kah-wee-chet-way-mot.
Anger glittered in Poundmaker's eyes. "You say you will take
him!" he flashed back, as he handled his four-bladed pukawakm
menacingly. "Take him then, but take me first!"
Constable Prior stepped up to the chief, whose customary restraint had broken bounds. The war club was lowered; the surrounding
furore subsided a moment then burst forth again. Excited Indians
pressed in, threatening to shoot, jeering, war whooping, again goading
the police to open hostilities. To most of the red-coated veterans
present, it looked serious.
Wandering Spirit, Big Bear's war chief, seized McKay and tried
to drag him to the Indian side, exclaiming: "Quick—come with me;
you will be killed if you stay h e r e . "
But McKay threw him off.
Chief Little Pine rode up and addressed the throng, stressing the
folly of opposing the police. Few listened to his warning. Wandering
Spirit was seen to raise his rifle towards Sergeant-Major Kirk, w h o sat
his horse at the head of the police line, rigidly undisturbed, awaiting
orders. All that remained to precipitate a holocaust was a single
gunshot!
Most of the Indians had washed their faces of paint following
the dance, making it easier to identify them. Finally Interpreter
Laronde saw Kay-wee-chet-way-mot, and Craig identified him. Seeing
himself recognized, the wanted Indian brandished a knife and was
about to flee in the crowd when McKay called to him to surrender.
The defiant redskin refused, but urged by others to give himself up,
stepped forward, truculently warning Crozier not to put a hand on him.
" I shall not touch you if you come along quietly," the superintendent replied.
Again the Indian refused. McKay, w h o spoke Cree fluently,
pleaded w i t h him to surrender, but with no success. The situation
was now acutely dangerous. The next move was up to the police.
One of Big Bear's sons, Twin Wolverine, as if divining the winner of
the contest, left the Indian ranks and threw in with the police.
Suddenly, w i t h the swiftness of a steel trap closing on its victim,
the wanted Indian was seized by Laronde. Simultaneously Crozier
shouted orders to t w o men to fall out of line and take him. One of
these, Cst. Warren Kerr, an Irishman popularly known as " S l i g o " ,
caught the culprit by his long plaited hair and swung him over into
the police ranks. (Speaking of the arrest afterwards, Sligo said: "The
howls of the haythen were somethin' frightful to behold!")
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The crowd surged forward, but the red-coated men, some mounted,
some on foot, closed in. Struggling violently, Kay-wee-chet-way-mot
was taken to the little building.
The first step in a ticklish episode had been concluded.
The entire police body began to move off, those in the rear walking backwards, with carbines ready. The prisoner was placed under a
strong guard, and sentries were posted around the fortified building.
Excitement among the Indians was intense; they galloped back and
forth on their ponies, shouting war whoops and firing in the air.
Interpreter Laronde was seized and to all appearances was in for some
man-handling when McKay, who had taken up a position between
the two sides, explained that his co-linguist had merely discharged
his duties. Laronde was thereupon released. Every possible attempt
was made to incite the police to break the peace, to begin a fight for
which they could be blamed. The mere presence of McKay in so
vulnerable a position caused many an Indian to stay his hand. McKay
was unalterably the redman's friend.
Poundmaker was heard to boast that he had acquired one of the
police carbines. Its return was subsequently demanded by McKay,
on the score that it belonged to the Queen and not to a constable,
whereupon the chief willingly gave it up. He had not forgotten that
three years earlier he had guided the son-in-law of the White Mother
from Battleford to the Blackfoot Crossing and had been royally
treated. McKay also succeeded in procuring a belt and revolver which
had been taken from an unhorsed constable. Several Indians signified
their intention of taking sides with the white men.
With rare sagacity McKay at this juncture got word to Crozier
to distribute the bacon and flour piled up in the makeshift breastworks
of the little fort—a clever move in the face of a large and hungry mob
of Indians.
While bacon and flour were being doled out, Craig suddenly
perceived the companion of the Indian w h o had assaulted him. This
individual was also arrested and placed under guard.
Completely tired out, Crozier and his detachment took the trail
to Battleford. Most of them had been without sleep for more than
48 hours. The superintendent had used his long experience among
Indians to good purpose—he knew that once an Indian detected fear
or hesitation in his opponent, he was likely to gain the upper hand.
It was found that the telegraph line to Battleford had been tied
down in a slough with willow branches. Without communication,
considerable uneasiness had been felt in the town; it was feared that
a fight had taken place at the Indian reserve. A volunteer infantry
company had been called out to serve as a home guard while the
police were absent, also to co-operate with the latter if necessary.
All the principal trails to the town had been placed under guard,
while quarters in the barracks had been offered to any who cared to
seek safety.
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The Saskatchewan Herald stated in its next issue: "The thanks
of the community are undoubtedly due to Major Crozier for the successful manner in which bloodshed was averted; for had but one shot
been fired, the human mind could not foresee what would have been the
result. The courage and coolness of this officer in going amongst the
Indians unarmed and alone is deserving of the greatest praise . . . .
Captain Antrobus and the non-commissioned officers and men of " D "
Division are deserving of the gratitude and admiration of all whose
interest it was and is to see peace preserved and the lives and property
of settlers protected . . . . When the treatment received by the police
at the hands of the Indians is considered, their wonderful control of
temper is the more commendable."
It was obvious that supervision and tactful handling by the
Mounted Police, and in some cases by the Indian Department employees, would eventually prompt the Indians to adopt a manner of living
much after the custom of white pioneer settlers. Indeed there was much
evidence to show that they would do so. Even during the altercation
between Crozier's detachment and the excited mob of redskins on
the prairie ridge at Poundmaker's, one Indian had forsaken his ranks
for those of the police, signifying he would die with the white men
should a fight take place. Grizzly Bear's Head of the Assiniboines,
upon receiving a gift of tobacco from Poundmaker and an invitation
to join the recent aggregation at Little Pine's, had returned the gift
and declined the request; while Red Pheasant, the Cree chief of the
Eagle Hills reserve, had turned down a similar invitation with the
rejoinder: "Who is to furnish us with flour and bacon in the future
if we take up arms against the whites?"
The white people of Saskatoon, the nearest settlement of importance to Battleford, had telegraphed an offer of 50 armed men should
their services be required.
On Monday the two prisoners were brought before the superintendent for preliminary hearing. It was explained to them that
they were entitled to their own witnesses just as much as the white
man who had been attacked, and that the examination would be
adjourned until the witnesses arrived. The prisoners had not been
arrested, he said, solely for the purpose of punishment, but for a fair
and honest trial. He reminded them that as many of their people as
wished could attend and give evidence; the Indian side of the episode,
as well as the white man's, would be given the fullest hearing.
Subsequently the Indian who had struck Craig was committed
for trial before Magistrate Rouleau and sentenced to one week in
jail; the other was discharged.
Writing about it later, Farm Instructor Jefferson stated: "We
three (a brother and a young lad had been visiting him when the
trouble started) were left to review the events of the last few days
and speculate on what the coming time would bring for us. Thinking
it over thus, we could only now realize how narrow the margin had
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been between us and death. The confidence of those Indians who
were undoubtedly friendly showed that they did not believe it possible that the arrest could be accomplished without a light. They
regretted that it should be so, but that would not prevent their siding
with their own people when it came to a difference between red and
white. Again, the two culprits were distinguished as 'bad men', and
when they repeatedly said that they would not be taken without
resistance, everybody believed them, because there was a great chance
of it happening, and the result would be war . . . . So great was the
tension, so high the excitement during the hunt and arrest, that the
slightest thing would have turned the balance from peace to war.
To do the chiefs justice, they knew that a breach of the peace would
neither suit their purposes nor advance their interests, and even had
they wished, thev could not have helped the police more than thev
did."
Crozier had urged Jefferson to stay at his post on Poundmaker's
reserve, if he thought it could be done safely, expressly to show the
Indians that to the police the affair was a mere incident and that the
accustomed routine would be followed. But before deciding, Jefferson
consulted several leading Indians. Poundmaker would take no responsibility; Little Pine said he would stand by him, but that his
power only extended to his own band, and even that might fail.
The courageous Jefferson had then decided to see the situation
through, and the other two had elected to "stick it o u t " with him.
The three men experienced a harrowing few hours after Crozier's
departure. There was little sleep for them that night, and at dawn,
armed Indians began pounding on the door of the little shack, demanding provisions. They said they were peaceably inclined and had
avoided trouble and on that account were the more entitled to assistance. The farm instructor told them that Superintendent Crozier
was the one to authorize a further distribution. At that they attempted
intimidation, but it failed. When they were told they had the power
to take the food if so disposed, they showed no inclination that way,
although they remained until late at night.
Next morning Jefferson's two companions, fearing violence,
decided to start for Battleford. Left to his own devices, the farm
instructor rode off to interview Little Pine. The chief suggested that
the stores be moved to an agency building on his reserve as they were
too far away for his protection. They procured several ox teams, and
all the provisions were soon under padlock, w i t h the key in the chief's
possession.
Big Bear's and Poundmaker's plan of concentration had failed
utterly.
The wildest rumours were now in circulation, prophesying an
Indian uprising. Cattle were being killed wholesale, it was said;
prowling redskins were reported to be scouring the country, frightening settlers and threatening to begin concerted hostilities. But the
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fact was, most of the Indians had returned to their reservations, and
Big Bear's troublesome band had left to make camp at Onion Lake
in the neighbourhood of the Indian Department agency at Frog Lake.
Big Bear himself however attended a council of a number of chiefs
at Duck Lake near Batoche.
Tidings of the recent hostile gathering having reached Ottawa.
Comptroller White of the Mounted Police Department wrote to
Commissioner Irvine, Regina: "Sir: I am directed to request that you
will convey to Superintendent Crozier and the police under his command the appreciation of the Rt. Hon. Sir John A. Macdonald for the
discretion and forbearance and the efficiency and gallantry displayed
by them under trying circumstances connected with the Indian disturbance at Chief Poundmaker's reserve in June last."
An Adamant Ottawa

Of a certainty trouble was brewing for the officers and men of
the Force. It had been impressed on those aware of the circumstances
that it could not be otherwise. Within an amazingly brief period the
Indians and halfbreeds had witnessed the land wrested from their
grasp. The buffalo were no more, and the Indians were facing poverty
and general distress. Ottawa was dilatory in comprehending the
miserable conditions which had arisen among the natives of the
North-West, and in spite of many warnings, parsimony prevailed in
the administration of the Department of Indian Affairs; even the
rations were reduced.
Superintendent Crozier had written to Comptroller White:
"Considering all that is at stake, it is poor, yes, false economy to cut
down the expenditure so closely in connection with the feeding of
the Indians that it would seem as if there was a wish to see upon how
little a man can work and exist . . . . My firm conviction is, if some
policy as I have outlined is not carried out, there is only one other
and that is to fight them."
Yet Ottawa failed to awaken to the dangerous state of affairs!
Subsequent to the rebellion of 1869-70, many of the halfbreeds
left the Red River and settled in the Saskatchewan Valley, mostly
south of Prince Albert, there to follow their simple life—a little
farming and stock raising, hunting and fishing, also freighting for
the Hudson's Bay Company and other firms. Their homes fronted the
river on narrow strips of land averaging some ten chains in width,
convenient to water, wood and grazing lands. It was expected that
their claims to these river lots would in due course be recognized
without their being disturbed by future land surveys, also that consideration would be given to extending the same privileges as had
been granted to the halfbreeds in Manitoba.
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Pleas Avail Nothing

On June 9, 1874, Lieutenant-Governor Morris had forwarded to
the Minister of the Interior a statement dealing with the feelings of
insecurity in the Prince Albert district.
In the midst of their dilemma, a plea from the native-born had
sounded across the West.
The first petition had gone forward to Ottawa from Qu'Appelle
in September 1874. In December 1876, Superintendent Walker, N.W.
M.P., reported to the lieutenant-governor that there was an increasing
number of land disputes and complaints against encroachments. Enclosing this letter to the Minister of the Interior, February, 1877,
Lieutenant-Governor Laird urged that surveys be dealt with and
means adopted to hasten the issuing of patents.
At intervals other petitions had followed: in September 1877
from the Blackfoot Crossing, at the time of the great treaty w i t h the
Blackfoot; in February 1878 from Prince Albert and from St. Laurent
on the South Branch; in September 1878 from the Cypress Hills; in
April 1880 from Lake Manitoba; in May 1880 from Edmonton; in
September 1881 again from Qu'Appelle. Strong resolutions had gone
forward from a meeting in Prince Albert in October 1881 and from
the South Branch in September 1882 and November 1883- A request
from Chief Factor Lawrence Clarke of the Hudson's Bay Company,
member of the North-West Council for the District of Lome, Fort
Carlton, reached Ottawa in January 1882; another from the Qu'Appelle
halfbreeds in August 1882; and one from Father Vegreville, Prince
Albert, in January 1884.
In his letter to the Minister of the Interior, September 30, 1878,
when forwarding the Cypress Hills petition, Lieutenant-Governor
Laird had stated: " I feel it my duty to ask you to urge upon the
Dominion Government the necessity of taking early action w i t h
respect to claims set forth by the halfbreeds of the Territories . . . .
I may remark from w h a t information is within my reach I have no
doubt the halfbreeds of the Territories, w h o think they have as good
a claim to consideration as their compatriots in Manitoba, will be very
much dissatisfied unless they are treated in a somewhat similar manner."
As late as March 1884, the attention of Parliament was directed
to the precarious state of affairs in the Territories by M. C. Cameron,
M.P., w h o moved that "This House do resolve itself into a Committee
of the Whole, to consider the condition, complaints and demands of
Manitoba and the North-West Territories, w i t h a view to remedying
well-founded grievances and complying with any reasonable demands".
It was defeated by a vote of 116 to 57. Apparently the government was unable or unwilling to handle the disquieting question,
and matters of vital importance to the Dominion were left to drift along.
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A Meagre Attempt At Adjustment

The chief halfbreed discontent was largely confined to those
living on the South Branch in the vicinity of Batoche and Duck Lake.
To this district in the summer of 1883 the government had sent
William Pearce, Superintendent of the Dominion Land Commission,
to investigate. After an investigation of claims made by Scotch and
English halfbreeds, he reported to Ottawa, submitting a basis of
settlement. This was approved, and instructions were issued in April
1884 by the Minister of the Interior that Pearce's recommendations
be carried out. Owing to his inability to speak the language, Pearce
was unable to examine personally the demands of the French halfbreeds, and it was not until late in 1884 that a commission was appointed to deal w i t h the question in the spring of 1885.
In view of the lesson learned in 1869-70 in connection with the
revolt on the Red River, the government might reasonably have been
expected to prevent by every possible means, and not a little expense,
a recurrence of civil strife.
But it was not to be.
Storm Clouds

Lieutenant-Governors Morris and Laird, the white settlers,
Commissioner Irvine and officers of the Mounted Police, officials of
the Hudson's Bay Company, almost everyone w h o sensed an approaching storm, had contributed in some measure to the warnings from the
West. And the halfbreeds were not without sympathizers outside
their own ranks. In Prince Albert and elsewhere many reputable
white citizens readily gave their support to the growing movement
for redress of grievances.
The government through its officers in the field had dealt w i t h
the Western land question in a manner which doubtless to their minds
seemed sufficiently adequate to handle w h a t had become, more or less,
a departmental bugbear. But the necessary vision and essential knowledge of Indians and halfbreeds ( w h o had always been loyal to the
Crown) were sadly lacking.
Noisy meetings became frequent in Prince Albert and along the
South Branch. Patience had worn out. Assurances of redress had been
given by this and that official, but nothing had happened to improve
the situation. Someone was needed to lead the halfbreed cry for
justice, and eyes were turned to one man only, Gabriel Dumont, the
idol of the prairie Metis.
But Dumont had said: " N o . "
It was one thing to be an experienced plainsman and hunter;
another to be familiar w i t h the intricacies of politics. He was a man
of action, of courage and resourcefulness on the wide reaches of his
homeland. He had his convictions, was loyal to his people—their
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welfare was always in his heart—but he was not a man of words.
Someone else would have to plead the halfbreed cause.
A cry went up for Louis Riel!
Louis Riel Again

Since the days of his banishment from Canada, subsequent to the
"Red River Rebellion", Riel had been a restless wanderer. He had
made occasional brief journeys to his homeland, but most of his
time was spent in the United States. The capital city, Washington,
was familiar to him, and he made frequent visits to relatives living in
Woonsocket, Rhode Island. In later years the trading-posts and Indian
reservations along the Upper Missouri River knew him, chiefly as one
who nursed a perpetual grievance and w h o seemed zealously ambitious
to become the militant, political and religious champion of the natives
of the North-West plains. The Mounted Police at Fort Walsh, especially at Wood Mountain, were familiar w i t h his endeavours to form
a confederation of halfbreeds and Indians on both sides of the international boundary, and Superintendent Walsh, w h o had made a close
study of the ambitious agitator's activities, had been largely instrumental in disrupting the preconceived and impossible setting up of an
independent regime.
Always shiftless, existing as best he could, never losing an opportunity to give voice to his insatiable schemes, Riel had finally
settled in the Sun River Valley of Montana, west of Fort Benton,
where in the little parish of St. Peter's he followed the occupation
of school teacher. In due course he became an accredited citizen of the
United States. While at St. Peter's he married Marguerite Bellimeure,
a Metis girl from the neighbourhood of Fort Ellice to the north on
the Assiniboine. To all intents and purposes he had settled down to a
humdrum existence w i t h his wife and children.
Many of his compatriots, notably halfbreed buffalo hunters,
found their way to the Missouri, and as the buffalo herds thinned
out, took up residence in the same locality. Riel, an expert hunter
himself, had often joined in the chase. There was something about
him that invariably drew attention. His speech, either in French,
English or several of the Indian languages, was deliberate and impressive, accompanied by all the gestures and expressions calculated to
make his words the more effective. He was of medium stature, squareshouldered, sometimes wore a beard, and seemed inordinately proud
of his abundant shock of dark hair. In his veins there was French and
Indian and perhaps other blood. He was a total abstainer, affable
and polite.
Once the name of Louis Riel was mentioned, the halfbreeds of the
South Branch clamoured for his presence. Stirred by the thought that
they were being imposed upon by alien settlers, inconsiderate government agents and unscrupulous land grabbers, it required little to
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resuscitate the agitation that had blazed furiously on the Red River at
the time of the transfer of Rupert's Land to Canada, when it seemed
to the halfbreeds they were being deprived of lands and rights due
them as the earliest settlers of the West. Once again, they surmised,
they were to be made outcasts in the land of their birth. On the former
occasion, Louis Riel had championed their cause and with some success had gained for them the recognition of the Government of Canada.
They would send for him. Through him they would assert themselves, not necessarily by force of arms, but by insistent and constitutional procedure, and would demand adjustment of their grievances.
He alone could represent the halfbreeds of the North-West Territories.
A large and enthusiastic meeting was held at St. Laurent, and a
delegation was appointed to interview the humble school teacher in
the far-off Sun River Valley.
On a summer morning Gabriel Dumont, Michel Dumas and
James Isbister, the chosen emissaries, rode away from the South
Branch, heading southward. Another, Moise Ouellette, accompanied
them on his own account.
In due course the four travel-stained horsemen reached St.
Peter's Mission and delivered to Riel the urgent message from the
north. They had made the long journey of 700 miles to beg him to
shoulder a righteous cause, one that he alone could plead in behalf
of his fellowmen.
Riel was not overhasty; there was little about him now of the
fiery impetuosity displayed in former years. He asked for time to
ponder the request. He had become an American citizen; he had his
family to think of and had interests and obligations in the land of
his adoption. But on the following day he gave his consent to the
delegates. Their invitation was cordial and pressing, and he regarded
it as one of the gratifications of his life. He agreed with Dumont and
the others that their claims were constitutional; undoubtedly their
lands belonged to them, not only by virtue of the Indian blood in
their veins but by the defense of the country in the past, and the fact
that they had improved and cultivated their small holdings. He would
prepare for the journey without delay, but it was his intention to
return to Montana early in the autumn.
On July 1 the little hamlet of Batoche on the South Branch, was
all excitement. Louis Riel was once more among his people!
A week later, the Comptroller of the North-West Mounted Police,
in Ottawa, Col. Fred White, received a telegram from Superintendent
Crozier: "Louis Riel arrived at Duck Lake with family, brought in
by halfbreeds. They brought him, it is said, as their leader, agitating
their rights."
Pressure O f Duties

Aside entirely from the task imposed by the unsettled state of
things, the scope of police activity continued to widen. At Calgary,
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Macleod, Medicine Hat, Maple Creek, Regina, to say nothing of
the North Saskatchewan River posts, the daily round involved many
duties. Reports of lawlessness and consequent apprehension of lawbreakers had become constant. Actually, the North-West Mounted
Police lacked sufficient manpower to meet increasing demands.
The North-West Council

On July 3 the Council of the North-West Territories convened at
Regina under Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney. The members attending
the session were:
The three stipendiary magistrates, Lieut.-Col. James F. Macleod,
C.M.G., Lieut.-Col. Hugh Richardson and Charles B. Rouleau as
ex-officio members and legal advisers; three nominated members,
Commissioner A. G. Irvine of the Mounted Police, Hayter Reed of
the Indian Department and Pascal Breland a prominent Metis;
elected members Frank Oliver for Edmonton; D. H. MacDowall
for Lome (Prince Albert); Claude C. Hamilton for Broadview;
Thomas W. Jackson for Qu'Appelle; William White for Regina;
James H. Ross for Moose Jaw; John G. Turriff for Moose Mountain,
and James D. Geddes for Calgary.
During the sitting, 36 ordinances were passed respecting matters
not previously dealt with. There were now two incorporated towns in
the Territories, Regina and Moose Jaw, and two incorporated municipalities, Qu'Appelle and South Qu'Appelle. Agricultural societies
had been formed in almost all the settled districts. There were three
judicial districts—Assiniboia, Alberta and Saskatchewan—each subdivided into divisions. The three stipendiary magistrates held current
jurisdiction over the Territories, but had found a more satisfactory
arrangement to themselves and the public by each taking a separate
district—Richardson, Assiniboia; Macleod, Alberta; Rouleau, Saskatchewan.
Foiling Horse Thieves

Horse stealing, chiefly by raiders from south of the international
boundary, had become so prevalent that Commissioner Irvine detailed
Superintendent Mclllree, in command at Maple Creek, to proceed to
the U.S. Army post of Fort Assiniboine, Montana, to enquire whether
military authorities there would be willing and at liberty to co-operate
with the Mounted Police in the suppression of the border thieves.
The commandant, Colonel Coppinger, replied that the United States
troops would gladly assist, but could not do so without higher
authority. He said he would communicate the proposal to General
Ruger at Helena, who in turn would take the matter up with Washington.
An organization typical of the kind operating in the border country appeared this year known as the "Stranglers". Its members were
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ready on short notice to hang men deemed guilty of crime. But it
was rumoured that occasionally innocent men were so treated. Posing
as "vigilantes" and representatives of the Montana Livestock Association, the leaders of this group, so it happened, were equally as bad
as those whom they presumed to bring to justice. Some were disreputable characters, such as the whiskey traffickers and professional
horse thieves w h o had been driven from the Macleod country by the
Mounted Police.
A regular line of operations had been mapped out by them along
the Missouri as far east as Bismarck in Dakota. Usually they established themselves at one of the many steamboat woodyards along the
river, and as a front, either bought out the yard or disposed of the
owner. In all innocence the members of the livestock association
trusted the band to put a stop to the horse and cattle stealing conditions so prevalent, and were in no way responsible for the outrages
committed by the hangmen.
The band's operations had been deliberately extended into Canadian territory, with a resultant loss of many horses by new settlers.
But in apparent fear of falling into the hands of the police, these
unsavory "vigilantes" had done little shooting, and certainly no
hanging north of the international line.
A good example of the dispatch and efficiency with which the
border thieves were foiled by ever watchful officers and men of the
Force occurred on a day in early July.
Cst. L. Hooper, stationed on the railway at Troy station (South
Qu'Appelle), received information that four horses had been stolen
a few hours previously from that vicinity, and upon notifying Regina
of the theft, was instructed to follow the thieves as speedily as possible.
Armed with a warrant from a local magistrate, he lost no time, traced
the culprits to the neighbourhood of Turtle Mountain far to the
south-east and caught up with them. On the way he recovered one
of the stolen horses which had been traded to a settler. Another was
found in possession of four of the bordermen w h o had made the raid.
All were arrested and brought to Regina where they were given
penitentiary sentences by Magistrate Richardson.
On information gleaned in the course of this duty, Hooper then
proceeded north-eastward and in the vicinity of Fort Ellice picked up
a fifth member of the gang w h o had made off in that direction with
the other two horses. Both animals had been seized by Little Child of
the Crooked Lakes reserve, w h o was well and favourably known to
the police. A month later all five raiders were conducted to Stony
Mountain Penitentiary, Manitoba, along with two other thieves—
one from Fort Qu'Appelle, the other an Assiniboine arrested by the
police scout Louis Leveille near the Cypress Hills.
Similar instances were reported continually to headquarters, and
invariably occasioned swift action.
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Potential Trouble On The Saskatchewan

Meantime official eyes were never off the Saskatchewan. Under
date of July 27, Commissioner Irvine received a report from Superintendent Crozier at Battleford: " I have the honour to inform you
that Riel has held meetings at both Prince Albert and Duck Lake.
I am informed that his meeting at the first named place was an open
one. Some little difficulty took place, but was promptly put down.
At Duck Lake his audience was composed of French halfbreeds and
Indians. He is said, though I have no official information to that
effect, to have told the Indians that they had rights as well as the
halfbreeds, and that he wished to be the means of having them redressed. I am also informed that he expressed a wish to confer with
the Indian chiefs. I have already reported that I believe the Indians
sympathize w i t h the halfbreeds, nor could anything else be expected,
being close blood relations and speaking the same language. What
may be the result of this halfbreed agitation or w h a t effect it may
have upon the Indians, of course I cannot foretell. I before said, and
still think, precautionary measures should be taken: such measures as
will not only prevent turbulent spirits carrying their schemes to an
extreme, but prevent both Indians and halfbreeds even making an
attempt to resist authority or organize for illegal purposes, for these
constant excitements must have a most injurious effect upon the
country, and among those effects, not the least is a sense of insecurity
among settlers. I believe now that Big Bear and his followers would
have been upon their reserve but for the emissaries of Riel, who, it
is said, invited him to meet that person at Duck Lake. Certain it is
he has gone there . . . . He had proceeded w i t h the camp (towards
his prospective reserve) some distance, but turned back after hearing
from Riel. There are very many rumours about w h a t Riel said to the
Indians, which if true, are intended to cause discontent among them
as to their present condition."
Again, On August 9, Crozier forwarded a report, this time from
Sgt. W. O. Brooks of Prince Albert Detachment, which said: "Returned from Duck Lake last night. Big Bear in council w i t h ten
other chiefs. Riel has held several private meetings at the South
Branch, attended by leading halfbreeds; he has not seen Big Bear.
Big Bear's camp w i t h 12 lodges is 40 miles S.S.E. of Fort Pitt. His
son is w i t h the camp. It is reported to me that Big Bear will go to
Prince Albert after he leaves Duck L a k e . "
Crozier was keeping close watch on the Indians and halfbreeds
at Duck Lake, the centre of the halfbreed discontent, and non-commissioned officers and men from Prince Albert visited that area often
and forwarded their reports by letter or cipher telegram to Battleford.
As a further precaution, an officer and three men were sent to the
vicinity under the guise of being searchers for lost horses. Word had
come from Prince Albert that there was little enthusiasm in that
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quarter for Riel, and that most of his adherents were in poor circumstances. Times were hard, and there were those w h o felt they must
do something to create excitement. Few white people spoke well of
the half breed leader. Nearly all of mixed blood however swore by him.
On August 10 Sergeant Brooks again reported from Prince
Albert that Riel had held a large meeting at Batoche, that following
a church service one Jackson, a white man from Wingham, Ontario,
brother of a Prince Albert druggist, appeared to be not only a chief
agitator but a greater menace to the peace of the settlement than any
of the half breed leaders.
Eight days later an order was telegraphed by Commissioner
Irvine to Crozier to increase the Prince Albert detachment to an
inspector and 20 men from the command at Battleford.
Louis Riel was feeling his way warily. Those w h o recalled his
impetuous leadership on the Red River saw in him a changed man—a
spokesman of tolerant outlook and charm of manner. The dynamic
impatience and energy which had formerly characterized him were
to all appearances of the past. Adopting moderate speech and counsel,
he moved among the disturbed populace, advising constitutional
irocedure as the only way to redress the existing wrongs. Consequenty, many who had been opposed to him turned to his banner.
Gabriel Dumont, with fervent loyalty to his people and their
inherent customs, announced himself prepared to die if need be to
defend his fatherland.
Meetings now followed in the various parishes along the South
Branch. Here and there Riel outlined his policy, usually stepping
warily at first and suggesting constitutional agitation on behalf of
those w h o had sent for him. But as time passed it became evident
that he was not sufficiently mindful of his narrow escape 15 years
before. Had he given serious thought to the outcome of his first
agitation and the consequences to himself of that uprising, it was
illogical that he would again entertain violence or treason as steppingstones to the goal of his ambitions. By a mere thread, through the
sympathetic interference of Archbishop Tache in 1869-70, he had
escaped answering w i t h his life for the seizure of Fort Garry, the
forcible ousting of the government of Governor Mactavish of the
Hudson's Bay Company, and the cold-blooded execution of Thomas
Scott. On that occasion he had shaken the very foundations of Canadian confederation, and it had been necessary to send troops from the
East to quell the revolt. Would he in the present instance restrict
himself to moderate actions? Time would tell.
There was also the insidious and tempting element of profit.
In accepting Dumont's request at his humble home in Montana,
Riel had said: " T h e Canadian Government owes me 240 acres of land
according to the Manitoba treaty . . . . Besides if they only pay
attention to it a minute, they will easily find out that they owe me
something else."
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During the first insurrection, as vouched for by the Canadian
Prime Minister, Riel had made an offer to leave the country for
$5000. This was considerably less than he suggested as the price of
his withdrawal from this second agitation.
On September 3 Comptroller White of the Mounted Police
Department, Ottawa, advised the government to take steps " t o
secure accommodation for men and horses, beyond the capacity of the
Mounted Police post at Battleford", and suggested that "arrangements might be made w i t h the Hudson's Bay Company for the use,
for police purposes, during the coming summer, of their buildings at
Fort Carlton".
Carlton lay about 15 miles north-west of Duck Lake, 50 miles
west of Prince Albert and 120 miles east of Battleford.
On September 17 Sgt. Harry Keenan at Duck Lake reported
that a meeting of halfbreeds at St. Laurent had included several white
supporters of Riel. The government had been assailed, and the agitator
Jackson had stated that the country belonged to the Indians, not to
the Dominion of Canada. Riel had later boasted to Keenan that the
government, through Bishop Grandin, had offered him a seat in the
Privy Council or the Senate, which of course was a lie.
Again, on the 25th Keenan reported: "All quiet at Batoche, but
frequent meetings of Riel's followers being held, to which only the
members of a special committee are allowed admission."
At all public meetings Riel and the others were moderate and
cautious in their utterances, but in their secret councils advocated
entirely different measures. One prominent half breed had proposed
that demands be made on the government, and if refused the halfbreeds and Indians should take up arms and kill every white man
they could find.
Back among old friends with house and funds provided, Riel's
eccentric egotism had full sway. Incidentally his earlier decision to
return to Montana was forgotten. Most fantastic of all was his claim
to supernatural power, that spirits had been revealed to him, urging
him to accept such missions as their fancied words bestowed. He
dovetailed " D a v i d " into his name, insisting he was a leader by divine
selection. He assumed the status of prophet and high priest, playing
continually upon the credulity of his superstitious listeners.
If Louis " D a v i d " Riel was not at least intermittently unbalanced,
it could quite reasonably have been said that any power of self control
he may once have had, had ceased to be a component of his strange
mentality. Yet woven deeply in his brain were threads of genius.
He could be convincing beyond the ordinary, polite to a degree,
affable and magnetic, and withal crafty and deceptive.
However he was not the only disrupting factor in a troubled
land. Even the elements frowned upon the West during the summer of
1884. Crops failed. There was scarcely a day without rain. Tasks in
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the open were uncongenial and burdensome.
Rumours were rampant.

People complained.

Activity Everywhere

The Mounted Police were as usual, busy everywhere. Despite the
bad reports from Battleford and Prince Albert, and the obvious need
of strengthening the detachments in the Saskatchewan area, every
possible assistance was given to the Indian Department in the annual
treaty payments on the numerous and scattered Indian reserves, while
horse stealing, trafficking in forbidden liquor and other offences continued to demand strict attention across a wide stretch of country.
The request for co-operation by the United States military made
earlier, seeking to stem the theft of horses by gangs of bordermen,
received an answer on September 1 from the commandant of Fort
Assiniboine, Montana. Regret was expressed that permission had not
been granted by Washington to enter into negotiations on the subject.
Colonel Coppinger explained that his powers were limited to recovering government horses and putting intruders off Indian reserves.
Intended probably to be good news, information was given that
General Ruger had informed him that a current report told of 15 or
20 horse thieves, evidently the "Stranglers", w h o had been lynched
near Rocky Point on the Missouri for their depredations.
But horse stealing continued unabated. Sgt. Major W. A. Douglas
of Maple Creek Detachment, w h o had worked assiduously on the
problem throughout the season, had gleaned information to prove
that a loose horse thieving organization extended from Minnesota to
Mexico, w i t h agents on both sides of the boundary to dispose of
stolen stock.
On one occasion he had started out to recover four stolen police
horses, and had crossed the boundary for the purpose. He located
the animals on a ranch, and was informed that they had been taken
from thieves about 100 miles down the Missouri from Rocky Point.
Equipment for defacing brands had been seized, and about 80 horses
recovered by American officers. Douglas was informed that " t h e
gang would steal no m o r e " . But the Montana Stock Association
demanded $15 for the recovery of each animal stolen from Canada,
while signifying a willingness to refund the money in the event of the
Mounted Police recovering any United States horses free of charge.
On September 14 some 15 horses were stolen from the vicinity of
Indian Head and driven rapidly southward to the boundary. Major
W. R. Bell of the extensive "Bell F a r m " hastily mustered a party of
white men and Indians and gave chase. The news was telegraphed
to police headquarters and to Constable Hooper at Troy, w h o w i t h
another constable joined in the pursuit on horses obtained on the
spur of the moment. The police at that point were without mounts,
owing to the purely local nature of their duties. Their improvised
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animals soon played out, and they were forced to give up, while
Bell's posse lost track of the thieves. Bell then sent word to Regina,
urging the Mounted Police to take up the pursuit.
In reporting the matter Commissioner Irvine stated: "Seeing
that Regina is 40 miles to the west of Indian Head, and the fugitives
were travelling south from the latter place, a party starting from
Regina must necessarily have travelled along the third side of a
triangle, and it would have been a good day's ride to pick up the trail
and their horses must then have halted for rest, the thieves meanwhile driving their unfortunate animals to exhaustion."
The commandants at Fort Assiniboine and Fort Buford in Montana
were informed and asked to do w h a t they could towards recovering
the stolen horses.
Upon word of Constable Hooper's forced return being received,
Sgt. F. M . Blight and two men at Regina were detailed to join another
party from the Bell Farm.
Near the Missouri River one of the
missing horses was recovered in a played-out condition. It had been
abandoned. Blight and his men substituted plain clothes for uniforms
and went on to Fort Buford 32 miles to the west, finding two more of
the horses on the way. At Buford the services of a United States deputy
marshal were obtained, and it was decided to return, pick up the trail
of the fugitives where it crossed the Missouri and follow it from there.
The three policemen, the deputy marshal, an interpreter and three
enlisted Indian trailers continued the pursuit. The Indians said there
had been 17 horses in the band when it reached the Missouri, but
only nine where the trail emerged on the south bank. It was surmised
that some had perished from exhaustion while swimming the river.
With the Indian trailers out ahead and without food or water
for 36 hours, the pursuers pressed on through the Mauvaises Terres,
or Bad Lands. At the Yellowstone River four more of the horses were
found unattended, tied to trees. Camp was made and a search of the
surroundings revealed some harness and saddlery taken from the Bell
Farm.
Thinking the thieves would return for the horses, Blight decided
to remain where he was, but though he waited a day no one turned
up. He then drove the stock leisurely to the nearest settlement where
he rested for several days, then resuming his travel, swung towards
a point where the thieves were reputed to reside, taking w i t h him
the deputy and one constable.
The " h a n g o u t " of eight of the gang was located; local informants
spoke of them as members of a desperate ring, well armed and "on the
s h o o t " . The deputy marshal therefore thought it wise to send to
Miles City for a sheriff's posse. Meantime the thieves, w h o had
broken camp and started for the town of Glendive, were met by the
approaching sheriff and arrested. Blight being unable to assist further,
set out for Indian Head w i t h the recovered stock, which in due course
was turned over to Major Bell.
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A group of half breed plainsmen was organized under the direction
of Sgt. D. Paterson of Maple Creek for the express purpose of tracing
stolen horses and apprehending thieves. As a result of their unceasing
efforts, they succeeded in freeing the settlements over a wide area
from the horse stealing menace, while Colonel Coppinger did all in
his power to co-operate from Fort Assiniboine in Montana.
Another effectual deterrent was the use made of the Vagrancy
Act. Whenever suspicious characters were found loitering with no
apparent means of livelihood, no matter if they were well supplied
with money, they were given 24 hours to "get out". It had been
found that too many of these shady characters were acquiring local
information which would assist in making successful raids on settlers'
horses. A clause in the Criminal Code also proved of great value in
connection with stolen property brought into Canada, and it was
deeply regretted that a similar law was not in force in the United
States.
One day a war party, supposedly Bloods and Peigans, rounded
up a band of horses near the forks of the Red Deer and South Saskatchewan, and were sweeping away with them when a halfbreed lad
attempted to dissuade them. A one-sided running fight ensued, and a
well-aimed bullet from a fleeing Indian laid the pursuer low. Although
the Mounted Police recovered most of the horses in the vicinity of
Fort Macleod, no evidence could be procured pointing to the identity
of the murderer. However two members of this raiding party were
subsequently caught and sent to the Manitoba Penitentiary for two
years.
Horse stealing had become an ever present item on the roster of
crime, but it at least provided the patrols with adventure and brought
the keenest enthusiasm into play.
On the other hand the most disagreeable duty the Mounted
Police were called upon to perform was the suppression of the illegal
liquor traffic. Evidence of guilt was always difficult to procure, unless
an illicit trader quarrelled with his associates. On this score, the
Commissioner summed up some of the obstacles invariably met with:
"Settlers will not occur the odium of becoming informers, however
much they may deprecate the existence of liquor manufacture or
traffic in their midst, and when I say they will not become informers,
I mean that they will not give secret information which will tend to
the conviction of the lawbreakers. The information obtainable from
the latter is meagre enough, for the profits of the traffic far exceed an
occasional half fine paid to an informer, as may be supposed when a
single five gallon keg of spirits easily changed hands at Standoff the
other day, at the admittedly low price of $60. In connection with
the convictions that followed this and other extensive dealings in
that neighbourhood recently, the monstrous doctrine was inculcated
that a policeman in full uniform may be respected for doing his duty,
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but that a policeman w h o appears to be other than he is, in order to
detect a breach of the law, is worthy of being held up to public execration."
The Outlook At Macleod

The outlook at Fort Macleod indicated that a substantial strengthening of the local division was necessary. The future promised to be
even more arduous than the past. The Blood, Blackfoot and Peigan
Indians of the neighbourhood, exclusive of several hundred Sarcees
near Calgary, could muster on short notice approximately 1,000
warriors, w i t h kindred savages within close distance on the other
side of the boundary line. It was true that these Indians had been
comparatively quiet, but it could not be forgotten that they were the
best armed, best mounted and most warlike of any Indians on the
plains. They had not been called upon to work for their rations as
the Crees and Assiniboines had been; they had always followed the
chase and were not given to localized residence to the same extent
as the tribes in the north and east, and it was the Commissioner's
opinion that the present generation would not and could not be
induced to work.
With the general reduction of rations ordered by Indian Commissioner Dewdney, there was a strong likelihood that cattle on the
ranges would be taken as compensation for extinction of the buffalo
and the reduction of government assistance. As a result the Indian
Department agents were confronted by a difficult task, and it was
quite clear that the police post at Fort Macleod would require quarters
for a staff sufficient to protect the surrounding property of settlers and
ranchers.
The Commissioner was of the opinion that the United States
Government should move their South Peigan reservation farther
south, well away from the international boundary, as Canada had
removed most of her Indians northward, not only in her own interests
but in those of American settlers. The recent murder of Pollock near
Maple Creek, in which South Peigans were involved, stressed the
necessity of such a move, which would prevent the Indians from
raiding northward. He pointed out that he had been obliged to
punish a Canadian Indian for attacking some South Peigans who had
stolen all his horses, leaving him and his family without means of
transport. The South Peigans had gone unpunished, and when their
victim crossed the line and succeeded in stealing a Peigan horse in
compensation for his loss, he was arrested and punished by the Mounted
Police, the very ones he looked upon as his friends, and to whom he
had done no wrong.
The cattle industry had grown enormously. Over 40 ranch companies and many individuals held grazing leases, aggregating approximately 1,800,000 acres. Many sheep had also come in, but at the
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request of the newly formed North-West Cattle Association, it had
been stipulated that none were to be put on the range between the
international boundary and High River and between the summit of
the Rockies and the eastern boundary of the District of Alberta. The
first Percheron horses had also appeared.
The cattle ranchers' principal buyers were the North-West
Mounted Police, the Indian Department for rations on the reserves,
and the Canadian Pacific construction camps, while an experimental
shipment of beef had gone to Winnipeg with satisfying results. One
of the larger ranching ventures had been established on the Bow River,
east of Calgary, under the management of Major-Gen. T. Bland Strange,
a retired Imperial officer, who had later been in command of the Royal
Canadian Artillery. Other large holdings were the Cochrane lease
founded by Senator Matthew M. Cochrane west of Calgary; the
Oxley in the Willow Creek district north of Fort Macleod; the "Waldron" on the north fork of the Old Man's River, and the North-West
Cattle Company, or "Bar-U", west of the village of High River.
Various Changes

For administrative purposes the Mounted Police post at Fort
Saskatchewan was placed under the district command of Supt. W. M.
Herchmer, commanding at Calgary, instead of under the Battleford
district where Superintendent Crozier was in command. Extensive
additions were being made at Battleford, headquarters of the northern
district. Already a large storehouse, barrack room, hospital and
stable were nearing completion, as well as an underground magazine.
Extensive repairs also were being made to the old buildings, and a
well 70 feet deep had been sunk.
Following the recommendation of Comptroller White, a new
detachment was established in October at Fort Carlton, close to the
half breeds on the South Branch. The necessary buildings, provided
by the Hudson's Bay Company, were put in good repair and furnished accommodation for a maximum of 70 men and 45 horses.
Supt. Severe Gagnon was placed in charge with a small detachment
from Battleford, and for the time being the medical headquarters
of " D " Division were at Carlton, to which Assistant Surgeon Miller
was transferred from Battleford.
At Prince Albert a serviceable brick house was taken over by
Inspr. George B. Moffatt and his detachment of 20, and a stable was
erected to accommodate 19 horses. A substantial guardroom and a
hospital of logs were in course of erection, and storerooms, offices
and workshop were planned.
Headquarters at Regina had undergone a change for the better.
A well 60 feet deep and a hand fire engine provided protection against
fire. Excavation was proceeding for a substantial magazine, and the
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Commissioner was pressing for greater jail accommodation, as well as
a drill shed and riding school for use in the winter months.
Transfer of men increased the strength in the north to 200 of all
ranks between Fort Pitt, Battleford, Fort Carlton and Prince Albert.
Ottawa Sends An Observer

While everything possible was being done by the Force to meet
eventualities as they might occur, there was little to indicate that
Ottawa had more than a perfunctory realization of what lay ahead.
The only hint of anxiety in government circles was revealed when
Sir Hector Langevin, Minister of Public Works, visited the plains,
having been requested by Prime Minister Macdonald to gain a firsthand knowledge of Western conditions. However the tour failed in
its objective, for the minister deviated little from the new railway,
and aside from stopovers at a few of the more important points, his
investigation of the rising tide of unrest was only superficial. At
Calgary he was received as a distinguished visitor and given a reception in keeping with the natural hospitality of the frontier town.
Though the visit was marred by almost incessant rain, a largely
attended banquet was tendered by the citizens, at which were exSupt. James Walker head of the civic committee; Magistrate J. F.
Macleod ex-Commissioner of the N.W.M.P.; the Rev. Father Lacombe; Hudson's Bay Chief Factor Hardisty from Edmonton; Sheriff
Chapleau and other outstanding men. In his reply to the toast in his
honour Sir Hector's words could be summed up briefly; "I wish to do
the best I can for the people of the West, regardless of politics or
party."
Riel Active

Meantime the smouldering discontent at Batoche and other
oints on the South Branch was slowly but surely being fanned into
ames. Frequent meetings were held, attended in most instances by
Riel from whom the various spokesmen were taking their cue. But
alarmed at the trend of the agitation, the more prominent whites and
the clergy who had championed the halfbreed cause found their
enthusiasm cooling, while Riel, doubtless emboldened by the clamorous and reckless receptions accorded him, saw an opportunity to
further the ambition he had nursed for several years—to consolidate
the interests of the entire native populace of the plains as a distinctly
separate and independent entity. Evidence was not lacking that he
deliberately felt out the nearby Indian reserves through carefully
selected emissaries, hoping to spread his propaganda and bring the
redmen in large numbers to his banner. Concurrently his remarkable megalomania began to assert itself even more flagrantly. He
voiced personal grievances, resorted to mystical allusions and referred
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vaguely to his "divine mission". He prepared a "Bill of R i g h t s "
which, being well calculated to gain unanimous support, was presented for adoption, backed by petitions at the various meetings. Its
provisions were not illogical or unreasonable, nor as sweeping as a
document of similar nature he had put forward on a former occasion
at Fort Garry, and which was largely responsible for the Manitoba
Act. He now called for a sub-division of the North-West Territories
into provinces; grants and advantages to the half breeds similar to
those accorded their kindred in Manitoba; land patents to be issued
at once to settlers in possession; the sale of half a million acres of
Dominion lands for the purpose of establishing schools, hospitals and
similar institutions in the half breed settlements; provision for seed
grain and implements among the poorer half breeds; the reservation
of 100 townships of swampland for distribution among the children
of half breeds during the next 120 years; a grant of at least $1,000,000
for the maintenance of an institution to be conducted by Roman
Catholic nuns in each half breed settlement, and better provision for
the welfare of the Indians.
The " B i l l " was forwarded to the government at Ottawa where
it was fated to be cast aside and neglected.
The government Indian policy proposed to establish day schools
and industrial boarding schools for the Indians, to be adequately
supervised and regularly inspected. Unfortunately this big undertaking, a step in the right direction, was delayed until too late.
Sam Steele On Watch

Throughout the summer the construction work of the C.P.R.
in the mountains had gone forward practically unmolested, due to
the watchful eyes of Inspr. Sam B. Steele and his detachment. The
task of supervising the railroad navvies and the rough element that
preyed upon their earnings was not an easy one. Tent and shack
towns had appeared at the various stations on the line, such as Siding
N o . 29, Silver City (Castle Mountain), "First Crossing of the Columb i a " , Moberly House (Golden City), Laggan (Lake Louise), Kicking
Horse Pass, and Beaver Creek. Saloons and dens of all sorts flourished.
All preyed upon the navvies, and payday was the occasion for many
drunken and disorderly scenes. But the work went on. At each point
Steele had men stationed w i t h horses in most cases, and four constables
were detailed to escort the railway paymaster whenever he required it.
On one occasion a report reached Steele that a man from Montana
had been robbed of several thousand dollars and murdered near a
roadside saloon called the " H o g R a n c h " , some miles south of Golden
City. The saloon proprietor stated that the murderer had run away,
and Steele sent two men in pursuit. Information was wired to every
important point east and south, and to the attorney-general of British
Columbia, as well as to Mounted Police headquarters. Hot on the
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trail, the two constables traced the man as far as the second crossing
of the Columbia (Revelstoke), and there shared a rest camp w i t h a
man named " B u l l d o g " Kelly w h o was travelling in the same direction. Later it was proven that Kelly was the murderer. At the Columbia he disappeared, and many months were to pass before the case was
terminated.
Big Bear In Evidence

Early in November Inspr. Francis Dickens at Fort Pitt sent
word that he had returned from a tour of the nearby reserves on the
occasion of the Indian payments. The annual treaty obligations had
passed off quietly, though a short time previously there had been a
flare-up at Fort Pitt between Big Bear's band and Indian Agent Tom
Quinn. A prominent Cree of questionable reputation, Little Poplar by
name, had come from an extended sojourn south of the international
boundary, and was present at the time. His actions had created some
suspicion. Soon afterwards Big Bear had resumed his wanderings, but
had signified an intention to settle down upon his designated reserve
near Frog Lake. Dickens was of the opinion that the Crees would not
give trouble during the winter so long as they received sufficient
rations.
Change And Development

By this time more than 2,000 people had reached the District of
Alberta, and the influx was widespread in other areas. Cattle ranching had gained a firm foothold, and mixed farming was now being
adopted. The government and the Canadian Pacific Railway were
doing all in their power to encourage the latter class of immigration,
it being felt that the farmer would eventually form the backbone of
the new country.
As it was important that the railway should develop business
along its line, the management was not slow to establish experimental
farms and construct grain elevators. General Manager Van Home
estimated that it would be necessary to provide a million-bushel
elevator every year for the next six years.
Towns and villages were cropping up all over the country.
Macleod and Calgary were already busy centres for cattlemen and
agriculturalists. The future city of Lethbridge near Nick Sheran's
old coal workings was showing signs of life. Farther north the
famous trading-post of bygone days, Fort Edmonton, was also active.
Regina, Prince Albert, Saskatoon and Battleford were highly important points, as well as the innumerable towns along the C.P.R.
The North-Western Coal and Navigation Company had undertaken to build a narrow gauge railway connecting their coal mine on
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the Belly River (Lethbridge) with the Canadian Pacific at Dunmore
Junction near Medicine Hat—a much needed outlet which was to
receive the none-too-complimentary nickname of "Turkey Trail".
The steamers and barges placed on the South Saskatchewan by the
company had proven a failure, owing to periodic shallow water.
For some time the company had held a contract for a mail
service between Medicine Hat and Macleod via Coal Banks, a stage
coach, driven by Frank Pollinger, making a bi-weekly round trip.
Later, when the C.P.R. reached Calgary, Pollinger switched to a run
once a week from Macleod to Calgary, and with the completion of
the narrow gauge, took charge of carrying the mail from the terminus
to Macleod.
Transport and passenger traffic by bull-teams, which hitherto had
connected Fort Macleod with the outside world via Benton on the
Missouri, was becoming a thing of the past.
During this year a large number of Missouri River steamboats
tied up at the Fort Benton levee, never to operate again. Not only
had they made their last trip up the river from Bismarck in Dakota,
but nearly all water transportation had ended. The Northern Pacific
Railway had crept across the Montana plains, and the boats could
not compete.
And there were other signs of the changing times. Homesteaders,
halfbreeds, even Indians, had found there was a ready market for
buffalo bones. Industries in the East such as sugar refining, fertilizer
development, the manufacture of explosives, stock and poultry food
production had turned their attention westward when it was known
that skulls and bones were strewn all over the great plains. With
railroad facilities for shipping now available, the gathering of these
became a profitable undertaking. As time went on, the last tragic
remnants of the once mighty herds rolled eastward by carloads.
Another historic reminder of pioneer days disappeared at this
time. The country around Swan River, in which the first Mounted
Police headquarters had been erected ten years before, was swept by
rairie fires and the old police buildings fell a ready prey to the conagration.
The citizens of Calgary had called for the necessary legislation
to be passed by the North-West Council to incorporate that community, and on November 10 the site where the Mounted Police post
had been erected in 1875 became a "city". On December 4, when the
first elections for civic officials took place, George Murdoch became
the first mayor. The population had reached the neighbourhood of
500.
Winnipeg, the chief metropolis of the West, now boasted a
population estimated at from 20,000 to 30,000, and had become the
main distributing centre of one of the richest agricultural districts in
the world.
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Riel Settles To His Task

Two days before Christmas Superintendent Gagnon sent a report
to Regina from Fort Carlton. He referred to Riel's "Bill of Rights"
and to a final petition which had gone forward to Ottawa. More
public meetings had been held at Batoche, St. Laurent and smaller
settlements. Good order had prevailed and the discussions had dealt
largely with school matters and the apparent reluctance of the government to sanction the manner in which the retiring buffalo hunters
had taken their homesteads. The contention was maintained that
the halfbreeds were within their rights in delineating their individual
holdings to average ten chains frontage on the rivers and two miles
back. Louis Riel had been urged to take up permanent residence
among them, and they had assured him of their readiness to supply
him with a house and sufficient money for his requirements. Yet
there were stories circulated to show that some lacked confidence in
his leadership!—his words and actions were looked upon as dangerously impulsive and in complete disagreement with the priests.
Superintendent Gagnon had had occasion to send several men to
Batoche to have some horses shod, but they had been unable to cross
the river owing to floating ice. The report went forth that they had
come to arrest Louis Riel, and more than 100 men gathered around
the ambitious schemer to protect him.
The Indians on the reserves were quiet, but a visitor from the
south, said to be Little Poplar, was going from band to band creating
dissension. His arrest was advised. About this time, he was last
known to be in Chief Beardy's camp at Duck Lake.
Needs O f The Force

In his report for the year Commissioner Irvine drew attention to
the need for an increase in the number of non-commissioned officers
and men. Multiplying duties and advancing settlement made this
imperative, and he suggested the enlistment in Eastern Canada as
soon as possible of 300 men of undeniably good physique and character,
accustomed to horses and able to ride.
Though the new Enfield revolvers were very serviceable, the
ammunition was far from satisfactory. Cartridges frequently misfired, and some had not sufficient force to penetrate wood at 12 yards.
The Commissioner recommended that the Force be completely equipped with the Enfield and suitable ammunition.
The new California saddles continued to give satisfaction.
The clothing and kit supplied were good, but competent tailors
were lacking. He recommended the establishment of a master tailor
and staff at headquarters.
With many permanent police posts established, it was desirable
to provide suitable barrack furniture.
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Constant demands upon the Force had left no men available as
drill instructors. In fact as fast as recruits were engaged, it became
necessary to draft them to one post or another, but it was seen that
should an increase in the strength be authorized, an efficient staff
of instructors would be necessary.
The mail service on the C.P.R. was in charge of members of the
Force. Three constables from headquarters were acting in that capacity between Moose J a w and Medicine Hat, two from Maple Creek
between Medicine Hat and Calgary, and two from the Calgary detachment as far as Laggan in the mountains. All were sworn officials of
the Postal Department, and all carried out their duties in a satisfactory manner.
The Commissioner strongly urged that lunatics of a dangerous
type be provided w i t h special confinement places other than in the
police guardrooms. For the past year six of these subjects had been
confined at Regina, but prison cells were obviously not the most
desirable place for the purpose. Most of the lunatics had been very
violent and objectionable, whilst their ceaseless noise had seriously
interfered w i t h other prisoners and the guard.
The past year had shown that constables on detachment duty were
helpless unless mounted. It was seen that the number of horses, at
least during the summer months, should not be less than the number
of men. Though this might entail w h a t would be considered an unnecessary increase, " I t was well to remember," he said, " t h a t horses
were often called upon to make long, fast journeys, and required rest
to recondition them for further service." This was especially the case
among the animals used by the scouts at Maple Creek.
The Commissioner also brought to the attention of the department
the urgent need for a public prosecutor in each judicial district. He
stated: "The odium that has been so freely lavished upon police officers
w h o are justices of the peace is largely due to the want of such an
official, and I must say, in justice to those officers w h o have done their
duty under difficult circumstances, that the reflex of the popular opinion entertained as to informers has been unduly cast upon them, and
for this reason, local magistrates, as a rule, are averse to trying liquor
cases, whenever the responsibility can be avoided. They are living in
a community wherein their acquaintances, customers, clients, perhaps
friends, may be implicated, and it is only natural that they should be
glad to shift the burden on to other shoulders. The police officer
accepts the situation, not because of its inherent attractions, but because it is his d u t y . "
At The Close Of The Year

Owing to the extended field of operations, and the influx of
people, the general work had been more than in any previous year.
The Force's activities covered a wide area, extending from Manitoba
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to within the Rocky Mountains and from the international boundary
to north of the N o r t h Saskatchewan.
Winter of 1884-85 came w i t h sinister forebodings. Superintendent
Crozier warned of inevitable trouble. The native elements were
unquestionably aroused, and the slim force of 200 on the Saskatchewan, divided among four strategic points, was keyed to the possibility of a major task.
Far to the south-west the customary annual ball was given at
Fort Macleod on New Year's Eve, and was attended by townsfolk,
ranchers, farmers, Mounted Police and others. The weather had
turned bitterly cold, far below zero, but by morning a welcome
Chinook was wafted across the Rockies.
Distribution O f The Force

At the end of the year the five divisions of the Force were located
as follows:
" A " Division. Maple Creek and sub-posts of Medicine Hat and
Swift Current, and on mail service. Strength, 48.
" B " Division. Regina (headquarters) and sub-posts of Moose
Jaw, Moosomin, Qu'Appelle, Shoal Lake, Qu'Appelle Station,
Souris (Wood End), Winnipeg (recruiting depot), on mail service and
on leave. Strength, 129.
" C " Division. Fort Macleod and sub-posts of Standoff, Kootenai
(Waterton), Pincher Creek, Crow's Nest Pass, Peigan Reserve, WhoopUp and St. Mary's. Strength, 68.
" D " Division. Battleford and sub-posts of Carlton, Fort Pitt,
Prince Albert and Frog Lake. Strength, 200.
" E " Division. Calgary and sub-posts of Fort Saskatchewan,
Kicking Horse Pass, Moberly House, Laggan, First Crossing Columbia River, Beaver Creek, End of Track, Company's Store, on mail
service, and on leave. Strength, 112.
Total strength, 557, of which four were on leave.
Horses numbered 349 troop horses, five Indian ponies, four
scout horses, and one stallion, Total, 359.

CHAPTER III

1885
REBELLION—PART I

|HE early weeks of 1885 brought ominous
So far there had been no actual revolt, but
happened to cause widespread speculation as
ing unrest along the Saskatchewan. Many
were being circulated, and it seemed certain

forebodings.
enough had
to the growwild stories
that trouble

lay ahead.
The police posts in the north made every effort to obtain information, and little by little the native intent became apparent. After
talking the matter over with his compatriots Louis Riel had apparently decided to act, while Gabriel Dumont had willingly become
organizer and head of the prospective Metis soldiery.
Dumont knew that it would not be difficult to find fighters among
his own people, that disgruntled halfbreeds and Indians would take
any means of alleviating their distress. So far as prairie warfare was
concerned, should that become necessary, he, the foremost plainsman
of them all, backed by the halfbreeds under his leadership, had proven
himself the equal of every opponent. Many of the older and middleaged Metis had had wide experience battling the Sioux and others in
buffalo-hunting days; it was the business they knew best, the chief
expedient by which they had survived.
Evidence Of Rebel Intent

Dumont's vision probably reached too far; his preconceived ideas
were too drastic. However the need for some summary action was
Dressing, and as he saw it, if constitutional means failed, there should
5e no hesitancy in calling the disheartened halfbreeds and Indians to
uelp in the final plans.
No sooner had Riel settled in Batoche than he began holding
public meetings, trumpeting his adopted task—to labour, as he said,
for the rights of the halfbreeds and Indians, irrespective of other
interests, whether Church or State. But he was not unmindful of
personal gain. He had already requested Father Andre, the parish
priest of Prince Albert, to act as an intermediary for the express purpose of securing $100,000 from the Government of Canada as a suitable
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price for his return to the United States; later he said he would gladly
compromise for $35,000; finally he conceded to as much as could be
procured.
Father Andre, w h o innocently enough had favoured sending to
Montana for the erstwhile champion of the Metis, turned his back
upon the indemnity proposal, but Riel was confident that some offer
would be made to induce him to desist, especially if he succeeded in
swaying large numbers to his leadership. To this end, as his subsequent actions were to prove, he conceived the plan of playing on the
superstitious, claiming personal communion w i t h God.
Every
morning he held a council of the leaders, termed an "Excovidate"—
an unexplained word of his own coining. He recounted trumped-up
dreams and alleged interviews w i t h the "Spirit of G o d " , leaving the
half breeds to make their own interpretations. In addition he claimed
that the priests were spies acting for the Mounted Police.
The N.W.M.P. On The Alert

Notwithstanding the war clouds gathering on the Saskatchewan,
the characteristic all-seeing eye of the Force knew no relaxation in
other areas. At Regina headquarters, the watchfulness and services of
the police close to the scene of unrest in the north were considered no
more important than the work of detachments stationed elsewhere.
Together, by a determined front and constant alertness, they set
themselves to nip in the bud any co-operative or sympathetic activity
on the part of Indians or others. As well, there were the usual duties
and routine. For all of which the numerical strength of the Force was
far from adequate, and Commissioner Irvine was mindful of the fact
that should it become necessary to assign every man and horse to
duty on the Saskatchewan, it would leave the districts in the south
without protection.
Disturbing News Accumulates

Soon after the turn of the year information was received that
halfbreeds from the vicinity of Batoche, Duck Lake and other points
were exhorting Indians in their own tongue about something the redmen would not divulge.
The Sioux under Chief White Cap, w h o had lived quietly for
some years at w h a t was known as the "Moose Woods" on the South
Branch near the settlement of Saskatoon, were said to be acting
strangely. Inspector Dickens reported from Fort Pitt that all was quiet
in Big Bear's camp, where many of the Indians were employed cutting
wood. Superintendent Crozier at Battleford sent word that invitations were being broadcast among the Indians to congregate at Duck
Lake in the spring, and that a movement was on foot to bring all
those in Qu'Appelle Valley to the gathering. He said that Chief
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Little Pine had set out in an attempt to induce Crowfoot and his
following to move northward.
This information came indirectly from Poundmaker, in whom
Crozier had great faith. The result of the conference would be divulged
as soon as Poundmaker had it from Little Pine, w h o was advising the
young Indians on his reserve to keep their guns in readiness.
So far, the halfbreed intentions were obscure, and officers and
men of the Force were to a great extent in the dark. It was certain
there was plotting, but there were few tangible signs to indicate any
definite course of action on the part of Riel and Dumont. It was
obvious however that a wide stretch of country was involved in a
potential series of disruption, perhaps conflict.
On January 26, Superintendent Gagnon, commanding at Fort
Carlton, reported that nothing of importance had occurred during
the month among the halfbreeds in that district.
"They had, after New Year's, a social meeting at which they
presented their chief, Riel, w i t h $60 as a token of their good will.
The meeting was orderly and loyal, and no allusion was made to the
present troubles."
The Area Of Unrest

Between the North Saskatchewan and the South Branch, as the
two rivers run roughly parallel to where they commingle prior to
entering Lake Winnipeg far to the east, lay the Metis principality of
Gabriel Dumont. It was a long tongue of prairie, interspersed with
belts and "bluffs" of aspen poplar, watered by sloughs, creeks and
several little lakes. Hither many Metis families had turned following
the troubles of 1869-70 on the Red River (Manitoba), bringing their
scant possessions along 600 miles of trail to begin life anew. On this
northern fringe of the dwindling buffalo range the hunters of Red
River had sought freedom from restraint, had coveted a homeland
beyond the encroachment of intruding settlers, and had turned to a
land admirably suited to their accustomed mode of tenure.
On the main river, or North Branch, 35 miles above the confluence
of the two streams, the mixed and scattered settlement of Prince
Albert was born in the early '60's, and had grown to be a centre of
over 1,000 people. Westward up the main river were the trading
points of Carlton, Battleford and Pitt. On the east side of the South
Branch, about 20 miles from Fort Carlton, the halfbreed settlement of
St. Laurent and the nearby village of St. Antoine, or Batoche, at the
crossing of the great cart trail from Red River to Edmonton, formed a
straggling rendezvous of settled and itinerant occupation. To the
south were smaller settlements—at Gabriel's Crossing, Clarke's
Crossing, Saskatoon and other points. The village of Duck Lake, an
important halfbreed and Indian rendezvous, lay between Batoche and
Fort Carlton.
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Batoche was the virtual capital of the Saskatchewan Metis, with
its Roman Catholic Church of St. Antoine de Padua, the parish house,
ospital, school, some small stores and several log dwellings dominated by the pretentious two-and-a-half storey house of the pioneer,
Xavier Letendre—known as "Batoche".
The Indian Reserves

In proximity to the two rivers many Indian reserves had been
allotted. On the border of Duck Lake was that of the Cree trouble
maker, Beardy. Immediately east of Batoche, One Arrow of the
Swampy Crees was in close touch with the half breed communities,
and near Fort Carlton a disgruntled Wood Cree, known as Okamesis,
headed a small though formidable following. North of Carlton were
the reserves of Petequaqui (One-Who-Comes-In), Mistowasis (Big
Child) and Ahtukukoop (Star Child), all peace-loving and orderly
Indians. Near Prince Albert on the North Branch were the inoffensive
Muscoday (The Prairie) and Chek-as-tay-pay-sin (The-One-WhoShines). A little farther east were bands under James and John Smith,
on the Carrot River.
West from Fort Carlton in the neighbourhood of Battleford, on or
near the North Saskatchewan and in some instances along its tributary
the Battle River, were the treaty lands of several chiefs—Red Pheasant,
Sweet Grass, Strike-Him-On-The-Back, Poundmaker, Lucky Man and
Little Pine—all Plain Crees; Moosomin (The Mooseberry) and Thunder
Child of the Wood Crees; Skinny Man, Grizzly Bear's Head and
Mosquito of the Assiniboines. Farther west near Fort Pitt the aged
Big Bear of the Plain Crees intermittently occupied an indefinite tract
with his assorted band of renegades, of which his elder son; Ahyimissees (Little Bad Man), and the subtle war chief, Wandering Spirit,
were the moving figures. Several other smaller reserves were scattered
here and there, and south of the settlement of Saskatoon, on the South
Branch, dwelt the band of Sioux refugees under White Cap, who had
found sanctuary in Canada rather than return to the United States to
face real or imaginary penalties for complicity in the Minnesota
Massacre of 1862.
Prelude To Revolt

On all these restless and hungry natives Riel turned a covetous
eye. Egged on, not only by dissatisfied halfbreeds but by many white
settlers, fortune seekers and land sharks who feigned concern for the
half breed farms while hoping for an issue of speculative land scrip, the
reckless leader began to favour a show of force, lest further petitions
should fail to bring results. And at meeting after meeting the heirdom
people of the plains, feeling themselves completely ignored by the
government, called upon their leader to lift the yoke that threatened.
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Glad enough as he had been to hand the torch to Louis Reil,
Gabriel Dumont, at the bidding of his leader, turned his attention to
his frontier fighters, while Riel himself, strangely unafraid, equally as
blind to consequences as was official Ottawa, shouldered the task his
illusory vision had evolved.
The Saskatchewan W a y Of Life

The area of disturbance was as yet wholly isolated. Since earliest
days of cart travel in summer and dog sleds in winter, no other means
of communication with the outside world had been established along
the north, except by steamboat up the Saskatchewan from Lake
Winnipeg. But mails, instead of travelling directly by the long trail
from Winnipeg, now reached Prince Albert, Battleford and other
Saskatchewan points over the wagon routes from Qu'Appelle and
Swift Current, far southward on the C.P.R. Though considerable
white settlement had taken place, the halfbreeds and Indians were
still in the majority.
The advantages which had accrued to the Saskatchewan settler
while the seat of territorial government was at Battleford, vanished
following the removal of the capital to Regina. There was no railway,
practically no market and very little money. Farmers and others
traded for the necessities of life. The saddle and the cart were the
usual means of travel, and freighters took their pay largely in supplies.
Indian ponies were cheap, and rarely saw oats. There was little work
available, aside from what was offered by the Mounted Police, the
Hudson's Bay Company and the Indian Department. All in all, it was
not surprising that general discontent prevailed, not only on the
Indian reserves, where life had been distasteful from the start, but on
the narrow, water-fronted half breed homesteads chosen by squatters'
rights, where the threat of eviction had become of paramount concern.
As the winter progressed the native discontent became greater,
activities became more hostile. Impatient of further delay, the bulk
of the people on the South Branch clamoured for action, while the
young warriors on the Indian reserves, always easily excited, looked
to their weapons. But many of the older and wiser heads preached
delay and caution.
Quiet Among The Blackfoot

Meanwhile news from the south-west indicated that the Blackfoot under Crowfoot and their allies the Bloods, Peigans and Sarcees
were quiet. Little Pine's audacity had gone unheeded. The scattered
bands of the Confederacy were still loyal to their time-honoured benefactors, the Mounted Police, and the lack of cohesion among them
was encouraging. But should they break into revolt, the fact that
they, as formidable war parties, could roam the plains under circumstances too horrible to contemplate, was a discomforting prospect.

Fort Carlton, 1885
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Riel Looks To Poundmaker

Upon one influential Indian rested a decision fraught w i t h farreaching possibilities. Poundmaker, who had attained to chieftainship
and w h o was looked upon as the outstanding Saskatchewan Cree,
was the one to whom Louis Riel must inevitably turn for Indian
assistance. Big Bear and others could at best commit only local
depredations, but the Blackfoot regarded Poundmaker w i t h the
consideration due an adopted member of their tribe. Though by choice
a peacemaker rather than a warrior, here was a man w h o could plunge
the entire North-West into war, should he successfully invoke the
aid of Crowfoot. From his reserve at Cut Knife Hill near Battle
River, the keen-visioned chieftain doubtless viewed w i t h anxiety
the clouds now darkening the horizon of his troubled world.
The Police Prepare For Action

Mounted Police officers like Irvine and Crozier, w i t h sufficient
men, might have handled the situation, but the scanty police detachments were inadequate, though they braced themselves for the shock
they felt must come. Early in March, Crozier arranged to move from
Battleford to Carlton to be nearer the seat of trouble.
The entire West was now aware that something serious was
imminent. At Maple Creek and southward to the Cypress Hills, in
the area administered previously by old Fort Walsh, and at Wood
Mountain to the east, close check was maintained by the police upon
the ever-drifting border elements, lest attempts be made to assist
or augment the agitators in the north. At Fort Macleod and Fort
Calgary vigilant eyes were concentrated on the Indians in that district. Fort Saskatchewan on the upper North Branch was on the
qui vive; officers and men at every Mounted Police post were in readiness
for immediate action. Headquarters at Regina, taut w i t h expectancy,
promptly relayed to Ottawa all important tidings as they were
received.
Finally flash messages from the north came clicking over the
Regina wire. Superintendent Gagnon telegraphed from Fort Carlton,
March 10: "Halfbreeds excited, moving about more than usual.
Preparing arms. Reported they purpose preventing supplies coming
in from 16th instant."
Superintendent Crozier at Fort Carlton wired the Commissioner
on the 11th: "Halfbreeds greatly excited. Reported they threaten
attack on Carlton before 16th. Halfbreeds refuse to take freight or
employment for government.
Will stop all freight coming into
country after 16th of this month. Getting arms ready. Leader will
not allow people to leave homes, as they may be required. Origin of
trouble, I think, because letter received stating Riel not recognized
British subject. They expect arms from States. Have ordered 25 men
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from Battleford and one gun (a 7-pounder) to come here at once.
Some whites I think favourable to movement."
The Snider rifles issued in 1879 to the subsequently defunct
North-West Mounted Rifles were gathered up at Battleford, Prince
Albert and elsewhere for the purpose of arming volunteers, should the
necessity arise.
On March 13 Crozier again telegraphed to Regina, and this time
the message read: "Halfbreed rebellion liable to break out any moment.
Troops (Mounted Police) must be largely reinforced. If half breeds
rise, Indians will join them."
Awakened at last to the danger, Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney
telegraphed the Prime Minister, Sir John A. Macdonald, who replied
that the lieutenant-governor was responsible for maintaining peace in
the Territories and asked if Father Lacombe and Father Hugonard
would be of any help.
Transmitting to the Comptroller, Ottawa, Crozier's message of
the 13th, Commissioner Irvine added: "I recommend that at least
100 men (Mounted Police) be sent at once."
Dismay prevailed at Regina. What authority had the lieutenantgovernor to reinforce the Mounted Police? What help could the
reverend fathers give? Father Lacombe was some 400 miles distant
by trail from the seat of trouble and Father Hugonard of Qu'Appelle
was completely out of touch with the ferment in the north. To many
it seemed that appalling ignorance and inertness were being manifested on the part of those in Ottawa entrusted with the administration
of the North-West Territories.
On March 15 Commissioner Irvine telegraphed Ottawa: "Lieutenant-governor thinks I had better go north with men at once. Roads
and rivers will soon break up."
Riel's Crowning Deceit

That same day Rief attended a large assembly of halfbreeds and
Indians at Batoche. Aware that there was to be an eclipse of the sun,
he decided with characteristic deceit to turn the solar phenomenon to
his own account. He told his gullible audience that if the future
movements of the Metis were to be crowned with success, God would
draw his hand across the face of the sun on the morrow. True to the
forecast in the almanacs, the eclipse took place shortly past noon on
March 16.
On The Verge Of Conflict

In reply to his message to Ottawa, Commissioner Irvine received
on the 16th orders to start for the north with all available men as
quickly as possible. In preparing for the emergency, he had transferred
by rail from Calgary to Regina 25 commissioned officers and men with
20 horses.
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Meanwhile the South Branch halfbreeds had urged D. H. Macdowall, M . P . , representative of the district in the House of Commons,
to procure for them grants of scrip similar to those granted to the
Manitoba halfbreeds some years earlier, but had received no assurance
that the matter had been considered at Ottawa. They petitioned
Chief Factor Lawrence Clarke of Fort Carlton to proceed eastward
and take up their cause. He consented and on his return attended a
gathering of halfbreeds to make his report—Macdowall had spoken
in the Commons in their behalf, but had been opposed, and Clarke
now intimated that if a disturbance was launched the halfbreeds
would more likely get bullets than scrip.
Indignation flared up. Gathering followed gathering on the
South Branch, and at a mass meeting on March 18, attended by many
armed halfbreeds, plans were laid to form a "provisional government".
A "board of strategy" was appointed, headed by Louis Riel and
Charles Nolin. An elderly Metis, Pierre Parenteau father-in-law of
Xavier Batoche was made president; Gabriel Dumont became commander-in-chief; Philip Garnot, secretary.
Ambroise Champagne
was chosen as "leader of scouts" on the east side of the river, Patrice
Fleury on the west side. Ten " t r o o p captains" were picked to lead
the fighting companies. Food supplies were obtained by seizing
Walter and Baker's general store on the west side of the river and that
of Kerr Brothers on the east side. In boastful mood Riel declared that
the Mounted Police would be "wiped out of existence" in one week.
Rebellion
Rebellion had broken out!
The rebel leader sought the co-operation of the English halfbreeds, stating: "We are judged before God and man to arm ourselves
to try to defend our existence, rather than see it crushed. Please do
not remain neutral. For the love of God help us to save the Saskatchewan."
Concerned w i t h the seriousness of Riel's schemes they replied
(in p a r t ) : "We continue to sympathize w i t h the French halfbreeds,
but do not approve of the resort to arms or the rising of the Indians."
Disappointed, Riel besought them once more: "Let us unite in
those interests which are common to the English and French halfbreeds and to the immigrants, and we will celebrate in peace and
success the 24th of May. But if we cannot unite, the struggle will
grow. Indians will come in from all quarters, and many people will
cross the line early this spring, and perhaps our difficulties will end in
an American fourth of J u l y . "
This final appeal was also ignored.
Runners were now dispatched to rouse the Indians on the nearby
reserves to armed action. Stobart Eden and Company's trading store
at Duck Lake was commandeered. Cattle were killed for food, regard-
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less of ownership. Guards were stationed at strategic points on the
Prince Albert and Fort Carlton trails and to the south with instructions to intercept all supplies and to challenge and oppose the passage
of any Mounted Police or other government forces. Excitement was
spreading like a prairie fire.
The Commissioner Hastens Northward

At 6 a.m. March 18, Commissioner Irvine had set out from Regina
with a detachment consisting of four officers, 86 non-commissioned
officers and men, and 66 horses. The long train of sleighs was guarded
front and rear by mounted men. After six hours a halt was made at
Piapot's reserve for dinner, to which Piapot was invited and of which
he partook sumptuously. Camp was made that night in Qu'Appellc
Valley at Muskowpeetung's reserve.
Reveille sounded at 3-30 a.m. on the 19th, and the police were
under way by 5 a.m. Five hours later Fort Qu'Appelle was reached,
where additional teams and sleighs required for transport were
purchased. At 4 p.m. travel was resumed northward.
The pace was fast. Early starts featured each march, and midday
halts were brief. On the 21st the following communication, dated the
19th was received from Superintendent Crozier: "Mr. Lash the Indian
agent, Walters a merchant, two telegraph operators and Mr. Mitchell*
of Duck Lake are prisoners. Beardy's Indians joined the rebels this
afternoon. The wire is cut. The rebels are assembled on south side
of river. Prisoners are held in Roman Catholic Church about a quarter
of a mile upstream from crossing. All One Arrow's band of Crees
joined them (the rebels) this afternoon. Many of Beardy's also joined
them. The remainder of Beardy's will probably follow tomorrow.
The number of rebels assembled this afternoon is estimated at 200 to
400 men. They will rapidly increase in numbers. My impression is
that many of the Indians will rise. The plan at present is to seize
any troops coming into the country at the South Branch, then march
on Carlton, then on to Prince Albert. The (farm) instructor led One
Arrow's band. He is a half breed."
On March 22 Irvine and his command advanced across the
desolate Salt Plains, west of the Touchwood Hills. The weather was
bitterly cold and the going hard. Men and horses were continually
floundering in deep snow. There was no water, no shelter from the
cutting winds. All food was ice cold and solid. One constable had
his feet badly frozen, and others were snow-blind. S/Sgt. E. A. Braithwaite, who had been pressed into service for the march in the absence
of an available surgeon, did yeoman service. Writing later, one of the
men recorded: "Braithwaite earned perpetual gratitude during that
awful journey."
*An error; Micchelllwas'not captured.
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In the afternoon the telegraph and mail station of Humboldt
was reached, midway between the Touchwood Hills and Batoche.
Assistant Indian Commissioner Hayter Reed joined the column
here. Important news came in by a courier from Prince Albert, and
as a result a telegram was sent by Irvine to Comptroller White at
Ottawa, reading: "Arrived here 4-30 this afternoon. Camp tonight
at Stage Station six miles farther on. About 400 half breeds and
Indians at South Branch, Batoche's, prepared to stop me crossing
river. Have decided to go to Carlton by direct trail east of Batoche
via Prince Albert. Expect to reach Carlton 25th."
March 23: All in the column were on the move at 5-30 a.m. The
weather was still bitterly cold. Shortly after starting, the Commissioner received word that the mail station at Hoodoo had been sacked
by halfbreeds, and on arriving there, he found that all provisions and
grain stored at that point had been taken and the stage driver and
his horses seized. A load of oats which the rebels had ordered a
freighter to convey to Batoche was overtaken and used for feeding
the police horses.
March 24: Broke camp at 6 a.m. The trail leading to Batoche
was followed for six or seven miles, then a detour to the north-east
and north was made, the column skirting the Birch Hills, then on to
Agnew's Ferry. The South Saskatchewan was crossed in the afternoon
and a halt made for dinner. News came that the halfbreeds were
furious at being out-manoeuvered by the Mounted Police.
That evening Irvine's red-coated column reached Prince Albert
amid cheers from an anxious populace. Thus was completed a forced
march of approximately 300 miles in seven days, a daily average of
42 miles in below-zero weather.
Protection for the isolated and important settlement had come
none too soon. Aside from Riel's plans, the Sioux of White Cap's
band on the South Branch had started north, to all intents their
objective Prince Albert, but Irvine's unexpected appearance had
deterred them. It turned out that Alexis Lebombarde, the Sioux
halfbreed whom Irvine had picked up on his way up the Missouri in
1875, and who had been used at that time as a witness in the extradition trial of the alleged Cypress Hills murderers, was a leader in this
disrupted move against the settlement.
General Middleton Takes Command

A telegram dated the 24th, from Comptroller White, Ottawa,
advised Irvine: "Major-General Commanding Militia proceeds forthwith to Red River. On his arrival, in military operations when acting
with militia, take orders from him."
Fort Carlton Endangered

Meantime Crozier, seeing that his position might prove untenable should an overwhelming force of halfbreeds and Indians attack,
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had already written to Inspr. George Moffatt, in charge of the Prince
Albert detachment of police, asking for volunteers from among the
citizens to reinforce the Carlton command. And not alone Carlton,
but Prince Albert, Battleford and Pitt were in danger, owing to the
inadequate number of police. The rebels were now robbing, plundering, pillaging and terrorizing settlers, sacking stores, seizing government employees, merchants and others. Riel and Dumont called for
a general mobilization. Half breeds were patrolling the country in all
directions from Batoche and Duck Lake, inciting the Indians to join
in the revolt, deliberately paving the way to murder and massacre.
Telegraph lines had been cut, mail carriers intercepted, freight traffic
halted and plundered.
Of the volunteers, 43 from Prince Albert, carrying their own
arms, commanded by Capts. H. S. Moore and John Morton, had
reached Fort Carlton on the 20th.
Thomas McKay of Prince Albert, a Scotch halfbreed of high
repute, and Hillyard Mitchell, storekeeper for Stobart Eden and
Company at Duck Lake, both well-known to the Metis, went from
Carlton to Batoche to entreat the malcontents to desist from further
outrages. But while endeavouring to induce the rebels to resume their
peaceful vocations, McKay was accosted by Riel who shouted:
"We want blood! If Carlton is not surrendered it will be a war of
extermination."
It was obvious that nothing would now deter the rebel leaders
from proceeding with their plans.
The telegraph line was of vital importance; without it, dispatches to and from the outside would be slow and uncertain—the
Mounted Police were too few and too occupied to provide patrols to
the transcontinental railway far to the south. The wire to Carlton
had been silent for some days. Peter Tompkins a regular lineman at
Duck Lake, and an assistant John McKean, courageously set out to
put it right, but failed to return. It was learned later that while
splicing the wire they were surrounded by half breeds, taken to
Batoche and locked up in Walter and Baker's store.
Riel's Effrontery

While Irvine had been pressing forward from the Touchwood
Hills, Riel had addressed the following letter to Superintendent
Crozier at Carlton:
"Major:—The councillors of the Provisional Government of the Saskatchewan
have the honour to communicate to you the following conditions of surrender: You
will be required to give up completely the situation which the Canadian Government
ilaced you in at Carlton and Battlcford, together with all government properties,
n case of acceptance you and your men will be set free on your parole of honour to
keep the peace. And those who choose to leave the country will be furnished with
teams and provisions to reach Qu'Appcllc. In case of non-acceptance we intend to
attack you, when tomorrow, the Lord's day, is over, and to commence without
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delay a war of extermination upon those who have shown themselves hostile to
our rights. Messrs. Charles Nolin and Maxime Lepine arc the gentlemen with whom
you will have to treat. Major, we respect you. Let the cause of humanity be a
consolation to you for the reverses which the governmental misconduct has brought
upon you.
Louis 'DAVID' RIEL, Exovede."
There was also a postscript: "To Messrs. Charles Nolin and Maxime Lepine.
"Gentlemen:—If Major Crozier accedes to the conditions of surrender, let him
use the following formula and no other: 'Because I love my neighbour as myself, for
the sake of God and to prevent bloodshed, and principally the war of extermination
which threatens the country, I agree to the above conditions of surrender'.
"If the Major writes this formula and signs it, inform him that we will receive
him and his men, Monday.
Yours
Louis 'DAVID' RIEL, Exovede,"

This document bore evidence of the extent to which the fanatical
leader was prepared to go, but it was never delivered, its contents not
disclosed until after the rebellion ended.
As an alternative Riel sent word to Crozier that he wished to
see him and enter into negotiations. The superintendent, weighing
discretion against civil war, showed a readiness to arrange a meeting
at a point midway between Duck Lake and Carlton. But the Metis
leader declined to come forward, saying he would send emissaries.
Crozier therefore accepted the proffered services of Captain Moore
and Tom McKay of Prince Albert, who were met on the Duck Lake
trail by Nolin and Lepine, and given a verbal version of Riel's ultimatum—Fort Carlton would have to be surrendered unconditionally.
Crozier Stands Fast

Crozier's prearranged answer was emphatic. McKay, who spoke
Cree, the common language of many of the Metis, had been instructed
to advise the rebels to disband. Grave offences had been committed,
and the leaders and instigators of revolt would have to be surrendered,
to be dealt with according to law. Others whom it was considered
had been led astray or forced into the movement would probably be
pardoned. All must lay down their arms and disperse.
Nothing came of the meeting, and Moore and McKay returned to
Carlton.
Prince Albert The Key Point

The closest possible watch was maintained over the insurgents,
and much was learned regarding their intentions. Word came in by
scouts that in addition to the planned attack upon Fort Carlton and
the halting of all who might approach from the outside, Prince Albert
was to be occupied. The settlement embraced stores, warehouses,
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churches, the Hudson's Bay Company, a flour mill and many dwellings,
and three steamboats that were wintering there. It was to become
the principal rebel base. All nearby Indian chiefs were expected to
co-operate, and even should none but Poundmaker and Big Bear be
prevailed upon to answer the call, the entire area from Prince Albert
to Fort Pitt would be subjected to native domination independently
of any Blackfoot or other outside aid. But the first step in the ambitious Metis scheme called for the defeat of the Mounted Police at
Carlton.
Commissioner Irvine was aware that should Carlton and Prince
Albert fall into the hands of the rebels, the uprising which now
threatened would be greatly prolonged, and a bloody massacre would
ensue. Such a rebel victory might induce the Blackfoot and others of
the plains to plunge into a war that would embrace the entire NorthWest.
Alarmed settlers had flocked to Prince Albert for security, and
Irvine with his riders had made all haste towards it, through the
snow-clad Birch Hills east of One Arrow's reserve, prompted by the
knowledge that this principal settlement on the North Saskatchewan
lay wide open to possible Metis and Indian occupation. Soon after
his arrival at Prince Albert the Commissioner received a visit from
Tom McKay, who had been sent by Superintendent Crozier to ascertain if reinforcements from Regina had reached Prince Albert, and to
apprise Irvine of how things stood at Carlton. Word of the strength
of Irvine's command was immediately sent to Crozier, also information
that Irvine intended to take the trail to Carlton with the least possible
delay.
Though the Commissioner felt, to use his own words, that
"the most difficult and arduous portion of the object then in view—
affecting a junction with Superintendent Crozier—"had been practically achieved, especially in view of "the avowed plans of the rebels
to prevent any augmentation of the Force at Carlton by offering
continued resistance at the crossing of the South Branch", volunteers
had to be organized in Prince Albert for both defensive service there
and to reinforce further the police at Carlton. Also there was the
need of procuring transport to Carlton for the volunteers, to say
nothing of the necessity for a thorough inspection of men, arms and
horses, to make certain the command would reach Carlton, "the
acknowledged scene of operations, in a thoroughly efficient and
serviceable condition".
Fort Carlton Vulnerable

To a dangerous degree Fort Carlton was even more vulnerable
than Prince Albert. An attack by a large number of rebels from
Batoche and Duck Lake, about 15 miles away, would be hazardous
to a handful of defenders. The fort comprised a number of buildings
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originally surrounded by a palisade which had become so dilapidated
that some time previously it had been torn down, leaving only the
stout gates in an archway within the main building. Crozier had
lost no time in making repairs by the erection of a cordwood stockade
and several bastions. Lying in a hollow dominated by poplar-clad
hills, the place could be subjected to prolonged assault; sharpshooters
could easily pick off any men who showed themselves, while the
proximity of trees within easy rifle range would offer ready cover to
the besiegers. Another bad feature from the viewpoint of defence was
the distance to the Saskatchewan river, the nearest water supply of
any quantity.
Extreme Measures Adopted

On March 25 a small group of refugees consisting of Hillyard
Mitchell, the Duck Lake storekeeper, his staff and their families,
and a few settlers arrived at Fort Carlton. They reported the halfbreeds were indulging in the most alarming depredations. Before
departing for the fort, Mitchell had hidden most of his ammunition
and supplies, also a quantity of oats a commodity badly needed at
Carlton in view of the many horses being assembled there.
Meanwhile two volunteer scouts, Harold Ross a deputy-sheriff
and ex-Mounted Policeman, and John W. Astley a surveyor, both of
Prince Albert, rode out from Carlton to reconnoitre. Notices in French
and English had been given them to post up at conspicuous points,
offering protection to all who had been forced to take up arms or
were unwillingly involved in the revolt, should they report to the
police at either Carlton or Prince Albert.
In view of Mitchell's important information, Sergeant Stewart
was detailed by Crozier to take 17 constables and eight teams to bring
in the hidden supplies from Duck Lake. Tom McKay, just arrived
from his conference with Commissioner Irvine at Prince Albert, offered
to go along as guide and interpreter.
A few hours later a rider galloped in to say that Stewart had met
a body of rebels vastly superior in number under Gabriel Dumont,
at a wooded spot about ten miles out the trail. Information previously
brought in had led Crozier to believe that the main body of rebels
was located at Batoche on the south side of the river. He was therefore
determined that those engaging Stewart and McKay north of Duck
Lake would not prevent him from procuring the supplies.
Crozier Acts

In times of crisis Crozier, an officer of quick decision, to whom
danger had always been a keen spur to action, speculated little on the
merits of discretion. Often had he proven himself to be a man of
unhesitant and dauntless courage. The episode on Poundmaker's
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reserve the previous year, in which his fearless handling of a precarious
situation had probably prevented an Indian uprising, had been characteristic. And there was the Bull Elk affair at the Blackfoot Crossing
in January 1882. Now, to allow a comparatively small number of
poorly organized and indifferently armed Metis to defy him and
prevent the recovery of needed commodities at Duck Lake was unthinkable.
The "Fall In" was sounded. A call was sent for volunteers
as well. Every available team was ordered to be harnessed. In a few
minutes sleighs and jumpers, some 20 in all, were so packed that it
was necessary to do some weeding out.
With the 7-pounder muzzle-loading gun recently brought from
Battleford,* the little army, mounted and in sleighs, moved out on the
Duck Lake trail. Soon after, Sergeant Stewart and his party returned.
At first they had defied the halfbreeds when ordered by Dumont to
surrender. But seeing that bloodshed could only be narrowly averted
and that the rebels, more of whom appeared suddenly from ambush,
were obviously too many to be engaged successfully, they had seen
the futility of offering opposition. With Dumont making every
attempt to force Stewart and McKay to open hostilities, even by
firing a shot over their heads, the sergeant ordered a retreat towards
Carlton, a ticklish undertaking which was successfully accomplished.
Before proceeding farther, Crozier decided to discuss the situation
with the officers of the Prince Albert volunteers, whom he felt deserved
every consideration. At the conclusion of the conference it was
unanimously contended that a small body of halfbreeds could not be
allowed to carry a bluff of the kind, and orders were given to move
forward.
Crozier's command consisted of Inspr. Joseph Howe, Surgeon
R. Miller, 53 non-commissioned officers and men of " D " Division,
Joe McKay interpreter of the Carlton detachment, and Captains Moore
and Morton of Prince Albert with 41 volunteers including Hillyard
Mitchell and the untiring Tom McKay.
The advance guard rode in half sections separated by ample
space. About two miles from the trading-store at Duck Lake, a
halfbreed was seen to cross the road; others appeared at the edge of
the woods on either side. The leading half section raised rifles horizontally high overhead, a warning to those coming behind, meaning
"enemy in sight". A halt was ordered, and the advance guard drew
back. Turning to Joe McKay, Superintendent Crozier said: "Go out
and talk to them; find out, if you can, what they want."
Barely had McKay started when he thought it prudent to turn
back. A large number of rebels had emerged to block his way, as
well as to branch to the right and left of the trail. Noting the
manoeuver and sensing an attack, Crozier arranged his force. He
'Now in the Mounted Police Museum at Regina.
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placed his sleighs in line on the left, at right angles to the trail, to
form a breastwork. The Prince Albert men were deployed on the
right. The horses were unhitched and led to the rear, ana the 7-pounder
was stationed in the centre.
A number of Dumont's men raced towards an empty log building
200 yards back from the trail on the right.
With his customary lack of hesitation, Crozier struck out, taking
Sgt. "Billy" Brooks and the interpreter with him. At a point where
a fence led from the trail to the log building, to which several halfbreed sleighs loaded with men were now hurrying, the three halted.
The interpreter was ordered to shout in Cree to them to go back,
but this had no effect. A short distance away, a single halfbreed,
Jean Baptiste Parenteau, stood on observation against the fence as
if to signal his compatriots.
A few minutes later Brooks was ordered to fall back to the
command, to tell them to be ready for action; then taking the interpreter with him, Crozier gave his attention to a group of halfbreeds
whose heads appeared along the edge of a hollow on the left. Hoping
to parley with them and persuade them to abandon their.threatening
tactics, the two waded forward through the deep snow, but the venture
proved hopeless, as a creeping movement among the rebels was detected
on both flanks. Here also, no attention was given Joe McKay's
loud-voiced summons to desist.
Suddenly two Indians left the hollow, walked out in the open and
approached the superintendent. One named Assee-wee-yin (Crow Fat),
who carried a white rag on a stick above his head, began an incoherent
conversation in Cree which McKay could not understand. The other
joined in with meaningless chatter, and it was then seen that they
were merely sparring for time to enable the rebels to accomplish the
encirclement of Crozier's command.
Convinced that negotiations were impossible, the superintendent
turned to retrace his steps, but was seized round the shoulders by
Assee-wee-yin. He broke away and strode towards his men—strung
out behind the sleighs.
Assee-wee-yin confronted McKay. Several shots rang out from
the rebel line.
McKay attempted to strike the persistent Indian across the head
with his carbine, and the two wrestled for possession of the weapon.
The other Indian drew back, dropped on his knee, and raised his gun.
McKay caught hold of Assee-wee-yin and swung him in between for
protection.
Giving a signal, Crozier shouted to his command to fire!
The Battle Of Duck Lake

Shooting became general. Blood trickled down the superintendent's cheek—one of the first rebel shots had grazed him.
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Joe McKay drew his revolver and pressed the trigger. Assee-weeyin crumpled in the snow mortally stricken. Another shot, and the
second Indian dropped and lay still, momentarily feigning death,
but he soon raced for the hollow. The interpreter had missed him.
Parenteau had remained on the lookout beside the fence. A bullet
from McKay's carbine caught him in the midriff, and he too sank
down.
To the disadvantage of Crozier's command, Gabriel Dumont had
chosen his own ground on Beardy's reserve. From the cover of a
wooded ridge on the east, and from the empty log building among the
trees on the west, the Metis poured a galling fire. The superintendent
was aware that to plunge his men through the deep snow on either
flank in an attempt to dislodge them, would result in his almost certain
defeat. The Mounted Police, though protected to some extent by the
wooden sleighs, faced overwhelming odds, while the Prince Albert
volunteers under Capt. John Morton, w h o were strung along the
fence that terminated at the log building, found themselves in a
dangerous position.
The little command was grimly determined as it settled to its
task, but from the outset there were signs of a reverse. There was no
faltering, despite the fact that less than 100 combatants, police and
volunteers, faced from 350 to 400 armed rebels in front and on either
flank. Yet it was soon apparent that the full strength of Dumont's
fighters had been marshalled to do battle against the Fort Carlton
detachment. This doubtless was to be the initial master stroke in the
rebel plan. In addition to the Metis generalissimo, Louis Riel was
present but well in the background.
Crozier realized from the start that he was ill-positioned and
outnumbered, that his men were practically at the mercy of their
concealed opponents. Doubtless Dumont was also quick to see that
the police officer had been caught unexpectedly in a trap by a force
such as he had little anticipated. Under the shelter of the ridge
Riel, unarmed but w i t h a crucifix held high, exhorted his inspired
plainsmen and Indians. From between the unplastered logs and
empty windows of the building commanding the volunteers on the
right, a number of the best Metis riflemen picked their targets. Dumont
could be seen in that quarter, continually shifting position and firing
as he urged the turning of Crozier's right. Tom McKay, the Scotch
Metis, not forgetting Dumont's threatening attitude that morning,
watched for a chance he coveted. But the wily Metis leader was
continually on the move, seeming always to escape w i t h the elusive
agility of a prairie wolf. His brother, Isadore, was among the first
to die on the rebel side.
For a brief space the police from behind the sleighs on the left
appeared to gain the upper hand, but the scattered volunteers on the
right, while stubbornly defiant, were powerless against the hidden
fire poured upon them from the log building and surrounding woods.
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At last Tom McKay saw his opportunity as Dumont appeared for
a moment on horseback in a feverish attempt to lead the way around
the right. Another instant and the Metis general pitched from the
saddle. A gaping furrow, it was learned later, lay across his scalp,
his face smeared w i t h blood. Word spread through the rebel ranks
that their leader was stricken. Savage consternation and shouts of
revenge burst forth.
Frenzied orders, weird Indian war whoops,
rattle of rifle fire and hollow thumping of buffalo guns filled the air.
Still Crozier's right wing held; but it was apparent it must soon
give way. A number of casualties had weakened its hold.
After half an hour of fighting Crozier saw that if it continued the
police would be annihilated. He was convinced that he must either
call in his lines and make an almost hopeless stand in the open against
a well-concealed foe, or w i t h d r a w while the opportunity afforded.
His entire command had acted superbly, had shown the rebels that
neither Fort Carlton nor Prince Albert could be lightly snatched from
their defenders. So far, the casualties had been comparatively few, but
it was clear that if the halfbreeds and Indians gained the right rear,
unavoidable slaughter and defeat of the police must follow.
For an instant, a lull occurred.
Cpl. Hugh Davidson jumped on one of the sleighs, waved his
hat and called for three cheers. As a rallying cry it had a magical
effect, and but for the deep snow a charge would likely have been
made. But the hopelessness of his position convinced Crozier that a
continuance of the engagement would result in needless killed and
wounded—possibly complete disaster in face of superior forces.
The order was given to " h o o k u p " .
Sensing the superintendent's purpose, the enemy took fresh
courage, delivering a furious fire. More men went down. Five horses
lay dead and others were badly wounded. In the deep snow the sleighs
could be brought to the trail only w i t h the utmost difficulty; plunging
and floundering horses added to the tumult. Three sleighs w i t h some
ammunition and other equipment had to be abandoned, as well as the
7-pounder gun which was left where it stood and brought in after.
By almost superhuman effort, covered by the rifle fire of the more
efficient marksmen, the dead and wounded that could be picked up
were placed in sleighs. Several of the volunteers w h o had fallen near
the log building could not be reached without incurring suicidal risks.
One of these, Charles Newitt, badly wounded in one leg, awaited
his fate beneath the fence. In attempting to defend himself from an
Indian w h o tried to brain him w i t h his own bayonet, he had some
fingers crushed. A team and sleigh belonging to the enemy came out to
pick up the four dead rebels. On top of these Newitt was placed.
Another Indian and two halfbreeds attempted to kill him, but two
merciful halfbreeds, Manuel Champagne and Charles Laviolette,
protected him as he was driven away towards Duck Lake.
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The rebels failed to follow up their advantage. It was said
afterwards that they were restrained from causing further bloodshed
by Riel, w h o felt the victory had been complete.
In good order Crozier got under way. The chief difficulty lay on
the extreme right where, hard put to extricate themselves, the Prince
Albert men could not bring in their dead and wounded companions.
Some were dispatched by the rebels where they fell, or while attempting to crawl to safety. The losses—nine volunteers killed, three
Mounted Police killed or dying, five volunteers and seven police
wounded, including the superintendent, five dead and several disabled
horses, three sleighs, a quantity of equipment and the 7-pounder gun
abandoned—proved that too high a value had been placed upon displaying a show of force for the purpose of bringing in the Duck Lake
supplies. But Crozier could take some comfort in that he had at least
thwarted the Metis plan to besiege the poorly-situated Fort Carlton.
As nearly as could be learned four Metis had forfeited their
lives—Isadore Dumont, Rustache Laframboise, Jean Baptiste and
Joseph Montour—while Gabriel Dumont, Jean Baptiste Parenteau,
Sheesheep Gardapui and one Fidler were wounded. As far as was
known, only one Indian had been killed.
Gabriel Dumont raved and ranted upon learning that the victory
was not to be followed up. With bandaged head and blood-stained
countenance that detracted nothing from the halfbreed heroics of the
day, he was escorted by the triumphant rebels to Duck Lake village.
A doleful column of police and volunteers wended its way back
to Carlton, but despite the temporary victory that had fallen to the
rebels, the engagement was to prove in its effects an actual reverse in
the plans of Riel and Dumont.
The Rebel Plans Upset

Though few were aware of it at the time, Superintendent Crozier's
determination in attempting to reach Duck Lake, added to Commissioner Irvine's sagacity in by-passing Batoche, had frustrated Dumont's
plans. The Metis ambition to cripple Crozier's force, occupy Fort
Carlton, then move on to the chief settlement, Prince Albert, w i t h
eyes on the supplies obtainable there, was upset by the realization
that defensive preparations would be necessary at Batoche to meet an
inevitable counterstroke. In fact the Metis reaction assumed the
nature of a slump, giving Commissioner Irvine time to prepare for
any further offensive by Dumont.
It turned out that the prompt action by the Mounted Police had
averted a Metis siege of Carlton, and given Prince Albert, now the
Mecca of many alarmed settlers, a reasonable promise of security.
But Louis Riel had become suddenly intoxicated w i t h the belief that
he had won a signal victory. In his false security he became inordinately occupied w i t h his religious mania, while his field captain
Gabriel Dumont nursed an all but fatal wound.
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Henceforth an almost pathetic lack of policy or control characterized the activities of the deluded leaders of the rebel cause. Aggression gradually gave way to the forced adoption of defensive tactics.
Riders brought word to Batoche from the south that the general in
command of the Canadian Militia had hastened westward by Chicago
and St. Paul and was organizing a punitive expedition to start out
from Qu'Appelle.
Crozier Explains

In his official report Superintendent Crozier gave without reservation an account of the Duck Lake clash: ' 'When I found that the enemy
were more numerous by far than we were, that they were in ambush
almost all around me, and had every advantage of ground and cover
on their side, while we had every disadvantage of position to contend
against, I deemed it prudent to abandon my attempt to push on to
Duck Lake, and to w i t h d r a w my force from the action, which was
done in perfect order by the men under my command . . . . Most of
the killed were off to the extreme right in situations most exposed to
the rebel fire, and could not have been collected without incurring the
gravest risk of putting my entire command into the greatest possible
jeopardy . . . . Even to have endeavoured to get the bodies from the extreme right would have been, in the situation we were in, impossible
. . . . I contend that no man desirous of taking action necessary to the
performance of his duty could have foreseen or escaped under the circumstances, getting into the affair on the 26th of March, as I did; and
having got into it, our getting out was most fortunate . . . . With our
gun in their possession, and flushed with victory, and following it up,
Carlton must have fallen, and if Colonel Irvine's party, then coming
through a difficult country, had suffered a reverse, it would have
exposed the whole of the eastern part of the territory to the rebel
attack and occupation . . . . I was going out for provisions and ammunition, not expecting or intending to meet the rebels in full force.
The force with me was ample for what I intended . . . . I thought at the
time that the securing of the provisions and ammunition at that stage
of the rebellion was a matter of the very greatest importance . . . .
"Again, I argued if the Indians were to see that a party of halfbreeds could contemptuously drive back and prevent officers of the
government from doing their duty, thus defiantly seizing property
with impunity, they, the halfbreeds, would be able to gain the firm
allegiance of the wavering Indian tribes . . . . Had I known or even
suspected that the rebels were in full force, or had I expected that I
should be attacked by them as I was, I certainly would not have
taken the matter in hand. With the number of available men at my
disposal the risk would have been too great—even to secure the
great advantage that would in all probability have been a consequence
of securing the provisions and ammunition . . . . I admit I was deceived
as to their strength . . . . One consequence of my action was to force
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the rebels to give up, for the time, the attack on Fort Carlton, which
they had meditated and would otherwise have made on the night of
the 26th of March; it prevented the bloodshed which must have
occurred there, and the by-no-means-impossible disaster to our arms
which, owing to the position of the fort, might have occurred . . . .
It was the rebels who attacked me and began the action. They had
their dispositions most skillfully made, and nearly succeeded in cutting
off my command.''
Superintendent Crozier had at least forced the spreading insurrection back to its starting point.
The Retreat To Carlton

Heavy snow was falling as the retreat to Fort Carlton began,
a circumstance which could well have favoured a follow-up by the
Metis and Indians. But aside from a reputed order from Riel to terminate the fight, the insurgents, practically deprived of Dumont's
leadership, had probably had their fill of battle for the time being.
Dumont had resorted to the favourite expedient of native warfare—the "Indian surround"—the carefully planned method that had
prevailed over regiments of soldiery in the early colonial battles
against eastern savages, that had resulted in the utter destruction of
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Col. George A. Custer's immediate command in that officer's last
battle against the Sioux, and had brought defeat to the white man in
countless inroads upon the Indians of the trans-Mississippi plains.
Thanks to prompt action on the part of the Mounted Police officer,
both in forming his line as the first rebels were seen and in withdrawing at the first certain threat of disaster, to say nothing of the
marksmanship of Tom McKay in the timely splitting of Dumont's
scalp, the "surround" had failed at Duck Lake.
The Commissioner Hastens To Carlton

Upon his arrival at Prince Albert two evenings previously, Commissioner Irvine had gained from Tom McKay, fresh from Fort Carlton,
a complete outline of the true state of affairs, and interviews w i t h
representatives of the townspeople confirmed his belief that Prince
Albert, for the present at least, was the outstanding strategic point
in the area concerned in the schemes of Riel and Dumont. As expressed in his telegram of March 22 to Ottawa, on his way from
Regina, he expected to reach Fort Carlton by the 25th, but upon the
assurance of McKay that all was quiet there, and in view of needed
rest for his command, shoeing of horses, inspection of men, arms and
equipment, organization of Prince Albert against possible attack,
and enrolment of further volunteers and transport, he had decided to
tarry briefly. He realized the advisability of having everything in a
state of complete efficiency, ready for whatever might happen.
Leaving Inspr. George B. Moffatt and that officer's detachment of
20 non-commissioned officers and men in charge of matters at Prince
Albert, the Commissioner was again on the way shortly after 2 o'clock
on the morning of March 26—the day of the Duck Lake reverse. To
have remained where he was and to have called in Crozier's command
would have been to abandon Fort Carlton to the rebels. His force now
consisted of 83 Mounted Police and 25 volunteers. Frozen limbs and
snow blindness had slightly reduced his strength after leaving Regina
a week earlier. He had dispatched word by rider to Crozier, advising
him of the exact strength of his command and the time of his intended
departure for Carlton. He had accepted additional volunteers for
w h a t he considered two most important objects—to defend Prince
Albert and be in a position upon arrival at Carlton to increase to a
maximum the force available for possible action elsewhere.
He had hoped that by a prompt and decisive stroke he might
quash the rebellion before it could develop into more formidable
proportions. In fact it was assumed that as soon as the two forces
had united, the revolt would collapse. He did not intend the Prince
Albert volunteers to remain at Carlton for any extended period, the
importance of the main settlement being constantly uppermost in his
mind. Before starting for Carlton he made this clearly known to all
concerned.
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When within nine miles of Carlton, shortly after midday on the
26th, the Commissioner received the following dispatch by courier
from Superintendent Gagnon:
"Superintendent Crozier with 100 men, started out on Duck Lake
road to help one of our sergeants and small party in difficulty at
Mitchell's store. I have 70 men, and can hold fort against odds.
Do not expect Crozier to push on farther than Duck Lake. Everything
quiet here."
As the edge of the Saskatchewan valley overlooking the fort was
reached, a second dispatch came from Gagnon: "Crozier exchanged
shots with rebels at Duck Lake. Six men reported shot. Crozier
retreating on Carlton; everything quiet here, but ready for emergency.
Barely half an hour after Crozier's return, Irvine reached Carlton.
An Urgent Decision

The last missive from Gagnon had been disconcerting enough to
the Commissioner. It had prepared him to expect bad news, but he
was shocked on learning that of a small force of 100 all ranks, the
casualties were 23 killed and wounded. The story of the engagement
became even worse when it was divulged that the 7-pounder gun had
been abandoned, that five horses were dead or disabled, and that dead
or wounded men had been left on the field. Calling a joint council
of his own officers and those of the Prince Albert volunteers, he summed
up the situation, stressing the untenable position of Fort Carlton.
A decision to center attention upon defending Prince Albert resulted,
the concensus being that the chief rebel activity would thus be confined to its own initial area between the Mounted Police on the north
and the approaching column under Middleton on the south. Blocked
in front and rear, Dumont's fighters would have to face Middleton,
fall back against Irvine's Mounted Police and volunteers, or defend
themselves on two fronts. Irvine had given the deepest thought to a
plan that would establish full co-operation with Middleton and one
that would effectively disrupt any further aggressive moves on the part
of Dumont. So far, his strategy had served him well. Lacking sufficient manpower to drive directly on Batoche and attack the rebels,
he had seized the mastery of the situation by his circuitous march to
Prince Albert.
Evacuation of Fort Carlton was ordered, to be completed in as
brief a time as possible.
The wounded men, two of whom were beyond aid other than to
make them as comfortable as possible, required immediate attention,
and S/Sgt. E. A. Braithwaite improvised a hospital in an upper room
above the main gate. Orders were given to pack as many stores as
possible in the sleighs, the balance to be destroyed. Beds of hay were
made in other sleighs for the wounded.
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Police Concentration At Prince Albert

Irvine now had 214 officers and men, police and volunteers,
exclusive of the wounded. Inspector Howe had a bad flesh wound,
but Superintendent Crozier, whose injury was merely facial, insisted
that his name should not be included among the casualties, which
were 12 w h o had been killed outright or w h o had died later, and
11 wounded.
The casualties were as follows:
N O R T H - W E S T M O U N T E D POLICE

Killed or died from wounds
Cst. G. P. Arnold
Cst. G. K. Garrett
Cst. W. Gibson

Wounded
Inspr. Joseph Howe
Cpl. Thomas Gilchrist
Cst. S. F. Gordon

Cst. J. J. Wood
Cst. W. A. Manners-Smith
Cst. A. Miller
PRINCE ALBERT VOLUNTEERS

Killed
Capt. J o h n Morton
Cpl. William Napier
Pte. Joseph Anderson
Ptc. James Bakie
Pte. S. C. Elliott
Ptc. Alexander Fisher
Pte. Robert Middleton
Pte. Daniel McKenzie
Ptc. Daniel McPhail

Wounded
Capt. H. S. Moore
Sgt. Alexander McNab
Pte. Arthur W. R. Marlcley
Pte. Charles A. N e w i t t
Scout Alexander A. Stewart

Distribution Of Police In The North

Every available man was necessary. Up the Saskatchewan to the
west Battleford under Inspr. W. S. Morris would likely become a
concentration point second only in importance to Prince Albert.
Fort Pitt in charge of Inspector Dickens, which lay a considerable
distance beyond, would be the centre of a danger zone immediately
Big Bear's following received word of Crozier's defeat at Duck Lake.
Still farther, Fort Saskatchewan was being put in a state of defence
by Inspr. A. H. Griesbach. Serving the entire area represented by these
posts, there was a Mounted Police strength of approximately 200,
officially distributed as follows (in round figures):
Prince Albert
Fort Carlton
Battleford
Fort Pitt
Fort Saskatchewan
Total

20
70
70
20
20
200
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Not wishing to leave Fort Carlton entirely unprotected, the
Commissioner dispatched a rider w i t h a message to Inspector Morris
w h o had been left in charge of the Battleford detachment by Superintendent Crozier: " I enclose a copy of report from Superintendent
Crozier by which you will see our men have had an engagement w i t h
the rebels. Send to this place w i t h least possible delay 25 policemen
and 25 volunteers. You had better enrol all volunteers you can and
replace the police drawn from our post at Battleford by t h e m . "
As the telegraph wires were cut and the trails running southward
from Carlton and Prince Albert blocked by Dumont's men, the Commissioner added a postscript to his missive: "Send a message at once
to Ottawa via Swift Current. If wires are cut send in a special messenger at once."
In the early hours of the 27th the two hopelessly wounded men,
Csts. G. P. Arnold and G. K. Garrett, succumbed and were buried
w i t h military honours in one grave about 200 yards to the north-west
of Fort Carlton. It was the intention to convey the wounded volunteers to Prince Albert, as well as the bodies left on the field as soon
as they could be recovered.
Fort Carlton Destroyed

The weather was cold, and a brisk fire had been made in a large
stove in the building forming the entrance to the fort, the pipe from
which passed through the temporary hospital above. Hay was being
stuffed into mattresses for the use of the wounded men in the sleighs,
and some of it had become scattered.
Soon after midnight a shout of " F i r e " rang out. Loose hay had
leaped into flame!
In no time it was seen that a good part of the old trading-post
was doomed. Gaps were hurriedly opened in the cord wood defences,
and a hasty exit began as officers and men laboured to remove the
wounded and save as much equipment as possible.
Prince Albert Reoccupied

Gradually a weird procession formed on the trail leading from
the valley, and as soon as he was assured the evacuation was complete,
the Commissioner gave orders to start. He had already thrown out a
strong line of skirmishers and mounted men in the most commanding
positions, to protect the long train of police and civilian teams as
they pulled up the steep hill. More than two hours passed before the
last sleigh reached the top.
From the upper level, doubtless many looked back at the leap
and play of the flames w i t h strange mixtures of emotion. To not a
few it was an apprehensive period in their lives and—it was war.
Strung out on the winter trail Irvine's column was nearly two
miles long. Prince Albert was reached without incident in the late
afternoon.
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Immediately on arrival, the Commissioner, his officers and leading
civilians applied themselves to completing as far as possible the
organization which had already started for the defence of the scattered settlement. All able-bodied men w h o offered their services, and
who were not already bearing arms, were enrolled as specials. There
were 116 old Snider rifles available, and these were distributed between
companies in the town and at Goschen, an outlying suburb, while
other firearms were called in from the surrounding country, to be
issued to the volunteers, w h o numbered 301 in all. Four companies of
the latter were organized, Lieutenant-Colonel Sproat commanding,
w i t h Chief Factor Lawrence Clarke of the Hudson's Bay Company as
supply officer, and Hayter Reed of the Indian Department as brigademajor. A company of 47 scouts was enrolled under Tom McKay, to
guard the nearby settlements and act as scouts and couriers. They
were furnished w i t h a telegraphic instrument which would enable
them to transmit information when the main wire was in working
order. The Commissioner intended to keep his scouts close to the
rebel forces, to cause Dumont to fear an attack from the north or
west, and thus force him to maintain a part of his strength on the
opposite side of the South Branch from which the militia forces
would approach. He also expected to keep himself posted, through his
scouts, as to the movements of Middleton's column.
As expected reliable information was soon brought in that previous to the Duck Lake fight the rebels had been contemplating an
attack upon Prince Albert, and although such a danger was now
minimized, the main part of the town each night was protected with
a strong chain of patrols and picquets.
Almost the entire population of the surrounding country had
sought refuge in Prince Albert, creating no small task in supplying
food. Owing to the adverse harvest the previous autumn, very few
of these refugees were self-sustaining. The number on the ration list
grew to the neighbourhood of 1,200.
Following the orders first given by the Commissioner to the Prince
Albert townspeople, and the detachment of police stationed there,
defences chiefly of cordwood had been built around the Presbyterian
Church and Manse; a lumber shed, 125 feet long, had been put up to
shelter the women and children, and garrison routine had been
roughly established.
The wounded from Duck Lake were placed in cottages and other
buildings close to the Presbyterian Church, all surrounded by a
substantial stockade of cordwood. In ministering to the injured,
Staff Sergeant Braithwaite worked incessantly three days and nights,
practically without sleep. It was found necessary to amputate one
of Captain Moore's legs.
Excitement ran high on the evening of the Commissioner's
return from Fort Carlton. One of the scouts galloped in to report
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that a rebel force was marching on the town, and by a prearranged
signal, the church bell warned all to assemble within the improvised
stronghold. People flocked from all directions on horseback, in
sleighs and on foot. Panicky women clutched their children; a nervous
volunteer accidentally discharged his gun inside the church, adding
to the general unrest. Then word was passed that the scout, one
seemingly ill-qualified for his task, had merely seen a number of cattle
moving in the dusk toward their nightly shelter.
Scouts Ross And Astley Seized

111 fortune also marked the two volunteer scouts, Ross and Astley,
w h o had left Carlton before Crozier had decided to proceed to Stobart's
store at Duck Lake for the supplies hidden there by Hillyard Mitchell,
as they rode leisurely on the Carlton-Duck Lake trail in the early morning of March 26. There were no rebels to be seen, but a friendly halfbreed, Touissant Lucien, turned up and cautioned them to go back. A
few moments later an Indian emerged from behind some brush and
accosted them, pointing his gun at Astley's chest. About 20 Indians
and halfbreeds followed, headed by Gabriel Dumont. Astley put
spurs to his horse, but seeing that Ross was having trouble w i t h his
mount, wheeled about, and both gave themselves up. Ross was ordered
to dismount, but refused, and was dragged from his horse, while
Dumont reached for the scout's revolver. Both men were then taken
into Duck Lake village and locked up.
About this time a large body of halfbreeds came from the direction
of Batoche and passed on to the west; after the fight w i t h Crozier's
command they came streaming back, shouting: " W e have killed nine
volunteers and three policemen."
Dumont, w h o was suffering severely from the head wound inflicted by Tom McKay, and w h o for a short time had been unconscious,
called for revenge upon the two prisoners. The Indians took up the
cry, but Louis Riel intervened and after consultation w i t h some of
the more moderate halfbreeds spared their lives.
For some unknown reason other prisoners were brought across
the river from Batoche the next day, including John B. Lash Indian
agent, and Peter Tompkins the telegraph lineman. Riel told the
Indian agent that he had been waiting 15 years to procure redress for
the wrongs inflicted on his countrymen and that now his opportunity
had come. The prisoners were placed temporarily in an upstairs room
in the Stobart store.
Soon afterwards Riel again visited the makeshift lockup and addressed himself to Ross: " H o w do you do, Mr. Ross. God has sent
me to establish a new code of laws in the North-West, and has placed
you in my power."
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Recovery O f The Duck Lake Dead

Upon assurance being given by the rebel director that no harm
would come to them and tnat Ross might even be appointed a sheriff
under the new regime, an opportunity was seized by the two scouts
to voice a matter uppermost in their minds. They pressed Riel to
release one of the prisoners for the purpose of going to Carlton and
advising Superintendent Crozier that he could send out for the dead
on the Duck Lake field. Permission w-.s promptly granted, and one
Thomas Sanderson was selected for the purpose.
To Superintendent Crozier, Riel penned the following words:
"Sir—A calamity has fallen upon the country yesterday. You
are responsible for it before God and man. Your men cannot claim
that their intentions were peaceable, since they were bringing along
cannons. And they fired many shots first.
" G o d has been pleased to grant us the victory, and as our movement is to save our lives, our victory is good, and we offer it to the
Almighty.
"Major, we are Christians in war as in peace. We write in the
name of God and of humanity to come and take away ycur dead, whom
we respect. Come and take them tomorrow before n e o n . "
Ross was allowed to accompany Sanderson, under strong escort,
for the purpose of visiting the battlefield and placing the dead in
the small log house nearby. Eventually the bodies were transferred
to Prince Albert, along w i t h the wounded prisoner Newitt w h o was
liberated after suffering four days' confinement in the Stobart store
without medical attendance.
Five days after the Duck Lake fight Astley, Ross and the other
prisoners were taken to Fort Carlton where a large number of rebels
had assembled, but three days later the old trading-post was abandoned, the remaining buildings set afire, and the prisoners incarcerated
at Batoche—to linger miserably in a dark cellar till the close of the
rebellion.
Stobart, Eden and Company's store at Duck Lake, including
Mitchell's quarters above, was rifled of contents, and the building
was then burnt down.
General Middleton On The Scene

At Prince Albert Commissioner Irvine supervised the food rationing, directed a strict watch over nearby Batoche and hindered
rebel spies from jeopardizing the town. Each day he awaited anxiously
some word from General Middleton,* as preparations moved forward
elsewhere towards general warfare.
*Major-Gen. Frederick Dobson Middleton was born in Ireland, November 1825. After attending
Sandhurst, he received his commission as ensign in the 58th regiment, December 1842. He saw service in
New Zealand, 1845-46, and throughout the Indian Mutiny, 1857-58; was several times mentioned in dispatches, and recommended for the Victoria Cross. He afterwards served in Burma, Malta, Gibralter, and
came to Canada in 1884.
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Meanwhile, at Ottawa on March 22 the Prime Minister Sir John
A. Macdonald announced that authentic news of the uprising had been
received and that Major-General Middleton, commanding the Canadian militia, was on his w a y to the West as commander of all forces
in the field, including the North-West Mounted Police. Leaving
Ottawa on the 23rd of March, travelling via the United States,
Middleton reached Winnipeg on the 27th and arrived at Qu'Appelle
Station (Troy) on the 28th.
The Plan Of Campaign

In compliance w i t h official instructions telegrams had reached
Winnipeg calling upon the 90th Winnipeg Rifles, the Winnipeg Field
Battery and the Winnipeg Troop of Cavalry to muster immediately.
The 90th entrained on the 25th and 27th of March in detachments
bound for Troy (Qu'Appelle Station)—the first in the field to follow
the North-West Mounted Police.
Having arranged for transport and commissariat, Middleton
marched on April 6 from Fort Qu'Appelle towards the South
Saskatchewan River some 200 miles, en route to Batoche, the rebel
stronghold. At the outset his little force, approximately 400 all
ranks, consisted of: French's Scouts (Capt. John French, late inspector
of the N . W . M . P . ) ; the 90th Winnipeg Rifles, and the Winnipeg Field
Battery w i t h two 9-pounder guns.
While on the march the general released his plan of campaign,
April 9, as follows:
(1) The " M a i n Column" under his personal command to be
joined by a second column at Clarke's Crossing.
(2) The "Second Column" under Lieut.-Col. W. D. Otter of
Toronto to proceed from Swift Current on the C.P.R. to join the main
column at Clarke's Crossing; the combined forces then to march on
opposite sides of the river to attack the rebels at Batoche. (This was
changed, April 20, because of alarming reports received from Battleford that the fort, in which were many women and children, was in
imminent danger. Otter was immediately directed to march to Battleford as quickly as posible. This second column became known as the
"Battleford Column". Otter had been many years in the Canadian
Militia.)
(3) The "Alberta Field Force", or "Third Column", under
Major-Gen. T. Bland Strange to march from Calgary to Edmonton,
thence to Fort Pitt where the main column, after relieving Prince
Albert and Battleford, would join in the operations against Chief Big
Bear. (Major-General Strange was an Imperial officer w h o had served
in the Indian Mutiny. Later he organized the Canadian Artillery and
came from retirement from ranching on the Bow River east of Calgary
at the outbreak of the North-West Rebellion.)
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Middleton Advances

The main column arrived at Humboldt April 13, and from that
point D. H. Macdowall, M.P., w h o was accompanying the command
on his return from Ottawa, and Major Sam Bedson, transport officer,
who had volunteered to try to communicate with Commissioner
Irvine, left for Prince Albert.
Commissioner Irvine's Position

Isolated as he was at Prince Albert the Commissioner had no
definite knowledge of the mobilization of Eastern troops, nor was he
aware of the plan of campaign. He was led to believe that the total
strength of the force under Middleton's immediate orders was 350
all told, and that the attack at Batoche would take place before the
little force was increased. He therefore had suggested, by courier to
Middleton, the advisability of combined attack by the two forces,
but the dispatches from Middleton, carried by Macdowall and Bedson
who reached Prince Albert on April 16, instructed him to remain in
defense of Prince Albert.
The presence of the North-West Mounted Police in Prince Albert
had saved it from being captured by the rebels. It was now clear that
had the town been taken, there would have been loss of life and
property, and the rebellion would have assumed proportions of greater
magnitude. At that time there were some 1,500 civilians—men,
women and children—in the town.
Crozier Promoted

Under date of April 1 Superintendent Crozier was promoted to
the rank of assistant commissioner, though he was not officially
apprised of the fact until some time later.
Native Excitement Increases

A noticeable air of exictement was now apparent among the
Indians on the various reserves. News of the Duck Lake fight had
travelled swiftly—the police, it was shouted from lodge to lodge,
had gone out to meet the Metis and had been beaten.
To the officers and men of the Force stationed in the north,
watchfully waiting, the signs were not reasssuring. Exultantly word
passed swiftly among the Indian camps that some police had been
killed; that they might even have been wiped out at Duck Lake had
Louis Riel not stayed the half breed rifles. It was widely proclaimed
that the half breeds were winning the rebellion.
Indians had already promised the Indian Department representatives that they would remain on their reserves, but it was all too
evident that preparations were being made to take the trails leading
to Batoche.
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The Revolt Spreads
In discussing the matter w i t h an Indian Department employee,
Chief Poundmaker stated he would have to see the Indian agent at
Battleford, that he and his neighbours, Little Pine and Lucky Man,
wanted the truth about the Duck Lake affair. On the other hand
Big Child, Star Blanket, John Smith, Moosomin and others, whose
reserves were nearer the outbreak, remained unmoved by events, or
slipped away w i t h their small followings rather than risk being
embroiled.
Orders had already been issued by the superintendent-general of
Indian affairs that the sale, gift or disposal in any other way to any
Indians of any fixed ammunition or ball cartridge within any portion
of the territory covered by Treaty N o . 6 (Prince Albert, Battleford,
Fort Pitt, etc.3 was prohibited.
Frantic appeals from Batoche to the natives of the plains were
now a necessary part of Riel's programme, and highly-coloured news
was spread far and wide.
A message was sent to the Metis of Qu'Appelle which boastingly
declared: "We have the pleasure to let you know that on the 26th of
last month, God has given us a victory over the Mounted Police.
Thirty halfbreeds and five Cree Indians have met 130 policemen and
volunteers. Thanks to God, we have defeated them. Yourselves, dear
relatives, be courageous; do w h a t you can. If it is not done yet, take
the stores, the provisions, the ammunition."
Restless Indians in other areas and whites on the Montana
boundary watched events in the north w i t h interest. In the lodges of
the Blackfoot, heads nodded, tongues wagged; every dark-skinned
ear from Red River to the Rockies was attuned for tidings, good or ill.
Crowfoot maintained an unperturbed silence as the more garrulous of
his following speculated on the prospect of war. Big Bear disappeared to hunt in the Moose Hills north of Fort Pitt, leaving his
war chief Wandering Spirit, and his son Ahyimissees (Little Bad
M a n ) to indulge in fostering evil among his disgruntled warriors.
Upon hearing of the Duck Lake victory and that the Assiniboines
favoured the Metis overtures, Red Pheasant prepared his following
to strike towards the Battle River, but swift disability seized him
and death stepped in. The Assiniboines, Skinny Man, Grizzly Bear's
Head and Mosquito were arranging to join Poundmaker's Crees and
those of the other chiefs to the west. Sweet Grass was to all appearances neutral. But most of the chiefs and councillors, possessing
inherent caution and wholesome regard for the mounted custodians
of the law, were inclined to step warily.
A general Indian council was held at Red Pheasant's reserve,
where many had gathered upon hearing of the chief's death. The
outcome was a decision to proceed to Battleford to interview the
Indian agent and press their grievances. On the way another council
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took place on the reserve of Sweet Grass. News carriers from Riel
were on hand, telling of the victory at Duck Lake, the cutting of
telegraph lines, the imprisonment of white men and the determination
of the Metis not only to fight for themselves but for the Indians.
They called on the Indians to rise and do their share as rightful owners
of the country.
About this time Poundmaker, deeply impressed by the trend of
events, said in effect to Robert Jefferson the farm instructor on his
reserve: "Formerly the Indian trusted the Great Spirit. He was fed,
clothed and free from sickness. The white man came and tried to
:rsuade the Indian that the Indian God was not able to continue,
he Indians took the white man's word. Hunger, disease and death
followed. Now we return to the God we know. The buffalo will
come back, and the Indian will live as the Great Spirit intended
he should."
Sweet Grass, a famous leader in his day, demurred, as did others;
but nothing could stay the impetuosity of the younger braves on most
of the reserves when told that the fall of Prince Albert was assured
and that they were to share in the results and spoils of victory.
Indian Department officials were of the opinion, and rightly so,
that the government was endeavouring in earnest to set the Indian
upon his own feet; others surmised that it was only intended to keep
the Indians quiet until settlement filled the country, when all the
natives would be expected to shift for themselves. The latter assumption naturally was not one to bear good fruit.

?

Battleford On The Defensive

The fire of insurrection had jumped the hundred miles from
Duck Lake to Battle River.
"Battleford", at the junction of the Battle and Saskatchewan
Rivers, was in reality an inclusive term. The Mounted Police barracks
stood on an open area in the triangle between the two streams, where
the various buildings commanded views over the valleys on either
side, and where at no great distance stood the Roman Catholic
Mission, "Sandy" Macdonald's store, Mahaffy and Clinkskill's new
trading establishment, the Hudson's Bay post and about 20 small log
dwellings. South of the smaller stream and strung along the edge of
the prairie plateau, on the site of the former capital of the North-West
Territories (1878-1882), stood the old government quarters—the land
registry and Indian Department offices, the governor's residence,
council hall, magistrate's and other residences, now mostly turned to
other uses, or empty. Also on this side, dotting the slope down to the
river, were several small dwellings, including those of William McKay
Hudson's Bay Company manager, and James Clinkskill merchant and
trader.
As word came that the Indians had united and were approaching,
villagers and settlers fled for protection to the police barracks.
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The barracks consisted of the commanding officer's residence,
several barrack rooms, stables, storehouses and other buildings, all
enclosed by a stockade of upright timbers about eight feet high,
forming an enclosure roughly 200 yards square, but the quartermaster's store and a new log building intended to be used as a barrack
room were outside. Heavy gates were on the north and south sides;
crude bastions had been built at each corner.
Early in March the people of Battleford had formed a company
of militia by authority of the Minister of Militia. The command was
entrusted to Capt. E. A. Nash, and a supply of rifles and ammunition,
which had been issued to a militia battalion formed in 1879 and since
disbanded, proved timely, with sufficient left to supply a "Home
Guard" later.
Early in the morning of March 30 Indians from the reserves of
Poundmaker, Little Pine and Lucky Man began to gather around
Indian Agent John Rae's quarters on the south side of the Battle River,
where houses and stores had been deserted. Soon they were joined by
Indians from Sweet Grass', Red Pheasant's, Mosquito's, Skinny
Man's and Bear's Head's reserves, who came whispering of tragedy
enacted within the past few hours. Poundmaker was acclaimed the
chief of all, though he was inclined to refuse the honour until assured
that this would be the culmination of his long agitation for better
terms.
The Indian agent had taken refuge in the police barracks, but
William McKay of the Hudson's Bay Company who had stood by
Superintendent Crozier in the alarming disturbance on Poundmaker's
reserve the previous summer, came from the barracks with Peter
Ballendine of the Indian Department, to inquire what the Indians
wanted. The Indian agent declined to take the risk of accompanying
them.
During a rather heated talk with McKay, Poundmaker expressed
surprise that the agent was not on hand to receive them, as they
wished to consult him. Chiefs Little Pine, Lucky Man, Sweet Grass
and other headmen who were present held more or less aloof, but a
noted warrier, Fine Day berated the two white men in vicious language, shaking his fist in their faces. Other Indians joined in.
McKay warned them to keep their distance, saying they need
not think they could frighten him. Fine Day made a threatening
movement with his Winchester, but McKay, ignoring him, spoke to
them in even voice, telling them that he had come to give them good
advice. All were urged to return to their reserves and stay there, as
previously promised by them. Poundmaker however could not understand why the Indian agent declined to meet them, and McKay sent
a native messenger across the river to say that if any one wished to
confer with the Indians, he would wait at the Indian office and interpret for them.
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No one came, and upon the Indians asking for food, McKay and
Ballendine went to the Hudson's Bay store and issued rations of bacon,
flour and tea, making entry for future record. Further articles were
requested, but McKay's patience was at an end, and he told them to
be gone. All departed, but not in silence. Many Indian imprecations
and threats were directed at McKay, who paid no heed. Soon afterwards the two white men returned to the police barracks.
Stipendiary Magistrate Rouleau with his wife and three children,
Indian Agent Rae's wife and several others had already departed by
wagon and buckboard for Swift Current far to the southward. The
judge and his party had stayed the previous night with Farm Instructor
James Payne on the Assiniboine reserve of Mosquito, adjoining that
of Red Pheasant. Rouleau had urged a resumption of the journey at
daybreak, and George E. Applegarth, instructor on Red Pheasant's
reserve, with his wife, sister-in-law and little girl, had soon followed
Rouleau's party.
Murder And Looting

An hour or two after they had left, an Assiniboine named Ikta
or Crooked Leg, had called at Payne's house, carrying a gun beneath
his blanket. A request had been made for food; the instructor had
refused and was shot dead. Not far away a Belgian rancher, Bernard
Tremont who lived alone, was greasing his wagon preparatory to
starting for the police barracks at Battleford. Wawanich (ManWithout-Blood), another Assiniboine, sneaked up and killed him.
As the sun sank in the west the Indian mob took possession of
the deserted village on the south side of Battle River. Breaking in and
seizing whatever appealed to them, especially articles of food, the
savages plundered and destroyed.
Poundmaker frowned upon hearing the story of the Assiniboine
outrages on Mosquito's reserve and tried to dissuade his people from
looting the unguarded property of the whites, but in vain. He had long
since proven himself to be too sagacious to want war unless it was
forced upon him. Negotiation had always been his strongest weapon,
and only if all else failed, or he found himself swept headlong into the
vortex of general hostilities, would he willingly resort to bloodshed.
Not only was he being proclaimed the leader but he found himself to
be a prominent figure in a war against his wishes. Without his will
to participate, the rebellion had engulfed him.
The Insurrection Spreads

The Assiniboincs were acting up. Not only had they committed
murder but upon joining the Crees, signified their intention of doing
away with most of the white men in the settlements, including Farm
Instructor Robert Jefferson who had refused to relinquish his post on
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Poundmaker's reserve. Jefferson however knew he could rely upon
whatever protection Poundmaker could give. Upon returning to his
reserve, the chief sought the instructor and exclaimed: "I am glad
you are still alive. Nobody shall harm you now . . . . Henceforth
you are safe."
Later the troubled chieftain unburdened his mind to the instructor, saying that he thought the Indians all over the plains would
rise as these had done. It was likely his adopted father Crowfoot
would light a fire in the south that would leave not a white man alive.
It seemed to the ignorant that Riel had arranged everything.
To the Indian mind this was a good omen, but the plains Indians had
long since learned to respect the authority and honesty of the Mounted
Police. Though sorely tried by the reversals of the last several years
they had, with few exceptions, bowed to the white man's rule as
laid down by their red-coated friends. The troublesome but more
or less unimportant Chief Beardy of Duck Lake, really a halfbreed,
had repeatedly opposed the new order, but the influential Poundmaker, always a wise counsellor and friend of the white man, was
anything but antagonistic; and even Big Bear, the outstanding Cree
dissenter, a man often at odds with the authorities, was wise enough
to refrain personally from war against the whites, more particularly
against all connected with the Hudson's Bay Company, the timehonoured benefactor of his people. However most chiefs, especially
as they grew old, became more or less subject to the sway of their
followers.
Meanwhile sparks from Dumont's clash with Crozier had been
wafted still farther throughout the Saskatchewan. W. J. McLean, the
Company's chief trader at Fort Pitt, had been promptly advised of the
fight at Duck Lake. William McKay had employed a trusty Indian
from Battleford as messenger for the purpose, while Indians everywhere soon had the news through their own "grapevine" methods.
Big Bear And His Band

After the trouble at the "thirst dance" in the summer of 1884,
at which Superintendent Crozier and Inspector Antrobus with the
help of William McKay had nipped a serious Indian threat, Big
Bear's band had gone back to Frog Lake, chiefly to qualify for the
treaty payments. They had earned some money and supplies by
cutting wood and freighting, but were not good at either occupation,
and had reached a state of mind well suited to Riel's revolt. In fact
anything that promised better than the condition to which they had
been reduced appealed to them.
Big Bear's band had preferred to seek a livelihood wherever they
might find it, but forced by semi-starvation, had finally submitted to
the demands of the Mounted Police. Nevertheless, while camped in
the neighbourhood in which they were expected to choose their
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reserve, they had displayed so aggressive an attitude that a small
detachment of Mounted Police under Inspr. Francis Jeffrey Dickens
had been sent to nearby Fort Pitt and the following year a corporal
and five men had been quartered at Frog Lake near the Indians'
prospective reserve.
Big Bear had been a noted warrior in his day, yet among those
who knew him, it was considered he would rather negotiate than
fight. He was now some 60 years of age—a man of medium height,
intelligent, keen-eyed, deep-chested, powerfully built, a fluent and
dramatic speaker in his own tongue, with a tremendous voice. He
was an orator who never failed to thrill and hold his audience. He
was crafty, but was essentially a humane and kindly being. He
seemed proud of his gift of eloquence and enjoyed speaking. In his
latter years there was nothing of the dandy about him; apparently
he disdained finery of any sort. He was careless about his apparel,
which led those who did not know him to think him indifferent to
personal cleanliness, whereas the contrary was true. His short hair
was usually straggling and unkempt, which accelerated his all-round
appearance of untidiness and gave rise to an unfavourable impression
among strangers. His eldest son, Twin Wolverine, had died a short
time previously. But among the members of his band were his three
other sons. The most conspicuous of these was the crafty and treacherous Ahyimissees (Little Bad Man), the others being the pleasant
and well-disposed King Bird and Horse Child, though another in the
camp, known as Thunder, an amiable savage, was reputed to be a
twin brother of Ahyimissees. If any in the loose aggregation could
be called a war chief it was Wandering Spirit, a treacherous Indian
Jekyll and Hyde, tall, lithe, active, about 40 years of age, with a
wild complex nature and quick nervous temperament.
Frog Lake Settlement

The Frog Lake settlement lay six miles north of the Saskatchewan
and about 35 miles north-west of Fort Pitt, long known in Hudson's
Bay parlance as the ' 'Little Fort''. From Big Bear's camp to Battleford
was about 140 miles by trail. The village, in the angle where three
Indian reserves converged, consisted of an irregular cluster of log
buildings—a Hudson's Bay Company store and dwelling; a Roman
Catholic church and dwelling under Father Leon Adelard Fafard;
a small Mounted Police building; a trading store operated by one
George Dill; the dwellings of Indian Agent Tom Quinn, Farm Instructor John Delaney, Interpreter John Pritchard, and those of several
halfbreeds and Wood Crees, all augmented by a number of outbuildings and stables. A dwelling belonging to J. A. Gowanlock
stood about two miles away.
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Indian Agent Tom Quinn

Indian Agent Quinn was a native Minnesotan of mixed Sioux
blood, a fine figure of a man, tall and spare, educated and intelligent.
He had served with a Wisconsin regiment in the American Civil War
and had afterwards acted as a scout in the Indian country beyond the
Mississippi. His father, an Irishman, had been killed in the Minnesota
Massacre of 1862.
Fort Pitt

Fort Pitt was little more than a stopping-place between Fort
Edmonton to the west and Battleford to the east. Since the disappearance of the buffalo it had been an unimportant trading-post,
but the traffic of the Saskatchewan continually passed close by. In the
old days it had been protected by a stockade and bastions, but these
had been demolished. Amid fascinating surroundings it stood on the
north side of a broad curve in the river; gradually rising ground bearing
poplar and evergreen woods lay back of the buildings; across the river
to the south loomed high, park-like terraces spreading to the plains.
It had long been a rendezvous for the Crees and had been attacked at
various times by the Blackfoot, their hereditary enemies. But the
two tribes were now at peace.
Inspector Francis Dickens

Inspector Dickens and the men of Fort Pitt had quarters in the
Hudson's Bay Company's buildings. The inspector's service in the
Force dated from November 1874. He had had experience with Indians
at various points—Swan River, Fort Walsh, Fort Macleod, Blackfoot
Crossing and elsewhere. Previously he had seen service with the Bengal
Police in India. For some time he had maintained watch over Big
Bear and his following and had gleaned information that caused
him to suspect an outbreak of trouble farther east.
Big Bear Recalcitrant

In 1883 Big Bear had not remained long in the region allocated
to him. Many of his band had scattered over the country, still hopefully hunting until forced by circumstances to bow to the inevitable.
Upon being approached from time to time, the chief had temporized,
saying it was for the young men to choose their reserve, and not the
aged plains hunters and warriors who could never hope to produce
food by farming.
Shortly after the disturbance on Little Pine's and Poundmaker's
reserves in 1884, he had interviewed Louis Riel whom he had also
met on occasions in Montana. It was said that he was none too
favourably impressed with the prospects held out to him by the
disgruntled halfbreeds, but was known to be considering some artful
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plan of his own for the future. From that time forward, except for
supplies provided by Indian Agent Quinn at Frog Lake or Fort Pitt,
he and his people had been utterly miserable, poorly clad, destitute.
Big game was scarce near Frog Lake, and to procure the bare
necessities the Crees had been forced to bow to Indian Agent Quinn's
oft-repeated and cryptic utterance: " N o work, no food."
Some, accordingly, had turned to cutting wood. There had been
complaints by Big Bear about a warning by Quinn that until he and
his band should finally select the reserve upon which they would
permanently reside, they would have to work for such food as Quinn
was willing to give them.
At the treaty payments at Fort Pitt in the previous October (1884)
they had demanded fresh beef, but were refused. Great excitement had
followed; guns had been fired in the air, a war dance had ensued.
The chief and Little Poplar, a fiery late arrival from the States, had
harangued the Indians, uttering accusations against the government.
Inspector Dickens had been referred to in friendly terms, but Quinn
had been given a tongue-lashing. The treaty payments had been
refused by the Indians, but in an effort to placate them, the Hudson's
Bay Company stepped into the breach by supplying a steer. They
then stated that they would accept their treaty money if paid at their
camp, and Agent Quinn acceded to their request.
Not all those w h o clustered around this troublesome chief were
of his way of thinking, especially the Wood Crees and the Chipewayans from the north; but Big Bear's stubbornness persisted. He
would do as he thought best, and to all questionings his stock reply
was to the effect that he was "going slowly" and would first have to
see the lieutenant-governor before finally settling down.
Riel Sends Agitators

A suspicious mingling here and there of Indians and halfbreeds
from various points had been noticed. Two halfbreeds, Gregoire
Donaire and Pierre Blondin from Duck Lake, w h o had been given
employment by Gowanlock in the erection of a mill, were seen going
and coming among the Indian lodges. And runners from Batoche
were conspicuous throughout the neighbourhood, noticeably stirring
the wilder elements of Big Bear's faction. Riel had even sent word
that soldiers from the United States were coming to his support.
Only by playing upon the gullibility of the Indians and halfbreeds could the instigator of revolt hope for a widespread rebellion.
He was playing his trump for all it was worth, but w i t h Irvine holding
a " p a t h a n d " at Prince Albert, and Middleton sorting his cards, the
rebel leader was going to need every trick he could think of.
"The half breed people," Riel wrote, "are more afraid of the hell
into which the Mounted Police and their government are openly
seeking to drive us than of their firearms . . . . Justice demands us t o
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take up arms . . . . Take all the ammunition you can . . . . Murmur,
growl and threaten. Stir up the Indians. Render the police of Fort
Pitt and Battleford powerless . . . . We shall help you to take Battleford
and Fort Pitt . . . . Try and give to the half breeds and Indians of Fort
Pitt, as quickly as possible, the news we send you."
And again: "The police have attacked us; we met them and God
gave us the victory; 30 half breeds and five Indians fought against
120 men, and after 35 or 40 minutes they took to flight . . . . Rise,
face the enemy . . . and be certain that faith does wonders."
On March 26 the day of the fight at Duck Lake far to the east,
Cpl. R. B. Sleigh in charge of Frog Lake Detachment came to Fort Pitt
with Andre Nault, son of Andre Nault who had stirred his cousin
Louis Riel to action on the Red River in 1869. Young Nault had been
arrested on suspicion, but sufficient evidence could not be adduced
to lay a charge against him and he was allowed to go. On March 31
official word of the fight at Duck Lake reached Fort Pitt from the
Indian agent at Battleford.
Inspector Dickens immediately dispatched Cst. "Billy" Anderson with word to Agent Quinn, suggesting that he collect all the whites at Frog Lake and bring them to
Fort Pitt or, if Quinn thought best, Dickens and his men would go
out in case they decided to stay. Quinn replied that the Indians were
friendly and that he was certain they could be kept quiet by liberal
feeding.
A Tense Situation

Extra guards were posted around Fort Pitt each night, and from
that date on, though there were only 20-odd police on hand, preparations were undertaken for either a sudden Indian attack or a state of
siege.
Chief Trader W. J. McLean, who had been given charge of the
Hudson's Bay Company's affairs at Fort Pitt, Indian Agent Tom
Quinn, and James K. Simpson and his assistant William B. Cameron
of the Hudson's Bay store at Frog Lake, were familiar with the
credulity of the Indians; they were well aware that all news from Riel
would be accepted as fact. They knew there was already a taint of
hostility in the air, that unrest was growing, that the ungovernable
ethics of savagery were being preached by Wandering Spirit and
Little Bad Man. Besides, Quinn, who knew Wandering Spirit to be
one of the crudest and most crafty Indians in the West, was mindful
of the fact that he had more than once forestalled the plottings of
this Cree war chief. No opportunity had been lost by either to give
vent to a mutual, though suppressed, antipathy existing between
them.
Trader Simpson had gone to Fort Pitt, and Cameron was alone at
the little Hudson's Bay trading-post at Frog Lake. Since the defeat
of Crozier at Duck Lake it was the general opinion among the Indians
that the Chtmoginisuk (the Mounted Police) could not stem the
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rebellious movement at any point, and at a gathering of whites at
Delaney's house on the night of March 31st it was assumed that if an
outbreak occurred, it would probably start with a clash between the
Indians and the local police detachment.
Cameron suggested to Corporal Sleigh therefore that since his
men were too few to afford any protection in the event of trouble,
the whites would be safer if the detachment left for Fort Pitt. It was
known that the Mounted Police were the preferred targets of revengeful Indians as a result of the Duck Lake fight, and all were relieved
when Sleigh consented to go, although he was ready to remain if it
were thought best to do so.
Quinn had previously advised Father Fafard to leave for Pitt with
the others, but the priest had protested that they "should show they
had confidence in the Indians, now that trouble had come". Thus the
decision to remain rested with the missionary; otherwise all would
have gone.
At early dawn on April 1, the day after Poundmaker's Crees
invested Battleford, the little Mounted Police detachment left Frog
Lake and vanished beyond the hills to the south.
Quinn called a council of the principal Indians that day. He
wished to tell them not to be influenced by the tidings reaching them.
To his surprise he found they knew more about the event at Battleford
than he himself.
The Frog Lake Massacre
April 2,1885 was destined to be long remembered in the log homes
of the Saskatchewan. It was Holy Thursday, perversely chosen by
Fate for the diabolical desecrations about to be committed. The
Plain Crees, long in ugly mood, shorn of their accustomed freedom,
reduced to abject poverty and recently exhorted to outrage by Riel's
reassuring messages, had resolved to square accounts. Outwardly
they had been unusually friendly to the whites the day before, and
Quinn thought it advisable to humour them for the time being at
least. Although he did not know it, he was already under close
scrutiny by skulking Indians, who evidently suspected he might try
to follow the police to Pitt. In the small hours of the morning two
Indians, Chaquapocase and Little Bad Man, entered his house and
endeavoured to come upon him unawares in an upper room where
he slept; but his Indian relatives—his Cree wife, her uncle and brother—
all of whom had begged him to flee, intervened. Wandering Spirit
called to him from the office below stairs to come down.
At the Hudson's Bay store were other Indians, obviously seeking
possession. Fearing that the stock in trade might fall into their
hands, Cameron had sent most of the ammunition with Corporal
Sleigh to Fort Pitt; all that remained was a small quantity of powder
in the bottom of the only remaining keg and perhaps a few balls
scattered around the floor under the counter. This fell under the eye
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of Miserable Man, who jumped over the counter, elbowed Cameron
aside and proceeded to gather it up; but Little Bad Man appeared
and forced Cameron at the point of a rifle to deliver it to a mob of young
braves accompanying him. Cameron, not wanting to touch the keg
himself, called in a friendly Indian, Osowask, to hand it over. The
young Indians then helped themselves to whatever they fancied.
Big Bear, who had returned from his hunt in the Moose Hills,
shouldered his way in and with a wave of his hand said sharply:
"Touch nothing here without asking for it."
He left again immediately.
Osowask then stepped out from behind the counter and towering
over the young men, ordered them sternly out of the shop. Closing
the door, he picked up a muskrat spear from under the counter and
said to Cameron: " I will take this. I have no gun, and might want
to use it."
Meantime other buildings had been entered and searched for
arms and ammunition. In fact all arms belonging to the whites were
seized before the owners were out of bed. The war chief, Wandering
Spirit, while in Quinn's office took three weapons from the wall.
The Indian Department horses had been spirited away from the
government stable during the night.
The ten white men of the village were now ordered to Quinn's
office along with John Pritchard, his Scotch halfbreed interpreter.
There, surrounded by a score of copper faces, the war chief hurled a
scathing tongue-lashing at the agent. Who, he demanded, was at
the head of affairs in the country—was it the government or the
Company?
Quinn was a remarkably cool and courageous man. While he
doubtless guessed that violence threatened, he had evidently steeled
himself to face developments composedly. He ordered an ox to be
slaughtered to satisfy the insistent calls upon him, but it only resulted
in a momentary respite.
At the Hudson's Bay house Father Fafard accompanied by
Father Felix Marchand, the Roman Catholic missionary at Onion
Lake, sat down to breakfast with the Indian agent's nephew Henry
Quinn, and the Hudson's Bay clerk Cameron. All agreed that the
situation was becoming grave, even menacing. Over at Delaney's a
number of Indians, as uninvited guests, took possession of the table
and swept it clean of eatables. Soon afterwards young Henry Quinn,
warned of impending danger by a friendly halfbreed, slipped away
for Fort Pitt on foot
So far, although firearms were much in evidence, there had been
no voicing of the dreaded war cry, no definite forewarning of premeditated bloodshed. But as the hour of ten approached, many armed
Indians, bedaubed with war paint, gathered around the little church
where whites and halfbreeds of the Roman Catholic faith had assembled. Standing within at the back, facing the altar, were Big Bear
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with a gun beneath his blanket and Miserable Man. The latter was a
large, coarse Indian with a face deeply pitted by smallpox, one who
was fully as disagreeable a redskin as he looked. Big Bear stated later
that he had gone to the church with the intention of interfering if
there were any attempt to commit atrocities
The whites and a scattering of half breeds soon occupied the pews.
Then as the congregation knelt, there was a rattle of musketry at the
open side door and a tall, lithe figure entered. Decked in primitive
splendour, crowned with eagle plumes, his features hideously painted
across the eyes and mouth with bars of yellow ochre, Wandering
Spirit stepped to the centre of the church. Dropping on one knee, he
held his Winchester menacingly erect in his right hand, the butt
resting on the floor. With cruel eyes he glared at the altar and the
officiating priests.
The fiendish butchery about to be enacted had been conceived in
collaboration with Ahyimissees, the details of which were doubtless
occupying Wandering Spirit as he knelt in mockery before the altar
of the white man's God. This was the only interference with the
service.
Father Fafard admonished the Indians to refrain from violence.
The devotions were cut short, and all left the church. Cameron went
to his store, followed by Tom Quinn who, while still cool and collected, nonchalantly remarked that if they came through the day
alive it would be something to remember.
Wandering Spirit had taken charge of the situation, ordering all
whites to assemble at the house of Delaney.
Almost immediately after leaving the church, Wandering Spirit
was seen in the doorway of the Hudson's Bay Company's shop. He
ordered the shop closed, telling Cameron to join the other whites at
the Indian Department and Mounted Police buildings. The Indians
were then looting the latter. A friendly Indian, Yellow Bear,
approached Cameron, saying he would like to get a hat at the store,
ana they started together in that direction. Halfway, they met
Wandering Spirit, running with his rifle at the trail. Confronting
Cameron, he ordered him back, but Yellow Bear answered for him,
and they went their way.
Yellow Bear got his hat, and he and Cameron were leaving the
shop when Miserable Man appeared with an order—doubtless Agent
Quinn's last writing: "Dear Cameron—Please give Miserable Man
one blanket. T.T.Q."
A shot rang out. Tom Quinn was the first to fall. Other shots
followed. Miserable Man dashed out of the shop and reaching Charles
Gouin, a halfbreed who was already wounded, placed his gun on the
prostrate man's breast and fired. Big Bear rushed out of a nearby
building, shouting at the top of his resonant voice: "Tesqua! Trsqua!"*
But he might as well have shouted at the wind.
*Stop! Stop!
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The friendly Yellow Bear led Cameron by the hand to behind the
Hudson's Bay buildings, away from the shooting, and pointing to a
group of Indians moving off, exclaimed: "Go with those women.
Don't leave them."
Cameron obeyed as a bedlam of shots, shrieks, the shrilling of the
war song, the hoof beats of galloping horses and sharp commands in Cree
broke forth. Walking about 20 feet in front of the women, expecting
at any instant to feel the impact of a bullet which would spell his
end, he reached the Indian camp and entered one of the lodges. Soon the
ringing voice of Wandering Spirit could be heard through the camp.
"I killed Kahpwatamut (Sioux Speaker, as Tom Quinn was called
by the Crees)."
Cameron found a valiant defender in the lodge, a friendly Wood
Cree, William Gladieu.
Indian Agent Quinn and Charles Gouin had died side by side.
Father Marchand had fallen while trying to reach his friend Father
Fafard. George Dill, John Williscraft an aged helper at the Roman
Catholic mission, John A. Gowanlock, William C. Gilchrist who was
Gowanlock's assistant, and Farm Instructor John Delaney were dead,
their bodies strung out along the trail leading northward toward the
Indian camp
Of the white men who perforce had faced an implacable burst
of savagery, William Bleasdell Cameron alone remained alive. John
Pritchard became a prisoner and Louis Goulet another halfbreed, had
been chased, but a friendly Indian had saved him. Mrs. Gowanlock
and Mrs. Delaney were dragged screaming to the Indian lodges, to an
unthinkable misery of soul and body.
In little more than half an hour the Frog Lake buildings, including the frontier church of the ill-fated Fafard, had been looted.
After that, the inspired Wandering Spirit, supported by the silent
pride of Ahyimissees, continued to boast and swagger before the
plunder-filled lodges of Big Bear's camp, especially elated by the fact
that he had killed his enemy, Kahpwatamut.
Cameron, helpless to save any of the others, was protected by
Gladieu, who took him for greater safety to the lodge of Oneepohayo,
a chief of the Wood Crees who against their wills had become involved
with their kindred of the plains in an affair from which they would
gladly have escaped. Urgently solicited by those who had been befriended by Cameron and the Hudson's Bay Company, Wandering
Spirit gave orders that the young white clerk was not to be killed.
Meantime a party of Indians had left for Cold Lake about 40 miles to
the north. There, on the same day as the massacre, they took in charge
H. R. Halpin of the Hudson's Bay post, and two days later brought
him to Frog Lake. Cameron had previously begged that Halpin be
spared. John Fitzpatrick of the Indian Department at the same point
had been seized, but being an American, was comparatively safe—
Americans were reputed to be helping Riel.
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Soon after the killings, James Simpson the Hudson's Bay Company
supervisor in the Frog Lake district drove in from Fort Pitt, where
he had gone a short time previously on company business. Though
he was at once made prisoner, Big Bear lost no time in visiting him
and assuring him that the murders were none of his, Big Bear's, doing.
Mrs. Simpson, a halfbreed, had escaped concurrently with Cameron.
John Pritchard the Scotch halfbreed interpreter now proceeded
to perform a service which stamped him as a noble and unselfish
man. History has passed him lightly, but his name should live.
The two captive white women had become separated, each surrounded by yelling, blood-crazed Indians. Immediately after the
sacking of the village, while Mrs. Gowanlock lay in a frenzy of
fear in the lodge to which she had been dragged, a little girl,
Pritchard's daughter, entered to say that her father was in the camp
and would try to help her. Soon afterwards the desperate woman
was allowed to go to Pritchard's lodge where she found Mrs.
Delaney. The kindly rescuer, who had been keeping close watch on
the women lest they be victimized as he feared, disposed of all his
available property, including his only horse, in order to gain possession
of the two women in trade. Another halfbreed, the same Pierre
Blondin who had recently come from Duck Lake and had been employed by Gowanlock, made a show of assisting in purchasing the
unfortunate women by contributing still another horse, but it was
soon proven his interest in the deal, which Pritchard frustrated, was
purely selfish and discreditable.
The next day Big Bear paid the women a visit and told them he
was sorry for what had happened, that there were many bad men in his
camp over whom he had no control. A night later two Indians crept
into the lodge and tried to gain possession of the women, but Pritchard
intervened to prevent mischief, and henceforth guarded the lodge
each night.
The Indians placed most of the bodies of their victims within
buildings and applied the torch; one, Four-Sky-Thunder, was responsible for the burning of the church. All the cattle in the neighbourhood were rounded up; provisions had been taken from the stores and
the several dwellings, and feasting, dancing and high revelry went
forward day and night in the Indian camp.
Frog Lake settlement was practically wiped out. (At this writing
it is an area of many little farms.)
Fort Pitt Prepares For Defense

Fort Pitt was preparing for the worst. Henry Quinn the dead
Indian agent's nephew who had barely escaped arrived there the
day following the massacre, having heard the shooting shortly after
leaving Frog Lake. Mistaynew, an Indian employed as a courier at
Fort Pitt, had previously come in from Battleford with news that the
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country to the eastward was aflame w i t h rebellion. Preparations had
accordingly gone forward to make the post as secure as possible.
Guards were strengthened and a makeshift stockade w i t h bastions was
being erecte d. All hands worked feverishly in anticipation of attack.
On April 2, the day of the Frog Lake butchery, Dickens had sent
Constable Roby to Onion Lake for a load of badly-needed lumber and
the Indians there were found to be in a state of great excitement,
although news of the massacre had not yet gone that far. A little
later the Indian Department's local farm instructor, George Mann,
arrived at Fort Pitt w i t h his family and reported that according to a
passing Wood Cree all the whites at Frog Lake had been killed.
The Rev. Charles Quinney and his wife, escorted by a loyal halfbreed,
also came in, bringing word that the Onion Lake Indians had made
no hostile moves.
The next morning Chief Trader W. J. McLean employed Henry
Quinn to ride to Battleford w i t h a letter to Inspector Morris of the
Mounted Police, telling of the alleged massacre of the day before
and the prospective plight of Fort Pitt.
Many alarms were sounded from this time forward, and the
entire personnel in the fort was kept at high tension. As a precaution
the stables which stood some distance away were demolished. Even
Trader McLean's two daughters took their turn w i t h rifles at the
windows, which were barricaded w i t h sacks of flour, leaving one
pane uncovered as a loophole. Sentries worked in two-hour shifts,
the women doing their share.
Upon his return from Battleford on April 6 Henry Quinn was
sworn in as a special constable of the N . W . M . P . by Inspector Dickens.
On April 7 Little Poplar, reputed to be a close collaborator, if
not a relative, of Big Bear, arrived from the vicinity of Battleford w i t h
a small following of Indians and camped across the river from Fort
Pitt. He was looked upon as an habitual double-dealer, and in order
to keep him quiet and in good humour provisions were taken to
his camp.
The Saskatchewan had begun to flow with free ice, and on
April 11 a start was made in building a scow, in preparation for a
forced retreat down the river, if that became necessary.
As suspense at the little trading-post increased, Dickens decided
to send out volunteer scouts to learn w h a t they could about Big
Bear's Indians. Early in the morning of April 13 Csts. D. L. Cowan
and Clarence Loasby with Special Cst. Henry Quinn saddled their
horses and set out westward along the north bank of the Saskatchewan.
Quinn was guide. Following the wooded trails, past where the main
trail to Frog Lake turned away from the river, they advanced carefully. Gradually swinging northward by a circuitous route, they
approached the ill-fatea Frog Lake village, and eventually saw the
burned buildings and in the distance the Cree lodges, noting a marked
absence of activity among them.
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They did not know that all except the old men, women, children
and prisoners had left for Fort Pitt by the more direct trail, taking
with them Hudson's Bay clerk Halpin, previously seized at Cold Lake.
Subsequently it was learned that Cameron and Simpson had appealed
to Big Bear to allow the police to abandon Fort Pitt unmolested, that
the chief had promised to do what he could, but that Ahyimissees
and Wandering Spirit had been set upon carrying bloodshed to the
police.
Naught but death, as inspired by the mad brain of Riel in the
village of Batoche, would suffice as payment for the lives of their
kin killed in the Duck Lake fight. They were determined to satiate
their passion for revenge, especially upon the Chemoginisuk (Mounted
Police).
John Pritchard, with merciful tact and patience, had continued,
though a prisoner himself, to protect the two captive women.
Simpson, Cameron and Fitzpatrick could probably have escaped at
this juncture, but to do so and leave the two captive women in the
camp was unthinkable.
Fort Pitt Besieged

An hour or so after the departure of the three scouts from Fort
Pitt, the Plain Crees, about 250 strong, including a few Wood Crees,
appeared on the high ground above the fort. From the south bank of
the river Little Poplar witnessed their arrival and sent a warning to
the garrison.
But Dickens was leaving nothing to chance. His detachment had
been assigned to protect the area against possible depredation, and
he had determined to hold his ground until reinforcements arrived.
Nevertheless his resolve was put to the test by a letter dated April
14, written by Halpin for Big Bear and sent under a flag of truce to
Sgt. J. A. Martin the senior non-commissioned officer of the
detachment.
"My dear Friend," the letter ran, "since I first met you long ago
we have always been good friends. That is the reason why I want to
speak kindly to you; please get off from Fort Pitt as soon as you can—
tell your Captain that I remember him well, for since the Canadian
Government has had me to starve in this country he sometimes gave
me food. I do not forget, the last time I visited Pitt he gave me a good
blanket. That is the reason that I want you all out without any
bloodshed. We had a talk, I and my men, before we left camp at
Frog Lake, and thought the way we are doing now the best, that is
to let you off if you would go. Try and get away before the afternoon,
as the young men are all wild and hard to keep in hand—Big Bear."
When this summary proposal was read to Dickens he promptly
declined to comply. And upon return of the emissaries with the refusal,
the Indians held a council at which it was decided that a daylight
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attack would incur too many losses. Little Poplar crossed over from
the south side of the river to assist, it was said, in the negotiations.
Further word was sent from the Indian camp. They now suggested that Chief Trader McLean should parley with them at a spot
between their camp and the fort. Dickens protested such a move,
but McLean, thinking good might come of it, went out, taking with
him a halfbreed employee, Francois Dufresne. Seated in council with
the leading Indians, the trader urged them to return to Frog Lake,
also to give up the white captives. He found that Fort Pitt presented
a puzzling paradox to the war-daubed Indians on the heights above
the Saskatchewan. Mounted Police had fought the Indians and
their halfbreed kinsmen at Duck Lake; therefore they were enemies
wherever found. On the other hand the Hudson's Bay men were
tried and faithful friends. But a small body of police and a large
quantity of possible loot assembled under practically one roof presented a tempting prospect. Hudson's Bay people merely added complexity. So negotiation had seemed to the Indians the wiser course.
They agreed to keep quiet that night, and Dickens was notified to
that effect.
The inspector feared an Indian trap; but the destiny of Fort Pitt
and its inmates rested not so much upon his resolve to defend the post,
nor upon the scheming of Big Bear's councillors or the quiet and
courteous sagacity of W. J. McLean, as upon the element of frontier
chance.
The Three Scouts
Next morning on their return from Frog Lake, the three scouts
sent out by Dickens followed side trails. They had spent an uneventful
night in a carefully concealed bivouac, and again in the saddle,
became unmindful of precautions, chatting as they rode. Upon
swinging into the Fort Pitt trail they noticed many hoof prints, and
Henry Quinn stated that the Indians had passed that way a short
time previously, going south. Cowan disagreed that they could be
ahead, as the camp had appeared intact at Frog Lake. A mild altercation took place, but they proceeded on their homeward way. At last
Fort Pitt was little more than a mile off, just beyond a small creek,
where a short distance to the left the Indians and McLean were
parleying. As the riders emerged from the woods the sound of their
horses crossing a wooden bridge that spanned the creek reached the
Indians and a shrill alarm went up from their sentries.
The Hudson's Bay trader and his halfbreed attendant had been
enticed farther than midway between the fort and the Indian camp,
and seeing in a trice what was likely to occur, McLean jumped to his
feet to be off towards the fort. To his astonishment he found himself
covered by Wandering Spirit's rifle. But Little Poplar threw his arms
about him to protect him. Realization dawned upon McLean and
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Dufresne that they were now prisoners; they had been overconfident.
Meantime the Indians were reaching for their weapons; the entire
camp was in a furore.
Spurting forward at full gallop, as a number of Indians on ponies
rushed out to head them off, the scouts passed unscathed through the
first hail of lead. But Constable Cowan's horse, excited by the sudden
commotion, began to buck. Desperately Cowan strove to steady
him, but as moments were precious, he swung from the saddle and
raced for life on foot. Bullets spattered around him without effect.
The Indians were shooting wildly as he tore towards the fort. A
mounted Indian bore down upon him, but the fleeing white man
shouted in Cree not to shoot, and the Indian abandoned the pursuit.
He passed miraculously from the level to the slope. The fort and safety
were in sight. But a rifle cracked from the bushes on the right. Mortally struck, he pitched headlong to the ground.
Special Constable Quinn streaked on horseback from the hill,
seeking cover in the woods, and made at least a temporary escape.
Constable Loasby urged his mount straight toward the fort,
pursued by Big Bear's son-in-law, Lone Man, on a beast stolen some
months before in Montana. The Indian opened fire at close range, and
one shot hit the fleeing rider in the thigh; another plunged into his
horse's neck. As the constable pitched from the saddle, his pursuer
who had closed in collided with him, men and horses piling up together. As Loasby arose, Lone Man fired a bullet into his back.
Ignoring a fusilade from the fort, the triumphant Indian crept forward
and thinking the policeman dead, rolled him over, took his cartridge
belt and arms, returned to his horse and rode away. Loasby staggered
to his feet, lurched towards the fort, and was carried into the stockade
by Stanley Simpson, one of the Hudson's Bay clerks.
The Indian camp was now rife with excitement. Something in
the nature of a police plot was suspected by the Crees. McLean who
had feared such an eventuality had been talking against time in the
hope that the three scouts would reach the trading-post unseen. He
was now commanded by Big Bear to send for his family and the other
civilian inmates of the fort, and to tell the police to evacuate at once.
Accordingly he wrote a few lines to his wife, saying that it seemed
best that they should comply with Big Bear's wishes. He stated that
he had been too trustful of the Indians, that Big Bear insisted the police
should get away at once, as his followers were determined to burn the
buildings that night, and had brought coal oil, found at Frog Lake,
for the purpose. Everyone belonging to the Hudson's Bay Company
would have to come to the Indian camp, which he felt was the best
thing to do. He would send further word upon hearing Dickens'
decision.
Big Bear had promised that sufficient time would be given the
police to make a getaway after the others had come out, and in
substantiation of this the chief now sent another message to Inspector
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Dickens saying: "You asked me to keep my men in camp last night and
I did so, so I want you to get away today."
While Dickens and his 23 men were prepared to stand their ground,
Trader McLean and the other civilians, weighing discretion against
valour, favoured Big Bear's advice—to evacuate the fort. It was
known that the Indians intended to fire the buildings after dark with
flaming arrows, and a prompt decision one way or the other was
imperative. Big Bear was said to have several hundred well-armed
Indians; Dickens had less than a paltry two dozen defenders. With
Battleford beseiged, there could be small hope of reinforcements from
that quarter, and should retirement down the Saskatchewan prove
successful, it was surmised that the Fort Pitt detachment could at
least be a useful addition to the garrison supposedly hemmed in at
Battleford by Poundmaker's Crees and Assiniboines.
Fort Pitt Abandoned

Dickens decided to abandon Fort Pitt, and preparations were
begun.
The weary days of waiting had ended. Surplus ammunition and
arms were destroyed; hurried farewells took place as the civilians,
28 in all, prepared to become voluntary captives of Big Bear, and the
little command turned to battle the drifting ice and spring freshet of
the North Saskatchewan for more than 100 miles to Battleford.
Provisions, arms and ammunition, blankets and tents were
loaded on the scow. With utmost care the wounded Loasby was given
a comfortable place. The south shore was reached, and it being late
in the day, camp was made. The following morning at dawn, April 16,
after a wretched night, the refugees put out in a snowstorm. The
hastily-built craft leaked badly, and the tossing current bore threatening cakes of ice. Added to the danger of the elements there was the
thought that the bolder of Big Bear's followers might direct a fire
from the river banks upon the defenceless travellers. Wet clothing
froze stiff as armour; fingers were frostbitten; but all the occupants
of the heavily-laden craft were of good spirit as they pressed eastward
with the current.
That day Dickens entered three words in his diary: "Very cold.
Travelled."
No thoughts were recorded to indicate the inspector's torment
of mind between sorrow for the fallen at Frog Lake, the captive civilians and his forced retreat without striking a single retaliatory blow.
Ever on the watch for hostiles, exposed to bitter cold and penetrating winds, they pressed on for six days, camping where night
found them. There was much speculation as to what might be going
on at the abandoned Fort Pitt, as well as conjecture regarding the
trend of affairs at Battleford.
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On April 19 two scouts sent out from Battleford to learn what
they could about Dickens and his command, returned and reported
that Fort Pitt had fallen and that all within its protection had apparently been slaughtered. They had reached the river bank opposite the
fort after dark, and seeing no lights or other signs of life, had jumped
at conclusions.
Two policemen and a guide from Battleford were sent to reconnoitre the river banks. They found a small camp of Indians who said
that all had left Fort Pitt on a raft. A little later the boat with the
refugees was seen about 45 miles upstream and hailed from the south
bank.
In the early morning of the next day the strain of the last few
weeks was lifted, the worn and haggard voyagers came in sight of the
buildings which they had hoped would still be in the custody of the
Force. Hardships and anxieties were forgotton when shortly afterwards the police and civilians at Battleford crowded about them at
the landing. The police band struck up a march and escorted them to
the barracks, where a hearty dinner was provided by the women.
Close to 400 people had sought protection within the beleaguered
Battleford post.
Fort Pitt Pillaged

Meantime the evacuated Hudson's Bay Company's post of Fort
Pitt had been the scene of rampant savagery. Hardly had Dickens
withdrawn ere the place was assailed by looting Indians. Doors and
windows were smashed in; everything movable was seized. Scores of
grasping men and women quarrelled and fought to gain first choice
of what remained. Dickens had forgotten a gold watch bearing the
name of his illustrious father, the great novelist Charles Dickens, and
it fell into the hands of a half breed who offered it for sale. (It was
eventually recovered.) Bedlam ensued, marked by much stealing
from one another. In mad frenzy to make the best of an unusual
opportunity, some gulped the contents of medicine bottles, and were
rewarded with violent stomach-aches. It was not long before the entire
post was a shambles.
Henry Quinn In Desperate Straits

Making a remarkable escape in his dash for the woods as Cowan
and Loasby had fallen to the Indian gunfire, Special Cst. Henry Quinn
had tied his horse in a poplar bluff some distance west of the fort, and
had hidden in the underbrush. When darkness fell he crept stealthily
down to the river trail, but rather than seek Fort Pitt lest he be taken
for a prowling Indian and shot by the sentries, he scooped a hiding
place in the river bank with his knife as a refuge for the night. Some
hours later in the half-light of dawn on April 15, he approached the
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fort, shivering w i t h cold, calling loudly for Sergeant Martin. To his
utter amazement Wandering Spirit, the murderer of his uncle a few
days previously, appeared at an opening.
A cry of "Chemoginisuk" (Police) went up from the Indian
occupants of the buildings, and a few moments later Wandering Spirit
was feverishly following footprints that led in newly-fallen snow
towards the river. With rifle at the ready the war chief pressed
intently forward, evidently in the hope of adding a further victim to
his score. Another Indian, Isadore Mondion, who was friendly to
the whites, joined in the search and soon discerned a pair of legs
protruding from the river bank. Motioning to the war chief and
pointing downward, he called to the occupant to come out. There
was no response and he shouted in Cree: "Come out, before Wandering
Spirit finds you; I'll help you. But h u r r y . "
Quinn crawled from his retreat. Wandering Sprit covered him
w i t h his rifle, but Mondion threw his arms about the fugitive,
exclaiming: " H e is my prisoner; he belongs to me!"
The war chief stood undecided a moment, then with a wave of the
arm accepted the other's claim, but took possession of the captive's rifle.
Henry Quinn was safe, though a prisoner.
The following day the Crees forsook the scene of their pillaging
and w i t h their captives trekked northward to Frog Lake.
A Warning To Poundmaker

Hayter Reed, the assistant Indian commissioner who had reached
Prince Albert with Mounted Police Commissioner Irvine, forwarded
a letter to Chief Poundmaker and the Indians of Battleford:
" I regret to hear of the course you have taken. You certainly
cannot know all the facts of the case, or you would not act in the
manner you are now doing. You have been deceived, and Riel has not
the numbers he told you he would have. Prince Albert people are
all united against Riel; the Indians about here are loyal and regret
what has occurred. I speak of what I know, having seen the chiefs
and headmen. We have sufficient police here (Prince Albert) to overpower Riel's party, but intend waiting until the arrival of 3,000
well-trained soldiers in the country in order to avoid more spilling
of innocent blood if possible. I pray you now, and you know my
words are always good, to return quietly to your homes and attend
to your work, for I fear some of you will do w h a t you will afterwards
be sorry for; and if you do this, the law will certainly punish you, and
I should feel very, very sorry to see any of the Indians w h o have so
often listened to me compelled to be hanged for committing acts
which are prompted by others. Turn back before it is too late, as
the Queen's strong arm is quickly coming to punish those w h o are
doing wrong. Trusting you will open your ears, believe me as your
friend."
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But to consider all the facts of the case, as intimated by the
assistant Indian commissioner, was to raise very pertinent questions.
A Tardy Commission

On April 15 a General Order was issued from Mounted Police
headquarters in Regina as follows:
" A commission consisting of Mr. W. P. R. Street, Mr. Roger
Goulet and Mr. A. E. Forget having been appointed (by the government) to investigate and report upon the claims of the halfbreeds in
the North-West Territory, officers of the Force will assist the commission in every possible way in the performance of their duties and
will cause to be posted in public places the printed notices regarding
the sittings of the commission which will be forwarded to them by
the secretary of the Fand Board at Winnipeg."
The Rebels Foredoomed

The native forces had lacked cohesion and direction from the
outset. There were many halfbreeds and Indians in sympathy with
the policy of Riel and Dumont, but they were widely scattered. Only
at Batoche was there a disposition to plan in a manner calculated to
bring some decisive result. Elsewhere, as at Battleford and farther
up the North Saskatchewan, hostilities were no more than an expression of protest, accompanied by the age-old Indian tendency to commit bloodshed when aroused to feelings of revenge. To the south and
east of Batoche, in the valley of the Qu'Appelle, the Crees under
Piapot, Muskowpeetung, Pasqua and others had assumed an attitude
of wishful waiting. On the South Branch at the Moose Woods above
the little settlement of Saskatoon, the Sioux had succumbed to the
wiles of Riel's messengers, and Chief White Cap's band had begun to
overrun the district and commit minor depredations.
To the west and south in the Calgary and Macleod country, no
one knew w h a t stand the Blackfoot Confederacy would take.
Important tidings had a remarkable way of travelling from Indian
camp to Indian camp across wide stretches, and immediately after
the battle at Duck Fake an old Indian woman camped near Fort
Macleod passed out the information that a fight had taken place far
to the north, involving Indians and halfbreeds against the Mounted
Police. The only plausible explanation for this quick transmission of
news lay in the common use of smoke signals or sun glasses. Shortly
afterwards a courier reached Macleod from Calgary w i t h an official
dispatch reporting that rebellion had broken out, and warning all
to be on guard against participation by the local Indians. At the time
there were some 40 police stationed at Macleod, and about 5,000
Indians in the vicinity and near Calgary. Defensive plans were adopted
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at once. Rifle pits were dug around the Macleod quarters, and two
blockhouses and a wire fence erected. The two 9-pounder guns were
carefully inspected.
Calgary first heard of the revolt by the so-called "moccasin
telegraph". The news induced a growing restlessness among the
surrounding Indians, as runners passed from camp to camp. The
rumble of war drums had sounded. But all awaited Chief Crowfoot's
word, which in effect was that he was "sitting on the fence"—a
friend of both whites and Crees. He had stated that to rise in warfare
there must be an object; to rebel, there must be a wrong to put right;
to do either, he would have to know how it would benefit his people.
Why should the Blackfoot kill the whites and the whites kill the
Blackfoot? The government should know that the Blackfoot favoured
peace.
But there were agitators and spies in the camps of the Confederacy.
Indian couriers were constantly running between Montana and the
Blackfoot reservations, keen to ascertain on behalf of the South
Blackfoot and Peigans if Crowfoot would not change his mind. That
he continued to stand firm could be attributed almost solely to the
fact that the Mounted Police had always kept their word. Confidence
in the red-coated men was deep-rooted, and it was an oft-confirmed
conviction among the Indians that every promise made by the administrators of the law would be faithfully carried out. Crowfoot's famous
utterance at the time of the Blackfoot Treaty in 1877, had become
proverbial: "The Mounted Police have protected the Indian as the
feathers of the bird protect it from the frosts of winter."
The Mountain Assiniboines, or Stonies, showed little interest,
largely due to the long and faithful work among them by the
McDougall Mission west of Calgary.
In the Wood Mountain area, directly to the south of the scene of
rebellion, the outstanding trader, Jean Louis Legare of Willow Bunch,
had been among the first to interpret the signs correctly, and about the
time of the Duck Lake affair had struck out for Moose Jaw on the
C.P.R. w i t h a caravan of 60 carts laden w i t h furs and dried meats.
The convoy had included a number of halfbreed drivers, and had been
met by some military scouts.
Being well and favourably known, Legare and his helpers had
been allowed to reach their destination, but someone had circulated
word that his was a war party going to the rescue of the half breeds
in the north. Telegraph wires had buzzed. Lieutenant-Governor
Dewdney had been told that the local situation was critical and that a
detachment of soldiers should be sent at once to Moose Jaw. The
trader, when asked to explain, had done so, but had been told to
send his men home or they would be made prisoners. He had protested,
and the governor had decided to hire him and his retinue in the
capacity of guides and scouts, their chief duty, as stipulated, to
prevent any rebels from the north fleeing to the United States, and to
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dissuade their own kith and kin along the border from joining the
uprising.
Legare was to hire 45 men from among his halfbreeds w h o would
be fitted out by the government and would receive $1.00 per day as
scouts. His own pay was to be $3-00. Back at Willow Bunch he had
called a meeting and explained the trend of events, including the
government's offer. A scene had ensued. The trader had been accused
of having sold his own people. The younger men had been willing
to accept, but the older had held out against the arrangement.
A leading halfbreed, Ambroise Ouellette, had stated that he would
kill the first one w h o enlisted; another, Abraham Beauchamp, had retorted: " I am going to enlist; if you want to kill me, start n o w . "
Soon all had joined in the plan, w i t h the exception of Ouellette,
and Legare had at once established an efficient scouting organization.
Though there were fears the rebellion might spread farther, the
pattern of conflict had now reached its approximate limitations, with
the Metis and Indians practically on the defensive.

CHAPTER IV

1885
REBELLION—PART II

[HE government officials at Ottawa were faced with a
big task—the launching of an expedition across a huge
waste of rock and forest to the plains beyond; an
undertaking fraught with travel and transport difficulties, such as had confronted the Wolseley expedition
of 15 years earlier on the occasion of Riel's first uprising. The Militia
Department grappled with a baffling enigma. Equipped troops could
not be transported by rail through the United States. Waterways were
still frozen, and until navigation opened on Lake Superior, an expedition by land over the rugged "North Shore" promised to test to the
limit every conceivable expedient. Yet this was the only route by
which armed forces could be rushed to the West, and the means was
an incompleted railway loosely strung out, detached and rudimentary.
The trans-Canada railway had started years before as an ambitious
dream of Sir John A. Macdonald the Prime Minister, and had subsequently been fostered principally by Sir Hugh Allan of the Allan
Steamship Line and the Hon. Charles Tupper, Minister of Railways.
Later it had become a concrete project in the hands of George Stephen
(later Baron Mount Stephen), R. B. Angus, Donald A. Smith (later
Lord Strathcona), all foremost financiers of Montreal, James J. Hill
of St. Paul, Minnesota—the wizard of the Great Northern—and
several others. Under the impetus of these courageous minds the
Canadian Pacific Railway had taken the field and crawled across the
prairies, well into the mountains.
The government had previously laid down considerable track
from Winnipeg eastward to Lake Superior, but the North Shore had
presented frightful financial and physical difficulties. Hard times had
prevailed since 1881. Real estate had boomed in Winnipeg, followed
by collapse. Uncertain conditions were retarding settlement on the
plains, and little had been realized from the C.P.R.'s land grant.
Financing had become an increasing burden. The strain on all had
been terrific, and more than once the government had come to the
rescue. British capital had looked askance upon the physical obstacles
of the North Shore, the sparsely-tenanted prairies and the seemingly
insurmountable Rockies. Several times Stephen, Smith and Angus
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had faced financial ruin and were approaching a stalemate, obliged to
pledge their own private resources. Thomas G. Shaughncssy the
purchasing agent had become a magician in the juggling of supplies,
and always hoping against hope, the indomitable Van Home had
driven on. But the Prime Minister had feared the consequences of
extending further aid. All these heroic efforts seemed doomed to end
in failure. Then with an eye on the Saskatchewan, the master road
builder saw his chance. The entire North-West was threatened.
Troops were needed to quell the Metis uprising; waterways were
impassable; armed forces could not pass through the United States.
Welcome words reached a puzzled Prime Minister at Ottawa. Van
Home would transport the troops himself and feed them on the way!
All teams, sleighs, flatcars, work engines, cook houses and equipment
would be placed at the government's service.
In a trice Van Home had won! By his intrepid initiative the
corporation had become a great and necessary utility overnight—the
government would now be free to assist to the limit. In England
there would be tangible recognition of a newly-created bond of
Empire. Unwittingly Louis Riel and Gabriel Dumont had contributed largely to saving the C.P.R. from bankruptcy!
Activities Elsewhere

During the Commissioner's absence in the north, Supt. R. Burton
Deane, adjutant and in command at Regina headquarters with only a
skeleton staff of non-commissioned officers and men, had his hands full.
As soon as Irvine reached Prince Albert following his outwitting of
the rebel leaders, he sent word through to Deane to keep close watch
for arms and ammunition which the halfbreeds expected would reach
them from points on the Canadian Pacific Railway. The result was
the detention of a large quantity of such equipment.
Orders had been given to Supt. W. M. Herchmer to leave Inspector
Dowling and six men of " E " Division in charge at Calgary, and to
report at Regina with the remainder of the division fully equipped.
Also, in order to utilize all available men for service wherever most
required, a sergeant and five men had been drawn from Maple Creek,
as well as two men from duty on the C.P.R. trains.
Reports were constantly reaching headquarters telling of the
attitude and activities of Indians who looked with favour upon the
rebels at Batoche. Many of these sympathizers required close watching,
and the demand upon Deane for men became so great he obtained
authority from Ottawa to engage special constables.
From Broadview, Qu'Appelle, Moose Taw, the Touchwood Hills
and other points, alarms, well-founded and otherwise, were received.
Government supplies were being threatened at Touchwood, and three
men were sent there from Qu'Appelle. Three others were stationed at
Humboldt on the main trail from Qu'Appelle to Batoche to protect
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the telegraph line and stores. A number of Sioux were selected from
an encampment in the vicinity of Moose Jaw to act as scouts under
Le Cain, an ex-Mounted Policeman w h o spoke the Sioux language
and w h o had been re-engaged for temporary service. The survivors of
this remnant of Sitting Bull's following—they had preferred to linger
in Canada in the hope of being granted a reserve—proved to be most
useful. Runners were constantly passing from one Indian camp to
another, attempting to incite revolt, telling the Sioux that they would
gain a share of the country once it had reverted to the natives. But to
such stories the Sioux turned deaf ears.
There was a serious dearth of men for duty at salient points
along the line of the C.P.R., and it was thought advisable to draw a
number from the mountains to be held at Calgary for service wherever
they might be required, but Inspector Steele, fearing a general strike
of railway construction men, reported that he would need every man
he had.
The south country, especially along the United States border,
also called for strict attention, and this task fell largely upon the
shoulders of the scouts under Jean Louis Legare, the loyal and highlyrespected trader of Wood Mountain.
Inspr. A. R. Macdonnell was ordered to go from Medicine Hat
to his old post at Wood Mountain. Provided w i t h four men and ten
horses, and augmented by Legare's scouts, he immediately proceeded
to patrol the country from Moose Mountain in the east to beyond
Old Wives Lakes in the west. Freighters from this area were also
employed to transport provisions between different government supply
points and Mounted Police detachments. Father St. Germain of
Willow Bunch assisted greatly in the organization of this service.
On April 7 a constable on patrol out of Moose J a w found the
dead body of a man named Malaski in Moose J a w Creek. Within
several hours Sergeant Fyffe arrested one John Connor on suspicion.
The suspect's house showed traces of blood as well as other conclusive
evidence. A conviction resulted before Magistrate Richardson and
jury, and shortly afterwards Connor was executed.
In April, 19 recruits and 82 horses reached Regina from the East.
Fourteen additional horses were received from Fort Macleod, then
from that time forward horses were purchased at large.
But additional men were sorely needed by the Force in anticipation
of further calls from the north and countless other duties here, there
and everywhere. It was remarkable that during all this activity the
normal work of the Force never lagged.
In the Macleod area the various Indian bands had wintered in
comparative comfort and had shown little uneasiness until the coming
of spring. Then there had been half breed and Indian visitors from the
north, urging all to take up arms against the government. With the
actual outbreak of hostilities, the general aspect became serious and
might have resulted in a sympathetic resort to arms, though Supt.
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John Cotton was of the opinion that a profound deterrent lay in the
high regard which the Blackfoot, Bloods and Peigans held for the
officers and men of the Force.
In reporting to headquarters the superintendent said: "I cannot
but regard it as an undeniable fact that the influence of the police and
the Indian Department among the southern Indians, to whom but a
few years ago white men were unknown, is a most powerful one, as
demonstrated by results of the most practical character.
But at Fort Macleod, as at all other police posts, the news of the
fight at Duck Lake had created uneasiness and alarm. This was not
minimized by the fact that there was no telegraphic communication
with that post and but one weekly mail from Calgary. To offset this,
Cotton established a line of couriers between his post and Calgary, a
move that tended greatly to have a steadying influence and which
reduced the chances of exaggerated reports being circulated. Close
touch was maintained with the Bloods and Peigans, the result of which
spoke highly for the tact and truthfulness with which the Mounted
Police explained the whole subject of Riel's insurrection to them.
With the departure on March 24 of Superintendent Herchmer
with 30 non-commissioned officers and men, 24 horses and four wagons,
the Calgary command had been reduced to a bare minimum, and the
task of keeping watch over the Blackfoot and Sarcees, as well as
the Bloods and Peigans farther south, devolved heavily upon Fort
Macleod.
The citizens of Calgary showed considerable resentment at what
some of them termed a' "heartless desertion", being apparently
unmindful of the heavy task confronting the Mounted Police and the
woefully small number of officers and men with which that task was
to be handled. A meeting called by Mayor Murdoch resulted in securing about 40 volunteers to do patrol duty in the little town. Father
Lacombe was in constant touch with Inspector Dowling and performed a highly important service in placating the Blackfoot whenever any signs of upheaval appeared among them. The inspector
engaged a number of scouts to cover the surrounding country. Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney paid a hurried visit to Calgary for a friendly
interview with Chiefs Crowfoot and Old Sun.
Fort Saskatchewan had been cut off from all communications by
the destruction of the telegraph service through Batoche, and news
from the outside was possible only by courier. Upon learning of the
Frog Lake massacre, Inspector Griesbach had proceeded to put his
post in a state of defense, including the erection of four bastions and
the digging of a well within the enclosure. Provisions were laid in to
sustain a large number of people should that become necessary. More
than 100 people from the surrounding country had already fled to the
post for protection. Griesbach advised the citizens of Edmonton that
should occasion arise, the Hudson's Bay Company fort at that point
would become the logical place of safety; that there were 35 Enfield
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rifles and 500 rounds of ball cartridges there; that he himself would
take the responsibility of arming the fort, with the assistance of
volunteers under an ex-major of militia. Two brass 4-pounder guns
belonging to the Hudson's Bay Company were remounted on strong
trucks, and cartridges made for them, as well as case shot.
A request was made by Edmonton citizens that the police abandon
Fort Saskatchewan and concentrate upon the defense of Edmonton,
but Griesbach declined. He reminded them that he had a large number
of women and children in his own post which he could not leave
unprotected, that Edmonton actually had a larger establishment and
more arms, and that as a soldier he would never abandon his post
unless instructed to do so by a superior officer or was driven or burnt
out. Patrols and scouts scoured the country on all sides to warn him
of any dangers. Should he be attacked, his task of defense would not
be a mere formality—he had but 19 men, one of them unfit for duty.
Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney had telegraphed to Inspr. Sam
Steele to withdraw all his men from the mountains because they were
needed in connection with the rebellion, but Steele, as previously
mentioned, had replied that it was impossible for him to comply.
Shortage of cash, not only to meet expenses of construction along the
north shore of Lake Superior but in the mountains as well, had forced
the Canadian Pacific Railway to delay the regular payments in the
construction camps, pending assistance from the government. Steele
had previously telegraphed the Prime Minister that a strike was
imminent, involving most serious consequences. Twelve hundred
strikers were said to be armed in the camps at Beaver Creek and
elsewhere, and Steele had only 25 Mounted Police scattered along the
railway with which to face what promised to be a violent outbreak.
Track layers were being intimidated and driven back, and were
refusing to return to work unless given adequate protection.
Steele Quells Trouble In The Mountains

About the 1st of April Steele learned that the unpaid men were
openly voicing an intention of assailing those in charge of construction, as well as destroying the company's equipment. To a deputation
representing the workmen the inspector gave notice that he would
inflict the utmost the law would allow upon any who committed
acts of violence, while the manager of construction, James Ross,
stated that as far as it lay in his power to do so, he would meet their
demands if they returned to their camps, and that their board would
not cost them anything in the meantime.
Several hundred of the men were satisfied with this arrangement
and returned to work. Most of the others congregated at the Beaver
crossing, where a temporary settlement of shacks and tents had grown
up, and where there was a loose aggregation of about 700 people of
not-too-promising character. The striking workmen said they would
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wait there for their money, and seemingly were not disposed to cause
trouble. But one morning word reached Steele that teamsters, bridgemen, masons and others at several points were being ordered to leave
their work. Small detachments of police had already been sent to the
threatened points, and Steele had only eight men, two of whom were
in charge of some prisoners at the detachment post.
The inspector found himself in something of a dilemma; he had
been stricken with mountain fever, was confined to his bed and was
forced to rely to a great extent upon the services of Sgt. William Fury.
He ordered his men to use the strictest measures in dealing with any
navvies who attempted to disrupt the railway construction.
At one spot Sergeant Fury and several constables, confronted by
a mob of strikers, told the trouble makers that shooting would
commence should they attempt to advance beyond a certain line.
A hostile demonstration followed, but discretion proved stronger than
the valour of the malcontents.
In the afternoon of the same day Constable Kerr, upon visiting
the shacktown, met one of the railway sub contractors, a man of
shady reputation in sympathy with the strikers. He had been drinking
heavily and was calling upon those about him to attack the police.
The constable attempted to arrest him, but was immediately set upon
by a large gang of roughs, was badly mauled and told to return to
his commanding officer. Fury, who had gone to the end of the track
with three men, returned with two of them and at once went out to
arrest the obstreperous contractor, who was located in a saloon
among his drunken companions. The two constables brought their
man out of the building, but a crowd of more than 200, all armed,
rescued him despite the resolution of Fury and his assistants. Threats
were hurled at the policemen, the sergeant's tunic was torn in shreds,
and not wishing to use his revolver except as a last resort, he returned
to Inspector Steele for orders.
Though unable to grapple personally with what now looked like
a "showdown" between the mob and the mere handful of police,
Steele rose to the occasion. He directed Fury to go back and seize the
offender, and to shoot any of the crowd who interfered.
There was no hesitancy on Fury's part. He was soon crossing
the bridge between the barracks and the town, accompanied by three
constables. He arrested the contractor, only to be set upon by a crowd
pressing him from every side. He shot one of the ringleaders through
the shoulder, and the rest fell back. While returning over the bridge
with the wanted contractor, who was fighting to break away, he
and his three men were again assailed by several hundred, many of
whom were the worse for liquor—one a woman who was shrieking
and cursing.
Raising upon his elbow, Steele watched from the window of
his cabin. Seeing what was happening and realizing Fury's danger,
he leaped from his bed, hastily donned his uniform, seized a Winches-
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ter and ran to the bridgehead. The mob by now was surging over.
A local Justice of the Peace, George Hope Johnston, who had been
sitting with the ailing inspector, also went out.
Covering the approaching throng, Steele shouted that the first
person to cross would be shot.
All retreated, and the strike was over.
Steele strode across the bridge and faced the crowd. At a signal
from him Johnston drew a copy of the Riot Act from his pocket, then
before he started to read, Steele shouted: "Listen to this, and keep
your hands off your guns, or I will shoot the first man of you who
makes a hostile movement."
After the reading of the Riot Act, Steele unburdened himself to
the strikers: "You have taken advantage of the fact that a rebellion
has broken out in the North-West and that I have only a handful of
men, but as desperate diseases require desperate remedies, and both
disease and remedy are here, I warn you that if I find more than 12
of you standing together or any large crowd assembled I will open
fire upon you and mow you down! Now disperse at once and behave
yourselves."
Most of those who had resisted the police while making the arrest
were taken into custody the next morning, and together with the
contractor, who had been subdued to insensibility by one well-placed
blow from Constable Walter's fist, were fined $100 each, or six
months' hard labour. The underworld woman, who had persisted
in voicing her venom, addressed Steele as a "red-coated son of a
b
" and was also gathered in.
By April 7 the labourers had all been paid, and leaving Sergeant
Fury in charge, Steele proceeded to Calgary to assume an onerous
task.
The first repercussions from the halfbreed and Indian disruption
on the Saskatchewan had passed, and steps to suppress Louis Kiel's
brainless defiance of the Crown were assuming definite and tangible
proportions at widely separated points.
The Battleford Sphere Of Action

The advice sent in the message from Commissioner Irvine to
Inspector Morris at Battleford on the day Dumont attempted to
eliminate Crozier's command at Duck Lake, had been acted upon.
Sgt.-Major Fred A. Bagley had been sent immediately to Carlton with
the additional men asked for, but upon finding the place evacuated
and the more important buildings burned, he returned heavily laden
with the ammunition and supplies he had taken with him. The
Saskatchewan was beginning to break up, and crossing it with horses
and sleighs was difficult.
The telegraph connection with the south being broken, Morris
called for a volunteer to carry dispatches across the dangerous 180
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miles of trail to Swift Current on the C.P.R., and Cst. Henry Storer
offered his services. On the trail heading for Battleford was Frank
Smart, an independent trader thoroughly familiar w i t h the country.
He undertook to accompany the policeman on his dangerous ride.
They were pursued by some rebels for a considerable distance, but
managed to elude them. Contact was also maintained with Prince
Albert by couriers.
Two untrained companies of "Home Guards" were now organized
from the citizens of Battleford and the surrounding settlers to assist
the 47 Mounted Police stationed at the barracks, where men, women
and children had congregated seeking refuge. All volunteers were
issued such arms as were available. The stockade was strengthened,
and an embankment thrown up against it on the inside. Loopholes
at suitable intervals were cut and sandbags placed at each for the
protection of the riflemen; more substantial bastions were erected, one
at the south-east and one at the north-west corner, and an emplacement for the one 7-pounder gun on hand was constructed. Around
each bastion trenches were dug to prevent any sudden onslaught
that might occur. Provisions and all available forage for the horses
were brought in, and shortly after the departure of the Indians from
their raid upon the buildings on the south side of the Battle River,
a party was sent across to procure all goods in the Hudson's Bay
Company's store or any other buildings which might have escaped
pillage. Bacon, tea and tobacco, dried apples, canned goods and a
large stock of flour recently brought from Swift Current, and which
had been untouched by the Indians, were found. All water had to be
drawn from the Battle River a mile away—a definite hazard should the
barracks be besieged. A guard of approximately 60 men was placed on
sentry each night, as well as six mounted men to do patrol beyond. A
single shot was to be the signal should the enemy approach, whereupon
each man was to take his assigned position at bastion or stockade.
To The Relief Of Battleford

Supt. W. M . Herchmer received a telegram at Regina from the
militia commander ordering him and Supt. P. R. Neale to report at
Fort Qu'Appelle w i t h seven men of " B " Division and a 7-pounder
gun. But w i t h the massing of so large a part of the Force in the north,
Regina was short of men, and upon reaching Qu'Appelle, the two
officers explained matters to Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney w h o was
there, whereupon he ordered them to return to headquarters and stay
there until Major-General Middleton reached Qu'Appelle. Not a little
nonplussed at the conflict of authority, they were back at Troy
Station (Qu'Appelle) on March 27. The general arrived the next
morning and ordered them to join him w i t h all available men and
two 7-pounder guns. Fort Qu'Appelle had been chosen by Middleton
as his primary base of operations.
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Then two days later, while at Regina endeavouring to comply
with the general's instructions, Herchmer received a second order—
to proceed immediately to Battleford via Swift Current.
On the morning of the 30th he was at Swift Current ready to
start for the north, but learned that the South Saskatchewan River,
which lay about 30 miles north of the little town, was still ice-locked
with a ridge in the centre that was an impassable barrier for horses
and wagons. He therefore requested instructions by wire from the
general.
The river steamer Northcote, proffered by the Hudson's Bay
Company, was being put in shape for navigation at Medicine Hat
farther west, preparatory to being brought downstream for conveying
troops and supplies. Several other boats, among them those of the
North-Western Coal and Navigation Company, were moored at "The
H a t " , and word came that a large number of Crees camped in the
vicinity intended to damage them. Herchmer then suggested to
Middleton that he be allowed to take his police detachment to Medicine Hat and from there escort the Northcote downstream. A reply
ordered him to do so.
He left Swift Current by rail on the 31st and made camp near the
steamers at Medicine Hat the following morning. The Indians, w h o
were strung along the north bank, disappeared, and all hands, 35
men w i t h teams, were put to work getting the Northcote out to the
stream.
Word followed from the lieutenant-governor, suggesting Herchmer's immediate return to Swift Current, as many armed and mounted
Indians had arrived at that point. Shortly afterwards an order came
from the general, and a special train took Herchmer and his men from
Medicine Hat. A routine patrol was immediately instituted between
Swift Current and "Saskatchewan Landing" to the north, and some
men were placed on guard duty at the river to protect the regular ferry.
It was at this juncture that General Middleton made a change in
his plan of campaign. So alarming was the news from Battleford, it
was decided to send reinforcements there with the least possible delay,
and Lieut.-Col. W. D. Otter was given the task of carrying relief to
the beleaguered ex-capital. Instead of proceeding down the South
Branch to join Middleton's force at Clarke's Crossing, as originally
planned, Otter was to hasten northward from Swift Current.
On April 12 Otter arrived at Swift Current, and Herchmer was
at once informed that the police under his command were to join the
Battleford column and that it was Middleton's wish that Otter should
consult w i t h Herchmer on all points. Herchmer was to be the brigademajor. He therefore handed over command of his detachment to
Superintendent Neale with orders to move out to the South Branch,
patrol both sides of the river and protect the Northcote which had
arrived from Medicine Hat.
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Otter and Herchmer reached the river on the 14th. Two days
later Herchmer crossed over and on the 18th started for Battleford,
with scouts well out ahead. The dispatch from Inspector Morris,
delivered by Constable Storer, had stated that several Indian chiefs
were mustering their followers on Poundmaker's reserve, that there
was nothing to fear on the trail other than possible rebel stragglers,
but that it was advisable to be cautious, as the Assiniboines were on
the warpath, having already killed two white men. The dispatch
further stated that the barracks at Battleford had been made as secure
as possible.
Making use of the Nortbcote, Otter had completed the crossing of
his troops and transport the previous evening, and the long column,
strung out for over four miles, now formed behind the Mounted
Police w i t h the least possible delay. The weather was unfavourable
w i t h driving snow.
The command consisted of: the North-West Mounted Police
detachment numbering 46 inclusive of Superintendents Herchmer and
Neale, w i t h a 7-pounder gun; the Queen's Own Rifles, Toronto,
278; the Governor General's Foot Guards, Ottawa, 53; " B " Battery
(regulars) School of Gunnery (later Royal Canadian Horse Artillery),
Toronto, 113, w i t h two 9-pounder guns and a Gatling; part of " C "
Company School of Infantry, Quebec, 47; special scouts, 7; wagons,
190—a total, including teamsters and camp employees, of 745 in all,
w i t h approximately 450 horses.
Throughout the march the Mounted Police, w i t h an average of
16 scouts half a mile ahead and riding about 50 yards apart, formed
the advance party. Next came the artillery followed by the infantry
and transport. A few Mounted Police in extended order brought up
the rear.
Only 13 miles were covered the first day. By nightfall of the 19th,
camp was made near the Bad Hills 40-odd miles north of the South
Branch, where a combined transport depot and mail station was
established. The following day 40 miles were traversed and another
station established. Three wagon loads of lumber in charge of ten
men under the transport officer had been sent forward to bridge the
Eagle Hills Creek, which was crossed on the 21st. On the 22nd the
first woods on the route were reached in the Bear Hills, about 40 miles
farther. Some shots were exchanged w i t h a party of Indians travelling
eastward towards Clarke's Crossing, and one of their carts was seized.
Battleford now lay about 50 miles ahead, and Herchmer's detachment
was deployed in the most intensive scouting. Next day the Eagle
Hills were traversed and shortly afterwards the cavalcade reached the
Assiniboine reserve where Farm Instructor Payne had been murdered.
Strangely enough, a large quantity of flour and bacon was found
untouched in the Indian Department storehouse, which was taken
over by the brigade quartermaster. That evening, camp was made not
far from Battleford, where w h a t were taken to be burning buildings
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could be seen. It was at first thought that the fort had been besieged,
possibly abandoned, but it was subsequently learned that the reflections resulted from the burning of Magistrate Rouleau's house and the
stores of the Hudson's Bay Company and James Clinkskill. When
"last p o s t " was sounded that night by Bugler Paddy Burke at the
Battleford barracks, a faint answer was heard in the distance, a response from Otter's column three miles out.
Next day the seven special scouts, six of whom were experienced
half breeds from Wood Mountain, were sent forward under Cst. Charlie
Ross to ascertain if any Indians were in the vicinity. Soon shots
were heard, and Superintendents Herchmer and Neale rode out w i t h
30 men to scour the valley, two militia volunteers accompanying
them. Extending in skirmishing order, Herchmer and his men moved
through the settlement on the south side of the Battle River, making a
thorough search. No Indians were seen, but while the police were so
occupied, Ross turned up to say that he had been shot at from some
woods by an Indian and had returned the fire. Afterwards it was
found that the policeman's bullet had reached its mark w i t h fatal
effect. All houses in the little town had been raided, the contents
carried away or destroyed. To the immediate west nearly every
settler's home had suffered the same fate or had been burned.
On April 24 the command camped in front of the old government
house and remained there for five days while the Mounted Police
patrolled the country in all directions.
General Middleton Moves Forward

Meantime General Middleton, the appointed commander-in-chief
of the "North-West Field Force", w h o had reached Troy Station
(Qu'Appelle) on March 28, had mustered approximately 400 officers
and men from the Eastern battalions already arrived, to form tho
spearhead of his own personal command. Having moved to Fort
Qu'Appelle 20 miles to the north of the railway, there to complete
his organization, he had pushed forward under trying conditions
across the 200 miles of muddy trail to Clarke's Crossing on the South
Branch, where he had first expected to make contact with the rebels.
N o specific instructions had been given to him at Ottawa—he was to
be governed solely by circumstances. On April 9 he received word of
the Frog Lake massacre.
At the crossing, where no opposition was encountered, the general
sent part of his command across the river—the 10th Royal Grenadiers
from Toronto, the 13th Winnipeg Field Battery w i t h two 9-pounder
uns, part of Boulton's Mounted Infantry, known as Boulton's
couts (Major C. A. Boulton of Birtle, Manitoba), the regulars of
" A " Battery School of Gunnery, Quebec (later Royal Canadian Horse
Artillery), and an entire corps of scouts organized by Capt. John
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French formerly of the Irish Militia and the N . W . M . P . , brother of
the first commissioner. All were under Lieut.-Col. C. E. Montizambert,
with Lord Melgund (the future Earl of Minto, Governor General of
Canada, 1898-1904) as chief-of-staff, and Capt. George H. Young,
brigade-major.
Major S. L. Bedson, warden of Stony Mountain Penitentiary,
Manitoba, was chief transport officer, and J. H. E. Secretan, chief
surveyor-engineer of the C.P.R., his assistant. Major H. Swinford
of Winnipeg acted as commissariat officer, while Major Bell of the
Bell Farm near Qu'Appelle remained at the base to superintend the
transport for incoming troops, w h o were sent forward or distributed
to strategic points as they arrived.
The main column, under Middleton himself, consisted of: the
90th Battalion of Winnipeg (known as the Little Black Devils by
reason of their dark uniforms); portions of " S " Battery School of
Gunnery; " C " Company Infantry School Corps (later Royal Canadian
Regiment), and Boulton's Scouts, the latter a splendid body of Westerners. All were to proceed down the right bank of the river parallel
with Montizambert, after establishing a headquarters for reinforcements, also a depot for supplies which were to come by steamer down
the South Branch and over the Qu'Appelle trail in wagons. Communication was kept open in the rear, by which orders were transmitted to
other spheres of activity. The telegraph line was in operation from
Clarke's Crossing to Battleford and Qu'Appelle, but silent to Prince
Albert.
On April 18 several Sioux scouts of Chief White Cap's band,
whose reserve lay nearby, were captured after a slight skirmish, and
divulged important information.
On April 21 the steamer Northcote, now an improvised gunboat,
started down from Saskatchewan Landing north of Swift Current.
With it were two large barges loaded with some of the Midland
Battalion from central Ontario, part of No. 1 Field Hospital Corps,
a Gatling gun and a large quantity of supplies. The Hospital Corps
had been split, one half to join Middleton, the other to go by rail
to Calgary to serve under General Strange.
The Campaign Takes Definite Form

The zone of hostilities now involved more than 200 miles of the
North Saskatchewan valley from Prince Albert westward, as well as
the adjoining country of the South Branch for half as far. No one
could predict whether or not the outbreak would spread farther afield.
Striking swiftly, the minions of Louis Riel had succeeded in carrying
the revolt to Duck Lake, Frog Lake and Fort Pitt. Though the
Mounted Police had braced themselves against the initial impact, the
undermanned detachments, excepting those at Prince Albert and
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Battleford, had been forced to w i t h d r a w . By artificial successes
against the scarlet riders, the unorganized followers of the insane
crusade had gained an apparent advantage, but in doing so had
reached a position quite obviously beyond their ability to maintain
unless their strength was greatly increased. Thus far Riel's venture
was little more than a bloodstained gesture of opposition to Canada's
possession of the West, aggravated by native dissatisfaction over
so-called unlegalized land tenures.
Whether the rebellion would be long drawn out, or whether it
was fated to an early breakdown, depended in large measure upon
two diverse leaders—Commissioner Irvine of the North-West Mounted
Police and Chief Crowfoot of the Blackfoot Confederacy.
One thing was certain. Should Crowfoot and his warriors remain
aloof, the end was not far off.
.Canada's part in the campaign was now well defined. Irvine, by
occupying and protecting the Prince Albert settlement, was able to
maintain a constant threat upon Batoche, towards which Middleton's
command was feeling its way. Otter, strongly supported by Mounted
Police under Superintendent Herchmer, was planning to disperse and
chastise the Crees and Assiniboines w h o had pillaged Battleford,
while from Calgary and Macleod a thrust northward, also strongly
bolstered by the police under Insprs. Sam Steele and A. Bo wen Perry,
was being prepared by General Strange to carry relief to the beleaguered settlements and outposts on the upper North Saskatchewan
and to bring Big Bear's following to account for the Frog Lake and
Fort Pitt outrages.
Side by side, Canada's untrained militiamen and the West's
seasoned and experienced custodians of the law were on the march.
The fight at Duck Lake, the massacre at Frog Lake and the affair
at Fort Pitt, though far removed from Alberta, had resulted in widespread alarm throughout the district, especially among the settlers
in and around Macleod, Calgary, Edmonton and down the N o r t h
Saskatchewan. The knowledge that there was no organized militia
in the far West, that the detachments of Mounted Police stationed at
widely-separated points would be quite inadequate in numbers to
handle the situation should the rebellion spread to that area, and that
the Indian population was relatively large, had at once created a
concerted movement not only toward self-defense but toward aiding
in the suppression of the insurrection.
The Bloods and Peigans around Macleod, the Blackfoot east of
Calgary, the Sarcees and Stonies in the foothills, the Crees north
and south of Edmonton and down the Saskatchewan were all potential
trouble makers. It had at once been realized that should even a
fraction of these natives decide to t h r o w in their lot w i t h the Indians
and halfbreeds directly under Riel and Dumont, the settlers would
indeed need substantial assistance from the outside.
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The Alberta Column Takes The Field

Major-Gen. Thomas Bland Strange, w h o had served in the Imperial
and Canadian forces, but had retired to become a rancher near the
Blackfoot reserve some 60 miles east of Calgary, had immediately
offered his services. He was given command over the District of
Alberta, to act under General Middleton's orders and organize for
defense as well as lead a strong force for service wherever required.
And the Minister of Militia at Ottawa, the Hon. (later Sir) Adolph
Caron, conceived the idea of turning to good use not only all available
members of the North-West Mounted Police but as many men as
could be spared from the cattle ranges, including seasoned Westerners
familiar w i t h saddle and rifle.
Supt. John Cotton had already placed Fort Macleod in a state of
defense, stationed couriers on the trail between there and Calgary
and availed himself of the proffered services of ex-Inspr. C. E. Denny
to explain matters to the Blackfoot, Blood and Peigan camps.
Denny, whose influence counted for much, raised the beef rations
and succeeded in forming a corps of Blackfoot scouts.
Inspector Griesbach had likewise strengthened Fort Saskatchewan, while Calgary, now all but depleted of Mounted Police
protection by the departure of Superintendent Herchmer and most of
his command for Rcgina, had set up a home guard, as had Edmonton
to the north and Macleod and High River to the south. The Alberta
Mounted Rifles was formed under Major Hatton, an ex-officer of
the Canadian Militia, w i t h Dunn and Lauder, former sergeants of
the Mounted Police, as lieutenants.
Inspr. Sam B. Steele, w h o had been called in from guarding the
construction of the C.P.R. in the mountains, had been gazetted a
major in the Canadian Militia and had proceeded to organize a
mounted corps to be known as Steele's Scouts, of which the Mounted
Police formed a strong nucleus. Special constables were engaged
temporarily to guard the railway interests in the mountains. Ex-Supt.
James Walker, w h o was ranching near Calgary, was given command of
the home guard in the area between the Red Deer and High Rivers.
Another rancher, Major John Stewart of Pincher Creek, had established
a corps known as the Rocky Mountain Rangers to patrol the ranches
north of the international border between Fort Macleod and Medicine
Hat, while Mounted Police patrols kept watch over the various
Indian bands.
Alberta was fully aroused; men from the ranches were flocking to
Calgary and Macleod to enlist, and word from Ottawa reached General
Strange that he would be joined immediately by: the 65th Carabiniers
of Mount Royal under Lieut.-Col. J. A. Ouimet, M . P . ; the 91st
Winnipeg Light Infantry under Lieut.-Col. W. Osborne Smith,
C.M.G. ( w h o for a brief period had acted in the capacity of Commis-
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sioner of the N . W . M . P . during the organization of the Force in 1873),
and the 9th Voltigeurs of Quebec under Lieutenant-Colonel Amyot.
On April 7 five days after the Frog Lake massacre, an urgent
message reached Strange from Edmonton stating that the Indians
were on the warpath, and asking that men and arms be sent northward.
It was said that Indians had risen on the Red Deer River and at other
points north and east. A valuable volunteer was the Rev. John
McDougall of Morleyville, w h o brought w i t h him four loyal Stony
Indians to act as scouts. The latter set out northward immediately to
advise the people that assistance was on the way.
On April 11 a telegram from General Middleton ordered Strange
to proceed north w i t h all dispatch. The following day the first
troops, the 65th, 335 rank and file, arrived at Calgary from the east
under Cuirret. Among his lieutenants was Cortlandt Starnes (a future
Commissioner of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police) w h o was
given the post of adjutant.
On April 13 martial law was proclaimed in the Calgary district.
On April 15 Lieut. J. A. Coryell of Steele's Scouts, w i t h a patrol
of 15 men, headed northward towards Edmonton, under orders to
secure the Red Deer River crossing and place it in a state cf defense
until the main body should arrive.
On April 17 a special train reached Calgary bearing the 91st
Winnipeg Light Infantry, 280 strong exclusive of officers, under
Lieut.-Col. Osborne Smith, w i t h Capt. Charles Constantine as adjutant (a prominent officer of the Mounted Police in later years).
Inspector Steele worked tirelessly day and night in organizing his
scouts, augmented by most of the Alberta Mounted Rifles to the
number of 60. To these were added four companies of the 65th,
commanded by Lieut.-Col. G. A. Hughes and Adjutant Cortlandt
Starnes. Steele was to provide advance and flanking scouts, and
choose camp-sites. On arrival at each camping-ground the 175 transport wagons involved were joined in a circle to form a corral.
At the Battle River, Fathers Lacombe and 'Scollen joined the
column, bringing w i t h them three Cree chiefs of the area, Bob Tail,
Ermine Skin and Sharp Head, men w i t h bad reputations but whom the
clergymen had urged to keep the peace.
Inspr. A. Bowen Perry (a future Commissioner of the Mounted
Police, 19C0-1923) of " C " Division, Fort Macleod, had been ordered
to report w i t h a detachment of police, a 9-pounder gun and the necessary transport. He had left Macleod on April 18 w i t h 19 non-commissioned officers and men, three teamsters (civilians) and 43 horses.
He covered the 105 miles to Calgary by the 21st, bringing with him a
good supply cf ammunition—150 rounds for the gun, 5,000 rounds
for rifles (Winchester) and 100 rounds for revolvers. Baggage and
camp equipment were limited to 75 lbs. per man. He found orders
awaiting him frcm General Strange, directing him to join the second
echelon out of Calgary. The orders also notified him that he had been
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created a major of militia and was to take command of his detachment
of Mounted Police and the remaining four companies of the 65th.
On April 23 Perry left Calgary. He had with him 24 Mounted
Policemen, the 9-pounder gun and 49 horses, also 150 men of the
65th w i t h one horse, and a transport train employing 68 men and
175 horses—a total of 242 men and 225 horses. Severe rain and snowstorms hampered his progress. On the 28th he reached the Red Deer
River, a march of 103 miles. General Strange had crossed without
difficulty 24 hours earlier, but snow and rain had deepened and widened
the river greatly.
Perry found himself confronted by water 250 yards across with a
strong current, the only means of getting to the far side being a small
skiff capable of carrying six persons. A scow ferry had been badlv
damaged by running ice, but the ferry cable was adjusted and a raft
built. On this the 9-pounder g u n was placed, and under the guidance
of Perry and several of his men, the crossing was attempted. In midstream the ropes gave way and the raft was carried with the current.
After floating downstream about three miles, followed by men along
the bank, it was hauled ashore beneath a steep cut-bank. A new ferry
was constructed by working day and night, and the crossing eventually
completed. Three days and a half sufficed in which to cover the remaining 105 miles to Edmonton. Twenty men of the 65th were left at the
Red Deer to act as a guard, and the same number at the crossing of the
Pipestone.
The third echelon under Lieut.-Col. Osborne Smith, consisting of
four companies of the Winnipeg Light Infantry and the balance of the
Alberta Mounted Rifles, followed in due course, and a detachment of this
command was given the task of patrolling the Calgary-Edmonton
trail. Subsequently one company of the Winnipeg Light Infantry was
stationed at Fort Macleod to strengthen that post in the absence of
the police, and they in turn were relieved by two companies of the 9th
Quebec Battalion (Voltigeurs), w h o reached Calgary from the east
on April 29. The 9th also supplied a guard at the Blackfoot Crossing.
General Strange reached Edmonton on May 1, having covered the
200 miles from Calgary in ten days. A company of the 65th under
Captain Doherty (later the Right Hon. C. J. Doherty) was ordered
to proceed eastward on the south side of the Saskatchewan and to
report to Supt. A. H. Griesbach at the Mounted Police post of Fort
Saskatchewan, 19 miles down the river from Edmonton.
The rest of the little Alberta army crossed the river at Edmonton
by ferry. An enthusiastic welcome was extended by the residents.
General Strange, a handsome, portly man w i t h large beard, mounted
on a fine chestnut horse and garbed in a uniform usually termed a
"frock coat", was the cynosure of all eyes. He was the typical British
soldier of an earlier period, and had been a brother subaltern of Lord
Roberts in India. He carried a sword and wore a large hat turned up
at the side.
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The entire force, w i t h the exception of the Mounted Police, wore
soft wide-brimmed hats looped up at the side. The 65th were in
rifle green; the 91st in scarlet jackets; Steele's Scouts were typically
Western in buckskin shirts, felt hats and chaps (short for the MexicanSpanish chaparajos), while the Alberta Mounted Rifles had adopted
brown canvas. At the start, the police were in their usual uniforms,
but later changed from scarlet to brown jackets topped by serviceable
headgear. Mexican saddles were issued to the police and scouts, w h o
like the Mounted Rifles carried Winchester carbines across the saddle
in a sling attached to the horn. All the infantry were armed w i t h the
Snider-Enfield rifle. Dr. J. P. Pennefather had accepted the duties of
medical officer, and the Rev. Canon George McKay of Prince Albert,
a brother of Tom McKay, was attached, he being a highly efficient
guide and scout as well as cleric.
The Indians of the Blackfoot Confederacy showed considerable
restlessness, and settlers felt none too certain of safety. But the fact
that the Mounted Police had always kept their word in all contacts
with the natives was bearing good fruit. This was clearly exemplified
in brief exchanges between General Strange and Chief Crowfoot
shortly before the commanding officer had begun the movement of the
Alberta Field Force northward.
"Will my friend, Crowfoot," the general had asked, "be able to
keep his young men at home in peace and order? If not, I will go with
my troops to his assistance, instead of proceeding n o r t h . "
The query, in writing, had been carried to the chief by a Mounted
Policeman, to whom the dignified and powerful old savage had
replied: "You tell him to go north. I have the young men in hand.
None will join the Crees."
Prime Minister Macdonald, upon learning of Crowfoot's continued
loyalty, telegraphed the chief: " T h e good words of Crowfoot are
appreciated by the big chiefs at Ottawa . . . . Crowfoot's words shall
be sent to the Queen."
Red Crow of the Bloods and N o r t h Axe of the Peigans also
expressed their intention of remaining loyal to the Queen's men.
The influence of several missionaries among the Indians, especially
that of Father Lacombe, was most valuable as a restraining factor at
this critical period.
But there was no small concern in official circles in the thought
that the Indians might rise en masse should the government forces
meet w i t h further reverses, and Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney made
a hurried visit by rail to Calgary to pay his respects to Chief Crowfoot
and other Indian dignitaries, the result of which was reassuring. It
was felt necessary to do everything possible to offset the falsehoods
emanating from Riel's headquarters at Batoche, samples of which
were that England was at war w i t h Russia and could not spare a
man to help the Canadian Government, whose soldiers were useless
and unaccustomed to the prairies, and that large numbers of Fenians
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and Indians were coming from the United States to join the downtrodden half breeds and Indians.
Irvine Holds The Key Position

Over a wide extent of country the stage was now set to deal
conclusively w i t h the madcap escapade which for long had been the
foremost dream of Louis " D a v i d " Riel; and it was a remarkable fact
that in addition to fulfilling their regular duties, the North-West
Mounted Police, w i t h a strength of little more than 500 rank and file,
were able to participate in such marked degree during the inevitable
suppression of the rebellion.
From the very outset of the insurrection the settlement of Prince
Albert had been in an isolated and dangerous position, and Commissioner Irvine's march to its relief had been a hazardous one. Only 50
miles from the halfbreed storm centre, the settlement had immediately
become a pivot point for defensive and offensive operations.
Aside from his responsibilities to protect and feed a large number
of people—Prince Albert having been cut off from its natural source
of supplies—Irvine had to keep constant vigilance, not only to forestall an attack upon the settlement but to keep the enemy on the
defensive while Middleton approached from the south.
Immediately after his return to Prince Albert, following the Duck
Lake fight and the burning of Fort Carlton, and while awaiting orders
from the commander-in-chief, Irvine had instituted a close watch
over Batoche—the only point from which Dumont and his rebel
army could become a serious threat. Scouts patrolled an area well out
towards Dumont's position, forcing him to constant vigilance on two
fronts. Some of the more daring of his followers had urged the rebel
commander to oppose Middleton's slim column while it was on the
trail from Qu'Appelle, but the more cautious had argued that any
such offensive would carry a large part of the rebel forces beyond
their main position, thereby rendering their base highly vulnerable
to the Mounted Police.
Dumont had seen the logic of such a warning, and it was then
decided that the militia should be met no farther off than Fish Creek,
which was within easy marching distance of the rebel capital.
N.W.M.P. Strategy And Efficiency

Largely upon Commissioner Irvine's strategy hung the successful
quelling of the revolt. He had virtually bottled up the main halfbreed forces. It only remained for General Middleton to decide how
he would avail himself of the opportunity presented. With the central
point of the uprising segregated, there could be little likelihood of
the rebel influence spreading coherently to other portions of the plains.
It was well established that under the circumstances prevailing
in the early days of the rebellion, Commissioner Irvine, Superintendent
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Crozier and Inspectors Dickens and Morris had adopted the only
possible strategies open to them. There had been obvious and good
reasons to hold Prince Albert, to strike out from Fort Carlton on the
Duck Lake trail in defiance of Dumont, to w i t h d r a w from Frog Lake
and Fort Pitt, to strengthen the Battleford barracks and provide a
haven of refuge for settlers. To have withdrawn from Prince Albert,
to have abandoned helpless men, women and children w h o had fled
there for protection, to have ignored the crying need of the town's
defense, and at the same time to have ignored instructions from Ottawa,
or to have acted independently of orders from General Middleton,
would have brought nothing but well-merited criticism and rebuke
upon the active head of the North-West Mounted Police. Furthermore, had Commissioner Irvine attacked the rebels at Batoche on his
own responsibility, w i t h the limited number of men at his command,
he might have suffered a tragic setback that undoubtedly would have
prolonged the insurrection indefinitely.
Irvine knew that Riel and Dumont had looked upon Prince Albert
as a bonanza, one that merely awaited their decision to possess.
He was also aware that upon the slightest hint that the police command, augmented by volunteers from among the settlers, was about
to march out to do battle w i t h the halfbreed forces, the large assemblage of townspeople and refugees gathered there would beseech him
not to leave them to their own defense and the possibility of massacre.
The impossibility of communicating by the telegraph wire which
passed through Batoche to Clarke's Crossing, it having long since
been severed by the rebels, forced the Commissioner to establish a
courier service running south-eastward beyond the Birch Hills and
across the Carrot River to Humboldt on the Qu'Appelle trail, where
telegraphic communication w i t h the outside was intact and guarded—
a distance from Prince Albert of about 100 miles.
A telegram came in from Comptroller White dated at Ottawa
April 10, requesting the Commissioner to send by first messenger the
particulars of the Duck Lake fight, the nature of the wounds received
by police and civilians, and the condition of the wounded.
The Commissioner subsequently replied:' 'The General telegraphed
me to report direct to him. This accounts for your not having received
any information from me lately. I telegraphed Mr. Dewdney from
here, telling him I had evacuated Carlton, which accidentally caught
fire and burnt while we were leaving. A man is just starting off for
Humboldt, so I send you a report of the condition of the wounded, a
list of killed on the 26th March last, a report from Crozier and proceedings of a board of officers on the cause of the fire at Carlton. It is
too great a risk to send you a report of w h a t we are doing here, as
several of our messengers have already been caught by the rebels.
I hope however in a few days the road will be open. We are all well
and in great spirits, and you may be sure will give a good account of
ourselves when the time comes."
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Irvine In The Dark

It was not until the middle of April that Irvine knew other than
indefinitely w h a t steps were being taken in Eastern Canada with
reference to the sending of troops to the West; not until the 16th did
he have word from General Middleton w i t h regard to the plan of
campaign. On that day t w o messengers arrived from Humboldt in
the persons of Major Sam Bedson the transport officer with Middleton's
column, and D. H. Macdowall, M . P . of Prince Albert. The latter
had been caught away from home by the rebellion and had been
taken on the general's staff. Up to that time such meagre information
as Irvine had received had caused him to estimate Middleton's strength
at about 350 men, w i t h 1,000 following, and he had concluded that
the attack on Batoche would take place before Middleton's larger
force could arrive.
Bedson and Macdowall brought information from Middleton
that he had a force of 1,200 men; that he intended to attack Batoche
on April 18; that he might be delayed until the following day or he
might attack earlier. Instructions were that the Mounted Police
were not to attack, but to look out for what he termed "flying halfbreeds". He was evidently under the impression that the rebels would
offer little resistance, and would flee on the approach of his column.
The t w o messengers, in consultation w i t h the Commissioner, emphasized the importance of the Mounted Police remaining at Prince
Albert. They left Prince Albert the next day, April 17, expecting to
join Middleton's column as it approached Batoche. As a matter of
fact Middleton was then in the neighbourhood of Clarke's Crossing,
and did not leave there on the way to Batoche till six days later.
On April 19 the Commissioner made a reconnaissance in force
and found that the rebels were in numbers on the west side of the river
at Batoche, w i t h outposts at commanding points and scattered through
the woods for some distance along the route to Prince Albert. Having
gained this information (but nothing as to General Middleton's
movements) he retraced his course in order to avoid the possibility
of a roundabout raid by Dumont upon Prince Albert. It was certain
no attack was in progress upon Batoche from the south.
At this time the Commissioner found himself in a quandary.
Not until Bedson and Macdowall had reached Prince Albert had he
been aware that an attack upon the rebel stronghold at Batoche was
calculated to take place on or about April 18—actually within a few
hours cf receiving notice to that effect over the commander-in-chief's
signature. But hardly had Bedson and Macdowall departed than word
came by the Commissioner's own scouts that Middleton was probably
50 miles from his main objective.
Completely perplexed, he pressed his scouts forward, not only
to maintain close watch upon the rebels but to work past Batoche and
learn something of Middleton's movements.
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Two weeks passed before further official word came from the
commander-in-chief.
Dumont The Strategist: Riel The Visionary

The rebellion had developed to a state that doubtlessly brought
home to Louis Riel h o w greatly he had digressed from the peaceful
tedium of his Montana schoolroom, while Gabriel Dumont must have
realized that his native sagacity was now pitted against the manpower
and resources of the Dominion of Canada. The Metis were unaware
that ample funds, approximately $4,500,000, constituted the federal
treasury's answer to their grievances, or that a vastly overpowering
army, if required, was available to be used against them. An almost
pitiable trust in their leaders, to say nothing of their erstwhile ability
and prowess as expert plainsmen, held them to their inspired resolve,
while the religious fervour of Riel fanned their burning determination
to gain their ends by force.
Yet, among Riel's counsellors there were those w h o regarded
the outcome w i t h serious doubtings, men w h o were not fanatical
dreamers, w h o looked askance upon their leader's garbled prayers
and unintelligible writings. The self-styled " p r o p h e t " was evolving
symbols and liturgies to fit his complex inspirations, even to the extent
of regulating by "order-in-council" the spiritual state of man beyond
the grave.
Dumont was engrossed in all he had learned of prairie warfare
in the past. He watched Middleton's every move and pieced together
a programme of offensive and defensive strategy, mustering and
deploying his motley army of buffalo hunters and scouts in preparation
for the worst. That his forces were far below his needs seemed in no
sense to dampen his courage nor lessen his determination to fight to
save his people from the servitude he thoroughly believed was about
to descend upon them. N o finer example of patriotic fortitude embellishes the story of the West than the devotion of Gabriel Dumont
to his ideals.
As Middleton drew near, fear and courage stood strangely shoulder
to shoulder—Riel cringing and seeking solace in his visions, Dumont
chafing to strike w i t h all the force at his command.
The little settlement of Batoche was being honeycombed w i t h
rifle pits and trenches in a manner calculated to catch the approaching
battalions between two fires and hurl consternation and death amid
their ranks. But first, the Metis general hoped to harass Middleton
and wear him down. He had even thought of destroying the Canadian
Pacific Railway tracks. Riel exhorted him to " t h i n k of his soul and
not of mundane t h i n g s " , to delay his tactics and be governed by
celestial visions; but the master plainsman had announced that he
would wait no longer. A stand at Batoche, where most of the Metis
women and children were gathered, would be made only as a last
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resort. With a small force of half breeds and Indians he set out southward under darkness on the night of April 23 to meet the Canadian
army at Fish Creek. There was no prospect of success to the north
where the Mounted Police, well trained and officered and versed in all
the ways and expedients required to checkmate him successfully, were
concentrated. There was but one course open—to strike and strike
hard against the inexperienced battalions coming from the south.
The Fight At Fish Creek
Riel accompanied Dumont. As the rebel army travelled the trail
to Fish Creek, a messenger appeared w i t h the startling news that the
Mounted Police were hovering near Batoche. It was urgent that a
number of men should return, and Dumont agreed to send back 50
under Riel.
The others pushed on and were soon working feverishly to
prepare a typical Indian trap in the Fish Creek ravine, while Dumont,
accompanied by his best sharpshooters, struck out in the dark to
cover Middleton's approach. A night attack and even the abduction
of the general were meditated.
Middleton's immediate visible command consisted of little more
than 1,200 men, and less than half of them formed his column of
march. After an exasperating delay, waiting for the Northcote, he
decided to move on without further troops or supplies and attack
Batoche from both sides of the river. To wait longer would be only
to give the rebels more time to prepare for battle.
On April 22 a brief skirmish occurred between a few mounted
men under Captain French and Major Boulton and some rebel scouts
who were pursued for some distance. It was evident that Dumont
was keeping close watch.
On April 23 Middleton ordered a start from Clarke's Crossing
on both sides of the South Saskatchewan. The same day saw the
halfbreeds and Indians strongly entrenched where Fish Creek enters
the river from the east, about 25 miles north of Clarke's Crossing and
a somewhat shorter distance south of Batoche. The spot had been
well chosen by the wily Dumont. The banks of the ravine through
which the creek meanders are exceedingly steep, except at a bend
where a point of land slopes down from the bench. The woods made
perfect cover for the defenders. Any troops advancing from the south
or east would approach over a fairly open country, most likely by the
trail from Clarke's Crossing. At one point the trail dipped abruptly
to cross the creek, which, bordered as it was by dense brush, made an
admirable spot for the "surround".
Dawn of April 24 found all but a score of the rebels stationed
strategically in the woods, awaiting the coming of the militia. The
trap was set. A few directly under Dumont were stationed at a point
where it was expected a flank attack or an attack on the rear could
be made on Middleton as he clashed w i t h the forces in the ravine.
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On that morning Boulton's scouts suddenly met a fusillade from
a few careless half breeds w h o , in their enthusiasm, had forgotten
previous instructions to keep under cover and reserve their fire.
Boulton's men dismounted and replied w i t h their Winchesters,
engaging the enemy till Middleton's main body came up and deployed
for the attack. Soon the battle was joined. By good fortune the
troops had been warned in time. Foiled in their plan to attack from
flank and rear, and finding themselves almost cut off from their main
force, Dumont and his sharpshooters fell back. With a favourable
wind blowing, they set the prairie afire, hoping to t h r o w their enemies
into confusion.
The Winnipeg 90th and the School of Infantry spread to right
and left. " A " Battery came into action w i t h two guns, shelling the
poplar thickets along the crest of the ravine. The advance was then
pressed home in skirmishing order, the infantry gradually dislodging
the rebels w i t h intensive fire and fixed bayonets.
After several hours the whole line was halted by Middleton,
w h o feared an unnecessary loss of life among his ranks. Several
officers importuned him for permission to charge, but he firmly
refused to have more lives sacrificed. A considerable number of his
men had fallen.
At this juncture a humourous sally occurred between the general
and a rather audacious ex-officer of militia.
Back in October 1879, the Canada Gazette had recorded the
organization of two companies of volunteers in the Prince Albert
area, designated "North-West Mounted Rifles". Among the officers
had been Capt. Owen Hughes of the Stobard Eden and Company
business at Duck Lake, and one of the lieutenants had been Gabriel
Dumont. One of the companies had consisted mostly of Metis. The
regiment, never much more than a name, had been disbanded in 1884
by Colonel Houghton of Winnipeg, the district commander of militia.
Arms and saddles which had been officially provided had been delivered
by order to the Mounted Police and placed in storage at Battleford.
Hughes was in Winnipeg on business when news of the Duck
Lake fight reached there, and being anxious for the safety of his
stock in trade, left immediately, obtaining permission to accompany
Middleton's column. In the excitement following the withdrawal
from the clash with Dumont's halfbreeds at Fish Creek, the general
galloped up to where Hughes, sitting his horse, was in conversation
w i t h others.
" W h a t do you think of my men now, Middleton?" Hughes
queried.
" W h a t men? What the devil are you talking about?"
" W h y my men, of course," Hughes flung back.
"The men
Hcughton disbanded—Gabriel Dumont my lieutenant, and my halfbreeds w h o have just driven your army back. Great Scot, had I been
there to lead them, we'd have driven you out of the country!"
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Preparations For Batoche

As a cutting snow-and-rain storm set in, the militiamen turned
from their baptism of fire, moved towards the South Saskatchewan
on the left and went into camp, guarded by picquets and mounted
patrols.
Dumont's ruse had failed. Boulton's Scouts had sprung the trap
he had set for the main column.
The discomfited rebel retired in the direction of Batoche, leaving
a few Indians and halfbreeds to cling to their positions in the tangled
woods.
Some 300 men had been employed by Middleton in the action,
against slightly less than two-thirds that number of rebels. The
militia had one officer and nine men killed, and four officers and 39
men wounded. Dumont reported his loss to Riel as eight killed and
eleven wounded, not including three Indians found dead in the ravine
some time later.
During the fight the column under Montizambert and Lord
Melgund, on the left bank of the South Branch, had hastened forward
to join the action. Middleton had commandeered the scow ferry at
Clarke's Crossing, to float it downstream conjointly with his advance;
this foresight had facilitated a partial junction on the east side, but
not until the engagement was practically over.
Middleton's dead were buried nearby, with a large cairn of stones
above the grave. Eventually the wounded were carried in wagons to
an improvised hospital in the village of Saskatoon, some miles to
the south.
The Battle of Fish Creek had proven indecisive. The typical
native "surround", similar to that attempted by Dumont against
Crozier at Duck Lake, had again been abortive, and despite stories to
the contrary circulated at Batoche, Dumont's nondescript army was
now definitely on the defensive.
The general decided to delay further advance until reinforcements
and supplies could be brought up either by trail from Qu'Appelle or
by the steamer Northcote. Later in giving evidence at Regina, he
attributed his delay to his wounded, for whom, he said, he lacked
proper means of attention and conveyance.
Irvine Makes Contact With Middleton

On April 26 Middleton forwarded a dispatch to Irvine by one
of the Mounted Police scouts w h o had succeeded in reaching the
militia camp.
"Attacked here on the 24th," it read, "and after a smart fight
drove the enemy back, but lost too many to repeat, so shall make for
the Hudson's Bay ferry, where our barges are. Our loss was six killed,
four died since, and 43 wounded. Hear that whole force was opposed
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to us, and believe we have inflicted heavy loss, and have captured a
lot of cattle and horses. Our men are in good heart. Cannot move at
once as the wounded must be sent to the rear. I have ordered Otter
to send a regiment to you, if he can spare it, from Battleford where
all is quiet. You may expect me at the ferry about Thursday or on
one of the following days. Have the steamers there w i t h a guard to
protect ferry."
To reach the crossing designated—only 18 miles from Prince
Albert—on the following Thursday (April 30), the general was allowing himself only four or five days, and Batoche the rebel stronghold
lay between!
From the commander-in-chief's dispatch of April 26 the Commissioner got the impression that Middleton meant to cross the
South Branch at the Hudson's Bay ferry, north of Batoche. On his
own responsibility Irvine had previously arranged for the construction
of scows to be placed there under a guard, and had apprised Middleton
accordingly. These were the barges referred to in the general's orders.
In the settlements north of Fish Creek—Batoche, Duck Lake
and Prince Albert—the news was immediately spread that the military
had suffered a reverse, which encouraged rebel sympathizers to espouse
openly the cause of Louis Riel, and many halfbreeds w h o had previously expressed loyalty to the Crown began to waver. The nearby
Indians were also tempted to renew their plundering.
The steamer Northcote, which had left Saskatchewan Landing
some time previously w i t h the Midlanders (80-odd all ranks), part
of the Hospital Corps, a Gatling gun under Captain Howard (U.S.),
and needed supplies, was behind schedule, delayed by low water.
To guard against her being attacked from the west side, Middleton
ordered Montizambert's column to recross the river, and the t w o
camps now became inactive except for drill and general routine.
The C.P.R. A Vital Factor

Meanwhile the Canadian Pacific Railway was carrying out its
promise to rush an army from Toronto, Montreal and other Eastern
points to the West. The difficult task of traversing the gaps along the
north shore of Lake Superior was under the personal direction of
Van Home, whose keen mind had taken such prompt advantage of an
unusual set of circumstances. In Ottawa the Prime Minister was
preparing to convince the House of the utter necessity of the railroad
and the worthiness of a further loan to alleviate its financial difficulties.
The Situation At Battleford

To turn to the second, or Battleford column: Upon completing his
march from Swift Current, Lieutenant-Colonel Otter had had ample
opportunity to learn the true state of things in the Battleford area.
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The Indians under Poundmaker had shown no apparent disposition to
attack the Mounted Police. All were fully aware that every precaution
had been taken against assault, and during the looting that had taken
place at the end of March, the redmen had been careful to keep a safe
distance from the post. On occasions when they had shown themselves on the hills to the south, they were treated to salvos of rifle fire
from watchers on the north side. On several nights some had prowled
about the town, but had been too few in number to be of any consequence. The so-called "Siege of Battleford" had not actually occurred,
and nothing worse than a prematurely conceived imminence of Indian
warfare and atrocities had stirred the bulk of those w h o had flocked
to the barracks for safety. Truth was, Poundmaker and the other
chiefs had not been sufficiently antagonistic to attempt a combined
offensive; they had full respect for the Mounted Police and had come
from the reserves chiefly to satisfy their curiosity, confer w i t h the
Indian agent and decide as to the course they should pursue. Nevertheless many had seized the opportunity to vent their age-old liking
for theft and plunder. Actually, Poundmaker had approached Battleford not in the least expecting a resort to arms by either side.
Having failed to arrange a conference w i t h the Indian agent, and
finding the buildings south of Battle River deserted, he was unable to
control many of his Indians, w h o broke the bonds of restraint and ran
wild. Little had been touched until the evening of the day they
arrived, and even then the raiding had been carried on mostly by
women. Next morning all had vanished, doubtless fearing action by
the police. A stampede back to the reservations had taken place, but
most of the disaffected Crees and Assiniboines had clustered on Cut
Knife Creek at Poundmaker's reserve, where a deputation from Riel's
headquarters at Batoche turned up.
In addition to the main halfbreed settlements on the South
Branch, there was a considerable colony of English, Scotch and
French halfbreeds, called Bresaylor, directly across the Battle River
from Poundmaker's reserve. Few of these settlers had suffered from
the prevalent crop shortage the previous year; most were in fair
circumstances. They had a quantity of stock and were in little need
of government assistance. A few of them sympathized w i t h the
agitation that had broken out far to the east, but in general were of
one mind—they were not looking for trouble.
The messengers from Riel's headquarters were insistent that the
Bresaylor halfbreeds should join the camp on Cut Knife Creek, and a
strong party of Indians, mostly Assiniboines, crossed the Battle
River to intimidate them. Some of the Scotch and English halfbreeds
fled to the police barracks, less for protection than to give proof of
loyalty, but the French remained on their little farms. They reminded
the Indians that they had been through the rebellion of 1869-70 on the
Red River, had learned much from that, and by joining the present
uprising, they stood to gain nothing and probably lose much. They
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preferred to remain on their own lands and guard their property.
In answer the Indians drove off as many cattle as they could round up,
w i t h the result that the French, hoping to recover their stock, followed
the thieves across the river. At the same time a party of Indians had
gone out to convert the followers of Strike-Him-On-The-Back, a Plain
Cree, and the Wood Cree bands of Moosomin and Thunder Child, all of
whom were inexperienced in fighting and disposed to stand aloof. The
reserves of these Indians lay about 20 miles up the Saskatchewan from
Battleford on the south side. Moosomin had already moved away,
and Thunder Child was preparing to do so. Both chiefs w i t h their
followings managed to get across the Saskatchewan and reach the
wooded wilderness. The former was not to be seen again until the
trouble was over, but Thunder Child, being sorely pressed for provisions, returned shortly afterwards and joined the other malcontents.
The Indians on Poundmaker's reserve now settled down to await
developments; all were existing on stolen beef. Poundmaker, w h o had
stolen nothing himself, was well supplied w i t h voluntary contributions.
But a sprinkling of Indians continued to prowl the countryside.
The local trader, Frank Smart of Battleford, w h o had accompanied
Constable Storer to Swift Current w i t h dispatches a short time
before, and w h o upon returning had preceded Otter's column,
bringing two loads of supplies, had hidden his carts in a poplar bluff
upon seeing Indians in the distance, and had reached Battleford
on foot. On an afternoon a few days later he rode out w i t h Cst.
Thomas White from the post. Night came on and two Indians who
heard the approaching horsemen, about three miles from the town,
hid in some bushes to intercept them. Smart received a bullet
through the lungs. Both men rode furiously for the barracks as the
firing continued, but Smart soon fell dead from the saddle. Whitereached safety, followed by Smart's horse which, being badly
wounded, died near the barracks gate. It was later ascertained that
the murderers, fearing punishment, crossed into the United States.
On the morning of April 30 a French halfbreed reached the
barracks at Battleford to say that he had forsaken Poundmaker's
camp unnoticed; he brought word that Poundmaker had little influence over the Assiniboines, that about 20 Metis families from the
Bresaylor settlement were being held prisoners by them, and that
the camp was divided on the question of peace or war.
While Commissioner Irvine maintained close scrutiny upon
Batoche from one side and General Middleton approached from the
other, further messengers came to Poundmaker. Anxiety was now
gripping the leaders of the insurrection. The main revolt had become
sandwiched between two fires due to the sagacity of the Mounted
Police. Help was urgently needed by Riel and Dumont.
Robert Jefferson of the Indian Department, w h o by no choice of
his own had become an actual prisoner in the camp on Cut Knife
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Creek, was asked by Poundmaker to attend a council to be held, to
hear w h a t Riel's men had to say. A letter in French was presented,
which resulted in many remarkable things being divulged, presumably
to impress the natives w i t h the superiority of Louis Riel. It was
handed to Poundmaker w h o turned it over to Jefferson with the
request that he interpret the contents into Cree, as the chief had
little faith in the halfbreed emissaries.
Upon perusing the missive, the farm instructor suggested that
the half breeds at Batoche were in need of help. Though the previous
messengers had conveyed the impression that Riel was going to carry
all before him, these visitors seemed to be soliciting assistance. It
was apparent that co-operation had been counted upon from various
parts of the plains, but that the Blackfoot were silent, and an ominous
disinclination to join in the rebellion had been manifested by most
of the tribes. The leaders of the revolt were clearly ill at ease.
One of the messengers, striving desperately to impress the assembled Indians and halfbreeds, gave an exaggerated account of the activities at Batoche and the plans for the future. The Canadian Pacific
Railway was to be torn up in order to prevent assistance to the police
from the east. The police were to be trapped "like fish in a w e i r " .
Riel would take Prince Albert, march up the North Saskatchewan,
cleaning up the police posts as he came. The Blackfoot would join
him. The government was to be expelled from the country. The
United States authorities were to be invited to a conference on the
South Branch, and arrangements were being completed whereby the
plains were to be restored to their original inhabitants.
Jefferson openly scoffed at such talk. He told his listeners that
the whole thing was a hollow tale, that from the letter just received
it was plain that the halfbreeds were losing ground and wanted help
from the Indians. He warned that troops would arrive sufficient to
handle the entire situation, and that dire punishment would fall
upon all w h o took part in the revolt.
For this, Jefferson's life was immediately threatened by an Indian
w h o had come from Beardy's camp at Duck Lake, and the farm
instructor realized that one man only, Poundmaker, could save him.
The Indians were aware that they had committed sufficient
depredations to warrant punishment in the near future. Scouts were
sent out and orders were given to the Cree war chief, Fine Day, to be
prepared for an approach by the Mounted Police or the military.
Poundmaker gave instructions that, should his camp be attacked, none
were to stay in one place, but to appear quickly at widely separated
spots, to give the impression of numbers. All trails were to be closely
watched, and there was to be no waste of ammunition, as their arms
were of short range compared to those of the force which might come
against them.
Scouts from the police barracks were also out spying upon the
camp in the valley of Cut Knife Creek.
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The creek flows from the west, skirts the base of a prominent hill,
then turns in a northerly direction to meet the Battle River several
miles away. It runs through brush between steep banks, and the
surrounding country is broken by depressions and deep coulees.
Before white men had come to dispute the occupancy of the plains
with the Indians, the Crees under Poundmaker had been waylaid by
a Sarcee war party headed by one Cut Knife. The attacking chief had
been killed and his warriors scattered on this self-same spot—hence
its name. Poundmaker now anticipated that the Crees would again
be forced to defend the same ground which had been allotted to them
as a reserve by the Government of Canada.
Since the arrival of the relief column at Battleford, all had been
quiet. However several aspects of the local situation contributed to
induce Lieutenant-Colonel Otter to act on his own and take the field.
Murders had been committed by the Indians; looting by a large number
of them under the alleged leadership of Poundmaker had followed;
word was current that a junction with Big Bear was imminent, and
not the least, stories to the effect that the military had suffered a
decisive defeat at Fish Creek were being circulated. Otter did not
trust Poundmaker, and being rashly disposed to surprise the concentration of Indians on the Cut Knife reserve, decided to discourage by
a show of force any further Indian participation in the conflict.
Of special importance, if, as rumour had it, Poundmaker and Big Bear
were planning to go to the relief of Riel and Dumont at Batoche, a
swift reconnaissance would likely bring the scheme to naught. But
Otter had no authority from General Middleton for the undertaking.
Wishing to have a full division, Herchmer reinforced his Mounted
Police command brought from Swift Current by 31 non-commissioned
officers and men and 20 horses from " D " Division at Battleford, which
had recently been augmented by Dickens' command from Fort Pitt.
He also procured by purchase an additional 13 horses.
A force of 319 rank and file, in addition to the staff, was detailed
by Otter to march the 38 miles to Cut Knife Creek. This was made
up of:
North-Wcst Mounted Police under Superintendent Neale,
exclusive of Superintendent Herchmer the brigade-major
" B " Battery, R.C.A., w i t h t w o 7-pounder guns and one Gatling
" C " Company, Infantry School Corps
Governor General's Foot Guards
Queen's Own Rifles
Battleford Rifles

74
80
45
20
50
50

Forty-eight wagons were to be used for transporting the infantry
and supplies.
About two o'clock in the afternoon of May 1, the "assembly"
was sounded, and by half past four the column was formed on the
south side of Battle River. As it moved off to the west the long train
of riders and wagons was a striking display of force, such as had
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never been witnessed by the Indians of the N o r t h Saskatchewan—•
the Mounted Police in brown field-service uniforms, w i t h cartridge
bandoliers, Winchester carbines and revolvers; " B " Battery in dark
blue w i t h red facings; " C " Company in scarlet w i t h black facings;
Foot Guards in scarlet and gold; Queen's Own, including an ambulance
corps, in dark green, and the Battleford Rifles in typical Western
costume.
A halt was made for supper about 9 p.m., and the march resumed
two hours later, w i t h the Mounted Police forming the advance guard.
Cut Knife Hill came into view about five o'clock in the morning of
May 2.
The Indians had at first camped in the valley, but later had
crossed the creek to a location on higher ground. Scouts soon discovered the Indian trail and followed it until they found themselves
almost in the Indian camp, which formed a semi-circle facing eastward. Coulees lay on either side; poplar and willow trees crowded
the camp from the rear.
An old Indian on the lookout gave the alarm, and as the vanguard
of the attacking force—the Mounted Police—reached the top of the
rise, warriors scurried from their lodges in all directions, seeking
vantage points. The t w o field-guns, placed on elevated ground,
opened fire, and the fight was on. The rattle of the Gatling joined in.
But most of the shots were directed at the already empty lodges.
Superintendent Neale ordered his men to dismount and sent the horses
to the rear. Indians raced forward to attack. The Mounted Police
drove them back. Soon a horde of redskins occupied a ravine that
flanked the north, or right side, of the trail where it ascended the upper
ground. Intensive sniping from that quarter halted the advancing
police w h o found themselves exposed to fire from front, rear and flank.
The guns maintained their positions, commanding the camp which
was now practically empty, but a few courageous Indians rushed
forward and almost succeeded in taking them.
The Mounted Police had taken a position at the top of the trail
leading to the Indian camp, but those w h o followed were checked
by the galling fire on the right flank, and it was not long before men,
wagons and horses were in a confused scramble on the several shelves
of the upper ground. It was possible for those occupying the more
elevated positions to shoot at Indians in all directions, but only at
the risk of being exposed to the snipers in the woods. Some trouble
was had w i t h the 7-pounder guns, but the Gatling kept up a straggling
fire.
Realizing that they had checked the advance, the Indians became
bolder and deployed into the ravine on the south side. From both
flanks they now poured a withering fire. To an almost complete
extent, the fight as conducted by them had developed into the oftpractised and usually successful "surround".
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No headway was made by Otter, who by midday found himself
almost cut off from retreat. His plan to knock the Indians out at
one swift blow had failed, and each minute now added to the precariousness of his position. Finally the order was given to fall back.
A large quantity of ammunition had to be abandoned.
Actually, the Indians had been at a disadvantage. Armed with
shotguns and a few rifles of old types, they were no match against
weapons that were fatal at 1,000 yards; but once it was known that a
retreat of the troops had begun, the advantage swung to the other
side. Indians hid in the willows where the trail dipped to the creek,
ready to intercept their enemy, despite which the troops, desperately
pushing through, reached a ford lower down, crossed in disorder and
struck out for Battleford.
The Indians did not pursue. Some w h o were mounted were
impatient to attack the retreating column from the rear, but Poundmaker said: " N O ! " It was enough, he argued, to defend themselves
and their women and children, but he would not take the offensive.
The enemy had been beaten; let that be enough.
As the story of "Cut Knife" was unfolded, it came out that
Poundmaker had tried again and again to dissociate himself from the
control of the war party within his own camp. Once attacked however he had done his utmost to defend his following, and in the heat
of the engagement had been seated on a white horse, a commanding
and motionless figure on a crest above the camp. Fine Day, the war
chief, had taken over the actual conduct of hostilities. Eye witnesses,
among them Robert Jefferson the farm instructor, were emphatic in
stating that it was well that Poundmaker had ruled against attacking
the retiring military. Tired and disheartened, Otter's men might well
have been hard put to defend themselves while traversing a terrain
admirably suited to Indian ambuscade. Perhaps a tragedy had been
narrowly averted.
Throughout the engagement w i t h the Indians the Mounted
Police, first to draw their fire, had occupied the advance position and
had conducted themselves w i t h an efficiency that elicited praise from
all sides. Superintendent Herchmer reported: "Throughout the action,
which lasted seven hours, our men behaved admirably. The sense of
duty shown by them in always keeping themselves so well to the
front, and occupying the most forward positions, explains our loss."
In his official dispatches Colonel Otter stated: "In LieutenantColonel Herchmer I had a most valuable assistant. Not only in the
action of Saturday but throughout our march from Swift Current to
Battleford, he displayed the most sterling qualities of a soldier, while
the men of his command have time and again proved themselves as
invaluable to my force."
In addition to Supt. W. M. Herchmer and Supt. P. R. Neale, " E "
Division of the Mounted Police supplied 29 non-commissioned officers
and men, " A " Division, 5 non-commissioned officers and men, " B "
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Division, 7 constables, and " D " Division, 31 non-commissioned officers and men. Mentioned for special recognition were Sgt. Major
Tommy Wattam, Sgts. J. H. Ward (seriously wounded but recovered),
G. Macleod and J. Richards, Cpl. S. M. Blake and Csts. W. H. Routledge, Taylor, T. McLeod, I. C. Harstone, E. Rally, Gilpin, C. Ross,
W. C. Swinton, H. Storer, R. Rutledge, C. Phillips, M. I. Spencer and
G. Harper.
In the early stages of the fight, as the Mounted Police drove back
the first onrush of Indians, Cpl. R. B. Sleigh of " D " Division, w h o
w i t h five men had been stationed in the village of Frog Lake just
prior to the massacre there a month earlier, was shot through the
mouth and killed—the first man to fall. A few moments later Cpl.
W. H. T. Lowry of " E " Division and Trumpeter Paddy Burke of
" D " Division were mortally wounded. (Both died the day following
the engagement.)
All told, the casualties suffered by Otter were eight men killed
and 14 wounded. The Indian losses were unknown, and though
reputed to be fairly large, Robert Jefferson later estimated the Indian
dead at six and the wounded at three. Strangely enough, two Nez
Percee Indians from among those who sought refuge in Canada after
Chief Joseph's fight w i t h General Miles in 1877 were among the
slain.
The Mounted Police, last to leave the field, provided both advance
and rear guards on the return march.
During the retreat the wounded suffered extremely in the jolting
wagons, and the men chafed bitterly under the sting of defeat. Battleford was reached about midnight. In 30 hours the column had
travelled approximately 80 miles, had had little food and water,
practically no sleep, and had fought a seven-hour engagement. The
dead and wounded were carried into the Industrial School, formerly
one of the territorial government buildings, on the south side of the
Battle River. One of the Governor General's Foot Guards had been
left on the field, stripped of clothing and horribly mutilated by the
squaws in revenge for their losses. He was buried the day after the
fight by Father Louis Cochin w h o was a prisoner of the Indians.
On the face of it the fight at Cut Knife Hill had been something
of a victory for the rebel forces, but had netted Otter some good
results. It was plain that Poundmaker had been wavering between
peace and war, and a union w i t h Big Bear had been possible.
Messengers from Louis Riel had been insistent in seeking Indian
aid for the rebel cause, and Otter had seen the importance of causing
Poundmaker to declare himself one way or the other. No matter how
much the peacefully-inclined Cree chief might have been opposed to
an armed contest w i t h the government forces, the fact remained that
his following had committed murders and depredations. To a great
extent he had held back from precipitating in hostilities, but had
accepted the leadership of an unruly mob, keen to lift the war club
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against the white man. For the time being Otter's near defeat, or
quasi-failure, provided food for serious thought among the Indians of
the Saskatchewan.
(Years afterwards a Cree Indian gazing out upon the quiet hillside
where in 1885 the opposing forces had clashed in w h a t might have
been a massacre of white soldiers, remarked: " I t is too bad they
had to fight; the Indian is not a bad man, the white man not a bad
man. Poundmaker was a good man; he did not want blood, and he
would not let the Indians come down here after the soldiers when
they went b a c k . " )
The dead wrere buried w i t h military honours on May 4, the
services being performed by the ministers of the respective churches.
The following day the entire command moved to the north side of
the Battle River and camped near the barracks, from which 20 to 30
Mounted Police continually patrolled the surrounding country.
Like Prince Albert, Battleford now settled down to a period of
waiting—waiting for news from General Middleton's drive northward
towards Batoche, and for such orders to the police and military as
would follow in accordance w i t h the plan of campaign. The telegraph
wire to the East was silent, and news of the outside world was only
possible by couriers from Swift Current.
The Advance On Batoche

Meanwhile on M a y 4, probably while the dead were being
buried at Battleford, General Middleton in his camp near Fish Creek
100 miles to the east, ordered a parade of his brigade, and on the
following day sent a reconnaissance towards Batoche.
Boulton's
and French's scouts were used for the purpose, the general and Lord
Melgund his chief-of-staff, accompanying them.
From Gabriel's Crossing near the home of the rebel "general",
a return was made along the river bank. A courier came out from the
camp to report the arrival of the steamer Northcote w i t h the Midland
Regiment and a hospital unit, and arrangements were soon completed
for a further advance. Several staff officers advised joining w i t h the
Mounted Police under Irvine at Prince Albert before attacking Batoche,
but the general, already four days behind the schedule mentioned in
his dispatch of April 26 to Irvine, decided to push ahead without any
further delay. He now wrote a proclamation in French and sent a
number of copies to Batoche by an Indian w h o had been taken prisoner.
In the proclamation he called upon the Indians and halfbreeds to
return to their homes and receive his protection. The proclamation
never reached its destination—-Louis Riel had promptly seized the
messenger and suppressed the message.
The steamboat was barricaded, and w i t h a load of supplies and
a portion of the " C " School of Infantry on board, was ordered to
drop downstream, accompanying the advance.
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Three days later the entire force, northward bound, led by the
scouts, came to Gabriel's Crossing. When camp was established
Boulton's men reconnoitered by circling out on the open prairie to
the eastward, over the next day's line of march. Batoche was little
more than eight miles off.
Dumont was prepared to meet the inevitable attack, but it is
doubtful if his plan of defense actually indicated his belief in success
by arms alone. A story had been whispered that if the malcontents
displayed sufficient strength, Canada would be quick to rectify their
grievances. In any case a showdown was near.
Louis Riel had preached the impossible. Only to a mind so
abnormal that it hinted of insanity, and to a gullibility born of
arrant vanity, could be attributed the tragedy of civil combat about
to ensue. Against a formidable position, young men from farms,
factories, offices—from purely peace-time occupations—handicapped by
lack of experience in actual fighting, were soon to be called upon to
battle w i t h some of the most efficient and seasoned fighters of the plains.
At six o'clock on the morning of M a y 8 Middleton marched
eastward. Then turning northward to reach the main cart trail
from Humboldt, he swung directly towards Batoche. As he neared
the South Saskatchewan he halted and camped. Without dismounting
he went w i t h Boulton's Scouts closer to the village, to see if the way
was clear.
Back at camp, he assembled his officers, divulged his
plan to them and outlined their duties. He sent word to the Nortbcote
to be ready to join in the attack at 8 o'clock the following morning.
The camp was astir long before daybreak on the 9th. Boulton's
Scouts rode out covering the front, followed by " A " Battery,the
Gatling gun, the Grenadiers, the 90th, part of the Midlanders, the
Winnipeg Field Battery and French's Scouts. A small guard was
left behind. All three infantry battalions had Snider-Enneld singleshot rifles w i t h bayonets, but some of the 90th carried the MartiniHenry. Many of the rebels possessed repeating rifles.
Suddenly shots were heard from the direction of the river; then
a continued blast from the Nortbcote's whistle. Obviously something
had gone wrong. Artillery shots were fired to apprise those on board
that the land forces were advancing, also to divert the enemy from the
steamer in case it was being attacked.
The village church stood at the southern extremity of the scattered settlement, and several small houses nearby were barricaded.
The inmates however fled to a patch of woods beyond, when two fieldguns were rushed forward and began firing in their direction. Two
of the buildings were soon in flames. Meanwhile the column was
deploying for a frontal attack. Several scouts dismounted and skirmished towards the church and mission house, about 400 yards in
front. The Gatling was brought into play just as a priest and several
others emerged bearing a white flag. They were received w i t h
assurances of protection.
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The scouts again advanced, but when a sudden volley of shots
from concealed rifle pits burst forth, they retreated to the neighbourhood of the church. At the same time two companies of the 10th
Grenadiers extended to right and left. Artillery fire opened up on a
number of rebels across the river, also on the village to the north and
the ferry beyond it. But as yet the Northcote's whereabouts was a
mystery.
The Midlanders and the 90th pressed forward. When trouble
with the guns developed, a number of rebels leaped from their pits
during the lull and opened a concerted fire, wounding several men
and killing a battery horse. The Gatling checked them in the centre,
as the infantry hugged the ground. The half breeds attempted desperately to turn the left flank, and firing became intense. Soon the
enemy pressure threatened the whole front, but the Gatling saved
the day. Behind the troops the brush suddenly caught fire, covering
the action w i t h a dense pall of smoke. The hospital corps set up
quarters in the church and mission house, the walls of which were
immediately loopholed.
The front line held tenaciously, although it was apparent that
the position was not in its favour. The rebels were strongly posted
on the left, and a charge in that direction by some of the Midlanders
prevented encirclement along the river bank. But there was danger
of the left being turned, so much so that the artillery was withdrawn.
A sustained fire set in from halfbreeds w i t h long-range rifles on the
west side of the river.
As the afternoon lengthened, firing on both fronts became desultory. Camp of the government forces was moved nearer.
Middleton pondered seriously the task confronting him. For a
second time his force had been checked. Lord Melgund the chief-ofstaff was ordered to set out posthaste for Ottawa, to confer w i t h the
government w i t h a view to getting Imperial troops from Halifax.
A courier was dispatched w i t h orders to the second half of the Midlanders, which had been left at Clarke's Crossing, to come up; also
orders to other corps stationed at points far from the scene of hostilities.
The York and Simcoe Rangers were to go to Humboldt; the 7th
Fusiliers to Clarke's Crossing; the 92nd of Winnipeg to Fort Qu'Appelle, jointly w i t h a Winnipeg troop of cavalry, and the School of
Cavalry was to occupy the Touchwood Hills between Qu'Appelle and
Humboldt.
An entrenched camp was marked out a quarter of a mile from the
church and about 200 yards from the river bank. The wagons were
used as a barricade. As dusk fell, all firing ceased.
The first day of the "Battle of Batoche" had availed little either
way. The militia had suffered two men killed and ten wounded.
That night about two-thirds of the troops were kept on guard.
Several companies of the Midlanders and the 90th, to prevent a possible
attack, lined the edge of the prairie and kept up a dropping fire towards
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the rebel position till morning. Weird war cries sounded from time
to time, and a few bullets fired at random reached the zariba formed
by 250 wagons. A rocket sent up for the Nortbcote's benefit, caused a
brief stampede among the horses.
It was learned eventually that the steamer had dropped down the
river as instructed, but had run into an outburst of rifle fire from the
banks, and in the confusion her whistle had been blown. A little
later, as the boat borne on the current, was passing the village of
Batoche, some rebels ran to the bank, raised the ferry cable and
succeeded in carrying away her smokestack and some of her upper
structure. After drifting two miles w i t h little guidance, the steamer
w i t h two barges in tow, after tasting a brisk gunfire, swung on a
sandbar. By that time the wood supply had all but given out. Three
men on board were wounded.
The first streaks of dawn on Sunday, May 10, found Middleton's
camp preparing for a second attempt to dislodge Dumont's little
army. Across from the church men were seen digging in the graveyard, burying the rebel dead of the day before. No interference was
offered, and in due course the Grenadiers were ordered to their position
of the previous day. Boulton's Scouts were placed on the right flank,
the Midlanders on the left. The enemy had advanced to a position
in front of their rifle pits and immediately to the rear of the church.
As the morning advanced Capt. John French was ordered to venture
east and north w i t h his scouts and some of Boulton's men, and ascertain if a flanking movement could be made in that quarter.
It was evident to all that the commanding officer was feeling
his way carefully.
The day was characterized by little more than alternate advancing
and retiring as the general, close up to the front line, gave repeated
orders. The weather had turned warm, and most of the men threw
off their coats and rolled up their sleeves.
In the afternoon the Winnipeg Battery shelled the rebel right.
Extreme caution was being exercised. In keeping w i t h the general's
stated wishes, the casualties were trivial. In a dispatch he stated:
" I t was good practice and training for my men."
The strength was increased when a body of 50 mounted men, the
"Dominion Land Surveyors Intelligence Corps", rode in from the
south under Capt. J. S. Dennis. Some trenches and pits were dug on
the right for the purpose of enfilading the rebels should they try to
advance. Rifle fire from the flanking trenches turned the enemy back,
and as they retired, two long-range shots reached the camp, one
killing a horse, while the other, to the amusement of the ranks, nearly
shattered a looking glass before which the general was shaving.
As evening approached, the front line was again drawn in.
The casualties for the day were one killed and five wounded.
Dr. G. Sterling Ryerson, an assistant surgeon with the Grenadiers,
had improvised a white flag bearing a red cross to distinguish a spring
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wagon carrying his vital supplies. The "Red Cross" had been much
in evidence at Fish Creek and was now conspicuous at Batochc,
eventually to become a familiar and revered symbol throughout the
world.*
While all was quiet ex-Mounted Policeman Jack French of
French's Scouts slipped away on his horse, and when he returned
some time later his hat was in one hand and he carried a bulging
sack before him on the saddle. He went directly to the hospital tent,
called for the doctor in charge and handed over the hat with the
remark: "Here are some fresh eggs for the sick boys and a sack of
chickens. Will you please see that they get them?"
The third day of the battle was also destined to result inconclusively. The general still held his hand. Captain French had
reported a large area of open prairie to the north-east. Leaving the
bulk of his force to continue skirmishing, Middleton set out with
French's and Boulton's Scouts, the Gatling gun, and a loyal halfbreed, Tom Hourie, as guide. The movement was observed by Dumont
who drew off part of his force to meet what he apparently feared was
a threat upon his left. Without serious incident the general returned
some hours later, bringing in a small herd of cattle and a stray halfbreed.
Meantime the infantry had held their position in front of the
enemy, some of whom had been driven out of their pits by the Midlanders. Gunfire from " A " Battery was directed towards some
houses on the west bank of the river, and two guns of the Winnipeg
Battery shelled the foremost rifle pits.
A retirement was again ordered at the close of day, accompanied
by some independent firing from both sides. Four men had been
slightly wounded.
On May 12 the tactics employed were much the same as on the
previous days. The general again struck north-eastward with all
the mounted men, a field-gun and the Gatling. The infantry brigadier,
Lieutenant-Colonel Van Straubenzie a Crimean veteran was left in
command of the main force. It was the general's intention to make a
feint attack on the rebel left, to draw as many of the enemy as possible
from Dumont's front. The sound of the guns was to be a signal for
Van Straubenzie to press in on the enemy's front and right. There was
speculation in the ranks as to why no co-operation had been given
on the west bank by the Mounted Police under Commissioner Irvine;
none knew that the general had given no orders to Irvine to participate.
As the general's field piece opened fire, a horseman rode out from
the woods on the outskirts of the village, bearing a white flag. He
proved to be John Astley, the special scout who had been made a
prisoner on March 26, the day of the Duck Lake fight, and who with
*Dr. Rycrson's first Red Cross flag is preserved in the Toronto Public Library.
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seven others had been languishing in the dark cellar of a building near
the Batoche ferry. He carried a letter from Louis Riel stating that the
prisoners would be put to death if Middleton's fire killed any half breed
women or children. Astley enquired w h a t terms the rebels could
expect if they surrendered, feverishly hoping to bring about an end to
the fighting as well as a release of the prisoners. He had pledged his
word to deliver the message and return to Riel.
General Middleton stated emphatically, that any surrender
would have to be unconditional, and that Louis Riel would be handed
over to the civil authorities. If the women and children were put
together in one plainly designated place, no shot would be fired in
that direction, provided there were no men in the vicinity. Astley
returned w i t h the reply.
A strong wind was blowing from the south, and little was heard
of the firing on Middleton's front. The infantry had maintained
their position as a result, and upon his return the general was surprised to find the advance had not set in. He expressed his surprise
in no uncertain language and stated afterwards: " I am afraid I lost
both my temper and head. I hurried off alone to the church to try
and see w h a t the enemy was about. Just as I got near it, gunfire was
opened on me from the ravine, which soon pulled me up. I saw I was
in a fix and turned about to walk back, but the fire grew so hot that
I had to run for it, the bullets swishing about me in grand style.
Luckily I managed to reach one of our rifle pits, into which I thankfully dropped. The brigade-major, w h o had luckily seen the affair,
advanced w i t h some men, and I got back safe and sound."
Orders were given to Van Straubenzie to push on cautiously.
Two companies of the Midlanders moved up to the cemetery on the
left. The Grenadiers lengthened their line to the right. The 90th
were in support. Commanding officers received orders to advance on
the enemy as far as possible.
It was enough!
The Fall O f Batoche

Suddenly word was passed along the line that the Midlanders
were charging.
With rousing cheers, led by Lieut.-Col. A. T. H. Williams, M.P.,
they rushed the enemy between the cemetery and the river and on
through the rifle pits hidden in the woods on the outskirts of the
village. Figuratively speaking, they had taken the bit in their teeth.
Simultaneously the 10th Grenadiers under Lieut.-Col. H. J. Grassett
advanced. The 90th of Winnipeg under Major Lawrence Buchan,
replacing Lieut.-Col. A. McKeand w h o was an early but fortunately
slight casualty, hurried forward in support. The whole line plunged
through, and General Middleton immediately mounted to join in the
action. Soon infantry, artillery, scouts and Gatling gun were all in
the fight. Williams, cap in one hand, revolver in the other, was
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racing ahead of his men between the pits and the village. Splashes
of colour poured through the intervening brush and out beyond—
the scarlet of the Grenadiers, the dark green of the "Little Black
Devils" (90th), the blue of the artillery. Everywhere the rebels were
breaking and fleeing for their lives, hotly pursued. The guns were
brought up to shell the village and the ferry beyond it. The 90th
extended to the right of the Grenadiers. Farther on the right were
the scouts.
In the midst of the turmoil John Astley again ran the gauntlet
of fire from both sides, bringing another letter from Riel, in which
the perturbed outlaw stated: "If you don't cease firing, the question
will remain the same as regards the prisoners."
No answer was sent. The troops rushed on, carrying everything
before them, and eventually the prisoners were set free.
Except for some desultory firing at long range, the affair was
over. In little more than half an hour of unhesitant and determined
fighting, the "Battle of Batoche" was won!
Capt. John French, w h o had served nine years in the North-West
Mounted Police, dashed forward to the house of Xavier Letendre
(usually called " B a t o c h e " ) , entered, rushed upstairs and threw a
window open, from which to fire upon the fleeing enemy. A solitary
halfbreed, standing at the corner of a house nearby, raised his rifle and
took deliberate aim. The gallant ex-policeman received a bullet
through the heart. A moment later his assailant died from a welldirected shot.
That evening a loud blast from the whistle of the Northcote
announced her return from down the river.
Within a few hours a number of rebels w h o had been stationed
in earthworks on the west bank of the river in anticipation of attack
by the Mounted Police from Prince Albert, crossed to Batoche and
surrendered.
Louis Riel and Gabriel Dumont had fled; it was said they had
gone into hiding in the wild country of the Birch Hills directly to
the east.
Four hundred and ninety-five officers and men of the " N o r t h West Field Force" directly under Middleton took up quarters or
camped in the village for the night. On this historic day five of the
command were killed, four being officers; two were fatally wounded,
and about 25 suffered wounds from which they recovered. Of the
rebels, 23 dead and five wounded were found, but a priest later reported
51 rebels killed and 173 wounded at Batoche. It was said that Dumont
had mustered about 600 men for his last and fatal fight.
The "Halfbreed Rebellion" was practically over.
It now remained to attend to the several bands of Indians w h o
still threatened near Battleford and up the N o r t h Saskatchewan.
To run Big Bear, Wandering Spirit and their co-conspirators to earth
and rescue the prisoners in their hands now called for concerted action.
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The Wood Crees under Chiefs One Arrow and Okamesis, the
Sioux under White Cap and the Plain Crees under Beardy, who had
participated in the revolt, were silenced. Far to the west the Blackfoot
had held a Sun Dance, attended by a number of their kin from south
of the international boundary, at which there had been some vigorous
speech-making and considerable excitement, despite Chief Crowfoot's
undoubted loyalty. But there was small likelihood of disruption in
that quarter now.
After the battle of Fish Creek, which Riel had been careful to
broadcast as a victory for his people, a threatening reaction had been
reported from Qu'Appelle Valley. But the Indians on the various
reserves in that locality had been kept quiet by constant exertions on
the part of Indian Agent Allan McDonald, assisted by the Mounted
Police and the militia officers stationed there.
Chief Piapot, who possessed a marked partiality for trouble, sent
a message to the Mounted Police at Regina saying he would like to
be interviewed, as he wanted a correct version of the news of the day.
His young men were very restless owing to so many stories in circulation. Superintendent Deane paid him a visit and assured him of the
safety of his followers, provided they remained on their reserves.
Strange soldiers were in the country who could not tell the difference
between good and bad Indians, and if he or his Indians were found
running about, they would probably be treated as enemies.
There was considerable mopping up to be done at Batoche. The
wounded were taken to Saskatoon by boat. Half breed women and
children who had sought refuge below the river bank during the fighting were given every assurance of safety; officers and men assisted
them to gather their household effects, which had become widely
scattered. One of the first concerns was to care for Riel's prisoners
who had suffered from close confinement and lack of proper food.
Half breeds in large numbers were now flocking in, many carrying
white flags, anxious to give themselves up to the military and beg
forgiveness and protection. All received kind consideration.
Irvine And Middleton Join Forces

Commissioner Irvine at Prince Albert had continued with the
aid of his scouts to keep posted as far as possible upon Middleton's
movements, and some explanatory dispatches had passed between
the two commanders, although several from Middleton had been
inconclusive and puzzling. In his dispatch of April 26 the general had
apprised Irvine of his intention to go directly to the Hudson's Bay
Crossing 22 miles north of Batoche, saying that he would reach
there on or about April 30. He had instructed Irvine to have river
craft on hand and a guard to protect the ferry; but anticipating all
possible requirements, Irvine had already provided four scows and
some smaller boats under a strong guard at the designated spot In
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compliance w i t h the general's orders he had also hastened forward
the steamers Marquis and Northwest of the Hudson's Bay Company
from their winter moorings at Prince Albert, directing them up the
South Branch to a point known as Pukahn, where a small Hudson's
Bay Company trading store had at one time operated—hence the name
of the crossing. The Marquis had left on May 1 w i t h 25 men under
Inspector White-Fraser to take possession of the company's old log
building.
On M a y 7 one of Irvine's scouts had brought a message from
Middleton, indicating a change of plans; the military were to march
first on Batoche and then to the Hudson's Bay ferry.
On May 9 towards nightfall, the detachment under WhiteFraser had been surprised to hear a steamboat whistle up the river,
and soon afterwards the Northcote appeared. News was circulated
that Middleton was attacking Batoche, and that unintentionally the
Northcote had run through and suffered some damage at the hands of
the rebels, but had made repairs.
The Northwest had reached the Hudson's Bay Crossing shortly
after the Marquis, and all three steamers had proceeded upstream.
The luckless Northcote was ahead and arrived barely in time to witness
the termination of the battle at Batoche.
Some time previously Irvine had been able to get word through
to Middleton, notifying him that his orders of April 26 had been
carried out.
The day after the Batoche fight Middleton ordered the steamers
down to Guardapuis' Crossing ten miles north of Batoche, to be used
there, not at the Hudson's Bay Crossing as previously stated, for the
purpose of transporting his column across the river. That day he
also sent word to Irvine that it was his intention to march the following
day, M a y 14, to Lepine's Crossing halfway to Guardapuis', and
from there to Prince Albert the day after.
Irvine was nonplussed by the countless changes in the general's
plans. However on May 19 Middleton reached Prince Albert w i t h
his command.
Louis Riel Gives Up

Meantime Boulton and his scouts had begun to search the neighbouring country for Riel and Dumont. William Diehl a rancher from
near Fort Carlton, Bob Armstrong an old Indian fighter and scout
from the United States, both of whom were special scouts for the
Mounted Police, and Tom Hourie halfbreed guide w h o had accompanied Middleton's column from Qu'Appelle, also took up the hunt.
Gabriel Dumont, upon realizing that Batoche was lost, that the
halfbreed cause was toppling to its end, had concluded that Canada
was not his logical abiding place. But he could not be unfaithful to
his friend Louis Riel. In vain he had searched for him; then hearing
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that he had vanished to parts unknown, he struck southward on
his favourite horse, accompanied by his friend Michel Dumas w h o
the year before had accompanied him southward to beg Riel to
espouse the half breed cause.
After consultation w i t h some of his counsellors, Riel decided he
would not attempt escape, that he would give himself up and stand
trial, believing that in that way, public attention would be directed
to the injustice to which he considered the halfbreeds had been subjected by the Government of Canada. He was not far away, and was
soon located.
With little hesitation the hapless instigator of revolt surrendered
to Tom Hourie.
Gabriel Dumont Departs

In the bitterness of defeat Gabriel Dumont found himself
strangely alone; such of his compatriots w h o remained at his side, and
they were few, urged him to seek safety in flight; some there were
w h o helped him to get away.
For some months the defeated general of the rebel Metis lingered
quietly in Montana, gleaning when possible any details bearing upon
the fortunes of those he had left behind. He was told that friends
would rally to the assistance of Louis Riel, that money was being
collected to provide the best legal talent, that acquittal was looked
for. But he also learned of Prime Minister Macdonald's words spoken
in the Commons: " M r . Gabriel Dumont, I speak of him w i t h respect
because he was a brave man, although a rebel. Although he has
committed crimes for which, if found guilty, he shall forfeit his life,
still everyone must have respect for him that certainly they have not
got for Louis Riel."
Dumont was born to the prairie and the prairie life. From boyhood he had followed the customary vocations of his people; had
become a noted buffalo hunter, guide and Indian fighter. He was a
simple man, brave to a fault, kindly and ever ready to defend the weak
against the strong. Hungering for old friends, for other days and
surroundings, he did not k n o w that some day he would be permitted
to return to the Saskatchewan. But it would not be the Saskatchewan
he loved.
Much of the history of his life following his escape to the United
States is lost, but several years after the Battle of Batoche, he is seen
as a Westerner of marked distinction in the galaxy of frontiersmen
and Indians gathered together by Col. W. F. Cody (Buffalo Bill) for
a triumphal tour of the world. He was conspicuous in the show ring
w i t h his rifle and his broncho, shattering glass balls in midair as he
rode at furious speed. He saw Britain, France, Germany, Italy and
other countries, and often displayed his marksmanship and agility
before crowned heads. At last, seized with homesickness, he set out
for Batoche.
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Many comradeships had been severed. The old rifle pits were
there, grassgrown and falling away. Above those who had answered
his call to arms and died, there were many humble mounds.
For two years he lingered, a silent, almost reluctant dweller in
a strange land. Then the once famous figure of the plains passed on—
alone. A little coterie of downcast Metis attended the last rites,
muttering: "Gabriel Dutnont est mort! Pauvre Gabriel."
The C.P.R. Linked Up

Far away, on the day preceding Middleton's arrival at Prince
Albert, a significant event took place near Jackfish Bay on Lake
Superior—an important step towards the unity of Canada. The last
spike of the Lake Superior section of the Canadian Pacific Railway
was driven home, completing a rail connection between Montreal
and the Rocky Mountains. A few days previously the Montreal
Garrison Artillery had reached the end of the track, where they remained encamped until a slow-moving train of colonist cars carried
them westward across a high trestle over the Nipigon River, the first
train to travel from Montreal to Winnipeg.
Riel To Regina

Louis Riel with 24 other prisoners was soon on his way under
guard to Clarke's Crossing on the South Saskatchewan by steamer,
thence to be taken overland by wagon and rail to Regina, to be lodged
in the Mounted Police barracks.

CHAPTER V

1885
REBELLION—PART III

'HILE General Middleton had been on his way north to
overcome the rebel opposition at Fish Creek and Batoche,
little of importance had occurred in the area of disturbance farther west. As far as was known Big Bear and
his Crees w i t h their prisoners had retired to the forested
country north of Fort Pitt, doubtless to escape retribution for the
Frog Lake massacre and the destruction of the little Hudson's Bay
post vacated by Inspector Dickens and his small detachment.
Colonel Otter and his command had settled down at Battleford
pending orders from the high command. The large military camp occupied a site on the north side near the Mounted Police barracks. A new
and much needed bridge had been built where the Swift Current trail
crossed the Battle River from the south. Guard duty and patrols made
work for many of the men, but there was ample time for diversion.
Football and lacrosse matches were staged, and a week after the Cut
Knife fight the Queen's Own Rifles of Toronto, played a cricket match
against a picked 11 from the other corps. Food was scarce. Fresh meat
was rationed down to once a week; half an ounce of tea was allowed
per day; horses' rations were limited to ten pounds of very poor hay
and a few handfuls of oats.
From the outset Poundmaker had never favoured the rebellion.
He had always been on friendly terms w i t h the whites. When the
Marquis of Lome had toured the West in 1881, he had guided the viceregal party from Battleford to the Blackfoot Crossing near Calgary,
and had made a good impression. With the outbreak under Riel, he
doubtless sensed h o w the uprising would end; but w i t h his followers
inclined to the warpath, he had had little choice other than to do as
any other Indian chief would have done—stand by his own people. At
Cut Knife he had not only held back his warriors from pursuing Otter's
retreating column, but had voiced his wish to move farther west
towards the Blackfoot country, to avoid further participation in a war
against the "Queen M o t h e r " .
Two messengers from Big Bear had arrived at Poundmaker's camp
the day after the Cut Knife fight, but the object of their visit was kept
secret. And within another two days envoys from Riel arrived w i t h
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renewed pleadings for help. This persistent pressure was sufficient to
cause the younger Crees and Assiniboines to yield, especially when
they heard a distorted and exaggerated account of Middleton's retreat
at Fish Creek.
Poundmaker w i t h but one course open to him had not hesitated
to act on the defensive at the approach of Otter, but no one could say
he had been aggressive. There was ample evidence to show that he
wrould have avoided a fight, had that been possible.
Poundmaker Moves East: Further Conflict

The Indian camp broke up and began moving eastward. It was
a ragged horde that gave Battleford a wide berth, though a few longdistance skirmishes took place between the Indian scouts and patrols
from the Battleford garrison. Robert Jefferson the farm instructor
w h o had been held in the camp, was forced to accompany the travellers. Asked by the chief w h a t would be done to the Indians when
peace was restored, Jefferson replied that they would not all be put
to death, but those w h o had committed murder would be hanged and
others lodged in prison. The rest would be sent to their reserves.
The pilgrimage continued in the direction of Batoche.
Two days after Middleton's fight w i t h Dumont at Fish Creek,
the long line of Indians accompanied by the halfbreed messengers
from Batoche, wended its way through the broken country that borders the prairie south of Battle River. About seven miles due south of
Battleford, at a point where the Swift Current trail stretched southward like a winding ribbon, the leading riders sighted three mounted
scouts. That morning, Sergeant Gordon, Csts. F. O. Elliot, W. J.
Spencer, E. F. Racey and another had struck out to patrol the area.
The Indians mistook them for outriders of an enemy in force.
Seeing that he was overwhelmingly outnumbered,Gordon shouted
to his companions to w i t h d r a w as quickly as possible. They put spurs
to their horses. Firing broke out among the Indians, and Spencer was
wounded. Several Indian saddles were emptied. Elliot's horse started
bucking, and seeing his predicament, several Indians rushed forward
to take him prisoner, waving a white flag to urge him to give himself up. He dismounted, and his horse ran away. Whether the sign
of truce was misunderstood by him or not, he took a stand on a nearby
knoll and there opened fire, making things so hot for the redskins
that they surrounded him and shot him down. Some distance away
Gordon and the others meantime opened fire from the shelter of some
brush. So threatening was the bold front against them, most of the
Indians dropped behind whatever cover lay near, then suddenly
withdrew.
Elliott's horse turned up at Battleford, and a party was ordered
out to find the constable dead or alive. The story was soon told. It
was evident that he had either dismounted or been thrown, that he
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had taken a stand in defiance of the Indian mob. Though badly
wounded he had fought on until his ammunition was exhausted. It
was learned afterwards that Father Louis Cochin, w h o like Jefferson
was also a forced member of the Indian camp, had dug a shallow grave
and buried him where he had fallen. The search party exchanged shots
with some Indians, but eventually the body was removed to Battleford
and buried with military honours. Sergeant Gordon and the rest of
his patrol had meanwhile reached safety.
Shortly after this exciting episode the Indians, as if fearing retaliation of some kind, scattered in the surrounding brush. Good fortune
smiled on them in the form of a long line of wagons w i t h supplies
from Swift Current. Simultaneously the freighters sighted some of
the Indians and several cut their horses loose in an attempt to ride to
safety. Those with oxen were less fortunate, for they had no escort
and were unprepared to fight. They readily gave themselves up.
Attempts were made to humour the redskins with presents, one man
bestowing his watch upon a threatening Cree w h o proceeded to
decorate his hair w i t h the spring and wheels. The entire train, 29
wagons heavily loaded, was seized. Corned beef and hardtack provided
a meal such as Poundmaker's following had not enjoyed for many a
day.
The freighters entered into a parley, hoping they would be able
to proceed to Battleford, but most of the young Indians objected, and
a council was held near the deserted building that marked the spot
where Farm Instructor James Payne had been murdered by the Assiniboines. All sat in a circle, and many speeches followed. It was finally
agreed that the lives of the freighters would be spared if none attempted
to run away. Poundmaker, interpreted by Jefferson, told them they
were safe and that they should be thankful for their fortunate escape.
The Indian trek was then resumed south-eastward through the
Eagle Hills, and next day a rider brought news of the fighting on the
South Branch. He gave a lurid account of desperate conditions there;
the military had been held at Fish Creek for three days, then Dumont
had been forced to fall back. A stand would be made at Batoche, but
help was urgently needed.
There was argument among the Indians as to what they should
do. Camp was made, and several days later t w o more messengers
arrived bringing word of the defeat of the halfbreeds and the end of the
uprising.
Riel was a prisoner and Dumont had fled!
At a council, the downcast camp was told that all that remained
was to make the best terms possible, to seek whatever peace might be
offered. Poundmaker called Jefferson to his lodge and questioned him
as to what lay ahead for them. Again the farm instructor replied that
the Assiniboine murderers would be hanged; others would be sent to
prison.
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The chief and most of his following jumped to the conclusion
that they would all be put to death. There seemed nothing for it but
to accept their fate. Poundmakcr asked Jefferson to write a letter to
General Middleton inquiring upon what terms he would receive them,
deliver it to Batoche and return with the answer. An Indian would
accompany him. Several half breeds signified a desire to go along,
anxious to join their compatriots on the South Branch.
The chief's letter read as follows:
Eagle Hills,
May 19, 1885.
Sir:
I am camped with my people at the east end of the Eagle Hills, where I am
met by the news of the surrender of Riel. No letter came with the news, so I
cannot tell how far it may be true. I send some of my men to you to learn the
truth and the terms of peace, and I hope you will deal kindly with them. I and
my people wish you to send the terms of peace in writing so that we may be
under no misunderstanding from which so much trouble arises. We have 21
prisoners, whom we have treated well in every respect. With greetings.
Poundmakcr (his mark).

Jefferson and his companions moved in a direct line across country
to Duck Lake on the way to Batoche, some mounted, others on foot.
Travelling fast, they reached the outskirts of the Duck Lake settlement late in the afternoon of May 21 and there learned that Middleton
had gone on to Prince Albert. The emissaries were provided with a
pony and buckboard to hasten them on their way.
Middleton Moves West
At Prince Albert Jefferson found that the troops had already
left for Battleford by river steamer. Realizing the importance of
Poundmaker's letter, Commissioner Irvine arranged transportation.
By hard driving the police teamster sighted the steamer as it was
leaving Carlton, and the anxious Jefferson found a canoe, paddled
madly after it and was soon in the general's presence. The letter was
read and an answer written:
Poundmakcr—I have utterly defeated the halfbreeds and Indians at Batoche
and have made prisoners of Riel and most of his council. I have made no terms
with them, neither will I make terms with you. I have men enough to destroy
you and your people, or at least to drive you away to starve, and will do so
unless you bring in the teams you took and yourself and councillors, with your
arms, to meet me at Battleford on Monday the 26th. I am glad to hear you have
treated the prisoners well and have released them.
Fred Middleton, Major-General.

The general in speaking to Jefferson said he wanted unconditional
surrender; the Indians would have to come into Battleford, bring their
arms and make complete submission, or they would be wiped out.
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Meantime Father Cochin had been deputed by Poundmaker to
carry a note to Colonel Otter at Battleford, taking the released
prisoners to that point.
In a few terse words, the chief signified his readiness to submit
to complete surrender: " I and my men are at the foot of the Eagle Hills.
I send you 22 white prisoners w h o m I have treated well. I await the
terms of peace. Please send in writing so that there may be no mistake."
Father Cochin had left on horseback the same morning Jefferson
had struck eastward. He covered the 60 miles by late that night.
Otter was puzzled, but on the following morning the tired Cochin
was instructed to carry a reply to the Indian camp.
At the Indian camp next day the faithful padre summoned the
Indians around him and in their own language divulged the contents
of Otter's missive. None of the Indians would be hindered, provided
they conducted themselves well. They could come to Battleford and
await the arrival of the general.
Poundmaker rose to his feet.
"All of y o u , " he began, " l o o k upon me. Today, you acknowledge me as your leader. Harken to w h a t I will say to you. Today,
a question of not fighting confronts us. There is no need to think of
saving your own lives. Look at all these women; look at these little
children; consider all these young people w h o surround you. They
are the ones w h o must be saved. I know you are brave. In fighting
the whites you can hinder them; but we will yield to numbers, and
something tells me that by doing so our children's lives will be saved.
I prefer to give myself up at the risk of being hanged rather than incur
streams of blood by a resistance which has no reason."
The chief then requested Cochin to return to Battleford, await
General Middleton and bring back instructions as to w h a t should be
done.
Jefferson's return from Carlton w i t h Middleton's reply caused
dire misgivings in the Indian lodges. The terms had been anticipated,
but the tone of the letter was threatening. Gloom at once descended
on the camp. There was nothing definite in the letter. Perhaps it was
a trap to place them at the mercy of the soldiers w h o would turn their
cannons upon them. It was questionable whether they should trust
those w h o had been unworthy of confidence. White men were tricky;
they never kept their word.
There was anxious talk and speculation, but in the end they
decided to repair to the appointed meeting place. Some were tempted
to flee for their lives, but there was shame in doing so, as well as the
thought that the white man's w r a t h might be visited upon the helpless members of the band.
The last camp was made on the edge of the Eagle Hills a few
miles south-east of Battleford. Sadness clouded every face; prophecy
dwelt upon the vengeance that all felt was near at hand. The women
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wailed that they and their men were soon to be at the mercy of the
general and his soldiers.
Relief O f Prince Albert

Over at Prince Albert there had been an outburst of good feeling
and relief w i t h the arrival of the military, which had occurred on the
same day that Poundmaker had given Jefferson his appeal to take to
Middleton. Two days previously upon learning of the victory at
Batoche, Commissioner Irvine had disbanded the Prince Albert volunteers, many of w h o m were anxious to get back to their farms and
prepare for spring seeding. The Commissioner was at a loss to give
adequate expression of appreciation for the gallant services rendered
by these volunteers. In his own words, "certainly no body of men
ever earned more honorable mention".
Three busy days were spent by the general and his staff in Prince
Albert. Conferences were held w i t h the Commissioner, during which
the Commander-in-Chief was in high spirits. His successes at Fish
Creek and Batoche had lifted his campaign above the experimental
stage, and he was impatient to be away in order to deal w i t h Poundmaker and Big Bear. He was aware that in future activities he would
have at his disposal any reinforcements he might require. Troops
were still coming from Eastern Canada; Otter's force was awaiting
him at Battleford; the Alberta Field Force was pushing eastward
down the Saskatchewan to join him in the neighbourhood of Fort
Pitt.
Irvine reported that he could place an efficient force of 175
Mounted Police in the field fully equipped, provided w i t h transport
and prepared to travel fast and go anywhere. Besides he would see
to it that the Mounted Police command would be adequately rationed
both for men and horses. But Middleton decided to leave the police
at Prince Albert and proceed to Battleford w i t h the militia. He
considered it important that a mobile force should remain at Prince
Albert where things were still in an unsettled state and where anything
might happen. On M a y 22, w i t h his staff, Assistant Indian Commissioner Hayter Reed and a force consisting of the Midlanders, " A "
Battery and Boulton's Scouts, Middleton departed on the steamer
Northwest. On the 24th the 90th Battalion and the 10th Grenadiers
under Lieut.-Col. Van Straubenzie left on the steamers Marquis and
Alberta. Others consisting of the Surveyors Corps, French's Scouts
and the transport, were to follow by trail on the south side of the river
to Carlton, thence on the north side to Battleford. Capt. W. Brittlebank had replaced Captain French, killed at Batoche.
At the same time Commissioner Irvine w i t h 30 men went ahead
under orders to guard the ferry at Carlton, and a few days later patrolled southward to Duck Lake for the purpose of disarming the Indians
there, leaving Inspr. Frederick Drayner in charge at Carlton to round
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up a large amount of stolen property around Duck Lake and arrest a
number of Indians connected with the uprising. Drayner rejoined the
Commissioner at Prince Albert on the 30th, bringing six Indian prisoners.
At this time a telegram under date of May 23 reached the Commissioner from Ottawa:' 'Minister considers Crozier's report of engagement at Duck Lake very incomplete, and wishes detailed particulars,
also explanation why he went to Duck Lake, knowing you were
about to join him. From vourself he wishes full report from time you
left Regina till arrival of* General Middleton at Prince Albert, why
you abandoned Carlton and why you did not go to Duck Lake, why
you did not scour the country around Prince Albert and why you did
not join General Middleton, also any further particulars you can
furnish. Fred White.''
A few days later the Commissioner answered: "Will send another
and full report from the time I left Regina till arrival of General
Middleton at Prince Albert. The country around Prince Albert was
thoroughly scoured. Result—no houses pillaged or burnt. Received
no order to join General Middleton, which rather surprised me, as
I am sure, from my long service in the country and my knowledge of
Indian and half breed ways, would have been of great service to him.
Full report from Crozier forwarded by last mail. A .G. Irvine."
General Middleton reached Battleford on May 24, Queen Victoria's birthday. For a mile along the river bank, soldiers and civilians
had gathered to give him welcome.
Middleton Versus Poundmaker

The following day a parade of all the troops including Mounted
Police was held to celebrate the event, and the next day Father
Cochin carrying a letter from Middleton couched in the same terms
as the one entrusted to Robert Jefferson, mounted his pony to fulfil
his promise to Poundmaker.
Cochin found the Indians camped not far from Battleford. The
painstaking priest was tired out and famished. The considerate chief
took him to his lodge, gave him the best he could to eat and in sorrowful words stated he had steeled himself for whatever lay ahead.
The Indians arrived at Battleford at noon on May 26, the day
stipulated by the general. Silently and solemnly they crossed the
Battle River, wended their way slowly towards the Mounted Police
barracks and squatted in groups before the general's tent. Poundmaker was on horseback, and without dismounting, shook hands
with various officers as he rode along. The 90th Battalion and the
10th Grenadiers had also arrived.
The Indians had piled their weapons in two wagons which were
taken over by the Mounted Police—a strange conglomeration of firearms including Hudson's Bay flintlocks, Sniders, Peabodys, single and
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double-barreled shotguns, Winchesters and many others, ancient and
modern. An imposing array of tents occupied by the soldiery filled
the area before the fort.
A large and curious concourse of people had gathered to witness
the spectacle. The redmen gave little outward indication that they
were supplicants for peace. Among them there was no lack of dignity,
and many of the younger displayed a truculent attitude. True to
custom, though this was a crisis in their lives, they displayed no sign
of fear or emotion. The men ranged themselves in a semi-circle in
front of the official stand. Many lighted their pipes. Back of the men
sat women and children, silent and unmoved.
General Middleton came forward and sat on a campstool facing
Poundmaker. His staff stood beside him, with Hayter Reed of the
Indian Department, and Tom Hourie the halfbreed scout and interpreter, near at hand. Poundmaker sat on the ground a little in advance
of his following. The chief looked every inch a leader as he arose to
face the general, though in raiment he was far from regal. Tall and
erect, handsome, he wore a bearskin hat with feathers. He had no
coat, and the dark waistcoat which formed his outer garment was
adorned with many brass-headed nails and coloured beads; under that,
a striped shirt. A coloured blanket hung loosely about his waist;
buckskin trousers and moose-skin moccasins completed his attire.
His long black hair in narrow plaits, bound with brass wire hung
across his breast to below his waist. Other chiefs and headmen, Crees
and Assiniboines, stood impassive as statues, many of them profusely
painted and decorated.
After an opening speech by Poundmaker, in which he said he had
harboured no evil intent, a duel of tongues began, interpreted back
and forth by Hourie, but in all except legal technicalities it assumed
the nature of a trial. General Middleton acted the role of judge,
questioning and accusing Poundmaker almost simultaneously. Both
principals in the picturesque palaver spoke quietly; there was little of
gesture on either side. Only the interpreter accompanied his words
with a swaying of body and arms.
"Is it customary," the general queried, "for you people to go
about pilfering like rats?"
Poundmaker replied that he did not know who had burned and
pillaged stores and houses—it might have been others than his own
Crees. He had not advised anyone to steal.
"Has a great chief no power?" came from Middleton.
"I am not sure that I am a great chief," Poundmaker responded.
"Why did you promise Riel 200 men?"
"I never promised. If I had, I would have sent them."
The general's eyes flashed momentarily. "Tell him he is a liar,"
he snapped.
"I would not contradict the general, the great man, but I never
promised. My answer was that I didn't want to go. When I moved
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my camp after the fight, I hoped to go westward to Lake Manitou,
not to Kiel."
"You told Riel you would join him, and then like a squaw, you
were afraid!"
The chief swallowed hard and said: "I am sorry to feel in my
heart that I am such a person as I am."
"Why did you attack at Cut Knife?"
"We were sleeping quietly. They fired on my camp. I had to
defend myself."
The general stated that when Indians raided and murdered they
would always be attacked, that murderers must always be rounded up.
To which the chief answered: "That is right, certainly."
Another Indian came forward and said: "There is a Great Spirit
who made us all. We borrow this earth from Him. When we first
met the white men, we shook hands; no blood was shed. Will the
great man tell how the Indian can get a living now?"
Then an old woman arose and pleaded mercy for her people.
"We don't listen to women," exclaimed the general, at which
one of the headmen interjected the query: "Then why does the Queen
send her word here for us to obey?''
Not wishing to prolong the contest of words, the general stood
up and addressed the Indians. He pointed to their ingratitude. They
had been well treated by the white men, but had joined the half breeds
in rebellion, and now that they sensed defeat they came forward with
lies in their mouths, begging for peace. He would arrest Poundmaker
and four of his accomplices, and the rest could return to their reserves.
But first they must give up the men who had committed the murders
on the Assiniboine reserve of Mosquito.
Poundmaker remarked that he had no personal knowledge of the
murders.
The Assiniboine, Ikta, stepped forward and confessed to killing
Farm Instructor Payne. Some mirth was created among the white
onlookers by the man's appearance. He wore a woman's black straw
hat with green plumes and ribbons tied beneath the chin; but even
more ridiculous was a solemn-visaged redskin who displayed a broad
orange hatband with large blue lettering—Bennet's Egg Powder For
Pudding And Pastry.
He remarked: "If you want to cut me to pieces, do so, but I beg
you to consider my children."
Then Wawanich presented himself. In a casual way he told how
he and four other Assiniboines had come upon Tremont greasing a
wagon and had shot him down.
Five principals and the two murderers were immediately turned
over to the Mounted Police, to be locked up in the barracks.
As the general turned away, he said to the interpreter: "Tell
Poundmaker I will mention that he treated the prisoners well."
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The forlorn Poundmaker, who had willingly exposed his life to
stop bloodshed and maintain peace, was handcuffed and led away.
The prisoners were not placed in separate cells. A raised patform
just inside the entrance of the prison was occupied by them, the cells
running on either side of a corridor leading from this larger space.
Many of the soldiers now dreamed of turning homeward. The
rebels, with the exception of those under Big Bear, had been broken up.
Somewhere in the north were the perpetrators of the Frog Lake
massacre with the prisoners they had taken at Fort Pitt, and a considerable force would be required to find them in the trackless forests and
muskegs. It would be no small undertaking, one that would call for
endurance and courage—a task befitting the North-West Mounted
Police.
A Busy Headquarters

On the day Poundmaker arrived at Battleford, Superintendent
Neale, who was requested by Comptroller White at Ottawa to return
to Regina as soon as possible, left via Swift Current, carrying
dispatches from General Middleton.
Owing to the large number of Mounted Police officers, noncommissioned officers and men required elsewhere, Regina headquarters had been taxed to the utmost, but 161 recruits had arrived
from the East early in May, which relieved the pressure to some
extent.
In reporting on the relief thus provided, Superintendent Deane
stated: "To the credit of the recruits, be it said they shook down into
their places in a very short time. Where all did so well, it would perhaps, be invidious to mention other names, but it is my duty to bring
to your notice the invaluable services of Sgt. Major Robert Belcher
and S/Sgt. Walter Simpson . . . . Of the recruits it is only fair to say
that they would be an acquisition to any force."
Deane had spared 15 constables to Maple Creek, and 20 to strengthen the detachment at Wood Mountain under Inspr. A. R. Macdonell,
where it was planned to form a line of outposts to act on any information received from the halfbreed scouts under Jean Louis Legare.
At Regina Louis Riel was closely guarded, though allowed as
much latitude as possible in the way of exercise. No one was permitted to hold communication with him unless properly authorized.
Prison accommodation was being enlarged in expectation of a considerable number of rebel prisoners.
The Montreal Garrison Artillery reached Regina on May 27 and
camped on the south side of the railway to the west of Wascana
Creek.
Progress Of The Alberta Column

To return to the column under General Strange, which was well
on its way down the North Saskatchewan by boat and trail. At
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Edmonton with the first of his force, Strange had been delayed a few
days getting together river craft, provisions and munitions, seven
large barges being whipped into service for the purpose.
On May 6 Inspr. (Major) Sam Steele moved eastward on the
Fort Pitt-Carlton trail. In his command were 110 of his scouts and 25
Mounted Police, as well as two companies of the 65th and a large
wagon train in charge of John Coleman, ex-constable of the NorthWest Mounted Police. Steele was to provide advance and flank guards
for those who would follow by boat.
Before the main force departed from Edmonton, Inspr. A. Bowcn
Perry and his detachment tested with very satisfactory results, the
9-pounder gun brought West on the N.W.M.P. expedition of 1874.
It was lashed to a scow and surrounded by sacks of pork, beef and
other supplies. The fickle craft was dubbed Big Bear.
The eastward advance was in full swing by May 14, and the
steady flow of the slowly-moving river facilitated progress. A brief
halt was made at Fort Saskatchewan where General Strange conferred with Inspector Griesbach and notified the latter of his appointment to the rank of major of militia. A company of the 65th under
Lieutenant-Colonel Ouimet was following, to assist in garrisoning the
fort. Griesbach was to raise as many scouts as he could arm, institute
a courier service eastward, and provide a certain amount of transport.
He was requested to write to the department asking for reinforcements
of police, and if these were not available, to ask for 100 carbines and
an equal number of saddles.
A short time previously a courier from Strange had brought
orders directing Griesbach to take command of 40 men of the Alberta
Mounted Rifles as soon as they reached him, and with as many
Mounted Police as could be spared proceed southward to a small
Indian and halfbreed settlement named Salois (after a famous buffalo
hunter, Abraham Salois) about 50 miles to the south-east on the
Battle River. There he was to identify if possible and arrest some
unknown persons reported to be causing trouble. The general had
directed that the Mounted Rifles were not to be detained any longer
than necessary, as they would be needed at the front.
At Salois Griesbach found practically all the men of the settlement absent; they were said to be in the surrounding woods, ready
to attack any force that attempted to arrest them. After several hours
of fruitless search the inspector returned to Fort Saskatchewan.
With scouts preceding them in canoes, the boats carrying the
general and his staff, Inspector Perry with his command and the fieldgun and most of the Winnipeg Light Infantry under Lieut.-Col.
Osborne Smith, reached the settlement of Victoria (Pakan) on May 16.
Incidentally that same day the last company of the Winnipeg Light
Infantry left Calgary to follow the main column.
Six horses were placed on an old scow ferry found at Fort Saskatchewan, but soon after starting, the scow sprang a leak and sank.
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The Mounted Police rescued the horses and succeeded in floating the
derelict. From there on the horses were ridden.
A home guard was enrolled at Victoria, augmented by a half
company of the 65th. Inspector Steele had moved forward as far as
Saddle Lake by May 17. On the 20th the 65th which had marched by
trail, exchanged places with the Winnipeg Light Infantry who had
travelled from Edmonton by boat. On the 23rd the Alberta Mounted
Rifles caught up with the main force at Dog Rump Creek. From
Victoria Inspector Perry's command proceeded by land, considerably
ahead of the main force. On the 24th, the same day that General
Middleton arrived at Battleford, which lay over 100 miles to the east,
all the Alberta boats were tied up at the mouth of Frog Lake Creek.
Orders were now given for those on land and water to keep in
close touch, for scouts had brought word that a large band of Indians
was in the vicinity of Fort Pitt. The field-gun was landed, and the
force proceeded with caution.
A small patrol of Steele's Scouts went towards Frog Lake to
investigate. Most of the bodies of the victims of the massacre of April
2 were found, those of the two priests in the cellar of a building which
had been burned; some of the others lav where they had fallen. All
were buried, Canon George McKay reading the funeral service.
Pitt was reached on May 25. Most of the buildings had been
destroyed and some of the ruins were still smoking. No Indians were
about.
Search was made for the remains of Cst. D. L. Cowan who had
been killed by Big Bear's Crees as he rode with Constable Loasby and
Special Cst. Henry Quinn to gain the protection of the fort, following
their ill-fated reconnoitering project to Frog Lake a few days after the
massacre. The unfortunate constable's mutilated body was found
lying on the open prairie, on rising ground to the north-west of the
fort. Loasby's dead horse was close by.
Louis Goulet, a respected and loyal halfbreed who was at Fort
Pitt at the time of the killing, has left brief details of the barbarity
committed upon Cowan's body at the hands of the Crees: "About
half an hour after Cowan was killed, I went to look at the body. I
had been well acquainted with Cowan. There were three young
Indians standing by, one of whom had a knife, and his hands were
all stained with blood. I looked and saw that Cowan's body had
been cut open. The Indians were asked why they had done that, and
one of them said it was to take the heart out and eat it, each to take
a piece."
As a gruesome symbol of Indian savagery, what remained of
Cowan's heart was found impaled on a nearby stake. And in mockery
of the whites, the Indians had attached handcuffs found at Fort Pitt
to the dead man's wrists.
Burial took place with military honours the following day. The
Mounted Police and others attended the service which was conducted
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by Canon McKay. A rustic fence was erected around the lonely mound.
(Several years later, Cowan's remains, along with those of the
other victims of the massacre, were removed to a little cemetery near
the site of the Frog Lake village, and a cairn was erected by the
Historic Sites and Monument Board.)
The 250 miles from Edmonton had been traversed without serious
mishap, completely free of opposition by the rebels, but due to lack
of communication facilities, the telegraph line being silent west of
Battleford, the two generals had been out of touch for some time.
The day after reaching Fort Pitt, General Strange decided to ascertain if possible the whereabouts of Big Bear's band, and turned to
Steele's Scouts—"the eyes and ears" of his command as he termed
them. Choosing his most efficient men, Steele proceeded to scour the
country immediately to the north and east and on the south side of the
Saskatchewan. It was thought that Big Bear might have crossed the
river and struck eastward to join Poundmaker. Traces of his movements were found, including a white woman's shoe and a letter written
long before by Amelia McLean, one of Trader McLean's daughters,
to her mother from college in Winnipeg. With the other whites from
Fort Pitt mother and daughters were now prisoners of the Indians.
A well-marked Indian trail leading to the north and east was
followed by Steele. At the same time Inspector Perry was ordered to
proceed southward some 50 miles to the Battle River then eastward
to the Wolf Hills and circle back to Fort Pitt, to ascertain if Big Bear
and Poundmaker had united. For it was known that a letter had
reached Big Bear asking him and his following to join Poundmaker
in an attack on Battleford. Perry was also to establish communication
with Battleford if possible.
With 17 Mounted Police and five scouts consisting of the Rev.
John McDougall, the Rev. Canon George McKay and three others,
he crossed the Saskatchewan, carrying greatcoats, four days light
rations and 100 rounds of Winchester ammunition. The Rev. W. P.
McKenzie from Fort Macleod accompanied the party, which though
slim in numbers, lacked nothing in spiritual fortitude. Travelling
all night through a heavy downpour, the patrol reached the Battle
River at noon of the following day and followed an easterly course
along its banks, with the scouts thrown out over a wide front. An
Indian trail looked as if it might be that of Big Bear's band, but after
following it in a trying night ride, the party reached a point some
20 miles from Battleford without encountering a single fugitive.
While the horses rested, an Indian courier appeared, carrying a
message from General Middleton to Big Bear, should he be found,
notifying him that Riel and Poundmaker had surrendered. Perry kept
on to Battleford and reported to General Middleton the day after the
latter's powwow with Poundmaker. His ride from Pitt of more than
130 miles under adverse weather conditions had been accomplished in
a day and a half, and no horses had given out.
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Meantime Inspector Steele had picked up a well-marked Indian
trail on the north side of the Saskatchewan. Pressing forward to make
contact with the Indians, he and his scouts were shot at from close
range by one who rode boldly out from behind some brush. A policeman returned the fire, and as the redskin reined in his pony to fire
again, Cst. Angus McLelland brought him down. More Indians
under cover began firing, to which Steele's men replied. Within a few
moments the hostiles mounted and galloped away.
Word was sent back to Strange that Indians had been located,
and the general, anxious to close with Big Bear's band as soon as
possible and rescue the captives taken at Frog Lake and Fort Pitt,
marched out in the afternoon of May 27, leaving a company of the
65th to guard a large quantity of stores. About 100 of the same infantry
were sent down the Saskatchewan by scow, with orders to go about
ten miles and take up position there. The pursuit command, about
300 strong in addition to Steele's Scouts, was made up of the 65th,
the Winnipeg Light Infantry, such of the Alberta Mounted Rifles as
had not accompanied Steele, the 9-poundcr gun under an infantry
detail, and some Mounted Police under Sgt. William O'Connor.
The Pursuit Of Big Bear

The hunt for Big Bear was on!
About ten miles out Strange encountered Indians and sent word
to the men of the 65th at the river to join him. He also made contact
with Steele, some of whose men while well in advance to the eastward had been shot at again.
As a base to work from, a corral was formed of the transport
wagons, then the march was resumed. Within several miles Indians
were again encountered, and Strange deployed to give battle, the
dismounted cavalry on the left, the infantry on the right. The fieldgun was rushed into action, and the Indians were driven farther eastward. Great difficulty was experienced in pushing through the thick
woods.
Keeping in close touch, Steele's Scouts noted that the Indians
were assembling on a high hill known as Frenchman's Butte. As daylight waned, a lookout was placed on the summit, and the Indian
camp discovered near the foot of the rising ground. Strange called the
transport forward and again formed a corral, with outposts extended
on all sides. Darkness fell, and the flickering of the Indian fires could
be seen in the distance.
At daybreak the next morning, May 28, Strange again pressed
to the attack, preceded by dismounted police and scouts under Steele.
A recent Indian camping-ground gave evidence that some form of
ritual, probably the war dance, had been interrupted; a "sacred
lodge" remained standing in the centre. Experienced scouts, upon
examining the site, estimated that many warriors had participated.
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Steele soon reached a deep coulee through which ran a small
stream, the Little Red Deer River. The near slope was thickly wooded;
the opposite side showed a bare glacis with woods at the top. The
stream had overflowed and the banks were swampy. The Indian trail
crossed the creek, then turned up a side coulee leading northward into
the woods beyond. All was quiet, but examination through field
glasses displayed a number of rifle pits and trenches along the edge
of the woods. There were no other signs of the enemy.
The wagons were corralled in a small open space, and the force
deployed. The field-gun was placed at a point where the trail dipped
towards the creek. Steele's Scouts were ordered to advance on foot
to the left; some of the Alberta Mounted Rifles, also on foot, covered
the right; the 65th and two companies of the Winnipeg Light Infantry
advanced in the centre, while a number of the latter were held in
reserve on the high ground. As the entire line moved cautiously into
the valley, a heavy fire broke from the Indian trenches on the opposite
side and was promptly returned. Two men of the 65th and Cst. J.
McRae of the Mounted Police were wounded. The spongy creek
formed a difficult obstacle, but a number of men plunged across, only
to meet a murderous fire on emerging from the bordering willows.
The field-gun brought from Fort Macleod was banging away.
It was at once apparent that to press the assault up the far side
of the coulee would only result in heavy casualties, and not wishing
to take desperate chances, the general directed Steele to mount his
men and reconnoitre around the enemy's right. The 65th was extended
to cover the ground thus unoccupied.
Steele was not long in reporting that the Indian position extended
on Strange's left for nearly two miles, protected by marshes and bogs
that bordered the stream.
It was subsequently learned that the Cree war chief Wandering
Spirit, who had directed the massacre at Frog Lake, had been quick
to observe Steele's reconnaissance. The crafty Indian had paralleled
the movement in order to protect his right flank. Previous to that
he had skillfully chosen the ground upon which to meet attack and
had prepared the pits and trenches. Steele estimated that the Indians
outnumbered him by at least three to one.
Meantime Major Hatton of the Alberta Mounted Rifles sent word
that some of the enemy had outflanked Strange's right and were about
to open fire on the wagon corral.
The general, averse to what he termed "committing Custer",
determined to get clear of the woods. Steele's Mounted Police and
scouts covered the withdrawal, while the muzzle-loading field-gun
maintained as rapid a fire as possible. When all were clear a council
of officers was held, and it was decided that a further retirement of
about six miles should be made to where the ground was free of woods.
Several hours later it was revealed that the scow which had
brought the 65th down the Saskatchewan from Fort Pitt could not
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make the return trip against the current, and it had been necessary to
let it drift to Battleford. On it was a large supply of blankets, greatcoats and rations belonging to the regiment.
General Strange's decision to retire was further strengthened
by the fact that he was not yet in communication with General
Middleton. Also the question of reinforcements had forced itself upon
him, as it was obvious the Alberta Field Force was confronted by a
vast wilderness in which Big Bear's Indians might outmanoeuver the
military. Nightfall therefore, found the entire force back at Fort
Pitt.
Inspector Perry, upon reaching Battleford, had described the situation on the upper Sasktachewan to General Middleton, and had
advised the forwarding of supplies for General Strange's column. The
steamer Northwest was at once pressed into service and was soon away
with a heavy load under Chief Transport Officer Bedson. A company
of the 90th Rifles and Inspector Perry with his patrol were also on
board. About 50 miles from Fort Pitt a courier travelling by canoe
hailed the steamer and delivered a dispatch from General Strange
giving an account of the engagement with Big Bear's Indians. Major
Bedson thereupon landed the Mounted Police patrol and returned to
Battleford for further orders and more ammunition.
Middleton was somewhat angered upon hearing that Strange
had not waited for him, as he considered a more decisive blow might
have been struck. The missive from Strange mentioned the good
services rendered by several of his officers, including Inspector Steele.
Middleton immediately issued orders. Most of those needed
in the pursuit of Big Bear would leave Battleford under his command
the next day, May 30, by steamer. The mounted men were to go by
trail on the south side of the Saskatchewan. Lieutenant-Colonel Otter
and his column would remain at Battleford. All available river
steamers, including the Baroness from Lethbridge and the Northcote,
the latter fresh from carrying Louis Riel and other prisoners up the
South Branch on the way to Regina, were now concerted for service
between Battleford and Pitt.
Three steamers were well on their way on the 31st. A few miles
from Fort Pitt General Strange's brigade-major brought Middleton the
information that the Alberta column had left Fort Pitt and was camped
between there and Frenchman's Butte. He also brought the welcome
information that some of the prisoners in Big Bear's camp had escaped
about the time of the action at Frenchman's Butte.
The day before the fight at the butte, as Steele's Scouts drew close
to the Indians, a loyal halfbreed Louis Patenaude, and several of the
Wood Crees had managed to break away from Big Bear's main camp,
taking with them the Reverend Quinney and his wife, Special Cst.
Henry Quinn, W. B. Cameron, H. R. Halpin and Francois Dufresne.
Travelling north-eastward, then due east, the small party had camped
after a hard tramp of about eight miles, and for several succeeding days
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was on the move. On June 1, by consent of Patenaude and the Wood
Crees who knew that danger of recapture by the Crees had passed,
the erstwhile prisoners were allowed to retrace their steps, and eventually in the neighbourhood of Frenchman's Butte, they met General
Strange's brigade officer and some scouts on their way to hail the
steamers from Battleford.
After leaving the steamer Northwest Inspector Perry and his scouting party lost no time in heading for Fort Pitt, despite the fact that his
men and horses were tired from the long patrol eastward. A cold rain
fell all night, and at one place the men had to wade waist-deep, leading
their horses through a swampy slough several hundred yards wide.
A brief halt was made at Fort Pitt before joining General Strange, six
miles down the river. Perry was glad to learn that his field-gun had
been of good service at Frenchmen's Butte, and was gratified to hear
the police detachment highly commended for the manner in which
it had served.
Supt. W. M. Herchmer in command of 50 Mounted Police, 60
Boulton's Scouts, 20 of French's Scouts and 40 of the Surveyors Intelligence Corps, had left Battleford by trail the day after Middleton had
departed by steamer. After a hard ride they reached Fort Pitt without
incident.
The drive against the red-skinned murderers and pillagers was
now on in earnest.
Inspector Steele with a force of about 70 mounted officers and men,
made up of Mounted Police, Steele's Scouts and Alberta Mounted
Rifles, had been directed to follow the trail of the Indians. Assured
that he would soon receive support from Middleton's troops, he had
pressed on with a minimum of ammunition and supplies.
Almost immediately he made contact with some Indians, but
found them to be merely a rear guard which melted away in the shielding forest. In the brief firing which occurred, one of his scouts, J. Fisk,
was wounded.
While his troops were disembarking at Fort Pitt, Middleton
with a small escort rode out towards Frenchman's Butte to join
Strange, close to where the recent skirmish had taken place and
where a large quantity of furs, provisions, bedding, utensils and some
carts—loot from Frog Lake and Fort Pitt—had been abandoned. That
the Indians had relinquished so much of value indicated they were
becoming panicky.
Having learned from his scouts that the terrain farther on was
impossible for teams, Strange prepared to follow with mounted men,
but General Middleton ordered him to take his force north-westward,
via Onion Lake towards Frog Lake, thence northward to cut off
Big Bear's retreat in the event that the chief might head for the Beaver
River.
General Middleton now returned to Fort Pitt with most of his
immediate command, intending to bring the balance of his mounted
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men forward under Superintendent Herchmer—about 200 in all. In
addition an infantry column was formed consisting of 50 from the 10th
Grenadiers, 50 from the Midlanders and 50 from the Winnipeg 90th,
supported by 25 men of " A " Battery, a Gatling gun and adequate
transport. On June 3 this column moved to a position north of
Frenchmen's Butte overlooking the deserted Indian pits and trenches.
Three days later General Strange's force, including Osborne Smith's
91st and Perry's detachment of Mounted Police with the 9-pounder
gun, was strung out on the trail towards Onion Lake on a roundabout way to a point on the Beaver River north-west of Steele's
position.
Steele and his horsemen had continued to plunge forward on
Big Bear's trail. It was evident the Indians were using their knowledge of the country, doubling on their tracks and intentionally traversing the most difficult muskegs and swamps, in the hope of throwing off their pursuers. Small lakes, rivers and creeks made the pursuit
a sheer test of endurance, and there was always the danger of an
Indian ambush.
Early one morning Steele's advance scouts came out on a high
ridge and caught sight of some Indians in the distance. The ridge
overlooked Loon Lake, one of two bodies of water known as "The
Two Lakes". A wooded peninsula extended from the south-east, and
near it were some Indian horsemen and carts fording a narrow stretch
of water. In the foreground stood several lodges where other Indians
were making hasty preparations to flee.
Suspecting an ambush, Steele and his men dismounted then advanced cautiously. The suspicion was well-founded; hidden Indians
were discovered, and one of them was shot during a brisk fire which
ensued. Then the Indians under the direction of Little Poplar, attempted to encircle Steele's left, but were driven back by a few men
under Sgt. Major William Fury, who during the encounter fell with a
bullet through his chest. One of the scouts, William West, was also
wounded.
Before the battle joined again, the Indians succeeded in reaching
the peninsula, from which they maintained a brisk fire. Steele saw
the folly of attempting to negotiate the ford in the face of the intensive
opposition and retired to the top of the ridge. He called on Canon
McKay who had accompanied him, to advance with a white flag
and shout a message to the Crees, advising them to give up their
prisoners. A volley of gunfire was the only reply.
For nearly three hours pursued and pursuers kept up a fusillade
until Steele saw no alternative but to retire to the supporting troops
under Middleton. His ammunition and supplies were becoming
exhausted.
It was afterwards learned that in the affray at Loon Lake a wellknown chief of the Wood Crees named Cut Arm was killed, and that
Trader W. J. McLean barely escaped a bullet which lodged in the
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earth at his feet. Another bullet had torn through the clothing of
one of his daughters. All the white prisoners had undergone a severe
test.
General Middleton now decided to follow Steele with most of
his mounted troops, a sprinkling of infantry and the Gatling.
Big Bear and his following were being crowded hard.
Realizing that the fugitives would turn either east or west, the
commander-in-chief had already laid plans for four columns beside
his own to move northward in order to circumvent them—Commissioner Irvine with the Mounted Police from Prince Albert on the
east; Colonel Otter from Battleford to the west of Irvine; General
Strange, west of Middleton; and still farther west a volunteer corps,
the St. Albert Mounted Rifles from Edmonton and vicinity. Orders
had been sent accordingly by courier and telegraph. Several hired
scouts familiar with the country were probing the region to the east
of Fort Pitt, to ascertain if Big Bear was heading towards Poundmaker. It seemed certain he would not continue northward.
The Telegraph Moves Up

Following the rebel surrender at Batoche, there had been little
need for the telegraph "ticker" at Clarke's Crossing where the wire
crossed the South Branch from the east, and the telegrapher at that
point, J. S. Macdonald, had been ordered to proceed to Fort Pitt with
a lineman, a horse and buckboard, and an escort of seven men of " B "
Battery, with instructions to cut in on the wire and open a telegraph
office. Waiting his opportunity, Macdonald made it by steamer with
his equipment and escort. The line running westward to Edmonton
iasscd about 40 miles south of Pitt, and a small camp was soon estabished under the name of Straubenzie, a name which became widely
familiar in the newspaper world. Between Fort Pitt and the telegraph,
mounted couriers passed back and forth daily with dispatches to and
from Ottawa, as well as numerous press reports.
Long afterwards, Macdonald wrote: "Throughout the campaign
I was impressed by the reluctance of the general (Middleton) to
permit the troops to take any unnecessary risk against the enemy,
with the evident desire of sparing his civilian soldiers as much as
possible. With this view his subordinates were not in agreement,
claiming that there would be less loss of life were the troops permitted
to make direct attacks. On the morning of the final day at Batoche
this difference of opinion was so accentuated as to cause strained
relations. In the afternoon the officers headed by Colonel Williams,
took matters into their own hands and ordered a charge without
reference to the general; who at the moment was in his tent . . . .
And let me say here that the Mounted Police had a much larger share
in putting down the rebellion than they have been given credit for.
I speak as one who was in a position to know. General Middleton's
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attitude towards them was, if not unfriendly, at least not cordial,
and this attitude was reflected in some degree in the stand taken by a
few of his subordinates. This however was not true of such of the
militia as were stationed at Battleford, where the relations of the two
forces were at once cordial and appreciated."
General Middleton Trails Inspector Steele

General Middleton had immediately taken up the pursuit of
Big Bear in the wake of Steele's Scouts. The terrain was bad for
travelling. Often the teams and Gatling could not get through the
woods and rocks, and detours had to be located. Graves were found
along the way, and these were opened to see if any of the white prisoners had succumbed, then carefully covered again. Carts, other equipment and furs stolen from Fort Pitt littered the line of the Indian
retreat. A silver mug bearing the inscription: "Presented by General
Rosser to Katie McLean", was picked up and eventually restored to
its owner. Some travois were made, Indian fashion, to carry the
baggage. Everyone suffered intensely from mosquitoes and flies.
Word was sent back for a second Gatling to be brought up. The three
wounded men were brought in from the advanced Mounted Police
party, which was said to be about eight miles ahead; whereupon the
general rode out to confer with Steele.
Departure was made from "Travois Camp" on June 6, with men
of the Surveyor Corps well ahead, carrying axes to prepare the way.
Contact was made with Steele and all pushed forward with great
difficulty.
Next day the march was resumed with a minimum of transport,
a small guard being left in camp. Broken carts, abandoned supplies
and various articles continued to mark the Indian line of retreat.
The rough ground favoured the Indians, but Steele's relentless
chase had become too much for Big Bear. It was apparent that the
hunted redskins were travel-worn and jaded. The Wood Crees, many
of whom had been forced to accompany the Plain Crees after the
Frog Lake affair, lost no opportunity to hold back or break away,
and disorganization that Big Bear could not stop set in.
Scribbled notes left by the prisoners were found from time to time;
small pieces of colored cloth, bits of cardboard boxes and other signs
were picked up, having quite obviously been dropped by the prisoners
to mark the trail. The high ground overlooking Loon Lake was
reached, where Steele had had his brush with the Indians. In the
camp-site on the peninsula more abandoned equipment and a dead
Indian were found. The transport teams and the Gatlings managed
to cross the ford.
From here the Indian trail swung to the left to the narrows
between the two lakes, where the usual baggage, carts and furs were
found lying about, and three fresh Indian graves were discovered.
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A note was found saying that the prisoners were well. The trail grew
worse; the draught horses were put to a terrific test over difficult
ground. The Indians had crossed on rafts, and this plan was followed
by the military, while the horses swam over. The general ordered
some Mounted Police and the Gatlings to be left on the south side.
The rest pushed on.
Another recent camping-ground was reached, and the scouts now
estimated the Indians to be not more than 48 hours ahead. The body
of an old squaw was found. Major Boulton who had been up forward,
brought back word that the Indians had crossed a large, risky-looking
muskeg, and that there was no way of working around it. Before
struggling across, the fugitives had left a large quantity of baggage.
General Middleton came up, and his horse, stepping into a bad spot
sank to the saddle girths. But by picking their way, two of Steele's
riders managed to get through, and returned to report that the Indian
trail still held northward.
Steele and Boulton with parts of their commands, were ordered
to lead the way through the muskeg the next morning, but in the
middle of the operation the order was countermanded. The general,
after pondering the situation, decided not to place such an obstacle
between himself and his base. He preferred to return to Fort Pitt,
reaching it on June 11 with his entire command. Steele and his riders
were all for continuing the chase, but the general ruled otherwise.
The Prisoners Released

Soon after leaving Loon Lake the Indians had split into three
bands. The Wood Crees held northward for the Beaver River and
Lac des Isles with the remaining prisoners; the few Chippewayans
inclined more to westward, and Big Bear with a diminishing Plain
Cree following, headed eastward. The prisoners begged to be allowed
to go free, but there was danger of them stumbling upon Big Bear's
band. The Wood Crees, who wished them to escape, refused to release
them. Their new captors argued that in the event of their falling
again into the hands of the Plain Crees, not only would they, the
captives, be murdered but the Wood Crees would be held jointly
accountable. For some reason of his own, probably the hope that
better chance of safety lay far to the north, Wandering Spirit the Cree
war chief, had chosen to throw in his lot with the Wood Crees.
The Wood Crees crossed the Beaver River with much difficulty,
and the prisoners were released on the north side. John Pritchard,
the loyal Scotch half breed, set out immediately with Mrs. Gowanlock
and Mrs. Delaney whom he had saved from being massacred at Frog
Lake, and reached Fort Pitt shortly before the return of General
Middleton from Loon Lake. When they said that the other prisoners
were on the way in, the general immediately sent out teams with food
and clothing under Major Bedson, who found the balance of the worn
and hungry travellers.
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Commissioner Irvine Hunts Big Bear

On June 8 Commissioner Irvine received General Middleton's
order to send out as many Mounted Police as possible by way of
Carlton to patrol towards Green Lake to the north. He had already
received instructions from the Minister of Militia to be prepared to
start from Prince Albert w i t h his command to head off Big Bear,
should the latter attempt to escape by swinging to the east and south—
the very direction he had taken.
The Commissioner had just started 40 rebel prisoners overland
for Regina under an escort in charge of Inspr. G. E. Sanders, w h o was
immediately recalled w i t h his men. Inspr. F. Drayner was sent w i t h
a small party to Carlton for the purpose of repairing the ferry upon
which the expedition would cross the Saskatchewan.
The following morning, June 9, Irvine rode out of Prince Albert
with Assistant Commissioner Crozier, Inspr. Joseph Howe, Assistant
Surgeon Miller, 136 non-commissioned officers and men, 127 horses
and 19 wagons. Captain Wise, A.D.C. to General Middleton, w h o
had been recovering from wounds received at Batoche, accompanied
the patrol. The 50 miles to Carlton were covered by the evening and
the following morning the crossing was made, greatly facilitated by
the timely arrival of the steamer Baroness. A small detachment of
ten men was left at Carlton in charge of Sergeant Smart. Then striking
directly northward to traverse the difficult country beyond the Thickwood Hills, Irvine and his men were soon encompassed by the northern
wilds, happy in the thought that at last they had been granted other
than garrison duties.
At the same time Colonel Otter and his command, accompanied
by a few of Boulton's Scouts w h o had been held at Battleford, and
under guidance of Charlie Ross, Mounted Police scout, were on the
way to Turtle Lake about midway between Green Lake on the east
and Middleton's forces on the west.
A prevalent question now was: "Where would Big Bear make a
stand, or where would he turn up?"
Middleton Joins Strange

On June 13 Middleton moved northward from Fort Pitt w i t h
his mounted men and a few others to overtake General Strange. That
night he camped beside the Midlanders w h o under Lieutenant-Colonel
Williams were near the destroyed village of Frog Lake. On the
arrival of Strange's column a few days previously, several more bodies
of the victims of the massacre of April 2 had been found and given
proper burial, including those of Indian Agent Tom Quinn and Charles
Gouin one of the loyal half breeds. From Frog Lake, Middleton moved
northward and in three and a half days came to the Beaver River.
The trail was a difficult one, the 9-pounder field-gun of Inspector Perry's
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detachment of the Mounted Police sinking frequently to the axles in
the swamps encountered. Often it took six horses assisted by several
men to pull the field piece through rough going. The last few miles
to the Beaver were made at night, over the end of a marshy lake.
The gun was dismounted and with the ammunition was transported
in wagons by the Mounted Police assisted by the 65th Battalion.
Camp was made near the Roman Catholic mission at the river.
Two Chippewavans from the nearby reserve who offered their
services, were sent downstream to scout for the whereabouts of Big
Bear, while Capt. Charles Constantine of the 91st Battalion struck
eastward with a small party to scan the country towards Loon Lake,
using pack horses instead of wagons. General Middleton, accompanied by an escort and Hayter Reed of the Indian Department, pushed
on towards Cold Lake about 15 miles to the north, to which point
the 91st had been sent. On arrival the general learned that Col.
Osborne Smith had hired several Indians who were out with Canon
McKay trying to gain information regarding Big Bear's band. McKay
brought back news of the release of Trader McLean, his family and
the remaining prisoners.
Indian participation in the rebellion was practically at an end.
It only remained to round up Big Bear and his accomplices.
Middleton ordered the mounted troops to move off for Fort Pitt,
and he and Bedson started in a wagon on the morning of June 19,
capturing a black bear cub on the way, which was considered a good
omen. General Strange was directed to collect the remainder of the
force and follow. That night saw Middleton again at the Fort Pitt
camp.
The St. Albert Mounted Rifles, 60 all told, had gone north from
Edmonton to Lac la Biche by way of Victoria and Whitefish Lake.
This volunteer corps provided their own horses and saddlery, and
had been issued Snider rifles. They wore no uniforms and their transport consisted of Red River carts. At Lac la Biche they occupied
some mission buildings and instituted extensive patrols throughout
the surrounding country. It was known that Wandering Spirit or
Ahyimissees had sent emissaries hoping to gain the support of Indians
in that area, and that there had been some looting of the Hudson's
Bay Company's property. There had also been a rumour that Big
Bear's band was heading for Lac la Biche, but nothing further took
place.
On their return from the north Middleton's troops were a bedraggled group, their uniforms torn, their boots worn out. But in the
words of one who was there, "they were Beau Brummels as compared
with the Mounted Police. The latter had been scouting the woods
in quest of Big Bear for some weeks, until both inner and outer garments were reduced to tatters. For shirts, they wore discarded floursacks through which openings had been made for heads and arms,
while what uniforms they possessed were mostly rags".
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Vermin were never absent from the many Indian camp-sites that
were visited, and the same raconteur went on to say: " G o i n g out of
my tent one warm afternoon, I noticed several Mounted Police squatted
down, nude to the waist, apparently absorbed in watching something on the ground. Curious to see w h a t was holding their attention,
I strolled over to Constable Bell w h o was nearest, to question him,
when I saw that his apology for a shirt was spread over an ant-hill,
of which there were many in the vicinity. I said to him: 'Where is
McMinn, he appears to be the only absentee from the party?'
He answered: 'Oh he's behind that bluff. He has t w o ant-hills!'
Scouts brought word to Fort Pitt that Big Bear's band had broken

up.
Big Bear Forced To Surrender

Far to the east Commissioner Irvine, after many miles of difficult
travelling, had reached the south end of Green Lake on June 14. On
the way he had been forced to build bridges and lay corduroy roads.
His wagons were left at the lake, where he stationed a small detachment of police, close to where a Hudson's Bay Company post had been
pillaged by the Indians. Striking farther north, swimming his horses
and rafting his supplies across intervening waterways he reached the
head of the lake. He sent scouts westward towards Loon Lake, while
Otter's scouts ranging eastward, opened communication w i t h him.
But there was no trace of Big Bear. He returned to his wagon camp,
retraced his trail southward to a path leading to Pelican Lake and
from that point sent out scouts in every direction through a country
covered w i t h swamps and muskegs. On June 23 a Wood Cree crossed
their trail. Upon being questioned, he stated he could lead the way
to Big Bear. The Commissioner chose his best available scout for the
purpose, the faithful and experienced Louis Leveille w h o had found
the recently-deserted wagon camp and followed the Indian trail
southward to wads Fort Carlton.
When word came from Leveille by courier, Irvine hastened w i t h
his command towards Carlton, meeting a camp of Indians on the way,
in which was one of Big Bear's band, whom he arrested. He also
found a Mounted Police horse which had been stolen by the Indians
at Fort Pitt, and learned that Big Bear was travelling parallel to him,
making for the Saskatchewan River w i t h all haste.
Early in the morning of July 2 the small detachment of Mounted
Police which had been left near Fort Carlton heard a shout from the
north side of the river. Three of the men had gone over to keep a lookout for anyone coming from the north, and Sergeant Smart in charge
of the detachment, soon learned what the shouting was about.
The three scouting policemen had gone to the house of a halfbreed nearby and surprised Big Bear, w h o had just arrived famished
and worn out. The old savage stated he was ready to give himself up,
but shortly afterwards on a trumped-up excuse went out the door
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w i t h one of his sons, Horse Child. Fearing that he was about to give
those around him the slip, the three constables, Kerr, Sullivan and
Nicholls, took him in charge, together w i t h his son and one of his
councillors oddly named "All-And-A-Half".
Big Bear, pressed to the limit by Inspector Steele, had seen no
other course than to strike southward to the Saskatchewan. In any
case, the north country was an inhospitable region unfamiliar to the
Indians of the plains and holding no practical inducements.
That same day the Commissioner as he neared Carlton was met
by Inspector Drayner, w h o had been sent in for needed provisions
and was returning. To Irvine and his command the fact of Big Bear's
capture by the few Mounted Police stationed at the crossing under
Sergeant Smart was ample recompense for all the hardships endured
in searching the Green Lake country. At Carlton more of Big Bear's
following were found encamped, and w i t h their chief, were taken to
Prince Albert, arriving there on the night of the 5th.
Irvine Returns To Regina

On July 11 an escort under Drayner started for Regina w i t h the
many prisoners, closely followed by the Commissioner w h o departed
amid the grateful plaudits of all w h o had been intimately concerned
w i t h his direction of affairs at Prince Albert. At a public meeting
held in the town a fortnight earlier, on the same day that Inspector
Steele, far to the north-west was driving Big Bear's band of Indians
from Loon Lake, the thanks of the entire community had been expressed for the services rendered by the Mounted Police. A resolution
to that effect had been bestowed upon the Commissioner, signed by
the Anglican Bishop of Saskatchewan and many prominent citizens.
The Force Deserving Of High Honour

Sometime later, Lord Melgund (later His Excellency the Earl of
Minto, Governor General of Canada), w h o had been chief-of-staff
under General Middleton, and w h o spoke from personal knowledge,
wrote: "The fact of Colonel Irvine's force being at Prince Albert
afforded a safe refuge to many outlying settlers, and if it had not been
there, the task General Middleton had to solve would have been
quite a different o n e . "
Wherever involved in the suppression of the rebellion, the NorthWest Mounted Police had rendered signal service. Superintendent
Crozier on going out from Carlton, had blocked the schemes of
Dumont; Inspector Morris had strengthened the Mounted Police
barracks at Battleford and given protection to hundreds of civilians;
Inspector Dickens at Fort Pitt had held fast against Big Bear's murderers until the civilians under police protection had chosen to surrender;
Inspector Griesbach had prepared Fort Saskatchewan for any eventual-
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ity; Superintendent Herchmer's detachment had been Otter's mainstay
against Poundmaker; Inspector Steele had harried Big Bear into submission; while Commissioner Irvine at the head of the most important
Mounted Police command of all in the entire rebellion area, had
frustrated Riel's plans by a remarkable march to Prince Albert, there
to assume the protection of some 1,500 people. History does not and
cannot say w h a t might have happened had the North-West Mounted
Police not assumed the initiative in the Saskatchewan country.
Arrangements were at once made for the dispersion of the various
forces engaged in suppressing a madcap insurrection born of misunderstanding, governmental neglect and ill-starred agitation.
Dispersals And Tributes

On June 28 Superintendent Herchmer was ordered to proceed to
Battleford from Fort Pitt w i t h his detachment of Mounted Police
and the 9-pounder gun of " C " Division, and take to Regina all additional prisoners w h o had been collected. On arrival at Battleford he
received further orders to proceed to the adjacent Indian reserves and
there arrest such Indians as would be pointed out by the Indian agent.
Taking w i t h him 40 Mounted Police, he made a thorough search
without success. A sense of guilt had evidently imbued many of the
redskins w i t h fleetness of foot. In passing through the reserves,
Herchmer noticed many new graves and several lodges containing the
bodies of deceased Indians, a probable indication that the native
losses had been greater at the battle of Cut Knife Hill than the Indians
had admitted.
Within a few days he was southward bound w i t h escort and 22
prisoners. Leaving the balance of the men of " E " Division and most
of the others of his recent command encamped at Swift Current, he
proceeded to Regina by rail. In due course he returned to Calgary,
having directed those of various divisions w h o were under him to
their respective posts. It was noteworthy that not a single horse w i t h
which he had started out from Swift Current nearly three months
before had broken down or been left behind.
In concluding his report on the part performed by his command
in the arduous campaign, Herchmer stated: "The behaviour of all
ranks was excellent, and every praise is due t h e m . "
Simultaneously w i t h the departure of Herchmer from Fort Pitt,
Inspector Perry was ordered to return to Fort Macleod. In Divisional
Orders issued by Major-General Strange, tribute was paid to the
officers and men of " C " Division (Macleod) for the part they had
performed: "Major General Strange, in relinquishing the command of
the detachment of " C " Division, North-West Mounted Police, under
command of Major Perry, has to thank them for their valuable services
and invariable excellent conduct. He has never commanded better
soldiers. Their double duties as horse artillery and when required,
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scout calvary, have been performed to his entire satisfaction. In
bringing a 9-pounder gun from Fort Macleod to Beaver River, through
most difficult country, including the passage of the Red Deer River,
the march of some 800 miles w i t h every horse and man in place, reflects
great credit not only on Major Perry, but on every non-commissioned
officer and man. That gun was mainly instrumental in demoralizing
the band of Big Bear on May 28th, at Frenchman's Butte. The opening
of communications from Fort Pitt to Battleford by this small detachment entailed hardships cheerfully endured."
General Strange brought to the attention of official Ottawa the
ably-conducted march of the left wing of the 65th Battalion under
Inspector Perry's command, also the marked services rendered by
Mounted Police Sergeant-Major Irwin, Staff Sergeant Horner and
Sergeant O'Connor. He also placed on record his thanks to Supt.
John Cotton in command at Fort Macleod, for the selection of such
an officer as Perry and the men of the Mounted Police who served
under him in the Alberta Field Force.
In tribute to his command Inspector Perry reported: " T h e total
distance marched from Fort Macleod to Edmonton, Fort Pitt and
back to Fort Macleod, was 1,398 miles. The distance marched, until
dismissal from the Alberta Field Force on the 28th of June was 928
miles in 38 marching days, an average per day of 24 miles. This accomplishment, hauling a gun weighing 3,800 pounds over roads sometimes
nearly impassable, without the loss of a horse, shows great care and
attention on the part of the men. Frequently the gun was dismounted
from its carriage and carried out of sloughs in which horses were
mired. Add to this the constant duties of guards, picquets and patrols,
which fell especially heavy on such a small independent command
as mine, it will be found that the detachment of North-West Mounted
Police under my command has borne out the reputation for energy,
pluck and endurance which has been carried by the North-West
Mounted Police force during many years of long and trying service
in the North-West Territories. I would especially bring to your
favourable notice the names of Sergeant Irwin, Staff Sergeant Horner,
Sergeant O'Connor, Constable Diamond whom I have mentioned as
having swam ashore from the raft in the crossing of the Red Deer
River, also Constable Parker and Constable Ward w h o were the
artillery drivers. These men frequently elicited praise from General
Strange for their splendid driving."
Some unavoidable delay occurred at Fort Pitt involving a wait for
steamers to take the troops down the Saskatchewan, but by July 3,
all but a few Mounted Police and scouts patrolling the lines of communication, and a few men of the Winnipeg Light Infantry w h o were
left to gather arms and possible prisoners, were on their way. " A "
Battery, R.C.A., composed of regulars, was to be left at Battleford
for the present, to co-operate w i t h the Mounted Police.
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In his farewell orders General Strange remembered every unit
under his command, and in his dispatches, in commending Steele's
Scouts for their good service, stated: "Major Steele and his cavalry
were the eyes, ears and feelers of the force, and their spirited pursuit
of Big Bear crowned w i t h success the long and weary march which
they had protected and to a certain extent guided."
Some time later in writing to General Middleton, General Strange
said: " I have the honour to submit for your favourable consideration
the name of Major Samuel Steele, superintendent of the N . W . M .
P. w h o commanded the cavalry of the Alberta Field Force under
my command during the late campaign. I need not detail to you the
eminent services he rendered, as already mentioned in my dispatches,
as well as in that forwarded by him when sent forward by me w i t h
my cavalry in pursuit of Big Bear's band, also the details of organization he carried out in raising scouts under my command. I beg respectfully to submit that he has earned the distinction of a C.M.G., usually
bestowed for military services to the Empire in connection w i t h the
Colonies."
(Years afterwards, Steele expressed himself in succinct terms:
" I t did not matter however w h o was mentioned in dispatches; no
one but the G.O.C. received any reward. He was voted in parliament
the sum of $20,(XX) and was knighted, but there was nothing for
General Strange after all his hard work. He had saved Alberta, had
rescued the captives w h o had been in Big Bear's hands; not one shot
had been fired against the chief or his murderous tribe and their allies,
the Wood Crees, except by Strange's men, and he should certainly
have been granted the K.C.M.G.'')
In his official report the following month, Steele emphasized that
during the operations of the Alberta Field Force, the Mounted Police
under his command "behaved in the most exemplary manner, and
elicited the admiration of General Strange and all the militia officers",
adding: " I have no hesitation in saying they are collectively the best
body of men I have ever had anything to do w i t h . "
General Middleton in his report to the Minister of Militia and
Defence, paid scanty tribute to the services of the North-West Mounted
Police during the campaign: " I have already sent in to the Comptroller
of the N . W . M . P . the names of those officers of that corps w h o came
under my personal command whom I desire to mention as having done
excellent work and to whom my thanks are greatly due, viz.: Lieutenant-Colonel Herchmer, Major Steele, Inspector Perry, Inspector WhiteFraser.
The Redmen In Defeat

One by one or in small groups, many of the half breeds and Indians
w h o had figured prominently in the uprising were caught. Those w h o
had started under a strong escort for Regina from Prince Albert but
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were recalled by Commissioner Irvine when he saw the necessity of
conserving his available strength to take up the hunt for Big Bear,
had now reached Regina.
While Big Bear was fleeing northward from Frenchman's Butte,
hard pressed by Steele and his riders, dissension had broken out among
his followers. The war chief, Wandering Spirit, was blamed for having
involved them in needless distress in addition to inspiring the butchery
at Frog Lake, for which he and Ahyimissees were held responsible.
N o w w i t h their guilt pressing heavily upon them, both had become
for the time being wary and desperate fugitives.
Wandering Spirit, hoping to save himself, had slipped away
from Big Bear w i t h the dissenting Wood Crees towards the Beaver.
But retribution was not to be denied. One night a number of Wood
Crees, anxious to make amends, reached Fort Pitt from the north,
Wandering Spirit among them. Realizing it was the end of the trail,
the once boastful war chief attempted to die by his own hand, stabbing
himself w i t h his sheath knife, puncturing one of his lungs and barely
missing his heart. However death failed to claim him for the time
being. His wonderful vitality helped prolong his days—but only
briefly.
Ahyimissees (Little Bad M a n ) together w i t h Little Poplar, Lone
Man, King Bird, Lucky Man and several others of minor prominence
had disappeared. Rumour had it that Ahyimissees was killed at
Frenchman's Butte, but it was learned that he and some others had
escaped to the United States. Later on it was strongly suspected that
on the way they had murdered a man on the South Branch while
seizing his boat to make a crossing. Little Poplar was killed some
time later in a fight w i t h a halfbreed near Fort Assiniboine, Montana.
Ahyimissees was to see Canada again under happier but grossly undeserved auspices. Lone Man was eventually to fall within the
clutches of the law.
The roundup of rebel leaders continued relentlessly. William B.
Cameron of the Hudson's Bay Company, w h o had escaped miraculously at Frog Lake and w h o knew most of those responsible for the
massacre there, rendered great assistance in singling out the guilty.
The contemptible Miserable Man had gone into hiding, but turned
up eventually. At Fort Pitt a number of the prisoners, among them
the wounded Wandering Spirit on a litter, were placed aboard a
steamer to be taken to Battleford.
Return O f The Troops

Arrangements were made to have the troops, w i t h the exception
of the mounted men, conveyed to Winnipeg by steamboats via the
Saskatchewan River and Lake Winnipeg. Boulton's Scouts rode on
horseback to Russell, Manitoba. They had ridden over 1,700 miles
during the campaign, suffered the loss of one officer and one man, 12
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others were wounded or injured, and 16 of their horses had died, were
killed or gave up from exhaustion.
In the ranks of the militia, the closing days of the campaign were
marred by a sad event. Lieut.-Col. A. T. H. Williams, commander
of the Midland Battalion, who had displayed great initiative in the
charge at Batoche, had taken a severe chill while camped at Frog
Lake. He contracted typhoid fever and on his homeward journey succumbed shortly after leaving Fort Pitt. He had proven himself a
splendid officer, and final success against Gabriel Dumont hadjbeen
largely due to his ability and courage.
During the campaign of approximately four months, something
under 5,000 troops, actively engaged or placed at strategic points,
had been involved.
Further Commendations Of The N.W.M.P.

Of the total strength of 562 officers and men of the Mounted
Police, well over half had been directly engaged in suppressing the
rebellion, while upon the entire Force had fallen many additional
precautionary and protective duties.
Inspr. A. H. Griesbach, commanding Fort Saskatchewan, had
had few rebels to contend with, but he and his men had patrolled the
surrounding country incessantly, and executed long and difficult rides
after alleged horse thieves. In reporting, he stated: "The conduct
of the detachment was all that could be wished. They worked hard
at the fortifications, and would no doubt have fought well had it
come to that. I think General Strange and others will bear me out
that it was owing to the fact that preparations for defence were made
that Fort Saskatchewan was held, and to a firm front shown by the
few police at this point that a general rising of Indians and others
did not take place.
Commissioner Irvine, in reporting, spoke in high terms of the
officers and men under his command: "Superintendent Crozier, who
commanded the police who took part in the Duck Lake fight, showed
marked gallantry and coolness under a most severe fire.
"Superintendents Herchmer and Neale served with the column
sent from Swift Current to the relief of Battleford. Superintendent
Herchmer acted as chief-of-staff and second in command to LieutenantColonel Otter. Superintendent Neale commanded a division of police.
The efficient services of both officers were fully recognized and recorded
by Lieutenant-Colonel Otter, who brought their names forward as
deserving of special notice in his official account of the fight at Cut
Knife.
"Superintendent Cotton's command (the South-Western District)
during the rebellion was one of the most important in the country.
In the control and management of the Blackfoot, as well as in the
general command of his district, he showed marked ability and tact
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. . . . The people of the country have every confidence in this officer
and consider that the satisfactory condition of affairs in the south is
in no small degree attributable to his actions. This has been testified
to by cattle owners, settlers and railway authorities alike. Since the
outbreak, this officer efficiently performed much valuable service
among the southern Indians.
"Superintendents Steele and Perry held important commands
while serving with the Alberta Field Force under Major-General
Strange. In both cases General Strange has placed on record his high
appreciation of the ability, energy and zeal these officers possess.
"Superintendent Mclllree efficiently commanded the division
serving at Maple Creek and Medicine Hat. The duty of scouting the
Cypress Hills and adjoining country to the south and west was very
thoroughly done, with good results.
"From the officers who served with me on the march from Regina
to Carlton, at Prince Albert and on the Green Lake expedition—
Inspectors Howe, White-Fraser, Sanders and Drayner—I received
every support and assistance.
"During my protracted absence from headquarters, the command
devolved upon Superintendent-and-Adjutant Deane . . . . The large
number of men under this officer's command, for purposes of organization and drill, demanded a vast amount of labour, performed in a most
satisfactory manner.
"I cannot speak too highly of the conduct, through the whole
campaign, of the non-commissioned officers and constables."
Commissioner Irvine And The Force Maligned

Commissioner Irvine's position had been a difficult one. He had
been aware from the outset that Prince Albert, the main settlement
within reach of the rebel headquarters at Batoche, had been regarded
as a vulnerable objective by Riel and Dumont. He had realized it
could not be left to its fate. Not only would it become a central supply
depot for the halfbreeds, but in all likelihood it would be a scene of
pillage and massacre.
The day after the defeat of the rebels at Batoche, LieutenantColonel Montizambert and others learned from leading halfbreeds and
several Roman Catholic priests at Batoche that the inactivity of
Dumont and his army during General Middleton's advance from
Qu'Appelle to Fish Creek, had been directly attributable to Dumont's
fear that if Batoche was vacated by any considerable number of its
defenders, in order to meet and attack Middleton, the Mounted
Police under Irvine, would strike from the north. Many of the Halfbreeds and Indians had wanted to engage Middleton before he reached
Fish Creek, but Dumont had stoutly opposed any such plan. He
admitted openly that he was afraid of Irvine.
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Yet the rebellion was barely ended when criticism began to
circulate regarding Commissioner Irvine's so-called inactivity with
his command at Prince Albert. Irresponsible politicians, newspapers
and busybodies were prone to dabble in a subject of which they knew
little. It was asked why the Mounted Police had not taken a more
prominent part in suppressing the rebellious movement; why Crozier's
defeat at Duck Lake had not been retrieved by prompt and efficient
action on the part of Irvine and his combined command; why Batoche
had not been attacked before the arrival of, or in conjunction with,
Middleton's forces. Why had the police remained "bottled up" in
Prince Albert? Even Prime Minister Macdonald himself had been
disposed to participate in the grossly unfair comments and queries
going the rounds. He enquired almost accusingly why several things
had not been done. Ottawa officialdom wanted to know why some
of the activities in question had not been carried out by the Mounted
Police, quite regardless of the fact that Irvine had been instructed by
Ottawa to act exclusively upon the orders of General Middleton—
and had done so.
With characteristic Mounted Police straightforwardness, the
Commissioner answered his critics officially: "I can and do state
positively, that the presence of the police force saved Prince Albert
from falling into the hands of the rebels. Had such a catastrophe
come about, the rebellion would have assumed proportions of much
greater magnitude. Unless I am utterly at fault in this, and I cannot
think I am, Prince Albert was the key of the whole position, and had
it fallen into the hands of the rebels the result would have been
disastrous to the Dominion, and involved great loss in lives and
property.
"A large number of the Sioux Indians did move, with the intention of making a raid on Prince Albert, and my impression, in which
I am borne out by the residents in the country, is that these rebel
Indians only abandoned their raid when, in close proximity to Prince
Albert, they saw our trail leading to that place.
"The strength and efficiency of the volunteer force under my
command appears to have been much overrated. I think I am right
in saying that it is generally believed that all the people, white, halfbreed and Indian, about Prince Albert and surrounding country were
in all cases loyal, and were utterly without sympathy for the rebels.
If such belief existed there is no ground for it. The loyalty of a large
number was of a questionable nature; they had therefore to be carefully watched . . . . Without the powerful influences created by the
presence of a force in Prince Albert, the loyal citizens of the place
would have had every cause of complaint, to the effect that they had
been abandoned.
"Upon the news being received of the delay which occurred
after the decided check sustained by General Middleton and his troops
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at Fish Creek, its effect was felt in and out of Prince Albert by the
bearing of the rebel sympathizers . . . .
"On the 24th of March, the comptroller sent me the following
telegram: 'Major-General commanding militia proceeds forthwith to
Red River. On his arrival, in military operations when acting w i t h
militia, take orders from h i m ' .
" A t a somewhat later date, I received a message from General
Middleton saying that I was then under his orders and should report
to him; this message also informed me that General Middleton had
intercepted a telegram of mine to the Lieutenant-Governor, to whom
up to this date I had been reporting, as well as to our own department at Ottawa. After this unmistakeable hint that I was to report
solely to General Middleton, the Police Department must hold me
blameless for not keeping it informed of my subsequent movements.
"In some unaccountable manner it has been accepted throughout
Canada as the opinion of General Middleton that I should have
attacked the rebels on the north side of Batoche simultaneously w i t h
the attack which took place on the opposite side of the river. I presume this cannot be that officer's opinion, as he distinctly ordered
me not to make such an attack . . . . You will doubtless have noticed
h o w circumstances, presumably unforeseen, in all cases delayed the
contemplated operations under General Middleton.
" H a d I considered myself justified in taking responsibilities
which to my mind could have had no other meaning than disobedience
of orders, it will be seen h o w utterly at fault I should have been as
regards dates. By the first intimation I received from General Middleton I was led to believe that the fight at Batoche would take place
about the 18th of April. The fight ultimately took place on the 11th
of May. During the interim of these dates, you will doubtless have
noticed from the correspondence which passed between General
Middleton and myself h o w often and h o w materially his plans were
changed—how orders and counter-orders followed each other in rapid
succession.
" M y suggestion to General Middleton (before Fish Creek) that
our forces should combine, was when I thought from the nature
of his messages to me that the attack at Batoche would take place
before the 350 men (in Middleton's command) were joined by the
1,000 following.
"Had the general received a check, causing delay such as that
which followed Fish Creek, an attempt would, I think, beyond doubt
have been made to seize the town (Prince Albert). Strong aid would
have been forthcoming from rebel sympathizers in the place, whom
our efforts so far had kept neutral, but w h o nevertheless were in secret
communication w i t h the rebels.
" T h e importance of the work performed by my scouts could not,
I think, have been surpassed . . . . By the employment of these scouts
I was enabled not only to keep myself posted as to the movements
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of General Middleton's column, but also by holding scouts well to
the front in close proximity to the rebel camp, to force the enemy to
keep a strong portion of their force on the west side of the river.
Perhaps the most important part of the work done by my scouts was
the driving back of the men employed on similar duty by Riel, who
on various occasions tried to scout right into Prince Albert.
"The entrenchments made by the rebels on the west side of the
river at Batoche, quite as strong as those on the opposite side, were
thrown up owing to the fact that the constant presence of my scouts
was known to Riel. The whole country round Prince Albert was
thoroughly scouted, and I feel satisfied that it cannot but be clearly
and perfectly understood that the nature of the service performed by
my force in and out of Prince Albert, was as important as it was
successful. Prince Albert and the settlements around it were not
pillaged. There is no Indian massacre to record. In saying this I
consider that there can be no prouder testimony in support of my
statement, unless indeed, it is considered that it was my duty to have
disobeyed the orders of the general officer under whom I was ordered
to serve, by attacking with less than 200 men and endeavouring to
besiege the rebels in entrenched positions at Batoche, where the
resistance made against something like 1,200 men with four 9-pounder,
M.L.R. and one Gatling gun is a matter of history.
"Bearing all this in mind, I review carefully the weighty considerations which at times came before me while at Prince Albert,
and as regards the most important decisions I arrived at, I see nothing
whatever to regret. Were it possible that I should again be placed
in exactly a similar position, my course would be unaltered.
"I make this statement calmly, and after mature consideration,
not for a moment losing sight of the most unjust reflections cast upon
myself personally and the fine force I have the honour to command,
by a great portion of the press of the country."
Regina A Busy Centre

During the course of the rebellion Superintendent Deane and
his officers had been extremely busy at headquarters, Regina. The
strength there was considerably reduced, most of it going to the
northern detachments, and there were barely sufficient men left to
attend to the regular duties and routine. Early in July however,
Deane was able to release a non-commissioned officer and 15 more
men with 16 horses for duty under Inspr. A. R. Macdonell at Wood
Mountain near the U.S. boundary.
To provide for the expected influx of prisoners—aftermath of the
Saskatchewan revolt—additional prison accommodation was being
rushed forward at Regina. The regular guardroom was already overcrowded. Building operations involved a room 108' by 24', which
afterwards could be used as a barrack room. Eighteen cells, 6' by 8',
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each capable of holding three prisoners, were placed back to back
down the centre of the building, and a raised platform was erected
at the north end to enable the guard to overlook all. At the south
end, a section 12' by 24' was partitioned off as quarters for men on
guard duty. Since the middle of June prisoners had been moving to
Regina and as many as 81 (including lunatics) were incarcerated there
at one time.
Chief Surgeon Augustus Jukes of the N . W . M . P . had been more
than fully occupied, as shown by extracts from his annual report:
"The year now rapidly drawing to a close will long be remembered
as one of the most eventful in the history not only of the North-West
Territories, but of the North-West Mounted Police, which in addition
to those w h o have passed from its ranks in the ordinary course of
events by accident and disease from which no portion of the community is altogether exempted, has now to mourn the loss of no less
than eight brave and devoted members killed in action during the
late insurrection, w i t h a full proportion of wounded, some dangerously, others seriously, and one at least maimed for life, never capable
of performing mounted service again.
"While I must leave to those whose duty as combatant officers
it more especially becomes to record w i t h sorrow not unmingled
w i t h pride, the names and services of the gallant men w h o have fallen
unflinchingly in the path of duty, I cannot withhold my humble
tribute to the courage and fortitude of the mere handful of Mounted
Police, w h o , fewer in numbers than any battalion engaged in active
operations, and generally far overmatched by enemies wherever it
was their privilege to meet them, have left beneath the bosom of the
prairie of their dead, killed in action, a number greater than that of
any battalion in the field, save one, whose record at least, they have
equalled. I should have been well pleased if, as senior surgeon, I had
been permitted to share w i t h those w h o went to the front the active
operations of the short campaign, and have lent my aid, if not in
fighting, at least in standing by and assisting those w h o were privileged to fight and fall; but it was considered that duty as necessary
and arduous, if not as honorable and inspiring, demanded my remaining in medical charge of the headquarters post, and w i t h less opportunity for emulation and distinction, contenting myself w i t h doing
efficiently the hardly less onerous duties confided to me.
" T h e medical duties at headquarters during the last twelve
months have been more than ordinarily severe and have taxed my
powers to the utmost, for notwithstanding the detachment of large
bodies of the force in the early months of 1885 to reinforce the posts
along the North Saskatchewan, and to guard the southern frontier
during the recent insurrection, whereby the headquarters post was
for a time almost denuded of men, the strength of the force at Regina
has averaged for the entire year something over 200 a month. To these
must be added, in computing the whole number of men under my
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charge, the prisoners, Indians, halfbreeds and others, w h o during
the same period reached the large number of 137.
" I have this great source of satisfaction that no single individual
of those entrusted to my medical care has died from disease or injury
at headquarters during the year 1885, the few still lingering in hospital
being now happily convalescent. During this period some of the
prisoners, most of w h o m arrived under depressing influences, suffered
from milder forms of malarial disease, and all ultimately recovered
without difficulty, but a good deal of care and watchful attention
was demanded by other prisoners, among whom I may mention Riel,
Jackson and Parenteau, the t w o latter actually insane, and the former,
owing to certain peculiar mental characteristics, very imperfectly
comprehended by the public at large, was by some, reputed to be so.
Much attention was also demanded by Connors, a condemned murderer, w h o for some weeks persistently feigned insanity.
"In the care of the sick during the latter part of the period referred
to, I was assisted by Hospital Sergeant Braithwaite, and by several
constables w h o volunteered to perform turn and turn about, both
night and day, for many weeks, the onerous duties of nurses. Only
those w h o are familiar w i t h the disease w i t h which in so many cases
we had to contend, can form an adequate conception, and I beg to
recommend most strongly that some small additional pay be given to
each of these men for the time they engaged in these duties; services
w i t h o u t which the success, now so happily achieved, would have
been impossible."
Close Vigils South And West

While the rebellion was at its height along the Saskatchewan,
considerable unrest had prevailed in the south-west. Notwithstanding
the apparent disinclination of the Blackfoot and their allies the
Bloods, Peigans and Sarcees, to become involved, anxious eyes had
kept a ceaseless vigil in the country of the Bow and Belly Rivers.
The government had hastened to lay telegraph lines from Calgary to
Macleod and Lethbridge, and from Moose J a w to Wood Mountain.
The latter was considered to be a point of great strategic importance,
commanding as it did some of the most frequently-travelled trails
between the Saskatchewan River in the north and the State of Montana
in the south. Telegrapher J. S. Macdonald was moved there upon
the withdrawal of the militia battalions from the vicinitv of Fort
Pitt.
In addition to maintaining the police patrols, the body of halfbreed scouts organized by Jean Louis Legare early in the rebellion
continued to be actively engaged. The halfbreeds of the Wood Mountain district had held aloof from the general dissatisfaction and were
of great assistance. The proximity of the international boundary
rendered the country open to the activities of horse thieves and other
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bad characters infesting northern Montana. Also, many of the rebels
around Batoche and Duck Lake were fleeing in that direction and
slipping out of the country. Close watch had to be maintained to
intercept them. A police patrol was established eastward to Wood
End, another westward to connect points west of Old Wives Lakes
w i t h patrols out of Maple Creek, while men from the latter post
patrolled westward to meet those from Fort Macleod.
The telegraph office at Wood Mountain was this year installed
in the Mounted Police quarters, which consisted of several small log
buildings w i t h sod roofs; and for experimental purposes, telephones,
probably the first to reach the plains, were placed at either end of the
Moose Jaw—Wood Mountain line. The instruments worked well,
and for the first tryout, the agent at Moose J a w had arranged w i t h
telegrapher Macdonald at Wood Mountain to have a Sioux Indian
in each office. Probably for the first time, Stone Age men heard their
own language plainly audible across a hundred miles.
Late in July a detachment of one non-commissioned officer and
24 constables w i t h 26 horses was sent from Regina under Inspr. G. E.
Sanders to southern Manitoba. They travelled by train to Brandon,
then rode southward about 60 miles to the little settlement of Wakopa,
where they divided into small parties of five men each and were
stationed near the boundary line at Sourisford, Deloraine, Clearwater
and Manitou, for the purpose of protecting settlers from horse thieves
w h o had been coming over in gangs from Dakota and Montana.
Hundreds of miles to the west, the Fort Macleod detachment
under Superintendent John Cotton was not only busy at patrolling
and conducting outpost duty, but was called upon to guard the telegraph line from Calgary, also the narrow gauge railway in course of
construction by the North-Western Coal and Navigation Company
from Dunmore near Medicine Hat, to Coal Banks (Lethbridge), 30
miles east of Macleod.
There had been some trouble w i t h the Indians of the south-west;
the police scouts from Macleod had exchanged shots w i t h small
bands apparently intent on raiding the railway working gangs and
stampeding their horses. On one occasion Cotton found it necessary
to proceed eastward w i t h every available non-commissioned officer
and man of his division to patrol the country towards Chin Coulee.
There he connected w i t h a patrol out of Medicine Hat under Major
John Stewart of the Rocky Mountain Rangers.
Elliott Gait, manager of the N.W.C.N. Company, wrote an
appreciative letter to Superintendent Cotton, in which he stated:
" I wish to bear testimony to the assistance rendered by yourself and
your command. The presence of your men among our workmen along
the line during the late rebellion inspired them w i t h confidence,
without which it might have been a difficult matter to have kept
them at their work. I have also to thank you for your prompt action
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in sending men when required to this neighbourhood (Lethbridge),
their presence being a guarantee that good order will be preserved,
and that horse stealing will not be tolerated."
The South-Western Stock Association also took occasion to
praise the services of " C " Division at Macleod: "This association
desires to express their high appreciation of the efficient manner in
which Major Cotton and his command have performed their duty
in helping the cattle ranchers, and the prompt steps taken during the
present troubles to keep the Indians quiet, meet our fullest confidence
and approval."
And Cotton himself was not behind in commending the officers
and men of his command for the "intelligent, efficient and cheerful
support" he had received from all ranks, adding: "In Inspector Antrobus I have had a valuable and experienced assistant. He has proved
himself a very capable and hard working officer. Assistant Surgeon
Kennedy, in addition to his professional services at all times most
satisfactorily performed, has again and again volunteered for combatant duty, and invariably performed such duty with judgment and
ability. I make no mention of Inspector Perry, w h o until lately,
was in this division. His services have been borne testimony to by
so high a professional authority as Major General Strange."
Word drifted in to Fort Macleod from Benton south of the international line that Gabriel Dumont and Michel Dumas who had
escaped from Batoche after the defeat of the rebel forces, were lingering
on the Missouri trying to arrange with Washington for a tract of
land for their defeated compatriots. It was said that in their isolation
and distress they had the sympathy and active assistance of many
people.
Horse stealing and illegal liquor trafficking had been by far the
most difficult matters to contend w i t h in the south country during
the several months of upheaval in the north, crimes that were made
the more difficult to suppress owing to the necessarily reduced strength
of detachments far removed from the scene of hostilities. Taking
advantage of conditions, the young men of the Bloods, in fact of all
the tribes near the border, extended their horse-thieving depredations
on a large scale, travelling in war parties here and there, rounding up
any animals they could find and riding w i t h them into the United
States where they searched for more. The rangemen assisted in every
possible way to minimize this curse of the ranching country, and in
at least one instance an outstanding cattleman, Fred Stimson of the
Bar U Ranch, formed a company of scouts from among the cowboys
called "Stimson's Rangers" w h o patrolled the Porcupine Hills west
of Macleod.
The approach of the railway to Lethbridge was the nemesis of
the slow-moving bull-teams that traversed the long trail to and from
Benton in the south. The curtain was being lowered on another
picturesque phase of frontier life.
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The Last Of The River Steamers

Many river steamers were also nearing their final moorings. The
Alberta, Baroness and Minnow, built as an experiment for the shipment
of coal and freight between Coal Banks and the C.P.R. at Medicine
Hat, and which during the rebellion had carried troops and supplies
on both the north and south branches of the Saskatchewan, were
soon to be of the past.
The Alberta tied up at Coal Banks and was stripped of her machinery and other equipment. Her bell, requisitioned to serve as a fire
alarm and curfew, finally found a resting place in " G a i t Gardens",
the lovely little park in the centre of today's city of Lethbridge.
Her hull gradually disintegrated under the buffeting of successive
river floods. The Minnow was subsequently sold to a lumber firm at
Battleford and did further service for a few years. The Baroness started
from Medicine Hat on her last trip, carrying a cargo of farm machinery
—the first to the Macleod country—but ran afoul of a sandbar near
Bow Island, where she was unloaded and taken back to Medicine
Hat to die.
The last days of the Hudson's Bay Company's steamers, Nortbcote,
Marquis and Northwest, were also near. The Nortbcote was soon to be
beached at Cumberland House down the Saskatchewan from Prince
Albert. The Marquis, largest of all the boats on the rivers, continued
in service for another year, then became an historic derelict on the
river bank at Prince Albert. The Northwest outlived the others and
was wrecked by high water at Edmonton in 1903- The last steamboat
up the Assiniboine River from Winnipeg to Fort Ellice made the round
trip towards the close of the summer season of 1885Widespread Activities

The defeat of Riel and his followers actually created new burdens
for the various detachments of the North-West Mounted Police. An
ever-increasing strain pressed upon the Force, one which had already
added to the labours of those even aloof from the rebel uprising. While
the detachments in the north, in reality the backbone of the army
in the field, had been participating in the conflict, there had been
and promised to be little cessation of work for every officer and man
no matter where stationed.
Upon Commissioner Irvine's return to Regina, a mass of detailed
information bearing upon duties performed over a wide field awaited
him, as well as a roster of pending undertakings sufficient to tax the
Force to the full. More than ever the Commissioner was impressed
w i t h the need for an increase in the strength of his command.
Many and varied were the disruptions and crimes that had
demanded immediate and strict attention. As examples:
Early in June after intensive investigation, the police had arrested
a white man known to be in sympathy w i t h the rebels, for setting
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fire to a railway bridge about six miles east of Regina. On conviction
he had been sentenced to three years in Manitoba Penitentiary.
In the middle of June several hundred fully-armed Indians under
Star Blanket and Peepeekeesis had left their reserve at the File Hills,
and gone in the direction of Fort Qu'Appelle. All Indians had been
warned by the police and Indian agents not to wander from their
allotted lands, but the urge to move about was more than some of
them could resist. Before the File Hills mob had travelled many
miles towards their objective, where they would have met w i t h a
considerable number of troops, or quite possibly encountered the rebel
prisoners being brought from Prince Albert to Regina, Indian Agent
McDonald called upon the police to assist in turning them back.
A single constable was given the task. Star Blanket was forcibly
taken in hand and placed in custody, but Peepeekeesis could not be
found. He was later located and arrested. After a severe reprimand,
the prosecutor on behalf of the Indian Department withdrew the
charge, and the Indians were conducted back to their reserve.
On July 9 an episode occurred typical of the tactics so often
displayed on the American frontier. The circumstances were of the
dime novel variety. One Ben Hales had drifted across from the south,
apparently intent upon taking a dramatic hand in Canadian affairs.
He was soon the centre of a drunken dispute over a horse race at Four
Mile Lake near Medicine Hat, w i t h a man named Robert Casey, the
chief butt of his argument. They w i t h others had congregated at a
ranch house. In the heat of the altercation Hales drew two revolvers
as he stood in the doorway and covered the group, announcing that
he meant to kill Casey on the spot. The latter w i t h a show of bravado
replied that any shooting should be conducted outside and marched
out the door. He was riddled w i t h bullets. To hnish off his exhibition,
Hales then did some fancy shooting at various marks, took two fresh
horses from those tied at the hitching posts and with a wave of his
sombrero galloped southward.
The crime was immediately reported to Maple Creek, and a party
dispatched to the scene of the occurrence. Night had fallen, and it
was impossible to follow the murderer. Casey was carried into Medicine Hat where he died next morning. Notice was immediately
sent to various points along the boundary, but Hales had flown.
Sergeant Jones was ordered to proceed to Benton on the Missouri in
an attempt to have the murderer arrested by U.S. officials. Soon afterwards Superintendent Mclllree received a telegram to the effect that
the local sheriff, true to form, would allow no interference with the
man's freedom unless a substantial reward was forthcoming. This
summary announcement closed the case so far as Canada was concerned.
Another instance of the intricate and painstaking work done by
officers and men occurred late in July. A man named Mclvor left
Calgary in a small boat, intending to travel by the Bow River and
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South Saskatchewan to join two brothers at Prince Albert. At a spot
some miles above Saskatchewan Landing north of Swift Current, he
ran into trouble. Word reached Superintendent Mclllree at Maple
Creek that he was badly wounded, and several police were sent to
investigate. Mclvor was found and taken to the police hospital at
Maple Creek, where he died several days later.
In a deposition taken before he expired, he told a strange story:
"I came to camp Thursday about noon, and in leaning over the
campfire, a bullet whistled between my arm, which was stretched
out, and my body. It cut my shirt. I ran towards my boat and shoved
off; only got a short distance; ran on sandbar. Indians fired seven or
eight shots, and one old buck waded out—I was lying at bottom of
boat, which I canted up on off side so as to try and get some protection from bullets—and put his gun to my body and fired. I jumped
up and out of the boat, after the old buck, who was retreating towards
shore, and as he was reloading his gun, an old muzzle-loader, I ran
for my axe, which was in a log near campfire, rushed at Indian,
grabbed his gun, and brought my axe on his head, knocking out his
brains—I think. Left him for dead, and got back to my boat as quickly
as possible, shoved off sandbar and drifted downstream. Think I was
about 40 miles west of Saskatchewan ferry, and when passing there,
men in charge noticed boat coming down, and men from steamer
Minnow, which was lying at ferry, put off their boat and towed me in."
Constable Partridge in charge of a small party was detailed to
proceed to the river and investigate. They crossed the South Saskatchewan and carefully examined the north side for more than 40 miles.
The head and tail of a grey horse which had been killed recently were
found. In some nearby brush were three "wickiups"—crude shelters
of willow branches—also indications that the horse's hide had been
tanned for the purpose of making a canoe. Barefooted Indians had
left traces, and remains of a recent campfire. An axe was discovered
not far away.
In reporting, Partridge stated: "I am afraid Mclvor did not kill
an Indian as he claims he did, as we could not find any trace, and
could see every footprint in the sand."
The water's edge was carefully examined for a distance of 20
miles by three of the investigating party. Another three searched
the sandhills to the north, but no signs were found to indicate the
route followed by the Indians. It was then surmised that they had
crossed to the south side. Sergeant-Major Douglas was also there with
a party, and the country between Maple Creek and Medicine Hat on
one side, and as far as the mouth of Swift Current Creek on the other,
was searched without trace of the Indians being found.
The question arose: was Mclvor the victim of Indians who were
fleeing to the United States to escape the clutches of the law? Could
they have been Little Poplar, Ahyimissees, Lone Man or such? Perhaps
time would tell.
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Still another incident: Indians were acting badly around a sawmill at the head of the Cypress Hills 45 miles from Maple Creek.
Superintendent Mclllree telegraphed Sergeant Duchesnay at Medicine
Hat, ordering him to proceed to the mill next morning to meet a noncommissioned officer and party w h o would go from Maple Creek at
the same time. Details of the disturbance were soon learned.
Seven Indians had called at the mill and asked for something to
cat, and after getting the food had proceeded up the mountain to the
camp of an Indian named Wild Cat whose lodge and most of his property they destroyed. Taking his horse, they made away w i t h his
squaw. Not satisfied w i t h that, they returned to the logging camp,
pastured their horses in a nearby oat field, stole w h a t provisions they
required, and lighted a large fire around which they danced and sang
all night. Just before the arrival of Duchesnay, they disappeared,
leaving a trail that was found only after much searching. It led to
the south. The mill foreman said they were Blackfoot, and that they
had threatened to come back and burn the mill.
A small detachment was left to guard the property, and the
trail followed. Wild Cat's horse was found tied to a tree. The kidnapped squaw eventually returned.
Communication was made w i t h the Indian agent at the Blackfoot
Crossing w h o reported seven young Indians off the reserve. He had
their names and was requested to inform Supt. W. M . Herchmer at
Calgary as soon as they returned.
About a fortnight later the required information came in.
Herchmer started for the reserve w i t h 32 men, having first telegraphed
the Indian agent to meet him that night on the prairie several miles
to the west and supply the names of the marauders. But a hitch
occurred; the agent failed to meet Herchmer until he was almost on
the reserve, and to make matters worse, he had informed Chief Crowfoot that the police were coming.
Herchmer thought that under the circumstances it would be well
to visit Crowfoot before proceeding further. He arrived to find the
chief in a sulky mood and not too willing to assist. Search was then
made. The seven wanted youths were members of a band under Running Rabbit, a minor chief, but none of them were found. It was
evident that they had been warned and had left camp: their kits had
been taken from their lodges.
Herchmer addressed Running Rabbit's band, advising them to
produce the Indians he sought. There was no willing response, and
the entire camp became sullen and threatening. It was quite apparent
that had the accused Indians been present, the police would have had
to fight to take them. Herchmer was prepared to do that if necessary.
Eventually the Indians brought forward four horses, one a police
horse, saying they had found them on the prairie where they had
been left by Indians or half breeds travelling from the north.
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Later, reporting on the incident, Herchmer said: "I returned to
Gleichen and camped for the night, several Indians following my
party. I had a long consultation with them and arrived at a better
feeling. They promised to produce the accused men, and I have no
doubt will do so before long. Among other things, the Indians told
me they did not know who we were, being in brown suits; that they
thought we were some of General Strange's scouts, or might be a
party arriving to disarm them."
Another case involved a raid upon settlers by Indians from the
Qu'Appelle valley. Sergeant Hooper with 15 men and a guide, was
sent from Broadview on the C.P.R. to trace and arrest the perpetrators.
West of the Crooked Lakes, four of the Indians were taken from the
band of Okaness and sent to Regina. Then proceeding to Fort Pelly
100 miles to the north-east, Hooper picked up another prisoner. On
his return he found another miscreant of Muscowpetung's reserve,
west of Fort Qu'Appelle, and by doubling back, still another at the
Fishing Lakes. Four were sentenced to three years each in Manitoba
Penitentiary; one was given two years and two were discharged.
Such incidents, taken at random from the records, provide a
cross-section view of the ordinary Mounted Police activities in the
West in 1885.
General Unrest

Everywhere, from the North Saskatchewan to the international
boundary and from Manitoba westward to the foothills, halfbreeds
and Indians were sullen and downcast, many of the latter only too
ready to resort to crimes they felt could be committed undetected.
Among the Indians who had begun farming operations, the year had
been mostly a wasted one. Many were off their reserves, and the
spirit of destruction prevailing of late had resulted in the burning of
buildings erected for their own comfort. The "warpath", the term
usually applied to activities involving violence or theft, had appealed
to many, and this together with the growing influx of settlers who
needed protection, called for the strictest enforcement of law and order.
With the end of the rebellion many Canadian Indians who had
been implicated in greater or lesser degree, sought imaginary refuge
south of the international boundary, establishing their camps in the
heart of the cattle ranges. Hundreds of Crees moved with their families
to the American side, all without means of support other than by
preying on the people of Montana. But a large section of that state
already swarmed with roving bands of Indians whose only means of
subsistence, when not on the reserves, lay in stealing cattle and horses.
Among the American Indians the Sioux and the Crows were particularly active, while white whiskey degenerates, most of them married
to natives, transmitted their vices and diseases to the redmen. Through
no fault of their own, many of the once self-respecting and physically
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perfect Indians of Dakota and Montana had been reduced to a helpless
conglomeration of pauper vagabonds.
Louis Riel Faces Final Trial

At headquarters in Regina the duties placed upon the Force had
multiplied enormously since the incarceration there of Louis Riel,
Poundmaker, Big Bear and others.
In the unpretentious Regina courthouse on July 20, before His
Honour Col. Hugh Richardson, stipendiary magistrate, and a jury of
six, the clerk read a long indictment against Riel for high treason.
The senior judge was assisted by Magistrate Henry Lejeune. Following some objection by Riel's counsel, consisting of James N. Greenshields, Francois X. Lemieux (later Sir Francois, Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court of Quebec) and Charles Fitzpatrick (later Sir Charles,
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada), adjournment was made
until the 28th.
Christopher Robinson, Q.C.; B. B. Osier, Q.C.; G. W. Burbidge;
T. C. Casgrain and D. L. Scott acted for the prosecution.
On the resumption of the trial the courtroom was packed. Riel
displayed a marked degree of confidence and serenity. The jurymen
were sworn, and B. B. Osier then outlined the nature of the alleged
offence. Instead of being moved to help his compatriots, the defendant
had selfishly displayed an inordinate desire for power; he had threatened the North-West Mounted Police, setting the terms on which
he would accept the surrender of Fort Carlton by Superintendent
Crozier, had caused bloodshed of brave men and had advocated a war
to exterminate the whites. He had incited the half breeds and Indians
to deeds of violence.
"Will you not call this treason?" the renowned lawyer exclaimed.
Other charges were laid. Here was a letter found in Poundmaker's
camp, showing intent to cause an Indian war! Here was another to
General Middleton, threatening to shoot the prisoners at Batoche!
Riel stood condemned, it was argued.
Questions of procedure and technical difficulties followed.
Lemieux objected to the jurisdiction of the court and the fact that a
jury of only six had been empanelled; but the judge ruled that his
court had the necessary power, and that a jury of six, under the NorthWest Territories Act, was sufficient to try an accused for such an
offence.
Having failed to block the proceedings of the court, the defense
attacked the information contained in the charge, but again the judge
ruled otherwise.
Upon the prisoner's plea being requested by the clerk of the
court, Riel, in clear and impressive voice, replied: "I have the honour
to answer the court that I am not guilty."
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In the days which followed, the plans evolved by the defense
were clearly revealed, chief of which was to show that the defendant
was insane. On the other hand, the Crown was prepared to submit
that Riel's acts were not the result of a diseased brain but the deliberate
crimes of a calculating personality, whose deliberations and every
plan bespoke the clearest sanity.
Damning evidence was given against the accused by various
witnesses—Dr. John H. Willoughby of Saskatoon, Thomas McKay
of Prince Albert, John W. Astley of Prince Albert, Peter Tompkins
of Duck Lake, Indian Agent John B. Lash of Fort Carlton, Hillyard
Mitchell of Duck Lake, Major General Middleton, Assistant Commissioner Crozier, Robert Jefferson, and others.
In cross-examination, the defense made some slight headway
from time to time in the attempt to show insanity on the part of Riel.
Charles Nolin of Batoche had first supported the halfbreed cause,
being a halfbreed himself, but had broken away and now swore
that Riel had a book written by himself in buffalo blood which he,
Riel, claimed to be inspired from Heaven; that Riel had stated he
would take England and Canada, give Quebec to the Germans, Ontario
to the Irish, the North-West to the Jews, Hungarians, Bavarians and
others.
Riel arose in protest, declaring that his lawyers were trying to
make a lunatic of him.
" I am not a lunatic," he shouted.
Thereupon the plan of the defense all but broke down. The court
adjourned in the midst of disorder.
The next day the case for the defense was marked by an able
address from Greenshields w h o dwelt at length on the delays in
correcting w h a t had undoubtedly been justifiable grievances among
the half breeds. He pleaded that the prisoner was of unsound mind
and not responsible for his actions; he was suffering from megalomania, of which an inordinate ambition was characteristic.
The kindly old priest Father Alexis Andre, head of the Oblate
Fathers in the district of Prince Albert and Carlton, was brought
forward. He claimed Riel to have been a sane and normal man, but
entirely irresponsible as to religion. Yet his doctrines had so disturbed
the other priests of the district that they had decided he was insane.
Father Fourmond of St. Laurent confirmed this belief.
Throughout the trial Riel sat to all appearances in complete
composure but intensely interested. His dark eyes roved here and
there, now scrutinizing the array of legal talent, now the faces of
those w h o crowded the court, vague evidence that he was seeking
signs of hope. Near him were seated a number of medical men from
Eastern Canada.
Exhibits in his handwriting were produced: his summons to
Crozier to surrender; a request to Crozier to pick up his dead at Duck
Lake; a letter to his family at Fort Qu'Appelle; another to the Indians
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and half breeds at Battleford; an appeal to Chief Poundmaker, and
documents.
The defense objected, pointing out that some of the letters were
signed " E x o v i d e " .
" T h a t was Riel's signature," promptly answered Thomas E.
Jackson whose brother, William Henry Jackson, had at one time
acted briefly as secretary to the accused.
The closing arguments of the defense were marked by medical
testimony. It was sworn by Dr. Roy of the Beauport Asylum, Quebec,
that the prisoner had been an inmate of that institution for 19 months
in 1876-78. He claimed Riel was insane. Dr. Clarke, head of the
Toronto mental hospital, said there was not the slightest doubt that
that was the case.
In rebuttal, Dr. Wallace of the mental hospital in Hamilton contradicted the other medical witnesses.
Riel's address to the jury was a strange mixture of hysteria and
confusion. Yet he uttered scintillating bits of clever argument. He
proclaimed his sanity, prayed aloud for blessings on the court, stormed
and beseeched, made constant references to the Deity and to the nature
of his faith. The North-West had been his mother; surely his mother
would forget his wrongs. The North-West had been sufTering, and he
had been given a mission to fulfil.
Women wept. Men were uneasy in their seats. The court seemed
impatient.
Christopher Robinson closed for the Crown. He claimed Riel
to be neither patriot nor lunatic, but an ambitious man w i t h a sound
mind.
On the last day of the trial, Stipendiary Magistrate Richardson
finished reviewing the evidence, and charged the jury. Within an
hour, a verdict was reached:
Guilty, with a recommendation for mercy.
Louis Riel went down on his knees to pray. Then standing erect,
he smiled as though the pronouncement was of slight concern. With
a sweep of his arm, he bowed dramatically to the jury.
Sentence was passed. He would be hanged on September 18.
"Your Honour, is that on a Friday?" asked the prisoner.
There was no audible answer.
Counsel for Riel immediately gave notice of appeal for a new
trial before the Court of Queen's Bench, Manitoba.
Other Court Trials At Regina

Intermittently from July 24 to well on into November, Stipendiary Magistrate Richardson presided at the trials of 72 prisoners accused
of participating in the uprising under Riel. The suspects were kept
in custody at the Mounted Police barracks in Regina, and of them,
64 including William Henry Jackson w h o for a few days had acted as
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Riel's secretary and w h o was subsequently committed to the asylum
at Selkirk, Manitoba, were charged w i t h treason-felony; seven were
charged w i t h felony and one w i t h murder.*
Jackson was found guilty, but his sentence was commuted to
life imprisonment. His successor to the rebel secretaryship, Philip
Garnot, received a penitentiary sentence of seven years, as did ten
others including Pierre Parenteau w h o had been a prominent figurehead from the outset of the insurrection. One Arrow, the Cree whose
reserve lay near Batoche, received three years. Other sentences ranged
from six months at hard labour to three years. Thirty-two of the
accused were discharged, among them Alexis Lebombarde the Sioux
halfbreed w h o had figured conspicuously in the extradition trial at
Helena, Montana, in 1875, also chief White Cap of the Moose Woods
Reserve near Saskatoon.
New Officers Sworn

To take effect from August 1, Insprs. Samuel B. Steele and A.
Bowen Perry were promoted to the rank of superintendent, and five
new inspectors were appointed: Zachary Taylor Wood, graduate of
the Royal Military College, Kingston, a lieutenant in the 90th Winnipeg Infantry in which he served throughout the rebellion; John
Beresford Allan w h o had had a long military career and had served
as consulting officer to General Middleton during the rebellion;
Philip C. H. Primrose, graduate of the Royal Military College; A. Ross
Cuthbert, late of the Prince of Wales Rifles; Edward A. Snyder, late
of the 3rd Regiment of Cavalry.
Commissioner Irvine Lauded

In mid-August Commissioner Irvine paid a brief visit to Fort
Macleod and was there tendered a reception by the townspeople and
surrounding settlers. In an address read to him by Major John Stewart
w h o had commanded the Rocky Mountain Rangers in the rebellion,
reference was made to his commendable actions upon the outbreak
and during the course of the upheaval on the Saskatchewan. The
people of the North-West were "proud of the force which they felt
they could call their own, as also of its gallant and honoured commander".
Horse Thieves Checkmated

As the summer waned, horse stealing north of the international
boundary became less pronounced, owing to the unremitting precau*The difference between the crime of treason-felony and the higher crime of treason was explained:
in treason it was necessary to show that the prisoner charged with such a crime actually levied war; in
treason-felony it was only necessary to show that he designed and intended to levy war. Conviction for
the charge of treason called for a sentence of death; for treason-felony, the punishment could be imprisonment for life or imprisonment for any lesser term that the court might think proper to inflict.
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tions adopted by the Force. Not only had constant police patrols
protected the border country, but the special scouts employed during
the rebellion helped to prevent free ingress from Dakota and Montana.
The Wood Mountain detachment to which a second reinforcement
had been sent early in July, maintained strict vigilance over a wide
stretch of country from Turtle Mountain in the east to the Cypress
Hills in the west, and northward to Moose Mountain. Yet the favourite avocation not only of the Indians but of many loose white characters peculiar to the border displayed itself intermittently and was
never entirely eradicated.
One day word reached Wood Mountain that a number of horse
rustlers were hiding in Moose Mountain, and Inspector Macdonell
sent Sergeant Kempster with 20 mounted men to make arrests.
It had also been reported by Constable Sayer who was on leave
in the same neighbourhood, that an alleged horse thief had fired upon
him, inflicting a wound in his thigh. Kempster, suspicious of a man
named Frank Wilson, obtained a warrant and upon reaching White
Bear's reserve, engaged six Indians to assist him. The east and north
sides of the mountain were thoroughly scoured for several days
without result; no recent trails were found, but the hunt continued
with the assistance of nine reliable Indians from Pheasant Tail's
reserve, and two days were spent in searching the west side of the
mountain, still without results.
The Indians said they had seen no white men in or about that
region during the season, and one settler was of the opinion that the
thieves were operating from the Pipestone Valley farther east.
Kempster investigated, but no traces or any horse thieves were found
in the valley.
On his return to Wood Mountain, after leaving Corporal Sinclair
and four men to keep watch at Moose Mountain, in addition to three
constables who had been stationed there for the past year, he reported:
"During the time I was searching for horse thieves, I enquired of
every settler I came to whether he had seen or heard of any persons
being about, answering to the description of Frank Wilson, and no
one had seen any such person."
Such was one of the unsuccessful man hunts on record, but it
indicated the careful watch being maintained for actual or reputed
lawbreakers, no matter how great the distances to be travelled or
the exacting nature of the work involved.
Farther west in the Maple Creek district horse stealing had for
some time been almost unknown, due to the activities of the detachment under Superintendent Mclllree. Ironically enough, one of the
few cases thereabouts was the theft by Indians from south of the line
of four horses which were pasturing on Hay Creek, the property of
the Leveilles, the noteworthy family of guides and scouts.
There was also a noticeable lessening of horse stealing in the
Macleod country. To all appearances the invincibility of the law
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had sunk deeply into the redman's mind. A practice which until
recent years had been looked upon by all Indians as an outstanding
virtue—that of relieving members of another tribe of their horseflesh—had become a crime for which punishment was inevitable.
Earlier in the year an Indian who had been arrested at Fort Macleod
for horse stealing looked upon his dilemma so seriously that he
attempted to commit suicide in his cell by strangling himself with
his moccasin strings.
Illicit Whiskey Traffic Increases

But if horse stealing was on the decline, the illegal selling and
purchasing of intoxicating liquor was on the upswing, especially
in the Macleod district where whiskey peddlers from south of the
boundary were always active among the Indians on the Blood and
Peigan reserves.
The Commissioner reported that the maximum punishment which
could be awarded for the offence was not sufficient to act as a deterrent.
He strongly urged that within at least the limits of Treaty No. 7,
it be made a penitentiary offence without the option of fine. To
the department he stated: "The ingenuity which is devoted to encompass the transgression of the prohibitory law is worthy of a better
cause. Books (i.e. zinc cases made up in the shape of books), sardine
tins, oyster cans, coal oil cans and barrels, and many other receptacles,
including trunks, are used to import liquor. The last mentioned,
checked through as passengers' baggage, were very much in vogue
during the early part of the year, and in connection therewith a very
plausible complaint was made to Ottawa of the high-handed action
of the police, which however, the complainants did not substantiate
by avowing themselves the owners of the checks in question . . .
I may safely say that the majority of the people living in the NorthWest do not respect and do not hesitate to break the prohibitory law."
Steele Returns To The Mountains

When Superintendent Steele returned from his duties in the
Alberta Field Force, the citizens of Calgary led by the mayor and
council tendered him a rousing reception and banquet. The popular
"O.C." of the redoutable Steele's Scouts was also presented with a
diamond ring.
Steele then went to Winnipeg for a brief holiday. He was informed by a constable on the Winnipeg-bound train that "Bulldog"
Kelly who had been hunted as a thief and murderer by Steele's men in
the mountains the previous autumn, was also on board, and had
enquired if the police held a warrant for his arrest. A few minutes
afterwards Kelly leaped from the train as it drew into Winnipeg.
Steele immediately communicated with Chief Murray of the Winnipeg
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Police w h o , accompanied by Sergeant McRae of the same force, instituted a search. They located their man in a hotel at Crookston,
Dakota, and lodged him in jail pending an investigation.
Conclusive evidence was woven around Kelly to show that he
had committed the robbery and murder at the Hog Ranche Saloon
near Golden City, for which Steele had attempted to arrest him nearly
12 months earlier; but although the investigating commissioner
reported in favour of extradition, the authorities at Washington
would not execute the necessary papers, and Kelly was released. He
was again arrested in Minneapolis, brought before another commissioner and again set free.
The Mounted Police had done everything possible and spent
much money to bring an American murderer to justice for the death
of an American citizen on Canadian soil. Yet all they could do was
drop the case. However there was some satisfaction in police circles
when news came through the following year that Kelly, whose right
name was McNaughton, had died a violent death.
Superintendent Herchmer w i t h those from " E " Division w h o
had been withdrawn to serve in Lieutenant-Colonel Otter's column,
reached Calgary on July 24, and the following day Superintendent
Perry and his men of " C " Division, w h o had come in from the north,
left Calgary for Macleod. With the latter went their now famous
9-pounder gun. At the close of the rebellion it had gone by boat to
Battleford and over the trail to Swift Current, thence by rail to Calgary.
A month later, Superintendent Steele was back at his duties on
the line of the C.P.R. in the Rocky Mountains.
At the request of Comptroller Frederick White, Ottawa, Steele
had named a most w o r t h y and painstaking justice of the peace, George
Hope Johnston, to act as his deputy along the mountain section of
the railroad during the absence of Steele's detachment. Johnston had
assisted in quelling the strike on the C.P.R. some months earlier.
Saloons, gambling dens and dives catering to the railway navvies
were still flourishing, and contrary to the Federal Peace Preservation
Act, were licensed by the British Columbia Government to sell intoxicants. It was maintained that the province should not be deprived
of revenue through the enforcement of any Dominion Act, with the
result that there was practically no official curb on the liquor traffic.
In fact, Steele found that in his absence the British Columbia magistrate for the district, rather than attempt to control a lawless situation, had been irksome to "specials" employed by the Dominion,
and had invariably referred to them as belonging to the North-West
Mounted Police. He tried to discredit Johnston and those acting
under him, making their task doubly difficult in the face of a large
number of the worst characters to be found on either side of the international boundary. Steele was amazed at the absence of murders and
holdups, and gave Johnston full credit for w h a t he had accomplished.
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To exemplify the muddled state of affairs, he afterwards wrote:
"Before I arrived, an unpleasantness occurred between the Dominion
magistrate and his hard-headed countryman 'frae the borders'. A
Dominion special constable arrested a man in the act of bringing in a
cargo of intoxicating liquor by pack train. The prisoner complained
to the B. C. magistrate w h o at once issued a warrant for the special,
charging him w i t h highway robbery. The B. C. constable w h o was
deputed to execute the warrant, was himself arrested for assaulting
the special in the execution of his duty, and was sentenced to seven
days imprisonment. The B. C. magistrate then issued a warrant for
the arrest of the Dominion magistrate, swore in a large number of
specials, and when the Dominion magistrate appeared on the streets,
had him seized and brought before him for preliminary hearing, and
released him on bail for a large a m o u n t . "
However the arrest of the "bootlegger" was made, and Colonel
Macleod, (ex-Commissioner N . W . M . P . ) fresh from valuable work
in assisting to keep the Blackfoot camps quiet during the rebellion,
appeared in his capacity of magistrate and cleared up the situation.
In short order Steele restored peace, eventually making his headquarters at a point called Farwell, later Revelstoke. He continued
to utilize the services of Johnston w h o helped relieve the pressure in
a court that was crammed almost daily w i t h cases from 9 a.m. until
dark.
On September 1 Superintendent Perry was transferred from " C "
Division, Macleod, to " D " Division, Battleford. On the same day
Inspr. Frank Norman of " B " Division, Regina, received orders to
proceed to Medicine Hat to assume command of the " A " Division
detachment at that point.
Poundmaker Faces The Law

Meantime at Regina on August 17 and 18 the trial of Chief
Poundmaker for treason-felony, for "levying war against Her
Majesty", was held before Stipendiary Magistrate Richardson and
jury. B. B. Osier, Q.C. and other legal talent represented the Crown,
while F. Beverley Robertson acted as chief counsel for the defense.
Poundmaker pleaded " n o t guilty".
It was apparent from the outset that the chief was to be held to
account for the fight at Cut Knife Hill on May 2, the capture of a
supply train in the Eagle Hills, and promising co-operation in a letter
intended for Louis Riel.
Piece by piece the evidence was brought forward for and against
the prisoner. In the matter of the Cut Knife encounter, it was revealed
that the chief had been sorely disappointed w i t h his visit to Battleford. He had gone to learn the true state of things and procure government supplies for his people. But Indian Agent Rae had declined to
speak to him except under protection of the Mounted Police barracks.
An uncontrollable pillaging of stores and houses by his following,
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which included members from other Indian bands, had then occurred
on the south side of the Battle River. Next morning the chief and
those w i t h him had returned to their reserve at Cut Knife. Later
Colonel Otter, commanding the military at Battleford, thinking that
the chief would join his forces w i t h those of Big Bear, had decided
to move against him and had arrived at Cut Knife Hill about dawn
of May 2 w i t h a strong force of men, two 7-pounder cannon and a
Gatling gun. No flag of truce had been displayed by Otter; no attempt
had been made to hold a conference.
Poundmaker, believing no other course lay open to him, had
shouted to his war chief and braves: "They are attacking u s . "
It was alleged that the Indians had fired the first shot.
Previous happenings however pointed strongly to a desire on
Poundmaker's part to avoid warfare; several times before Otter's
appearance he had made attempts to move his band westward beyond
a possible clash w i t h the white soldiery, but the young warriors had
stubbornly objected. Otter had found him peaceably camped on land
allotted to him by the Canadian Government under the treaty of 1876.
But even there he was reluctantly involved by an unprovoked and
unnecessary attack upon him. The women and children had been
made vulnerable to the white man's weapons, and to defend them
the young warriors had returned the fire. Otter and his forces had been
turned back, and here again Poundmaker showed he had no desire
for war. He had been successful in discouraging a follow-up, which
undoubtedly would have resulted in a costly tragedy to the military.
An Indian witness stated: "The young men wanted to follow
the retreating whites, but Poundmaker said he would not spare any
Indian w h o did so, shouting 'If you cause any further bloodshed, the
Great Spirit will punish y o u ' . "
After that the chief had been, practically speaking, both a commander and a prisoner among his following. The more irresponsible
and warlike of those about him, especially a number of Assiniboines
w h o had joined his camp, abetted by halfbreeds in their midst, had
gained the upper hand. All had set out to join the rebels at Batoche.
The halfbreeds were now in control of the camp. At the Eagle Hills,
a transport train had been seized. Poundmaker had been unable to
stop this action, but had assured the teamsters that as prisoners their
lives would be safe, and he had treated them with all the consideration
in his power.
As for the letter to Riel bearing the names of the chief and four
others, Robert Jefferson swore that he had attached Poundmaker's
name under compulsion from the others, but could not swear that the
prisoner had dictated any portion of it.
Supt. W. M . Herchmer of the Mounted Police gave evidence
that tended to throw the onus of the pillaging at Battleford and the
fighting at Cut Knife Hill upon the young warriors and the halfbreeds
w h o had gained control. Other evidence was adduced to show many
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pacific acts and intents on Poundmaker's part, and his efforts to restrain
his band from bloodshed and Indian excesses. Father Cochin claimed
that he himself and Colonel Otter owed their lives to the accused
chief. He had heard Poundmaker reasoning w i t h his followers and
giving only orders that portended good.
Against this evidence was the statement alleging that Poundmaker had urged his followers to join Riel for their own benefit.
A verdict of " g u i l t y " was returned by the jury.
Upon being asked by Justice Richardson if he had anything to
say w h y sentence should not be passed, Poundmaker drew himself
up to his full stature. With right hand extended in a declamatory
attitude, he said in effect, slowly, calmly:
" I am not guilty. A lot has been said against me that is untrue.
I am glad of w h a t I have done in the Queen's country. What I did
was for the Great Mother. When my people and the whites met in
battle, I saved the Queen's men. I took the firearms from my following
and gave them up at Battleford. Everything I could do was to prevent
bloodshed. Had I wanted war, I would not be here but on the prairie.
You did not catch me. I gave myself up. You have me because I
wanted peace. I cannot help myself, but I am still a man. You may
do as you like w i t h me. I am d o n e . "
The judge imposed a sentence of three years in the penitentiary
at Stony Mountain, Manitoba.
Upon this being interpreted to the chief, he again arose.
" H a n g me n o w , " he pleaded. " I can die. I would rather you
kill me than lock me up for three years."
Several days later a dejected Poundmaker and others w h o had
been sentenced to long terms of imprisonment arrived in Winnipeg
in irons, under escort of the Mounted Police. An immense crowd had
gathered at the station to witness their arrival. The prisoners were
driven to Fort Osborne barracks for the night and taken by train to
Stony Mountain the following morning.
On August 19 Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney wrote from Regina
to Warden S. L. Bedson of Stony Mountain penitentiary: " I am endeavouring to save Poundmaker's hair from being cut if it is possible
to be done. Have you the power to do it? If so I wish you would.
There is a strong feeling in Poundmaker's favour among the Blackfoot, and w h a t I fear is that a cordial feeling might be brought about
between the Blackfoot and Crees—through Poundmaker. I have a
good message from Poundmaker to Crowfoot and if I can assure the
latter that his hair will not be cut I will have no fear of the future.
I have wired Sir John about this, so if you can help it, don't operate
on Poundmaker until you hear further."
He also penned a telegram to Prime Minister Macdonald, saying:
"If possible would strongly recommend that instructions be sent to
Manitoba Penitentiary to dispense w i t h the regulations of cutting
hair in Poundmaker's case. I think this important."
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And to Indian Agent Begg, on the Blackfoot Reserve, he wrote:
" I wish you to see Crowfoot and tell him that Poundmaker's trial
is over and he has only got three years in the Penitentiary. He asked
to see me today to send word to Crowfoot that he has received a
fair trial, that he must not think anything of it, that the time will
soon pass away and if God spares him he will see him again. That
all the officers treated him well. I am trying to get the government,
if it is possible to do it, to prevent his hair being cut off. He goes
down to Winnipeg tonight and I shall send Crowfoot's letter to the
government w i t h a strong recommendation to let him out, but as the
people at Battleford are angry w i t h the Indians, it would not do to
do it at once. I cannot say w h a t day I shall be able to visit you I
trust before long. Let me know what the Indians think about Poundmaker."
The lieutenant-governor's wishes were observed, and Poundmaker was thus spared a humiliation no less mortifying in an Indian's
estimation than being scalped.
Big Bear Pays Up

And on September 10 Big Bear chief of the loose band of Crees
w h o by their wanderings and perverse attitude had become a byword
for trouble, was taken from the Mounted Police guardroom at Regina,
to account before Magistrate Richardson and a jury for his part in
the Frog Lake Massacre, the pillaging of Fort Pitt and for waging
war at Frenchman's Butte and elsewhere.
Throughout his two-day trial there was a marked tendency to
show that the chief was not an instigator of the outrages, but as head
of the murderous band, even if no more than nominally so, there were
no grounds upon which he could evade the finger of guilt.
D. L. Scott and W. C. Hamilton appeared for the Crown and
Beverley Robertson shouldered the defense as on the occasion of the
trial of Poundmaker. The charge was treason-felony.
Evidence was produced to the effect that Big Bear had had but
a small voice in the affairs of his camp of late. William Bleasdell
Cameron, the only white man in Frog Lake village on April 2 to
escape sudden death, and that by mere chance, gave evidence for the
defense. He told h o w the chief had confronted the murderers, urging
them to stop their bloody w o r k ; how the defendant had expressed
his regret for w h a t had happened; h o w he had arranged for Inspector
Dickens and his command to vacate Fort Pitt before it was too late,
and how the Crees had been kept in check by him to give Dickens a
fair opportunity to escape down the Saskatchewan. It was related
that a second massacre had been planned by Wandering Spirit, but
that the chief had been instrumental in forestalling it. Big Beathad also prevented a premeditated murder when Chief Trader McLean
was singled out to die after the fight at Frenchman's Creek.
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Years afterwards Cameron wrote: "Big Bear is dead, but it will
always be a source of gratification to me that I had the opportunity
of doing something to lighten the misfortunes that overtook his old
age."
Evidence against the accused showed that he and Wandering
Spirit had endeavoured to prevail upon other bands of Indians to
come and join them. On the other hand a letter from a half breed
in Poundmaker's camp, Norbert Delorme, urging Big Bear and his
band to join Poundmaker, was spurned. John Pritchard swore that
Big Bear was opposed to killing the prisoners in his camp. James
Simpson stated that the accused had always been a good friend of
the white man and that the real leaders of the outrages committed
were Ahyimissees, Wandering Spirit, Lucky Man and later Little
Poplar. These had taken control. Chief Trader McLean testified that
the prisoner was generally of good character, that he had taken no
part in the pillaging of Fort Pitt and that he had sided w i t h him,
McLean, in persuading the Indians not to join Poundmaker. H. R.
Halpin w h o had been seized by the Indians at Cold Lake, corroborated
McLean's evidence as to the pillaging.
Given an opportunity to address the court through an interpreter, Big Bear held forth at some length. He claimed that the
shooting at Frog Lake was none of his doing. The warlike element
of his band was beyond control. He was sorry that so few were present
w h o could testify to his friendship for the white man. He defied
anyone to say that he had ordered the death of a priest or an agent.
He had advised against it. His authority had been ignored as soon
as news of the fight at Duck Lake had come. He pleaded pity and
help for the outcasts of his band, many of w h o m were hiding in the
woods, paralyzed w i t h terror. The North-West had belonged to him,
but perhaps he would not live to see it again.
Then mustering the eloquence of which he was capable, he cried:
' 'Pity the children of my tribe! Pity the old and helpless of my people!
I speak w i t h a single tongue; and because Big Bear has always been
the friend of the white man, send out and pardon and give them help!"
He was found guilty by the jury w i t h a recommendation for
mercy, and the sentence of the court was that he should be imprisoned
in the penitentiary at Stony Mountain for three years.
While in the penitentiary, both Poundmaker and Big Bear submitted to the ceremony of baptism, and for their good conduct were
released ahead of time. But prison walls had left their mark; the
spirits of both men, so long free, were broken.
Death Sentence Of Riel Upheld

At Winnipeg on September 9 at a sitting of the full court of
Queen's Bench of the province of Manitoba, judgment was delivered
in the appeal for a new trial for Louis Riel. Chief Justice Wallbridge
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delivered judgment followed by Justices Taylor and Killam. Reference
was made to the facts brought before the court, to the statutes by
which stipendiary magistrates were appointed in the North-West
Territories, to the powers given them and to the cases to be tried by
them. These included treason, which could be tried before a magistrate w i t h a justice of the peace and a jury of six.
The objections raised by the defense were deemed purely technical
and therefore not valid. After a critical examination of the evidence,
there was no conclusion other than that arrived at by the jury. The
evidence entirely failed to absolve the prisoner from responsibility
for his acts, and it was the unanimous opinion that a new trial should
be refused, the conviction confirmed.
So ended the trial of the rebel chief, though counsel for Riel gave
notice that they would appeal the case to the Privy Council in England.
A Mounted Police Detachment Reaches Lethbridge

The narrow gauge railway had been laid during the summer
from Dunmore Junction on the C.P.R. to Coal Banks, now called
Lethbridge, so named after the president of the North-Western Coal
and Navigation Co. The townsite had already been surveyed. The
first four lots to be purchased fell to D. W. Davis, acting for I. G.
Baker and Company, w h o planned to erect a large store. The first
locomotive steamed into the little centre in the latter part of August.
A small detachment of five men from " C " Division, Macleod, under
Cpl. Eli J. Hodder, was stationed there in tents.
On September 15 Insprs. A. H. Griesbach and A. R. Macdonell
were promoted to the rank of superintendent.
Additional Court Trials At Battleford

During the autumn the trials of the different rebellion prisoners
in custody at Battleford were held before Stipendiary Magistrate
Charles B. Rouleau.
Wandering Spirit, Big Bear's war chief, charged w i t h the murder
of Indian Agent Thomas Quinn at Frog Lake, pleaded guilty and was
sentenced to die.
Louison Mongrain a Cree Indian, pleaded not guilty to the
killing of Cst. David Lattimer Cowan of the North-West Mounted
Police at Fort Pitt. Evidence showed however that after Cowan
had been shot from his horse and wounded, Mongrain approached
him where he lay.
Cowan had pleaded w i t h him, saying in Cree: " D o n ' t , brother,
d o n ' t , " only to receive two shots in the head.
At first Mongrain was sentenced to death, but was later given
penal servitude for life.
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Charles Ducharme, Dressy Man and Bright Eyes, all Crees, were
charged w i t h the murder of the old woman of their race named
Puskeyak, reputed to be a cannibal. They had carried the unfortunate
squaw some distance from the camp at Frog Lake, and each had
participated in her murder. The verdict was death for Ducharme
and Dressy Man, but the sentence of the former was later commuted
to life imprisonment and the latter and Bright Eyes were acquitted.
Another Cree, Round-The-Sky, was charged w i t h the murder of
Father Francois Xavier Fafard at Frog Lake. An Indian named
Thunder affirmed that the priest was lying on the ground face down
after being shot, and some Indians said he was shamming. RoundThe-Sky approached, held the muzzle of his gun close to the priest's
head and fired. The stricken man moved and groaned. Another Cree
swore that Wandering Spirit was the first to fire at Fafard, w h o fell
on his face. He was not dead, and Round-The-Sky shot him through
the crown of the head. Another stated that he had seen both priests,
Fafard and Marchand, lying on the ground. Fafard, a bullet hole in
the side of his neck, was breathing, w i t h blood running from his
mouth. Round-The-Sky stepped forward and shot the priest on top
of the head. He was sentenced to die.
Miserable Man and Bad Arrow, both Crees, were accused of killing
Charles Gouin, Indian Department carpenter at Frog Lake. An
Indian named Calling Bull swore that when Quinn fell, Gouin w h o
was approaching, ran back, but was shot by Bad Arrow from near
the door of one of the houses. Gouin fell on his face, then as he
raised himself on one elbow, Miserable Man ran forward and shot
him in the chest, finishing him. These details were substantiated by
others, and both prisoners were sentenced to death.
The Assiniboine Indian, Man-Without-Blood, w h o pleaded guilty,
was given the death sentence for killing Bernard Tremont east of
Battleford.
Ikta, also an Assiniboine, pleaded guilty to the murder of James
Payne, farm instructor on Mosquito's reserve. He also drew the death
sentence.
Three Crees of Poundmaker's band, Casting-His-Hair, TakingLives, and Spotted, w h o were accused of feloniously uttering a certain
letter addressed to Louis Riel during the rebellion, and which bore
their names, also that of Poundmaker, were each sentenced to two
years imprisonment. Another Indian had signed but had not been
apprehended. The letter crammed w i t h falsehoods was written under
date of April 29 at Cut Knife Hill and read as follows:
" T o Mr. Louis Riel,—I want to hear news of the progress of
God's work. If any event has occurred since your messengers came
away, let me know of it. Tell me the date when the Americans will
reach the Canadian Pacific Railway; tell me all the news that you
have heard from all places where your work is in progress. Big Bear
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has finished his work; he has taken Fort Pitt. 'If you want me to
come to you, let me know at once,' he said; and I sent for him at once.
They will be four days on the road. Those who have gone to see him
will sleep twice on the road. They took 20 prisoners, including the
master of Fort Pitt. They killed 11 men, including the agent, two
priests and six white men. We are camped on the creek just below
Cut Knife Hill, waiting for Big Bear. The Blackfoot have killed 60
police at the Elbow. A halfbreed who interpreted for the police,
having survived the fight though wounded, brought in this news.
Here we have killed six w h i t e men. We have not taken the barracks
yet, but that is the only entire building in Battleford. All the cattle
and horses in the vicinity we have taken. We have lost one man, a
Nez Perce killed, he being alone, and one wounded. Some soldiers
have come from Swift Current, but I do not know their number. We
have here guns and rifles of all sorts, but ammunition for them is
short. If it be possible we want you to send us ammunition of various
kinds. We are weak only for the want of that. You sent word that
you would come to Battleford when you had finished your work at
Duck Lake. We wait still for you, as we are unable to take that fort
without help. If you send us news send only one messenger. We are
impatient to reach you. It would give us—encourage us much—to
see you and make us work more heartily. Up to the present everything has gone well w i t h us, but we are constantly expecting the
soldiers to visit us here. We trust that God will be as kind to us in the
future as he has in the past. We the undersigned send greeting to
you a l l . "
A post-script, or correction followed:
"When this reaches you send us news immediately, as we are
anxious to hear the news. If you send us news send as many men as
possible."
Robert Jefferson the farm instructor who was a prisoner in Poundmaker's camp, wrote the letter under compulsion, it being dictated
by halfbreed visitors and several of the Indians. It is doubtful if
Poundmaker even knew that he was lending his name to such exaggerations.
Further gruesome evidence bearing upon the Frog Lake massacre
of April 2 was exposed.
The white people had not been armed and were gathered together
by Big Bear's Indians, who began to march them from the village
towards the Indian camp. George Dill, trader, was among them,
and when the shooting began he with two other whites ran for
safety. Several Indians followed. Suddenly Dill stopped and turned
round to face his pursuers, only to fall dead riddled with bullets from
Iron Body's rifle. The death sentence was this murderer's reward,
also the fate of one of the others who had assisted Iron Body, a Cree
named Little Bear.
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Four-Sky-Thunder received a sentence of 14 years in prison for
burning the little Roman Catholic Church at Frog Lake, but this
was commuted to six years in consideration of his giving evidence
against Miserable Man and Bad Arrow.
Four others, all Crees under Big Bear, were convicted for various
outrages and given sentences ranging from three to six years. Twentytwo were dismissed or discharged; nine had been released on parole
by Colonel Otter, and one by General Middleton; two were remanded
until March, 1886. Many of the insurrectionists, both Indians and
half breeds, left the scene of rebellion before they could be located;
some went to the United States, and in most cases were never heard
of again.
The Governor General Tours The West

His Excellency Lord Lansdowne, Governor General of Canada,
visited the West in September. It had been decided that such an event
would do much to emphasize the changed conditions under which the
people of the plains would henceforth live, as well as to impress upon
them the permanency of the established constitutional rule.
After first driving through the country of southern Manitoba
escorted by a Mounted Police detail under Inspector Sanders, His
Excellency proceeded westward by rail to Indian Head where he was
received on September 21 by an escort of 100 selected men of the Force,
a portion of whom accompanied him northward to Fort Qu'Appelle
and back to the railway. A guard of honour was provided upon his
arrival at Regina on the 23rd, which place he left to go to Lethbridge.
At Dunmore he took the new narrow-gauge railway, popularly known
as the "Turkey T r a i l " .
Lethbridge was en fete in honour of the vice-regal party. A police
guard of honour was on hand from Fort Macleod, the station platform was carpeted, an illuminated address was read and some of the
early pioneers were presented.
The formalities at the station were rather abruptly though briefly
halted when a cowboy suddenly rode up and without dismounting,
called out: "Hello, Gov'nor, come on over h e a h . "
Readily complying, a broad smile upon his face, His Excellency
promptly moved in the direction of his stranger friend w i t h extended
hand.
The impromptu meeting between the immaculate head of State
and the rough-and-ready rider of the cattle range was a genuine one.
" P u t 'er thar, G o v ' n o r , " the man in the saddle exclaimed, then
w i t h a wave of his wide-brimmed hat, swung his horse about, dug
in his spurs, and shouted as he galloped away: "S'long G o v ' n o r . "
The big event of the day was the opening of the new railway
from Dunmore to Lethbridge by His Excellency. Many dignitaries
were on hand, including Bishop McLean the Anglican bishop of
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Saskatchewan, Sir Alexander Gait, and General Supt. John M . Egan
of the C.P.R. A rousing banquet was tendered that evening in a large
shack where coal miners, railway employees and others of the Northwestern Coal and Navigation Co. usually had their meals.
Next day, accompanied by a police escort and other riders, the
Marquis set out via Fort Kipp to the Blood Reserve where he was
met by Indian Agent Pocklington and a large number of mounted
Indians. After much handshaking, the latter seated themselves in a
wide semi-circle on a grassy slope, and a characteristic p o w w o w
ensued, chiefs and headmen vying w i t h one another in friendly debate
and banter. His Excellency was attended by an interpreter, Dave
Mills, commonly known as "Nigger D a v e " , but among the Indians
as the "Black White M a n " .
Outstanding among the native orators was Calf Shirt w h o exclaimed: "So long as the grass growed, the winds blowed and the
streams flowed," as interpreted by Nigger Dave, the friendship and
loyalty of the Blood Indians to the Great White Mother would endure.
Whenever His Excellency failed to understand the Indian's address
as interpreted, he would ask: " W h a t did he say?"
Whereupon Dave would invariably reply: " H e wants g r u b . "
For good reason, no one seemed inclined to rub elbows w i t h the
loquacious Calf Shirt, not even the governor. The extraordinary
Indian habitually housed a number of live rattlesnakes beneath his
calfskin shirt, next his person.
The vice-regal party camped that night on the bank of the Belly
River across from the reserve. Next day was spent at the Cochrane
Ranch, and the following day quarters were provided in the Mounted
Police barracks at Fort Macleod. It had been arranged that the Peigan
Indians would visit the town to meet His Excellency, but they failed
to appear, and the trail for Calgary was taken, camp being made for
the night at Mosquito Creek 50 miles to the north.
" E " Division provided a guard of honour at Calgary, and a
pleasant trip ensued, embracing a visit w i t h the Indians at the Blackfoot Crossing, pleasant interviews w i t h Crowfoot and other chiefs,
then the entire party returned to Calgary.
From Calgary a special train under escort of Mounted Police
carried His Excellency to Donald, British Columbia.
In appreciation for the services rendered by the Mounted Police
throughout his Western tour, the governor general wrote to Assistant
Commissioner Crozier through his military secretary: " H i s Excellency
desires me to ask you to express to Colonel Irvine the satisfaction
which his visit to the Mounted Police barracks afforded him. His
Excellency noticed the smartness of the corps w i t h much pleasure.
He is also glad to have had an opportunity during a long march across
the prairie of observing the thorough efficiency of the men and horses
of the escort under Captain Deane."
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Disgruntled Indians

The visit of the governor general had been timely. Although
the Cree and Assiniboine Indians had bowed at last to the restrictions
placed upon them, the attitude of the Blackfoot Confederacy—Blackfoot, Bloods, Peigans and Sarcees, the virtual Arabs of the Canadian
plains—was still a matter of concern. Supt. John Cotton at Fort
Macleod stated in a report that " t h e feeling of the Blood Indians
towards the government and white men generally is at this present
moment very far from one of a friendly character. In this respect the
past year has brought a marked change, particularly among the young
men w h o plainly show that a spirit of unrest and disquiet is not
dormant within t h e m " .
He pointed out that the accounts of the various disruptions in
the north had been interpreted by the tribes in question more from a
gullible Indian viewpoint than from actual fact. The loss of government troops was magnified and that of the natives minimized, and
most of the younger Indians still believed the exaggerations which
had been conveyed to them.
The chiefs and old men, though not without their aboriginal
prejudices, were more intelligent and for the most part not only aware
of, but ready to admit the good and even generous treatment they
had received at the hands of the government. But their influence
did not appear strong enough to inoculate the younger men with such
thoughts. The news of the fight at Duck Lake and Fish Creek had
produced a disquieting effect and it could be assumed that had any
serious reverse happened to the troops serving in the north, an almost
simultaneous outbreak would have occurred in the south. Superintendent Cotton referred to the hereditary enmity which till recently
had existed between the Blackfoot and the Crees, but expressed a
belief that these tribes were capable of joining in a common cause
against the white man.
Assistant Commissioner Crozier reported: "I see no necessity
for any serious trouble w i t h the Indians. It is only necessary that
they be managed fairly and justly. I believe the Indians fully appreciate and feel the power of the government . . . . I think we should so
act towards them that they will at least feel that they are not to be
deprived of all the privileges and pleasures which exist for them;
for if they do not so feel, their discontent is very apt to lead them to
acts of recklessness which, if not leading to a general Indian outbreak,
will at least cause a most unsatisfactory and unsettled state of affairs."
Crozier believed the Indians were discontented because of certain
ill-advised reports circulated among them regarding their future.
They were under the impression that they would not be permitted
to beat their drums, hold their dances or paint their faces. What had
frightened them most was word that all those w h o had been active
in the recent troubles would be arrested. Even if the Indian Depart-
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ment had intended to carry out such reforms, there was no necessity
for talking about it until the time came. The right policy was to teach
the Indians that no malice was entertained against them and that
bygones would be treated as bygones.
All told, it was obvious that good feeling was lacking between
the natives and their white superiors, that only the slightest pretext
or temptation was needed to fan the fires of hatred existing in the
Indian camps as a result of the recent upheaval. It was equally clear
that the utmost precaution, coupled w i t h essential tact and firmness,
was imperative to keep within bounds the inevitable resentment of
the Indians as they realized their severance from their age-old independence.
In this regard the Indians in the south called for stricter attention
than those in the north. There was that about the mounted Indian,
the buffalo hunter and inveterate warrior, which caused him to be
less amenable to new conditions than his brother of the forests and
streams. And there were many examples of this almost incurable
attitude among the bands near the international border.
For precautionary reasons, a large number of Plain Crees and
some Assiniboines had been placed on reserves well to the north, on
terrain approximating the habitat of the Wood Crees, w h o by custom
were trappers, fishermen and followers of the moose, deer and various
northern denizens. Denied their customary sphere, the Indians from
the plains were slow to forget the old buffalo ranges.
In October a report reached headquarters that a score or more
of young horsemen from the bands of Grizzly Bear's Head and Little
Pine had struck southward, and word was sent to Superintendent
Mclllree at Maple Creek to intercept them and ascertain their destination.
With characteristic promptness Mclllree acted and reported that
Bear's Head and some of his followers were in the Little Rockies
south of the boundary. All told, about 60 Indians from Canada were
camped there. They had recently been ejected from a U.S. Indian
reserve. He had communicated w i t h Fort Belknap in Montana,
requesting such information as was available, including the intended
disposition of the visitors.
Major Lincoln the officer commanding at Belknap, eventually
reported: "In regard to the Crees w h o have fled to this side of the
line, I have to inform you that I, upon their arrival, notified the head
of the Indian Department of the situation, and received orders to
remove them from the reservation; but a few days before receiving
said instructions they had all moved to the neighbourhood of Fort
Assiniboine, out of our jurisdiction. Had they remained, I should
certainly have placed them on the British side of the line. We desire
to be rid of them, but unless they come back within my jurisdiction,
it is not probable that anything will be done w i t h them unless you
make application under the Extradition Treaty. The last I know of
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them they were near Fort Assiniboine, but I have lately heard they
were going to the Crows. I am unable to give you the route they
travelled in coming here."
It was rumoured that Little Poplar, the Cree w h o had been so
close to Big Bear and had always been regarded w i t h suspicion, had
joined them. He was wanted for wilful and tricky participation in
the rebellion.
There were many cases of Indians being sought, to answer for
horse stealing and taking part in the illicit liquor traffic—the two
most conspicuous depravities of contemporary Indian life.
On this score Superintendent Cotton, Fort Macleod, made some
pointed observations: "Horse stealing on the part of the young men
is doing an incalculable amount of harm. Setting aside the complications it may at any time give rise to w i t h the United States Government, it unsettles them greatly. If one man succeeds in evading arrest,
the others are thus prompted to copy him and by so doing it is considered a sign of personal bravery that invariably meets with universal
approbation. Thus a large number of our Blood Indians are becoming
professional horse thieves, and though their operations are carried on
for the greater part south of the international boundary line, it cannot
be said to be universally the case, and war parties often visit distant
parts of our territories solely for the purpose of horse stealing."
Cotton alluded to the Indian dislike of the Canadian law that
prohibited bringing stolen property into Canada. The Indians could
understand being punished if found w i t h horses stolen in Canada,
but they could not comprehend the justice of punishing them for
stealing horses across the line, there being no reciprocal provision
on the other side. He divulged that a proposition had been discussed
by the stockmen which he felt deserved consideration—that each
tribe under Treaty No. 7 be allotted a registered horse brand w i t h
which all bona fide horses of Indians could be marked and the brands
defaced in case of sale, in the presence of an Indian Department official.
As to liquor, Cotton stated that it could be procured in the United
States by Canadian Indians w i t h the utmost ease, and that this strongly
prompted an increase in visits to Montana. The practice was made
easier through aid proffered by the South Peigans (also of the Blackfoot nation) living south of the boundary, and while the latter could
not steal American horses w i t h impunity, they gladly accepted horses
from their Canadian kinsmen in payment for help and information.
Furthermore, Canadian Indians were going over to the United
States to purchase ammunition from American traders, w h o to all
appearances were specially equipped for such trade. One of these
traders had recently established himself on the St. Mary's River
south of Fort Macleod only a few miles south of the boundary, and
was doing a thriving trade. Cotton referred the matter to U.S. Consul
James W. Taylor at Winnipeg w h o in turn reported the matter to
Washington w i t h the result that the offender was promptly removed.
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Strength Of The Force Increased: New Divisions

In the face of the increasing need for precautionary, preventive
and punitive measures inseparable from dealing w i t h the varied and
growing population of the West, the Force, quite aside from its part
in suppressing the rebellion, had been taxed to the limit. But some
relief was in sight; Commissioner Irvine's insistent calls for an increase in strength had borne fruit. Since the arrival in May of a substantial number of recruits from the East, further contingents had
reached Regina from time to time for preliminary training and distribution where most needed. Superintendent Deane, Sgt. Major Robert
Belcher and Drill Instructor Sgt. " P a t " Mahoney had their hands
full and performed exemplary service in bringing to a state of efficiency
the raw recruits placed in their charge.
By authority the strength had been approximately doubled from
500 to 1,000, and plans were now completed to increase the number
of divisions from five to ten, particular attention being given to
detailing them to strategic points and outlying districts. Each division was to comprise approximately 100 non-commissioned officers
and men, the "non-coms" to number 15- By promotion and appointment additional inspectors were to be named sufficient to fill the
requirements under the new arrangement. The Force was now to be
divided into " A " , " B " , " C " , " D " , " E " , " F " , " G " , " H " and " K " ,
plus a permanent Depot Division at headquarters specially staffed,
to which all recruits would be attached, thence to be drafted as vacancies occurred in other divisions.
The total of recruits for the year numbered 608.
The physique of the new men was generally speaking above
average, though a large number were unable to ride and had small
experience, if any, w i t h horses. Those from " D " (Battleford) and
other divisions w h o were serving at Prince Albert now constituted a
separate division, to be known as " F " , of which Supt. A. Bowen
Perry was to assume command. Supt. Severe Gagnon and Inspr.
George B. Moffatt, w h o had served in the north throughout the
rebellion, were moved to Regina.
The detachments from " E " (Calgary) and other divisions hitherto
serving at Fort Saskatchewan and Edmonton constituted a separate
division to be known as " G " , under the command of Supt. A. H.
Griesbach.
Supt. Sam B. Steele was posted to the command of " D " Division,
w i t h supervision over the Battleford district; and owing to the unsettled state of the N o r t h Saskatchewan country, as an aftermath
of the rebellion, the newly-formed " K " Division was appointed
additionally to Battleford and proceeded there from Regina. This
column, travelling by rail to Swift Current and northward by saddle
and wagon, consisted of 89 men (most of whom were recruits) and
48 horses, all in temporary charge of Assistant Commissioner Crozier,
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the other officers attached being Insprs. Z. T. Wood, J. B. Allan and
J. O. Wilson. Shortly after arrival at Battleford, Wood was placed
in temporary command of " K " , and upon the arrival sometime later
of Supt. A. R. Macdonnell from Wood Mountain, was posted under
Steele to " D " Division. Incidentally, the young inspector took over,
among many duties, the instruction of two field-gun detachments.
There followed some interchanges of non-commissioned officers
and men not only between " D " and " K " Divisions, Battleford, but
between them and " F " Division, Prince Albert, to provide a sufficient
number of trained men in each division.
" H " Division at Fort Macleod was to be officered by Supt.
P. R. Neale, Insprs. George E. Sanders and Huot, Acting Troop Sgt.
M . Baker, Quartermaster Sergeant Gaffery and Hospital Sgt. A. E.
Braithwaite.
The command of " B " Division, Regina, was given to Supt.
Severe Gagnon, and assisting him were Insprs. Thomas Dowling and
M . H. White-Fraser, Sergeant Major Kirk, Quartermaster Sgt. F.
Blight and Hospital Sergeant Richards, while Inspr. George B. Moffatt
took over the duties of quartermaster.
Completion Of The C.P.R.

On a bleak autumn day the last act in the great drama of constructing the Canadian transcontinental railway was performed,
recalling that some years before in the House of Commons Sir John
A. Macdonald had made a prophetic utterance. With serious countenance, the Prime Minister had stated: " M r . Speaker, although I may
not live to see the completion of this great transcontinental highway,
I hope I may some day look down and see the two oceans united by a
band of steel."
With a smile that hinted of political hope, the Hon. Alexander
Mackenzie leader of the opposition, had been prompt to interject:
"Perhaps the right honourable gentleman will be looking up."
The rails from the Pacific and those from the prairies had met,
and the final hammer stroke echoed through the mountains on November 7 as Donald A. Smith (later Lord Strathcona) drove the spike
which effectively rivetted Canada together from east to west. The
impossible, as declared by many pessimists had been accomplished.
The road was completed almost six years before the promised time.
Considering the momentousness of the occasion those in attendance
were few at the little station of Craigellachie high up in the Eagle
Pass of the Gold Range, but there was a sprinkling of men who had
by their brain and brawn contributed to the climax in the greatest
railway-building adventure in history.
Among those w h o had arrived by special train from the East
and who stood clustered around Donald Smith were General Manager
Van H o m e ; Sandford (later Sir Sandford) Fleming, and Major A. B.
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Rogers, both of whom had been foremost in mapping the route;
John M . Egan, general superintendent; James Ross, manager of construction in the mountains; M. J. Haney, contractor; John H. McTavish, land commissioner; Frank Brothers, roadmaster; Tom Wilson,
ex-Mounted Policeman and discoverer of the enchanting Lake Louise;
George R. Harris of Boston, a director, and Dugald McKenzie, locomotive engineer.
After a brief speech from Van Home, the conductor of the train
called: "All aboard for the Pacific," and the simple though famous
ceremony was history.
Louis Riel Executed

Owing to delays caused by legal appeals, Riel's execution was
deferred from September 18 to November 16, a new trial having been
refused. The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in England
had upheld the judgment of the Court of Queen's Bench of Manitoba.
During the interval Riel was regularly attended by Fathers Andre
and McWilliams, the latter a one-time classmate of the doomed
prisoner, while Father Genin of Dakota, who some years before had
attempted to induce Sitting Bull to return to his own country, visited
him briefly. Most of Riel's time was occupied in writing and religious
devotions.
In the evening of November 15 a messenger on a special train
reached Regina bringing a warrant signed by the Governor General,
directing the execution to take place next day. Within an hour Riel
received a visitor in his cell in the guardroom of the Mounted Police
barracks, Sheriff Chapleau w h o notified him that the death warrant
had come.
That night, asked by Father McWilliams w h y at the start of the
rebellion he had not acted decisively and attacked Prince Albert,
Riel replied: "If I had gone there and attacked w i t h the Indians, there
would have been a massacre."
Early the following morning, accompanied by the two priests,
the condemned man approached the scaffold w i t h apparent composure.
Unusual silence pervaded the Mounted Police barracks and surroundings. Elaborate precautions had been taken, and guards every few
yards surrounded the compound. Farther out others commanded
the roads. On all sides a boundary line had been marked w i t h stakes
bearing red flags.
An old freighter from Wood Mountain, Jack Henderson, had been
engaged as hangman. Sixteen years before, while in charge of cattle
for the Hudson's Bay Company at Oak Point on Lake Manitoba, he
had been seized by Riel's men and made a prisoner at Fort Garry
during the Red River insurrection, and for the first time since, the
two now met face to face. As Father McWilliams recited the Lord's
Prayer, Henderson pulled the drop. A few moments afterwards,
Surgeon Jukes pronounced death to have been instantaneous.

N.W.M.P. parade at Fort Battleford, October 20, 1884. Commissioner Irvine, Superintendent Crozier, Superintendent Nealc.
Note 9-pounder artillery sections on the left, the police band and the mounted and dismounted detachments
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Louis " D a v i d " Kiel had reaped as he had sown. Contrary to a
very general belief, he was not an ignorant, half-civilized native of
the plains fighting with mistaken fervour against the irresistible
advance of civilization. He was brilliantly gifted, well educated, an
impressive speaker. There were many w h o would look back upon
him as a patriot and martyr, one whose acts were justifiable and
necessary; others, and they were legion, would regard his mad escapade
as a deliberate outrage against the State, characterized by an inordinate ambition to accomplish personal gain.
Treffle Bonneau, a highly respected French-Canadian pioneer of
Saskatchewan and contractor for a section of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, w h o had arrived in Regina in the summer of 1882 w i t h his
father, received delivery of the body.
False reports were circulated following the execution, saying
that the body had been mutilated. To disprove any such malicious
statement, Commissioner Irvine had the coffin opened in the presence
of Bonneau and others before it was taken from the barracks. Riel's
body was given final resting place in the cemetery at St. Boniface
across the Red River from Winnipeg.
Indian Murderers Pay The Penalty

At Battleford early in the morning of November 27, the penalty
for the heinous crime of murder was again exacted when several
participants of the Frog Lake massacre and other outrages went to
their deaths. People had gathered to view w h a t to most of them was
an unfamiliar and impressive ceremony. The government had purposely given permission for a limited number of Indians from the
nearby reserves to attend the execution, as it was held that such a
tragic spectacle would be an emphatic deterrent against a repetition
of such offences.
Consequently Assistant Commissioner Crozier,
temporarily back at his old post, saw to it that a large Indian camp
which had sprung up near the Mounted Police barracks was extended
the privilege of sending witnesses to view the vindication of the law.
The previous afternoon W. B. Cameron, the sole white man to
escape the cowardly butchery at Frog Lake seven months before,
had been given permission to speak for the last time w i t h the now
physically shattered and mentally tortured Wandering Spirit. Pressed
for a statement for his part in the crime for which he was about to
die, the humbled war chief unburdened himself, saying in effect:
"Four years ago we were camped on the Missouri River. Big
Bear, Ahyimissees, Four-Sky-Thunder and others of the band were
there. Riel was also there trading whiskey. He gave us liquor and
told us he would make war on this country. He wanted us to join
him in wiping out all Canadians. He said he had been treated badly
and would demand money from the government. If he did not get it
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he would spill plenty of Canadian blood. Last fall he sent word to
us that when the leaves came out the halfbreeds would rise and kill
the whites. The Americans would come and buy the land; they would
pay the Indians lots of money for it, and afterwards would trade w i t h
them. All the tribes w h o wished to benefit would have to rise and
help rid the country of Canadians . . . . I was chosen on the suggestion
of Ahyimissees to do this thing. It had to b e . "
Within the camp, marked by the flicker of the fires, the night was
rendered hideous by the constant chanting of death songs. Within
the barracks Father Cochin and Father Bigonnesse sat w i t h the
condemned. Sheriff Forget and Deputy Sheriff Gibson, supported
by the Mounted Police, had charge of the arrangements. P. G. Laurie,
publisher of the Saskatchewan Herald, was coroner. Robert Hodson
w h o had been cook at Fort Pitt and a prisoner of Big Bear's band,
was hangman. The scaffold, which stood in the open square within
the Mounted Police stockade, consisted of a platform about ten feet
high and 20 feet long supported by posts at the corners and two higher
posts on either side of the centre w i t h a stout crossbeam between.
Beneath this was the trap, surrounded by a railing.
Two full divisions of the Mounted Police, " D " and " K " , and
" A " Battery the regulars from Eastern Canada—about 350 men in
all—formed a hollow square surrounding the scaffold. At a respectable
distance, the assembled crowd had a complete and uninterrupted
view.
As the hour drew near, weird chanting arose from the direction
of the Indian camp, and as one by one the condemned were conducted
from the barracks the impressive dirge grew louder.
Among those about to die there was little evidence of mental
agitation; several joked openly or chatted casually. The shackles
they had worn were removed, but their arms were pinioned. Each
walked between and was preceded and followed by Mounted Police
constables.
They were soon on the scaffold, each beneath a dangling rope.
But before the eight ropes were adjusted and black caps drawn over
eight shaven heads, all were told they could each speak for ten minutes.
Only Ikta and Little Bear availed themselves of the privilege, both
shouting defiance. Others uttered a few high-pitched war cries or
sang their weird lamentations. Wandering Spirit was completely
resigned and undemonstrative. Then Hodson spoke, silence fell and
the bolt was drawn.
All died instantly. The bodies were hurried away in rough pine
boxes and committed to a common grave on the hillside below the
barracks.
The days of the scalping knife and war club were definitely of the
past!
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" H " Division To Mocleod

On December 9 " H " Division, consisting of two inspectors,
98 non-commissioned officers and men and 57 horses, under Supt.
P. R. Neale, left Regina by rail for Macleod. Travelling via C.P.R.
to Dunmore Junction, then by the narrow gauge railway, they arrived
at Lethbridge the following night. The Belly River was running
high, but after waiting three days, Neale decided to attempt a crossing
at the safest ford. Several minor accidents occurred and some of the
men got a thorough soaking in the cold water when a number of
wagon-reaches gave way, but eventually the entire division reached
the other bank. Before them was an extremely steep slope known
as Telegraph Hill, its sides covered with snow and ice. Several teams
of horses were hired to haul each load to the upper level. Once when
the teamster took an hour and a half to move t w o wagons up, Neale
pressed his heaviest pair of draught horses into service w i t h better
results.
Several hours later all the wagons had been moved up the incline,
and after a short breather the division moved forward on the north
side of the Old Man's River in the face of a cutting western wind.
Evening found the column opposite Fort Kipp at a spot where a
settler by the name of Urch was erecting a stopping-place. The river
ice was unsafe, so it was necessary to cut it away at the ford in order
to reach the Macleod trail on the south side.
The gale had abated next morning, and after an early start the
division reached Fort Macleod by afternoon. For a time most of the
men were temporarily quartered in the old dilapidated fort on the
island.
Cattle Killing At Prince Albert

A strange case came to the notice of Superintendent Perry in
December. It was reported that a quantity of beef, apparently unlawfully butchered, had been discovered on the open prairie about five
miles south-east of Prince Albert. Certain persons were suspected,
but no definite clues could be obtained, and while every attempt was
being made to solve the case, a farmer came in to say that the beef
had been moved and hidden in a straw stack close to his house. Other
than boot tracks being found, which largely precluded half breed or
Indian participation—they habitually wore mocassins—the episode
remained a mystery until cleared up the following summer.
Treaty Payments

The usual assistance was rendered the Indian Department at the
treaty payments in late summer and early autumn. Strong escorts
were placed at the disposal of the Indian agents, and the payments
took place free from any noteworthy occurrences.
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Militia Equivalents In The Force

Under the provisions of an act (48-49 Victoria, Chap. 53, 54)
assented to on July 20, it was provided as follows:
1. Whenever any officer or member of the North-West Mounted
Police is serving with the Militia as a military force by order of
the Governor-in-Council, every such officer and member of the police
force shall be subject to "The Consolidated Militia Act of 1883" and
any Act in amendment thereof, in the same manner and to the same
extent as the Active Militia are subject thereto.
2. In any such case the commissions of the officers of the Mounted
Police shall, for the purpose of seniority and command, be considered
equivalent to those issued to the officers of the Militia of corresponding
rank from the date of their respective commissions according to the
following scale, that is to say:
Commissioner, as Lieutenant-Colonel.
Assistant Commissioner, on appointment, as Major; after three years' service,
as Lieutenant-Colonel.
Senior Superintendent, as Major.
Other Superintendents, as Captains.
Inspector, as Lieutenant.
Senior Surgeon, as Surgeon.
Assistant Surgeon, as Assistant Surgeon.
Veterinary Surgeon, as Veterinary Surgeon.

Inadequacy Of Quarters

So far no extra space had been added to the various posts, and
the increase of approximately 500 members created a problem in some
quarters. Only Regina, where a large room had been built for prison
urposes towards the close of the rebellion, saw a quick solution,
he prison annex became a barrackroom at once, but even then it
was necessary to send many recruits to outposts before they were
properly trained. The quartermaster's store at Regina was almost
entirely given over to men's quarters, to the great inconvenience and
dissatisfaction of that department. At Macleod the old fort was
housing a number of men, and at Edmonton, Battleford and Prince
Albert, rented buildings were used.
The Commissioner pressed Ottawa for more accommodation,
pointing out that police posts near large Indian reserves such as
at Fort Macleod should be protected by stockades and blockhouses.
This also applied to the post at Wood Mountain, and no matter where
situated, all posts should be surrounded by a fence of some kind.
At Regina a building to be used as a riding school had been
commenced and was expected to be in use by early summer.

P
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" G " Division To Edmonton

The Commissioner recommended that " G " Division at Fort
Saskatchewan be moved to Edmonton where an entirely new building
should be erected. The recommendation was carried out, leaving a
small detachment at Fort Saskatchewan, but the following year the
entire division returned. (Not till 1911 was a new building put up
and the division headquarters moved to Edmonton.)
Transport

In the matter of transportation, the Commissioner pointed out
that four types of vehicle were necessary: a heavy spring wagon for
four horses, a light spring wagon for two horses, a heavy buckboard
for two horses, and a light buckboard for a single horse. Under the
first item, he stated that no better wagon could be found than that
in use at Fort Macleod; it was capable of carrying one and a half
tons, was easy running, and the body being high made it suitable for
fording rivers. The next best for four horses was the Whitewater
wagon; a few of these were still in use, equipment that had been turned
over to the Force by the International Boundary Commission in 1874.
They had been made in the United States under the supervision of
men from the Royal Engineers.
Telegraph

A telegraph line was now in operation from Dunmore on the
C.P.R. to Fort Macleod, and it was possible to make transfers from
Regina to Lethbridge by. rail within 24 hours of receiving notice.
Recommendation was made that the telegraph line from Moose Jaw
to Wood Mountain be made a government line throughout. Under
existing conditions a message from Regina had to travel upon the
railway wire before being transmitted to Wood Mountain. Similar
conditions prevailed regarding telegraphic communication with the
north. From Fort Qu'Appelle northward the line was governmentowned, but between Fort Qu'Appelle and the railway there was
great delay in transmission of messages. The Commissioner suggested
that arrangements be made to run a line from Regina headquarters
by the railway poles to Qu'Appelle station, there to be connected
independently with Fort Qu'Appelle a few miles to the north. This
would obviate official messages being published in garbled and objectionable form.
Mails

Police constables continued to perform the duties of mail clerks
on the C.P.R. from Moose Jaw westward—three men between Moose
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J a w and Medicine Hat, three between Medicine Hat and Calgary,
and beyond the latter, one or more in keeping w i t h requirements.
Uniforms

As to uniforms, the Commissioner stated that he hoped to do
away w i t h pipeclay as much as possible. For that reason he had
already recommended brown leather gauntlets such as used in the
Imperial service, to replace the white ones w i t h which the Force was
equipped.
The same applied to the helmet which he thought was too tall
for high winds on the prairie. It should be of buff or brown leather.
Writing home from Regina at this time, Constable Mathewson
stated: "Our uniform is a scarlet tunic, blue-black riding breeches
w i t h yellow stripe, top boots, white helmet. We are issued w i t h
plenty of good woollen underclothing, cloth and buffalo coat, etc.
Undress uniform is usually light grey, wide-brimmed, soft hats; scarlet
serges; white moleskin riding breeches and gauntlets. The white
breeches and soft hat are taboo at any of the posts and are only allowed when out on detachment or prairie work. Our winter dress
is a black sealskin cap w i t h yellow bag, buffalo coat, long stockings,
moccasins and fur gauntlets."
The Commissioner reported that the uniform had long been a
moot point. On one hand, the red coat had the confidence of the
Indians as well as being conducive to the smartness and soldierly
appearance of the men. On the other hand it soon lost its colour amid
the dust and dirt of prairie travel. He saw no necessity for an alteration in the tunic, used as it was on full dress parades and such occasions, but he considered a working suit of stout material to be very
desirable, something after the pattern and material as used by
"Methuen's Horse" (Bechuanaland, 1884-85) in South Africa. The
previous year, he had forwarded a pattern of a cap which he thought
suitable for prairie work, one that was light, serviceable in colour,
easy to carry when not in use, and designed to shade the eyes and
back of the neck.
Horses

Irvine was of the opinion that the establishment of horses for
each division should be 100. This would mount three officers and 57
non-commissioned officers and men, leaving ten four-horse teams. At
least ten wagons were required to carry baggage, rations, and equipment for 100 mounted men and 43 dismounted men in case of an entire
division taking the field. Team horses should, in almost all cases,
be Eastern horses. The usefulness of the Force depended upon its
mobility, and mobility depended upon good horses and good wagons.
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Distribution At The End Of 1885
The distribution and strength of the Force, including officers,
non-commissioned officers and men, at the close of 1885 was as follows:
Depot Division, Regina
121
" A " Division, Maple Creek, with detachments at Medicine Hat and Swift
Current
102
" B " Division, Regina, with detachments at Fort Qu'Appelle, Broadview, Moose Jaw, Moosomin, Moose Mountain, Shoal Lake, Whitewood, and mail service
103
" C " Division, Fort Macleod, with detachments at Standoff, St. Mary's,
Pincher Creek, Lethbridge and Peigan Reserve
112
" D " Division, Battleford
94
" E " Division, Calgary and mail service
101
" F " Division, Prince Albert
96
" G " Division, Edmonton, with detachment at Fort Saskatchewan
99
" H " Division, Fort Macleod, with detachments at Chief Mountain, Lethbridge, and Old Fort Macleod
104
" K " Division, Battleford
107
Total
1,039
Medals And Land Grants To Combatants
Each Canadian soldier w h o had participated in the campaign
of 1885, other than members of the North-West Mounted Police, was
to receive a medal and a grant of land, or if not wanting to become
a settler, scrip to the value of $80, which could be used towards payment in the purchase of land.

CHAPTER VI

1886

END OF THE FRONTIER WEST

ITH the coming of 1886 the days of the "Frontier
West" were slipping away.
It seemed only yesterday when nothing in the
experience of explorers or fur traders portrayed the
fvast grasslands as being attractive for permanent
Settlement; only 11 years had elapsed since Commissioner French's
r
ed-coated cavalcade had reached one of the wildest areas of the
national domain. At that time savage tribes and calloused desperadoes
appealed little as prospective neighbours to ranchmen or farmers. Yet
within a period so brief as to be incredible, the movement launched in
1874 to establish law and order amid savage dominance had achieved
its initial purpose. By untiring effort and ceaseless vigilance the work
of the North-West Mounted Police had been decisive; firmness and
honest dealing had brought the Blackfoot Confederacy to an acceptance
of constituted authority, and a vicious border class, previously without
fear of punishment for countless wrongs committed, had been scattered
in confusion. Sitting Bull's thousands had been forced to abandon their
Canadian refuge and return to the United States. Crees, Assiniboines
and other tribes had been allocated to reserves. The boundless prairies
of the North-West were clear of hostile warriors. A transcontinental
railway had successfully spanned the plains. A seditious attempt by
deluded halfbreeds to override the sovereignty of the Dominion had
been stifled. The way had been paved for thousands of hardy pioneers.
In all these transitions a slim handful of mounted constabulary had
supplied the primary essentials.
It should never be forgotten that the development of the Canadian
West began w i t h the achievements of the self-denying men w h o
established law where no law had existed, w h o spoke order into
existence when life and property were threatened, w h o declared peace
among warring factions, and amid the perils of robbery and bloodshed
laid broad and deep the foundations of a great heritage.
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Diversity In The Force

All manner of men had contributed to the good name of the
N . W . M . P . Throughout the West the red tunic was regarded as the
outstanding symbol of protective service and security; the Mounted
Police post or the lone rider on patrol represented a satisfying source
of adjustment and redress. Cattlemen, farmers, townspeople, strangers,
natives, all and sundry, had come to accept the Mounted Policeman as
the everready arbiter of disputes, the dispenser of assistance in the
hour of trouble, and of justice in the face of crime.
Writing at this time of the varied elements to be found in the
personnel of the Force, one of the new recruits stated: "After having
been about two months in the corps, I was able to form some idea
of the class of comrades among whom my lot was cast. I discovered
that there were truly all sorts and conditions of men. Many, I found,
in various troops were related to English families in good position.
There were three men at Regina w h o had held commissions in the
British service. There was also an ex-officer of militia, and one of
volunteers. There was an ex-midshipman, son of the Governor of
one of our small colonial dependencies. A son of a major-general, an
ex-cadet of the Canadian Royal Military College at Kingston, a
medical student from Dublin, two ex-troopers of the Scots Greys, a
son of a captain in the line, an Oxford B.A., and several of the ubiquitous natives of Scotland comprised the mixture. In addition there
were many Canadians belonging to families of influence, as well as
several from the backwoods w h o had never seen the light till their
fathers had hewed a way through the bush to a concession road. They
were none the worse on that account though. Several of our men
sported medals won in South Africa, Egypt and Afghanistan. There
was one, brother of a Yorkshire baronet, formerly an officer of a certain regiment of foot, w h o as a contortionist was the best amateur
I ever knew. There was only an ex-circus clown from Dublin w h o
could beat him. These two would give gratuitous performances
nightly, using the barrack-room furniture as acrobatic properties."
Increased Strength In The North

Though the rebellion the previous year had been smothered, the
country along the N o r t h Saskatchewan called for rigid supervision.
Under the commission appointed by the government to investigate the
halfbreed land claims, concessions were forthcoming, patents for the
little farms w i t h narrow frontages were being arranged as had so often
been demanded, but in the general unrest some of the northern Indians,
smarting under their recent defeat, murmured of further troubles.
Adequate precautionary measures had therefore been adopted. Besides
an approximate 100 men placed at Prince Albert, and an equal number
divided between Fort Saskatchewan and Edmonton, " D " and " K "
Divisions, comprising about 200 men under Assistant Commissioner
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Crozier, had been assigned to Battleford. As a result most of the
Indians on the various reserves accepted, either willingly or judiciously, the inevitable conditions confronting them and signified their
intention to start farming operations in the spring. But there still
remained a disgruntled minority to whom all labour was repulsive and
who were not backward in voicing discontent. In addition there was
a tendency among some to wander from their reserves for no good
purpose. Many senseless rumours had contributed to a prevalent unrest
and a fear that further penalties would be imposed upon those w h o had
participated in the late disturbances. Settlers too were uneasy, afraid
that needy Indians would commit depredations. But by constant
patrols the police restored confidence gradually, and the general
behaviour of halfbreeds and Indians alike shifted into more peaceful
channels.
Indians Rendered Harmless

Extreme tact without undue favour or latitude on the part of
the Mounted Police was necessary in smoothing out the humiliation
of the vanquished and alleviating the burdens of those whose relatives
had paid the penalty of rashness. But there was little to be feared on
the reserves; the Indians were helpless. Their ponies were taken from
them. Their guns were gone. The Indian Department had imposed
severe discipline; none could leave the reserves without a permit.
Treaty money was temporarily cut off in some instances; rations were
reduced to the barest limitations. It was well that rabbits were unusually numerous.
The rebellion had marked a turning point in Western affairs, and
most of the unruly Indians were gone, relegated with the buffalo to
the past.
A " N e w West" had arisen. On the occasion of his last visit to
Fort Macleod Commissioner Irvine had been sought out by Jerry Potts
the famous and faithful guide and interpreter of the Force. The apparently disturbed Peigan halfbreed wished to know if any other country
existed where buffalo roamed in their thousands and Indians lived a
life of uncurbed freedom.
Irvine enquired: " W h y do you ask, Jerry?"
"This country's getting too damned soft for m e , " was the laconic
answer.
First Train To The Pacific

After the last spike in the transcontinental railway had been
driven late the previous year, the working gangs had dispersed, and
Superintendent Steele, in charge of the railway detachment of police,
was given an opportunity to travel by the first train to the coast.
Roaring almost recklessly through the numerous tunnels, skirting
mountain sides on dizzy ledges, sometimes reaching a speed of close to
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60 miles an hour, the train steamed through the great Fraser Canyon,
and reached Burrard Inlet. There the steamship Olympia awaited at
the dock to receive the auspicious C.P.R. party. The site of the
future city of Vancouver was passed, and Victoria on Vancouver
Island visited. On his return by rail, Steele stopped off at Donald to
attend to the closing of Mounted Police affairs, then boarded one of
two long trains carrying engineers, contractors and his own men eastward. He was soon at Saskatchewan Landing a few miles north of
Swift Current, at the point where Otter's column had struck northward
in the early stages of the rebellion. At Battleford he took over the
command of " D " Division from Inspr. W. S. Morris, and of the district
from Assistant Commissioner Crozier who had left for Regina a few
days before Christmas.
Increased Supervision At Battleford

The accommodation for the two divisions, " D " and "K", the
latter under command of Supt. A. R. Macdonnell, was very limited,
but sometime previously Crozier had begun a building for officers'
quarters, and now, by employing people who had suffered loss of
property during the rebellion, this work was rushed towards completion.
Extensive patrols were instituted, and the Indian reserves and
nearby settlements were visited regularly. Steele found that the settlers
generally were nervous and that the Indians were suspicious of the
police and whites alike. He therefore concluded that this feeling might
be allayed by the constant presence of small parties of police among
them. The patrols visited Fort Pitt, Onion Lake, Duck Lake and other
points regularly, and one struck westward periodically to Sounding
Lake. There was no longer an Indian agent for the Battleford district,
and the Rev. John MacKay agreed to accept the position. No better
man could have been found; he was popular with all who knew him,
and spoke the Cree language fluently.
Many halfbreeds on the Saskatchewan were in poor circumstances
as a result of the rebellion, especially those who had remained loyal,
and Steele received authority to employ as many of them as possible
to haul necessary lumber from Prince Albert. The old village of
Battleford on the south side of the Battle River was being gradually
forsaken for a new town on higher ground near the Mounted Police
detachment. New barracks were being planned, and the settlement,
which had slumped materially with the removal of the territorial
administration to Regina several years before, took on a semblance of
new life. Steele referred the matter of an adequate reserve of land for
police post purposes to the Comptroller in Ottawa, as there were
indications of encroachment by the new building operations. He also
sent plans and specifications covering the proposed new barracks and
area. In due course his suggestions were acted upon.
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Severe weather made it almost impossible to drill in the open.
Horses were exercised regularly, but manual and firing exercises were
taught in the barrack room. As the command included a large number
of newly-enrolled recruits, there was need for considerable instruction,
and lectures on the constables' manual and interior economy were
given to non-commissioned officers and constables. The 9-pounder
field-gun brought by " A " Battery, Royal Canadian Artillery, on the
Otter expedition, was taken over and, with the two 7-pounder guns
belonging to the command, was overhauled and put in good working
order. Under Insprs. Zack Wood and Joe Howe, assisted by Sergeant
Robinson, the gun detachments, w i t h horses, went through a course
of instruction which brought them to a high state of proficiency.
" K " Division furnished an escort for the mails between Battleford
and Swift Current, as did " A " Division at Maple Creek and " F "
Division at Prince Albert.
Rebellion Aftermath At Prince Albert

Much the same conditions prevailed at Prince Albert. Superintendent Perry found that to a great extent the halfbreed population there
and in the outlying French parishes appeared to regret the past
troubles, most of them claiming they had not taken up arms of their
own free will, but had been forced into the rebellion. They had
returned quietly to their former occupations, and many were now
employed in freighting. The priests' tales of starvation and want
among their parishioners were substantiated upon investigation by
Inspr. A. R. Cuthbert who reported that a good deal of assistance
would have to be provided. The nearby Indians were living quietly,
but Beardy's band at Duck Lake, who were in extremely poor circumstances, seemed to be fostering trouble. All Indians were on their
reserves, w i t h the exception of a few who had gone on hunting expeditions. That food supplies were far from sufficient to their needs was
the general complaint, the Indian Department having reduced the
rations as it had those of the Indians on the Battleford reserves.
The recruits stationed at Prince Albert were given the necessary
training, and instruction in both mounted and dismounted drill was
carried on when weather permitted. Divine service was held twice
a month, and though very little drill was possible, a weekly parade
was held, which kept the men well versed in their dismounted duties.
A complete course in musketry commenced, including training in
judging distance and instruction in the mechanism of the Winchester
carbine. Lectures on the theory of this subject were also given. Target
practice was carried out under Inspectors Cuthbert and Begin. The
7-pounder gun attached to " F " Division was in good repair, and a
large supply of ammunition having been arranged for, a squad was
instructed and trained to use it. The supervision of the detachment
was a difficult one, as the members were quartered in rented buildings
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widely separated and distributed among those occupied by civilians.
In some cases the men had to walk over half a mile to attend stables.
Conditions In The South-West

Similar strict attention was given to the southwestern district
under the command of Supt. John Cotton at Fort Macleod. Restlessness among the Bloods, Peigans and Blackfoot was in evidence
following the disruptions of the previous year, and cattle killing was
prevalent on a large scale. However the arrival in December of " H "
Division from Regina with 100 men had had a salutary effect—Indians
were never slow to recognize any and every project instituted by the
Mounted Police to check the activities of the more daring and reckless
elements. Because the Blood and Peigan reserves were so near the
international line, making intercourse between relatives on either
side easy, Commissioner Irvine favoured the posting of 200 noncommissioned officers and men at Fort Macleod, quite irrespective of
those at the outlying detachments. This would require about 50 additional men, and he strongly recommended the increase. Superintendent
Cotton maintained that the two divisions, " C " and " H " , would
enable him to control any situation which might arise from possible
Indian opposition to the stringent methods adopted by the Indian
Department, and which he referred to as "the objectionable change
in Indian affairs".
On January 23 Inspr. Joseph Howe was placed in command of the
Lethbridge detachment, which was soon afterwards made up to a
strength of 34 men and 28 horses from " C " Division.
The Maple Creek-Medicine Hat Area

To the eastward, the country was patrolled by small parties sent
out by Superintendent Mclllree from Maple Creek and Medicine Hat
Three reliable halfbreed scouts, Michel Quesnelle, Louis Cobell and
Paul Leveille (the latter was the son of the old guide Louis Leveille),
were employed to assist in this task, one which called for extremes
of fortitude and resourcefulness in a country swept by severe winter
storms.
Wood Mountain

Still farther to the east the Wood Mountain post was temporarily
closed, owing to the dilapidated condition of the few log buildings.
The neighbouring halfbreeds, who had maintained a commendable
aloofness from the insurrection staged by their compatriots farther
north, continued to follow their own pursuits in peace and quietness.
On the occasion of a report reaching Regina that a large number of
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horses had been stolen from a Gros Ventre Indian near Fort Belknap
south of the boundary, Inspr. J. A. McGibbon was sent out from
Regina w i t h a small party to investigate. After a long ride in bitter
weather the inspector arrested the thief, Peter Olsen, recovered 45
horses and returned them to their lawful owner.
Insubordination At Edmonton

In February, promotions took place throughout the Force,
affecting a large number of "old-timers". The previous year had seen
a sudden increase in the strength from an approximate 500 men to
something over 1,000. The additional number had been hastily
recruited, owing to the rebellion, and a number of unsuitable characters
had been unavoidably included. Only an odd recruit or two—men
w h o seemed eligible—were promoted, yet at Edmonton where " G "
Division was stationed temporarily in the old Hudson's Bay Company
fort under Superintendent Griesbach, a serious disruption occurred as
a result. The promotion to acting corporal of a young recruit who had
held the rank of lieutenant in the Canadian Militia caused a number
of "old h a n d s " to refuse to do duty under him. They attended stables,
guards and so on, carrying their side arms at all times, but ignored
him and scoffed at his orders.
The matter was reported to headquarters at Regina, and in due
course 25 men were detailed to proceed under Asst. Commr. W. M .
Herchmer to Edmonton. They left in bitterly cold weather, wearing
buffalo coats, fur caps, mitts and moccasins, but upon arrival at
Calgary, found people dressed in summer clothes and a cricket match
being held. They left Calgary in wagons which were changed to
sleighs at Red Deer, the assistant commissioner preceding them to
Edmonton w i t h a mounted patrol.
Leaving his patrol camped outside the fort, Herchmer conferred
w i t h Griesbach, and a parade was called. It was found that the
question of the young constable's promotion was only one of the
grievances among the ranks. The quarters were overcrowded and
infested w i t h bedbugs and fleas, and were so badly constructed that
the men near the stoves suffered intensely from the heat while those
farther away in the same rooms were almost frozen. In addition there
were some recruits of an undesirable type and quality; they continually
voiced dissatisfaction as to the peace-time nature of their duties.
The men were addressed by the assistant commissioner, w h o
ordered them to take the horses out for an exercise ride. While they
were away he called in his patrol and with the assistance of the loyal
men in barracks secured all arms and locked them up. When the ride
returned, the men in it were disarmed and the ringleaders arrested. The
leaders, six in all, were sentenced to terms of imprisonment at Regina
and dismissed from the Force.
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Inspector Dickens Resigns

New faces in the Force meant a corresponding and natural loss of
older officers and men, and among the latter at this time was Inspr.
Francis Dickens, whose health had not been of the best, doubtlessly
aggravated by the strain of his experiences the previous year at Fort
Pitt. Under date of February 28 his resignation -was accepted, and
leaving Battleford, he journeyed to Swift Current, reaching there in a
sadly run-down condition. Hospital Sgt. E. A. Braithwaite (years
later, Honorary Surgeon) was sent from headquarters to escort him
to Regina.
Some time later, on the evening of June 11, Dickens set out to
travel, seeking relief from the hardships he had undergone during the
rebellion of the previous summer. While dining with friends in
Moline, Illinois, a small town on the east bank of the Mississippi
River, he complained of acute physical distress. He was assisted to a
couch, and in a few minutes was dead.
The following Sunday, which happened to be "Children's Day",
the Congregational Church, where the funeral service was held, was
decorated profusely with flowers, and the minister emphasized the
appropriate coincidence—the father of the deceased, the illustrious
Charles Dickens, had been known throughout the world as a friend
of little children, and the floral decorations were fitting testimony
to the sad ending, at a comparatively early age, of one of his sons.
Inspector Starnes Steps In

Shortly afterwards Cortland Starnes (a future Commissioner of
the Force), who had served as lieutenant and adjutant with the 65th
Regiment under General Strange in the rebellion, was appointed an
inspector.
The Last Of Middleton's Field Force

The officers and men of " A " Battery, Royal Canadian Artillery,
regulars who had been assigned to Battleford at the close of the
rebellion, now departed eastward, being given a hearty and friendly
farewell by " D " and " K " Divisions, their companions for several
months.
Innovations In The Making

The duties devolving upon the Force increased rapidly. Recent
events had given wide publicity to the Canadian North-West, and
there was every indication that immigration would be accelerated
to an extent hitherto unknown. New settlements were springing up
in all directions. Embryo towns had appeared at intervals along the
line of the Canadian Pacific Railway and elsewhere, and plans were
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necessary to institute means of maintaining close touch with all
points. To cope with the ever-widening field of settler occupation
the Force contemplated an extension of the patrol system, supported
by the establishment of small detachments. Increased population
generally fostered increased law breaking and local disruptions, and
in keeping with its policy heretofore often followed, the Force endeavoured to precede the incoming people in each new settlement.
Many innovations were about to be adopted by the N.W.M.P.
The inability to devote strict attention in former years to drill and
other training was now being replaced by intensive preparations for
such activities in every department of the Force. This change was
possible in view of the increased strength. In former years new men
were needed to cover wide tracts of country, to carry out long patrols
as well as fulfil the duties at the various posts. They had no time for
instruction, and had to learn by trial and error Now with several
hundred recruits, there would be full opportunity for training, without
hampering the services required.
Commissioner Irvine Resigns

Under date of March 31 Commr. Acheson Gosford Irvine tendered
his resignation. In relinquishing the command he caused a brief
valedictory to be issued in General Orders: "It is with the strongest
sense of patriotic pride that Colonel Irvine recognizes the services of
the North-West Mounted Police as being so clearly interwoven with
the history of these great Territories. Colonel Irvine feels assured
that in the future, as in the past, the duties devolving upon the Police
Force will be performed in an equally honourable and creditable
manner.
"In thus formally bidding good-bye to the Mounted Police,
Colonel Irvine assures his old comrades that he will ever take a deep
interest in their welfare and that his most fervent wish is that success
and happiness may through life be theirs."
Colonel Irvine had spent many happy years at Fort Macleod with
ex-Commr. James F. Macleod, and had habitually referred to that
part of the plains as "God's Country". Shortly after his retirement
from the Force he received, at his own request, the appointment of
Indian Agent on the Blood Reserve.
Lawrence William Herchmer Becomes Commissioner

On April 1 Lawrence William Herchmer (brother of Supt. W. M.
Herchmer) assumed the duties of Commissioner.
The new Commissioner's forebears, of United Empire Loyalist
stock, had settled near Kingston, Ontario, many years before. His
father had been sent to Oxford University, and before returning to
Canada had married a niece of Turner, the famous English painter.

Lawrence William Herchmer, Fourth Commissioner of the Force, 1886-1900
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Their son Lawrence was born at Henley-on-Thames, England. At
the age of 17 he obtained a commission in the Duke of Cornwall's
Light Infantry, serving in Ireland and India. In 1864 he married
Helen Sherwood, daughter of the first attorney-general of Upper
Canada. He was commissariat officer with the International Boundary
Commission (1872-74), and of late years had filled the post of inspector of Indian agencies in the North-West Territories under the
Department of Indian Affairs.
Census Of The Territories

The census of the North-West Territories begun the previous
summer, conjointly with the first quinquennial census of Manitoba,
showed a total white population in Assiniboia, Saskatchewan and
Alberta of 48,362. Half breeds numbered 4,848 and Indians, 20,170.
Settlers to the number of 6,987 occupied 3,861,818 acres. Alberta,
the territory in which the great cattle ranches were situated, showed
the largest acreage occupied but the smallest cultivated. There were
in the Territories 24,125 horses, 86,536 cattle, 19,398 sheep and 22,542
swine. The output of grain in 1885 was 1,147,124 bushels of wheat,
1,045,950 bushels of oats, 257,479 bushels of barley and 479,702 bushels
of potatoes. The capital invested in all industries was $771,451.
Telegraph Projections

In 1884 the government had decided to change the route of the
telegraph line between Battleford and Edmonton. At that time,
except for Bresaylor, there was no settlement in the district served
by the line, while the Indian agencies at Onion Lake and Saddle Lake
north of the North Saskatchewan, were without communication of
any kind. A new line from Battleford, crossing the river at Fort Pitt,
with offices at the latter, Mooswa, Saddle Lake, Victoria (Pakan)
and Fort Saskatchewan was projected, but the rebellion had prevented
the change being put into effect. Preparations were now made to go
on with the work, and instead of wooden poles between Battleford
and Pitt, hollow iron cylinders 15 feet high with a groundplate to
hold them firmly were used. (These did service for 40 years.) From
Fort Pitt to Edmonton the poles were of tamarack.
Training And Instruction

With so many untried and inexperienced men in his command,
resulting from doubling the strength in 1885, the new Commissioner
stressed the importance of training and instruction, and as spring
approached, mounted and dismounted drill became the order at the
various posts, to be continued until the hot weather of summer set in.
Divisions exercised in advanced training, and officers were made
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familiar with mounted infantry instruction and command of general
parades, while non-commissioned officers were made proficient at
drill and other duties. Each detachment was put through a course
of musketry instruction. Skirmishing was practised. Target ranges
were brought into use. Setting-up drill, squad drill, manual exercise,
division and field movements as laid down in the mounted infantry
regulations, both mounted and dismounted, were practised.
A limited number of copies of the "Regulation for Mounted
Infantry" were distributed throughout the Force at large, and the
principles therein were to be followed. The tactical unit would henceforth be called a "Division" and use of the term "Troop" was to be
discontinued. Divisions would be divided into subdivisions, two or
more, according to strength, in accordance with the principles of
Sec. VI, Par. 1 of the said manual. Cavalry drill with its nomenclature
was to be discontinued except for that which in the early stages of a
recruit's training might be required to supplement the existing instructions. No promotions in either commissioned or non-commissioned
ranks would in future be made unless the candidate was thoroughly
efficient in drill. Officers commanding divisions were not only to
become efficient themselves, but were to see to it that every officer,
non-commissioned officer and man under command did likewise.
Headquarters Rules

The "Headquarters Depot" at Regina, formed for the two-fold
purpose of training recruits and creating a reserve force ready to move
at a moment's notice, was placed under the immediate command
of the Commissioner, for the observance of whose orders the adjutant
would be primarily responsible. No officer who might at any time
be in temporary command during the Commissioner's absence would
be at liberty to vary or alter the standing rules, regulations and routine
of the depot. The permanent staff of the depot, including artisans,
would be subject to the immediate control of the adjutant. Noncommissioned officers and constables desiring to be employed in any
capacity, such as servant or groom to an officer, were instructed to
submit a written application for the Commissioner's approval. All
officers, non-commissioned officers, men and horses belonging to other
divisions temporarily detained at headquarters were to be attached
to the Depot Division, subject to ordinary routine duty unless specially
excused by the Commissioner. Sgt. Major Robert Belcher was to perform the duties of sergeant-major of the Depot Division, and would be
acting regimental sergeant-major, senior to non-commissioned officers
on all parades.
Supt. W. M. Herchmer was to perform the duties of "Inspecting
Superintendent" to the Force. Inspector Antrobus succeeded him in
the command of " E " Division at Calgary.
Major E. W. Jarvis of the Winnipeg Field Artillery was appointed
a superintendent, to date from April 14.
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New Conditions Developing

Throughout the entire field of operations, not only officers and
men of the Force but the diversified people of the West were adjusting
themselves to the new conditions. Though petty crime was constant,
interspersed at intervals by major offences, the native elements were
drawing further and further from the usages and customs of former
years. A beneficial effect was brought about by releasing from penitentiary the Cree chief Poundmaker whose influence had long held
sway among his own people as well as throughout the Blackfoot
Confederacy, in which Crowfoot had adopted him as his own son.
And it was noticeable at this time that Indians were less responsible
than whites for offences against the law.
But despite a general improvement in the conduct of the Indians,
their almost inalienable habit of committing small depredations
invariably led to intricacies which required careful investigation and
judicious handling. A case in point came to light near Calgary in
early spring.
Wheeler Meikle, a settler on the banks of the Elbow River about
three miles from town, reported to Inspector Antrobus that some
Cree Indians had killed one of his cows. Investigation followed.
A squaw in a nearby camp said the animal drowned by falling through
the ice, had begun to rot, and that she had been given permission to
butcher it for food. The story seemed plausible and the matter was
allowed to drop. But the Indians, w h o were there w i t h o u t permission, were warned to return to their reserves. Settlers had complained
of their presence, and Inspr. P. C. H. Primrose and Interpreter Gladstone forced them to dismantle their lodges and move at once. While
they were crossing the river, an onlooker on the bank w i t h others
ridiculed and made fun of a Cree w h o w i t h his family in a cart was
having trouble w i t h his horse. The Cree became enraged, picked up
his gun and fired at the whites, w i t h o u t doing harm. The Indian was
arrested and committed for trial, subsequently receiving two months'
imprisonment w i t h hard labour. It was seen that the Indian officials
would have to put forth greater effort to keep the Indians on their
reserves, else there would be constant friction between them and the
white settlers.
Shortly afterwards the white man's side of the crime calendar
came up for airing. Information came in that a wagon load of liquor
was approaching Calgary. Sergeant Fury and two men located the
wagon the following morning. Upon seeing the police approach,
the whiskey runners disappeared, leaving their horses tied to the
wagon wheels, and in the wagon were five kegs of liquor. Nearby
11 more kegs were located, all containing "Bourbon" marked St.
Louis, Missouri. A thorough search was made, but the traders were
not seen again. The liquor was drained off, and then the horses and
equipment were turned over to the Collector of Customs.
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Small Detachments And Wider Patrols Established

With the prospect of greatly increased immigration and the
occupancy of areas hitherto untenanted, attended by an inevitable
increase in crimes big and small, Commissioner Herchmer gave serious
attention to the establishment of small detachments and an extensive
system of patrols between them. It was his intention to place these
detachments at strategic points, w i t h a special eye on the international
frontier, the constantly-travelled trails, and broken areas such as
the Cypress Hills which lent themselves to the operations of smugglers,
horse thieves and outlaws in general. He proposed to institute a line
of outposts connected by patrols, from the Manitoba boundary to the
Rocky Mountains.
Supt. E. W. Jarvis was placed in command of Headquarters
District, Regina, which embraced the country on both sides of the
Canadian Pacific Railway from Moosomin to Moose Jaw, a distance
of approximately 180 miles. Moosomin, Broadview, Regina (town
station) and Moose J a w each received a corporal and one constable.
Two constables were placed at Troy (Qu'Appelle Station), and a sergeant with four constables at Fort Qu'Appelle 20 miles to the north.
In addition there were three constables employed as mail clerks
between Moose J a w and Calgary until the Post Office Department
replaced them w i t h their own employees. An important duty of the
detachments consisted of suppressing illegal liquor traffic; a thorough
search was made of all trains passing back and forth, and general
supervision was exercised over permits issued by the lieutenantgovernor to bring liquor into the country. In each case the actual
shipments were checked. Sgt. Jerry Fyffe was given general charge
of the headquarters detachments, and from the outset performed his
duties in an exemplary manner.
Fate in April Gagnon left Regina with 40 men and horses to
organize patrols in the country between the White Mud River in the
west and the boundary of Manitoba to the east—a distance of slightly
over 300 miles. Inspector McGibbon w i t h 16 men and 25 horses
proceeded to Moose Mountain in the southeast to look after that area.
Gagnon placed 27 men and horses at the old Wood Mountain post,
where he made his headquarters, and appointed 12 men and 13 horses
under Sgt. John A. Martin to Willow Bunch 30-odd miles to the
east. Subsequently McGibbon was instructed to establish his headquarters at Alameda directly south of Moose Mountain and near the
boundary line, w i t h a detachment of ten men and 16 horses at Wood
End, a few miles to the west.
Meantime Superintendent Mclllree sent out small parties from
Maple Creek to establish detachments, which by degrees were located
at: the '' Head of the M o u n t a i n ' ' on the south side of Elkwater Lake at
the north-westerly tip of the Cypress Hills; McKay Creek (detachment
moved subsequently a short distance to Graburn's Butte or Coulee),
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near the site of the murder of Constable Graburn at the Fort Walsh
horse camp in November 1879; Ten Mile Crossing on Battle Creek ten
miles south of old Fort Walsh; Cottonwood Coulee (Wylie Ranch)
near Cypress Lake (old Davis Lake) on the north flank of the Cypress
Hills; Farwell's Coulee about ten miles east of Cypress Lake, near the
White Mud, or Frenchman's, Creek, and "East E n d " on Chimney
Coulee about 20 miles east of Farwell's. (The East End detachment
was soon afterwards moved to a site on Frenchman's Creek five miles
due south.)
About 80 miles south-east of East End, on the trail leading from
Fort Belknap, Montana, to Swift Current, a detachment was placed.
Supt. P. R. Neale, heretofore commanding " H " Division at
Macleod, took over the command at Lethbridge, Inspr. Joseph Howe,
formerly in charge of Lethbridge, having been transferred to Battleford. The " C " Division men w h o had been returned to Macleod
were replaced by men from " H " Division. A lookout post was established at old Fort Whoop-Up 12 miles to the south-west.
Inspr. G. E. Sanders was detailed to proceed eastward from Lethbridge w i t h three non-commissioned officers, 18 men and the necessary
number of horses from " H " Division to establish small detachments
that would link up w i t h those from Maple Creek. Though it was
late April, a driving blizzard swept out of the north before the riders
had gone ten miles and continued for several days, making the journey
a supreme test for every man and beast.
Sanders established a detachment of one non-commissioned
officer, six men and as many horses at Chin Coulee 30 miles east of
Lethbridge, and a similar one at Forty Mile Coulee about 40 miles
farther east. Thirty-six miles still farther east was "Bull's Head"
at the west end of the Cypress Hills. He reached there on April 30 and
set up a detachment w i t h the balance of his men and horses. From
Bull's Head to Head of the Mountain, where Superintendent Mclllree
had placed a detachment, was about 24 miles.
Thus a series of small detachments, including those hitherto
established in the Macleod district, now stretched across nearly 800
miles from the Manitoba boundary to the Rocky Mountains.
From " E " Division at Calgary a detachment was established at
Stimson's Ranch on the middle fork of High River, about 55 miles
south-west of Calgary, commanding a trail through the foothills
which was often used by outlaws attempting to escape to the United
States. Another was placed at Banff Hot Springs on the C.P.R. 75
miles to the west, up the Bow River.
In the early stages these small detachments consisted of tents in
most cases, but eventually rough log shelters for both men and horses
were erected, especially wherever the detachment was calculated to be
of a permanent or semi-permanent nature. Rations, forage and other
requirements were regularly transported to them by four-horse
teams from Regina, Maple Creek, Medicine Hat, Macleod or Calgary.
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Extent And Efficiency O f The Patrols

An enormous tract of country was now under surveillance by
regular patrol. The system had been planned so as to co-ordinate
throughout. Horseflesh was an important item. Animals that were
considered to be below par, or that could not be nursed back to full
efficiency, were disposed of, and others purchased, a large number
being shipped from Ontario. Horses in the Force were not only too
few in number but many were in poor condition from the heavy work
imposed upon them during the rebellion. Those purchased in haste
during the uprising, w i t h o u t opportunity to make selections, were
mostly below the standard required. Many of the cast horses were
disposed of at a price within 25 per cent of the purchase price paid for
replacements. Western-bred horses showed a marked superiority.
A weekly patrol by a non-commissioned officer, four constables
and a guide operated from Wood Mountain to meet a patrol from
East End at the White Mud, or Frenchman's, Creek in the west;
another connected w i t h Willow Bunch in the east. Willow Bunch
patrol met the patrol from Wood End, which in turn made contact
w i t h that from Alameda near the boundary of Manitoba. In addition
a daily patrol was sent from Wood Mountain southward on the Poplar
River trail as far as the international boundary.
In arranging his weekly patrol from East End to meet Gagnon's
patrol from Wood Mountain, Mclllree found the distance, about 80
miles, too great for maintaining the necessary communication, and
so moved the detachment on the Belknap trail to a point on Frenchman's Creek known as the "Stone Pile". The East End patrol connected regularly w i t h Farwell, Cottonwood Coulee and Head of the
Mountain, the patrols so arranged as to form a connecting chain all
along the boundary. The entire distance from east to west was traversed twice weekly, divided into many different patrols, each independent of the others, but making connection at the end of their
respective routes. The section from Manitoba to Frenchman's Creek,
handled by " B " Division under Superintendent Gagnon, covered, as
travelled, a distance of over 300 miles. From Frenchman's Creek to
Head of the Mountain, in charge of " A " Division under Superintendent Mclllree, the patrols extended for approximately 150 miles by the
customary trails, and in the west from Bull's Head (which connected
w i t h Head of the Mountain) to Lethbridge, under the supervision of
" H " Division commanded by Superintendent Neale, they involved
a distance of about 175 miles.
It was the duty of patrols to examine the country thoroughly,
to interrogate all strangers, learn their business, watch for stolen or
strayed horses or cattle, aid in the suppression of prairie fires and ascertain their origin if possible, seize illegal liquor and arrest the
offenders, and exercise general supervision over the country. Diaries
were kept at each outpost which w i t h written reports made by each
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patrol upon returning from a trip kept each division constantly informed of everything going on in its district.
At Maple Creek several miles from the barracks, a town detachment was set up, and all passenger trains and many freights between
Swift Current and Medicine Hat were examined periodically and
searched for contraband liquor. A night patrol was also detailed at
"The H a t " whenever necessary. Prairie fires called for constant
attention, and severe penalties were imposed upon persons found
guilty of starting them, whether by carelessness or intent. As at
every other post the illicit liquor traffic was the leading crime, and
by long odds was the most difficult to suppress. Sergeant McGinnis
was given the task of watching for shipments of liquor from the
railway scheduled to go down the south branch of the Saskatchewan
to Prince Albert. The network of patrols gradually reduced horse
stealing to a minimum, and those indulging in raids from either side
of the boundary became firmly impressed w i t h the hazards involved.
Late in April two men were brought into Maple Creek, caught w i t h
stolen horses from Montana. Stipendiary Magistrate Macleod gave
each a sentence of five years in Stony Mountain Penitentiary, Manitoba.
Systematic mounted patrols by " H " Division were now in full
swing out of Lethbridge. Each Sunday at 1 p.m. two men left WhoopUp for Lethbridge; on Monday morning a non-commissioned officer
and four men left Lethbridge for Chin Coulee and on Tuesday morning
a similar patrol left there for Forty Mile Coulee, followed by another
from Forty Mile to Bull's Head on Wednesday. A patrol from Bull's
Head then went on to the Head of the Mountain where written reports
were exchanged w i t h the detachment from " A " Division stationed
at that point. In this manner the " H " Division horses employed in
these patrols travelled close to 300 miles every ten days, in addition
to patrolling the immediate vicinities of the detachment camps.
At best it was difficult country for such work. From ten miles
east of Lethbridge to Chin Coulee the way led through sandhills,
and the travelling was particularly heavy, the hills in and out of the
coulee long and steep. Lack of water between Chin and Forty Mile,
a distance of 40 miles, made it an arduous ride in hot weather. But
Inspector Sanders succeeded eventually in establishing a well between
the two points, which provided reasonably good water. From Forty
Mile to Bull's Head conditions were better, and there were good feed
and water at Sandy Coulee about midway of the last 24 miles to the
Head of the Mountain. Throughout the entire distance from Lethbridge to the Cypress Hills there was no permanent habitation, and
south of the trail an equally empty waste stretched to the Milk River.
Most of the water in the entire area was so alkaline it was repulsive
to man and beast, and conducive to violent sickness. The only good
feed for horses was around widely scattered sloughs and small lakes,
but these areas were breeding places for mosquitoes once warm weather
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set in. There was no wood between the extremes of the LethbridgeCypress Hills patrols; Chin Coulee Detachment had to be supplied
from the former and Forty Mile from the latter. But with all the
drawbacks and hardships, the patrols succeeded in checking the theft
of horses by Indians from settlers along and north of the South Saskatchewan.
The detachments from " C " Division out of Fort Macleod, surrounding the Blood and Peigan reserves—those at Standoff, St. Mary's,
Kootenai, Pincher Creek and others—were continually on the move,
keeping close watch on the Indians, especially for stolen horses and
intoxicants.
The same extensive patrolling was now in vogue from every other
divisional post, and little could infringe upon the rights of property
or life without the preventive activities of the Force being put to
immediate effect.
On May 1 Supt. E. W. Jarvis of " B " Division, Regina, was
placed in command of Depot Division there.
From now on, every instance of Indians being off their reserves
called for immediate investigation and action. No longer were the
redmen free to wander at will as in the days gone by. The white
man's possession and occupancy of the plains was considered absolute;
and under the new code of existence no native could revert to the
wandering propensities of his forebears without good reason. In any
case, written permission was required from the Indian agent in charge
of the reserve.
Naturally in the early stages there was no ready compliance with
such a rule, and only by firmness and extreme tact on the part of the
Mounted Police was it successfully enforced.
On May 6, the patrol from the Head of the Mountain came upon
the trail of three Indian horsemen and followed it. The Indians
became aware of the pursuit in time to gain a fair start; they were
followed through thick timber and out into the open, apparently
heading southwest for the Sweet Grass Hills, to cross the boundary.
To all appearances they had come from Montana on the lookout for
horses, but had been balked in their intentions, and as proof of the
effectiveness of the patrol system, no signs of Indian horse thieves
were seen in the district for the next five months.
Regina Decorates Itself

On May 7 the growing town of Regina celebrated a public holiday dubbed "Arbor Day", for the express purpose of planting trees
and improving generally what only four years before had been a mere
shack-and-tent community without a single tree or shrub, where in
1883 the site of the headquarters barracks of the North-West Mounted
Police had been laid out by Inspr. Sam B. Steele on the west bank of
Wascana Creek several miles west of the C.P.R. station. There had
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been small opportunity to improve the general aspect of the Mounted
Police location, which at first was made conspicuous by a number of
portable huts surrounded by a bare and windswept plain; but roads
and paths had been laid out; poplar trees had been brought from
Qu'Appelle Valley, and a number of Manitoba maples from Winnipeg.
Later, evergreens had come from west of Calgary, and now the grounds
were being further improved. Lawns and flower beds soon added to
the general attractiveness of the place.
Handling New Conditions

With inevitable exceptions, though of diminishing frequency
the Indians of the Western territories were adjusting themselves to a
new era. On the other hand the incoming population and the many
business ventures inseparable from a vast and promising new realm
presented to Commissioner Herchmer and his officers a formidable
and exacting task, quite different from that which had confronted the
Force in the earlier years of its existence. However w i t h keen foresight his predecessor, Commissioner Irvine, had seen the need of
adjusting the strength of the North-West Mounted Police to meet
the increasing demands upon it, and had planned a more extensive
activity for the immediate future. This had been followed up and
brought to fruition by Commissioner Herchmer. The ten divisional
headquarters strategically commanded the entire country from western Manitoba to well into the Rocky Mountains and from the international boundary to above the North Saskatchewan. They had
been largely reorganized under officers of pronounced efficiency.
Asst. Commr. L. N . F. Crozier at Regina; Supt.-and-Adjutant R.
Burton Deane, Regina; Supt. E. W. Jarvis, " B " Division, who was
also in command of Depot Division and Headquarters District, Regina;
Supt. J. H. Mclllree, " A " Division, Maple Creek; Supt. John Cotton,
" C " Division, Fort Macleod; Inspr. W. D. Antrobus, " E " Division,
Calgary; Supt. A. H. Griesbach, " G " Division, Fort Saskatchewan;
Supt. S. B. Steele, " D " Division, Battleford; Supt. A. Bowen Perry,
" F " Division, Prince Albert, and Supt. W. M . Herchmer (Inspecting
Superintendent). Included in the commands of the above were Supt.
P. R. Neale, " H " Division, Fort Macleod and Lethbridge; Supt.
Severe Gagnon, " B " Division, Wood Mountain, and Supt. A. R.
Macdonell, " K " Division, Battleford.
Change and development began in earnest w i t h the coming of
spring. Settlers flocked from the south and east. Herds of cattle
reached out to encompass the best grazing lands. An ever-broadening
market for beef and agricultural supplies was in the making. Dirt
farmers erected sod shanties on the agricultural frontier; log and
board shacks and outhouses had appeared on lands already settled.
Plough horses replaced buffalo ponies. The Canadian Pacific Railway
was beginning to reap worthwhile returns along its Western line.
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(Incidentally Donald A. Smith, member of Parliament for Montreal
West, who had been so largely instrumental in the creation of the
transcontinental road, was knighted by the King.)
New problems, local and general in character, were continually confronting the red-coated officers. Horse thieves had largely
substituted their old bravado with discretion, but whiskey smuggling
and trafficking were prevalent. The new population, and to a lesser
degree the Indians and halfbreeds, made constant demands on every
post for the services of the custodians of the law, and with tireless
effort and vigilance, officers and men were unremitting in tracking
down offenders, and whenever possible brought the guilty to account.
The boundary country along the 49th parallel called for special attention, but there were no idle days for either men or horses at any of
the posts.
Though in the majority of cases lawbreakers encountered an
insistent Nemesis, one that was swift in its retribution, constantly
on watch, some persisted in their attempts, and much intensive work
was necessary to requite the ends of justice. Not every reported criminal act came before a stipendiary magistrate or justice of the peace,
but the tenacity with which the Force followed every known or suspected culprit's trail tended to reduce wrongdoing to a minimum.
Evasive Criminals

Late in May a case cropped up which, though it ended unsatisfactorily, displayed a fair example of the procedure automatically
thrown into high gear at the merest hint that law and order had been
disrupted. Inspector Antrobus at Calgary learned that two men known
as "Gallagher" and "Crackerbox Jones", held in custody for an offence
near Edmonton, had escaped. They had been recaptured by Sergeant
Gordon, but one of them, using a revolver previously concealed on
his person, had shot at Gordon and both had made good their "getaway".
No time was lost in putting out the dragnet. It was surmised
that the offenders would strike southward by infrequently-travelled
trails past the Blackfoot Crossing, and a sergeant, six constables and
an interpreter dispatched to that point were instructed to patrol the
country thoroughly on either side of the Bow River. Other men were
placed at the various fords of the Bow; telegrams were dispatched to
Indian Agent Begg at the Blackfoot Crossing and up the Bow to the
Rev. John McDougall at Morleyville; word was sent to the agent
on the Sarcee reserve south-west of Calgary. Indians were advised
that they would be well rewarded should they assist in capturing the
two men; the wires carried telegrams to officers commanding at
Macleod, Lethbridge, Medicine Hat and Maple Creek. Within an
hour an immense area had been rendered dangerous to the escaped
lawbreakers. Meanwhile Inspector Primrose, two non-commissioned
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officers and nine men were sent out to patrol the Calgary-Edmonton
trail; Sgt. Major Tommy Wattam w i t h five other men worked westward up the Bow. The slightest clue was to be rigidly followed up.
Primrose swung his search to "The G a p " in the mountains on the
Bow, having been ordered to remain there a week w i t h four men and
patrol the surrounding country.
N o trace of the missing men was found. Then, thinking they
might be hiding w i t h some settler or halfbreed, Antrobus had the
town and the surrounding settlement searched day and night. Rumour
was constant that the criminals were in Calgary, but there was little
to support that theory. Several horses were reported stolen, but men
sent out to investigate found that the animals had merely strayed
from their usual pastures. It was reported that pedestrians had been
seen travelling along the north side of the Bow, but a search party
sent out encountered no one resembling the wanted men. The entire
country along the High River south of Calgary was scoured, also
w i t h no results. A man arrested, charged w i t h having assisted in the
escape, was, under preliminary examination, discharged for lack of
evidence.
Gallagher and Crackerbox escaped.
Co-operation

A trivial though significant case occurred at the Blackfoot Crossing in May, showing that Indian and white man had reached a common
basis in their dealings w i t h one another. A man named Jenkins
reported that a horse belonging to him was in the possession of a
Blackfoot Indian. Interpreter Gladstone was sent to question the
Indian, who flatly refused to surrender the animal unless the owner,
as he had agreed to do, paid for the animal's keep during the winter.
Inspr. J. D. Moodie went to the reserve w i t h Gladstone and Jenkins,
and the latter turned over $10 to the redskin, which settled the transaction. The Indian volunteered the information that in such matters
he would act solely on the advice of the Mounted Police.
" H " Division To Lethbridge

On May 22 Supt. P. R. Neale transferred the headquarters of
" H " Division from Fort Macleod to Lethbridge, and until permanent
buildings were provided the division lived under canvas.
The CP.R. Seeks Aid

On June 2 in answer to an application made by the management
of the Canadian Pacific Railway for a detachment of police to be
stationed in the mountains, Inspector Piercy, two non-commissioned
officers and 14 constables were sent out on the railway line for special
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service, to be stationed at Donald and Rogers' Pass during the completion of construction on that section. N o t only was there a large
number of navvies employed in the erection of snowslide shelters and
other work, but there were still many bad characters engaged in
liquor traffic and other evils. Inspecting Supt. W. M . Herchmer visited
the district regularly and reported that good preventive service had
been rendered, also that no serious crimes had been committed. Two
constables escorted the C.P.R. pay car monthly from Donald to Port
Moody on the Pacific coast.
All Quiet In The North

Throughout the north, wherever the uprising of the previous
year had shown, all was comparatively quiet. At Prince Albert, the
focal point of the rebellion, " F " Division under Supt. Bowen Perry
had the district well in hand. The half breed population evidenced a
keen desire to forget the affair, and the Indians' behaviour was remarkably good. With few exceptions the redmen were living quietly on
their reserves; most of them had turned to farming. There was a
slight flurry early in June among civilians when a large number of
Crees and Sioux appeared seeking employment. The Crees were easily
persuaded to return to their reserves, and the Sioux were induced to
cross the river and camp on the north side, to cut wood and do other
labour among the settlers. Even Chief Beardy's band had turned over
a new leaf; they were busy at fencing and seeding a considerable
portion of their reserve. And White Cap's Sioux farther south
showed a pronounced inclination to live by the tilling of the soil.
Approximately 2,000 Indians were settled in the Prince Albert district, and remarkably enough, there was an almost complete absence
of crime among them. Their attitude towards the white settlers was
one of amity and co-operation, and no complaints were recorded
against them. Some were poorly clad and very often in dire need of
food, but they refrained consistently from thieving and pilfering.
Superintendent Perry reported: "This absence of crime, the large
amount of work done by them and the very small number that have
wandered from their reserves, show a material advance towards
civilization."
The halfbreeds on the Saskatchewan were more disposed to
freighting than to farming, and in the absence of railway service,
the former occupation was constant and lucrative, as large quantities
of commodities had to be hauled from Troy (Qu'Appelle Station),
Swift Current and other points on the C.P.R.
The matter of the mysterious cache of freshly-butchered beef
found not far from Prince Albert the previous autumn came up for
consideration after months of enquiry and investigation. But the
result was far from satisfactory. Evidence of a conspiracy had been
unearthed. A small group of unscrupulous white men had organ-
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ized to round up and claim all cattle that had strayed during the rebel
lion, and for which compensation had been made by the government
to the rightful owners. On the assumption that the owners, having
been compensated, would not trouble to search for any cattle they had
lost, the plan had doubtless appeared to be a safe venture. Circumstantial evidence proved difficult to obtain, but one of Superintendent
Perry's men found a skin which was identified as being from an animal
that had belonged to a Prince Albert lumberman. The animal had
been last seen tied to the fence of a certain settler, w h o upon being
pressed, confessed that he had taken the animal of his free will and
butchered it. Subsequently he divulged all the circumstances connected w i t h the case, and two other men were implicated.
When the charges were brought before three local magistrates
for preliminary hearing, the three men were committed for trial, the
evidence being so strong in two cases that bail was refused, but in the
stipendiary magistrate's court all but one charge were dismissed, and
that, which rested principally on evidence of an accomplice, was not
heard at all. Strong sympathy for the accused had spread. In Superintendent Perry's words: "People of high standing showed strong
sympathy. Evidence was produced for the defense which could well
be doubted."
He pointed out that the case actually evoked sympathy for crime,
and that petitions had been presented to lessen penalties where laws
of the country had wilfully and knowingly been broken. ' 'So notorious
is t h i s , " said the superintendent, " t h a t it has disheartened us in
attempting to secure criminal convictions. There seems to be an
absurd idea that the dismissal of a charge means a snub to the Mounted
Police, whereas it strikes home at the root of society and threatens
the property of the very men w h o jeer and flaunt."
"F" Division Goes On Patrol And To Regina

" F " Division, Prince Albert, was still at a disadvantage insofar
as routine and discipline were concerned. Officers and men were
forced to occupy rented quarters scattered throughout the town, and
Superintendent Perry conceived an innovation calculated to overcome, for a brief period at least, the difficulties. Leaving a sergeant
and 20 men in charge, he started out on June 2 w i t h the rest of the
division to patrol the district and acquaint every man w i t h its topography, trails and settlements, also to teach the large number of comf>aratively recent recruits in his ranks the principles of prairie traveling. The marching-out strength consisted of three officers, 73 noncommissioned officers and men, 28 saddle horses, 28 teams, 13 heavy
wagons and one buckboard. The half breed settlements of St. Laurent,
Batoche, Duck Lake and Carlton were visited in turn, as well as the
Indian reserves in the vicinity, and the inexperienced were instructed in
camp duties, scouting and guard mounting. Shortly after the division
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reached Carlton a telegram came from Commissioner Herchmer, ordering the division to Troy (Qu'Appelle Station) on the C.P.R. Superintendent Perry had previously gone into Prince Albert to attend to
official matters there, and Inspr. A. R. Cuthbert moved the command
to the South Saskatchewan, crossed by scow ferry to Batoche, and
was met there by the superintendent. Much of the baggage and other
stores which had accompanied the division from Prince Albert was
left behind to be sent back later, and travelling light, the command
made a start for Qu'Appelle with sufficient rations and forage to last
as far as Humboldt, where a further supply awaited them. Cuthbert
was left in charge at Prince Albert.
The 240 miles from Batoche to Qu'Appelle were covered in five
and a half days, an average of about 43 miles per day. Owing to
extremely hot weather all travelling was done at night to spare the
horses, but the unseasoned men, unaccustomed to long hours in the
saddle, had their tribulations. Under further orders the division
moved on from Qu'Appelle to Regina and made camp there, using the
drill shed at the police barracks to house their horses. The officers
were given billets, and the men went under canvas.
Chief Poundmaker's Farewell

A few days later hundreds of miles to the north-west, a tall,
handsome Indian was addressing a Blackfoot gathering at a camp on
Tobacco Creek near the Blackfoot Crossing. The trend of his speech,
whether worthy of record or not, never became known to anyone
outside the circle of his copper-hued listeners, but it is known that
the downcast champion of the Saskatchewan Crees, released from the
Manitoba Penitentiary a short time before, was propounding something intensely earnest, something that called for extreme effort, even
from one so famed in oratory.
Suddenly the highly agitated and impressive speaker collapsed.
There was a rush of startled men and women to his side.
Poundmaker was dead!
A man great in his own way had passed to the beyond, one who
had asked for nothing more of life than a place to live and full recognition of manhood, white or red, coupled with justice.
The Commissioner Goes On Inspection

From Regina in the latter part of May Commissioner Herchmer
with limited time at his disposal visited several of the division headquarters on a tour of inspection. After visiting " E " Division, Calgary,
he expressed his satisfaction at the general appearance of all ranks,
both on foot and mounted. The condition of horses, arms and saddlery
reflected great credit to all concerned, and he went on record in commending the proficiency already achieved since the new "Mounted
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Infantry Drill" had been adopted. He also referred to the neat appearance of the barrack rooms, the excellent condition of the books in
the various offices and the neatness of the stores. He trusted that the
division would take every opportunity of perfecting its drill and
maintaining its high character for sobriety and good conduct.
He proceeded to Fort Macleod to inspect " C " Division and met
the same satisfactory conditions. In his report he said: "The precision
(in drill) attained is creditable to all ranks, while the horses, saddlery
and transport show great care, and the rooms, messing arrangements,
quartermaster's and troop stores and hospital are all that can be
desired."
Going on to Lethbridge, he voiced gratification at the general
appearance and discipline of " H " Division, and took particular notice
of the formation and maintenance of a fine band which, without
assistance, "evidenced the pride taken in the service by all ranks".
Realizing the disadvantages of not having proper barrack accommodation, he was struck with the general efficiency of the division.
At Maple Creek he was able to make only a partial inspection of
" A " Division, but what he did inspect he found to be well up to the
requirements.
"Sam" Steele Proud Of His Divisions

At Battleford the recently-adopted mounted infantry manual had
not been favourably received. Superintendent Steele of " D " Division
stated it was: " . . . very unpopular, a wretched substitute for the
first class single rank drill . . . . When we had adapted it to suit
our purposes, the father of the work would not have recognized his
child. It could not have been intended for a corps of first class horsemen, and was superseded ere long to suit circumstances. When spring
opened, the recruits of the past year were put through a long and
useful course of training, and as no one in the N.W.M.P. would be
promoted unless he was thoroughly trained in all exercises, I kept
them at it until there was no part of it that they could not do well.
The divisions ( " D " and " E " ) at squadron and regimental drill could
take their high jumps in line or column of troops. They could swim
their horses across any river with ease, and find their way in winter
or summer without guide or compass to any place for hundreds of
miles round. Mounted sports of every kind, tentpegging and so forth,
were encouraged and well performed."
High Efficiency Aimed At

Time had worked great changes in the training of newcomers
to the Force, and in fitting them for duty. In previous years there had
been little opportunity to devote to instruction, and to a great extent
officers and men alike had perforce gained fitness for their work by
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the only possible means—rough experience; and the fact remained
that shortage of manpower had rendered it impossible and impracticable to instil in the ranks a fixed standard of proficiency and conduct
by barrack-square methods. Nevertheless experience, a good teacher,
had produced results, to which not only the Force but Canada at
large could point w i t h pride and satisfaction.
The new Commissioner, a man whose life had been spent in
almost continual outdoor occupation, who had learned to appreciate
the advantages and requirements of prairie travel and camp life, while
attached to the famous international boundary survey in 1872-74,
now seized every opportunity to bring his command to a high state
of proficiency by combining technical instruction w i t h camp duties
and routine.
At no one time was such a plan expediently applicable to the
entire Force, but certain divisions were singled out for the purpose—
" E " of Calgary, " G " of Fort Saskatchewan, " F " of Prince Albert.
During June, Inspecting Supt. W. M . Herchmer chose a suitable
camping-ground on the Bow River, four miles east of Calgary, and on
the 24th " E " Division, leaving sufficient men in barracks, moved to the
site, fully equipped to live for six weeks under canvas. Two days
later Superintendent Griesbach brought to the camp 50 officers and
men of " G " Division from Edmonton, where they had been moved
temporarily from Fort Saskatchewan. A thorough course of drill,
mounted and dismounted, rifle and revolver practice and other training
was then inaugurated. Clear sunshine and the fresh breezes of the
prairie, the rugged camp life, interspersed w i t h regular routine, had a
beneficial effect on the two commands in health, vigour and experience.
Assistant Commissioner Crozier Resigns

On June 30, Asst. Commr. L. N . F. Crozier retired from the
Force w i t h gratuity, the bulk of his duties being taken over by
Inspecting Superintendent Herchmer. Universal regret was expressed
upon the retirement of one of the most efficient and highly-regarded
officers yet to serve the red-coated command. Though at times unfavourable criticism had been heaped upon him, such as for his socalled precipitate action in going out to meet Gabriel Dumont at
Duck Lake on March 26, 1885, his career as a Mounted Police officer
was characterized by service and accomplishments of high order and
courage. Crozier was born at Newry, Northern Ireland, on June 11,
1846, the son of St. George B. Crozier, w h o emigrated to Belleville,
Ontario, and Isabella Deacon of Picton, Ontario. He attended the
Royal Military College, Kingston, and started his military career
in the 15th Argyll Light Infantry, attaining the rank of major before
he joined the N . W . M . P . in 1874. That year at Fort Macleod he was
credited w i t h being the first member of the Force to arrest a whiskey
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trader west of the Red River. Much praise was due him for the very
able manner in which he handled Sitting Bull and the Sioux refugees
from the United States subsequent to Supt. J. M . Walsh's departure
from Wood Mountain in 1881. No less meritorious was his conduct
during the threatening episode precipitated by Big Bear near Battleford in 1884. Many a young officer upon coming into the Force,
had " P a d d y " Crozier to thank for helping him on his way. (He had
often said his greatest aim in life was to command the Force, but he
had been denied his wish. He spent some time in the United States,
served against hostile Indians in Oklahoma and eventually drifted
into business activities, but to a great extent was a "forgotten m a n " .
He died February 25, 1901, and was buried at Belleville near the scenes
of his boyhood on the Bay of Quinte.)
The North-West Medal

A fitting military decoration, the North-West Medal, had already
been distributed among branches of the active militia which had
helped in the suppression of Louis Riel's uprising. A memorandum
to the Privy Council from the Minister of Militia and Defence, dated
July 7, 1886, now recommended that the medal be bestowed upon
members of the North-West Mounted Police w h o had been actually
under fire during the rebellion. But the award to members of the
Force was delayed for another two years, and the discrimination
between those w h o had been under fire and those who had not, drew
considerable criticism and an unpleasant speculation which found
expression in the words of an outstanding superintendent, one w h o
had participated in the very thick of the conflict: "Scouting parties,
in which men of the corps ( N . W . M . P . ) were under fire and several
killed, were dealt w i t h as if they had not been in action! The military
officers and men w h o had served in any capacity in connection with
the campaign very justly received medals within the year, and w h y
the N . W . M . P . , w h o held important posts, kept the Blackfoot in
check and prevented sympathizers in the United States from crossing
the international boundary, should have been deprived of the medal,
it is difficult to understand."
Promotions At Calgary

Under date of July 1 Inspr. W. D. Antrobus in command of " E "
Division, Calgary, was promoted to the rank of superintendent, and
Sgt. Major Thomas Wattam became an inspector.
Distinguished Travellers

Not only were countless people of varying strata turning westward from old established towns and settlements in the Eastern
provinces, but visits by distinguished travellers were becoming more
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commonplace. Early in the evening of June 28 in faraway Montreal,
an interested gathering at the Dalhousie Station watched the first
through Canadian Pacific train pull out for Port Moody on the Pacific.
The Prime Minister, Sir John A. Macdonald, had planned to be on
board, but at the last minute it was learned that he had been detained
in Ottawa. However the occasion was such as to arouse cheers from
the assembled crowd. The engine was bedecked w i t h a large silken
banner presented by the city, and a 15-gun salute was fired by the
Montreal Field Battery. The long line of cars included the diner
Holy rood and the sleepers Yokohama and Honolulu, in one of which was
the Minister of the Interior, the Hon. Thomas White. A fortnight
later a special train followed, bearing the Prime Minister and Lady
Macdonald, Frederick White the comptroller of the Force and acting
secretary to the Prime Minister, staff, servants and cooks.
The Prime Minister was given a hearty reception at Winnipeg
where he addressed a large gathering. He then proceeded to Regina.
" F " Division under Superintendent Perry, which had been
ordered to Regina the previous month, had moved out and camped
on the west side of Last Mountain Lake about 30 miles to the north.
A detachment of ten men under Inspr. Cortland Starnes had also
been sent to the east side of the lake, to a German settlement called
Strasbourg. The surrounding country had been patrolled and much
valuable experience gained that could not be obtained in barracks or
billets. N o w in anticipation of the Prime Minister's visit, the division was ordered back to Regina to be inspected by the government
party from Ottawa.
Sir John expressed marked appreciation of the appearance and
efficiency of the command on parade, of Depot Division and headquarters, the barracks, riding school and Superintendent Perry's camp.
That evening news of a mail robbery, the first of its kind on the Canadians plains, reached Regina from the north.
A few days later the camp of " E " and " G " Divisions on the
Bow River was visited and highly commented upon, after which
the Prime Minister and his party proceeded to Port Moody on the
Pacific Coast, the terminus of the railway.
Meantime the Hon. Thomas White, w h o had preceded him as
far as Victoria on Vancouver Island, and returned, met the Prime
Minister in Calgary, and they had then driven to Macleod, the Blood
Reserve and Lethbridge. At Lethbridge the citizens presented the
Prime Minister w i t h an address which was read from the hotel balcony
by C. A. Magrath of the North-Western Coal and Navigation Company. Escorts were provided throughout by the Mounted Police.
A Hasty Jaunt To Old Fort Walsh

On the Prime Minister's return, Lady Macdonald accompanied
by Comptroller White dropped off at Maple Creek. Superintendent
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Mclllree shortly before had received telegraphic notice of the gracious
lady's intended arrival, instructing him to have a conveyance ready
for a hurried visit to old Fort Walsh in the Cypress Hills, 40 miles
to the south. She was anxious to inspect the grave of her nephew
Supt. Dalrymple Clark, w h o had died in October 1880, and had been
buried in the police cemetery nearby. A year or so earlier she had
sent a tombstone suitably inscribed to Maple Creek, w i t h the request
that the Mounted Police should place it on the grave and see that the
little plot was kept in good order.
Upon receipt of the message there was immediate excitement,
bordering on consternation. The stone had found an isolated restingplace at the Maple Creek barracks, because it had arrived at a time
not suitable for carrying out Lady Macdonald's wishes. Later, for
some reason not explained, it had been overlooked and left where it
was. Lady Macdonald was to be driven to the spot and brought back
as soon as possible, so she could catch a train for Winnipeg where she
was to join Sir John.
The time was short and the weather was hot. A hasty, roundtrip drive of 80 miles w i t h so important a passenger was sufficient in
itself to stir the Maple Creek detachment to almost frenzied action.
But the stone?
The instructions had been telegraphed from no less a personage
than Comptroller White, and had been received late at night. The
O. C. roused Cst. " I k e " Forbes, one of his most dependable men,
told him to take six men equipped w i t h scythes, hoes and shovels,
and to get away without delay w i t h the tombstone.
Forbes did an excellent job, including the cleaning of the stone,
was complimented by the superintendent, and to the relief of all Lady
Macdonald expressed her complete satisfaction at the sequestered
spot on the hillside overlooking the remnants of Fort Walsh.
But there was more to the task than that. An east-going train
had to be met at Maple Creek to enable the Prime Minister's wife to
join her husband in Winnipeg at the appointed time. The road was
rough, and the return journey was a jolting one, yet Comptroller
White, sitting beside the driver of the four-horse team, Sgt. Major
W. A. Douglas, goaded that expert to " w h i p - u p " . A few miles south
of Maple Creek one of the horses dropped dead. Outriding constables
were ordered to gallop into Maple Creek to hold the train; Douglas
cut the dead horse free, pressed on w i t h the remaining three and was
in time to meet the train.
First Mail Robbery In The Canadian West

On the day that the Prime Minister had made his inspection
at Regina, and even before his departure, steps had been taken to
apprehend those guilty of an alleged mail robbery north of Qu'Appelle. The first reports of the crime were inaccurate and misleading.
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Six masked robbers were said to have held up the stage at Humboldt
between Qu'Appelle and Prince Albert, and it was assumed to be the
work of desperadoes from south of the international line. Such occurrences were not uncommon in the Western States, but were practically
unknown in Canada. It was felt that should the robbers escape,
it would be a prelude to further outrages of that kind, and every
possible means to catch the criminals before they reached safety
beyond the border was put into operation. " F " Division being
temporarily in Regina, Superintendent Perry was directed to send
detachments east and west by rail to Broadview and Moose Jaw, and
to move north w i t h the rest of his command to cover the country
through which the highwaymen would likely travel. A detachment
of eight non-commissioned officers and men, with horses and transport, was on the eastbound express within two hours after receiving
the report. The other detachment was forced to delay some hours,
awaiting a train. Early the following morning the remainder of the
division, 47 non-commissioned officers and men, marched northward.
At Fort Qu'Appelle Perry pushed on ahead of his division to the
scene of the robbery near Humboldt, to obtain as much information
as possible and an accurate description of the robbers. He found that
only one man was responsible. The thief had first held up a party of
five travellers w h o were asleep in a tent, had fired several shots over
them, ordered them out and tied up three of them. His chief victim
was a wealthy resident of the neighbourhood, whom he expected
to rob of a large sum of money. But his search proved the man had
little cash on hand, so he demanded all money carried by other members of the party, w h o "shelled o u t " . He then rode off and several
hours later held up the mail stage, covering the occupants with a
double-barreled shotgun. Leaving the driver free to attend to the
horses, he bound the others, demanded a knife, cut the mail bag,
took out the registered letters and disappeared. The southgoing
mail carrier found a package of registered letters the next day on
the trail near the scene of the holdup. It was estimated that about
$1,300 had been gathered in by the lone bandit, though strangely
enough, he had taken nothing from the passengers in the mail coach,
despite the fact that he knew one of them to be carrying about $200.
He had made no attempt to disguise himself, and evidently knew the
country and the people well.
Naturally the detachments sent east and west from Regina
discovered no traces, but in all probability would have intercepted
any men fleeing to the United States. Inspr. A. R. Cuthbert at Prince
Albert had also received the report, but the telegraph wire had been
grounded, and a long delay precluded the feasibility of him or his
men taking any action.
The solitary holdup man, suspected to be G. L. Garnett of Prince
Albert, was to come into the limelight later.
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After that, Mounted Police escorts were detailed to escort the
mails on the Qu'Appelle-Prince Albert and Battleford-Swift Current
routes, to guard against any repetition of the kind, and later a small
detachment was established on the latter route at Eagle Creek.
" F ' Returns To Prince Albert

Eleven days after the mail robbery which occurred on July 17,
" F " Division was back in Prince Albert, having been absent a few
days less than two months and having travelled about 750 miles in the
saddle. All the horses were in good condition, and the transport and
harness had come through without a break.
An Appreciative Railway

While the Mounted Police were paving the way for a great
incoming population to the prairies, General Manager Van Home
lost no opportunity to make known the facilities of travel now possible
on the Canadian Pacific Railway, or to publicize the attractions of the
country through which it passed. The commanding officers of the
various militia battalions which had passed over the incompleted
line along the north shore of Lake Superior on their way to suppress
Riel's insurrection, also all senators and members of parliament, were
invited to travel in comfort as far as the Pacific Coast at the company's
expense, and to top Van Home's sagacious generosity, Chief Crowfoot
of the Blackfoot Confederacy was given a perpetual pass over the
company's lines in appreciation of the friendliness displayed by his
tribe towards the railway surveyors and construction crews.
Crowfoot, true to his reputation as an Indian diplomat, forwarded
the following letter to the directing head of the great railway system:
"Great Chief of the Railway: I salute you O Chief, O Great. I am
pleased with railway key, opening road free to me. The chains and
rich covering of your name, its wonderful power to open the road,
show the greatness of your Chiefness."
Here And There

At the end of July Supt. E. W. Jarvis handed over the command
of Depot Division temporarily to Inspr. J. B. Allan, and proceeded
under orders to Wood Mountain, in command of " B " Division, where
he took charge of that post, while Supt. Severe Gagnon went from
there to Regina to command both Depot Division and Headquarters
District.
The camp on the Bow River east of Calgary was broken up, and
" E " and " G ' Divisions returned to barracks on August 5, the latter
reverting from Edmonton to its original quarters at Fort Saskatchewan.
Much good had resulted, and Superintendent Antrobus in his report

Superintendent larvis (in tent) on patrol in the Wood Mountain district
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stated: "These camps of instruction, particularly when two or more
divisions are camped together, have a very good effect on the men,
as besides bringing the men of different divisions together and being a
change from barrack life, it is more healthy and fits them for work
in the field should their services be required. I would respectfully
suggest that these camps be formed every year, that they be not permanent camps but moved from place to place, no stated time for
moving being given."
When " F " Division returned to Prince Albert from its twomonths' sojourn at Regina and Long Lake, there was much work
awaiting. Besides providing escorts for the mail stage as far as Eagle
Creek on the Swift Current run, patrols had to be made regularly to
the surrounding Indian reserves. A detachment of 13 men and 14 horses
was established at " T h e E l b o w " on the South Saskatchewan, 150
miles away, and soon afterwards another of 50 non-commissioned
officers and men and 31 horses went to Battleford to relieve " D "
Division, which was about to exchange places w i t h " C " at Fort
Macleod.
During the summer some smuggling of horses was detected in
the district. One band of 25 belonging to a Prince Albert man was
seized for evading the Customs. The animals had been purchased far
to the south-west on the Sun River in Montana and driven by unfrequented trails across the C.P.R. west of Swift Current and down the
South Saskatchewan. Evidently it had been calculated that strange
horses so far north of the boundary line would not create suspicion,
but they did. They were intercepted about 40 miles south of Prince
Albert by a member of the Force w h o , his suspicions aroused, reported the matter. The horses were eventually sold by order of the
Customs authorities and the proceeds forfeited to the Crown. A
petition was then put in circulation and forwarded to the Minister
of Customs, asking for leniency, but the evidence established that
the smuggling had been committed intentionally. On the other hand
four men w i t h wagons and horses were apprehended, but on producing
proof that they were incoming settlers unfamiliar w i t h the law, they
were released on payment of the Customs dues and board and feed
of the horses held during enquiry. The case had a good effect; from
then on new arrivals reported and paid duty.
On August 18 the mail driver w h o had been held up near Humboldt a short time before brought word of having seen the suspected
robber, Garnett, in Prince Albert. In short order the latter was arrested and committed for trial without bail. His house was searched,
the mud floor dug up, the surrounding woods thoroughly examined,
but the stolen money could not be found. Clothing in his possession
answered the description of that worn by the one w h o had committed
the robbery. He was later tried at Regina and sentenced to 14 years'
imprisonment in Manitoba Penitentiary.
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A suspected accomplice named Smith was jailed at Regina simultaneously, and though unpunished, his subsequent actions apparently
confirmed the guilt of the other. After his release he went north,
employing a halfbreed as guide on the way. Near the Hudson's Bay
Crossing on the South Branch he dug up a tin can and was at once
very free w i t h money. He paid $5 for his dinner and $5 to a ferryman
to take him across the river. Though people suspected him, they
neglected to report it, and by mere accident a police sergeant learned
of the man's incredible generosity. The halfbreed w h o had been
employed was arrested, but being no more than a witness, was allowed
to go. Smith, sensing trouble, left for the United States and was not
seen again.
" C " And " H " Divisions Exchange Districts

The country between Lethbridge and the Cypress Hills became
so dried up and short of horse feed that the patrols from " H " Division,
Lethbridge, connecting at the Head of the Mountain w i t h those of
" A " Division, were discontinued by the middle of August, and the
patrol camps withdrawn.
Superintendent Neale was ordered to
Macleod to relieve Superintendent Cotton, w h o was preparing to
move w i t h " C " Division to Battleford. " H " Division was to return
to Macleod and occupy the remaining buildings of the old fort on the
island until " C " moved northward. Shortly afterwards Inspector
Likely was ordered from Regina to Lethbridge w i t h 21 non-commissioned officers and men of " D " Division to assume command at
that point.
Further Robberies By White Men

Each month brought new evidence of the swing from Indian
depredations, naturally inspired by age-old customs and traditions,
to wilful law breaking on the part of white newcomers. Several
conspicuous instances of the latter came to the attention of the Calgary
detachment during the month of August.
On August 14 a report was received that masked men had robbed
two brothers named Rainbouville at their camp on Elbow River,
15 miles from Calgary. Father Leduc brought one of the complainants
to the barracks, and a full statement of the affair pointed suspiciously
to one William Mitchell. Nearly $400 had been stolen. Close investigation followed. Inspecting Superintendent Herchmer and several
other officers w i t h some constables arrested Mitchell and two others.
At the preliminary hearing Mitchell was committed for trial, the
others dismissed. Subsequently Mitchell was acquitted by a jury.
On August 23 the stage from Edmonton was held up by two
men. The mail bags were cut open, but held nothing of value. Three
passengers and the driver were then lined up and their money taken.
Both robbers were masked, one of them using part of a Union Jack.
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That evening Superintendent Antrobus was personally on the track
of the highwaymen, but after two miles all traces were lost on the
hard ground, though two pairs of overalls and the coloured mask
were found. The surrounding country was thoroughly searched, but
little resulted other than the identification of a pair of overalls belonging to a man named Young w h o had recently been released from the
guardroom for an alleged minor offence. The case was investigated
thoroughly, the mountains were searched and the slimmest clues on
the prairie were followed up, but to all appearances the men had
escaped.
Then on August 25 a man named Scott Krenger, known as
"Clinker" Scott, was murdered in his shanty 12 miles up the Bow
River from Calgary. A team was sent out and the body brought to
the police hospital. A verdict of wilful murder by someone unknown
was rendered at the coroner's inquest, and the crime was attributed to
the same men w h o had robbed the Rainbouville brothers and the
Edmonton stage. It was surmised that Krenger may have known too
much about the robberies and the perpetrators, and had been put out
of the way. A country-wide search, which included a section of the
United States, failed to t h r o w further light upon the crimes.
Following the mail robbery, " G " Division supplied escorts from
Edmonton on the Calgary stage route, and outposts were established
at various points along the trail. This service was continued until
cold weather set in.
Bordermen Active

It was learned that whites of shady character south of the international line were also operating, but on a much larger scale. The
cattlemen of Montana, exasperated by heavy losses, had organized a
"Vigilance Committee" to protect themselves. A number of resourceful and fearless cowboys were employed to patrol the ranching country,
and drastic retribution was meted out to cattle and horse thieves.
Many hangings took place. An area stretching for nearly 600 miles
along the Missouri and Milk Rivers, from the Rocky Mountains to
North Dakota, felt the touch of this frontier justice, and during 1886
approximately 100 offenders were accounted for.
" D " Division Marches To Macleod; " C " To Battleford

On September 1 Superintendent Steele handed over the command
at Battleford to Supt. A. R. Macdonell and started across the plains
with " D " Division for Fort Macleod 365 miles to the south-west.
His sole accompanying officer was Inspr. " Z a c k " Wood. The following day " C " Division marched out of Fort Macleod to proceed
to Battleford, leaving the district command to Supt. P. R. Neale.
Barrack rooms were being prepared to receive " D " Division.
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Steele struck directly across the open plains from Battleford,
towards Sounding Lake. The transport of " K " Division accompanied
him for part of the journey. The summer season had been an exceptionally dry one, and John Longmore, w h o had acted as a guide from
Battleford southward on the occasion of the Marquis of Lome's tour
in 1881, was taken along, principally to assist in finding water.
Steele had a fair knowledge of the country, and anticipating
forced marches on the third and fourth days out, made short marches
on the first two to save the horses. Also, w i t h good foresight, he had
instructed that firewood be carried from Battleford to Sounding Lake
and from the latter point to the Red Deer River.
Beyond Sounding Lake the column made a wide detour to the
west to pass through country usually better watered than that to the
south and east. But large lakes never before known to be dry were
found without water, and in like condition w i t h but few exceptions
were streams which formerly ran at all seasons. Several times noon
halts were waterless, but a water cart supplied enough to alleviate
thirst among the men and horses. The routine of the march called
for reveille at 4-30, off at 6, dinner halt at 10 or 10.30, off again at
1 or 1.30, and night halt at 5-30 or 6.
The Red Deer was reached at the "Marquis Crossing" on the
9th, just as " C " Division under Superintendent Cotton appeared on
the south bank. Inspecting Supt. W. M . Herchmer was also camped
at the river, having made arrangements to provide both columns w i t h
supplies for the continuance of their marches.
John Longmore and the " K " Division men and horses were
turned over to Cotton, w i t h the exception of four horses whose loads
were transferred to a bull team brought from Fort Macleod. And to
assist Cotton on his way, a chart of the distances from water to water
was furnished.
While crossing the Red Deer River on the 10th " D " Division
experienced considerable difficulty in ascending the steep bank beyond,
but from there to the Blackfoot Crossing on the Bow River the trail
was well defined and water plentiful. The 90 miles from the Bow to
Fort Macleod were travelled in a trifle over 48 hours, and all marched
in on the morning of the 14th. Since leaving Battleford, the longest
day's travel had been 58 miles, the shortest, seven miles. Two horses
of " D " and one of " K " had been lost at the Grande Coulee, 50-odd
miles from Battleford. Of the others, Steele wrote afterwards that the
Macleod barracks were reached " w i t h every horse on the bit and
not a sign of the march on any of t h e m " . The three lost horses were
subsequently recovered.
Superintendent Cotton conducted " C " Division northward by
much the same route, via the Blackfoot Crossing and the Marquis
ford of the Red Deer. Contrary to Steele's experience, there was
difficulty in locating water from Macleod to the Bow River, and in
one case a well had to be dug. The Bow River was crossed at the
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Blackfoot Crossing, and supplies previously arranged for were taken
on at Cluny on the C.P.R. At the Red Deer further rations and supplies were awaiting his arrival. Here the steep trail leading down
to and out of the valley had been improved by a small detachment
sent ahead from Fort Macleod, and the water being low, no difficulty
was experienced in crossing the river. Double teams and drag ropes
were used in ascending the north bank. Throughout the entire journey " C " Division suffered only one "dry camp", and was never
without feed for the horses, whose performance was exceptional.
Not a single horse played out, and all reached Battleford in good
condition.
Upon arrival on September 17 the division went into camp near
the Battle River bridge, and a little later moved to higher ground
which was occupied until late in November while new quarters were
being completed by the Department of Public Works.
Inspector Moodie of " E " Division with 31 non-commissioned
officers and men and 33 horses was transferred to Fort Macleod to
reinforce the post temporarily during the absence of " C " Division
and before the arrival of " D " . This detachment then returned to
Calgary.
Battleford Given Needed Attention

Owing to two divisions being stationed at Battleford since the
previous autumn, the accommodation for both men and horses had
been very limited, and the first matter to be taken up by Supt. John
Cotton, now in command, was the urgent need of additional barracks
and stables.
During Steele's tenure the post had operated at a great disadvantage. It had been impossible to form a constables' mess, and it
was felt that crowded quarters were responsible in some measure for
an unusual number on the sick report during the previous winter.
Typho-malarial fever had broken out; Assistant Surgeon Miller contracted the disease, and another doctor had to be sent from headquarters. The epidemic spread throughout the surrounding country,
and two men of " D " Division died of it, just prior to Steele's relinquishing the command of Battleford. Several months previously hehad reported that the barracks were greatly in need of repairs, and it
was now decided to erect a hospital, two large buildings to be used
as barrack rooms, another to be used as a mess room, with kitchens
attached, and two new stables. The entire work was to be done by
the Department of Public Works.
Onion Lake Detachment And Others

The Indian agent at Onion Lake 12 miles north of Fort Pitt
had pressed for police protection, and a detachment consisting of a
sergeant, five constables and six horses was established there. Another
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detachment was placed at Bresaylor 20 miles west of Battleford,
consisting of three constables and four horses. A little later as cold
weather set in, the escorts for the mail service southward to Swift
Current were discontinued, and two small detachments were stationed
along the trail. The reserves of Poundmaker, Little Pine, Sweet Grass,
Red Pheasant, Mosquito, Moosomin and Thunder Child continued
to receive regular visits. Tranquility had prevailed on all Indian
lands throughout the summer, although about 60 Indians left Poundmaker's reserve and moved to the vicinity of Lake Manitou, some
distance to the west. Inspector Begin of " F " Division, temporarily
stationed at Battleford from Prince Albert, was given the task of
turning them back. With 14 men and 16 horses the inspector followed
the trail, but the band had divided, and only about half of the wanderers could be located. These were easily persuaded to return to their
reserve.
Macleod — Lethbridge

" D " Division under Superintendent Steele now shared Fort
Macleod w i t h " H " Division. The latter, operating until recently
from Lethbridge, had discontinued the patrols to the eastward, but
a detachment was stationed at Bull's Head where Inspr. G. E. Sanders
w i t h 13 non-commissioned officers and men and 20 horses was in
charge.
A detachment from " D " Division, consisting of one officer,
31 non-commissioned officers and men and 24 horses, took over Lethbridge, where permanent barracks were being erected, and this detachment arranged eastward patrols to the Cypress Hills until early in
October. After that, the patrol from Lethbridge went only to Grassy
Lake, exchanging reports w i t h a patrol from Bull's Head, which
detachment continued to keep in touch w i t h an " A " Division patrol at
the Head of the Mountain. Eventually water gave out at Bull's Head,
and Inspector Sanders was ordered to move his detachment to the
railway crossing of the Seven Persons' Coulee from which point he
was to maintain communication w i t h the Head of the Mountain.
Shortly after the partial withdrawal of patrols between Lethbridge and the Cypress Hills had been effected, a party of South
Peigans from Montana, apparently aware of the withdrawal, attempted a raid, but were frustrated. The patrol system had impressed
upon Indians throughout the entire country that marauding parties
would no longer be tolerated and that swift punishment awaited any
found guilty. Well-equipped police detachments at important points
and constant patrols across unsettled areas or in the neighbourhood
of the reserves had acted as an indisputable deterrent.
The Indians on the Blood and Peigan reserves were as quiet as
those along the North Saskatchewan. There was a slight disruption
among the former late in September when news reached them that
six of their number had been killed by some Gros Ventres near the
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boundary. Many of the young warriors chafed to go on the warpath
in retaliation, but were dissuaded from doing so by Indian Agent
Pocklington and Superintendent Neale. The Bloods were being accused by newspapers in Montana of stealing horses from the American
side, but the close check kept on the reserves showed the stories to be
greatly exaggerated.
Calgary

Following the robberies and related crimes which had recently
engaged the attention of " E " Division at Calgary, there was little
disturbance during the autumn. C.P.R. officials made some complaints
of Blackfoot Indians committing trivial thefts between the Blackfoot
Crossing and Calgary, w i t h the result that two constables were stationed for a time at Langdon, the second station east of Calgary.
Shortlv afterwards two constables were also stationed 48 miles up
the Edmonton trail at a point known as Scarlett's, to patrol the neighbourhood and escort the mails for some miles north and south.
Maple Creek — Medicine Hat

A small band of Indians under Chief Front Man lingered near
Maple Creek and Medicine Hat, but were quiet and well-behaved,
and were left undisturbed for the present. Earlier in the year Superintendent Mclllree had received orders to send a number of treaty
Indians around Swift Current to their reserves east of Regina—doubtless, most of them were wanderers from Piapot's band. In order to
do so it had been found necessary to arrest several of their leaders.
A few Indians w h o had sought refuge in Montana at the close of the
rebellion the year before were drifting back north to their own
people. They were closely examined, but none were found w h o were
wanted for committing outrages.
N o Indian horse thieves had operated in the Maple Creek district for some time, but on September 27 some horses were run off
from near Medicine Hat. Three days later eight Indians visited a halfbreed camp about 35 miles from Medicine Hat, and saying they were
Bloods, forced one of the halfbreeds, Guardupui, to trade his rifle, then
stole several articles from him. About sundown one day Constable
Vaudreuil and Scout Michel Quesnelle came across two Indians whom
they attempted to arrest. The redskins took to their heels, and Quesnelle fired at one of their horses, which was afterwards found dead.
Next day the trail showed that six others had joined the initial two,
and all were apparently heading towards the Sweet Grass Hills on the
boundary. Mclllree called in the detachment from East End and sent
some additional men under Inspector Primrose, to the Head of the
Mountain. He also increased the detachment near Graburn's Butte.
The trail of four Indians which was found near the latter was followed
and lost, then picked up again in Graburn Coulee, but lost for the
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second time on the open prairie to the west. Some members of the
Head of the Mountain detachment found it farther on, followed it
for a distance, and eventually had to give up because of rain. No other
signs of outlawry by Indians appeared, and no other cases of horse
stealing came to light.
Regina And Southward

The southern detachments and patrols from " B " Division, Regina,
were continued until winter set in and travel through the country
practically ceased. But several detachments were to be maintained
near the boundary line throughout the winter: Wood Mountain, one
sergeant, six constables and six horses; Willow Bunch, three constables and four horses; Carlyle, one sergeant, five constables and six
horses, and Alameda, two constables and two horses. A constable at
Willow Bunch acted as mail carrier to Regina once a month. The
detachment at Fort Qu'Appelle had been reduced to a sergeant and
t w o constables, and changes were made from time to time at points
along the transcontinental railway.
Wood Mountain Post In Decay

In a report to the Commissioner Supt. E. W. Jarvis of " B " Division condemned the old buildings and the site of the Wood Mountain
post. Nearby was a swamp, and the logs of the buildings had become
badly rotted, while the roofs, continually falling in, required almost
constant patching. He recommended a site about half a mile to the
south-west on higher ground, and suggested the erection of a hut and
small stable at Willow Bunch near the halfbreed settlement there,
which commanded several trails. Bell tents, in his opinion, were not
suitable for a permanent camp, and might well be replaced by wall
tents, 24 ft. by 16 ft. He drew attention to the fact that telegraphic
messages to and from Wood Mountain post were frequently delayed
owing to the transfer from the special wire between there and Moose
Jaw to the C.P.R. line. He thought the government's system of telegraph should be extended from Moose J a w to Qu'Appelle via Regina.
A through line under one control would then be established and
would greatly facilitate the transaction of police business.
Treaty Payments

The usual assistance was rendered the Department of Indian
Affairs in the payment of annuities on the various Indian reserves.
Escorts were furnished wherever required for the conveyance of the
treaty money; small parties were detailed to be present at the payment,
and much information was gathered that would be of value to the
department.
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Indians Tour Eastern Canada

On the occasion of his Western tour a short time previously the
Prime Minister had intimated that he would be delighted to have
Chief Crowfoot visit the East w i t h other leading men of the Blackfoot
Confederacy, and this now resulted in a definite arrangement by the
government, in return for the loyalty shown by several chiefs during
the rebellion. It was also felt that the Indians might take back accounts of the white man's power and prestige. They were transported
to Eastern Canada in parties, each w i t h an interpreter; their visits
were so arranged as to impress them and afford them every opportunity
of witnessing the achievements of the white man.
Chief Crowfoot took w i t h him Red Crow and One Spot of the
Bloods, his halfbrother Three Bulls of the Blackfoot, and North Axe
of the Peigans. Jean L'Heureux went as interpreter, and the little
party was under the guidance of Father Lacombe.
At various Eastern points the unusual visitors were driven through
the streets in open cabs, and everything of interest was pointed out to
them. Thousands of spectators flocked to see them, but they maintained
a stoical unconcern and manifested little curiosity. At Ottawa Crowfoot was received w i t h all the honour and acclaim usually bestowed
upon plenipotentiaries from foreign courts. The mayor presented
him w i t h an elaborate address adorned w i t h red, white and blue
ribbons, two gold seals and the monogram of the city. The wondering
Stone-Age men were conducted through the Parliament Buildings,
and participated in a lavish entertainment at the Prime Minister's
residence, where all expressed delight at being the guests of the "Great
Chief of Canada". In Montreal the confederacy chieftains became
bewildered by the enthusiasm and novelty of their reception at the
Richelieu Hotel. They reviewed a military parade on the Plains of
Abraham near Quebec City, and at Brantford were honoured guests
at the unveiling of a memorial to the great Iroquois chief, Joseph
Brant. On their return to the West they were asked to name the most
impressive thing they had seen, and Jean L'Heureux, speaking for
them answered: "The monkeys at the Toronto Z o o . "
In another party were the Cree chiefs Mistawasis (Big Child)
from the vicinity of Fort Carlton, and Star Blanket from Qu'Appelle.
A Late Call For Poundmaker

About this time a request came to the government from "Buffalo
Bill", W. F. Cody, for the loan of Poundmaker as a special attraction
in the famous "Wild West S h o w " then touring the United States.
But Poundmaker had passed beyond the garish attractions of the
show ring. However Gabriel Dumont, the leader of the rebel forces
at Fish Creek and Batoche the previous year, was enlisted and travelled throughout America and Europe.
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Unsatisfactory Liquor Laws

By far the most exacting duty now shouldered by the Mounted
Police resulted from infractions of the North-West liquor laws. Commissioner Herchmer summed up the difficulty in this connection in a
few words: "The enforcement of the liquor laws is the most disagreeable and trying service . . . and in this particular, more than in any
other, our weakness is apparent. Our men are generally young, and
it is not possible to expect very young men to enforce these laws,
unless they have a large proportion of older and steadier men to set
them an example."
Inspecting Supt. W. M . Herchmer drew particular attention to the
traffic in the Calgary district, saying: "Liquor is brought in on passenger trains from the west, being packed in handbags . . . . If the
police detect anything wrong or suspicious, the handbags are not
claimed, so there is no conviction."
Superintendent Gagnon reported from Regina that large quantities of intoxicants had been destroyed during the year and every
infraction diligently prosecuted. He suggested that the Act be amended
so that no part of the fine imposed should be given to the informant.
The system in vogue brought a great amount of unfair criticism upon
the Force, the men being invariably charged w i t h a mercenarv object
in view.
Superintendent Perry, Prince Albert, pointed out that the profits
realized by dealers in illicit liquor far exceeded the amount of the
fines collected. In every case of infraction the information had been
laid by the police; there had not been a single voluntary civilian
informer, and in his opinion the permit system was not a success;
it did not decrease drunkenness, and took from the country a large
amount of money. The law in force did not receive the support and
approval of the people.
Superintendent Neale, Fort Macleod, advised that magistrates
be given power to inflict more severe punishment on those who gave
or sold intoxicants to Indians, while Superintendent Griesbach, Fort
Saskatchewan, pointed out the extreme difficulty of suppressing the
illicit sale of whiskey, adding a recommendation that detectives be
employed for the purpose. Superintendent Antrobus, Calgary, attributed the increase in the traffic to the fact that large quantities of
liquor were being brought into the Territories from the west as well
as from the east and south.
New Appointments

The Privy Council, Ottawa, proposed that the number of inspectors be increased from two to three for each division of the Force,
in addition to the two already detailed for duties of paymaster and
quartermaster at headquarters. Accordingly the following appointments were made: William George Matthews, late captain of the 3rd
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Hussars; Charles Constantine, late chief of provincial police, Manitoba; Henry Samuel Casey, late captain of the 3rd regiment of Canadian Cavalry; Sgt. Major Ernest Bradley of the N . W . M . P . , and Victor
Williams, graduate of the Royal Military College, Kingston.
Widening Operations

Branch lines of railway that were being projected from the trunk
line of the C.P.R. called for an increased field of police operations
Early in November a sergeant and five constables were placed on the
Manitoba and North-Western Railway to assist in checking the
liquor traffic, and two of the constables w i t h horses were later assigned to Wolseley 60 miles east of Regina, where a small detachment
would be maintained throughout the winter.
Variety was being constantly added to the duties of the Force.
On November 6 a large fire broke out in Calgary, involving several
stores and saloons, and " E " Division was ordered out to assist the
local volunteer firemen. In reporting the matter Superintendent
Antrobus said: " T h e behaviour of the men and the way they worked
were remarked on all sides, it being freely and openly stated that had
it not been for the presence of the police, and the systematic way they
worked, many valuable goods saved from the burning would have
been stolen, and a great many more buildings, if not the whole town,
would have been burned. While some men worked at putting out the
fires, others were placed on guard over property saved, and all worked
well, showing good discipline and organization in the quick, quiet
and systematic manner in which they obeyed all orders given them.
The town was placed under the control of the police during that day
and night, when men were placed on duty to protect property and
see that the fire did not break out afresh."
Prompt Work At Blackfoot Crossing And Elsewhere

A few days later there was trouble on the Blackfoot reserve.
General Strange, manager of the Military Colonization Ranch Company, complained that some of his cattle had been killed and that
suspicion pointed to a Blackfoot named Lake Raiser. Antrobus sent
Corporal Swinton and Interpreter Gladstone to look into the matter
and arrest the Indian. But the latter could not be found, though
word was eventually received that he was in the camp of Old Sun.
Sergeant McDonnell, the interpreter and three constables, were
then sent by train to Gleichen to remain there till dark, when they
would be met by Indian Agent Begg and an Indian named Wolf Head.
At the reserve Wolf Head pointed out the lodge in which the suspected man was hiding, but Indians and their squaws crowded round
and attempted in every w a y to prevent the arrest. McDonnell and
his men experienced the greatest difficulty, but without resorting to
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violence they seized Lake Raiser and took him to Calgary where he
fell ill and his trial was necessarily postponed.
Unrest was also reported from the neighbourhood of Stimson's
ranch about 40 miles to the south, and a non-commissioned officer
and two constables were stationed there to patrol the country as far
as Mosquito Creek, half way to Fort Macleod.
The old trader, Lafayette French, w h o had once operated among
the Blackfoot until put off their reserve by Indian Commissioner
Dewdney, was brought from Banff to give information bearing on
the death of a squaw whose body he had seen carried from a lodge
near Shagganappi Point on November 23. He felt certain that a
murder had been committed. Inspector Moodie and the interpreter,
upon investigating, were told by an Indian that there had been a sick
woman in one of the lodges at the Point, and that she had died and
been buried. The suspicion of foul play was dissipated when it was
proved that the woman had succumbed to a disease.
New Buildings Needed

Of necessity the question of new buildings and in some instances
the improvement of old at various points came up for serious consideration by Commissioner Herchmer. He had already recommended a
suitable site at Prince Albert, where the erection of barracks had been
authorized as far back as July. He had first recommended a site at
Duck Lake, and this had been concurred in by the lieutenant-governor,
but Prince Albert had been finally selected. During the warmer
months " F " Division was under canvas, but had again occupied
rented quarters which had in some instances required considerable
improvement and repair.
Inspecting Supt. W. M . Herchmer urgently recommended new
buildings at Calgary and at either Edmonton or Fort Saskatchewan.
He considered Edmonton the better location, as it was more central,
but a site had not yet been chosen. Some improvements had been
made at Calgary; an old building formerly occupied as a quartermaster's store had been turned into a stable, and a new building for
the quartermaster erected; a wagon shed had been built, and a windmill pump placed in the square.
Fort Macleod was badly in need of stable accommodation, as
two stables had been destroyed by fire some time previously. The
lumber in the other buildings had shrunken considerably, and Superintendent Neale recommended they be clapboarded or sided. The
chimneys were also in bad repair, and he favoured brick ones. The
whole exterior of the barracks had been painted, double windows
had been installed, while the interiors were about to be completely
whitewashed or painted. Little now remained of the old post on the
island except a few logs which were gradually disappearing and being
used for firewood.
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Repairs had also been made to the Maple Creek post, but Superintendent Mclllree reported there wasn't enough space. New buildings
were required for officers' quarters, a barrack room for 25 men, sergeants' quarters, some additional stabling, a new hospital, recreation
room and guardroom, besides some small additions. At Medicine
Hat a new guardroom was required, and a stable for sick horses.
The Commissioner strongly urged the erection of brick buildings,
stating they were cheaper in the long run than wood, and better
adapted to resist fire. He felt that all barracks in future should be twostoreyed, as they would be more easily heated and less expensive in
construction. In support of Superintendent Jarvis suggestion to
erect a new post at Wood Mountain, he reported that this was required, as it would always be an important point. Many smaller
outposts were needed, but owing to the unsettled routes of various
branch railways about to be constructed, he felt it was not advisable
to proceed w i t h these until later. Tents in summer and boarding
houses or rented buildings in winter would have to suffice meantime.
The erection of permanent barracks at Lethbridge was proceeding
satisfactorily, but " H " Division was obliged to go into winter quarters at Macleod.
Ten Mile Detachment on Battle Creek was being provided with
several log buildings in lieu of canvas shelters, most of the logs used
being from old Fort Walsh ten miles to the north. This became
a telegraph station to relay messages over a newly-constructed line
to and from Fort Assiniboine in Montana. However by the end of
November all the detachments from " A " Division, Maple Creek,
w i t h the exception of that at East End on the White Mud, or Frenchman's, Creek, were brought in.
Henceforth all work in connection w i t h the repair and erection
of barracks was to be assumed by the Department of Public Works.
Horses

Horses were of course an important item, and their condition
varied between one post and another. Whereas Superintendent Steele
had reported in March upon the unfitness of the horses at Battleford,
Superintendent Cotton his successor at that post reported the horses
of " C " Division to be in thoroughly good and serviceable condition.
Superintendent Mclllree at Maple Creek had 100 horses which he
stated to be in average condition, but thought a few head would have
to be cast in the spring. Inspector Howe informed the Commissioner
that the Battleford horses, which had been in poor condition from
constant patrolling, had improved considerably during the last two
months. The Fort Macleod horses were all in good health, but corns
were common owing to the stony nature of the ground, which called
for a great deal of extra shoeing. Although no contagious disease
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had appeared, " F " Division, Prince Albert, had lost a number of their
horses by death, which was attributed to hard work, exposure and
bad forage; about 25 remounts were required. Inspecting Superintendent Herchmer had purchased 42 horses at Fort Macleod and 113 at
Calgary during the year, and some heavy Eastern horses had been
disposed of. Some of the remounts brought in from British Columbia
were excellent. He considered the Western horse to be well adapted
to the service—hardy, easily kept and trained—but in some cases
they grew a trifle heavy for saddle purposes. He considered Eastern
horses unsuitable for the Force's requirements; until acclimatized
they were very delicate and needed more grain than those of the West;
in most instances they were broken to harness and seldom became
first class under the saddle. In a great number of cases they were too
heavy and had very poor feet.
Commissioner Herchmer reported that no more Ontario horses
would be required for any purpose; those raised in the West or imported from British Columbia and Oregon were giving satisfaction.
A team of Ontario horses cost at least $400 delivered, the Western
horses about $250; besides, the latter were not nearly so liable to
disease and death from bad water and exposure. He claimed that
w i t h the exception of " G " Division (Fort Saskatchewan) the Force
was well horsed. The approaching winter would expose the weak
spots among those of the other divisions, and he felt it would be
necessary to buy 100 remounts in the spring. He drew attention to
the fact that while the present efficient system of patrols was maintained, a very large number of remounts would be required, and
added: " N o t only have our horses frequently to travel in pursuit of
horse thieves and other criminals over 50 miles a day for some days,
but merely in patrolling the southern country adjacent to the boundary, the want of water frequently compels parties to exceed this distance for several days. " D " Division in September on the march
from Battleford to Macleod had on one occasion to make 58 miles
w i t h loaded teams. To this must be added the extremely cold winters,
and the absolute necessity when duty calls, of taking horses from
stables to camp on the bleak prairie for days at a t i m e . "
As an example of the importance of good horses, those of " D "
Division covered since the beginning of the year an aggregate distance
of 14,561 miles.
Saddlery
Saddles and harness were also of vital importance. Double cinch
saddles had been found to be vastly superior to those w i t h the single
cinch, particularly for work in hilly country. It was found that those
from Main and Winchester of San Francisco, California, were noticeably superior to the Californian type made in Canada, the material
being much better. The Commissioner suggested that saddles should
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in future be at least two inches longer in the tree to enable the rider
to carry a rolled greatcoat behind the saddle, and that all should be
provided w i t h double cinches, which would tend to reduce sore backs
and galls, it not being necessary to draw the double cinch as tight as
the single. The California saddle now supplied was, in his opinion,
preferable to any other for use in the Force, and withstood all sorts
of weather admirably. He suggested that 20 saddles such as were
issued to the Mounted Infantry Schools should be supplied to the
Riding School for training recruits. Supt. W. M . Herchmer advised
furnishing the officers w i t h the Hussar saddle and a head collar w i t h
Portsmouth bit and bridoon, as used in the Imperial Service. There
was a demand at all points for a better type of numnah, as those
supplied lasted only several months if constantly used. The Commissioner advocated the purchase of an adequate supply from the
Imperial Government, made from the same material as those issued
to the Imperial Cavalry, until a more suitable article was made in
Canada. Superintendent Cotton advised that all numnahs be properly
leathered at the sides to prevent wear by the cinch rings. The Whitman bits were giving good satisfaction, but were useless to break
horses w i t h , and it was suggested by the Commissioner that a few
cavalry bits and bridoons be furnished for that purpose. The harness
throughout the Force was of good quality and workmanship, but in
the estimation of the Commissioner, it was unnecessarily heavy, and
he forwarded specifications of a lighter pattern, which experience
through many years had convinced him to be the most suitable. He
sought permission to have headcollars, holsters, hobbles and many
other small articles made by artisans within the Force, Saddler-Major
Horner being a saddler second to none in the Dominion.
Transport

As to transport it was felt advisable to do away w i t h all outside
service, and the efforts in that direction had been generally successful.
The long march of " D " Division from Battleford to Macleod, and of
" C " Division from Macleod to Battleford, had been effected at a
cost of $250 for outside freighters, but the Commissioner acknowledged that this expenditure could have been saved had he had more
experience in that regard. It had been the custom to purchase transport as required, only to find that the vehicles in many instances were
unsatisfactory. It was proposed to buy in future all wagons and buckboards of a specific pattern and these were to be oiled, not painted.
Inspecting Superintendent Herchmer preferred the Whitewater wagon,
the ambulance w i t h Concord springs and the light Chatham buckboard w i t h half springs. Superintendent Mclllree recommended one
pattern of lumber wagon and buckboard, so that in case of wear or
breakage, the necessary parts would be on hand. The best buckboard
he had seen was one made in London, Ontario—light, easy-running
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and strong. He did not like the high buckboard in use; it was as heavy
to draw as a lumber wagon, and was constantly needing repairs.
Fort Macleod had continued to use an ox train, but Superintendent
Neale now recommended that the oxen be sold and replaced by ten
mules. Oxen, unlike mules, were practically useless in deep snow.
Arms

With one exception all divisions of the Force were now completely supplied w i t h Winchester carbines and Enfield revolvers. A few
of the old pattern Adams revolvers were still in use by " K " Division,
Battleford. The Winchester was well suited to requirements, but in
the estimation of Commissioner Herchmer and other officers, it was
deficient in the sighting and had a weak stock. Supt. Bowen Perry
was of the same opinion; he had found many of them inaccurate at
100 yards. The Force was supplied w i t h sufficient 7-pounder and
9-pounder guns, but ammunition wagons were badly needed. The
Commissioner considered that these guns might well be replaced by
machine guns, and suggested that each division be provided w i t h a
Nordenfeldt. Inspector Howe reported that carbine slings for the
saddles were urgently required, and suggested that they be made with
buckle and strap. Lanyards for the revolvers had been made and issued
to the divisions in accordance w i t h General Orders.
In his annual report Commissioner Herchmer drew attention
to the fact that the method of carrying the carbine on the horn of the
saddle, while perfectly suitable for patrolling, was not adapted for
close-rank drill and that several experiments were in progress to
determine the most convenient for the future.
Bands

There was no scarcity of musicians among the non-commissioned
officers and men of the Force. While " D " Division was stationed
under Superintendent Steele at Battleford conjointly with " K "
Division, a very good band had been formed, but upon the transfer
of some men from " D " to " K " , the band became a post institution
rather than divisional, and when " D " Division was transferred to
Fort Macleod the band was broken up. The musical instruments
belonged to the men, and Steele looked forward to a reorganization
under Sergeant-Major Lake as bandmaster.
The following year
musicians from both " D " and "IT", at Fort Macleod formed an
excellent unit which ultimately became a mounted organization.
The town of Macleod attempted a similar formation, but the
results were rather feeble in comparison. Local talent was still in the
pioneer class. Whenever a dance was held in the log saloon of Kamoose
Taylor's Queens Hotel, the orchestra consisted of Pollinger, the
Lethbridge stagecoach driver, and Brouillette who drove the Pincher
Creek run, each in turn sitting on the bar to manipulate the fiddle.
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" E " Division at Calgary vied w i t h Fort Macleod, having 17
bandsmen w h o could play either mounted or on foot. Those interested had subscribed nearly $600 from their pay to purchase instruments, and so proficient had they become that Superintendent Antrobus
requested that a yearly grant of $100 be allowed by the government
towards upkeep and the purchase of music and music stands.
In referring to musical diversions within the Force, Inspecting
Superintendent Herchmer reported: " T h e entire absence of theatres,
concerts and other sources of amusement is extremely hard on young
men, generally of good education, but w i t h the advent of good recreation rooms and the establishment of bands in many of the divisions,
most of these drawbacks will be forgotten. Both " H " and " E "
Divisions have already good bands entirely without government
assistance, and a band (instruments provided by the Department) has
just been started at headquarters (Regina). Other bands will shortly
follow, and I would recommend that a yearly grant of $50 be made
to each division for the purchase of music."
Barrack Furniture

He added: " N o w that the location of permanent barracks has
been finally settled at all important points, I would suggest that more
attention be paid to supplying suitable barrack furniture, more particularly iron bedsteads, the same as are in use in the Imperial Service.
These, instead of the present makeshift trestle and board style, would
materially add to the comfort of the men and greatly improve the
appearance and cleanliness of the rooms."
Uniform And Clothing

In clothing and uniform there was a general inclination towards
essential changes and improvements. Supt. E. W. Jarvis, " B " Division, Regina, was of the opinion that the uniform was too tightfitting for a man actively engaged in rough prairie work, and stressed
the fact that it could not stand the rough usage around a campfire.
He suggested the issue of a "prairie dress", favouring dark brown
cord or velveteen breeches, long boots and spurs, a heavy blue flannel
shirt, over which the stable jacket could be worn when required, and
a broad-brimmed hat of soft felt. He felt that personal comfort and
better appearance would result, while the regular uniform could be
saved for parade and duty in settled districts. He stated emphatically
that the forage cap (pillbox) was no use at all on the prairie. Superintendent Cotton stated that he would like to see the helmet and the
forage cap discarded entirely. Superintendent Mclllree called for a waterproof of some kind, and pointed out that the regulation cloak, when
wet, was so cumbersome that it deprived a man of free movement.
A waterproof could be used most of the spring and summer, and would
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do away w i t h the necessity of packing a heavy cloak on the saddle.
He also advised a felt hat of some kind for field service. Helmets were
too conspicuous and heavy for constant use, while forage caps were
no protection whatever from the sun, and in his opinion tended to
injure a man's eyesight. The Commissioner pointed out the impossibility of furnishing buffalo overcoats to the men who had joined
during the year. He was most uneasy about the matter, as the Force
in winter would be quite useless without some such protection, and
no efficient substitute had yet been furnished. However 75 greatcoats came along, to be used during the coming season.
Drill

A commodious riding school now completed and in use at Regina
was found to be of the greatest service. Hitherto drill had been
almost impossible during winter at headquarters, but now all recruits
could be trained in winter and be ready for prairie service in the spring.
A former riding master and adjutant of the 3rd Hussars, Capt. W. G.
Matthews, had been appointed an inspector, and all constables now
joining were thoroughly instructed in drill by him, and in police
duties by Superintendent Gagnon.
Revised standing orders for the Force had been prepared, as well
as a short and concise drill book to which simple veterinary remedies
were appended. A copy was to be issued to each constable, giving
him a complete explanation of his various duties.
Detectives Needed

The Commissioner recommended the establishment of a small
branch of competent detectives, an absolute necessity if the NorthWest liquor laws were to be properly enforced, adding that the Force
received very little encouragement from the class of settlers who were
loudest in their complaints.
Medical

There had been marked irregularities in keeping the medical
histories of the men, due to the unavoidable employment of civilian
surgeons at many points, over whom there was little or no control.
The Commissioner considered that more surgeons were required in
the Force; it was impossible without ample assistance for the senior
surgeon to maintain his department in a thoroughly efficient manner.
And another veterinary surgeon was urgently required. Veterinary
Surgeon Riddell alone held supervision over ten veterinary sergeants
scattered over the country. With 900 horses to care for, at least two
veterinaries were required.
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Telegraph Lines

With the opening up of the country, innovations to assist the
work of the Force were gradually installed. The Commissioner pointed
out in his report that telegraph lines had aided greatly, and drew
attention to the need for one from Edmonton to Calgary and southward to the boundary beyond Fort Macleod. It was important that
the lines should be run into the barracks at principal points, to render
full facilities at night and on Sundays. He pointed out that Wood
Mountain and Maple Creek should be connected with the telegraph
lines south of the boundary. Another pressing need was a small letter
press at headquarters for printing forms.
Recruits

The increase in the strength during the previous year had resulted
in a number of men being admitted who, in the Commissioner's
estimation, "were suited neither by character nor ability to perform
the onerous and responsible duties of their new positions". It was
necessary to invalid some who had been passed by medical examiners
in Eastern Canada, while a good many others were idlers who found
that discipline clashed with their natural inclinations. As a result
desertions had been numerous.
The most desirable recruits were farmers' sons with good common
school education, also short service men from the Imperial Service.
At the same time some men of good education from the cities often
proved most satisfactory and all that could be desired. But the farming
class as a whole were preferable; they understood the care of horses,
were accustomed to hard outdoor work, and could take care of themselves in any situation. He suggested that because of the short term
of service and the temptation to turn to civilian occupation, a system
of pensions, carefully administered, would encourage men to continue
in service. He had. recently submitted the plan for consideration,
feeling that reward for long and meritorious service would result in
the retention of the best men.
Health

The general health of the Force had been excellent during the
year, with the exception of the outbreak of fever at Battleford which
had resulted in five deaths. All the divisions were well horsed, armed
and equipped. Each division was at full strength and well up in its
work.
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Distribution O f The Force

The distribution and strength of the Force, including officers,
non-commissioned officers and men at the close of 1886, was as follows:
Regina, Depot Division
with detachments at Town Station, Whitewood, Fort Qu'Appelle,
Moosomin, Moose Jaw and on the Manitoba and North-western
Railway
Regina, " B " Division, with detachments at Broadview, Moosomin, Fort
Qu'Appelle, Qu'Appelle Station, Moose Mountain, Wood Mountain,
Willow Bunch, M. & N. W. Railway
Maple Creek, " A " Division, with detachments at Medicine Hat, Swift
Current and East End
Fort Macleod and Lethbridge, " D " Division
Fort Macleod, " H " Division, with detachments at Pincher Creek, Peigan
Reserve, Kootenai, St. Mary's, Standoff, Leavings and Kipp
Calgary, " E " Division, with detachments at Banff, Stimson's and Scarlett's
Fort Saskatchewan and Edmonton, " G " Division, with detachment at
Red Deer
Battleford, " C " Division, with detachments at Onion Lake, Bresaylor
and Sixty-Mile Bush
Battleford, " K " Division, with detachments at Onion Lake, Battleford
Settlement and on mail duty
Prince Albert, " F " Division, with detachments at Batoche, Humboldt,
Touchwood and Howse's
TOTAL

169
14
S4
100
105
97
108
79
82
83
84
1,005

The medical staff consisted of:
Dr. Augustus Jukes, Senior Surgeon; Dr. J. W. Rolph, Assistant Surgeon. .Regina
Dr. George A. Kennedy, Assistant Surgeon
Macleod
Dr. Robert Miller, Assistant Surgeon; Dr. H. Y. Baldwin
Battleford
Dr. P. Aylen, Assistant Surgeon
Fort Saskatchewan
Dr. Andrew Henderson, Acting Assistant Surgeon
Calgary
Dr. Hugh N. Bain, Acting Assistant Surgeon
Prince Albert
Dr. W. H. Mewburn, Acting Assistant Surgeon
Lethbridge

During the year under 49 Vic. Chap. 45, the North-West Mounted
Police Act was consolidated (Revised Statutes).

CHAPTER VII

1887
OVER THE MOUNTAINS
Retrospect
FFICERS and men at Fort Macleod w h o had participated
in the long trek of 1874 doubtless harboured thoughts
and emotions befitting the passing of another milestone.
And appropriately, as the old year merged imperceptibly
into the new, the band struck up the strain of "Auld
Lang Syne" and marched round the barrack square.
"Old-timers" were present, talking about adventurous days when
an ambitious Canada had speculated upon the fortunes of the little
band of red-coated servitors assigned to a formidable task. Some probably regretted that the frontier of that period was definitely beyond
recall. There were a few w h o could conjure up a mid-October day
when Assistant Commissioner Macleod and his ragged cavalcade had
reached the banks of the Old Man's River to find in the midst of untrammeled paganism and great herds of bison much that would stir
the blood. New Year's Eve anecdotes probably dwelt upon the first
crude Fort Macleod w i t h its hardships and discomforts, its fascinations
and appeals.
A dozen years had wrought an amazing change. With the exception of some old landmarks and the presence of an occasional Indian or
two near some tradesman's store or other modern attraction, there remained little from which to reconstruct the stirring years of transition. Few traces were left to show that the forerunners of the western
surge of civilization had mingled dangerously w i t h border desperadoes
and untutored savages.
But it required no stretch of memory to recall the great unsettled
land of 1874 that spread enticingly westward from the Red River
Settlement to the little-known confines of the Rocky Mountains—a
vast wind-swept wilderness of grass, over which the weight of the
infinite seemed eternally to brood. Easier still could be brought to
mind the swift emergence of that immeasurable realm to a place in
the white man's sun.
Albeit less effort was needed to peer into the past than to foretell w h a t the future held. Few indeed of " t h e originals" would realizethat despite these years of endeavour, the work of the Mounted Police
was still merely in its infancy.
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The West had been won, but the Mounted Police horizon was
to spread enormously, and already a call had sounded for an immediate extension of the law's strong arm.
The Kootenay Beckons

For some time reports had been filtering into Ottawa that the
Kootenay Indians of British Columbia were evidencing a restlessness
such as the Crees of the Saskatchewan had displayed in 1884.
The Kootenays, traditional enemies of the Biackfoot tribes, had
occupied from time immemorial a long strip of country paralleling
the Columbia River between the Rocky Mountains and the great
Selkirk Range to the west, a land of valleys and high uplands both
north and south of the international boundary. Long before the
white man came, in a period that reached far into the unknown, the
Kootenays had been accustomed to cross the Rockies in mid-summer
of each year, travelling in large bands through the mountain passes
to penetrate a dangerous region, to gather buffalo products and take
their chances in inevitable conflicts.
Of recent years white settlement had invaded this enchanted
land. Coming chiefly from the south and gradually creating permanent pack-and-wagon trails, pioneers of vision w i t h their families
had found the Kootenays to be a kind and hospitable people when
met on common ground. Prospectors had penetrated the mountain
fastness and searched the creeks for gold. Small settlements had sprung
up along the way. In pleasant isolation the Kootenay country, swept
by the softening Chinook winds from the Pacific, had held out strong
appeals. But the usual discontent arising from the dictates of invading
civilization was stirring the Kootenays to resentment bordering on
threats of violence.
Before the close of 1886 Inspecting Supt. W. M. Herchmer at
Calgary had received confidential instructions from the Commissioner
to proceed thither as soon as possible to investigate " t h e state of the
country, the necessity for sending in police, the best route by which
to get them in and the cheapest and best way to provision them
while there".
On the first day of the year Herchmer accompanied by Sergeant
Macdonnell left Calgary by rail, intending to detrain at Golden City
and w i t h Indian guides and pack-horses proceed southward more than
150 miles by the Columbia River trail. However deep snow and the
difficulty of hiring Indians for the trip forced a change in plans. Proceeding to the Pacific, he took steamer from Victoria on Vancouver
Island to Tacoma, Washington. Thence travelling eastward by the
Northern Pacific Railway via Spokane, he reached Sand Point on
Pendant d'Oreille Lake, where he engaged a guide to conduct him
40 miles by trail northward to Bonner's Ferry on the Kootenay River.
There he found it necessary to leave his baggage, except for blankets
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and necessary provisions; then donning snowshoes, the two travellers
followed an old trail along the Moyie River, and eventually about 40
miles north of the international line, they reached the homestead of a
Colonel Baker, known as "Cranbrook", in the midst of "Joseph's
Prairie".
At Cranbrook Herchmer hired saddle horses and proceeded to
visit the surrounding settlers, to make inquiries. A general fear was
expressed to him that the Indians, w h o were acting badly, especially
the younger men, seemed to be preparing for hostilities of some kind,
and he believed it necessary for a detachment of police to be sent to the
district forthwith.
In reporting to the Commissioner the superintendent stated:
" T h e Kootenay Indians are a fine race physically and are Christians
of Catholic persuasion. They have no idea of the boundary line, and
state that they cannot understand w h y they should not have the run
of the Kootenay River as in the past, and which they claim as their
country. They strongly protest against being placed on reserves . . .
that the reserve is in no way suited for their purposes. They also
object strongly to Colonel Baker taking up a portion of land on
Joseph's Prairie, which is claimed as being inherited from old Joseph,
in his lifetime a notable chief."
Herchmer also stated that the American Indians of the tribe
objected to reserves and were a bad lot, mingling w i t h a number of
renegade whites w h o supplied them openly w i t h liquor. All told,
there were about 350 fighting men in the various bands, well armed
and w i t h plenty of ammunition. A plan showing the best way to
get into the country and the easiest way to ration the police detachment, should one be established, accompanied the report.
He was in Regina by the end of February, and in due course
returned to his headquarters at Calgary.
Mounted Police Divisions

Each of the ten divisions of the Force now policed a separate area,
and was commanded by a superintendent responsible for the enforcement of the law.
(So complex and extensive had the duties of the Force become,
it would merely bring confusion to the general narrative were an
attempt made to put down a composite portrayal of the Force's widespread activities in chronological order. Therefore, to a great extent,
each division might better call for separate treatment.)
Macleod-Lethbridge District: " D " And " H " Divisions,
And Later, "K"

Not since the coming of the Mounted Police to the Western
plains had there been a winter of such severity as that of 1886-87.
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The thermometer at Fort Macleod frequently registered 50° below
zero, and snow fell to a depth of more than three feet. In average winters cattle could find bare patches of grass on the uplands sufficient to
their needs, but now the Chinook winds, when they did come, caused
heavily crusted snow on every hill and in every hollow and prevented
range cattle from reaching pasture. Insufficient hay for such a contingency had been stacked by the cattlemen, and losses among the
herds were heavy. Western horses on the other hand, unlike the
cattle, knew the expediency of " p a w i n g " for their winter food.
The newly-constructed buildings at Lethbridge, though crude,
were now completed, and on January 8 Superintendent Steele w h o
departed from Fort Macleod the previous day, established his headquarters there. Within a short time he was to be followed by the
whole of " D " Division. Superintendent Neale however, commanded
the entire Macleod-Lethbridge district which was served by " H " and
" D " Divisions.
Commenting upon his new assignment, Steele wrote: " T h e new
buildings are the best and most comfortable that I have occupied for
many a day. As soon as I had time to look about me, I noticed that
a great change had come over that part of the territory since the days
when the buffalo roamed. One would never have believed that only
eight or nine years had elapsed since the vast herds were grazing
over the spot on which 2,000 inhabitants of the town were making
things lively, or that 17 years previously a battle had been fought
between the wild Indians on the opposite bank of the river . . . .
The great coal deposits had been opened, and trains of cars pulled
out daily w i t h several hundred tons . . . . In spite of all this, its newness made the surroundings unattractive . . . . It had none of the
charms of the wilderness nor yet of the great c i t y . "
Of interest at this juncture was the engagement as an interpreter,
of Henrv Potts, son of the inimitable Jerry. Another son, William,
had died at Fort Macleod two days before Christmas.
It was noteworthy and distinctive that of all contacts and dealings between the Force and the natives of the West no discrimination
had ever been shown as between white man and red. This alone had
instilled in the breast of every Indian a profound respect for the redcoated custodians, and had resulted in a co-operative spirit that
benefited both sides. Though trivial, a typical case was that of a
lone Blood Indian, Big Wolf, w h o arrived at the Macleod post on a
bitterly cold January morning. It had been reported the previous
autumn that a band of Gros Ventre Indians from south of the line
had attacked some Bloods near the Sweet Grass Hills, killing six of
them. Search had been made for the bodies without success, more for
the purpose of establishing the fact that murder had been committed
than to take on the practically hopeless task of securing evidence
against the perpetrators. A request had gone out from Fort Macleod
to nearby Indians to do their utmost to locate the bodies. Big Wolf
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now reported that he had found them. The cold and discomfort of
winter travelling had failed to deter him in his wish to co-operate with
the police.
In those days, upon alighting at Macleod from the Lethbridge
or Calgary stagecoach, one found himself in a raw, one-street town
typical of the country—a place where everybody knew everybody.
Besides Kamoose Taylor's hospitable tavern, the newcomer saw on an
opposite corner the pretentious establishment conducted by I. G.
Baker and Company under the management of D. W. Davis, formerly
connected w i t h the Whoop-Up trade. In summer the dustv street with
its loose rubble known as "kidney-stones", displayed a double string
of frame buildings of various sizes and conditions. A short distance to
the rear of the hotel was Fred Kanouse's log dispensary, a wellpatronized quackery for various ailments. A small painted shingle
over one of the stores revealed the business whereabouts of F. W. G.
Haultain, lawyer and future chief justice of the North West Territories.
On the outskirts of the town to the west, the Mounted Police barracks
loomed in bare outline. Small groups of cattlemen loitered here and
there, or turned their steps towards some favourite " h a n g o u t " . A
wind fresh from the mountain tops 50 miles away, toyed w i t h broadbrimmed hats, whirling the ceaseless dust that permeated every
business establishment and dwelling. There was action and colour,
the rumble of wheels and the pound of hoofs, long-tailed horses, a
ceaselessly changing film of cowboys, Indians, red-coated policemen
and others. Beyond in the glare of the sun, was a land of grass and
sagebrush, bounded in the west by the white peaks of the Rockies, in
the north, east and south by nothing, and far away in the south-west
by the towering obelisk of Chief Mountain.
On February 17 Inspr. " Z a c k " Wood left Fort Macleod for
Lethbridge w i t h three four-horse and three single teams, 28 men and
ten saddle horses from " D " Division. The weather was cold and
snow was falling. After six hours of hard travelling they reached
Kipp, only 16 miles distant. Men and horses, thoroughly tired from
struggling in the deep snow, were glad to turn in for the night. The
next day was no better, and the 15 miles to Lethbridge took six hours
of hard driving. Horses floundered continually and some were barely
able to complete the short journey. The following morning the
Chinook brought fine weather and warmth. Inspector Wood decided
to give the horses a two-day rest before taking on loads of lumber
and freight that had to be hauled to Macleod. Such was a sample of
the more irksome duties that fell to the task of officers and men.
The winter wore on, bringing repeated spells of intensely cold
weather and little respite from the western winds.
Early in February ten horses, allegedly stolen from a settler some
time before, were recovered through co-operation that was rather
remarkable. Sergeant Brymner of " H " Division, then in charge of
Standoff Detachment, required aid to investigate information about
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the lost horses, which had reached him from the neighbourhood of
the Sweet Grass Hills on the boundary. In discussing the case with
some local Indians Brymner was offered assistance by Red Crow
chief of the Bloods, and Star Child who had recently been released
from the Manitoba Penitentiary after serving four years for horse
stealing. The dignified Red Crow, the ill-fated Star Child and the
painstaking Brymner found the ten stolen horses and brought them
in. Though Star Child had been acquitted of murdering Constable
Graburn in 1879 at Fort Walsh, he had been sent to prison in 1883 for
bringing stolen property into Canada. In many ways he was an
exceptional Indian. To ex-Cst. Bob Wilson who was running a
trading store at Standoff, he remarked: "I have had a lot of trouble in
my life, but I have come through very well. I think I have a charmed
life, because I have never taken a wife. If I ever marry, I will lose my
charm and be like anyone else."
Not long afterwards he married and died while still a young
man.
Shortly after the "horse episode" Sergeant Brymner had a murder case to deal with. An Indian on the Blood reserve decided to do
away with his wife and succeeded in making no uncertain job of it.
Perhaps Star Child had been discussing matrimony with him, though
history does not relate. Almost in the nature of an obliging accommodation, one that relieved the police of time and effort required on
such occasions, the Indian committed suicide.
By way of variance glanders broke out in a herd of horses
on a ranch on the St. Mary's River. Inspr. G. E. Sanders and Veterinary Staff Sergeant Jackson were sent immediately to make a thorough
inspection, and two horses were destroyed.
Thus the winter days—and nights—found the officers and men
of the Force, not only in the south but everywhere, turning consistently and in almost every case successfully to the fulfilment of the
varied tasks assigned to them.
On March 9 Inspector Wood and more of " D " Division reported
at Lethbridge from Macleod. Apparently the backbone of the winter
was broken, the Chinook blew steadily, the trail was almost bare of
snow and the day exceedingly warm. But the rivers were risky; the
Old Man's broke up two days later, flooding all the lowlands and
disrupting all mail and telegraphic communication. On the 25th the
remainder of the " D " Division men and horses left Macleod for
Lethbridge.
To the west of Fort Macleod, Pincher Creek post and a detachment at the Peigan reserve were entirely cut off by the same river;
Standoff and St. Mary's Detachments to the south were in similar
plight, as was a detachment at "The Leavings", as it was called,
where the Calgary trail crossed Willow Creek.
As spring approached, a conference was held at Lethbridge by
Superintendent Mclllree of " A " Division, Maple Creek, Superin-
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•tendents Neale of " H " Division, Macleod, and Steele of " D " Division,
Lethbridge, for the purpose of arranging the season's patrols between
Lethbridge and the Cypress Hills, including the country along the
border. On March 28 Superintendent Steele and Jerry Potts started
out to select suitable points for patrol camps in the Milk River country.
A small detachment from Lethbridge was already stationed at Fifteen
Mile Butte, 15 miles to the south-east (site of the present town of
Raymond).
Steele returned on April 2, and five days later Inspector Wood
received orders to proceed w i t h the establishment of patrol camps
along the Milk River, and to take w i t h him sufficient men to form
three detachments of one sergeant and five constables each. The
morning of April 8 saw him on the trail w i t h his non-commissioned
officers and men all mounted, also four teams with wagons. There
being now no necessity for the Fifteen Mile Butte detachment, he
took two men with horses from there and ordered the others at that
point back to Lethbridge. At Kipp's Coulee 14 miles farther on, he
stationed the two men to act as a connecting detachment, and next
morning struck south-eastward towards a point on the Milk River
known as Writing-On-Stone. Meantime Sergeant Allen and five constables proceeded by the Benton Trail to establish a camp on the Milk
River Ridge, almost directly to the south.
That night Inspector Wood made camp about eight miles from
the M i l k River. Travelling was slow due to the heavily loaded teams.
The next day, Sunday, all rested. By Monday morning a terrific
blizzard swooped out of the north. No firewood was available, and
it was necessary to break up the boxes and barrels containing the
rations. For two days men and horses huddled in their little camp
while the snow piled up, then on Tuesday morning started out again.
Travelling south-east toward the West Butte of the Sweet Grass Hills,
the inspector called a halt at the Milk River, about five miles from
Writing-On-Stone, having travelled 20 miles in approximately ten
hours*.
Leaving Sergeant Gordon's party at this camp, Inspector Wood
and the rest of his command struck eastward at sunup, keeping well
north of the river in order to avoid the numerous coulees which ran
down to it. Travelling was difficult through country that was broken
and irregular, interspersed w i t h buttes and coulees, and when camp
was made in timber near the river, 25 miles from their starting point
of the morning, the teams were all but played out. The following
day after traversing similar country, they came to Pendant d'Oreille
Coulee about 50 miles farther east, where a well-hidden and sheltered
spot suitable for camping, w i t h wood and water nearby, was chosen
* On May 8, 1835, when ascending the Missouri River on their famous transcontinental exploration,
Captains Meriwether Lewis and William Clark had come to the mouth of this same stream, and wrote in
their journal: "A peculiar whiteness, such as might be produced by a tablespoonful of milk in a dish of
tea . . . . induced us to call it Milk River."
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at which to locate Sergeant Roby and his five men. This was to be
the eastern outpost of " D " Division, to co-operate w i t h a patrol
from " A " Division, Maple Creek.
After a night's rest Wood started on the return trip w i t h one
man w h o had accompanied him from Gordon's detachment. Sending the man w i t h two teams of horses by the trail over which he had
come, the inspector took a shortcut and reached Writing-On-Stone
towards evening. An hour later the teams came in.
Thus far in all this desolate stretch of country few people had
been seen—a solitary trapper on the Milk River and some cowboys in
search of cattle. N o Indians. The horse stealing which had broken
out anew had suddenly stopped; the news had probably spread that
the red-coated riders were on the watch.
In this lonely land bordering the Milk River, a scene of strange
incongruity met the eye. The M i l k River twisted its way deeply
below the prairie levels, flanked on either side by strange formations.
There were sheer cliffs w i t h jagged crevices and caves, grotesque
upcroppings and countless weird whims of Nature, carved by wind
and rain from the tertiary sandstone peculiar to the region. To the
rocks that rose to their highest on the north bank of the stream the
Indians had long since given an appropriate name—literally translated, Writing-On-Stone. An old Blackfoot legend told of a band of
Indians w h o had set out on a buffalo hunt. They had been highly
successful; buffalo crowded the Milk River plains. In the midst of
the hunt they were overtaken by a merciless blizzard. Snow swept
out of the north on a wind that shrieked and tore w i t h murderous
portent across the treeless open. Seeking shelter, the hunters took
themselves to the Milk River, but for days and days the storm continued, and increased in fury. Cut off from food and unable to move,
the Blackfoot hunting party took the long journey to the hereafter,
but first wrote their tragic experience upon the rocks. Sometime
afterwards a search party found the writing on the stone but nothing
more.
The story of life and death in the mystery-impelling region of
Writing-On-Stone must forever be a lost one, but evidences of Indian
encampments, Indian pictographs, human fragments amid the rocks
where rattlesnakes hibernate, ancient hearths, horn and stone implements, utensils and other remnants of primordial man, to say nothing
of traces left by Missouri whiskey smugglers, indicate that many
struggles and ambitions centered here in tbe forgotten past.
On April 20 Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney w h o had reached
Lethbridge by rail, arrived at Fort Macleod w i t h escort and transport
furnished by " D " Division. Two days later he visited the Blood and
Peigan reserves and left for Calgary on the 25th.
With the approach of springs Indians began to wander, not
always w i t h good intent. On April 27 word reached Fort Macleod
that a small patrol under Staff Sergeant Spicer/^of " A " Division,
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Maple Creek, had been fired on in the vicinity of the Cypress Hills.
Sergeant Major Lake of " D " Division was ordered out w i t h 30 men
to scour the country east of Lethbridge and arrest any Indians found
in that area. All outposts and Indian agents were notified. Two days
later Superintendent Steele reported from Lethbridge that some
freighters were said to have been fired on by Indians near Kipp's
Coulee about 20 miles to the south-east. Inspr. G. E. Sanders w i t h
12 men was sent in that direction and returned stating that the story
had no foundation.
At Standoff 16 miles south of Macleod, Sergeant Brymner was
still hunting stolen horses and during the month succeeded in recovering seven which had been taken from a settler in the Sun River Valley
of Montana.
The season's systematic patrols across the south country and
through the foothills along the Rockies were gradually linked up.
By the use of small detachments situated at suitable intervals, these
extended eastward from the mountains to the Cypress Hills, approximately 300 miles, and were arranged to connect w i t h patrols from
" A " Division farther to the east.
" D " Division, Lethbridge, supplied the men, horses, equipment
and provisions for the detachment camps at: Kipp's Coulee on the old
Benton trail south of Lethbridge; Milk River Ridge 25 miles farther
south; Writing-On-Stone 30 miles east of the Ridge detachment, and
Pendant d'Oreille 35 miles still farther east. The last three were all on
the Milk River.
To the west of these " D " Division detachments, it fell to " H "
Division, Macleod, to supply the men and horses: at St. Mary's east
of the St. Mary's River and about 15 miles north of the international
boundary; Kootenai (not to be confused w i t h the Kootenay district in
B.C.), on the dry fork of the Kootenai (later Waterton) River, about
25 miles south-east of Pincher Creek; Standoff on the Belly River
south of Macleod; Peigan Reserve on the Old Man's River a few miles
west of Macleod; Pincher Creek in the foothills to the west; Crow's
Nest at the mouth of the Crow's Nest Pass in the mountains, and
"The Leavings" on Willow Creek on the Macleod-Calgary trail to the
north. Subsequently the Kootenai detachment was moved a few miles
to the south and established on the Belly River near the south-west
corner of the Blood Reserve, and named Big Bend. The St. Mary's
detachment was closed temporarily, as additional men were needed
for detachments farther east. A temporary camp was established midway between the M i l k River Ridge detachment and the St. Mary's
River. Later a detachment was placed at Kipp near the location of a
former detachment known as Fort Kipp, halfway between Macleod
and Lethbridge, from w h i c h patrols could be made to the northern
portion of the Blood reserve. From time to time, until buildings could
be erected for the more permanent detachments, the camps were moved
short distances to better locations or to be nearer wood and water.
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A town detachment was established at Lethbridge to maintain control
over the many workmen of loose character employed in the coal
workings near the town, also the Indians w h o gathered there constantly.
Throughout the large extent of country patrolled from these
scattered points little happened that failed to gain police notice.
White men of doubtful character and restless Indians were under
surveillance, which called for constant watchfulness and miles of
riding. Every complaint lodged by settlers or other persons received
prompt attention. Stolen stock was traced whenever possible and
every clue followed up. The Milk River detachments were placed at
points where fording was easy during high water and the banks not
inaccessible to travellers and lawbreakers. Each detachment sent out
a patrol every day, weather permitting. High elevations were used as
lookouts by men w i t h field glasses. Constant communication was
maintained between the small outposts and their respective headuarters at either Macleod or Lethbridge, and mail and supplies were
istributed from the two divisional establishments. The non-commissioned officer in charge of each outpost sent in a weekly report regarding the activity of all. whites and Indians noted, including description
of horses, vehicles and other equipment in their possession. Stray
cattle were brought in and whenever possible restored to their owners.
In scouting for suitable locations for the Milk River detachments,
Superintendent Steele had swung in a wide circle to the east of Pendant
d'Oreille Coulee and had come across a considerable number of cattle
ranging in the neighbourhood of Pakowki Lake (Bad Water Lake).
They had been driven in from Montana, escaping the payment of
duty. The owner, a man named Spencer, lived in a small hut on the
Milk River a few miles east of Pendant d'Oreille. His cattle were
placed under seizure under the Customs Act for non-payment of duty,
as was also another herd belonging to him, which was subsequently
rounded up by a patrol from " A " Division.
A new departure was the engagement of a few Indians as scouts
to be attached to the patrols. Invaluable as trailers, and possessing a
thorough knowledge of the country, they also had the native faculty
of travelling excessive distances in incredibly short time.
They
supplied their own horses, and were given rations, arms and saddles
in addition to $25 per month.
Spring came late this year (1887), and the men riding along the
Milk River and elsewhere had to contend against the most exacting
weather conditions. Inspr. " Z a c k " Wood, in jotting down notes
each day in his diary, made frequent reference to the exposures faced
by those w h o maintained their lonely vigils between the Milk River
Ridge and Bad Water Lake:
"April 20. Cool and cloudy. Leave at 10 a.m. It commences to
rain and get foggy. N o landmarks to be seen. Have to steer by compass. Look for Allen's camp, but can find no trace. Linally, amid a
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downpour of rain we hobble our horses and crawl into a coulee for
the night. No fire, as wood is soaking.
"April 21. It grows cold about midnight, and wc are nearly
frozen. Can stand it no longer, being wet to the skin, so we saddle
our horses and lead them along the river, as we dare not ride—the
snow is blinding. Mount about daybreak and push in direction of our
camp, but can make no headway against the storm. Strike the camp
of Benton mail stage, get dry and some grub. We strike for WritingOn-Stone. Find Constable O'Connor of Allen's camp with mail
arrived noon yesterday, having been lost and spent previous night on
the prairie.
"April 27. Up at 7 a.m., not having slept much owing to flapping of tent in wind, and the bedstead of brush. Start out with two
men, but wind blowing a gale in our teeth. Reach camp at 4 p.m.,
nearly blown to pieces. Tents almost blown down and stoves have
to be dismantled.
"April 30. Rain, wind, sleet and snow all day long. Roby and
Allen leave to return to their respective camps."
Other winters had provided plenty of pasturage on bare hillsides
and exposed uplands, notwithstanding the snow on the level plains,
but this one had exacted heavy toll among the cattlemen. Thousands
of cattle succumbed to lack of feed, especially younger stock. One of
the heaviest losers was General T. Bland Strange whose range was
in the Bow River Valley east of Calgary, where the snow drifted
deep and cattle were frozen standing up. His loss ran to three or four
thousand animals.
Blood Indians who had fired on Staff Sergeant Spicer of " A "
Division having been identified, Inspr. G. E. Sanders, Assistant Surgeon Rolph and 30 non-commissioned officers and men of " H "
Division, Macleod, were sent out to search the Blood reserve for the
suspects. The result was negative. Shortly afterwards Sanders was
placed in command of 15 men with the necessary transport to patrol
the country between the Blood reserve and the international boundary.
It was known that a number of the younger Indians intended to make
horse stealing raids not only on the Canadian side but across the line.
On May 13 Sanders and a small party succeeded in capturing
two Bloods, Dog and Big Rib, said to have been among those who had
fired at Spicer and his patrol in the Cypress Hills in April. The charge
could not be proven, but four days later each suspect was sentenced to
five years in prison for stealing horses from a settler near Medicine Hat.
Incidentally two of the three horses were recovered and returned to
their owner. While on the way to Manitoba in charge of Sheriff
Duncan Campbell, the convicted Indians escaped at Dunmore Junction
and succeeded in crossing the boundary, though hotly pursued and
encumbered with shackles. Early in May further information reached Ottawa bearing on
the threatened Indian disturbances in the Kootenay country of British
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Columbia. A report from the superintendent of Indian Affairs for that
area was considered serious enough to demand immediate action. The
Kootenays appeared to be on the verge of open hostilities, not so much
those on the Canadian side as a combination of some w i t h their renegade kinsmen in Montana. Whites indulging in illicit liquor traffic
seemed to be fomenting trouble by demoralizing the Indians on both
sides, and unless this traffic was stopped, trouble of a serious nature
was inevitable. A war council had already been held near the boundary
line, the laws of both countries were being utterly ignored and a
forcible rescue from local authorities of a Kootenay Indian alleged to
be guilty of theft and murder had taken place. Chief Isadore w i t h a
considerable following had liberated the culprit and forced the British
Columbia constable to leave the district. The local government felt
powerless to enforce the law, and now requested the federal authorities
to send a detachment of Mounted Police to the district for the protection and safety of settlers. Chief Isadore on the Canadian side was
relying for assistance from the tribe south of the boundary. The U.S.
military in Montana were too far away—about 150 miles—to be of
any practical service, and it was suggested that the matter be laid
before the authorities at Washington. If the Mounted Police were
sent to the zone of trouble, it would be necessary to arrange co-operation between the two countries.
As a result of the report the Governor General referred the
problem to Her Majesty's minister at Washington for consideration
by the United States authorities.
On May 20 Superintendent Steele at Lethbridge received orders
by telegraph from Ottawa to hold himself in readiness to proceed to
British Columbia w i t h two officers and 75 non-commissioned officers
and men of " D " Division and, to save time, make arrangements at
once to relieve the men stationed at the Milk River outposts.
Steele immediately selected men for British Columbia and sent
out the necessary relief to Writing-On-Stone and Pendant d'Oreille,
but left his other detachments as they were until the arrival of " K "
Division, Battleford, which was under orders to relieve him at
Lethbridge. Orders had also reached Calgary for some relief men from
" E " Division.
Inspr. Z . T. Wood was called in from Writing-On-Stone, and
Inspector Likely was sent out in place of him to take charge of the
southern detachments.
On M a y 21 Inspr. T. Wattam of " E " Division left Calgary w i t h
34 non-commissioned officers and men, 38 horses and four heavy
wagons packed w i t h camp equipment, baggage and supplies to report
to Superintendent Neale at Fort Macleod, ostensibly to relieve the " D "
Division outposts. The Old Man's River was in high flood, forcing
them to turn eastward from the regular trail, cross over by scow
ferry at Kipp and travel back to Macleod. The following day while
two teams, one from " D " and " H " Divisions respectively, were being
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ferried over with wagons, the scow broke free and upset. The wheelers
of the " D " Division team were drowned, the wagon smashed and
sunk, the " H " Division wagon carried away on the scow, and four
constables were nearly drowned.
Owing to travel being now badly disrupted between Macleod and
Lethbridge, Superintendent Neale gave orders to Inspector Wattam
and his men to patrol the Blood reserve south of Macleod until
further notice.
On the 28th Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney and Commissioner
Herchmer arrived at Kipp on their way to Macleod and crossed the
river in a small boat. An officer was on hand to meet them with a
sergeant, six men and a four-horse team he had brought to the south
side.
The following day a council was held with the chiefs of the
Bloods. The meeting was cordial, and many matters were discussed
including those bearing on the horse stealing constantly waged back
and forth across the international boundary. It was arranged that
Inspector Sanders with a small body of police, Indian Agent Pocklington and Chief Red Crow should proceed to Fort Assiniboine,
Montana, and attempt to recover a number of horses stolen from the
Bloods by the South Assiniboines. This mission was carried out
satisfactorily; the horses were recovered and a peace treaty was made
among the Bloods, Assiniboines and Gros Ventres, which stopped
most of the stealing, one from the other.
Meantime on May 18 " K " Division under Supt. A. R.
Macdonell left Battleford to cross the plains to Lethbridge. The
marching out state was: officers, five; non-commissioned officers and
men, 62; saddle horses, 18; team horses, 30; heavy wagons, 13, and
light wagons, two. The route followed was approximately the same as
that taken by " D " Division the previous September, via Sounding
Lake, the Marquis Crossing on the Red Deer River and the Blackfoot
Crossing on the Bow. Some transport from " C " Division accompanied the column as far as the Red Deer and then returned. Inspecting Supt. W. M. Herchmer was at that point to see that rations and
forage were supplied and to inspect the division. He was favourably
impressed by the men and the condition of the horses. The Red Deer
was running deep and swift, but by taking the wagons apart and
covering the boxes with tarpaulins for use as makeshift boats, and
with all ranks working with a will, the passage was made in a few
hours. Upon reaching the Old Man's River opposite Macleod on
June 2, Macdonell found the stream unfordable. There was no scow
available, so having reported to Superintendent Neale, he ordered
Inspr. Joseph Howe to make camp.
Macleod and Lethbridge were scenes of intense activity. Three
divisions of the Force were in close contact, the transfer of officers,
men and horses was pending and the major task of preparing " D "
Division for departure and eventual establishment in "The Kootenay",
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was in progress. Superintendent Macdonell was granted a short
leave of absence, and though Superintendent Neale in command of
the Macleod-Lethbridge district, and Superintendent Steele commanding " D " Division, conferred on the details, most of the task
devolved upon the inspectors of " D " , " H " and " K " Divisions, with
Wood and Huot assigned to accompany " D " Division to British
Columbia.
On June 6 Inspector Wood was sent from Lethbridge to Macleod
where he chose some men and horses for the Kootenay service. The
following day " K " Division broke camp and started on the trail
to Lethbridge. A telegram told of the ferry at Lethbridge being
swept away. ( " K " Division has remained at Lethbridge ever since/)
Having selected six men and 18 horses, Wood bid Fort Macleod
farewell. He and Huot were given a rousing send-off by the townspeople and the police band. At Kipp it was necessary to swim the
horses across the Old Man's River.
On the morning of the 9th " K " Division arrived at the river
bank opposite Lethbridge, and as the scow ferry was not there, they
used a small boat, the horses being urged through the stream. But no
sooner was most of the equipment on the east bank than orders came
for 40 " D " Division men to proceed to Calgary under Inspectors Howe
and Wilson of " K " Division, to be accompanied by ten men and transport from the latter. To the exasperation of officers and men, the
stream had to be recrossed, all hands working until nearly midnight.
Next day the orders were countermanded, followed by instructions to
Superintendent Steele and Inspector Huot to go to Calgary with the
50 men. By superhuman effort everything was straightened out,
though crossing and recrossing the river kept up all day. Then just
as Steele and Huot were ready to take the trail to Calgary, orders
came for " D " Division to go by rail to Swift Current. Again the work
at the river went on far into the night and was continued the next day.
At 10 p.m. on June 12 most of " D " Division under Superintendent
Steele, w i t h horses, baggage and general equipment, left Lethbridge
by special train. Hundreds of citizens had flocked to the station, and
the mayor presented Steele w i t h an illuminated address bearing upon
the splendid relations which had existed between the townspeople
and the police.
The division used the narrow gauge railway to Dunmore Junction, boarded the C.P.R. and detrained at Swift Current next day.
Inspector Wood was left behind to supervise the handing over
of the Lethbridge post to Inspector Howe of " K " Division. He was
to await orders to join Steele en route to British Columbia w i t h the
remainder of the command. Inspector Bradley had already left w i t h
21 " K " Division men and horses to relieve the " D " Division out.posts in the south, now in charge of Inspector Likely. Meantime
orders were received to send Sergeant Sinclair, nine constables and
ten saddle horses from " K " to Swift Current to join Steele. Several
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days later, Superintendent Macdonell, w h o had been married during
his leave of absence, arrived from the East and resumed the command
of " K " Division.
One day late in June Chief Red Crow and some minor chiefs
from the Blood reserve visited Fort Macleod expressly to thank the
Mounted Police for having recovered the horses previously stolen
from them by the South Assiniboines. With them was Star Child
w h o had figured so often in police records. Red Crow divulged that
he wished to surrender the troublesome Indian on a charge of bringing
stolen horses from Montana and had brought three ponies which had
been stolen from the Assiniboines. After a day or two in the guardroom Star Child was released by order of Magistrate Macleod, there
being no evidence against him other than his own confession. A
description of the ponies was forwarded to the officer commanding
Fort Assiniboine, Montana. Seldom before had the Bloods displayed
so pronounced a willingness to co-operate w i t h the Mounted Police
in suppressing crime, and another Blood, The Heel, had come in to
surrender and answer for having drawn a knife on a constable of " D "
Division. He too was released after a few days confinement, owing to
the departure of ' ' D ' ' Division and the difficulty of obtaining evidence.
During June, between 20 and 30 families of Mormons under the
leadership of Charles Ora Card came in from Utah and settled on
Lee's Creek a few miles below the southern boundary of the Blood
reserve (the present town of Cardston). They proved to be a splendid
class of settler, law-abiding, sturdy and industrious. Accustomed to
agriculture, they at once saw the need of irrigation along the foothills
of the Rockies, and impressed upon authorities and settlers alike the
great possibilities of profitable produce in their new surroundings.
Early in July a large number of workmen in the coal diggings at
Lethbridge were discharged by the North-Western Coal and Navigation Company, and on the 7th, 70 men arrived by rail to replace them.
Because of the strike that followed, Superintendent Neale concentrated all available police at the company's property, including
Inspector Wattam's detachment from Calgary which had been patrolling the Blood reserve. Superintendent Macdonell warned the strikers
against disturbing the peace, and the strike subsided. Several days
later Wattam w i t h his relief detachment from " E " Division left
Lethbridge for Calgary.
The time had come for the Bloods to hold their annual Sun
Dance, the religious offering peculiar to all the Indians of the plains
in obeisance to their gods. On a broad flat by a bend in the Belly
River, to the west of the Belly Buttes, several hundred lodges were
pitched in a wide circle, not far from which was erected the Okan, or
"Medicine Lodge" as it had been termed by the early fur traders, a
large, airy structure about 60 feet wide, built of green brush with a
tall forked centre pole. The underlying purpose of the Sun Dance was
to fulfil a vow made to the Sun God, or Old Man, and was performed
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by the Blackfoot, Bloods and Peigans under somewhat different rites,
many of which were preliminaries to the chief ceremony.
It had become customary for a small number of police to attend
the rituals, lest the Indians in their enthusiasm got out of hand. And
it was a striking and picturesque spectacle for those fortunate enough
to be present. Spaced off in formal ranks the great buffalo-skin
lodges, many of them painted w i t h sacred designs, formed a background for the various activities.
Rawhide drums sounded continuously; sweet grass wTas burned
to purify those indulging in the ever-changing rituals; weird and
monotonous songs drifted in the air; young Indians on galloping
ponies raced, shouted and laughed, firing their rifles in carefree exuberance. Plumes of smoke rose from lodges and open hearths. There
were sham fights, feastings, games of chance, speeches in which
warriors told of daring deeds. The best raiment was worn during
this outstanding carnival of the year—beautifully tanned buffalo and
deer skins; shirts and leggings wonderfully beaded, and in some cases
scalp-fringed; war bonnets of buffalo horns and eagle tails; rich strips
of otter and weasel—all the garish trappings and ornaments dear to
savage vanity. Preliminaries occupied several days, then the merciless and exacting test of young manhood—the opening of flesh on
breasts and shoulders, the fixing of the skewers attached to the centre
pole by leather thongs, the long agony in plunging free from a torment
endured without murmur or show of pain.
Modified in later years and relieved of its more ghastly features,
the Sun Dance was to live on as long as tribes remained intact, its
tenets to be adhered to and revered as rigidly as are the fundamental
beliefs among the devotees of Christianity.
These barbaric customs, which now overlapped into an era of
pioneering industry, presented a contrast in the trend of Western life.
Cattle had replaced the buffalo. The cowboy had become a more
conspicuous rider of the great grasslands than his primitive predecessor. As late as ten years previously, the country had been practically
uninhabited. Not long ago a horseman could travel day after day
without seeing so much as a trapper's bivouac. Thousands upon
thousands of buffalo darkened the rolling plains. There were elk,
deer, antelope, wolves on every hill and in every coulee. These had
all but disappeared. N o w there were thousands of range cattle in
the country, together w i t h horses and sheep. The grama grass that
cured on the stalk and provided succulent winter pasturage had
drawn a host of keen-eyed cattlemen north of the 49th parallel. The
Canadian plains, made safe by the North-West Mounted Police, had
become a wide open and amazingly tempting stock country.
With the cattle had come the cowboy.
The commands in the Macleod-Lethbridge district now settled
down, w i t h occasional diversions, to general routine—fighting prairie
fires, checking the ever-present liquor traffic, patrolling and guarding
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against horse thieves, investigating complaints, and keeping watchful
eyes on the nearby Blood and Peigan reserves.
While on patrol on September 11 Sergeant Williams of " H "
Division, Macleod, and three constables were attracted by the flicker
of a campfire in the distance. Night was coming on. Soon they came
to a small Indian camp on the edge of some brush and quietly surrounded it. Upon stepping forward into the firelight, Williams
recognized one of the Indians as Big Rib w h o had escaped from
Sheriff Campbell at Dunmore Junction in May. Calling upon his
men, he seized the wanted Indian, but was set upon by nine attackers.
A brief struggle ensued during which Big Rib and all but one of his
companions, Eagle Rib, escaped in the darkness. The captive was
imprisoned for three months for obstructing the police in the performance of their duty.
Late that month came a complaint which showed h o w greatly
the settlers relied on the Force to put right their grievances, even
trivial ones. Charles Miller living on the Kootenai Lake (Later
Waterton Lake), near the boundary, sent word that Indians had
broken into his house and robbed him of valuable possessions. The
information seemed to point to a new field of lawlessness, and Superintendent Neale decided to make a personal investigation. It was
found however that no break-in had occurred, and the only thing
taken was a loaf of bread. An Indian in need of food had found the
door unlocked and had quietly helped himself.
Drying grass heralded the approach of autumn, and close watch
was maintained for prairie fires. Large herds of cattle were now on
the range, and their loss would be disastrous. To prevent it strict precautions were necessary, also heavy penalties upon those responsible
through either neglect or wilful intent. In the latter part of October,
a shooting party hunting immediately south of Pincher Creek left a
trail of smoke behind them which was soon detected by an officer of
the Force. He immediately called out all his men from Pincher and
w i t h a number of settlers fought desperately to check the flames.
Word of the fire reached Fort Macleod, and a party under Sergeant
Hetherington was sent posthaste to assist. Despite every effort the
fire swept furiously before a strong wind and was checked only when
it reached the Kootenai River. Farther to the east, Inspector Chalmers,
w h o had taken out another party from Macleod, managed to stop it
at the Standoff trail near the crossing to the Blood reserve. Though
apparently extinguished, t w o days later it broke out again in some
brushland in the Kootenai River bottom, and fanned by a strong
south-west wind, crept towards Macleod. All available men, as well
as merchants and other townspeople, were called out. A wagon load
of wet horse-blankets was rushed to the scene, and when at last the
fire was extinguished, pasturage over a strip of country approximately
70 miles long and as much as 15 miles in width had been destroyed.
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The cook for the hunting party from Pincher Creek had started the
fire through sheer carelessness. He pleaded guilty and was fined $50.
Stolen horses and horse thieves were comparatively easy to
detect, but catching illicit liquor traffickers, except when they displayed evidence of having imbibed their wares, was an entirely
different matter. Extreme difficulty was experienced in tracing liquor
to its source; the police had to depend almost entirely upon voluntary
information. Indians, because of their proverbial tendency to act
badly and talk loosely when under the influence of intoxicants, were
more often the targets of the law in this respect than the wily and
silent whites who participated in the traffic.
On a November day information came to Fort Macleod that a
whiskey saturnalia was in progress on the south side of the Blood
reserve. There was also talk that among the participants was Calf
Shirt, the loquacious character who had addressed the Marquis of
Lansdowne on the occasion of His Excellency's visit to the reserve in
1885, and who habitually carried a number of live rattlesnakes next
his bosom. It was said he had brought from Montana a good supply
of liquid poison and had boasted that should the police come to arrest
him, they would be turned back. Another Indian, Good Rider, suspected of killing an animal on the Cochrane ranch a few days previously, was in hiding in the northern portion of the reserve.
Superintendent Neale determined to arrest both offenders. He
sent a telegram to Superintendent Macdonell at Lethbridge instructing him to have an officer and 20 men at Standoff by 6 o'clock the
following morning. He himself rode out from Macleod with a like
number of men soon after midnight. It had become customary to
depart on important missions after dark, to allay suspicion and
maintain secrecy.
Inspector Howe and the patrol from " K " Division were ready at
the appointed hour, and all proceeded to the "Lower Agency". Calf
Shirt was arrested along with five witnesses. Neale and Howe with
their men then proceeded to the "Upper Camp", and apprehended
Good Rider.
Without delay Calf Shirt, who on this occasion had to leave his
snakes behind, received one month at hard labour for having liquor in
his possession, and Good Rider, who pleaded guilty to the charge of
cattle killing, was sentenced to one year at hard labour, the judgments
being passed by Stipendiary Magistrate James F. Macleod.
In his report Superintendent Neale stated that the arrests had a
very good effect on the Bloods. He did not think any of them would
talk of defying the police for some time to come. The escape of Dog
and Big Rib from the sheriff and the subsequent rescue of Big Rib from
Sergeant Williams had led the young men of the tribe to believe that they
could "get away" with defying the police. But the sudden arrest of
Calf Shirt, who was their war chief, and the capture of Good Rider
within an hour, ten miles away, caused them to change their minds.
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The summer patrols across country from the Crow's Nest Pass to
the neighbourhood of the Cypress Hills had been successful, and had
tended to keep the Indians on their reserves. Horse stealing by Indians
from either side of the boundary had been reduced to a minimum,
while the constant appearance of the red-coated riders was a source
of satisfaction and reassurance to the ranchmen occupying the country
from Mosquito Creek 50 miles north of Macleod, to the international
line, as well as eastward and westward. Only one case of cattle
killing, for which Good Rider was arrested, had been reported.
" A n y complaints?" had become a byword of enquiry at every ranch
along the patrol lines.
Superintendent Neale recommended the erection of frame buildings and stables for the detachments from Macleod at Standoff,
St. Mary's, Peigan reserve and Big Bend, those at the first three being
rough log shacks w i t h mud roofs. Fairly substantial buildings were
in use at Pincher Creek, and those at the Crow's Nest, built during the
summer by the detachment stationed there, were of good log construction, w i t h mud roofs that would be replaced by shingles in
the spring. The superintendent also urged the erection of buildings
for the detachments from Lethbridge at Kipp's Coulee, Milk River
Ridge, Writing-On-Stone, Pendant d'Oreille and at some other point
midway between the latter and the most westerly detachment of " A "
Division, this to provide a stopping-place in the approximate 50
miles that separated the two divisions. Stacks of hay had been placed
at intervals all the way from Lethbridge to Pendant d'Oreille.
Police quarters at Macleod and Lethbridge were vastly improved,
yet Superintendent Neale reported that a hospital, orderly room and
recreation room were much needed at Lethbridge, that the buildings
at Macleod required clapboarding, and that good fences were required
around both posts. A fire engine had been supplied to Fort Macleod
by the Public Works Department. All arms were in serviceable condition, and the horses, in spite of the heavy duty they had performed
during the year, were in excellent shape. A return sheet showed that
from Fort Macleod alone 106 horses of " H " Division had travelled
85,739 miles since Dec. 1, 1886.
Superintendent Macdonell strongly recommended the adoption of
some type of felt hat for prairie use.
The divisions stationed at Macleod and Lethbridge had rendered
valuable service in co-operating w i t h local Customs officers, especially through St. Mary's Detachment, which had intercepted many
parties bringing in horses and cattle from Montana.
By the end of November the detachments from " K " Division,
Lethbridge, which had operated in patrol work to the southward,
had been all called in.
Ranching had forged ahead during the year, and it spoke well
for the future that under the guidance of the Department of Indian
Affairs, greatly assisted by the Mounted Police, many Indians had
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been successfully transformed from hunters to farmers and ranchers.
Stock and equipment, provided by the Federal Government and used
under the supervision of instructors, had forestalled the destitution
confronting the redmen with the disappearance of the buffalo. The
Peigans, perhaps more than any other branch of the Blackfoot Confederacy, were becoming self-reliant, while others were steadily
adopting civilized pursuits. The harvests of nature were being supplanted, through the assistance of human aid, by the accomplishments
of well-applied industry.
Calgary District: "E" Division

Along that primitive Indian highway from the forests of the
north to the open plains of the south, the "Old North Trail", three
salient points had come into being to mark the beginning of a great
nation—Fort Edmonton on the long water highway of the Saskatchewan, Fort Macleod on the Old Man's River near the United States
boundary, and in between, Fort Calgary at the meeting of the Bow
and Elbow Rivers. Edmonton commemorated the trek westward of
the early fur traders who by dogged courage penetrated to its confines
an area as large as Europe; the other two locations marked the introduction of constituted law and order on the plains by the NorthWest Mounted Police.
In 1883 good fortune had smiled upon the little settlement
around Fort Calgary. The great path of steel, the Canadian Pacific
Railway, had reached the Bow River on its way to British Columbia.
Soon there followed an advancing tide of white population that had
already swept the tenure of the once defiant Blackfoot nation into the
limbo of the past.
Within the short period of 12 years, the wearers of the scarlet
tunic had made possible a marvellous achievement. By tact, square
dealing and determination unparalleled in all the white man's contacts with Indian tribes, without resort to arms, a realm recently
possessed by some of the most warlike savages in North America had
been opened to the occupations and pursuits of civilization.
Calgary, in existence only a few short years, had become a
picturesque meeting place for past and present, a rendezvous of
ancient and modern people in whose faces shone the proverbial
buoyancy of the West.
Writing of early impressions gained while stationed at the original Calgary barracks, Supt. Sam Steele observed: "It was indeed
pleasant to see everyone going about his work as peacefully and free
from molestation as if he were on an Ontario farm. Whites and
Indians rode the plains on peaceable terms, all tribes of Indians
camped near one another, the redman and his family were rich again,
well fed and clad."
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And if further evidence was needed to show the amazing transformation brought about within the past dozen years, there was the
annual Calgary Fair, begun in the summer of 1886—an exhibition of
garden produce, grain exhibits and home cooking displayed under
canvas on the bald prairie, with cowboy and Indian horse races among
the special attractions. Of recent memory were the meetings of the
mayor and town council in a favourite saloon, and subsequently a
small room in the Far West Hotel, which building was afterward
taken over as a town hall. And there was the matter of the civic debt
which amounted to an unpaid bill of $17.40 for powder supplied by
the Hudson's Bay Company for the noonday gun.
Calgary indeed seemed to have a claim upon the future as one of
Canada's outstanding cities.
From a former subsidiary of Fort Macleod the Calgary post of
the Mounted Police had risen to a status of outstanding importance.
It was the headquarters of Inspecting Supt. W. M. Herchmer who
had been assigned the duties of assistant commissioner upon the
retirement of Major Crozier the previous year. " E " Division, the
Calgary command, was under Supt. W. D. Antrobus and consisted of
close to 100 subordinate officers, non-commissioned officers and men.
The district extended from the Red Deer River in the north, approximately halfway to Edmonton, to Mosquito Creek, the Little Bow
River and the Porcupine Hills in the south, and from far eastward on
the plains beyond the Blackfoot Crossing to well within the mountains on the west. Some 60 miles down the Bow River lay the large
reserve of the Blackfoot under Chiefs Crowfoot and Old Sun, and a
few miles to the west the smaller reserves of the Sarcees under Bull's
Head, and the Mountain Assiniboines or Stonies, under Bear's Paw
and Chiniquay. Most of the surrounding grasslands had already been
taken up by ranchers, though a large acreage was being devoted to
grain and other agricultural products.
Soon after the beginning of the year the people of Alberta were
stirred by their first political campaign. Four territorial federal electoral districts had been provided for and outlined, two for Assiniboia,
one each for Alberta and Saskatchewan, and on February 22, D. W.
Davis, Conservative, manager for I. G. Baker and Company, Macleod,
was elected over Dr. J. D. Lafferty of Calgary, Liberal, and Chief
Factor Richard Hardisty of Edmonton, Independent Conservative, to
serve in the sixth Parliament of Canada. Davis, one of the earliest
traders to reach the Blackfoot country from the south and prominently connected with old Fort Whoop-Up days, enjoyed the utmost
respect on every side. Soon after his election, the Conservative Association of Calgary tendered him a fitting reception and banquet in the
Far West Hotel. (Assiniboia East elected W. D. Perley of Qu'Appelle;
Assiniboia West, Nicholas Flood Davin of Regina; Saskatchewan,
D. H. Macdowall of Prince Albert.)
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During the same month five judicial districts were set up in the
Territories: Eastern Assiniboia, Western Assiniboia, Northern Alberta,
Southern Alberta and Saskatchewan. And the North-West Territories now boasted a Supreme Court, the judges being Hon. Hugh
Richardson of Regina, Hon. James F. Macleod, C.M.G., of Fort
Macleod, Hon. Charles B. Rouleau of Calgary, and Hon. Edward
Wetmore from Fredericton, New Brunswick.
In the middle of March Superintendent Herchmer went to
Regina to take over temporary command of the Force while his
brother, Commissioner L. W. Herchmer, went to Ottawa on six
weeks' leave of absence, for a conference with the federal authorities.
Eighty miles west of Calgary a station first called Siding No. 29,
on the transcontinental railway mountain section, had attracted unusual attention and received the name of "Banff". In 1883 sulphur
springs had been discovered in the vicinity and in 1885 the area had
become a portion of the police-controlled territory along the line of
the C.P.R. In 1886 the government made it a public reserve, and a
townsite was surveyed. Dr. R. G. Brett, who for some time had acted
as medical officer on C.P.R. construction, obtained the government's
permission to choose a site and erect a sanitarium for invalids and
tourists. The Grand View Hotel at the Upper Hot Springs resulted;
a superintendent was appointed by the government to supervise what
was called the Rocky Mountain Park of Canada, and the railroad
company began the erection of the Banff Springs Hotel, a quarter of a
million dollar project.
At this attractive point a detachment from " E " Division,
Calgary, was now established under Inspector Constantine, with 14
non-commissioned officers and men and eight horses. A number of
whitewashed cabins were erected as quarters for them.
Other permanent detachments from " E " Division regularly
patrolled a large extent of country. At Gleichen, about 60 miles east
of Calgary on the line of the C.P.R. close to the Blackfoot reserve,
Sergeant Jarvis, one corporal, nine constables and ten horses were
stationed, their supervision extending 40 miles northward to Rosebud
Creek, east to Crowfoot Creek, and south to beyond the Blackfoot
reserve. All ranchers and settlers within 25 miles were visited regularly. Sergeant Barker, four constables and six horses were stationed
at Pekisko near the Bar-U ranch at the forks of High River, 60 miles
south-west of Calgary, from which patrols extended to Sheep Creek
in the north, Mosquito Creek in the south, and across large areas of
ranching country to the east and west. On the Edmonton trail from
Scarlett's stopping-place, a point 40 miles north of Calgary, Corporal
Main, a constable and two horses looked after the surrounding district and supplied escort to the mail carriers when required.
On May 2 Inspecting Superintendent Herchmer returned from
Calgary and a few days later proceeded by rail to Golden City in the
mountains to prepare for " D " Division's transfer to "The Kootenay".

N.W.M.P. Detachment, Banff
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A fortnight later he set out from Calgary to the Red Deer River to
meet and inspect " K " Division which under Supt. A. R. Macdonell
from Battleford was on the way across the plains to report at
Lethbridge. Shortly afterwards the inspecting superintendent received orders to accompany Indian Commissioner J. W. Powell and
Stipendiary Magistrate and Gold Commissioner A. W. Vowell of
British Columbia to the Kootenay via Golden City. The river steamer
Duchess took them as far as the Lower Columbia Lake on the
Columbia River, about 100 miles upstream from Golden. Then
horses were used for approximately an equal distance to reach Wild
Horse Creek, a tributary of the Kootenay River. Chief Isadore, who
lived about ten miles farther up the Kootenay, was persuaded to surrender Kapula, the Kootenay Indian who, arrested by a British
Columbia officer for alleged murder, had been forcibly released from
custody by the chief and some of his followers.
The Kapula incident had been the outstanding factor that had
influenced the government to dispatch a strong detachment of
Mounted Police to the district. The murder had been committed in
1884 when two white placer miners had been killed at Deadman's
Creek on the Wild Horse-Golden trail. In attempting to make the
arrest on strong suspicion, British Columbia officer Anderson in comiany with the Hon. F. Aylmer, a prominent mining engineer and
and surveyor, had been ordered by Isadore to depart and not return.
Subsequently settlers and prospectors, alarmed at the general attitude
of the Indians, had applied for protection.
Superintendent Herchmer learned that the U.S. Government had
placed at the Tobacco Plains on the Kootenay River immediately
south of the international boundary 25 officers and men from the
5th Infantry camp at Missoula, Montana. The Kootenays proved to
be extremely well-to-do, having about 500 cattle and 2,000 ponies.
The few settlers in the country had about 1,000 cattle and a small
number of horses. Other Indians from the north and west, Stonies
and Shushwups, were conspicuous as visitors, and were suspected of
being ready to assist the Kootenays in case of trouble.
Having made all possible arrangements for the coming of " D "
Division under Supt. Sam B. Steele, Herchmer returned and reached
Regina on July 9 with his report. He then started on an inspection
tour through the northern posts. Meantime under date of July 1, he
was promoted to the rank of assistant commissioner.
The new assistant commissioner was struck by the change which
had occurred in the Saskatchewan country since he had last visited it.
Severe drought had caused many lakes and sloughs to dry up, and
there was a noticeable absence of small game everywhere. The police
barracks at Battleford required many repairs to make them suitable
for another winter. At Prince Albert he found the new barracks well
situated, well constructed and comfortable, the best he had seen in
Canada.
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Superintendent Antrobus was given leave of absence on account
of impaired health, and on July 21, Inspr. T. Wattam took over
temporary command of " E " Division at Calgary.
A Blackfoot commonly known as Deerfoot had been arrested for
larceny, but had escaped. Two days later, on September 4, Assistant
Commissioner Herchmer visited Crowfoot on the Blackfoot reserve
and had a long talk with him in the hope of obtaining the culprit's
surrender, but without avail. Previously there had been a quarrel
near the mouth of High River a short distance away, involving two
white men, Tucker Peach and one named Thompson against two
Blackfoot Indians, Trembling Man and Bad Dried Meat. Trembling
Man, w h o was said to have been shot by Thompson, had died on the
reserve the day of Herchmer's interview with Crowfoot, and excitement was at a high pitch. Bad Dried Meat had shot Tucker Peach in
the arm, was placed in confinement, but eventually escaped. Meantime Thompson w h o had shot in self defence had been allowed out on
bail, and Crowfoot and his councillors could not understand w h y one
should be in custody, especially an Indian, while the other, a white
man, had been allowed out. Herchmer explained the law of bail as
well as he could and Crowfoot seemed satisfied. But a year was to
pass before the case of Deerfoot was cleared up, and then only to
reveal that he and Bad Dried Meat were either one and the same man
or twin brothers. The elusiveness of Deerfoot, w h o held the reputation
of being the fastest long-distance runner on the plains, was apparently
not attributable to his feet alone.
In mid-September Assistant Commissioner Herchmer began an
inspection of most of the outposts to the east and south. He visited
Qu'Appelle; Langenburg, Moosomin, Wood End, Willow Bunch, and
Wood Mountain, all being detachments from " B " Division, Regina;
East End, Farwell, Ten Mile Crossing, Graburn, Bull's Head, and
Willow Creek, detachments from " A " Division, Maple Creek; Pendant d'Oreille, Writing-On-Stone, Milk River Ridge, and Kipp's
Coulee, from " K " Division, Lethbridge; Standoff, St. Mary's, Big
Bend, Pincher Creek, Crow's Nest Pass, and The Leavings, from " H "
Division, Macleod. He also visited the detachment at High River,
supplied by " E " Division, Calgary.
He realized the necessity of erecting weatherproof houses and
stables at all these outposts in case they were needed during the winter
months. The distance between East End and Wood End was great,
and he recommended one or more detachments to be placed between
these points. The patrol system was working well; crime prevention
had been increased to a maximum, horse stealing reduced to a minimum. Horses at all detachments were of excellent breed and in fine
condition, though a few showed signs of the severe work they were
called upon to perform. He claimed unhesitatingly that the Westernbred bronchos were best suited in every way for the service, both for
team and saddle. All outposts and equipment had been well taken
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care of, but some of the detachments required wagon sheds and harness
rooms. The physique of the men was very fine.
Herchmer's activities during the year, especially as inspecting
superintendent, had been widespread; he had travelled by rail, 10,461.
miles; by water, 900 miles; by horses, 3,620 miles, and on snowsnoes,
200 miles—a total of 15,181 miles. Every station, including outposts
at which men were stationed, had been visited.
On October 3 Supt. Severe Gagnon took over the command of
" E " Division, Calgary.
Though lawlessness among the various Indians was now showing a marked decrease, law breaking by the settlers was becoming
more pronounced. An instance of the latter came to Superintendent
Gagnon's notice shortly after his new appointment. The C.P.R.. night
agent at Calgary found in his possession a transport requisition supposedly signed by the superintendent, but which he regarded with
some suspicion. Quick work followed. Two days later five men were
in custody for forgery and were committed for trial. Shortly afterwards, upon being brought before Judge Wetmore, one was found
guilty and sentenced to two years and six months imprisonment w i t h
hard labour. The others were acquitted.
Illegal traffic in liquor continued unabated, notwithstanding
every possible effort put forward to suppress it. Altogether, hundreds
of gallons had been seized and destroyed during the last 12 months in
the Calgary district, and the court was continually crowded with
defendants charged under the Scott Act. But only two Indians, a
Blood and a Blackfoot, were convicted during the year for being
drunk and having liquor in their possession.
As autumn drew near, men of " E " Division were employed
almost daily in fighting prairie fires in the surrounding country, while
those of other divisions were assigned to furnishing escorts to the
Indian Department in connection w i t h the treaty payments on the
nearby reserves, and in conveying money to the north for the same
purpose.
The Calgary post was in need of more accommodation. A serious
fire in the spring had completely destroyed the mess and kitchen,
and since that time the men had eaten their meals where the food
was cooked. A new hospital and officers' quarters were needed, and
there was no recreation room.
Kootenay: "D" Division

At Swift Current, when he arrived from Lethbridge on June 13
w i t h the most of " D " Division, Superintendent Steele soon learned
that his command had been ordered there largely as the result of
erroneous information.
It h a d been reported by some railway men and merchants that a
large party of armed half breeds had been seen lurking near Gull Lake
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about 40 miles to the west, and rumours had spread that a halfbreed
and Indian uprising was imminent.
After arranging his camp Steele sent out patrols northward to
Saskatchewan Landing on the South Branch, southward to Fish Lake
and westward to Gull Lake. At the latter the destitute occupants of
half a dozen lodges were gathering buffalo bones for sale; they explained it was their only means of procuring money to tide them over
another winter. Two of the families in a starving condition were
immediately given aid, and a thorough investigation revealed that
there had not been the slightest cause for alarm.
After reporting to headquarters at Regina Steele telegraphed
Inspector Wood at Lethbridge directing him to proceed with more
" D " Division men and horses to Dunmore to make up a strength of
75, thence to go to Golden, British Columbia, after handing over
division stores to " K " Division.
On June 26 " D " Division pulled out of Swift Current by special
train, picked up the detachment from Lethbridge and proceeded to
Calgary where some unsuitable horses were exchanged for remounts
from " E " Division. On the 28th the division arrived at Golden
and camped on the south bank of the Kicking Horse River. Shortly
afterwards Inspector Wood and Sgt. Major Tom Lake arrived,
having finished their task at Lethbridge. Assistant Surgeon Aylen,
who had been appointed in charge of the medical section of the
division, also reported.
Assistant Commissioner Herchmer, returning from the Kootenay
on the steamer Duchess, reached Golden on July 5 and ordered Steele to
start southward the following morning; but after the steamer had
been loaded, a counterorder was issued directing Steele to remain at
Golden until further notice.
During this brief delay a tragedy occurred which deprived the
command of one of its most able and popular non-commissioned
officers. Sergeant Major Lake had been suffering intensely from what
was thought to be neuralgia, and because of the heavy duties devolving upon him during the past several weeks, had been unable to gain
any respite from his trouble. At an early hour on July 7 he shot
himself.
At last the Duchess started upstream for the Columbia Lakes.
Word had passed around that she was not properly trimmed and was
carrying bilge water which should have been pumped out. The division was to follow by the Columbia River trail, but news came that
the steamer had capsized and that most of the stores had gone to the
bottom or were floating down the river.
Steele immediately dispatched an officer and a number of men to
salvage what they could, but several days of hard labour yielded only
an assortment of useless and spoiled articles, including a carload of
oats and all the officers' uniforms and many other articles indispensable
to the expedition. A number of volunteers from Golden went to
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assist Captain Armstrong in raising his vessel, while Steele engaged a
smaller steamer belonging to a local merchant. Busy days followed,
hauling stores and supplies to the boat landing, branding remounts,
fixing saddles and harness and attending to other duties.
Early in the morning of July 18 the little steamboat Clive was
ready for the journey. Besides supplies she carried some men and the
rations and forage for the trip. Staff Sergeants Fane and Mercer were
left w i t h eight constables at Golden, several of the latter being on
the sick list. That evening, Steele, w h o travelled by trail, arrived
at the " H o g Ranche", expecting to find the steamer there, as the
distance was only 25 miles, but it turned out that Captain Hayes had
lingered at Golden waiting for some passengers, and it was long after
dark before the supplies arrived and men and horses could be fed.
Three days later the division moved forward again, being careful to
take rations and forage for the entire day. Roger's Landing was
reached by nightfall, but the boat did not appear until the following
morning. From that time on better progress and closer co-operation
between the boat and those on the trail were maintained, and all
hands arrived at the Upper Columbia Lake on the 23rd.
The undependabfe river captain was instructed to bring the
remaining men forward on his next trip, w i t h the exception of Staff
Sergeant Fane, and as a necessary precaution Inspector Wood was
sent back to Golden to see that the orders were carried out.
By prearrangement one of the earliest settlers on the Kootenay
River, R. Galbraith, was at the steamboat landing with a large pack
train to convey baggage and supplies to the proposed destination
down the Kootenay River, which flowed southward a short distance
from the headwaters of the Columbia.
Six Mile Creek was reached on the 30th, a location which had
been suggested as suitable for a permanent post. But there was practically no level ground and the surrounding timber was too heavy for
building purposes; the site tentatively chosen was flanked by high
ground on one side and a large marsh on the other. Worse still, the
water supply would be drawn from the creek which drained several
large swamps higher up, and Assistant Surgeon Aylen immediately
condemned the spot as unhealthy. Accompanied by Inspector Huot,
Steele examined several other locations without success and finally
appealed to Galbraith for permission to look over his land, with the
result that ten acres on high ground close to the confluence of the
Kootenay River and Wild Horse Creek were leased for the modest sum
of one dollar a year.
Camp was immediately established and parties sent to cut and
haul logs. Arrangements were made for couriers to carry mail between
the head of steamboat navigation and the new post. A pack train of
24 ponies and three mules, w i t h full equipment, was purchased, and
the innumerable preliminaries to the erection of Fort Steele were
under way in a business-like manner.
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Fort Steele, B.C. 18S7

Several days later Inspector Wood with the non-commissioned
officers and men who had been left at Golden arrived, having come
up on the Duchess, that poorly-managed craft again afloat and in
commission. One constable and a team came by trail.
Notwithstanding many difficulties " D " Division had reached
the field of its future labours; officers and men turned with a will to
the establishment of adequate quarters from which to extend the protection of the law to whites and Indians alike. Believing it necessary
to have someone at the point of departure on the transcontinental
railway, Superintendent Steele gave instructions to Inspector Wood
and Staff Sergeant Fane to return to Golden and remain there for a
limited time.
A message was sent to Chief Isadore inviting him to confer with
the Queen's men, and to bring with him the suspected murderer
Kapula and a reputed accomplice also named Isadore. It was not
long before many Indians visited the camp. White settlers also came,
expressing relief from the anxiety which had pressed upon them for
several years.
The buildings of Fort Steele proved to be the most substantial
yet to be erected by the Force. To quote Superintendent Steele: "They
are constructed of logs of yellow pine partly hewn, sheeted and floored
with common lumber, and roofed with shakes (an unshaven shingle 3
feet in length). The buildings consist of: a barrack building for the
men, containing two large rooms separated by a passage and large
enough to contain the whole division without crowding; a stable for
75 horses, with saddle and harness room under the same roof; hospital
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40' by 2 5 ' ; quarters for the officers, 25' by 50'; guardroom, cells,
casualty store and orderly room in one building, 25' by 50'; sergeants'
mess room, kitchen and staff sergeant's quarters in one building, 2 5 '
by 50'; quartermaster's store, 60' by 2 5 ' ; shoeing smith and carpenter
and saddler shops, 40' by 2 5 ' . The buildings are nine feet to the eaves,
w i t h a roof of a quarter pitch. The work of erecting these quarters
has been very hard; the timber is very heavy and had to be hauled a
considerable distance; about 1,400 logs of various sizes, some as long
as 30 feet, and none under 20 feet, had to be cut, hauled, and rolled up.
The non-commissioned officers and constables worked well; the quarters they have constructed are, without exception, the best log houses
I have seen for years. In addition to the buildings a root house and
latrines have been constructed on suitable situations."
In the matter of supplies and provisions, Steele found that beef
and potatoes could be procured from the settlers at reasonable prices.
Large quantities of oats were purchased from Col. James Baker,
an ex-officer of the British Army, and whose ranch, "Cranbrook",
taken over some years previously from the Galbraith's, was claimed
by Chief Isadore. Hay was of poor quality, and it was necessary to
keep as many of the horses as possible on the range. Essential supplies, shipped from the East by rail to Golden, were freighted in by
steamboat, wagon and pack horses.
Due to the rugged nature of the country, patrols could not be
carried out on as wide a scale as on the prairies; they were necessarily confined to the settlements and routes of travel north and
south. These were two outlets to the United States, one by the Moyle
Pass to Sand Point, Montana, on the Northern Pacific Railway, the
other a long winding trail to Walla Walla far to the south-west,
from which a difficult trail forked eastward across the Crow's Nest
Pass to Pincher Creek and Macleod, practicable for pack animals only.
A single trail suitable for wagons led northward as far as the narrow
strip of land between the Kootenay River and the Upper Columbia
Lake, and there became a pack trail which, at the foot of the lake,
crossed and recrossed the wagon road to Golden.
More than 20 years earlier, East Kootenay, as it came to be
known, had been the scene of a feverish gold rush. A short-lived
mining camp known as Fisherville had sprung up on the banks of
Wild Horse Creek, where between 1864 and 1866 more than
$20,000,000 worth of gold had been gathered. Even now a hydraulic
equipment was at work near the old mining camp, extracting a large
amount of "pay d i r t " from the surroundings. A prosperous village
at the confluence of the Kootenay River and Wild Horse Creek,
hitherto known as Galbraith's Ferry, soon assumed the name of Fort
Steele.
Reservations had been given to the Upper Kootenay Indians on
the St. Mary's River due west of Fort Steele, and on the Tobacco
Plains near the international boundary. The Lower Kootenays, com-
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monly known as Flatbows, had been placed near Kootenay Lake
farther to the west, and the Shushwups were settled on the Columbia
Lakes to the north. The Upper Kootenays and Shushwups were horse
Indians; the Lower Kootenays had long ago adopted the canoe.
Bands of wild horses had roamed the Kootenay Plains and foothills
from time immemorial, and from this source the Indians rounded up
animals which they sold to whites or kept for themselves. The
natives were well off and for the most part not given to trouble
making, but many of the younger men, most of whom had no property, held little respect for law and order. A large number of
Chinamen had come to the district when the fortune hunters left for
richer fields, and in their patient, unobtrusive way were working the
old diggings. They were not above indulging in the illicit liquor
traffic.
Chief Isadore arrived to interview Superintendent Steele, and
said he had been informed by whites and Chinese that the police
had come to his country with hostile intentions. He was advised
most emphatically that the sole purpose of the red-coated men in the
midst of his people was to enforce peace and good order, that whites
and Indians would receive the same fair treatment, and that any
breach of the law would be dealt with severely, no matter who the
offender might be. The chief was so impressed that he promised to
bring word if anyone attempted to stir up trouble, and upon being
directed to produce the alleged murderer Kapula, and his accomplice,
agreed to do so.
A few days later the two wanted Indians were turned over to
provincial officer Anderson, and eventually they appeared before
Superintendent Steele who read the charge through an interpreter
and remanded them for eight days for the purpose of producing
witnesses.
When the Indian prisoners came before the superintendent on
September 5, little evidence was available to show that they had
murdered the two white placer miners whose bodies had been found
on the Wild Horse-Golden trail in 1884. But the mere fact that the
case was under scrutiny by the police acted as a warning to all potential wrongdoers. Two young Indians suspected of being with the
prisoners at the time of the killing had been held as witnesses, but
denied all knowledge of the affair and showed they had been elsewhere at the time. The accused pleaded not guilty. As the only
evidence available showed that they had merely passed along the
trail several days after the white men, they were accordingly acquitted.
In expressing his opinion of the whole affair Superintendent
Steele stated that an investigation should have been conducted immediately after the crime occurred. The Columbia River trail at the
time was used by many bad characters, some on their way to the
C.P.R. construction camps which were a fruitful field for whiskey
peddlers, gamblers and every class of criminal. Many had drifted into
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Canada upon the completion of the Northern Pacific Railway in the
United States; others were refugees from justice in Eastern Canada.
To Steele's way of thinking, it was beyond comprehension that "in
a country full of justices of the peace, two respectable miners w i t h a
considerable sum of money in their possession were murdered, and
no steps taken to hold an inquest at the time, bury the remains of
the poor fellows, or bring the murderers to justice". A mistake had
been made in allowing the affair to rest for three years. He felt it
quite possible that the murders had been committed by whites, and
he would not stop looking for some tangible clue.
Early in August mountain fever broke out in the division. Three
constables, H. O. Lazenby, J. Mason and A. W. Fisher, succumbed.
N o t long afterwards, when Assistant Surgeon Powell w h o had replaced Dr. Aylen contracted the disease, Dr. J. W. Powell, Indian
Commissioner for British Columbia, w h o was in the district, volunteered his services to the division. The following December Cst.
N . Mitchell also died from the disease.
In September three officials of the British Columbia Government met at Fort Steele preparatory to inspecting the Indian reserves,
and to allot if necessary more land to the redmen; but most of the
Kootenays were away at Sand Point, Montana, trading for winter
provisions, and Superintendent Steele was requested to report to the
Indians regarding the decision of the commissioners, which included a
definite.title to Colonel Baker of the land he had settled on in the
Joseph's Prairie district, and which Chief Isadore claimed was the
tribe's property.
The Indians soon became friendly and co-operated w i t h the
officers and men of " D " Division in every respect. It was apparent
that the Kootenays, Shushwups and Stonies were more industrious
and morally better than any Indians in the North-West. All immorality among them was punished by flogging. Surprisingly enough, no
thefts or cases of drunkenness came to the notice of the police; crime
generally was rare. The Kootenays were known to pack large quantities of liquor into the district for the whites, but none of them was
known to meddle w i t h anything placed in their charge. Superintendent Steele regarded Isadore as being the most influential chief he
had known, and did not hesitate to say that Crowfoot the great
Blackfoot leader, or Red Crow the Blood, would not have dared, even
in the height of their power, to exercise the discipline that the Kootenay chief demanded of his following.
It was no small credit to the officers and men of " D " Division
that from the day of their arrival at Wild Horse Creek the Kootenay
district flourished.
Assistant Surgeon Powell, w h o had suffered from mountain fever,
was temporarily replaced early in October by Assistant Surgeon Pare
from Calgary. All members of the division regretted Dr. Powell's
misfortune. By characteristic kindness and the strictest attention to
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the demands upon him, he had won a high place in the estimation of
officers and men; and though Dr. Pare ably filled his place and succeeded in completely subduing the epidemic, gaining the confidence
and respect of all w h o came under his care, there was great satisfaction
when Powell returned to his duties.
On November 5 Chief Isadore visited Superintendent Steele in
company w i t h Father Fouquet of the St. Eugene Mission on the St.
Mary's River a few miles west of Fort Steele. The priest was about to
go to other parts, and the chief requested him to read a letter which
had been prepared in behalf of the Indians: "Gentlemen—Before
leaving, I address you a few words in behalf of the Indians agreeably
to the washes of Chief Isadore, w h o gave for reason of his wish, the
confidence he had in you. During the 13 years I have resided here, I
have always found the Kootenays anxious to live on good terms w i t h
the whites. It has been always my personal opinion that although a
brave and cool race, they would not go to war unless forced into it.
The first few years I was here, there had not been a case of drunkenness, and only four or five cases of light drinking known amongst the
Kootenays. Not one case of robbery of any importance was heard of.
But since the buffalo hunting has ceased, the Indians here have mixed
more w i t h Chinese and whites, and since the authority of the chiefs
has been lessened by various causes the last four or five years, there
have been too many cases of drunkenness and gambling heard of, and
some w i t h shooting and fighting; half breeds and Chinese will not
be able to stop their evils, unless the government checks these w h i t e
men or Chinese, and compels the Indians to say from whom they
got the liquor. I have the honour to be, Gentlemen, Your obedient
servant, L. Fouquet."
In reply the superintendent gave assurance that he was only too
anxious to stop such irregularities, that the police wanted to prevent
them; but the headmen among the Indians should report any one of
the tribe found intoxicated, for it was difficult to maintain a complete
supervision over a people so widely scatterred. He was ready to punish
most severely any Indian guilty, as well as those w h o supplied the
liquor. He then discussed w i t h the chief the question of the disputed land, and asked him to come back two days later with as many
of his following as possible.
Upon returning, the chief said it was a bad time to arrange a
large gathering, as most of the tribe had gone on the fall hunt. The
decision of the British Columbia authorities was read to all those
present. Chief Isadore was informed that the final decision was that
they had all the land they required, and that the tract occupied by
Colonel Baker would have to be forfeited on receipt of the value of
any improvements previously done upon it. The chief acquiesced and
requested in return an irrigation ditch on his own land. The result of
the interview was reported to the B.C. commissioners, and in due
course the arrangements were carried out to the satisfaction of all.
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The task of transporting supplies 200 miles by river and trail
from Golden was a difficult one. In addition to four police teams
with wagons and the police pack train, six or seven settlers' teams
were made available. Galbraith's pack train had been steadily employed for more than six months in the early part of the year, but the
mules and horses had played out, chiefly from sore backs. Before all
of the supplies for winter could be hauled from the railway to Fort
Steele, the lakes froze over, and by the end of November some 60 tons
were still to be brought in. To add to the labour, low water on the
Columbia long before freeze-up time prevented the steamers from
getting closer than 40 miles to Golden, and small boats were put
into service. Men of the division were detailed to the various landings to look after the freight as it came along and to guard it while
awaiting reshipment.
As Christmas drew near, the Kootenay Indians flocked to the
St. Eugene Mission, for years an annual custom. They occupied small
log houses which had been constructed for the purpose, and for a
week participated in church services, interspersed with dealing out
their own form of justice under the personal direction of Chief Isadore.
All those who had been guilty of offences—gambling, drunkenness,
theft, immorality—were tied face down by their hands and feet to
stakes driven in the ground, and regardless of age or sex soundly
flogged. It was remarkable that notwithstanding the severity of the
punishment, wrongdoers never failed to appear for both the church
services and the retribution meted out to them.
During the year all ranks of the division had gone through a
course of instruction, first at Lethbridge under Inspector Wattam as
instructor, and again at Swift Current, with the result that those of
the division detailed to the Kootenay had been well up in drill and
equitation upon reaching there.
Owing to the rough nature of the country, harness and saddlery
had to be dependable. The double-cinch saddles, manufactured by
Main and Winchester, gave excellent service, the double cinch being
an important factor in hilly country, and the "Spanish" or Mexican
packsaddles employed gave good satisfaction.
Clothing was superior to that formerly in use, the tunics, riding
breeches and other items all being of good quality and serviceable,
with the exception of the moccasins and fatigue suits, which were too
light for rough work. The superintendent advised the issue of a heavy
blue cloth coat of a style known as pea jacket, should buffalo coats be
no longer available. In fact he was of the opinion that the buffalo
coats were too clumsy for active work either mounted or dismounted.
Grey cloaks which had been issued were deemed unfit for the service,
the blue cloak previously used being more suitable in every way—
durable, impervious to rain and better in appearance.
In reporting to headquarters the superintendent, stressing the
importance of a proper mode of carrying small arms, stated: "The
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manner of wearing the pistol on the belt has always been found
inconvenient, especially when mounted, as a man has to bring his
arm across the body to seize and draw it. I would suggest that it be
worn on the right side w i t h the butt to the rear. At present, when
the man attempts to draw while holding the reins, he experiences
great difficulty in reaching the pistol, unless it is hung further forward
where it would be perhaps dangerous, as the muzzle would hang over
the thigh just below the groin, in which position a premature discharge would, most likely, result in making the man a cripple for life.
The men of the western plains of the United States, w h o are acknowledged to be the most expert pistol shots in the world, invariably
wear it on the right side, w i t h the butt at the rear, and the same
custom is observed in the American A r m y . "
The horses of the division had w i t h few exceptions stood up
well. During the summer, forced to travel on the trails under a hot
sun in clouds of dust and attacked by myriads of mosquitoes, compelled to feed on unsuitable pastures and climb steep ascents, they had
been worn down considerably, but w i t h the approach of cooler
weather, their condition had greatly improved.
Of his officers and men, the superintendent penned the highest
commendations: " I beg to recommend to your favourable notice
Inspectors Wood and Huot and Assistant Surgeon Powell. Inspector
Wood acted as adjutant at Macleod post until the removal of the division to Lethbridge, had charge of the outposts and patrols last summer,
forwarded supplies from Golden and performed many other important
duties to my entire satisfaction. Inspector Huot joined the division
in June and has been most of his time at its headquarters; he has
been of great service to me, both on the line of march and in camp and
quarters. Assistant Surgeon Powell has been very attentive to the
sick under his charge and prompt to respond to any call for his
services. The great majority of the division are as fine and respectable a body of men as any one could desire to command. Not a single
complaint has been made against any of them, nor have I ever heard
anything other than gratifying to me. The non-commissioned officers
now serving have set an excellent example in everything, and use
great tact in the necessary encouragement of the m e n . "
Maple Creek: " A " Division

The map of Canada's North-West was rapidly assuming details
which, especially to Eastern eyes, gave proof of enormous expansion.
Hitherto blank spaces were rapidly being tenanted. Where but yesterday
little more than general physical features—rivers, lakes, hills, mountains—appeared in geographical records, potential cities, towns,
villages, railway lines and other evidences of white occupation were
crowding out of existence a primary scattering of names familiar only
to savages and pioneers.
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Throughout the wide extent of country watched over by the
North-West Mounted Police, the post at Maple Creek occupied an
essentially strategic position midway between headquarters at Regina
to the east and the newly-occupied Fort Steele in the Kootenay valley
to the west. Since the abandonment of Fort Walsh in the Cypress Hills
in 1883, this was the central point of " A " Division's activities,
located as it was upon the main line of railway communication, and
so situated as to form an intermediary link between the boundary
country in the south and the posts of the Saskatchewan in the north.
It had become the pivot, as it were, around which swept the advancing
tide of civilization and the dwindling influences of aboriginal life.
Time was when Maple Creek lay on a favourite north and south
travel route by Crees and Assiniboines, but exclusive of a small number
of natives w h o had been permitted to remain in the vicinity, who
were law-abiding, owned horses, grew garden products, and polished
buffalo horns for sale to tourists at the railway station, only an occasional band of Indians from afar, intent on raiding settlers' stock,
represented the former native inhabitants at their best or worst.
Sometimes there would be a small camp of itinerants who had left
one of the reserves, but they were easily persuaded to turn back to
their allotted homes.
White settlers or travellers actually called for more attention
than did the remnants of the savage hordes who had been accustomed
ten years earlier to flock from every compass point to the attractive
rendezvous of old Fort Walsh, 40 miles southward in the hills.
But the spring of 1887 was to prove exceptional as far as Indians
were concerned.
Many newcomers from the east and south who had turned to the
prairies to re-establish themselves, but who were in most cases unfamiliar w i t h the country, required assistance and guidance in the
early stages of their new undertakings, and perforce were obliged to
rely upon the red-coated men who at all seasons and in all sorts of
weather gave freely of their services.
As an instance: Early in February rumour had it that some people
were in trouble in the plains to the southward. More than a month
previously, several men, one accompanied by his young son, had left
Maple Creek town to transport an order of goods to Fort Assiniboine
in Montana. A long and bitter spell of winter weather had prevailed,
making travel by teams and wagons arduous, especially to the uninitiated. Ample time had elapsed for their return, and it was now
stated that they had come to grief somewhere between the international boundary and the Cypress Hills. On February 11 Superintendent Mclllree chose a small party from among his most experienced
men and gave instructions to search for the missing freighters. After
a long and thorough hunt, they were found in a makeshift camp not
far from the Ten Mile Crossing on the Battle River, completely out of
food and more or less frozen. A police rider hastened to Maple Creek,
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provisions and transport were soon on the way, and the unfortunate
travellers brought in. The boy suffered partial amputation of both
feet, which had been badly frozen.
Horse-raiding Indians were not expected in the district much
before spring, but on March 16 a report was received that some
Bloods from the west were in the Cypress Hills. Scouts Louis Cobelle
and Jules Quesnelle were sent out to investigate. The snow lay deep
in the coulees and river bottoms, the going was difficult, but tracking
was easy. However, search as they did, the two experienced plainsmen
failed to locate the alleged redskins.
Ten days later the Medicine Hat Ranch Company reported to
Inspr. Frank Norman in charge of the Medicine Hat sub-post, that
12 of their horses had been stolen by Indians. Staff Sergeant Spicer
was instructed to set out with three men in pursuit. The trail of the
thieves was picked up and followed for many miles. It led past the
site of the summer detachment of Bull's Head, some miles south of
which one of the stolen animals was found in Medicine Lodge Coulee.
Beyond, in the maze of hills, the trail was lost. Suspecting that
the Indians were headed for the United States, Spicer pressed on,
hoping to meet up with them, even on American soil. He reached
Fort Assiniboine, turned westward to Benton, making exhaustive
enquiries along the way, but was forced to return without success.
North of the C.P.R. there was little to demand police attention
during the winter months, but it was reported that a number of
halfbreeds located near Saskatchewan Landing on the South Branch
were acting in a menacing manner. Scout Paul Leveille, son of the
venerable Louis, was sent out to look things over, but found nothing
to cause worry, only the habitual winter gatherings for festivities.
In April word persisted that strange Indians were lurking here
and there. Jules Quesnelle and Louis Leveille were ordered out to
investigate. They learned that Indians had been seen, but could locate
none. A strong party of police then set out to make a thorough search
completely across the south country, but still no Indians could be
found. Another case of horse stealing was reported on April 14th,
three animals having been spirited away from near Medicine Hat.
In the same locality another was stolen from a settler, while not far
away a man was said to have fired on an Indian who attempted to
enter his stable.
It was apparent that the outlying detachments should be opened,
and a non-commissioned officer, five men and a scout were sent to
man the little sub-post at the Ten Mile Crossing, ten miles south
of old Fort Walsh. Inspr. J. D. Moodie, who haa relieved Inspector
Norman when the latter was transferred to headquarters, sent out
the detachment for Bull's Head from Medicine Hat, while a new
detachment was directed from Maple Creek to establish a sub-post, to
be known as Willow Creek, in theJJVIedicine Lodge Coulee south and
east from Bull's Head.
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Reports of cattle killing now came from the Medicine Hat Ranch
Company, and Superintendent Mclllree at Maple Creek dispatched
four men and a scout to remain at the ranch and watch that section
of the country.
For some time similar reports from other ranchers were almost
constant. On April 25 ex-Constable Gow reached Maple Creek from
Graburn in the Cypress Hills to report that two of his cows had been
killed by Indians who were later seen by Gow's partner packing the
meat on their ponies. Inspector Mills started out at once w i t h 12
men, and a telegram to Moodie at Medicine Hat instructed that officer
to co-operate. The detachments at Ten Mile and Willow Creek were
ordered to send all men they could spare to the neighbourhood of
Graburn. It was soon learned that the Indians had been located and
surrounded in heavy timber bordering McKay Creek, but had slipped
away under cover of night. However three stolen horses were recovered, one of them bearing meat from the slaughtered cows. Some
moccasins which had been dropped by the Indians were picked up
and proved to belong to Bloods.
Meantime Spicer had left Medicine Hat on the same mission.
He shortly sent word that a band of Indians in a wooded coulee about
25 miles south of Dunmore had fired on him as he approached them.
Superintendent Mclllree now instructed Inspector Moodie to go
out w i t h all available men, join Spicer, and endeavour to take up the
trail of the Indians. The country where the raiders were last seen
was interspersed in every direction w i t h thickly-wooded coulees that
made tracking difficult.
Besides, it turned out the Indians were
travelling on foot, which rendered tracking almost impossible—
pony hoofs left impressions, moccasins none.
Before April ended, more horses were stolen in the neighbourhood
of Medicine Hat, and a halfbreed boy w h o attempted to interfere had
his hat shot off.
On May 3 Mclllree reinforced the detachments at Bull's Head
and Willow Creek, and three days later sent six men and a scout to
open the detachment at East End on Frenchman's, or White Mud,
Creek, to the south-east of Maple Creek. About the middle of May
the Farwell and Graburn detachments were opened, thus completing
the line of outposts supplied by " A " Division.
But not all the complaints were against Indians. At the request
of the Department of Customs seizure was made of cattle belonging
to the man Spencer, w h o had previously been located by an " H "
Division patrol, squatting on Milk River east of Pendant d'Oreille;
part of his cattle brought in from Montana had been seized already
for the evasion of Customs dues. One hundred and eighty-three additional head were now collected and brought to Maple Creek by
Corporal Meneley and sold by the inspector of Customs.
A good many complaints of horse stealing upon investigation
turned out to be merely a matter of animals straying beyond their
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accustomed pastures. In one instance a horse had perforce transferred
its allegiance from one Indian to another. A Sioux Indian came from
White Cap's band on the South Branch near Saskatoon to complain
that one of his kin had taken his mount. The horse was recovered
and the guilty one arrested, but the complainant, after serious thought,
declined to prosecute. Indeed, acquisitiveness among people was not
exclusively typical of the redmen, as evidenced by the theft of two
horses from the C.P.R. agent at Swift Current by a white individual
w h o was arrested and found in possession of a police revolver which
he had stolen during a visit to the town station of the police at Maple
Creek. Wanted on two counts, he drew three months imprisonment
for the theft of the revolver, and still faced the charge of stealing
the agent's horses, both of which were recovered by the police, along
w i t h a rifle that had caught his fancy.
On July 6 a telegraph station was established at the Ten Mile
Crossing (Battle Creek) outpost, which was now connected by wire
w i t h Fcrt Assiniboine in Montana. Constable Kennedy was stationed
there as operator.
A regrettable accident occurred on August 14 a few miles out
from Maple Creek. Several families had gone berry picking, and as
was usual on such occasions one or more shotguns were taken along
for chance shots at small game. While getting into one of the wagons
a man accidentally discharged his weapon, killing the little son of
Jules Quesnelle, one of the most able and popular scouts attached to
" A " Division.
The constant patrolling of the country and the stubborn pursuit
of horse thieves gave good results during the summer and early
autumn. It became apparent that the Indians were learning the
futility of carrying on what had always been to them an honourable pursuit since the coming of horses to the plains. Had it not been
for the strict attention of the Mounted Police given to this persistent
menace, white settlement might well have become a hopeless undertaking. To be an expert horse thief had long been among the
outstanding virtues practised by the various tribes of the plains. A
stolen horse, in the aboriginal code, was almost equal in importance
to a lifted scalp, and the long-inherited custom was difficult to eradicate. Before other means of transportation came to a country in
which long distances of travel were commonplace, and in which life
itself often depended upon the universal beast of burden, a man's
horse, his most faithful and essential servitor, had come to be in the
general utility of things his most sacred possession. No matter w h o
might steal so indispensable a part of a plainsmen's assets, the law
frowned upon the perpetrator, and whenever possible applied the
most severe penalty applicable. White man and Indian, halfbreed and
settler, it was the same—there were positively no favourites.
Such a case in the strictly-observed impartiality of the law suddenly cropped up. Upon w h a t might have seemed a safe venture, a
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halfbreed, desiring to replenish his means of getting about, went to
Montana for the purpose. There he succeeded in stealing two horses
belonging to a United States Indian and returned to the neighbourhood of Swift Current. But his well-laid scheme was soon thrashed
out in the local court where a Mounted Policeman, w h o had seized
the stolen horses for return to their owner, gave evidence that resulted
in the usual penalty.
Early in October the assistant commissioner reached Maple
Creek on an inspection tour among the outposts of the district, and
a few days later Inspr. G. E. Sanders arrived from Macleod for special
duty. A number of Cree Indians w h o had wandered into Montana
for no good purpose had been herded back to the international
boundary by American troops, and word had come that they were
camped near the old trading-post, known as Kennedy's, on the Milk
River. Sanders was instructed to see that they returned to their
reserves. With two non-commissioned officers, nine constables and an
interpreter, he reached Kennedy's Crossing, but the Crees had scattered, some across the line, a few to Medicine Hat where they had
been apprehended, and some to Battle Creek. A few fell under the
scrutiny of Sergeant Tucker at Swift Current, and most of them were
eventually made subservient to the Indian Department.
On October 25 early in the morning, the constable in charge of
the town station at Maple Creek was awakened by a disturbance outside. Looking out, he saw an outburst of flames. From some cause,
which was to remain a mystery, the police building had taken fire
and all contents were destroyed.
The " K " Division patrol from Pendant d'Oreille connected once
a week w i t h that of " A " Division at Willow Creek, and every
Tuesday the " B " Division patrol from Wood Mountain met the " A "
Division patrol from East End at McCarthy's Lake, 35 miles southeast of East End. Superintendent Mclllree drew the attention of
headquarters to the long mileage covered by the latter patrols, and
recommended the erection of a sub-post on the White Mud near
McCarthy's Lake (the approximate site of the previous Stone Pile
detachment), as the distance between East End and Wood Mountain
gave little time to scout the surrounding country. He suggested that
a detachment from Wood Mountain be established somewhere about
the Pinto Horse Buttes, to make it easier for the patrols to meet and
provide time to maintain adequate watch over the area.
The non-commissioned officer in charge of each small detachment
of " A " Division sent a copy of his diary once a week to the outpost
at Battle Creek, and these reports reached " A " Division headquarters
every Sunday evening.
In addition to the regular scouting duties, the detachment at
each outpost, w i t h the exception of Graburn, had erected permanent
buildings during the season. At Willow Creek, there was a good log
house w i t h shingled roof, of 12-man capacity, a substantial stable for
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a like number of horses, and a small shack, suitable for a storeroom.
Similar buildings were at Bull's Head, both posts having been erected
under the supervision of Inspector Moodie. At Graburn the detachment had built a more or less makeshift hut, but recommendations
called for a permanent building at that point. The Battle Creek outpost consisted of several good log buildings including quarters for six
men, a stable for ten horses, a telegraph office, and a small outhouse,
formerly a stable, but now used as a storeroom. A good cottonwoodlog house with mud roof served the Farwell detachment, suitable for
from ten to 12 men, together with a similarly-constructed stable for
12 horses. At East End there was a log dwelling, mud-roofed, with
accommodation for eight men, also a stable for ten horses. The
houses at each of the sub-posts had a lean-to kitchen adjoining the
main room, in some instances large enough to serve as a mess room.
At all points ample hay had been stacked, protected by strong corral
fences.
The effectiveness and efficiency of the patrols were manifested in
the fact that notwithstanding the difficult country of the Cypress
Hills with its countless coulees and forested areas, no horses had been
stolen by Indians in the district under the control of " A " Division,
except for those taken early in the season from a small area surrounding Medicine Hat. Furthermore, most of the animals run off were
recovered.
Early in November the detachments at East End and Farwell
were called in. Graburn was to follow by the end of the month, but
Superintendent Mclllree decided that the Battle Creek outpost should
be kept open throughout the winter; it was on the line of travel
north and south, as well as being an important telegraph station. It
was his intention to keep the Willow Creek and Bull's Head detachments out as long as the weather permitted.
It was obvious that the perpetrators of several murders committed early that spring in the vicinity of Qu'Appslle had taken
refuge in the United States. Descriptions and other information had
been forwarded to the American authorities, and two arrests were
made. Orders came from Regina to send ten picked men from Maple
Creek under Inspector Sanders to the American boundary to take over
the alleged murderers. Inspector Primrose, also with ten men, was
detailed to go to Battle Creek and from there scout the country
southward, keeping in close touch with Inspector Sanders' party.
Upon reaching the line, Sanders found he would have to go on to
Fort Assiniboine and possibly to Benton to get the wanted men. A
week later a telegram reached Maple Creek advising that Sanders
would reach the boundary by November 14 in charge of the men,
whom he had taken over from the local sheriff in Benton. Primrose
was on hand to meet him, and the combined parties proceeded to the
Battle Creek sub-post where a fresh team from Maple Creek awaited
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them. Some days later Sanders and his escort took the prisoners to
Regina by rail.
There were indications that the ever-troublesome liquor traffic
was on the wane, although two men were arrested at Maple Creek
with three large trunks filled with bottles of brandy and whiskey.
They had come from Fort Macleod, where the liquor had been
brought to them from Victoria, British Columbia. One of the men
was fined $200 and costs, the other was acquitted for want of evidence,
and the liquor was destroyed.
Considering the importance of the Maple Creek post and the
very large amount of work which devolved upon it from over a wide
and difficult country, it had been woefully neglected and allowed by
the department to deteriorate to a state quite inadequate to its needs.
Quarters were cramped, there being only one barrack building, originally planned to hold 25 men; there was no recreation room, no
sergeants' quarters, no hospital stable and no wagon shed. The guardroom was a flimsy affair and had only two cells.
Superintendent Mclllree urged the erection of another barrack
room, more officers' quarters and such other accommodation as was
needed. The quartermaster's store was too small, hard to keep tidy,
and difficult to find anything in when wanted. Needed repairs were
being made to the hospital, and several of the other buildings were
being plastered. The buildings at Medicine Hat served their purpose
and were in a fair state of repair. At both points there was dire need
of mere adequate fire protection; the service existing consisted only of
water buckets and a few Babcock extinguishers. At "The Hat", in
case of fire, the nearest water supply was the South Saskatchewan
River. Being en the north side of the river across from the town, the
pest was served by a scow ferry attached to a cable and maintained by
the Force.
The " A " Division saddle horses had come through the season
mainly in good condition, there being enough to provide changes and
rest for those that needed it. On the other hand the team horses
showed the strain of steady work required of them in supplying outposts with rations and oats, and hauling logs long distances for the
construction of the five permanent detachments.
Like Superintendent Steele—the commandant of " D " Division in
the rough country of the Kootenay—Superintendent Mclllree strongly
favoured double-cinch saddles. In fact officers everywhere expressed
the same preference, especially where much riding was done in hilly
country.
Very little drill had been possible at Maple Creek throughout
the year. The winter of 1886-87 had been unusually severe, the snow
abnormally deep; spring had seen the Indians busy at their raiding,
which kept members and horses of the Force continually on the go.
Also, the outlying detachments had to be manned, which called
for an average of about 50 men on outpost duty all the season. Not-
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withstanding, the annual revolver practice was executed by most
members of the division, and some mounted revolver practice took
place.
The general health of the division was excellent, but one death,
that of Staff Sergeant Holme, occurred in June from pneumonia. No
serious accidents had occurred.
Speaking of his command in his annual report, Superintendent
Mclllree said: "They have always shown themselves willing and
ready to carry out all orders entrusted to them, and I trust you will
judge they have done their work efficiently when you take into
consideration the very small amount of horse stealing or other crime
that has taken place in this district during the past year."
On November 20 Mclllree left Maple Creek, where he had
served in command of " A " Division for three and a half years, to
take over the command of " E " Division at Calgary.
Regina District: "B" And "Depot" Divisions

From the small cluster of tents which had first marked white
settlement in the district, Regina had grown rapidly to become the
most important centre of industry and supply between Winnipeg and
Calgary. Besides being the capital of the Territories and rightfully
boasting the presence of the North-West Mounted Police headquarters, the ambitious centre was reaping rich profits from the marvellous soil of the surrounding plains. Combined causes had yielded
to the little nucleus established five years earlier near the Pile of
Bones Creek an uninterrupted growth that was destined to blossom
into the "Queen City of the Wheatlands".
After the Riel rebellion in 1885 settlers had flocked westward in
ever-growing numbers, many from the British Isles, and detraining
from the C.P.R. at Regina, a large proportion had given an impetus
to business ventures of all kinds and the erection of many substantial
buildings.
The personnel at the Mounted Police barracks a short distance
west of the town comprised the Commissioner and his staff, "Depot"
Division and " B " Division. "Depot" supplied clerks to the headquarters office, the quartermaster's store and the supply store, and
being the training division for recruits, furnished drill instructors,
riding master and such. " B " did most of the police work for the
Regina district, and it had become customary to move headquarters
for that division to Wood Mountain in the spring, returning it in the
autumn. Both divisions served various detachments, several of which
had become more or less permanent, such as Regina Town Station,
Moose Jaw, Qu'Appelle, Moosomin, Wood Mountain and others.
January and February of 1887 were bitterly cold, and the police
duties at Regina were largely confined to ordinary routine and
fatigues, with occasional drill and rides under the supervision of the
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acting adjutant. Because buffalo coats or sufficiently warm substitutes were unavailable, considerable discomfort was experienced.
In the middle of March Supt. E. W. Jarvis commanding " B "
Division, made an arduous trip across the plains to inspect the
detachments which had wintered at Wood Mountain and Willow
Bunch, and in April Inspector McGibbon opened the sub-posts of
Carlyle and Alameda near the United States boundary.
On May 13 McGibbon left Regina w i t h the detachment for the
Moose Mountain district in the south-east, and the following morning Inspector Drayner departed for Wood Mountain w i t h other officers and men of " B " Division to be followed later by the officer
commanding, while a sergeant and five constables started, for Langenburg, a new outpost at the end of track on the Manitoba and Northwestern Railway. The weather was bad, w i t h rain and snow making
the trails heavy and conditions difficult for both men and horses.
Superintendent Jarvis remained at Regina temporarily in command
of the post while Commissioner Herchmer was absent in the west.
A short time previously Supt. R. B. Deane, the adjutant commanding
" D e p o t " Division, w h o had gone to Ontario on recruiting service,
was temporarily replaced by Inspr. W. G. Matthews.
On his way southward McGibbon came across several Indian
families w h o had wandered from their reserve at Crooked Lakes
north of Broadview, and a small band was found which proved to be
Sioux from the Oak Lake reserve. The Indian Department also
reported that a few from Piapot's band had appeared near Buffalo
Pound Lake north of Moose Jaw, to which locality a sergeant and
nine constables were directed. In each instance the irrepressible
nomads were turned back to their own lands. On nearly every reserve
the conduct of the Indians had become all that could be desired, those
in the north and east being content to farm, w i t h very fair results.
The system of patrols established the previous year was continued in the spring, but on a more extended scale than ever. " B "
Division being much under strength, riding the trails became increasingly exacting upon man and beast, but was conducted cheerfully
and w i t h good results. In the Moose Mountain and Wood Mountain
areas the routes travelled approximated those of 1886, but the western
patrol out of Wood Mountain which connected w i t h the " A " Division detachment from East End on the White Mud, was extended
about 15 miles farther west. From Langenburg, 100 miles east of
Qu'Appelle, local patrols covered the surrounding country each week,
while Fort Pelly and the Indian reserves in the Assiniboine valley
were visited once a month. Indeed the entire district under the care
of Regina—from Moosomin in the east to Moose J a w in the west,
and from the Touchwood Hills in the north to the outposts of " B "
Division in the south—was regularly patrolled.
Towards the end of May an almost unprecedented outburst of
crime of several days duration stirred headquarters to swift and
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widespread action. Hastily-gathered information purported that
either an unknown number of horse thieves had slipped across the
boundary line from Dakota, fully prepared if occasion so provoked
to add murder to their regular criminal propensities, or that local
half breeds had emulated the proverbial tactics of border desperadoes.
And to add to the sudden call for intensive action, Indians were said
to have resorted to bloodshed north of Qu'Appelle.
On May 31 a telegram from Cpl. Paddy Mathewson of the Wolseley detachment, 60 miles to the east on the C.P.R., disclosed that
one Hector McLeish had been murdered by horse thieves. The same
day brought a message from a local justice of the peace, stating that
a settler named Poole living north of Whitewood 45 miles farther
east on the line, had been tied to a tree and murdered, and that some
days had elapsed before the crime had been discovered. And further
word was received that another man, McLean, had been killed in the
vicinity of Whitewood. Inspr. Monty Baker was immediately sent
to investigate all three cases.
The following day Sgt. J. C. Richards with 11 constables and
14 horses left by special train for Grenfell, between Wolseley and
Broadview, to scour thoroughly the surrounding country.
On June 2 Baker returned with a man arrested on suspicion in
connection with the McLeish murder. Meantime the body of Peter
Smith, keeper of a stopping-place on the Salt Plain near Touchwood
Hills, had been found in some bushes several days after death, and
two Indian prisoners charged with the crime were brought in by
Sergeant Macpherson, while Constable Johnson turned up with a
halfbreed charged with being implicated in the McLeish murder.
It looked as if McLeish, McLean and Poole had been murdered
by the same men, and attention was concentrated upon the district
involved. The country was thoroughly combed, the search extending
to the Crooked Lakes reserve north of Broadview, the country along
the Qu'Appelle and Upper Assiniboine Rivers and southward to the
boundary. Superintendent Jarvis, Inspectors Norman and Baker,
Staff Sergeant Mahony, Sergeants Rohrig, Blight and Farmer and a
large number of constables participated, while Sergeant Macpherson
and Constable Henderson were directed to bring in witnesses for the
Peter Smith murder case, and Constable Tennant of the Qu'Appelle
detachment arrived with another halfbreed suspected of being implicated in the McLeish murder.
The man suspected by Inspector Baker of being an accessory to
the murder of McLeish appeared before the Commissioner and was
discharged on his own recognizance of $200 to appear when called
upon; the Indians arrested in connection with the murder of Peter
Smith were interrogated by Inspector Norman and remanded for one
week.
During the exhaustive search information was gleaned that indicated the murderers had struck southward by way of Moose Moun-
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tain. Inspector McGibbon's detachment in that locality, as well as
patrols from Wood Mountain under Inspector Drayner, scoured the
country in every direction to as far east as Deloraine and Turtle
Mountain in Manitoba, but without success. It seemed likely that
the murderers were local halfbreeds with an intimate knowledge of
the country, and it was surmised that they had sought safety in the
United States. Descriptions of several halfbreeds suspiciously absent
from the country were sent to the United States authorities.
The two Cree Indians believed to have knowledge of the murder
of Peter Smith were released, owing to insufficient evidence. No
clues had been found that would lead to the arrest of Poole's murderer.
In reporting the murders and the subsequent investigations Commissioner Herchmer said: "Considerable discredit was endeavoured
to be attached to the police for the failure to arrest in these cases, but
the enormous tract of country, the sparse settlement, the time that
elapsed before the victims were found and the facility with which
the murderers could travel for several days without being seen by a
human being are sufficient reasons for our bad luck."
Superintendent Jarvis left Regina on June 19 to visit his widelyscattered command of " B " Division. From Wood Mountain he proceeded to Willow Bunch, Wood End, Boscurvis (a small detachment
close to the international boundary, south of Alameda) and Carlyle.
Then travelling northward, he touched at Moosomin, went on to
Langenburg and returned via Fort Qu'Appelle to Regina, having
ridden 750 miles. The various detachments were found to be in good
order, and there were no complaints from the numerous settlers interviewed.
A storage camp had been established 60 miles south of Regina on
the trail to Wood Mountain to aid in the transporting of oats and
supplies for " B " Division. Taken by hired freighters to that point
the loads were transferred to police wagons for the trip to Wood
Mountain, an additional 75 miles. Jarvis now recommended that the
entire haul be made by freighters from Regina in order to reserve the
police teams solely for patrol work.
On July 19 Superintendent Jarvis took over the command of
" D e p o t " Division and headquarters district of Regina.
Sergeant Macpherson had continued to investigate the recent
murders and late in July reported that he had reason to believe the
murderers of McLeish were travelling southward from the neighbourhood of Fort Ellice on the Assiniboine River east of Fort
Qu'Appelle. He was ordered to try to follow the trail, and to taketwo constables w i t h him. His next report was from Brandon, Manitoba, where he was informed by halfbreeds that three of their kin
named Gaddy, Racette and LeRoy, had been seen about ten days
earlier near Fort Ellice, going south. Working on vague clues, Macpherson and his men pressed on, and eventually learned that two
halfbreeds answering the description of Gaddy and Racette had

N.W.M.P. detachment leaving Regina under Inspector Scarth, for Wood Mountain
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visited a halfbreed camp after dark on the 21st. Macpherson trailed
the two to the village of Oak Lake and from there to St. John's,
North Dakota. Upon visiting the Customs House, he was told by an
American, employed there as an interpreter, that he, the interpreter,
knew the whereabouts of the murderers, but would not tell. The
U.S. marshal, his deputy and the interpreter, after much persuasion,
agreed to join in the hunt that night, but on second thought withdrew.
Macpherson then learned that the men he wanted had camped in a
certain spot on the night of August 3, but had left in disguise, dressed
in Indian clothing. They were seen by an informant ten miles south
of Buffalo Lake, Dakota, and were said to be then on their way back
to Canada.
The U.S. marshal offered to go to Fort Totten to procure the
assistance of some U.S. infantry, but Macpherson laughed at the
prospect of chasing mounted men w i t h infantry, and having lost the
trail, returned and reached Regina on August 7'.
Five days later a telegram to Superintendent Neale at Fort
Macleod brought the information that Gaddy and Racette had been
arrested at Fort McGinnis by the local sheriff.
D. L. Scott, Q.C., Crown Prosecutor for the Regina judicial
district, went to Benton, accompanied by Corporal Mathewson and a
settler from Wolseley, to identify the prisoners and take steps to procure their extradition. In due course, the accused were turned over to
Inspr. G. E. Sanders and an escort from Maple Creek, and conveyed to
Regina to await trial, which was fixed for the following January 3 at
Wolseley.
In this respect—searching for wanted people—the variable nature
of police duties and the versatility for which the Force had become
famous were exemplified one day in August. A two-and-a-half-yearold child had disappeared mysteriously from home in the village of
Pense. Within a few hours the police had recovered the youngster,
w h o was found in some thick brushland.
Settlement on the plains in the Regina district reduced the annual
prairie fire menace, but whenever flames were detected or reported,
prompt measures were taken to extinguish and prevent them spreading. Generally speaking, crops had been good, the hay harvest
especially so. Mixed farming was being practised on a wide scale,
while great strides had been made in ranching. Hitherto it had been
considered that only a part of the country contiguous to the foothills
in the west was suitable for wintering cattle, but large herds were
now seen as far east as Wood Mountain. Fuel was in most cases
wood, it being low in cost, but coal, most of which came from
Lethbridge, had the preference along the line of the Canadian Pacific
Railway and in portions of the southern country. At Regina a
limited quantity of hard coal was received by freight from Pennsylvania, as well as anthracite from Banff.
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The usual escorts were furnished t o the Indian Department for
attendance at the Indian treaty payments, a large part of the money
for the purpose being carried to the various points by men of the
Force. Straying Indians required attention from time to time, especially those who attempted to cross the boundary line into the United
States. When rounded up by the U.S. authorities, Canadian Indians
were taken over by the police and conducted to their reserves. On
one occasion, on instructions from the Indian Department, a party
of police was sent to the boundary for that purpose, only to find that
some U.S. military had escorted a band of Indians to the vicinity of
the line and there turned them loose to do as they wished. On another
occasion Superintendent Jarvis went to the boundary w i t h 20 noncommissioned officers and men, to receive a band of 50 Cree Indians
from the American authorities. They waited a week, but no Indians
appeared.
The enforcement of the North-West liquor law continued to be
difficult. Public co-operation was almost entirely lacking, and many
methods of illegal importation were tried. It was common knowledge
that otherwise respectable and honest people were not averse to
obstructing the efforts of the police where the liquor laws were concerned. One well-known habit was to retain sufficient liquor protected
by permit as an alibi, but Commissioner Herchmer in reporting upon
the subject, facetiously remarked: " I t is really curious the extraordinary length of time some holders of permits can keep their liquor.
He went on to say that in his opinion the permit system should be
done away w i t h if the law was to be enforced, and that the law itself
should be cleared of the technicalities which enabled so many purchasers and vendors of illegal liquor to escape punishment. He drew
attention to the fact that nearly all the criticism cast upon the Force
in this connection could be directly traced to public sentiment, which
was generally opposed to the enforcement of the law. It had been
stated that great facilities for drunkenness existed, but he pointed
out that there had been no crime of any consequence attributable to
whiskey during the year, and that towns and villages throughout
the country were as quiet and orderly and as free from outrages as
any in the world.
The patrol system, not only in the Regina district but elsewhere,
had rendered horse stealing a precarious occupation. In the words of
the Commissioner, numerous horses had been reported stolen, but
" h a d nearly always been found or accounted for, many having only
strayed off a few miles". When no trace of them could be found, it
had always been on account of the delay in notifying the police. Frequently, descriptions of horses stolen on the other side of the line
had been received, and the few animals that turned up in Canada had
been seized and returned to their owners. In fact, the speedy justice
invariably meted out to parties bringing stolen horses into Canada
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had made the Territories so dangerous for this kind of criminal it
had been found safer to get rid of stolen horses in the United States.
A good many deserters from the American Army had entered
Canada with horses and arms, which were taken from them and
returned to the United States. But the authorities there declined to
prosecute, usually announcing that they were well rid of such men.
Much good had resulted from the employment of Indian scouts.
Besides greatly assisting the police in patrol duty, they strengthened
the understanding between their own people and the Force. On
several occasions they arrested members of their own tribes.
The railway service had assumed such proportions that the Commissioner contemplated forming a division of railway police whose
special duty would be to perform service along the lines of railway.
The outlying patrols were kept up until " B " Division reassembled at Regina on November 20. It was decided that a small number
of non-commissioned officers, men and horses would remain on outpost duty for the winter at Wood Mountain, Willow Bunch, Carlyle,
Alameda, Boscurvis, Coal Mine (Souris), Langenburg and on the
C.P.R. at Qu'Appelle Station and Broadview. With log or sod buildings and stables at the various outposts, sufficient if crude shelter was
afforded. A new building 50' by 18' had been erected at Wood
Mountain, the summer headquarters of " B " Division, also a snug
log stable 50' by 16'. These buildings were located about 300 yards
south-east of the old post, which had been situated close to low,
marshy ground, the source of a recent outbreak of typho-malarial
fever—fortunately with no fatal results. A hut and small stable were
badly needed at Willow Bunch. There were two sod houses and a
stable at Wood End. Superintendent Jarvis recommended that a
iolice post with stable be built at Langenburg or Churchbridge, the
atter place having been reached by the newly-constructed Manitoba
and North-Western Railway. The Commissioner suggested that the
barracks at Medicine Hat be pulled down and re-erected on the south
side of the Saskatchewan River
A serious loss befell the Regina barracks on November 26 when
the riding school burned down. Investigation showed that dry woodwork had caught fire from a stove in the saddle room. With winter
not far away, the loss of the building was very serious, as equitation
indoors during the colder months was indispensable to the efficiency
of the Force. During the year new barracks adequate to all requirements had been completed, but it was imperative that the riding
school be rebuilt at an early date.
Superintendent Deane's visit to Ontario earlier in the year had
resulted in the enlistment of a gratifying number of recruits. Few
suitable applicants were found in Ottawa, so an office was opened
in Toronto, and posters were put up in the city and surroundings.
The superintendent also visited Montreal and London for the same
purpose. A number of applicants, otherwise eligible, were rejected
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when they failed to come up to the standard laid down—5 feet 8
inches in height and a minimum age of 22 years. In all, there were
183 applications, from which 63 intelligent and able-bodied men
were engaged and sent to headquarters. Several of them however
failed to report. The conditions of service in the Force were fully
explained to all, its advantages and disadvantages pointed out, discharge by purchase being rarely permitted. During the year 157
recruits were taken on the strength of "Depot" Division, and 13 men
re-engaged for a further term of service. Forty-five non-commissioned
officers and men took their discharge during the same period, and a
few severed their service by purchase, ill-health, dismissal and
desertion.
During the year only Western horses had been purchased. A number of Mounted Police horses had died from causes incidental to
patrolling in badly-watered areas, and from excessive journeys and
exposure, despite the fact that they had received excellent care by
officers and men. All the divisions were now well supplied with
young, sound, powerful and useful animals.
All saddlery and harness were in good order. " B " Division of
course had sustained a heavy loss in this regard when the riding
school burned. New bandoliers and carbine buckets had been furnished, and the Commissioner suggested supplying 50 of each to
each division.
The Force was now armed throughout with the Enfield revolver,
which was giving satisfaction. On the other hand the Winchester
carbine was not entirely dependable as it showed a marked tendency
to break off at the stock, and the trajectory was considered too high.
The kits of the men were generally complete, and all articles of
clothing were giving satisfaction, except the greatcoat which was
neither durable nor warm enough. The disappearance of the buffalo
and the impossibility of finding a suitable substitute for the buffalo
coat used in earlier years had brought hardship. In place of the grey
cloak, Superintendent Jarvis suggested an oil coat or "slicker". He
also recommended, as heretofore, a prairie uniform and a more serviceable headdress.
There was a pressing need for jail accommodation. With the
revision of the judicial districts, Superintendent Deane saw the importance of providing safe custody of prisoners other than by shackling
and transferring them from outlying points to Regina. For example
he pointed out that Moosomin in Eastern Assiniboia was 150 miles
from Regina, which lay in a different judicial district. He recommended the establishment of a small lockup at Qu'Appelle, also one
at Moosomin where the detachment occupied a rented building and
boarded at a small hotel.
Regina barracks now boasted a fairly complete band under Bandmaster Sgt. J. T. Farmer. Earlier in the year Inspector Matthews,
who had served in the 4th Hussars, organized and trained a musical
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ride, including non-commissioned officers and constables. Perversely
enough an Eastern paper, Grip, which was bitterly opposed to the
government of the day, heaped criticism upon the innovation and
termed it " L a d y Dewdney's O w n " , saying that "instead of being
used for the purpose for which it was instituted, the protection of
life and property in the Territories, the chief function of the Force
seemed to be to dance attendance on the ladies of the vice-regal court
at Regina, while murder and robbery were going on in the vicinity".
By the end of 1887 several thousand dollars worth of buffalo
bones had been shipped from Regina for use in the Eastern refineries
and fertilizer plants.
Jean Louis Legare, the famous Wood Mountain trader w h o had
assisted so greatly in the exodus of Sitting Bull and his Sioux remnant six years earlier from Canada, had sued the American Government for $13,412, for money expended, supplies furnished and services
rendered on that occasion, and obtained judgment for the amount of
$8,000. He had long since received $2,000 from the Government of
Canada in appreciation of the good work he had done.
Prince Albert District: " F " Division

In the area surrounding the confluence of the North and South
Saskatchewan Rivers, marked by the growing centre of Prince Albert
and supervised by " F " Division under Supt. A. Bowen Perry, a
noticeable change had come about since the disruptions of a year and a
half earlier. The Cree Indians of the district had settled down to a
quiet existence on their reserves, and the halfbreeds, among whom an
occasional rumour of unrest found a beginning, had slowly but
steadily reverted to the prosaic occupations of freighting supplies and
tilling their patchy farms, such as had been their lot before the outbreak of 1885- There was almost an entire absence of serious crime,
and little occurred from month to month to disturb the general
peacefulness of the countryside.
Commenting upon the native elements which came directly and
constantly under his notice, Superintendent Perry recorded: "There is a
large number of Indian reserves in this district. With the exception
of the Sioux at Saskatoon, all are Crees w h o have been settled on their
reserves for many years, and consequently have become accustomed to
their present life. They are peaceable and contented, working willingly and rapidly becoming self-supporting . . . . Horse stealing is
unknown, and there is not an instance of settlers being molested by
them. They are not given to travelling about as much as in former
years . . . . To understand the present position of the French half breed
it must be remembered t h a t they occupy a peculiar position, being
isolated from the mass of the inhabitants of the district by their
religion, language and descent. On the paternal side they claim the
French Canadian, on the maternal the North-West Indians; thus they
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are endowed with the strong national and religious feelings of the
former, and inherit all the suspicions and reserve of the latter. The
settlers are English-speaking, of a different religion, and the greater
number are unacquainted with the French tongue—an almost impassible barrier thus exists between them. Is it to be wondered at that
the French halfbreed is restless and unsettled, that he looks with
regret and longing on his old life which was one of freedom, plenty
and ease, untrammeled by laws and remote from settlements? Many
of them removed from Manitoba here after the troubles of 1870 in
order to shake themselves free of the new order of things. They find
soon a recurrence of the same state of affairs; the district is settling
up, and I believe many of them today, if possible, would withdraw
again from the advancing settlement. It must be remembered that
within the last few years the halfbreeds have been compelled to
change their modes of obtaining a livelihood. Not long ago buffalo
hunting and trading with the Indians afforded them a sure and easy
method of living in luxury. As the- buffalo disappeared they naturally
turned to freighting. Supplies for the northern country as far west as
Edmonton came in, to a large extent, overland from Winnipeg hundreds of miles distant. Freight was plentiful and prices high. The
loss of the buffalo was not at the time severely felt. Freighting was
second nature to them, and they did it wonderfully well. But with
the advent of the railway into the Territories the whole condition of
things was changed. Freight which was hauled from Winnipeg in
1880 came from Brandon in 1881, and from Qu'Appelle only 250 miles
away, in 1882. In 1883 freight to and from Battleford and Edmonton
ceased to pass over this route at all. With the railway came settlement along the line. Active competition for freight soon cropped up.
The halfbreeds then saw their means of living narrowing. All recognized that within a few years a branch railway into the district would
cut it off entirely. As yet they had not seriously contemplated farming
as a sole support. All had their small fields under cultivation, but
only to furnish themselves with potatoes and a little coarse grain . . . .
The French halfbreeds are intelligent, law-abiding and energetic in
work to which they have been accustomed. Farming they do not
readily take to, and it will take some time before they can possibly
become successful and experienced farmers. In the meantime they
must compete with the competent and experienced white settlers, so
that their present position is not an enviable one."
Some of the new barracks being built at Prince Albert were commenced in February by the Department of Public Works. Situated on
high ground about a mile south-west of the town, with excellent
drainage and a plentiful supply of water, they gave promise of being
the best planned and most satisfactory of any in the Force.
Though winter duties in the district were not as demandin : as
in former years, the limited amount of patrolling carried on was not
without dangers and difficulties. Over roads that were deep with
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snow, patrols worked in all kinds of weather inspecting the various
Indian reserves, took supplies to the few permanent detachments,
visited the half breed settlements and protected the mail routes.
A small detachment at Touchwood on the Qu'Appelle trail
patrolled as far north as the Salt Plains. The Batoche detachment
furnished patrols throughout the neighbouring French halfbreed
settlements and southward. That at Saskatoon watched over the
Sioux reserve 20 miles to the south-west, and periodically visited
Clarke's Crossing and the surrounding country. Other patrols worked
eastward from Prince Albert to the Carrot River and Fort a la Corne,
to the Snake Plains in the north and Carlton in the west, taking in
all reserves and inhabited districts. Besides, special duties necessitated
a large amount of travelling, sometimes calling for trips to Regina,
Battleford and Saskatoon, averaging from 200 to 550 miles. The trail
to Saskatoon was a severe one in winter, and on one occasion two
constables were forced to spend all night in weather 50° below zero,
without food, shelter or firewood. On most of the other trails a
stopping-place was available at night.
Each spring brought rumours from the north country, and Superintendent Perry pointed out to headquarters the importance of maintaining a strong force in the district. Its presence tranquillized the
area, counteracted false rumours and exerted a healthy influence in
development. New settlers were inclined to avoid a district where
there was not sufficient force to suppress any gathering of natives who
might breed disquiet. It was essential that the Mounted Police
should have the confidence of the public as an offensive and defensive
force, if its full benefit was to be felt.
Early in May just such a rumour as referred to by Superintendent
Perry came from Montana, where a considerable number of refugee
halfbreeds had sought to escape possible retribution following the
rebellion of 1885- A communication had allegedly reached the Saskatchewan halfbreeds disclosing that an invasion was about to be
launched by American Indians, and that in order to protect their
families the halfbreeds of Batoche and other settlements should retire
to places of safety. Immediately a number of prominent halfbreeds
requested that a stronger detachment of police be stationed at Batoche,
but were promptly advised that any such invasion could not extend so
far from the international boundary.
In summing up the motives behind such a harebrained story, the
superintendent stated: " I t is quite possible that the report circulated
was the result of an authentic communication, the object of which is
most apparent. The leaders of the refugees do not wish to allow
themselves to be forgotten. They therefore write letters full of hints,
dark meanings and intentions purposely masked, which are calculated
to excite the recipients . . . . An excitement is created which is undesirable and is added to by the great prominence given to such reports
in the Eastern press."
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And of the newspaper stories, the superintendent went on to say:
"The undue prominence which the affairs of the half breeds have been
given in the Eastern press and by politicians has caused many to view
themselves as of considerable importance. Their doings and sayings
often come back to them through the press in a magnified form, to
which they attach an enlarged and fictitious value . . . . The vexed
halfbreed question will solve itself before long. The moment the
railway reaches this fertile district, a rapid settlement will ensue,
and the question thus be settled."
As spring approached, " F " Division went under canvas on the
outskirts of the town, while the new barracks at Prince Albert were
being completed. The horses were sent out on herd during the day
and brought to camp at night. Cold, wet weather set in and lasted
most of the summer, showers occurring almost daily. A lung disease
broke out among the horses, while the settlers suffered heavy stock
losses from the same cause. By August the stables were ready to
accommodate most of the police horses, and the new barracks were
occupied on the 26th of the month.
There were now in use a barracks building, 159' by 28', with a
wing 87' by 28'; two officers' quarters, 35' by 24'; a guardroom,
48' by 24'; a quartermaster's store, 60' by 30'; two stables, 75' by 30';
kitchens, general store, blacksmith shop and latrines. Buildings to
be erected were sergeants' mess, 50' by 26 ; a hospital stable, 50' by 28';
an artisan's workshop and a kitchen. The barracks had been planned
to accommodate 3 officers, 85 non-commissioned officers and men
and 64 horses.
The Prince Albert area benefitted by a splendid crop. Little damage had occurred from early frosts, and the people generally were
making headway. Prospects for the future were bright. Only one band
of Crees, those under One Arrow, on their reserve east of Batoche had
failed to make advancement in industry and general conditions, but
even there a marked improvement could be seen in the redmen's
acceptance of agricultural life. Chief Beardy's Indians at Duck Lake
had worked well since the rebellion, and this year harvested a large
crop, their wheat drawing first prize at the annual exhibition held
by the local agricultural society. The Sioux under White Cap near
Saskatoon had been furnished with a farm instructor during the
year, and were making a very creditable attempt to till the land.
Unfortunately a large crop on the reserve, when about to mature,
was destroyed by grasshoppers. Though they were actually foreign
Indians, rations were being issued regularly to them by the Indian
Department.
All told, the behaviour of the Indians had been remarkably
good. Only one, a Sioux, came under the custody of the police during
the entire year.
The halfbreeds had been all but ruined by the rebellion, but were
making progress. In 1885, owing to the insurrection, they had har-
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vested practically no crops and had done little freighting. In 1886
the crop had been a failure, causing general despondency and unrest.
But the result of the favourable season of 1887 could be seen in the
number of new houses erected, the tilling of new ground, the repairing
of fences and so on.
The liquor traffic continued to be the chief bugbear of law
enforcement.
Commencing in the spring, " F " Division underwent a regular
course of training. The Mounted Infantry Regulations were closely
adhered to; a gun detachment was instructed and given competent
knowledge of its work; target practice with the Winchester carbine
showed a decided improvement over the previous year. In the
mounted drill, advancing and retiring and firing dismounted were
indulged in, as well as revolver practice both on foot and mounted,
at the walk and gallop. However the training of the division was
always difficult. For the continual changes in personnel that were
necessary were not conducive to the maximum degree of perfection
in drill.
Battleford District: "C" Division

The winter of 1886-87 was a quiet and uneventful one in the
Battleford district, watched over by " C " Division.
Supt. John Cotton's attention was devoted principally to the
patrolling of the country and the improvement of the Battleford
barracks. An outstanding achievement however was the almost
total supression of the illegal liquor traffic. In reporting to Regina,
the superintendent stated: "I know of no other district in the Territories which, in this respect, can make a more favourable showing."
Every month, sometimes under most trying and severe weather
conditions, patrols visited the surrounding Indian reserves, making
careful enquiries as to the general state of the Indians, the nature of
their employment, and manifesting to them that they were under the
continual watchfulness of the Force. Every possible assistance was
;iven to the Indian Department in this respect, including the establishment of an outpost at Onion Lake 12 miles north-west of Fort
Pitt, and another at the settlement of Bresaylor between the Saskatchewan and Battle Rivers, about 24 miles west of Battleford.
In addition to general repairs, plans were made to erect a new
guardroom and hospital at the Battleford barracks, under the supervision of the Department of Public Works.
Early in the year the north country was stirred by an election
for a member to the Federal Parliament in Ottawa. The Hon. David
Laird, ex-lieutenant-governor of the North-West Territories, was
nominated by the Liberals, and D. H. Macdowall, lumberman of
Prince Albert, by the Conservatives, the latter being elected on
March 15.
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With the transfer of " K " Division to Lethbridge in May, the
Battleford command was reduced by approximately one half. This
caused the compulsory abandonment of the Bresaylor outpost, though
it was visited weekly by a patrol, while a small detachment was
stationed on the trail to Swift Current at the Sixty-Mile Bush,
principally to protect the mail carriers.
There was no direct mail communication between Battleford and
Prince Albert, a distance by the shortest route of 135 miles. A letter
from Battleford to Prince Albert had to travel 200 miles to Swift
Current thence by the C.P.R. to Qu'Appelle Station, a distance of
186 miles, and then overland to Prince Albert, an additional 260 miles.
Battleford received mail once a week from Swift Current, and fortnightly from Fort Pitt w i t h which point there was now telegraph
communication.
In September the Minister of the Interior, the Hon. Thomas
White, visited Battleford and was furnished transport and escort by
the division.
During the year the division was put through a thorough course
of drill, mounted and dismounted, and a high state of efficiency was
attained. Musketry came in for no small attention, as well as practice for the field-gun detachment.
The Battleford post now had two 7-pounder and two 9-pounder
guns. These had seen service in the late rebellion, the latter having
been turned over by the military to the Force after the close of the
campaign.
In the matter of clothing Superintendent Cotton reported: "The
best issue of cloaks (grey) cannot be compared w i t h the blue ones of
the same pattern previously supplied. A cloak which is not thoroughly waterproof, and which affords little warmth to the wearer,
cannot be regarded as serviceable for prairie use. For years I have
been in favour of discarding helmets and forage caps. To my mind
both furnish wretched headdress. I think the forage cap may be
replaced by large soft felt hats. Such a hat is in general use by the
United States troops serving in the West . . . . It appears to me the
day has arrived when anything in the shape of a red coat for prairie
work should be discarded. I am in sympathy w i t h the recommendations made last year by Superintendent Jarvis, and I hope a prairie
suit may yet be issued to u s . "
With improved sanitary arrangements, proper ventilation of all
buildings, general improvement in the comfort and cleanliness of
the barracks, the health of the Battleford command in 1887 showed
marked improvement over that of the previous year. Between the
middle of June and the first week of August the division camped about
a mile from barracks.
The superintendent reported that he could not speak too highly
of the conduct of the non-commissioned officers and men. There had
been a total absence of any serious crime, and never in his experience
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had he seen so few entries in the defaulters book. In commendation
of good services he brought to the notice of the Commissioner the
name of Inspr. Cortlandt Starnes, w h o in addition to the duties
devolving upon him as an inspector, had performed those of postadjutant and quartermaster.
An interesting paragraph appeared in the Saskatchewan Herald,
the Battleford newspaper, on December 3: "An Indian just in from
Manitou or Devil's Lake (60 miles west of Battleford) reports having
seen four buffalo and tracked 14 others in that neighbourhood."
Fort Saskatchewan-Edmonton District: " G " Division

For a distance of approximately 500 miles from the foothills of
the Rockies the country eastward along the North Saskatchewan
River could now be said to have come definitely under the influence
and control of established law and order; and the general conditions
in the district under the command of Supt. A. H. Griesbach, from
midway to Battleford i'n the east to well beyond Edmonton in the
west, practically duplicated those under Supt. John Cotton of " C "
Division.
The entire country of the plains was now definitely subservient
to constituted control administered from the federal capital of
Ottawa. From the great valley of the North Saskatchewan to the
international boundary, and from the now well-settled prairies of
Manitoba to and beyond the summits of the Rocky Mountains, a
vast area, replete w i t h enormous potentialities, comprising close to
400,000 square miles, had been reclaimed from savagery in an amazingly short space of time.
But in terms of area and geography the service to Canada of her
mounted constabulary, which had already earned world renown, had
no more than begun. Northward from the Saskatchewan stretched
an immense wilderness, a country little known to all save the fur
trader and his minions, a new terra incognita that spread through
illimitable forests to the dreary tundras and coastlines of the Arctic.
And now the time was near to direct attention from Fort
Saskatchewan at least, to the " N o r t h Country", in preparation for
the initial extension of the strong arm of the law into the unknown.
The Indians located on their reserves north and south of the
Saskatchewan had w i t h few exceptions settled down to contented
living conditions and were attending to their agricultural labours
w i t h more industry than in previous years. There was a satisfying
tendency to respect and co-operate w i t h the agents and instructors of
the Indian Department; some had even decided to accept land scrip
and sever connection w i t h the Indian treaties, resulting in one instance of a reserve near Edmonton being broken up. Those on Lac la
Biche about 100 miles north of Fort Saskatchewan, were refused
treaty money on account of their conduct during the rebellion of 1885.
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and strict steps were taken by Superintendent Griesbach to prevent
any of the natives leaving their reserves to visit the white settlements
for ulterior purposes.
So orderly had the district become that there was less need for
systematic patrolling. Detachments from which the surrounding
country was regularly visited were stationed at the Peace Hills
(Wetaskiwin) and at Red Deer, at the Red Deer River crossing and
on the Edmonton-Calgary trail. It was significant that several of the
Indian agents deemed police escorts no longer necessary at treatypayment time, but the mail from the south was regularly escorted by
a detachment detailed for the purpose.
In August word came out of the north that a murder had been
committed near Lesser Slave Lake about 150 miles north-west of
Fort Saskatchewan. Superintendent Griesbach sent Sergeant Davidson
with another non-commissioned officer and a constable to make an
arrest if possible. Two men were apprehended, tried by Judge
Wetmore, and sentenced to six years in the Manitoba Penitentiary.
Reporting the case, Superintendent Griesbach stated: "The noncommissioned officer in charge of the party showed excellent judgment
in carrying out his instructions. The experience gained in an entirely
new sphere of action (the main part of the trip being performed in
boats) will no doubt be valuable to the Force."
The buildings at Fort Saskatchewan were greatly improved during the year; a recreation and mess room, 50' by 25', was erected, the
sergeants' quarters were enlarged, a guardroom provided, as well as
a troop kitchen, saddler's shop, harness room, store, carpenter shop
and hospital stable. The square was levelled, and all buildings were
mudded and whitewashed. Nevertheless it was becoming apparent
that Fort Saskatchewan was off the beaten trails and that new headquarters for the division should be erected at Edmonton, which was
becoming an important and thriving centre. The Commissioner was
now on the lookout for a suitable site.
Distribution O f The Force

The distribution and strength of the Force at this time, inclusive
of officers, non-commissioned officers and men, were as follows:
"Depot" Division, Regina
Detachments at Town Station, Moosomin, Fort Qu'Appclle, Moose Jaw,
Wolselcy, Whitewood, Broadview and on special duty and leave
" A " Division, Maple Creek, with detachments at Medicine Hat, Swift Current
and on special duty and leave
" B " Division, Regina, with detachments at Wood Mountain, Willow Bunch,
Moose Mountain, Qu'Appclle Station (Troy), Langenburg and on
special duty
" C " Division, Battlcford, with detachment at Onion Lake

171
33
105
71
88
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" D " Division, Fort Steele (Kootenay)
" E " Division, Calgary, w i t h detachments at Banff, Glcichen, High River
and Scarlett's
" F " Division, Prince Albert, w i t h detachments at Batoche, Saskatoon and
Touchwood
" G " Division, Fort Saskatchewan and Edmonton, w i t h detachments at Red
Deer and Peace Hills
" H " Division, Fort Macleod, w i t h detachments at Pincher Creek, Standoff,
Kootenai (Big Bend), St. Mary's and Peigan Reserve
" K " Division, Lethbridge
TOTAL

381
76
103
81
91
96
81
996

CHAPTER VIII

1888
CONTROL OF DIVERGENT AREAS
Efficiency The Watchword
I H E FORCE had attained a high state of efficiency. Recruits
trained at Regina and received an extensive course of equitation; lectures were given covering every phase of duty, and
in due course the new enlistments were distributed for service
in the various divisions. Further rounding-out ensued on
parade ground and patrol.
Referring to the general competence achieved, Supt. Sam Steele
wrote: "We were soon far in advance of the time in everything that
goes to make good scouts, soldiers and police. A careful watch was
kept that we should excel in horsemanship, which had to be of the
very best. No fault was overlooked; the riding school was before every
careless rider. Firing from the saddle w i t h revolver and carbine was
part of the instruction. The divisions of the Force were in a position
to take the field complete w i t h transport in less than half an hour at
any time of the day or night, and the smaller parties, so often required
in an emergency, were obliged to be in the saddle, ready for the prairie,
in 15 minutes from the time they were roused from their slumbers . . . .
The patrols were obligatory night and day, no matter h o w severe the
weather might be, rain or shine, frost or snow."
Imbued w i t h a well-established tradition and inspired by a military atmosphere, officers and men applied themselves assiduously to
their allotted tasks, whether ferreting out liquor smugglers, tracing
horse thieves or cattle killers, quelling disruptions in the white settlements, checking conditions on the Indian reserves, carrying out the
weekly patrol or attending barracks duties. At times there might be a
depressing monotony in the routine, especially during winter months,
but there was that about the life which attracted, which threw a man
upon his own resources to a marked degree, imposing a responsibility
conducive to his best endeavours. Daring and coolness were required
in the vindication of the law, a vindication which was ordinarily
accomplished quietly without so much as a suggestion of using carbine
or revolver. Patrol work from the small detachments was exacting,
and there was loneliness too. But the latter wore off w i t h experience,
and no matter w h a t pattern the day's work might take—in saddle or
383
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on watch—there was the rewarding element of attained confidence
as the tired guardian of the grasslands turned to his rest in the quietness of the prairie night.
A Changed Indian Economy

Throughout the sphere of aboriginal life extending from the Crees
and Saulteaux of Manitoba to the Kootenays of eastern British Columbia, the white man was now accepted as the dominant factor in the
Indian economy. And between the North Saskatchewan and the international boundary, the Mounted Policeman was looked to as the foremost custodian of the peace, notwithstanding the many conscientious
and tolerant Indian agents attached to the reserves. To such an extent
had this been brought about since Commissioner French conducted his
pioneer force across the plains, that the Western scene had undergone
an almost unbelievable change. Newcomers to the West saw comparatively little of the "noble redman," w h o was now confined to
crude replicas of civilized abodes upon his allotted lands.
Sioux And Crees At Peace

A few of the once-powerful Sioux from the American side lingered
undisturbed in the neighbourhood of Moose J a w whence, as if loath
to forget the past, they trekked southward each summer to their once
great camping-ground at Pinto Horse Buttes and paid visits to Wood
Mountain, the scene of their nation's last gathering before Sitting
Bull and other chieftains bowed to the wishes of official Washington
and returned to their own land. It had become characteristic of those
in this residue of the once most dreaded warriors of the American
plains that they gave absolutely no trouble, were well behaved, industrious and on many occasions resentful of requests brought to them by
runners from their own people in Montana to join in possible hostilities against the U.S. Army. Other Sioux occupied small reserves to
the north and east, all law-abiding and ready at all times to labour
for the white man.
Supt. A. Bo wen Perry commanding at Prince Albert had nothing
but good to report of the Cree Indians in his district. They were
generally remarkable for the advance they had made towards civilization. Many had abandoned their superstitious practices, and outwardly at least, were adhering to the Christian religion. Episcopalian,
Presbyterian and Roman Catholic missionaries w h o laboured on the
different reserves professed themselves satisfied w i t h the spiritual condition of the Indians under their charge. There were good schools on
the principal reserves, and the Indian children were showing an aptitude for education. The payment of treaty money which had been
denied those w h o had participated in the rebellion of 1885 was soon
to be resumed and full treaty rights accorded. Superintendent Perry
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upon visiting a large number of the reserves, found the Indians satisfied
and contented w i t h the treatment accorded them by the Indian Department. Outstanding examples were the reserves of Mistowasis
(Big Child) and Ahtukukoop (Star Blanket), both of which were
being utilized in the production of grain and cattle. The Sioux of
White Cap's reserve near Saskatoon now possessed a school, and all the
Indians were showing improvement in the adoption of civilized pursuits. Near Prince Albert about 170 Sioux w h o participated in no
treaty were now making a livelihood without government assistance.
Most of them had come from Minnesota following the massacre of
1862, having lived precariously for a time in the neighbourhood of
Fort Ellice and Fort Qu'Appelle, and at Oak Lake south-west of
Brandon, Manitoba. Not a single crime had been committed among
them, and the Superintendent gave assurance that immigrants need
entertain " n o apprehension whatever in being placed in close contact
w i t h them, and could feel confident of the safety of their families and
the security of their property".
The Battleford Area

On the many reserves in the Battleford area however, there was
some evidence of unrest, especially among the younger Indians.
Rumours were circulated that Blackfoot runners had appeared and
were using every endeavour to cause trouble among the Crees. But
after thorough investigation, Supt. John Cotton found nothing to
substantiate such stories. There were dissatisfactions reminiscent of
the rebellion, as well as a tendency to wander from reserves and intermingle one band w i t h another, thus producing imaginary hardships
and shortcomings.
At Onion Lake, the most distant reserve under the supervision of
Battleford, was a thriving settlement, and a police detachment had
been established there. The other reserves were visited regularly by
patrols. Early in March, Inspr. Joseph Howe took over the command
of " C " Division from Superintendent Cotton, w h o became "Inspecting
Superintendent". The new commandant visited all the reserves and
found the Indians well disposed, the prevalent stories proving to be
the work of destitute halfbreeds, w h o complained of their inability
to procure work of any kind.
The Edmonton Area

All the natives under the care of " G " Division, Fort Saskatchewan, were following their new mode of life free from disruptions
of any serious nature and were applying themselves willingly to thenchanged order of existence. Superintendent Griesbach however reported that diseases of modern life had struck among them, and that
their general health was not good.
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The Maple Creek Area
At Maple Creek, Indians had become actual strangers to the
police, w i t h the exception of a few stragglers w h o received nothing
from the government and were well behaved and industrious. In
visiting Superintendent Antrobus, who had replaced Superintendent
Mclllree in command of " A " Division late the previous year, they
repeatedly voiced a desire to have a small reserve a few miles to the
east on Piapot Creek.
The Calgary Area
Superintendent Mclllree in command of " E " Division, Calgary,
had found upon his transfer from Maple Creek, a thriving young
settlement surrounded on all sides by prosperous ranchers and farmers,
and on the reserves to east and west an Indian population adjusted to
the white man's ways, almost forgetful of the old buffalo days and
disposed, generally speaking, to observe and abide by the rules of
conduct applied by their white masters. Probably no greater contrast
is on record in Indian annals than that between the dashing Blackfoot
hunter and warrior of 1875—the year Fort Calgary was built—and
the quiet, submissive Blackfoot cattle herder of 13 years later. Old
customs however had not entirely disappeared. The natural tendency
of a once nomadic people to wander almost ceaselessly still persisted
to a degree, and in closely supervising the large Blackfoot settlement
near Gleichen east of Calgary, the Mounted Police patrol in the able
hands of Inspr. Thomas Wattam and his detachment found their chief
task was to keep their charges on the reserve. Watchful eyes also
reduced to a minimum the Blackfoot predilection to acquire the
horses of others. Like some people of the white settlements, there
were always a few Indians w h o by nature could not refrain from the
temptation of procuring something for nothing, being especially
addicted to an occasional steak or roast from some rancher's herd.
Nevertheless the number of illegal acts now charged to Crowfoot's
Indians, or for that matter to any of the old Confederacy followings,
was insignificant considering the inherent traits of all the prairie
tribes.
The Sarcees, whose reserve lay eight miles south-west of Calgary,
once considered the most expert of horse thieves, had so far failed to
live down the stigma universally placed upon them in earlier days, and
though now comparatively law-abiding and harmless, Bull's Head's
band of a few hundred had become expert pilferers of small articles
and eatables from settlers' homes and outbuildings.
The Stonies, or Mountain Assiniboines, located up the Bow River
in the foothills, had gained a splendid reputation, and were to all
intents and purposes completely civilized and Christianized.
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A few mendicant Crees, mostly non-treaty addicts, shifted here
and there near Calgary, occasionally accepting some menial occupation, but for the most part preferring to wander aimlessly, often
a nuisance to settlers because of their persistent demands for food.
It was the intention of Superintendent Mclllree to round up these
drifters and place them on a reserve where they could live by such
industry as could be developed among them.
It was noteworthy that disputes between white settlers and
Indians throughout the entire Calgary district were extremely rare.
The Macleod Area

A considerable dissimilarity had for the past several years been
noticeable between the two large Indian bodies near Macleod. The
Bloods had been slow to forsake what to them had always been among
the most noble occupations of their forebears, and had shown a marked
reluctance, even in the face of the many Mounted Police patrols and
the many penalties imposed, to desist from their inborn love of horse
stealing and cattle killing. On the other hand Superintendent Neale
commanding the Macleod district, was emphatic in saying: "The
North Peigans are the quietest and best behaved Indians I have ever
had anything to do with."
But eventually the Bloods gained a wholesome respect for the
officers of the law. When necessary, arrests were made in their largest
camps with little show of opposition, and there was every promise
that they would before long develop into one of the most respectable,
law-abiding and industrious tribes in Canada. The one great hindrance
to the advance of civilization among them was, as in every prairie
tribe, their craving for spirituous liquors, the acknowledged "white
man's poison".
In both Macleod and Lethbridge, much work was done by men
and women from the Blood reserve, whereas the Peigans were more
inclined to rural occupations—cattle raising, haying, woodcutting
and such. The women of both tribes were discouraged as far as possible
from coming into the settlements, and fairly strict attention was
given to all in the matter of furnishing passes from the reserves.
However this was a moot question between the police and Indians
throughout the West. On which score Supt. Burton Deane, who took
over the command of " K " Division, Lethbridge, in the spring, observed: "Some of them seem to be aware that in point of law they
have as much right to roam about the country as white men, and that
confinement to a reserve was not one of the provisions of their treaty.
It thus behooves the police to be very careful in handling them, to
avoid being compelled to take back water, in case of an Indian asserting
his right to freedom of action and maintaining it."
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The Kootenay Area

Upon his arrival in the Kootenay the previous year Superintendent Steele in charge of " D " Division had found the Kootenay
Indians thoroughly familiar w i t h all the white man's ways, needing
only proper direction backed by the strong arm of the law to restrain
them from committing excesses and imposing exorbitant demands
upon the settlers. The whole tribe of the Upper Kootenays was
remarkably subservient to Chief Isadore w h o , principally in his own
behalf, looked w i t h jealousy upon the forfeiture of land already
settled upon by newcomers. But by firm and careful handling Steele
and his officers eventually won his co-operation, gained his confidence
and succeeded in ameliorating the hitherto strained relations between
white man and red.
So completely had " D " Division under Superintendent Steele,
Inspectors Wood and Huot and Surgeon Powell accomplished the
desired result in the Kootenay that after a period of a few months
there was a marked likelihood of Fort Steele being discontinued as a
Mounted Police post.
Indian Destitution At A Minimum

Disease was making serious inroads among some of the Indians,
and the distance separating one from the other, made it difficult for
medical assistance to reach them all, but the fact that insofar as Canada
was concerned no extreme destitution was to be found among any
Indians under Mounted Police supervision, spoke volumes for the
efficient handling of the natives by both the police and the representatives of the Indian Department.
But a deplorable instance of official neglect came to light, for
which Canada was blameless. On the border line between Manitoba
and North Dakota a limited number of Crees and Chippewayans from
the American side had sought to eke out an existence in the Turtle
Mountain, being without arms for hunting and implements to till
the soil. The good Father Genin, noted Catholic missionary to the
Sioux of Dakota and Minnesota w h o had interested himself some
years previously in Sitting Bull's refugees, and w h o had visited Louis
Riel in prison at Regina in 1885, heard of the plight of these unhappy
people. He investigated personally, found many of them starving
and buried a number w h o had succumbed to it. They had disregarded
the boundary line in the hope of improving their circumstances on
Canadian soil. Government rations reported by Indian agents to have
been distributed among them in Dakota had never reached them.
Refused agricultural implements, they had attempted to make crude
hoes from wood, but had been refused seed of any kind at their agency.
On the word of Father Genin, it was made public that more than
100 died during the winter of 1887-88.
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The Halfbreeds

Speaking of conditions in the principal area of halfbreed occupation bordering the river south of Prince Albert, Supt. A. Bowen
Perry was of the opinion that the future of the Metis appeared gloomy
and uncertain. They constituted about one third the population of the
district, and the conditions prevailing in their settlements along the
South Saskatchewan and in the neighbourhood of Duck Lake and
Carlton were adverse in the extreme. Each winter since the rebellion
of 1885 it had been necessary to issue relief to the more destitute, a
service now handled entirely by the Mounted Police.
After a most exhaustive enquiry Superintendent Perry issued a
concise summing up of the halfbreed question: " I t will naturally
be asked w h y it is that in a well-wooded fertile country a large percentage of the people, w h o are native to the country, should be in
such an unhappy condition. The answer lies in the customs and
habits of the Metis. They are unaccustomed to hard work and are
improvident. Their means of living have narrowed down to farming,
which they cannot do. They are ignorant of the persistent and persevering labour required to farm, ignorant of the way to farm. While
they have plenty, they live on plenty, not caring for the morrow.
The remedy for their condition is in educating them to an understanding of their present position, and a determined effort to change the
rising generation from the ways of the present. The issue of free relief
or the granting of scrip only tides over a difficulty, does not face it.
Just now a demand is being made for scrip to children of halfbreeds
born till 1885, and a reconsideration of the rebellion claims. If granted,
this would obtain an amount of ready money which would carry them
on for a year or so. The scrip would go as did that of 1886 or 1887- It is
doubtful if a single scrip is held by any halfbreed, other than a few
wealthy ones. No permanent benefit has accrued to them from the
liberal issue already received. The great majority did not even enter
their homesteads; and now, being warned to do so, they cry out that
they are poor and ask the government to help them. It would have
been much better if each halfbreed entitled to scrip had received a
certain located grant of land, which they could not have disposed of
for a long term of years. Free issue of rations must of course be made
to prevent actual starvation, but where the government thus acts in a
paternal manner great care must be exercised to prevent the recipient
from deeming as a right what is given in pity. There are no humane
societies or rich philanthropists to attend to the wants of the poor,
as in old and wealthy countries. A great many of the halfbreeds
believe that they have just claims on the government and the assistance which they have received has been their lawful due. When
contributed yearly for a space of four years, it gives colour to the
belief and may cause evil effects. A free issue of rations does not
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promote industry or encourage independence in any community. Its
demoralizing effects spread rapidly and too quickly taint those attempting to preserve their independence and self-respect. Whenever
it is found that aid must be given, an equivalent in the shape of work
should be demanded; that is, employment should be offered rather
than relief—except of course, to the widows, infirm and sick."
The superintendent was of the opinion that a manual training
school and model farm was needed to show the children what patience
and industry could accomplish.
The majority of the halfbreeds around Battleford were bordering
on starvation. Few of them were farmers; most had been accustomed
since the disappearance of the buffalo to live by freighting and a
limited amount of manual labour. Such work was now hard to get,
and the result wras general destitution. As is always the case, the idle
men caused dissension by voicing imaginary wrongs, some going so
far as to attempt to incite the Indians to rebel again, promising
assistance from the south. A number of them interviewed Inspr.
Joseph Howe, pleading for work, but there was none. Under instructions from the Commissioner, rations of bacon, flour and tea were
doled out to the most needy families, and fortunately spring brought
employment that enabled the rationing to be gradually curtailed.
Bresaylor Settlement, about 25 miles west of Battleford, had been a
fairly prosperous halfbreed farming district prior to the outbreak of
1885, and was only now beginning to recover from the bad effects
of that period. However, habitual vagrants, men who refused employment and did nothing more than a little hunting and fishing, were
numerous. Inspector Howe recommended that in return for any assistance given this class by the government in the future, a full equivalent
should be demanded in the form of work.
Much the same conditions prevailed among the halfbreeds farther
west along the Saskatchewan, and at St. Albert a few miles from
Edmonton destitution had become so acute that Superintendent
Griesbach of " G " Division, Fort Saskatchewan, secured a storehouse
in the vicinity and placed a non-commissioned officer and constable
there to extend relief. More than 5,000 pounds of bacon and 20,000
pounds of flour were distributed, as well as 50 pounds of gunpowder,
200 pounds of shot and 95 boxes of caps.
Around Calgary there were a few halfbreeds who were occasionally occupied at freighting to northern points, but who were more
disposed to live in idleness and whenever possible waste such money
as they could get their hands on, drinking and gambling. But to their
credit, there was little crime among them.
Few halfbreeds were seen at Maple Creek, the nearest being at
Swift Current and Saskatchewan Landing, where some deserving
families were supplied with rations.
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At the other divisional headquarters of the Force—Regina, Macleod, Lethbridge and Fort Steele—there was an almost complete
absence of half breed tribulation or demand.
Crime On The Wane

During the early months of 1888 little took place across the West
worthy of more than passing notice. But regular routine kept the
ten divisions of the Force constantly occupied. With few exceptions,
only trivial instances of law breaking found entry in the crime sheets,
which at most of the posts practically went begging for their usual
items. But there were always "carry-overs" or, as they might have
been termed, "unfinished business". Outstanding in this regard were
two cases—an Indian who had escaped from custody in the Calgary
district, and Dog who with another had given Sheriff Campbell the
slip while being conducted to Manitoba Penitentiary from Macleod
the previous year.
Early in January Superintendent Neale at Macleod received information that Deerfoot, who in the previous autumn had been arrested
for larceny near Calgary and had escaped, had been seen near the
Peigan reserve to the west. One of the regularly-employed scouts was
sent out to investigate and make an arrest should the opportunity
occur. Scout Giveen soon found an Indian who answered to the description of the wanted Blackfoot. He closed in, but the Indian broke
away, just as a squaw ran forward with his rifle. Reaching the top
of a cut-bank, the Indian raised the weapon and threatened Giveen,
who was following. The scout whipped out his revolver and fired.
Brought in badly wounded in the thigh, the supposed Deerfoot, who
turned out to be Bad Dried Meat, and also wanted, was placed in
hospital and given every attention.
It was not long before it seemed reasonably certain that he was
Deerfoot's brother, though the contrary was to be proven later. He
was given ample compensation, and Giveen, who had acted in selfdefence, was relieved of all blame. The chiefs of the Bloods and Peigans
conferred with the Indian agents of both reserves, a conference that
lasted four hours at the barracks, with about 250 curious Indians
clustered around. But the affair ended amicably, all admitting that
the shooting of Bad Dried Meat had been justified. The following
year was to see the puzzling case cleared up.
Shortly afterwards rumour intimated that Dog had returned to the
Blood reserve, and Inspector Chalmers, anticipating extreme difficulty,
took 30 non-commissioned officers and men to rearrest him. The
weather was very cold, almost 40° below zero, and everyone in the
patrol suffered intensely on the 20 mile ride to Standoff. But a
thorough search proved fruitless, another Indian having been mistaken
for Dog. Four disgruntled constables were so severely frostbitten
that they had to remain at the Standoff detachment, while their
comrades returned to Macleod.
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Crowfoot On Tour

On February 11 Chief Crowfoot with four minor chiefs and 20
Indians rode in to Fort Macleod on the way to visit the South Peigans
across the boundary. Before resuming his journey the dignified old
chieftain fell seriously ill and was placed in the police hospital, where
he was treated until able to continue his journey.
Happenings On The Blood Reserve

It was noteworthy that the Blood reserve south of Fort Macleod
was at no time entirely free of disruptive happenings or rumours. One
of the latter had developed into a vague story of crime which had
apparently been kept "under cover" and so far escaped the watchful
eyes and attentive ears at Macleod and Lethbridge. Pieced together,
the story told of a small travelling party with wagons reaching the
crossing of the Belly River at Slide Out late the previous autumn,
having come from Montana by the old Benton trail via Whoop-Up.
Camp had been made at the river, and soon there was a good deal of
liquor in evidence. A Blood Indian, Bull's Shoe, and his squaw camped
nearby were invited to participate in a round of drinks. It was not
long before the Indian was clamouring for more, making himself
objectionable to the white men. He was ordered back to his camp,
but refused to go, and in his craving for more liquor, became dangerously violent. One of the white men drew a revolver and shot him
through the head. The squaw complained bitterly, and she received
several bullets as a precaution against her carrying tales. Both bodies
were committed to the river through a hole in the ice. Such was the
story.
Came the spring, and the Belly River revealed some of its winter
secrets. Not far from Slide Out the body of Bull's Shoe was washed
ashore, and several weeks later, that of the squaw was discovered many
miles below, near Kipp. The heads of both showed telltale bullet
holes.
Reporting the incident, Superintendent Neale stated: "On the
night of the inquest a number of horses were run off from the reserve
by a party of American Indians, the attention of the Bloods was
diverted, and they appeared to forget all about Bull's Shoe in their
eagerness to recover their stock . . . . I think the matter has since
altogether passed from their minds."
There the story of the murders closed,—for want of evidence.
Though on a much smaller scale than in former years, horse
stealing continued between the Bloods in the north and the South
Peigans, Blackfoot, Assiniboines and Gros Ventres of Montana.
A few references to this almost irrepressible redskin profession sufficed
to indicate the persistency with which it was practised, despite the
full knowledge all the Indians now possessed of the penalties awaiting
them should they be caught.
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Indian Agent W. J. Pocklington on the Blood reserve reported
that a number of horses had been stolen by Indians from the south.
Superintendent Neale telegraphed Colonel Otis commanding Fort
Assiniboine, Montana, and within four days received a reply that the
horses had been recovered and were to be handed over to an officer of
" A " Division (Maple Creek) at Kennedy's Crossing on the Milk
River.
Staff Sergeant Davis, in charge of a "flying patrol" working
south of the Blood reserve, recovered 27 horses which had been driven
off from a ranch by some Gros Ventres.
Superintendent Neale himself went out to search for horses said
to have been stolen from the Gros Ventres by a party of Bloods.
Seven were recovered and four Indians arrested, while Chief Red Crow
voluntarily produced his son as having been involved in the theft.
A few days later, Neale recovered seven more horses which the Bloods
had stolen from a Montana settler, and almost simultaneously, with
the assistance of the Indian agent, recovered 16 additional animals
stolen from the Gros Ventres, making 23 which were handed over to
the United States authorities, as well as the other seven which were
returned to the settler who had lost them.
The guilty Indians who were picked up from among the Bloods
were tried before Judge Macleod and appropriately dealt with. One
of them had come in and surrendered of his own accord.
The system of patrols inaugurated in 1886 had yielded most
gratifying results. Horse stealing had almost ceased among the whites,
and to all appearances was in the throes of final activity on the Blood
reserve, aside from which the daring criminal inroads of other years
from Montana, especially those of white gangsters, had become almost negligible. Constant supervision of the country by the small
detachments, backed by the threat of penitentiary sentences, had
worked wonders. Large quantities of liquor had been seized, the entry
of glandered horses had been prevented, and refugees from justice
were finding Canada anything but a safe sanctuary, while the Customs
Department was accorded the utmost in co-operation and service.
Even deserters from the United States Army ran afoul of some Mounted
Police patrol, their horses, arms and other equipment usually being
returned to the U.S. Government. All parts of the country depended
upon the red-coated riders for protection; people looked upon the
regular calls of the police to ensure peace and security, while the
Indian reserves recognized the mounted visitor as a friend, adviser
and fair-minded arbiter of disputes.
The Wood Mountain Area

From Wood Mountain eastward a line of patrols under Inspector
McGibbon was extended well into Manitoba, where valuable service
was rendered in the suppression of smuggling and timber thefts in the
Pembina Mountain country. The Langenburg detachment at the end
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of the Manitoba and North-Western Railway was called into Regina,
owing to its distance from Wood Mountain, which constituted the
summer headquarters of " B " Division, while a new detachment of
two men was established at Cannington Manor east of Moose Mountain.
Two Lone Horse Thieves

The patrols under " A " Division w i t h headquarters at Maple
Creek, continued as in the previous year to connect w i t h those of
" B " Division on the east and " K " Division on the west. The strength
of the Maple Creek outposts had been somewhat reduced, and there
were fewer halfbreed scouts employed, yet horse stealing and other
crimes were conspicuous by their absence. One outstanding case alone
was recorded.
Early in May* Superintendent Antrobus received word from Sun
River, Montana, that two men, James Mclntyre alias "Slim J i m " and
a halfbreed named Bruno Azuare, had stolen 41 horses and struck out
for Canada. Corporal Meneley, Constable Moss and Scout Louis
Cobell were immediately sent from Maple Creek w i t h orders to arrest
the two thieves and bring them in. The task was done w i t h dispatch,
and the owner of the horses soon arrived from the south to claim them.
A short time later the two men appeared before Judge Macleod and
jury, were found guilty, and sentenced to five years in Manitoba
Penitentiary.
Slim Jim had already served four years in the state prison at Deer
Lodge, Montana, and was considered a desperate character.
Antrobus made record of the great credit due those making the
arrest, saying: " H a d they not acted w i t h the utmost caution, and at
the same time used good judgment, the prisoners would undoubtedly
have resisted . . . . Mclntyre would not have allowed himself to be
easily taken had he been given the least chance of resisting arrest."
!
f A reward of $200 had been offered for the recovery of the horses,
and after apportioning $50 for the purchase of comforts for the troop
mess, the superintendent divided the balance equally among the corporal, constable and scout.
Death Of A Faithful Scout

On May 29 Louis (Louison) Leveille, that most faithful and
highly-regarded scout and interpreter of the Force, passed away at
Maple Creek and was buried in the little police cemetery.
Patrols

The patrolling of the district immediately to the west of the
Maple Creek detachments of " A " Division continued under " K "
Division w i t h little change in routine from that of the previous year.
So far the area was practically unpopulated, except for grazing cattle
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that were rounded up annually. Lethbridge, the headquarters of " K "
Division, was growing apace, and the coal mining had developed into
a large industry. Generally speaking, crime had been greatly reduced.
Strict vigilance and exacting penalties had curtailed even the illicit
liquor traffic to a considerable extent. Nevertheless the commandant
Supt. R. B. Deane observed that it would be idle to pretend that it
could be suppressed.
"The utmost that can be d o n e , " he said, "and to this wre have
devoted much time and attention, is to keep it from obtruding itself
on public notice and causing annoyance to the public . . . . The main
point to be regretted is that wholesome liquor is not obtainable in
place of the fiery poison which is so largely imported from the States."
Roughly speaking, the direct line of the " K " Division patrols
extended for 170 miles—from Lethbridge southward to Milk River
Ridge 50 miles, w i t h Kipp's Coulee detachment in between; then
eastward from Milk River Ridge 50 miles to Writing-On-Stone, and
from Writing-On-Stone 35 miles to Pendant d'Oreille; from Pendant
d'Oreille to Manyberries Creek, a new detachment 20 miles northeastward, then 30 miles eastward to Willow Creek, in the Medicine
Lodge Coulee, the most westerly outpost of " A " Division. Kennedy's
Crossing detachment near the intersection of the international boundary and the Milk River had remained closed since the previous year.
These Lethbridge detachments employed 24 constables and 34
horses, and were in charge of Inspectors White-Fraser and Bradley who
took command turn about for a month at a time. Kipp's Coulee Detachment was necessary in maintaining communication via the Benton trail
w i t h the international boundary, as well as to watch for Blood Indians
moving eastward from their reserve. Milk River was the main detachment commanding this much-used trail. Writing-on-Stone was important as commanding the Sweet Grass Hills directly to the south,
where there was a mining camp. Pendant d'Oreille, in the midst of the
worst rattlesnake area on the Canadian plains, watched over the
stretch of country in which was the trail from Kennedy's Crossing
near the international boundary to Medicine Hat. Manyberries Creek
was established to maintain easier connection from Pendant d'Oreille
to Willow Creek and to supervise a district favoured by marauding
Indians. Good water at Manyberries was so scarce that Superintendent Deane was compelled to w i t h d r a w the detachment and use pack
horses. At Writing-On-Stone, a farrier w i t h team, wagon and portable forge was installed.
The country surrounding each detachment was thoroughly and
systematically scouted, and a weekly contact maintained between
Maple Creek in the east and Fort Macleod in the west. Each detachment had a certain area and number of settlers to look after; each
permanent resident was usually visited weekly, and in a friendly spirit
of co-operation requested to furnish an account of important happenings.
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" A n y complaints?" became a national query, one that instilled
a feeling of security in the minds of lonely ranchers and tillers of the
soil, and few strangers whether Indian or white, could visit or pass
through the country without news of their presence reaching the
police. Should there be the slightest suspicions attached to them,
their actions were investigated. No half measures, no hesitation in
the face of danger. There was always an exacting check-up whenever
and wherever warranted.
For example, one morning early in the summer, Constables
Campbell and Chapman rode out from Pendant d'Oreille on their
allotted task. In the far distance a team and wagon and three led
horses were travelling northward. The two constables pressed forward to investigate, and caught up w i t h a man w h o said he was on
his way from the Sweet Grass Hills to Maple Creek. Requested to come
over to the police camp, he readily complied, but about half a mile
from the little detachment halted and unhitched his team, complaining
that his horses were tired and himself hungry. Campbell told him to
mount one of his horses and come to the camp for breakfast. Again he
complied, but had hardly started when he turned about, saying he had
left his pocketbook in the wagon. A few moments later he seized his
revolver from the wagon box and galloped away. The two constables
gave chase. As Campbell drew beside him, the fugitive's horse stumbled and fell. In a trice the constable was oat of the saddle and had
the fallen horse by the halter, only to find himself staring into the
barrel of the man's revolver. Suddenly the horse jerked its head violently, and Campbell lost his hold. The stranger, w h o was still in the
saddle, was free again. A shot was fired over his head, but he did not
halt. Chapman caught up with him, but was warned that he would
be riddled w i t h bullets if he continued the chase. After a desperate
race of several miles, the fugitive's horse became mired in the mud
while crossing a soft spot. Campbell, w h o was pressing him hard,
could not approach nearer than 150 yards without risking a similar
dilemma, so as his prospective captive was leading his horse out of the
mire, fully intending to resume his flight, the constable shot the
animal. Later he brought the man, his other four horses and the
wagon into camp.
Various Patrols

In the Macleod district under " H " Division commanded by
Superintendent Neale, five outposts had been maintained during the
winter of 1887-88: St. Mary's east of the St. Mary's River and a few
miles from the international boundary; Dry Fork of the Kootenai,
close to the west side of the Blood reserve; Standoff on the Belly River,
due south of Macleod; Peigan on the north side of the Peigan reserve,
and Pincher Creek in the foothills to the west. With the breaking up
of the rivers in the spring, the summer detachments were opened—
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Pothole Coulee about 30 miles north-west of the Milk River detachment; Big Bend on the Belly River at the south-west corner of the
Blood reserve; Kipp, about midway between Lethbridge and Macleod,
and Crow's Nest Pass at the entrance to the Rocky Mountains. In
addition, two "flying patrols", each consisting of an officer and about
ten men, were kept moving to the north and south, on the lookout for
cattle killers and horse thieves. Such service was essential in view of
the fact that between 2,500 and 3,000 Indians dwelt in the immediate
vicinity, close to the largest ranches in the country, and that the
general tendency among whites and natives alike was to encourage
rather than hinder the smuggling of liquor. In addition to these
various patrols, the towns of Macleod and Lethbridge were policed
day and night in order to guard against rowdyism and other disturbances.
As in t h e previous year the patrols from " E " Division, Prince
Albert, were mainly employed in visiting the surrounding Indian
reserves and halfbreed settlements, most of this work being performed
by the Batoche and Saskatoon detachments. The north country came
in for a special visit late in the winter. A non-commissioned officer
and two constables were sent on special patrol to Isle a la Crosse, on
the Missinnippi or Churchill River, about 170 miles north-west of
Prince Albert, the last 90 miles being travelled by dog team.
In the Battleford and Fort Saskatchewan districts " C " and " G "
Divisions respectively continued to patrol the country north and south
of the North Saskatchewan River, the patrol points of the former
being Onion Lake, Bresaylor and Sixty-Mile Bush; those of the latter,
Edmonton, Victoria, Peace Hills, Red Deer and St. Albert.
Small patrols were constantly on the move out of Calgary, as well
as from the detachments at Stimson's on the middle fork of High
River, Gleichen on the Blackfoot reserve, Scarlett's on the Edmonton
trail, and from new detachments at Morley on the Upper Bow River,
Canmore, Banff and Laggan (Lake Louise) farther to the west on the
C.P.R. All passenger and freight trains were met by men on duty at
stops from Gleichen to Laggan, and at Calgary a town detachment
was maintained, working in co-operation with the local police.
Telegraph lines from Calgary to Edmonton and southward to Fort
Macleod were badly needed.
The Kootenay district (not to be confused with the detachment
of that name south of Fort Macleod) was patrolled from Fort Steele,
headquarters of " D " Division, and from detachments at the Kootenay
Crossing 45 miles to the north, Sam's Landing on the Upper Columbia
Lake, and Fenwick's Lower Ranch, ten miles to the south, the latter
being responsible for the care of the police horse herd as well as other
duties. From Golden in the north to the Tobacco Plains in the south,
complete and regular supervision was maintained.
Indian scouts were still employed to good purpose at Calgary.
Macleod and Lethbridge.
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New Conditions

In truth, conditions more conventional had reached the plains,
and the customs of the early frontier were fading from the scene. The
glamour of adventure in the story of the West was giving way, but
certain it was, more varied problems were now confronting the various
divisions of the Force. Homeseekers and nation builders had introduced modern crime in substitution for the savagery of Blackfoot and
Cree; but perhaps the most conspicuous evidence of the transformation lay in the furtherance of railroad development and the creation
of new settlements. Of less import, local changes for better or worse
were being constantly revealed.
Cpl. R. G. Mathews, in reminiscent mood, some years later,
wrote an illuminative reference to just such a departure from the story
of other days: "It was one night in the spring of 1888 that the Old
Man's River went on the rampage as the result of an extra deep snowfall in the mountains, and undertook to cut a new channel for himself.
Before the next morning had dawned, the channel had been cut and the
Old Man was busy whittling away chunks of the old police burial
ground (old Fort Macleod), the use of which had been discontinued
when the new barracks were built some three miles up the river on the
bench. The Old Man had done this sort of thing many times before, but
this was his first attempt at swashing through a burial ground, and he
was making the most of his opportunity. How many graves were
washed away during that night I never knew, but ten were still intact
when our fatigue party reached the scene of action. They were all of men
who had been buried 12 years or more before, and we exhumed them
with neatness and dispatch, and with almost professional ability. It
was a veritable race—pick and shovel versus Old Man's River—and
we won out; but we didn't finish any too soon at that, for the Old
Man was eating away great chunks of the bank. By the time our job
was completed, the new homes were ready and with the band in the
lead and the diggers in the rear, we paraded to the new cemetery where
the ten received the distinction of being interred for the second time with
full military honours. Their graves can be seen today by anyone interested, for the cemetery is still in use by the town of Macleod. Perhaps
some who have visited the cemetery during the years have been puzzled
to reconcile how it came about that men who served and died in 1874
are buried in a cemetery which didn't come into existence until 1884
. . . . The Old Man's River knows the whole story."
As the white population of the West increased, the work of the
police increased correspondingly. The officer or constable on patrol
had become the contact man between the isolated settler and the
outside world—the widely accepted protector, helper, counsellor and
not infrequently physician of a sort. Between sturdy pioneer cattlemen and grain growers and the trustworthy and resourceful advocates
of peace and good order, strong bonds of kinship were being cemented.
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Doings At Regina And Ottawa

In June the growing capital of Regina was the centre of two unusual events. The half breeds, James Gaddy and Moise Racette who had
been extradited from the United States and convicted for the murder
of Hector McLeish in May the previous year, were executed at Regina
barracks; and writs for the first Legislative Assembly of the NorthWest Territories were issued, providing for 22 elected members, to
replace the old North-West Council. During the previous year, an
Act had been passed at Ottawa providing for representation in the
Senate of Canada by two appointed members from the North-West
Territories, and in February Chief Factor Richard Hardisty of the
Hudson's Bay Company, Edmonton, had been summoned, the first
from the Territories for such office.
The Last Buffalo

One of the last links w i t h the early West was forever severed in
July. While stationed on detachment duty at the Sixty-Mile Bush on
the Battleford-Swift Current trail, Csts. J. D. Nicholson and William
McNair learned from a freighter that some half breeds had told him
of a small herd of buffalo frequenting the badlands near Tramping
Lake south-west of the Eagle Hills, at a spot about 25 miles from the
detachment. The two constables decided to locate the animals if
possible, but found travelling so difficult among the alkali lowlands
bordering Tramping Lake, they were obliged to give up the search.
On their return they met James Clinkskill of Battleford, one of the
newly-elected members of the Legislature, who had two hind quarters
of fresh buffalo meat on his buckboard. He had procured it from
some halfbreeds w h o had killed five of the animals near Tramping
Lake. One of the quarters was turned over to the two constables, and
thus closed the record of the last wild buffalo on the Canadian plains!
Peace In The Kootenay

In reporting from the Kootenay in December the previous year,
Superintendent Steele had stated that in his opinion once a wagon
road was completed from Golden on the C.P.R. to Fort Steele, a competent magistrate and half a dozen selected Mounted Police constables
would be sufficient to maintain law and order. The wagon road would
enable reinforcements to move in, if any sign of discontent appeared
among the Indians. He suggested the laying of a telegraph line to be
operated at the southern terminus by one of the constables. But he
deemed it inadvisable to remove the police division from the district
until its influence had been sufficiently felt—it might cause the Indians
to feel that the police were afraid of them, or were unable to maintain
themselves so far from supplies. " D " Division had gone into the
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Kootenay in July 1887, and Steele had calculated that a stay of 12
months would pave the way for a less expensive maintenance of
authority.
The division had attained its objective in the Kootenay, and on
June 16 orders were received to move to Fort Macleod in July. Owing
to the incompleted condition of the wagon road to the north, the best
route to Macleod was by the Crow's Nest Pass. This was approved
officially, and every assistance was offered by the British Columbia
authorities to make the march as easy as possible and without serious
inconvenience. The trail by w a y of Elk River to the summit of the
Rocky Mountains was put in good shape and bridges repaired or
erected as required. From the summit, known as "The G a p " , the
trail eastward was in fair condition for travellers accustomed to mountainous country. When everything was ready, the superintendent
sent the police pack train loaded w i t h oats and biscuits to deposit a
day's supply at intervals of a day's march, the last " c a c h e " to be 16
miles from the lower lake on the Old Man's River. It was known that
supply wagons could reach the latter point from Fort Macleod.
While preparations for the journey were under way, the local
Indian agent reported that the Indians of the Tobacco Plains on the
American side were acting badly and that it was the intention of the U.S.
Government to move them to their reserves by force. Several murders
had been committed by them, and as there was danger of them adversely influencing the Kootenays north of the boundary, Steele cancelled all orders for the march and sent Inspector Wood w i t h the
Indian agent to make careful enquiry. Ten days later the inspector
returned w i t h word that all was quiet. Meantime the matter had been
reported to Ottawa, and while awaiting further instructions, subsequent to Wood's report, the division was visited by Assistant Commissioner Herchmer who also went to the Tobacco Plains w i t h
Steele.
On July 25 orders came through for the march to proceed. Settlers
were notified that a sale of police stores, barrack furniture, and so forth
would be held on August 4. Corporal Waite and Constable Eales went
by the Crow's Nest trail w i t h a letter to Superintendent Neale at
Macleod, requesting wagons and oats to be delivered at Lower Old
Man's Lake. The Kootenay transport was made ready for the trail,
and Inspector Wood was sent w i t h a party to clear away fallen trees
and await the coming of the division.
Staff Sergeant Fane had already started for Fort Macleod via
Golden, Medicine Hat and Lethbridge, w i t h five constables and such
division stores as it was thought unwise to sell. A sports day and
general picnic, to which all settlers and Indians were invited, had been
held a short time previously, at which Chief Isadore had addressed
the superintendent and his command in appreciative terms. He dwelt
upon the splendid behaviour of the men of the division. The Indians
had been in doubt about them when they first came, but doubts had
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soon been dispelled, and he hoped that after their return eastward
they would often look back with kind feelings towards the Kootenays.
Whites and Indians had lived in mutual distrust before their coming;
that had now disappeared, never to return. Good advice had been
given by the Mounted Police, and their treatment of the Indians had
been kind and honourable. Should there be any cause for complaint
in the future, instead of taking the law into their own hands, they
would visit Fort Macleod to obtain advice from the Great Mother's
soldiers.
" D " Division Returns To Macleod

On the morning of August 7, reveille sounded at daybreak, and the
division moved out of Fort Steele a short time later.
The column was long. In addition to the officers, non-commissioned officers and constables of " D " Division with ten team horses,
48 saddle horses and 25 police pack animals, there were ten packers
with 54 pack animals provided by R. Galbraith. Assistant Commissioner Herchmer accompanied the division.
The trail threaded through a beautiful, undulating country watered
by numerous clear-running streams and timbered with fir, pine and poplar, as in a great park. The Rocky Mountains towered high upon the left.
At Bull River a narrow bridge spanned a canyon 100 feet deep with
perpendicular walls, between which was a magnificent waterfall set
in captivating scenery. Farther on, a bridge crossed a rushing stream
at the dizzy height of 1,000 feet. Each day, with few exxeptions, the
supply caches were found in good condition, and water, wood and
grass were always plentiful. At each camp, the men bathed, or fished
for luscious trout which abounded in every creek. Gradually the
country changed from thick woods to occasional stretches of prairie.
At the deep Elk River Canyon, the entire command crossed singly over a
narrow wooden bridge, whence the trail zig-zagged up an extremely
steep mountain and through a densely wooded tract beyond, where
the cedars grew to immense size. On August 12 the mountains pressed
closely on either side of the marching column, forbidding in appearance, owing to large areas of burnt timber. Grass became scanty,
and the trail difficult for horses. Fallen timber precluded the possibility of pitching tents, but the weather was fair and the tired travellers
rested comfortably beneath the stars. The column reached Michel
Creek on the 13th after travelling through burnt timber and windfalls,
made more dismal by cold rain which lasted the greater part of the
night. Corporal Waite and Constable Eales arrived from Macleod to
report that Superintendent Neale, Inspector Piercy and a train of seven
wagons were camped near the entrance to the Crow's Nest Pass.
The next day saw the division crossing the summit of the Rocky
Mountains, and passing along the left bank of the middle fork of the
Old Man's River. The country showed marked improvement; green
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timber was seen for the first time in several days, and grass was luxuriant, affording fine camping ground. To the surprise of all, Chief
Isadore was found encamped by the side of the trail. He was on his
way to visit friends among the Peigans.
Soon Crow's Nest Mountain loomed in front. The Upper Old
Man's Lake (Summit Lake) was passed, and shortly after making
camp, Superintendent Steele received word that Superintendent Neale
had been obliged to return to Macleod. An order was therefore sent
to Inspector Piercy to bring the wagons to within a short distance of
the Lower Old Man's Lake (Island Lake) and await there the arrival
of the division.
On the 15th Piercy w i t h his transport was met at the appointed
place, and the loads were transferred from the pack animafs to the
wagons. Assistant Commissioner Herchmer left the column at this
point and proceeded to Macleod in a buckboard. A hearty farewell
was expressed to Galbraith, w h o had rendered invaluable help w i t h
his pack-train, and had endeared himself to all by his obliging and
hospitable manner. " T h e G a p " , site of the Crow's Nest detachment, was reached that evening. The horses seemed to sense the fact
that they were approaching their native plains, and little was required
to start them off. In fact, a stampede took place that night, but all
were recovered in time to start the next day's travel.
Pincher Creek was soon reached and from there on the 17th, after
seeing to the necessary shoeing of horses, Steele took up the last lap of
his interesting journey. A halt for dinner was made at Scott's Coulee,
and the column pulled into Macleod in the evening. All went into
camp at a spot selected by Assistant Commissioner Herchmer. The
distance covered since leaving the Kootenay was 195 miles.
In his annual report Superintendent Steele drew attention to the
fact that it would be perfectly feasible to maintain contact between
Fort Macleod and the Kootenay. He suggested that communication
between the two points be kept up to enable a force to pass through
during the summer if necessary. Four or five men would be sufficient
to keep the trail clear during the summer months. He added that the
Crow's Nest Pass appeared to be a first class channel through which a
railroad could be run; the grades were light and very little rock work
would be required. Already, the Canadian Pacific Railway authorities
were contemplating the building of a line which would cross the
Crow's Nest, follow the Elk River valley, and by way of "Cranbrook"
Colonel Baker's old homestead, extend to Kootenay Lake farther
west, eventually to join the main railway somewhere farther on. The
Crow's Nest contained enormous deposits of coal, and this alone had
awakened the eastern world to the possibilities of the new area.
That autumn, the Prime Minister expressed his appreciation of
the satisfactory manner in which Superintendent Steele, the officers,
non-commissioned officers and men under his command had performed
their duties and accomplished the object for which they had been sent
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to British Columbia—"the preservation of the peace in the Kootenay
district, and the restoration of friendly relations between the Indians
and white settlers".
In commemoration of the establishment of the first Mounted
Police post in British Columbia, and as an expression of gratitude for
the work done by " D " Division, the citizens of Galbraith's Ferry
renamed their little settlement Fort Steele; and sometime subsequently,
a cairn was erected by the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of
Canada, carrying the inscription:
"Fort Steele, the first North-West Mounted Police Post in British
Columbia. Built in 1887 by Supt. Sam Steele, with Inspr. Z. T. Wood,
C. F. A. Huot, Surg. F. Fl. Poivell and the men of "D" Division—they
secured peace and order in the country at a critical time."
Fort Macleod At Its Zenith

With " H " and " D " Divisions at Macleod, the famous barracks
became filled to capacity. At the time " H " was probably the outstanding unit in all the activities of the Force; it maintained more
men on patrol than any other. But " D " Division, notwithstanding
" K " at nearby Lethbridge, was soon vying for first place. To prevent smuggling of liquor from the United States required a great
deal of work, and the Indians of the Blood reserve had to be checked
in their inherent horse-stealing tendencies. Activity was rampant,
life was gay. In none of the remote parts of Canada was there a happier,
more enthusiastic community, imbued w i t h a military atmosphere,
than that in the wide-awake and contented centre on the Old Man's
River. The duties of the police were exacting, but these did not
restrain participation in dances, amateur theatricals, get-togethers,
banquets and other diversions, for which not only the townspeople
but the police themselves were noted. At barracks there was a
Mounted Police band of 28 pieces under a bandmaster w h o had performed similar duties in the British Army; there were some good
violinists, a piano player and several other musicians to make up a
good dance orchestra. Macleod had reached the zenith of its pioneer
days.
Writing about those days, Charles A. Magrath, first mayor of
Lethbridge, and one w h o subsequently served Canada in many important capacities, said: " I had one experience w i t h a small detachment of
our Mounted Police which made me appreciate its alertness in following whiskey smugglers. In September 1888, accompanied by my friend,
John D. Higinbotham, I drove a Northern Pacific Railway engineer from
Lethbridge down to Conrad, Montana, from which point he took
the stagecoach to Helena. On our return journey we camped at John
Jo Springs near the international boundary. We had called at the
police camp at Milk River on our w a y south, but when returning
concluded to get an early start so as to cover the 66 miles to Lethbridge
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in one day. We were off at sunrise and took a shortcut over a few miles
of rough trail bringing us into the Milk River valley, possibly two
miles west of the police camp. While driving across the valley we
could see a couple of figures running about the police tents. We had a
four-horse team from a local livery stable and the young driver,
evidently wishing to add to the excitement of the occasion, put the
whip to the horses and they loped across and out of the valley. It was
probably six miles farther on, when passing through some rough hilly
country, there suddenly appeared on the trail about 100 feet ahead of
us the non-commissioned officer in charge of the small detachment.
He immediately stopped us, and riding up beside me, said it was my
duty to report at the detachment and that I should have known better
than to come through without doing so. As a matter of fact I knew
nothing about the regulation he referred to. Then taking his riding
whip, he overturned our blankets in the rear of the wagon, and being
told that we two very temperate individuals never travelled w i t h
anything stronger than tea, he curtly added, 'You may go on.' I
believe in after years I had something to do w i t h his promotion.'Control Unchallenged And Complete

Figuratively and literally the Mounted Police were in the saddle.
Lawlessness had been reduced to an all-time low on the Canadian
plains, and the Commissioner reported to Ottawa a most remarkable
absence of crime, saying that apart from a few involving criminals
from the United States, no important arrests had been made in the
territory under his command.
The border country still needed the most watching. In addition
to aliens seeping through to Canada, there was no dearth of rumours,
and these could not be ignored. Even as far north as Battleford, one
of the latter was circulated in August. Inspr. Joseph Howe, who early
in the year had taken over the command of " C " Division from Superintendent Cotton—now inspecting superintendent—reported that a
number of United States Indians from Montana had allegedly visited
the Poundmaker and Little Pine reserves for some sinister purpose.
An officer and 26 non-commissioned officers and men were ordered to
make a thorough investigation, but apparently r sensing imminent
police activity, the visitors vanished and nothing more was heard of
them.
Out of Montana also came significant evidence of the unremitting
deterrent to horse stealing. Under date of September 1 Supt. R. B. Deane
of " K " Division, Lethbridge, received the following letter from the
Montana Stock Growers' Association, Helena:
"Dear Sir—At the August meeting of the Montana Stock
Growers' Association, and also of the Territorial Board of Stock
Commissioners, a resolution was passed giving a vote of thanks
to the officers and men of the North-West Mounted Police, and
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also to the Canadian authorities generally, for assistance given to
many of the citizens of Montana in recovering horses stolen from
our territory.
"Please accept the assurance of our appreciation of courtesies
received at your hands, which we hope to be able to reciprocate
in the future—Granville Stuart, President, Territorial Board of
Stock Commissioners."
Public Co-operation

From all sides came assurances that the Mounted Police were no
longer playing a lone hand in the application and maintenance of law
and order. The spirit of co-operation had seized all self-respecting
eople and groups of people, not excepting many Indians and halfreeds who not long since had been guided exclusively by such rules
of living as they deemed sufficient to themselves.
An outstanding case of this much-to-be-desired co-operation occurred in early autumn. Some years previously, a man of mixed blood,
known as Kiskawasis, or George Godin, suspected of being a confirmed
horse thief and all-round outlaw, had appeared in the Edmonton district; but finding by simple observation that the country was becoming
dangerously uncomfortable for one of his ilk, he had decided to return
to Montana where he was convicted and sentenced to death for murdering a rancher. On July 15 while awaiting execution, he escaped from
the Helena jail and by early September rumour had it that he was
among some of his own people on the Stony Plain reserve about 12
miles north-west of Edmonton. Several small investigating parties
were sent out by Superintendent Griesbach, with instructions to
apprehend him, but due to assistance given him locally, he evaded
arrest. The surrounding country though easy to hide in, was a
difficult one to patrol, being interspersed with wooded tracts and
many little lakes. Nevertheless Godin was hard pressed. On one
occasion, the police exchanged shots with him, on another, his horse
was seized. A number of squaws, with whom he was a great favourite,
assisted him in outwitting his would-be captors, but Chief Enoch of
the local Indian band offered to help in his arrest. An officer and a
strong party of constables were camped at the reserve, maintaining
patrol night and day, while all likely outlets were being watched.
These were now withdrawn upon Enoch's suggestion, it being arranged that one or two Indian scouts would be employed and Enoch
himself appointed a special constable. The chief called for the assistance of several plain-clothes policemen.
Griesbach withdrew his men as quietly as possible, and a few
days later sent two or three carefully-selected men to the reserve by
private team. Early one morning in October, Enoch and his helpers
came upon Godin's camp on the edge of an isolated muskeg. Upon
hearing the searchers approach the refugee slipped out of his lodge and
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hid in the brush, whence he challenged them in Cree. One of the
scouts replied, advising him to come out and lay down his gun.
He answered by firing several shots that hit nothing; a return fire
forced him from his hiding place. Striking out through the dense
woods, he escaped, pressing northward about 30 miles, only to return
to Stony Plain upon learning that the trail to the north was guarded.
On the night of November 7, Godin was arrested by Chief Enoch
and three other Indians. They took him into Edmonton, from where
he was sent to Regina to await extradition proceedings. A reward of
$300 had been offered by the U.S. sheriff at Helena, and it was decided
that this when received would be paid to the Indians on the Stony
Plain reserve. Superintendent Griesbach sent word to the reserve that
any intimidation of the chief and those w h o had helped him would
meet w i t h swift punishment.
The Bugbear Of Illegal Liquor

Over the entire West the liquor question was now the most difficult and most exasperating bone of contention. Asst. Comm. W. M .
Herchmer summed up the situation in a few words: " T h e liquor law
is unpopular and is not working at all satisfactorily, is no doubt
being evaded, and would be, even if there were five times as many
police as there are. This accounts for the great difficulty we experience
in connection w i t h it. It is almost impossible, under the existing
state of the law, to get a conviction."
Superintendent Perry, Prince Albert, pointed out the total absence
of serious crimes, also that the criminal returns showed very few minor
cases other than for breaches of the North-West Liquor Act.
Superintendent Griesbach, Fort Saskatchewan, stated that a
change was desirable in the liquor laws, that the existing law suited
neither the people nor the law enforcers, and that something should
be done about it.
Commissioner Herchmer gave as his opinion that settlers at large
were quite contented w i t h the working of the Act as far as ardent
spirits were concerned, but that there was a feeling that the sale of
good beer should be allowed; while the newspapers, almost without
exception, referred to the liquor regulations and their application as
the "burning question of the h o u r " .
Small infractions in connection w i t h liquor were so commonplace
as to defy all attempts to reduce the traffic to a state approaching the
requirements of the law, but when attempts were made to import on a
large scale the police left nothing undone in an endeavour to discourage
the practice. And the attempts at evasion were innumerable, also the
complications. At Whoop-Up on September 18 Sergeant Ross seized a
load of liquor and Milwaukee beer, taking the entire "outfit", fourhorse team, wagon and liquor, to Lethbridge, where the "firewater"
was destroyed, and the driver fined. A clause in the North-West
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Territories Act provided that any vehicle, horses or other equipment
employed in importing into or conveying through any portion of the
country illicit liquor would be forfeit and could be seized. In this
instance the Customs Department claimed the seizure, but failed, in
the estimation of Superintendent Deane, to furnish sufficient grounds
for their claim, and as Her Majesty would receive the benefit of the
seizure in any case, the property was held until instructions came
through to deliver it to a Customs officer, provided a declaration was
made by the owner that he had not paid duty. In another case, Constable Arrowsmith at Lethbridge found a large keg of whiskey among
other articles in a wagon. The liquor was spilled and the driver fined
upon pleading guilty. Then a pathetic story reached the newspapers, that a poor freighter carrying some household goods, including a
small keg of whiskey, of which he had no knowledge, had had his team
and other property seized and confiscated by the police. Affidavits
followed, which were sent to Ottawa, and so on and so on.
The general concensus among the officers of the Force was that
neither the permit system nor the licence system for the regulation of
the liquor trade was suitable, and that some new plan was necessary,
something that would include the better features of both. For the
most part, illegal liquor entered the country by wagon or pack horse
from Montana and by shipment over the Canadian Pacific Railway,
especially from British Columbia. From the former source, it consisted
of little more than coloured alcohol, to which the popular names of
"Red E y e " , " R o t G u t " , "Forty R o d " and similar expressions were
attached. It was invariably overproof, and doctored by the retail
vendor as he saw fit.
Superintendent Perry of " F " Division, Prince Albert, after thorough observation, reported at length upon the liquor trade and its
shortcomings. The law was very widely condemned, and supported
only by a few; it was more regulating than restraining. Though no
intoxicating liquor could be manufactured in the Territories, it could
be in possession and sold at certain points under special permission.
The permit system took account of those w h o could not indulge in
liquor without abusing it, but in districts remote from the seat of
government it was not possible for the lieutenant-governor, w h o
issued the permits, to know every applicant, and was therefore obliged
to depend on the recommendations of others. With the rapidly increasing population, reputations in this regard were beside the mark,
and permits naturally crept into the hands of undeserving persons,
many of whom used them for illegal purposes. The power of the NorthWest Mounted Police was restricted to authority to search wherever
intoxicating liquors were believed to be unlawfully contained; but this
authority was of little effect where permits were held. Convictions
against dealers were consequently difficult to obtain. To carry out the
law, it was necessary to prosecute for unlawful selling, which called
for an informer, and which invariably raised a storm of opposition
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against the constable, the officer who directed him, and the magistrate
w h o convicted. An innovation had come by the licensing of beer for
sale, such not to exceed an alcoholic strength of four percent, but it was
pointed out by the superintendent that a chemical expert could alone
determine the amount of alcohol in any particular beer. Again, whiskey and brandy under the name of tonic were freely dispensed by druggists. The early effects of the law as it stood had been most beneficial,
and had been the chief cause of the peaceable settlement of the country.
But those days were past, and the new population called for different
measures. Though the Indians and half breeds were particularly quiet
and well behaved, the superintendent asked what the effect of a
licence system would be among them. If whiskey could be freely
obtained, he feared for their future welfare. Saloons if licensed, would
develop into noisy barrooms, w i t h inevitable results. The difficulty
in enforcing the law as it stood was due to want of co-operation of the
people, and for future legislation past experience should be the sole
guide, not theoretical ideas.
Superintendent Steele drew attention to the fact that the law had
been framed to prevent sale of intoxicants to Indians, and that six
months after the arrival of the police in 1874, the illicit traffic had
been suppressed. But now that the same law was being applied to the
whites, it was quite another thing. The illicit traffic had the sympathy
of the public, and there was more drunkenness under the system in
vogue, and more injury done to individuals, than if respectable houses
were licensed. Such places would at least provide liquor of good quality and not alcohol "fixed u p " by a mixture of pernicious drugs, that
might have dangerous effects. He had found that in British Columbia
where there were numerous licensed houses, there were fewer offences
committed through the effect of drink than in the North-West Territories.
Superintendent Mclllree, commanding " E " Division, Calgary,
also dealt w i t h the matter extensively. He was emphatic in saying
that the time had come for some change in the liquor laws. The
present law was neither obeyed nor respected by the mass of the
people in the Calgary area. He felt that it would be necessary to do
one of two things—allow intoxicants in the country under a system
of license, or amend the existing regulations so that the provisions
could not be misinterpreted. It was almost impossible to get a conviction for infraction of the Act. Opposing counsel invariably applied
for quashing of convictions on the grounds of error in proceedings, or
on a legal technicality. One of the worst features of the permit system
was that the holder could give his permit to anyone he pleased.
Whiskey was sold in nearly every saloon in Calgary. The police
received no sympathy or assistance in upholding the liquor laws; in
fact every obstacle was put in their way. Local police took no notice
of the traffic; every saloon had its hiding place; if intoxicants were
found, permits were at once produced in the saloon keeper's name or
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the names of his friends sufficient to clear him. The Mounted Police
were often made a laughing stock, and the enforcing of this law had
become a most unpopular duty.
To his testimony, he added: "There is not the slightest incentive
for a policeman to try to do his duty in this particular. A man is
looked upon as a martyr if he is arrested for a breach of the Act. The
Act, if intended to be enforced, should be changed, so that its provisions cannot be twisted and misinterpreted, and if the evidence is
sufficient to prove the offence there should be no loophole for the
offender.
Supt. Severe Gagnon, commanding Depot Division and Headquarters District, Regina, recommended, as he had done on previous
occasions, that in liquor cases no part of the fine imposed should be
given as informer's money to a constable. It was the desire of most of
the men that the law be amended to that effect. It would prevent their
being charged with mercenary objects in doing their duty.
Commissioner Herchmer felt it was advisable to permit the
establishment of breweries of sufficient capacity to support an inland
revenue officer, and houses with proper accommodation to be licensed
to sell beer on the premises only, no liquor permits to be allowed
in such places under any consideration. Permits should be granted to
druggists only under the most stringent regulations. More liquor
consigned to two druggists in Calgary had been seized than in any
two saloons in the town. Imprisonment should be made compulsory
in case of conviction for supplying intoxicants, including beer, to
Indians and drunken people.
Winter Preparations

As winter drew near, there was a gradual lessening of patrols
across the south country, and many of the small outposts were w i t h drawn. The detachment under Inspector McGibbon, which since the
middle of May had done duty at Wood End and in the Moose Mountain district, was sent to Manitoba, w i t h quarters at Morden, to
remain there for the winter. Supt. E. W. Jarvis in command of " B "
Division left Wood Mountain for Regina in the middle of November
w i t h 37 officers, non-commissioned officers and men and 48 horses,
having arranged winter detachments at Wood Mountain, Willow
Bunch, Carlyle, Cannington Manor, Alameda, Boscurvis and Souris
Coal Mine.
By the middle of December the detachments from " A " Division,
Maple Creek, were brought in, w i t h the exception of Battle Creek
and those along the C.P.R. During the summer Colonel Otis, of Fort
Assiniboine in Montana had furnished very great assistance and cooperation, especially in recovering stolen property which passed either
way across the international boundary.
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Late in the year the " K " Division detachments from Lethbridge
were closed, w i t h the exception of Milk River Ridge on the Benton
trail, where a substantial outpost had been erected for eight men and
horses, to be kept there all winter.
Detachments from " D " Division, Fort Macleod, were sent out in
the middle of September to relieve the men of " H " Division stationed
at the various outlying detachments, and as December swung round,
these were called in, w i t h the exception of Kipp, Kootenai, St. Mary's,
Standoff and Pincher Creek.
From " E " Division, Calgary, the usual outposts and patrols
continued intermittently, but the Banff detachment, near which the
new Canadian Pacific Railway hotel had been opened early in the
season, had become a permanent one.
Buildings And Accommodations

Outpost buildings were erected during the season at St. Albert
north-west of Edmonton, and it was the intention of the Commissioner to establish small permanent outposts at all important points,
not only along the frontier, but all over the country, thus keeping
men at strategic spots all winter, besides furnishing better protection
during bad weather for both men and horses.
Accommodation at the various posts was increased or improved
very considerably during the winter.
Early in the summer a log building for quartermaster's store and
hospital, and another to serve as a blacksmith shop, were built at
Wood Mountain. A dugout, or bank stable, was also provided to
accommodate 45 horses. A well was urgently needed, as all water,
drawn from a spring and a small creek some distance away, was
uncertain in quality and quantity.
A log house was purchased at Maple Creek and moved to the
barracks to provide quarters for the sergeant major, and a recreation
room was later installed, provided w i t h a billiard table, reading desk
and small tables, w i t h a lean-to canteen in the rear where the men
could purchase canned goods, soft drinks and other luxuries.
Additions to the Lethbridge buildings provided space for various
purposes and enlarged stable accommodation, while an extension to
the barrack room was being planned.
Great improvement had been made during the year in the stables
at Calgary, and the new barrack building was still in process of being
finished, as well as a new hospital. A good log building was erected
at Banff, and some improvements were made at High River.
The buildings at the Battleford post were now as comfortable as
any in the country, but a new ammunition magazine was badly needed.
The officers and men of " F " Division, Prince Albert, were proud
of their comfortable and neat new buildings, which had been completed in June.
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Some suitable lots were acquired in the town of Edmonton on
which to erect barracks at that point. Regina was sadly in need of
new officers' quarters and officers' mess, and Fort Saskatchewan was
calling for new buildings for various purposes.
Changes At Macleod

Some important changes were made in the Macleod district. Upon
the retirement of Supt. P. R. Neale, Superintendent Steele took over the
district command on December 8. Supt. A. R. Macdonell, w h o had
been given command of " H " Division upon the appointment of Superintendent Deane to the command of " K " Division, Lethbridge, earlier
in the year, continued to serve in that capacity, while Inspr. Z. T.
Wood, w h o had been serving as acting adjutant at the Macleod post,
was given command of " D " Division in succession to Superintendent
Steele. Referring to these two division commanders, Steele afterwards
said of them: "Both were hard-working, loyal officers, great favourites
throughout the country, and better comrades could not be desired."
The Macleod divisions, " D " and " H " , were reorganized into
four sub-divisions, the district into four sub-districts commanded by
inspectors, and each sub-district into sections in charge of a noncommissioned officer or senior constable. In addition to the outposts
already established, one was placed at Dunbar's Ranch north of the
Peigan reserve.
Horses

Most of the horses now used by the Force were Western bronchos. It had been found that they were the most suitable for the
hard saddle work, those from 15 to 17 hands being the best adapted,
while the heavier ones made good team horses. Not a single Eastern
horse was purchased during the year. Of those purchased, favour
was for animals about 15 hands high, w i t h short legs, good feet and
short backs.
In reporting generally upon the horses, Commissioner Herchmer
stated: " N o comparison can be made between the work done by our
horses and those of any force that I am acquainted w i t h . Not only
have our horses frequently to travel in pursuit of horse thieves and
other criminals over 50 miles a day for some days, but when merely
patrolling in the southern country adjacent to the boundary, want of
water frequently compels parties to exceed this distance for several
days. A detachment of " G " Division in September on the march
from Macleod to Edmonton on special duty, had on one occasion to
go 70 miles w i t h loaded teams in 24 hours. To this must be added
the extremely cold winters and the absolute necessity, when duty calls,
of taking horses from stables to camp on the bleak prairie for days at
a time . . . . As a rule, however, our men take great pride in and care
of their horses, and I have frequently known men to take their own
blankets for their horses during storms."
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But settlers' and ranchers' horses brought contagious disease in
various forms, an inevitable condition until such time as adequate and
widely-spread veterinary services might be available. In the Moose
Mountain district, south-east of Regina, Veterinary Staff-Sergeant
Jenkins found many cases of glanders among horses which had been
brought in from the United States. An outbreak of the same disease
occurred in the neighbourhood of Alameda. In both instances a number
of horses were destroyed, but the disease had spread so widely that it
was beyond control, though fortunately none of the detachment horses
were affected. At Saskatchewan Landing, Medicine Hat and Macleod,
the disease also appeared, and every precaution was taken against its
spread. At Lethbridge a disease developed among horses which baffled
the skill of the veterinary surgeon. It had been "carried" from Montana by two Mounted Police horses which stampeded in a thunder
storm at Writing-On-Stone and were not recovered until many miles
across the boundary line. The most notable symptons were a running
nose and swelling in the hind quarters. One of the animals was nursed
back to normal, while the other died. A disease showing much the
same symptoms broke out in the Prince Albert district, as well as
forms of epizootic and pleurisy, to which two of the Force's animals
succumbed. An epidemic, stated by the veterinary surgeon to be
typhoid, broke out among the horses at Battleford, and nine died.
Near Fort Saskatchewan a hoof disease became prevalent, but though
many of the division horses were inflicted all speedily recovered under
the care of Veterinary Staff Sergeant Yorke. Superintendent Steele
while in the Kootenay had had trouble w i t h his horses eating a poisonous weed common to the district, which caused extreme weakness
and severe diarrhoea.
Some indication of the extent of the patrol system was borne out
by the mileage travelled during the year. The horses at Depot Division, Regina, travelled 72,407 miles in six months; " B " Division,
Regina, 81,000 miles for the year; " K " Division, Lethbridge, 177,785
miles; " H " Division, Macleod, 171,161 miles; " E " Division, Calgary,
121,179 miles; " F " Division, Prince Albert, 60,480 miles; " C " Division, Battleford (for six months only) 26,317 miles; " G " Division,
Fort Saskatchewan, 71,528 miles; " D " Division, Kootenay and Macleod, 45,037 miles.
The first session of the Legislative Assembly of the North-West
Territories opened on November 1 at Regina, under Lieut.-Gov.
Joseph Royal, w h o had succeeded Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney on

July 4.
The total strength of the Force, officers and men at the close of
1888 was 1,011. Horses numbered 879. The distribution was approximately similar to t h a t of the previous year, w i t h the exception of
Fort Macleod, now headquarters of two divisions.

CHAPTER IX

1889
PRIMARY OBJECTIVES ACHIEVED

'N MANY ways the Canadian West was still a pioneer
land. Though discovery was of the past, the distinction
of initial enterprise belonged not alone to those who
first pitted courage and frontier craft against the unknown. Cattlemen, wheat growers, mixed farmers,
homesteaders, all who in the forefront of settlement came to occupy
the virgin country of the recent buffalo range, could rightfully regard
themselves as pioneers.
In his report to the Prime Minister in December 1888, Commissioner Herchmer had drawn particular attention to the cattle
ranchers—and rightly so. A close affinity had grown up between the
stockmen and the red-coated riders—a mutual interest in horseflesh
that tended towards much in common. Both were of the saddle and
both had reached the great grasslands approximately side by side.
The Epic Of The Cattlemen

For years a vivid drama had been enacted in the American West
by those who drove the herds, a highly picturesque, partially infamous
and yet strangely fascinating story in which men worked hard, lived
hard and played, hard.
The old "Texas Cattle Trail" of the '60's had found its beginning far to the south in the country of the Rio Grande, where millions of wild cattle, the increase from imports by Spanish colonists,
awaited a profitable outlet. In due course Chicago, Kansas City and
other Western centres became Meccas for beef on the hoof, and a
pioneer railway, the Kansas Pacific, heading westward through
Kansas offered shipping facilities. To reach railhead, the main cattle
trail, as gradually developed from a score of contributing trails, struck
due north from the Rio Grande, crossed the Colorado, traversed the
Staked Plains, ran to the Canadian River, passed the Cimarron, the
Arkansas and the Platte, and followed the Black Hills stage road.
Eventually, tempted by markets offered by mining camps, military
posts, Indian agencies and railway construction gangs, it swung
north-westward towards the Big Horn Mountains, crossed the Chey415
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enne, the Belle Fourche, the Powder and Tongue Rivers, and at long
last, closely following the old Bozeman Trail, reached the Missouri
River country at no great distance from the Canadian border.*
Texas herds, "all horns and tails", swarmed northward in the
wake of the Civil War. Towns with false exteriors—Baxter Springs,
Abiline, Newton, Caldwell, Ellsworth, Wichita, Dodge City, Miles
City and others—boomed and waxed vigorous. Lean, daredevil
men in saddles and "chuckwagons" accompanied the drives, all
hailed as "Texas men." Money was plentiful, crime rampant and
uncurbed. Monte, keno, poker, faro, liquor, "six-guns" and dancehall girls were the rule. Gun-toters, rustlers, murderers, gamblers,
thugs and highwaymen overran the trans-Missouri. Forty-five calibre
persuasion almost became official law. Riders of the trail ganged up
in bitter feuds, were shot by renegades, killed by Indians, succumbed
to plots and intrigues. And finally, the hardened itinerants of the
cow town West, south of the Canadian border, became for the most
part a raw, elemental law unto themselves.
But the railroads brought stock raisers to the Western plains,
and soon prices for the long-horned Texas cattle sagged—Herefords
and Aberdeens were on the up. The grangers of Kansas and Nebraska
spread westward; thrifty cattlemen grew in numbers; Texas men
thinned out; mushroom towns decayed or gave way to better. The
best lands in the Dakotas, Wyoming, Montana, Idaho and Oregon
were occupied; sheepmen began to penetrate the open range, and
cattlemen began to look about.
North of the international boundary lay rich grass. But along
the borders of the Rockies, far up into Canada, stretched a formidable
deterrent—the realm of a savage confederacy proverbially defiant of
the white man. Then from Benton at the head of Missouri River
navigation, liquor paved the way, and Fort Whoop-Up and smaller
liquor posts, built and operated by professional plunderers, brought
demoralization and destruction to Blackfoot life. A new cattle kingdom was opened.
So runs in brief the cattlemen's epic of the American plains.
By 1874 Canada had quietly extended her arm of state to the
wide prairie—ocean of the West. Came the rangemen and with them
many peerless riders, men of the stamp of George Emerson, Jim Christie,
Ed Maunsell (ex-Mounted Policeman), George Maunsell, Tom Lynch,
George Lane, Fred Stimson, Dan Riley, "Seven-U" Brown, A. E.
Cross, "Nigger John" Ware, Johnny Franklin, Frank Ricks and
scores of others—quiet, weather-beaten, hospitable pioneers, men of
vision and good judgment, honest, clean and straightforward, who
* "Texas Trail" was actually a collective term applied to several routes followed in the great
cattle drives from the south. The longest of all was that from the Rio Grande to the Missouri. But the
Chisholm Trail was outstanding and should not be confused with the Chisum Trail. The one named after
Jesse Chisholm, a halfbreed Cherokee, ran from the Red River, Texas, northward to Abilene, Kansas; the
other was established by John Chisum, known as the "King of the Pecos", and ran from the upper Pecos
Valley in south-eastern New Mexico, eastward to Paris on the Red River.
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did not emulate the Texas men, who with their newly-found friends,
the Mounted Police, paved the way across the northern plains for
thousands of future settlers. Cow towns—Macleod, Pincher Creek,
High River, Calgary, Medicine Hat, Maple Creek and others—were
evolved in the new grazing belt, each under well-disposed, yet strict
surveillance.
A New Cattle And Farming Kingdom

According to Commissioner Herchmer, cattle usually wintered
well in Western Canada. Shipments to England found a good cash
market. Herefords—"White-faces" in the cattleman's vernacular—
Shorthorns and Polled Angus were the favourite breeds. And interest
in horses was growing steadily; good stock had been imported, particularly by the "Quorn" ranch south of Calgary, which specialized in
thoroughbred English stallions and Irish mares. Other ranches favoured the Clydes.
The Commissioner observed that of special concern to the rangemen was the Indian habit of wandering through cattle country and
in the absence of game, living off the herds, "the white man's spotted
buffalo". So dexterous had they become, it was almost impossible
to catch them at it, and to add to the complexities, very often ranchers
who had seen Indians butchering cattle were loath to lay information
for fear the marauders or their friends might retaliate.
Of the country farther north, Superintendent Griesbach at Fort
Saskatchewan, wrote: "The ranching prospects for the breeding of
both horses and cattle, owing to the abundance of hay and water,
cannot be surpassed. Sheep also do well, but require more attention,
better protection from wolves than has up to date been accorded them.
A railway will no doubt bring the advantages of this country for
ranching purposes fully before the public."
Generally speaking, the previous year had shown good crops.
Oats led the way, notably in the country around Edmonton, Red Deer
and Calgary. The wheat crop had been good and uninjured by frost;
potatoes had failed in some areas, and in the south-west had to be
imported. In the Battleford and Prince Albert areas there was a crying
need for an outlet for surplus grain and produce, and a railway was
sorely needed along the North Saskatchewan. There was some hope
of the need being filled, for the Regina and Long Lake branch of the
Canadian Pacific Railway was definitely promised in that direction.
Superintendent Perry at Prince Albert had issued seed grain during
the previous year to a large number of families and was to receive in
return oats for Mounted Police horses. The agreement had proved
satisfactory; the only difficulty was to get the grain threshed.
On the whole, settlers were doing well everywhere, even those
who had abandoned their farms in former years for want of markets
were now returning, and a large increase of immigration during 1889
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was anticipated. Schools and churches were springing up here and
there. The C.P.R. had instituted cheap excursions to the East, and
many young pioneer farmers went that way in search of wives. But
commenting upon these youthful agriculturists, the Commissioner
gave as his opinion that the majority had much to learn, and "their
homes could be made more comfortable and happy by devoting more
time to vegetable and flower gardens, and by keeping more poultry,
pigs and sheep". He had noticed that many of them bought nearly
everything they needed at the stores, instead of relying upon their
farms and gardens.
The Mormon settlement south of the Blood reserve had increased
and was forging ahead. Most of the butter, eggs and vegetables used
at Macleod and Lethbridge came from that source. "They a r e , " said
the Commissioner, "so far as progress and enterprise go, the very best
settlers in our country, but any attempt to introduce the practice of
polygamy under any guise must be promptly dealt w i t h . They are
so far, if straight on this point, law-abiding citizens. I have placed a
detachment in the colony" (Lee's Creek Detachment, near w h a t later
became the town of Cardston).
Indians Prospering

With few exceptions the Indians throughout the West were more
settled than ever before. The reserves had yielded some excellent crops
the previous autumn. This had encouraged the reapers to become selfsupporting, and large tracts of ground were prepared for spring seeding.
Success Of The Mounted Police

To all this the Mounted Police had paved the way. The great
plains had been made safe for settlement; the primary objective of the
Force had been achieved.
The Beckoning North

The West was still young, still a pioneer land, yet the plains were
rapidly going modern, and the eyes of many were turning towardd
the far-off fur country. Occasional visitors of means were fascinates
by tidings that reached the outside world, and becoming interested
in the northland, sought diversion and adventure there. One of these
from the Old Country, the Hon. Cecil Hugh Lowther (later the Earl
of Lonsdale), had reached Winnipeg the previous year, bringing w i t h
him a valet and equipment galore for hunting buffalo. But finding
that the last buffalo chase belonged to the past, he philosophically
arranged to visit the north and hunt the musk ox.
In the lonely land of forest and tundra, Lowther experienced
many hardships, secured several trophies and pushed on to the Arctic.
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In December 1888, he went by dog team to Great Slave Lake, then
down the Mackenzie River to its mouth, took a whaling vessel along
the coast and eventually found his way to Fort Yukon. There, news
of unusual interest awaited him.
"When I got to Fort Yukon," he wrote afterwards, "some Indians
begged me to turn aside to look at some traces of gold that had been
found nearby. I agreed to go, and though I knew little about gold,
it was obvious to me that the prospects were very good indeed. We
made a hole in the ice, kneeling down by the side of our dog sleigh,
and taking a pannikin of gravel out, washed it and allowed it to settle.
There was half a glass of gold! We then got a spade, and after digging
a bit, we found a good deal more gold. I was staggered by this discovery. I knew that here in this region on the edge of the earth there
was unlimited wealth for those who had the courage to come out and
take it. When I got back to Fort Yukon we went down to the Russian
Mission, and from there I reported to Lord Stanley (Governor General
of Canada) what I had discovered."
His find threw light on a future El Dorado, one which in due
course was to bear enormously upon the annals of the North-West
Mounted Police.
Police Routine And Diversions

The winter of 1888-89 was very mild. Week followed week free
from cold and snow, and immediately east of the Rockies the Chinook
winds often brought weather that approached the warmth of summer.
Concurrently, an interlude of comparative peace and quietness came
to the plains.
Mounted Police activities, aside from the regular routine, found
more absorbing variety in the south-western district under the supervision of " D " and " H " Divisions at Macleod and nearby " K " Division at Lethbridge, than in any other portion of the plains. Indeed,
with a matter of some 200 men and 300 horses, Fort Macleod was
again conspicuous as the best-equipped and most active divisional
centre of all. The four barrack rooms shared by the two divisions
were taxed to the limit of their accommodation.
Altogether, life in the cattle belt was still sufficiently primitive
to embrace much that savoured of pioneer days. With ranchers at
wide intervals on the streams flowing eastward from the Rockies,
with Blood, Peigan and Blackfoot Indians still comprising the largest
part of the population, and with the nearest railway point 30 miles
away (Lethbridge), Fort Macleod continued to experience much of
its former isolation.
The time of officers and men was fully occupied at this post. Rigid
discipline prevailed, and drills, parades, picquets and guards constituted a daily portion. Yet there were opportunities for recreation,
and many hours were spent in the barrack rooms at the oblong, roughly-
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constructed table in the centre of each, flanked by heavy benches over
which hung several oil lamps. Here the majority of the "non-coms"
and constables gathered or visited with each other and indulged their
favourite card games or joined in singsongs and other pastimes.
The lot of the police constable was indeed monotonous at times,
but zest was added to routine by occasional disruptions when whites
or Indians strayed from the narrow path. There was also much patrolling to be done, supplies and mails to be carried to and from outposts,
prairie fires to fight and raids on horses and cattle to be investigated.
Relevantly Superintendent Mclllree, Maple Creek, observed in
one of his reports: "There are a thousand and one things done daily
that are not thought worthwhile to enter in the official diary, but
which entail more or less work to members of the Force, and the only
way to show the general work done would be to send a copy of the
diary kept at the headquarters of the division, and copies of all diaries
kept at the outposts, and of all the patrols. In a new country like this
where there is such a large population so widely scattered, there is
something continually happening that requires investigation, and the
long distances that have to be travelled entail a vast amount of work
by men and horses."
And Superintendent Neale dwelt upon what he termed "the
terrible monotony of the life, especially during winter, of men being
thrown upon their own resources at nearly all the outposts, of their
barrackrooms containing little more than a few papers and occasional books, of the crying need for comfortable, plainly-furnished
recreation rooms to keep them out of trouble".
Aside from their private quarters, officers shared much the same
conditions as the men. The officers' mess was a bare room with heavy
deal table and kitchen chairs, its plainness only relieved by whatever
additions they saw fit to furnish themselves. But at every post the
food was all that could be desired.
International Co-operation

Close contact now existed between the upholders of the law on
either side of the boundary. This was evidenced in countless episodes
calling for international co-operation.
For instance, on the night of January 12 a comparative lethargy
that had fallen upon Fort Macleod was broken by a call from the
local Customs office for police action. Some months previously, 53
horses from south of the international line had been seized for duty
and placed on herd at a nearby ranch pending the decision of the
Minister of Customs. Now they were gone. Superintendent Steele
immediately sent a corporal and six constables to search for the thieves
and intercept them before they reached the boundary. Riders were
sent to notify the southern outposts. But the information had come
too late—24 hours after the theft had been discovered. The search
party returned next day, unsuccessful.
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Sometime later, word came that the thieves had been arrested
on the south fork of the Milk River in Montana; the horses were in
possession of the authorities and the men were in jail at Benton,
pending trial. The Montana Stock Association, upon being notified,
had co-operated to the full and were chiefly responsible for the apprehension of the perpetrators and the recovery of the animals.
Precautions had been taken to prevent just such occurrences, and
insofar as the Mounted Police were concerned little was overlooked.
Detachments near the border promptly reported every arrival of settlers
or stock and kept the officers of the Customs Department apprised;
the veterinary officer at Fort Macleod, Inspr. T. A. Wroughton, made
the necessary inspections under the quarantine regulations. Even
suspicious custody of small equipment was not overlooked. On one
occasion two Indians, Crazy Crow and The-Man-That-Never-TiesHis-Moccasins, were arrested at Standoff and convicted for having
in their possession a saddle which had been stolen at Pincher Creek.
As spring drew near there was evidence of a large influx of settlers
as well as a continuous passing of mixed itinerants to and from the
United States. Outstanding crimes came to the surface at long intervals; minor infractions were constant. Illegal liquor cases, larceny,
occasional cattle killing and horse stealing, prairie arson, assault,
drunkenness and other indictable offences made up the larger part
oi the crime sheets.
Criticism O f The Police

As justices of the peace, Mounted Police officers frequently drew
criticisms and sometimes accusations from the press in connection
with penalties imposed. Many critics contended that a commissioned
officer of the Force could not change from a police officer and become
an impartial judge. In arguing this, these critics forgot that any
inclination to err in passing judgment would give opponents tangible
pretexts upon which to base complaints.
Superintendent Steele believed that "any man who could
not do his duty as a justice without fear or favour, would be a poor
specimen of humanity and one not likely to be in the Force".
It was obvious that the accusations invariably applied to liquor
cases only. There was marked public sympathy for the whiskey trade,
a pronounced disapproval of the liquor laws. Therefore the very fault
ascribed to the police officer rightly belonged to the complainants—
the pre-judging of the case for the defense.
At the same time no one seemed willing to suggest a remedy.
Steele further commented: "Were all magistrates civilians, it would
be no guarantee that they would not be biased in their judgments.
They certainly are not as free of the different cliques and their neighbours' squabbles as are police officers, and often more afraid of public
opinion."
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The predominance of liquor law infringements over all other
crimes was in keeping w i t h the prevalent opposition to the very law
itself, and until some better formula was created, public opinion, prejudicial and otherwise, was bound to be directed towards those whose
unpleasant duty it was to punish the offenders. Actually, to the policeman the liquor laws were even more disconcerting than to the public,
and every officer and constable was fully aware that an unpopular
enactment is always a difficult one to carry out.
Insufficient Liquor Laws

Superintendent Mclllree stated: "Liquor is obtainable and sold
to the initiated in every saloon in Calgary; and in a place the size of
Calgary where there are civic authorities and local police, and where
they make no attempt whatever to interfere w i t h the traffic in intoxicants, it is next to impossible for us to do much towards lessening it.
The saloons are searched occasionally, and plenty of liquor found;
but as a rule it is covered by permits. Some of the permits are ancient,
but a permit is a permit, and it is quite impossible to prove that the
liquor found was not imported under the permit produced. Permits
have not been granted to saloon keepers for some time, but many
people w h o are granted permits leave them in saloons or turn them
over to saloon keepers, so that they always have a full supply of other
people's permits. As it has been ruled that liquor legally brought
into the country can then legally be in anybody's possession, it is no
use to move in the matter. All we can do is to endeavour to prevent
liquor being imported in large quantities. It is no use trying to deny
the fact that the sentiment of the greater part of the country is distinctly adverse to the statute on this subject; we get no sympathy in
our efforts to put a stop to the traffic, and it is the most disagreeable
of the many duties we have to perform."
And Supt. John Cotton added: "Looking back over the history
of the Territories it cannot be said that prohibition was a failure or
that it did not bring w i t h it many good results. N o w however, the
situation is changed; towns and settlements have sprung up all over
the Territories. The white population in discussing these changes,
has ventilated the subject freely and fully in the Territorial press.
As a police force we have nothing to do w i t h the different moral
interpretations put on the Act. It must suffice for us to bear testimony
to the fact that a prohibitory law does not give universal satisfaction.
This question might also be considered: Is it possible to enforce the
law as it now stands on the statute book?"
It was believed that permission to brew beer in the Territories
under proper restrictions would have a beneficial result, that in great
measure it would allay the discontent that prevailed. Less money
would be spent outside the country on liquor. Instead it would be
retained for local circulation, and a market for barley afforded to
farmers.
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Supt. R. Burton Deane, Lethbridge, pointed out: "Last year,
hop beer was the prevailing beverage. These breweries were dosed
early in the year by the Inland Revenue Department, and thirsty
ingenuity soon discovered that permit liquor was after all the safest
thing to handle. From one point of view this is distinctly an advantage
to mankind—the initiated can obtain a decent glass of liquor instead
of the fiery poison that used to be sold."
Prairie Fires

Due to an almost complete absence of snow over large portions
of the plains, and the early coming of spring, the grasslands and
wooded belts became abnormally dry, fodder for many destructive
fires. Precautions were taken to check them in time, and regular
corps of fire guardians from the different divisions of the Force were
appointed. Most of the sloughs and little lakes were dried up, and
there were no natural fire-stops. Increased settlement intensified the
danger.
In the district of Prince Albert, prairie and forest fires raged
almost continuously, the entire country being burnt over as far south
as the Canadian Pacific Railway, greatly endangering the town of
Saskatoon and destroying large quantities of hay. Superintendent
Perry made a special visit to the Indian reserves lying north of the
N o r t h Saskatchewan to solicit co-operation from the various chiefs;
patrols covered the country on the lookout for fires; non-commissioned
officers in charge of detachments were appointed fire guardians, and
every effort was put forth to discover the origin of fires.
The same conditions prevailed at Battleford, and from the beginning of March fires raged in all directions. Almost the entire district
surrounding Fort Saskatchewan was burnt. High winds prevailed;
fires thought to be extinguished would often break out anew. The
men of " G " Division were tireless in assisting the settlers as far west
as St. Albert to save their properties. During the most threatening
periods teams were kept harnessed, ready for emergency calls, and
wet bags were kept in wagons for immediate use.
The range country around Calgary and southward to beyond
Sheep Creek also suffered seriously, and all available men were employed to save w h a t property they could. Though carelessness resulted in many fires, it was generally conceded that sparks from the
engines on the C.P.R. were mainly responsible.
The Macleod country came in for its share of destruction. Where
water was not available, cattle were killed and the green hides dragged
along the line of fire to extinguish it. Once there were ten large fires
and several minor ones raging at the same time over the district.
Every available man from " D " and " H " Divisions was turned out,
and the citizens of Macleod were pressed into service, police teams
transporting them to wherever their help was required. In the vicinity
of Lethbridge the entire country was well scorched.
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At Maple Creek fires could be seen day and night. Columns of
smokefillecfthe air. Farm buildings were burned, hay stacks destroyed
all over the country, and some of the finest cattle ranges became temporarily useless.
Inspector Sanders, appointed to the command of " A " Division,
Maple Creek, in May, reported that fighting prairie fires was heartbreaking work both to the police and settlers. No sooner was a fire
extinguished at one point than it would spring up at another. Prevailing high wunds added to the task. Passing trains along the Canadian
Pacific and the North-Western Coal and Navigation Company's railway started fires constantly. Smoke arrestors on the engines were
tried, but these easily became clogged and engineers had to punch
holes in them or take them off in order to make sufficient draught.
The worst fire in the Maple Creek district originated near the boundary
between the Cypress and Sweet Grass Hills. It lasted two weeks,
sweeping through the Cypress Hills, destroying what remained of
old Fort Walsh, and dying down only after it had swept far to the
eastward.
In the Regina area, despite every effort put forth by the police
and private citizens, extensive damage was done and new settlements
saw their supplies and work of trie previous summer wiped out.
Though disadvantages imposed by the elements were beyond control,
officers and men of the Force succeeded in saving many a settler and
rancher from utter ruin. But miles and miles of grazing land became
desert waste.
Reorganization: Patrols: Accommodation

In May, Supt. W. D. Antrobus took over command of " C " Division, Battleford, from Inspr. Joseph Howe who was transferred to
headquarters, Regina.
At all division posts, plans for summer patrols were changed
considerably from those of the previous year and adjusted to meet
new conditions. Increased settlement demanded extensions, while
lack of water from the unusually open winter called for careful consideration on the old routes. Many justifiable requests from settlers
for increased protection were attended to and complied with, and to
meet an obvious need, steps were taken to increase the number of
points near the boundary for those desiring to enter or leave Canada
legally.
With regard to the northern and southern divisions, and those
along the Canadian Pacific Railway, there was marked variance in
police duties and surroundings. In the north the chief centres of population were: the town of Edmonton, watched over by a detachment
from " G " Division, Fort Saskatchewan; Battleford, under the eyes of
" C " Division, and Prince Albert, under " F " . Beyond, stretching into
a little-known and thickly forested country, there was small attempt
at settlement, and the Indians and halfbreeds there, now occupied in
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some rude agricultural pursuits in addition to their hunting, fishing,
trapping and occasional freighting, required little police attention.
The outstanding points in the south were Macleod where " D " and
" H " Divisions held forth, and Lethbridge about 30 miles away, headquarters of "K". From east to west on the transcontinental railway,
were: Depot, or Headquarters, Division and " B " at Regina; " A "
Division at Maple Creek, and " E " Division at Calgary. Practically
the entire country surrounding all these divisions came under the surveillance of the numerous detachments, from which patrols operated
in all directions, paying special attention to the ever-increasing farming
and ranching settlement as well as the Indian reserves.
Beginning in early spring, the Regina district, which extended
northward to the Touchwood Hills and southward to the U.S. boundary, under the supervision of " B " and Depot Divisions, was provided
with a thorough patrol. Outposts at Moosomin, Whitewood, Broadview, Wolseley, Qu'Appelle, Fort Qu'Appelle, Touchwood, Moose
Jaw, Willow Bunch, Wood Mountain, Alameda, Cannington Manor
(Moose Mountain), Saltcoats, Carlyle, Boscurvis, Souris Coal Mine,
Wapella, Carnduff and later in the season Pinto Horse Butte 50 miles
west of Wood Mountain, were gradually opened up. Patrols operating
in the south country from Wood Mountain and Maple Creek linked
up at East End.
Maple Creek supplied small detachments at Swift Current, Saskatchewan Landing (intermittently), Dunmore, Bull's Head, Josephsburg, Willow Creek, Graburn, Battle Creek, Farwell, East End and
Maple Creek Town Station. Medicine Hat was also served from " A "
Division with one officer, four non-commissioned officers, 16 constables
and 20 horses. From the Willow Creek outpost, the " A " Division
patrols connected with those from " K " Division, Lethbridge.
Outposts from Lethbridge, some of them under canvas, were:
Kennedy's Crossing far to the east near the international boundary;
Pendant d'Oreille, Writing-On-Stone and Milk River Ridge, all
on or near the Milk River; Fifteen Mile Butte (replacing Kipp's
Coulee detachment, where the water was bad), and Nine Mile Butte,
both on the Benton trail between Lethbridge and Milk River Ridge.
The patrol from Pendant d'Oreille to Willow Creek ( " A " Division),
which occupied four days each week, was provided with a packhorse outfit. A "flying patrol" was also stationed on the St. Mary's
River about 20 miles south of Lethbridge to scour that portion of
the country, and another camp was set up to the north-east at the
junction of the Little Bow and Belly Rivers to protect surrounding
ranches.
The " K " Division country was little changed from its primitive
state. Some widely-separated ranchers—pioneers in every sense—
had settled there, but for the most part it was a lonesome, windswept land of grass and sagebrush in which each outpost had its
individual characteristics.
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At Fifteen Mile Butte there was a good spring of water. In inverse ratio, skunks had formed a colony nearby and were so numerous
it became necessary to build a fence around each tent to ward off the
highly-scented settlers. Superintendent Deane observed: " T h e skunk
seems to have a keen appreciation of the art of minding one's own
business, but woe betide any unlucky knight w h o is betrayed into
any gesture giving him cause for alarm."
The camp at Nine Mile Butte, nine miles north of the Milk River
Ridge, also had a spring of clear-running water which men of the
detachment had cleaned out and boxed in three separate reservoirs,
one for drinking water, one for supplying horses and one for bathing.
The Milk River Ridge detachment which had wintered out the
previous year was afforded fair accommodation. It enjoyed a substantial frame building w i t h lean-to kitchen and small office, and a stable
for ten horses. Plans were in progress to add a storehouse, coal shed,
latrine and a stone-lined well.
A small log house, with cellar and lean-to kitchen, a stable and
blacksmith shop were being erected at Writing-On-Stone. The location was a charming one at the mouth of a coulee w i t h precipitous
and rocky sides running back from the south side of the Milk River.
A fence across the lower end and another about a mile up the coulee
furnished an excellent corral which provided good shelter and feed.
Wild fruit was available in season, and there was ample small game
in the vicinity. At a short distance the detachment was entirely out
of sight from the plain above, and altogether was unique among the
many outposts of the Force.
The trail from Writing-On-Stone running eastward followed the
Milk River along banks that were all but inaccessible for more than
20 miles—to the first watering place.
Pendant d'Oreille consisted of a crude log shanty built the previous year, but better accommodation, similar to that at Writing-OnStone, was now being erected. The house stood above a cut-bank
overlooking the river from the north, w i t h convenient approaches
to the water for man and beast.
Kennedy's Crossing Detachment on an attractive, partiallywooded bend of the Milk River at the crossing of the old Fort WashBenton trail had recently been moved because by mistake it had been
built on American soil. Superintendent Deane had tentatively chosen
a new site on the table land several miles north of the river close to a
small shallow lake.
The Milk River outposts were supplied w i t h rations, forage and
coal from Lethbridge and game from Nature—-antelope, prairie chickens, sage hens and wildfowl, w i t h perhaps an occasional black-tailed
deer or a bear for good measure. Eventually each had a pack horse.
The men had comfortable if primitive quarters, but lacked reading
material, and calls had gone out for contributions of books—not
exclusively of a scientific or religious character. The intervening
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distances were patrolled almost daily, and the coming and going of
any strangers closely checked.
A small log shanty and stable were erected in a sheltered bottom
known as "The Pot Hole", east of the St. Mary's River, for a little
detachment stationed there. Future plans promised a storehouse. The
intention was that this place should be headquarters of a flying patrol
in summer and the horse herd in winter, the spot being well sheltered
and providing excellent grazing.
In addition to the various patrols from these outposts, several
special patrols necessarily dependent upon water supply, operated
at intervals through more unfrequented parts of the country, and two
men with horses were placed for a short time at old Fort Whoop-Up,
the occupant, Dave Akers, being paid a monthly consideration for
their lodging.
Commenting upon his detachments, Superintendent Deane, " K "
Division, stated: "Everything had to be hauled—rations, forage,
coal, coal oil, and equipment of every sort. It meant a distance of
230 miles to make a round trip to the farthest detachment."
The detachments from " D " and " H " Divisions, Fort Macleod,
connected on the east with " K " Division, Lethbridge, at the Milk
River Ridge, and with " E " Division, Calgary, at High River to the
north. They consisted of: St. Mary's, with a house, stable and coal
house situated about 25 miles west of the Milk River Ridge detachment
and about eight miles north of the international boundary; Lee's Creek,
under canvas on the stream of that name, close to the Mormon village
of Cardston; Milk River (distinct from Milk River Ridge) under
canvas near the boundary line; Big Bend, with a small house and
stabling for five horses on a big bend of the Belly River near the
Cochrane ranch at the south-west corner of the Blood reserve; North
Fork (or Kootenai) under canvas on the "dry fork" of the Kootenai
or Waterton River, 12 miles north of Big Bend; Standoff, with old log
buildings, the most important outpost in the district and badly in
need of new accommodation for an increased number of men, on the
Belly River a little above the junction of the Kootenai (Waterton);
Kipp, with a fairly large two-storey house, a stable for 14 horses,
and some outbuildings on the Old Man's River between Macleod
and Lethbridge, near the junction of the Belly; "Leavings" (the
horse-herd camp) under canvas on Willow Creek, about 30 miles
north-west of Macleod (near the present Claresholm); Mosquito
Creek, in the midst of large horse and cattle ranches, on the creek
of that name about 20 miles north of Leavings (near the present
Nanton); Porcupine Hills, or Peigan Detachment, on Beaver Creek
close to the Waldron ranch, with a log house, a stable for five horses,
and an outhouse, a short distance north-west of the Peigan reserve,
but formerly at Dunbar's ranch nine miles to the east; Pincher Creek,
with a substantial group of buildings in the foothills, about 30 miles
up the Old Man's River from Fort Macleod; Crow's Nest, consisting

N.W.M.P. Detachment, Standoff.

Superintendent Steele (in buffalo coat), Inspector Jarvis, personnel and Indian scouts
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of several log buildings, in the mountain pass of that name west of
Pincher Creek. A " T o w n Detachment" was maintained in the town
of Macleod, and a flying patrol operated south of Standoff to prevent
cattle killing by the Bloods.
Operating from " E " Division, Calgary, were a number of detachments: Gleichen, which watched over the Blackfoot reserve and
patrolled northward as far as a small settlement on Rosebud Creek
and southward to w h a t was known as Queenstown on the MacleodBlackfoot Crossing trail, as well as east and west along the C.P.R.;
Scarlett's, on the Edmonton trail about 40 miles north of Calgary,
covering the settled country in the vicinity and patrolling once a week
as far as "Beaver D a m " to check freighting outfits going north;
Morley, on the upper Bow, in charge of the foothills country on both
sides of the river, eastward to Cochrane and westward to "The G a p " ;
Banff, also on the Bow farther west in the Rockies, fast becoming a
favourite tourist and holiday resort; Canmore and Anthracite to the
east of Banff, and Laggan to the west, on the C.P.R.; Sheep Creek, or
Millar's, on the north fork of that stream, which patrolled surrounding
settlements immediately south of Calgary; Pekisko, also to the south,
which met the patrol from Mosquito Creek—one of the Macleod
detachments—and covered the settlements on the different branches
of Sheep Creek south of the north fork; and High River at the crossing
of the river of that name by the north and south trail. A small detachment was stationed at the Indian industrial school at Dunbow a few
miles south of Calgary, to co-ordinate with the patrols north and
south and prevent Indians from camping near the school and taking
their children away.
As evidence of the extent to which the patrolling of the country
was carried out, more than 2,000 mounted patrols were performed
from Calgary and the detachments of " E " Division in a twelvemonth period, aside from such work as was done on horses from
the mountain detachments. The principal duty of the detachment
at Laggan was to curb the liquor traffic from British Columbia eastward. At Anthracite close supervision was maintained among the
coal miners employed there, more especially to keep the liquor traffic
within bounds. The Canmore detachment examined all trains running
east and west. Rented premises were used at each of these three points
which were under the supervision of the officer in charge at Banff.
The Gleichen and Pekisko detachments also occupied settlers' houses
or small hotels. Suitable quarters for officers, men and horses had
been erected at Banff when the detachment was first established there.
In the north, irregular and special patrols operated from Fort
Saskatchewan, headquarters of " G " Division. This entailed supervision southward to Beaver Lake, the Battle River and over the
settlements thereabouts, southward and westward to the Bear Hills
and the Calgary-Edmonton trail, northward to Lac la Biche and the
surrounding country, eastward to link in w i t h the patrols from Battle-
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ford. In addition there were outposts of the division at: Edmonton,
about 19 miles up the Saskatchewan to the west, under Inspector
Piercy (occupying rented buildings), which patrolled south to beyond
Black Mud Creek, north-west to Stony Plains, Lac St. Anne, St.
Albert, Riviere qui Barre, and other points; Victoria, 60 miles northeast of Fort Saskatchewan, which patrolled east to Saddle Lake
and south-east to Egg Lake, and other areas; Peace Hills, 60 miles
south-west; Red Deer, 100 miles south, from which patrols operated
regularly to Buffalo Lake, Lone Pine, Wolf Creek, Blind Man, Stony
Reserve and other points. There was an intermittent detachment at
St. Albert a few miles to the north-west of Edmonton.
Patrols from " C " Division, Battleford, rode in various directions,
visiting the several nearby Indian reserves and keeping in close touch
with all settlers. A small detachment stationed during the winter
at the Bresaylor settlement 30 miles to the north-west, was called
in early in the spring, after which supervision in that direction was
handled by a weekly patrol from division headquarters. Other detachments worked out from Onion Lake north of old Fort Pitt, and from
Sixty Mile Bush on the trail from Battleford to Swift Current. Rented
quarters were used at Onion Lake, but Superintendent Antrobus recommended the erection of suitable buildings at that point. He thought
the detachment at "The Bush" was no longer necessary.
" F " Division, Prince Albert, maintained a regular patrol system
for the district between the north and south branches of the Saskatchewan and beyond. Detachments had been placed at Batoche,
Saskatoon and several of the more important ferry crossings on the
South Branch. Not only were the Indian reserves and settlers visited
regularly, but all travellers coming from the south were searched for
intoxicating liquor.
The winter detachments in Manitoba, established chiefly to
prevent smuggling along the international boundary, were withdrawn in April, but it was soon found that they were needed again
and were re-established in June. In fact, this work had become so
pressing that later in the year more men were sent to patrol the border
country between Antler Creek and the Souris River eastward to Turtle
Mountain, with headquarters at Sourisford.
Small detachments supplied by " B " Division, Regina, operated
from a number of Manitoba points—the villages of Morden, Manitou,
Rhineland, Burritt's, Windygates, Crystal City, Cartwright and
Wakopa. Besides collecting duty, they issued permits for the Crown
Timber Department, carried out special assignments for the Customs
Department, issued "let passes" to people going to the United States,
guarded against Dakota settlers taking wood from the Canadian side,
saw that any persons from south of the boundary who brought wheat
to be ground, took back the equivalent in flour, watched over the
north and south trails, and performed regular patrols throughout
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the area. All the Manitoba detachments were under the supervision
of Inspector McGibbon.
Another outpost established b y " B " Division during the summer
was Yorkton, Saskatchewan, a district to which foreigners were
flocking.
The region now policed by the North-West Mounted Police was
approximately as large as France and Germany combined.
The widespread patrolling cut to a minimum crimes of serious
nature. Wholesale horse stealing was a thing of the past and the
inherent tendency of Indians to commit such an offence, which was
considered to be a high achievement, had largely succumbed under
pressure of the law and the steady influx of civilized customs. Only
occasionally did sporadic raids on property break forth. But among
the Blood Indians south of Macleod, there were some disposed at all
times to profit at the expense of others, and the entire Blackfoot
Confederacy was not exempt from the practice, neither were some
irresponsible and unruly whites. Yet all in all, the general state of the
country was quiet, peaceful and prosperous.
The Sun Dance An Obstacle

Among the Indians nothing tended to prolong old customs of
bravado so much as the annual Sun Dance peculiar to the tribes of the
plains. In the words of Superintendent Steele: " I t kept the redman
from becoming civilized, and the mischief was enhanced by the practice of the older men of 'counting their coups', relating to the assembled warriors their real or imaginary feats of valour in w a r . ' '
This outstanding tribal event of the year was still practised w i t h
all its former ritual and torture. It encouraged initiated braves to
commit crimes, and fostered raids on the horses and cattle of hereditary enemies, especially south of the international boundary.
The Bloods Go Raiding

Late in April an example of the persistent defiance of the law by
the Bloods came to the notice of Superintendent Steele at Fort Macleod.
A number of young bucks led by Prairie-Chicken-Old-Man had left
the reserve south of Macleod w i t h the expressed intention of stealing
horses from the Crows in Montana.
The names of the Indians making up the raiding party were easily
obtained and as arrangements for pursuit were completed, a telegram,
from a point south of the line revealed that Canadian Indians were
stealing horses on American soil. It was requested that Mounted
Police action be taken. Incidentally the peace pact entered into
between the Bloods on the Canadian side and the Indians of Montana
had been cast to the winds. Steele sent instructions to all his outposts
to keep a sharp watch for the raiders. Later he received another tele-
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gram stating that the Bloods had picked up 17 horses and struck
northward.
Inspector Macpherson and all available non-commissioned officers
and men were immediately dispatched to intercept the Indians on
their return. Another telegram stated that the Bloods had stolen 40
horses from the Crows. Then came word from Colonel Otis, commanding at Fort Assiniboine, Montana. Nine Bloods had been seen
travelling through the Bear Paw Mountains w i t h stolen horses.
Many rumours followed, several of them wild exaggerations. PrairieChicken-Old-Man's party had all been killed by Gros Ventres; two
Blood scalps had been lifted; the Bloods while driving their stolen
stock ahead of them through the Bear Paw Mountains had been
opposed unsuccessfully by some South Assiniboines, one of whom
had been shot and scalped by Prairie-Chicken-Old-Man; a troop of U.S.
cavalry from Fort Assiniboine had attempted to intercept the raiders,
w h o had escaped and struck swiftly towards the "Medicine Line".
With but five Crow horses the raiders eventually rode home.
One of the stolen horses died from abuse and exhaustion near the end
of the journey; another, a stray, had been seized, but the scrawny
animals were probably of less importance in the estimation of the
returning Indians than three fresh enemy scalps boastingly displayed.
Doubtless, to the Blood way of thinking, the raid had been a creditable
one w i t h a l ; but the affair was far from closed.
A few days later four of the adventurers—Young Pine, The
Scout, Low Chief and The Bee—were in the guardroom at Fort
Macleod. Prairie-Chicken-Old-Man's name still stood prominently
on the list of those wanted.
When brought before Superintendent Steele in the orderly room,
Young Pine w i t h the usual candor of the Indian when in talkative
mood gave w h a t appeared to be a truthful account of the foray to the
southward. He said the raiding party had consisted of five Bloods and
one Peigan. Reaching the Big Horn about 400 miles from Macleod,
they drove off 100 horses from the Crow agency, some of which were
in poor condition. They had been suddenly attacked by a large band of
Gros Ventres and hotly pursued into the Bear Paw Mountains. Finally
they escaped their enemies, but soon afterwards spied two Indians
ahead of them, one an Assiniboine whom they killed. Prairie-ChickenOld-Man took the Assiniboine's scalp. A troop of American cavalry
attempted to intercept the party, and they were obliged to leave most
of the horses behind, reaching the Blood reserve w i t h only five.
All those captured were released a month later on order of the
Indian commissioner, to come up for trial when required. Another
of the marauders gave himself up to the police and was allowed to go
w i t h a severe "telling off". But Superintendent Steele considered the
case still open. Later, he stated: " I t appeared to me that the civilization of the Bloods was not eagerly sought after by the worthy persons
responsible for i t . "
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Native Scouts: Star Child

For some time it had been customary at several of the police
posts, especially Wood Mountain, Maple Creek, Lethbridge and Macleod, to employ half breed or Indian scouts. Some of them were invaluable, and on occasions aided materially in locating Indian camps
where wanted offenders might be lodging.
Among the few Indians thus engaged by Superintendent Deane
at Lethbridge was one w h o had proven himself to be a strange anomaly.
Back in November 1879, Cst. Marmaduke Graburn had been
killed while herding horses a few miles from Fort Walsh. Suspicion
had at once centered upon a Blood Indian, Star Child. Eventually
the suspected Indian had been arrested and tried by a jury at Fort
Macleod in 1881, but the sole evidence against him had been purely
circumstantial. A verdict of "not guilty" had resulted. Sometime
later however he had been sentenced to penitentiary for horse stealing,
and after serving the sentence had returned to his people on the Blood
reserve.
In talking to ex-Cst. R. N . Wilson w h o in 1886 had established
a small trading store at Standoff, Star Child remarked: " I have had a
lot of trouble in my life, but have come through very well. I believe
I have a charmed life, and nothing can harm me, due to the fact that
I have never taken to myself a wife. If I ever do settle down w i t h a
woman, I feel I will lose my charm."
Among the Indian scouts recently employed by Superintendent
Deane, Lethbridge, none, to use his own words, " h a d proven themselves to be w o r t h their salt, w i t h the exception of Star Child". He
it was w h o had apprised Superintendent Steele of Prairie-ChickenOld-Man's raid into Montana.
About the middle of April this reformed Indian came upon two
white men in possession of a ten-gallon keg of liquor. He seized the
keg despite proffered bribes and threats, and sent for Sergeant Ross,
w h o took the contraband poison to the Lethbridge barracks where
it was destroyed. Meantime the two whiskey traders had vanished,
though Star Child made an exhaustive search for them.
Not long afterwards, Star Child enticed a white man's Indian
wife to share his lodge w i t h him. Despite the good work he had
performed as a police scout, he became indolent, lost his " c h a r m " ,
contracted tuberculosis and died at the age of 29. Superintendent
Deane said in his annual report: " I should be glad to get another
native scout of similar calibre."
Sphere O f Police Activity Extended

Throughout the West, improvements, innovations and extensions
were now the order of the day, and it was obvious that the NorthWest Mounted Police would soon be called upon to extend their
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sphere of administrative and protective service far beyond the borders
of the plains. Little by little the outlying wilderness was coming
within the range of modern progress. Many railway lines were being
projected or promoted to fill the immediate and prospective requirements of large areas favoured by settlers; but in the North Saskatchewan country, horses, dogs and river craft provided the sole means
of transport. Clumsy, stern-wheeled steamers still plied the North
Saskatchewan between Edmonton in the west and Grand Rapids near
the outlet to Lake Winnipeg in the east. On the lake itself, approximately 300 miles in length, lake boats moved freight and passengers
between Selkirk near the mouth of the Red River and Norway House
near the head of navigation at Grand Rapids. Naturally, illegal
liquor found its way on these boats as freight for the northern country. Lieut.-Governors John Christian Schultz of Manitoba and Joseph
Royal of the North-West Territories urgently requested that a Mounted
Police detachment be placed on Lake Winnipeg to assist in curtailing
the illicit traffic in Manitoba and the District of Keewatin.
Accordingly, a small detachment under Inspector Begin was
assigned to this new duty with headquarters at Selkirk.
Proceeding to Grand Rapids on the first north-bound boat, Begin
and several of his men maintained a sharp lookout for incoming liquor
unaccompanied by permits; but a period of drought set in which
lowered the water level of the Saskatchewan, and the river steamers
were forced to cease running. However a great deal of valuable information for the future was gathered, regulations regarding commercial
fishing were imposed and law and order introduced to a hitherto
isolated area. Before the summer was over the detachment was withdrawn.
Here And There
Items of interest and historical worth were cropping up continually, mostly from settled areas, towns and villages, though the natives
of the plains still contributed their share. A cross section of Western
happenings here and there, chosen almost at random, forms a fitting,
if brief, commentary upon the general trend of activities at this period.
At Maple Creek four charges were laid against a man for unlawfully making malt and steeping grain for the purpose. He was sentenced to pay a fine of $300 and costs, or serve eight months in prison
at hard labour.
At the end of May the detachment at Kennedy's Crossing reported to Lethbridge that a number of Crees from Canada were encamped on the Milk River about nine miles downstream on the
American side. On advice from Superintendent Deane, Colonel Otis of
Fort Assiniboine, Montana, sent out a party to order the Indians back
to their own country, but there was no need. The absentees, sensing
trouble, broke camp in groups of twos and three and were not seen
again in that region.
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On May 30 at Fort Macleod action was taken on a suggestion
made by Inspr. Zack Wood. A committee was formed for the purpose
of erecting a suitable monument in the local cemetery to commemorate
officers and men of the Force who had died in the district.
On June 3 the "Caroline Gage Theatrical Troupe" reached the
town of Macleod to present a series of plays in the town hall—the
first theatrical company to visit Alberta.
On June 26 the Governor-General-in-Council ordered that a
book printed at Ottawa regarding the "Regulations and Orders of the
North-West Mounted Police" be distributed at the various posts.
During June a rifle competition held at Saskatoon between teams
consisting of ten non-commissioned officers and men each, from " C "
Division, Battleford and " F " Division, Prince Albert, for "The
Hudson's Bay Cup," culminated with " F " Division on top.
In June Surgeon George A. Kennedy completed many years of
meritorious service in the Force, and Asst. Surgeon S. M. Fraser replaced him at Fort Macleod.
A revolting murder occurred at Calgary during a drunken brawl
when a gambler, Jumbo Fisk, slew a halfbreed woman named Rosalie.
Trial by jury resulted in a verdict of "not guilty", but Judge Rouleau
stoutly refused to accept the finding. Upon further deliberation,
the jury disagreed. At a second trial Fisk received a sentence of 14
years in the penitentiary.
A degenerate named Brazier who had committed a brutal murder
in Montana and fled to Canada on a stolen horse, was promptly
arrested, and as he waived extradition, was handed over to the sheriff
of Miles City, Montana.
Ever since the survey and marking of the international boundary
in 1874, a portion of about 14 miles near Kennedy's post on the Milk
River had remained unmarked. Supt. E. W. Jarvis commanding " B "
Division, Regina, took the matter in hand, located the line, built
stone mounds at suitable intervals and had the line chopped out
through the trees in the valley of the river. Inspector Baker in charge
of the Kennedy detachment had already performed valuable services
in the preliminary work of locating the correct line.
At another part of the boundary the trail running west from
Wood End was on the American side for about 20 miles. Superintendend Jarvis assisted by Inspector McGibbon, opened a new trail from
Wood End to Long Creek, parallel to the boundary on Canadian
ground, and marked the boundary more clearly with mounds of stones.
Cst. Alfred Perry, while returning to his detachment on the
Little Bow after bringing in the weekly reports to Lethbridge, lost
his life in attempting to swim his horse across the Belly River. The
horse was found on the opposite side of the river, standing patiently
under a cut-bank, but Perry's body was not found for several weeks.
It had drifted downstream about 20 miles.
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Thirty-five or 40 gold prospectors were active on the gravel bars
bordering the river above and below Fort Saskatchewan, and it was
estimated that over $6,000 w o r t h of the precious metal was taken out
during the season. Settlers also participated in the search, which
helped in their purchase of winter supplies. Superintendent Griesbach
reported that some platinum and small rubies had been found in the
locality.
An Icelandic settlement was in progress during the summer at
the Little Red Deer River midway between Edmonton and Calgary.
In June Lieutenant-Governor Royal accompanied by Supt. Severe
Gagnon visited Battleford and inspected the barracks which he found
to his entire satisfaction.
The Bloods Brought To Book

On July 5, Inspr. Zack Wood and a score of men set out from
Fort Macleod for the Blood reserve. Jerry Potts, the reliable guide
and interpreter, was taken along, also Surgeon Fraser. All were
aware that a dangerous and difficult task was in the making. The
Sun Dance was on, and incidentally Prairie-Chicken-Old-Man, the
daring leader of the recent horse raid in Montana, was still missing.
But something more serious was in the wind. S/Sgt. C. Hilliard, in
charge of the Standoff detachment had reported that a Blood named
Calf Robe, wanted for a part in the Montana horse thefts, had threatened to shoot a constable sent after him, and Steele had ordered Hilliard
to make the arrest. Calf Robe had been located in the Sun Dance
lodge, but the sergeant's efforts had been futile—the Bloods assailed
the three police w h o attempted to take the alleged thief, and in a
rough-and-tumble struggle two constables held their prisoner on the
ground w i t h dozens of rifles pointed at their heads until a mob of over
200 yelling savages overcame them. Fortunately the police, one of
whom was a young recruit, had remained cool-headed. On return to
Standoff, Hilliard had reported again to Steele.
The Blood camp was found by Potts just beyond an intervening
ridge, and Inspector Wood directed him to go forward and notify the
Indians that those wanted would have to be given up along with any
w h o had led the opposition to Hilliard and his men.
Potts returned to say that Red Crow, chief of all the Bloods,
was smoking his pipe and deeply pondering the situation. His young
men were highly excited. The Sun Dance was in progress, and he was
not sure that they could be held in check. Wood sent Potts back with
word that the wanted Indians would have to be delivered within an
hour by Red Crow himself or the police would ride in and take them.
Potts was confronted by a general uproar when he delivered the
second message. With numbers strongly in their favour, the young
bucks were eager for a fight, and as the stipulated time drew near, the
prospect was a desperate one.
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When the hour was up, Wood ordered his men to mount. They
were about to gallop forward when a lone Indian appeared on the
ridge, then another and another until it was seen that a large band
was approaching under the leadership of Red Crow.
Most of the male members of the camp rode up. A few words
passed between Inspector Wood and Red Crow, and five Indians,
including Prairie-Chicken-Old-Man and Calf Robe were soon on their
way to Fort Macleod, Chief Red Crow and a large number of subdued
redskins accompanying them.
Those w h o had opposed Hilliard
received a scathing lecture from Steele, and Red Crow himself was
given a tongue-thrashing. The chief offenders were committed for
trial, Red Crow and Indian Agent Pocklington going bail for them.
In due course the stolen horses were returned to the Crows.
A controversy arose as to the legality of the arrests, there having
been no warrants issued. Correspondence w i t h Ottawa passed back
and forth over a long period, but the matter was finally disposed of
by Sir John Thompson, Minister of Justice, w h o held that the Mounted
Police could arrest an Indian at any time or place. These Indians
were wards of the nation, Mounted Police were officers of the Crown—
in such instances, there could be no miscarriage of justice. Eventually
the accused were released by the court on technicalities, but Superintendent Steele recorded, not a little indignantly, that they should
have been severely punished.
Commenting upon the Blood Indians, w h o among all those w h o
had accepted treaty were now the worst trouble makers, Superintendent Deane, commanding " K " Division at nearby Lethbridge,
wrote: "The Bloods think that they are the cream of creation, and
it is time for them to begin to imbibe some modification of the idea.
We have been unsuccessful in keeping them on their reserve. A firm
and persistent pressure will in time have the desired effect. I went
to the Sun Dance at the reserve, and I came away w i t h the impression
that it serves no useful purpose whatever, and might be profitably
replaced by some other form of entertainment. N o more than half a
dozen would-be braves underwent the ordeal, and some of them were
only brought to the scratch by obtrusive and derisive encouragement . . . . It has the effect of bringing out all the bad policies of the
Indians without any compensating advantage. It feeds the naturally
cruel nature of the spectator, it panders to the lust of both sexes, and
unsettles the marital relations of the Indians themselves; and last
though not least, it acts as an incentive to the triumphant participant
to evince a courage to which he is far from feeling in the commission
of some lawless act."
Further Happenings

During the summer considerable change was effected among the
detachments and patrols operating in Manitoba. Inspector McGibbon
was instructed to reorganize patrols and establish further small detach-
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ments: one west of Turtle Mountain near the crossing of the Souris
River to watch traffic from the United States, one south of Clearwater, one at Snowflake, one at a spot known as Selwyn's to watch
parties entering the timber in that vicinity, and one on the trail from
Morden to Walhalla, south of the boundary. Each was to have two
men, one on station duty at all times, the other to perform the necessary patrols.
Interlocking patrols now extended for 700 miles along the boundary from the Red River to the Rockies.
Evidence of the Force's tenacity in assignments was exhibited
in July. A ranch company reported to Fort Macleod that a thief had
stolen a horse from them and made off towards the Crow's Nest Pass.
Sergeant Waite and Constable Robinson were immediately ordered
out in pursuit. They recovered the stolen horse at Pincher Creek, but
learned that another had been stolen in the vicinity, obviously to
replace the first. It was also learned that the thief had been joined by
another man and that both had disappeared together. With a warrant
obtained at Pincher Creek the two redcoats continued the pursuit,
picking up such evidence as they could along the way. The trail led
through the Crow's Nest Pass to Fort Steele on the Kootenay River,
in British Columbia. From there, the culprits who had a two-day
start had headed for the Okanagan country through difficult mountain
passes, and the chase had to be abandoned.
In July, slouch hats made of felt were issued to the men of " D "
and " H " Divisions at Fort Macleod. A supply was also forwarded
to the outlying detachments.
During the summer the route of a proposed railway from Calgary
to Edmonton was laid down, and application for a charter for the
Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and Saskatchewan railway had been made,
to be built from Regina to Prince Albert.
On July 30 a telegram from Colonel Otis, Fort Assiniboine,
Montana, notified Inspr. G. E. Sanders, commandant of " A " Division,
Maple Creek, that two white men had stolen 25 horses and struck
out for the Canadian line. Two days later the culprits were arrested
by StafF-Sergeant McGinnis at Swift Current and taken to Maple
Creek for trial. Judge Macleod and a jury heard the case, but a verdict
of "not guilty" was rendered, due, it was said, to the unsavory character of the prosecutor. However the owner of the horses got back
his property.
Clever Police Work

Despite the utmost vigilance on the part of officers and men,
whiskey smuggling from south of the boundary persisted. The smugglers seemed unable to resist the adventurous hazards of the traffic and
the lure of possible profits. In the Macleod district was one trafficker
known as "Red McConnell" who had long been sought for his offences.
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On a day late in July a party of police from Lethbridge were
bridging a mud hole in the trail to Milk River Ridge. Their temporary
camp was nearby. Several miles away Corporal Elliott in charge of
the St. Mary's detachment came across a deeply-indented wagon
track and followed it. The driver of the wagon, apparently suspecting
he was being followed, had, before Elliott caught sight of him,
hurriedly pitched a number of kegs of liquor out of his wagon on the
edge of a bank. The kegs rolled out of sight off the trail. When Elliott
reached the spot his sharp eyes noticed that from there on the wheel
marks were shallower, and he correctly concluded that the wagon
load had grown lighter. He found the kegs and continued to the
working party's camp. There he found McConnell alone, with an
empty wagon and unhitched horses.
After supper that evening McConnell hitched up and drove off.
He was soon out of sight beneath a pall of smoke which hung over the
country from prairie fires. Elliott decided to watch the kegs all night.
At dawn McConnell came to pick up his kegs. As he was carrying
the second one, the corporal appeared from hiding, arrested him and
proceeded to Lethbridge w i t h the outfit, including five 10-gallon kegs
of whiskey. The liquor was destroyed and McConnell fined $100.
There was no proof that the contraband had been carried in the wagon,
and he was allowed to retain his horses and equipment. To all appearances, McConnell had at last learned a lesson; he was not found operating in those parts again.
The Bloods Learn A Lesson

On the last day of July Superintendent Deane received a telegram
from Colonel Otis informing him that four Indians had left a reserve
near Fort Belknap, Montana, four days previously for the purpose of
making a raid upon the Bloods. Upon being notified, Superintendent
Steele at Macleod sent out an Indian to warn the Bloods to be on the
lookout. But despite every precaution, the southern Indians succeeded
in driving off two horses. This was a salutary and pointed lesson for
the Bloods w h o had recently ventured south of the line for a similar
purpose. Not long afterwards two Indians Heavy Runner and Eagle
Tail, came into Fort Macleod from the Blood reserve to report about
the raid by the American Indians. They were sent with interpreter
Potts to the St. Mary's detachment to join Inspector Macpherson at
that point, and all rode southward to Chinook, Montana, to prosecute.
In quick order the guilty Indians found themselves in jail at Benton.
Deerfoot Located At Last

Deerfoot, the Blackfoot Indian w h o had been sought since September 1887 unexpectedly returned to the reserve near the Blackfoot
Crossing, hoping to escape detection. He was promptly picked up
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by a patrol from Calgary, tried and given a brief term in the police
cells. At long last, it had become a certainty that Deerfoot and Bad
Dried Meat were the same man. (See p. 346.)
A Provisional Division

On orders from the Commissioner an unusual movement of a
large number of officers and men from the north to Regina was effected,
starting on August 29. On that day Superintendent Perry commanding " F " Division, Prince Albert, moved out w i t h two officers, 46 noncommissioned officers and men, 56 horses and nine wagons, leaving a
detachment of 18 men at the post under Inspr. Frank Norman. At
the same time Inspector Chalmers w i t h one officer, 44 men, 45 horses
and three wagons from " C " Division left Battleford. The two parties
met at Saskatoon and all proceeded on the trail to Moose Jaw. Drought
had struck the area, and from Beaver Creek to the Elbow of the South
Saskatchewan, a distance of 40 miles, no water could be found. On
the following day the same condition prevailed for a distance of 42
miles. After two days rest at Moose J a w the combined command rode
on to Regina, where it was formed into a "Provisional Division"
under canvas. For an indefinite period, Perry and his command were
to participate in the regular post duties.
The Minister O f Customs On Inspection

In September the Hon. Mackenzie Bowell, Minister of Customs,
accompanied by Assistant Commissioner Parmalee of Customs and
Capt. G. H. Young, Inspector of Ports, arrived from the East on an
inspection tour. From Deloraine, Manitoba, to McCarthy's Lake
between Wood Mountain and the Cypress Hills the transport and
escort were furnished by " B " Division. The party was then taken
over by " A " Division, Maple Creek, and conducted via Kennedy's
on the Milk River to Lethbridge and Macleod.
Bloods Steal From Crees

On the night of September 30 eight horses were stolen from a
Cree camp near Medicine Hat. Information reached Superintendent
Deane at Lethbridge that suspicion pointed to Blood Indians w h o ,
frustrated in their attempt to steal horses from American Indians,
had evidently turned northward to other fields of adventure.
A day or so later two of the Crees arrived at Lethbridge. One
was sent w i t h a constable to Standoff, the other to the detachment
on the Little Bow, w i t h instructions to pick up the trail of the thieves
if possible. By clever work Corporal Turnbull's patrol at the Little
Bow located the trail and followed it via Kipp to the Blood reserve.
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Meantime, seemingly knowing that the law was after them, the
thieves sent the horses into Macleod, and with high spirits and exclamations of gratitude the Crees took the animals back to their camp.
Warrants were issued for Come Singing and Sharp Eyes, the two
thieves, and they were eventually punished.
The Governor General Visits The West

The third day of October was an auspicious one in Regina, and
unusual activity prevailed at the headquarters barracks of the Force.
Looking spic and span in their white helmets and scarlet tunics,
leather trappings and equipment polished and burnished to perfection,
Superintendent Perry's provisional division of close to 100 officers
and men from " F " and " C " Divisions, rode into town at a brisk
trot and formed up at the railway station shortly before the arrival
of a special train from the East bearing Gov. Gen., Lord Stanley
of Preston (later the Earl of Derby) and Lady Stanley, who were
on a Western tour. Almost the entire community turned out for the
event, and the streets were thronged as the vice-regal party proceeded
under escort of Commissioner Herchmer and the Mounted Police to
Government House. Among those in the Governor's suite were the
Lady Isabel Stanley, the Hon. Edward Hanley, A.D.C., and Lady
Alice Hanley, Capt. the Hon. G. R. Colville, Military Secretary,
Mr. Villiers of the London Graphic, and Hayter Reed the Indian Commissioner.
On the following day the Governor General reviewed the Regina
command and those who were present from Prince Albert and Battleford.
A few days later Their Excellencies left by rail for Lethbridge.
" K " Division was so fully occupied with patrol duties and other
essential work that it was necessary to supply an escort from " D "
and " H " Division, Macleod. On October 8, in a wind storm that
almost reached hurricane proportions, Inspr. Zack Wood left Fort
Macleod with 45 subordinate officers and men, 11 four-horse teams
and 24 saddle horses, and went to Lethbridge where camp was made
that evening south of the barracks. Busy hours followed. Wagons
were washed, harness and accoutrements cleaned, and stores sent by
express for the Governor's party arranged. Through it all the camp
was kept in some semblance of order against the wind which had
increased in violence.
In the afternoon of October 10, though there was no letup in the
"hurricane", the police escort under Superintendent Deane received
His Excellency and party at the little station with the customary
salute. The engine of the "special" was decorated with evergreens
and flags. The "Colliery Band" from the coal mines struck up "God
Save The Queen", following which C. A. Magrath, President of the
Lethbridge Board of Trade and Civic Committee, read an address
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to His Excellency, in which he stated that if the words failed to run
in orthodox terms, he trusted His Excellency would attribute it
to the untutored manners of the "Wild and Woolly West". He emphasized the fact that it was most gratifying to welcome Lady Stanley
w h o was the first Governor General's wife to venture bevond the
borders of Manitoba. In his reply the Governor referred to the
resourcefulness of the Western people—he had been impressed by the
fact that the railway ballast on the line over which he had just come
was slack coal.
Elaborate decorations buffeted by the wind were scattered in
unplanned but gala fashion. The visitors were escorted to the police
barracks and then to "Coaldale" the substantial residence of Elliott
Gait, situated in the river valley near the town. There followed an
elaborate luncheon and a visit to the mines.
The Governor General and party were picked up at Coaldale the
following morning by an escort of Mounted Police under Inspector
Wood and conducted to old Fort Whoop-Up and the Blood reserve.
On the way they were met by a guard of honour under Superintendent
Sam Steele. A large number of Indians had assembled and a p o w w o w
was held, enlivened by a sham fight depicting the Indian method of
warfare.
Steele in his writings has left a stirring glimpse of the scene enacted:
" T h e Indians formed up some hundreds of yards in front of us, and
the Governor General's party were on the verandah of the agency.
When his turn came, each centaur rode at full speed towards us, rolled
up in his blanket like a ball, both feet coiled up under him on the
saddle, and when he was ciose enough, suddenly unrolled himself,
and standing erect on his horse, spread the blanket to the full extent
of his arms like the wings of a bat, coming at us w i t h wild yells,
flapping it as he passed at a gallop round the flanks of my party.
Others came waving the blanket in one hand and firing their rifles
as they approached w i t h their wild war whoops. Many galloped in,
firing as they advanced, or rode by yelling and shaking their rifles
at us as if in defiance, but there was not a tremor amongst our horses,
and I judged that the Indians were quite disappointed at the failure
of their efforts."
The Cochrane ranch south of the reserve was reached in the
evening, where a vice-regal camp awaited, one mile east of the ranch
buildings.
A guard of honour and a royal salute from the two 9-pounder
field-guns awaited His Excellency at Fort Macleod on the evening of
Saturday, October 12. A large number of people had assembled for
the occasion. Father Lacombe and the Governor had an intimate and
pleasant chat—in French. Most of His Excellency's party were provided w i t h quarters in the town, others in the barracks. The following
day the vice-regal party attended divine service, and later inspected
the barracks, expressing satisfaction at the efficient state prevailing.
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An early start northward was made on Monday morning, the
attending police escort and transport in command of Inspector Wood.
His Excellency wished to see as much as possible of the cattle and
horse ranches en route. The Oxley ranch was reached that evening,
where camp was made. The ladies of the party meantime were conducted to Lethbridge from where they were to take the train via
Dunmore Junction to Calgary.
Ideal weather accompanied His Excellency's party, and the carefully-planned arrangements worked out without mishap or hindrance.
During the two ensuing days, the "C C" ranch, Fred Stimson's,
Macpherson's and the Quorn were visited, the latter 28 miles from
Calgary. Night camps were made at Stimson's and the Quorn..
After a noon start on the 17th the party reached Calgary in
early evening, and 50 men of " E " Division under Superintendent
Mclllree formed a guard of honour. Before relinquishing the services
of the Macleod escort Lord Stanley bid Inspector Wood and his men
a cordial farewell, shaking hands with each of them.
The following day Glcichen and the Blackfoot reserve were
visited, the escort being provided by Asst. Commr. W. M. Herchmer
and 50 men of " E " Division, accompanied by Superintendent Mclllrec
and Inspr. A. E. Snyder. The return trip to Calgary was made in the
dark and ended at midnight.
A busy day for the vice-regal travellers followed. It included an
inspection of the barracks and numerous interviews. Calgary was in
gay attire and an enthusiastic populace gave hearty welcome to the
Governor General and Lady Stanley wherever they appeared. That
evening the escort from the south was instructed by Inspector Wood
to return to Macleod the following day.
On Sunday the 20th, the visitors left by rail for Banff, and on
Monday Lady Stanley laid the corner stone of the new Anglican
church at that point. A grand ball in the C.P.R. hotel had been arranged for the evening, with the N.W.M.P. headquarters' band from
Regina providing the music. Those attending from the Mounted
Police were Commissioner Herchmer, Asst. Commr. W. M. Herchmer,
Insprs. Z. T. Wood, Edwin Allen, A. E. R. Cuthbert, P. C. H. Primrose, Frank Harper, W. H. Routledge and D. H. Macpherson, and
Veterinary Surgeon J. Burnett.
On October 22 the Governor General continued westward on
the C.P.R.
On their way back from the Pacific coast, Lord and Lady Stanley
and attendants with an escort from " E " Division paid a visit to
Edmonton. Meantime the officers and men who had been temporarily
transferred to Regina from Prince Albert and Battleford under Superintendent Perry, returned to their respective posts, making use of the
graded railroad trail from Regina to Saskatoon.
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Police Life At Macleod And Lethbridge

At this time, among the officers and men of the Force, probably
no two posts were credited w i t h providing more attractive contrasts,
more variations from the long spells of police routine, than were
Macleod and Lethbridge.
In the general round of the Mounted Policeman's life there was
no relaxation of the essential functions of discipline, but in addition
to exacting drills, rigid instructions in equitation, musketry practice,
picquets, escorts and fatigues, to say nothing of peeling potatoes and
chopping wood, there were at all times in the country of the Bloods
and Peigans the elements of the unexpected and an atmosphere of
extreme good fellowship.
The townspeople, ranchmen, traders,
merchants—all the semi-frontier citizenry—indulged in this sociability whole-heartedly.
Red-coated custodians of the law fortunate enough to be stationed
at either Macleod or Lethbridge were not overafflicted w i t h the monotony of official routine. The unexpected was a daily occurrence, while
off-hour diversions ran through the entire gamut of popular choice,
from amateur theatricals to breaking bronchos and playing tennis,
cricket, polo, golf, or hunting small game along the river and over the
broad grasslands. Foremost in the Thespian roles, in which the ladies
figured prominently, were the chief actor, Superintendent Deane, and
the leading songster, N.T. ( " N o r r i e " ) Macleod, nephew of ex-Commissioner J. F. Macleod.
Years later Superintendent Steele wrote: "During the summer
there were race meetings on a very good course, and at intervals
between races, roping the wild steer, riding the broncho and other
events peculiar to a great stock country were indulged in. The competitors in these events had often come from a long distance and were
past masters at the games, sometimes champions of the great stock
regions south of the line and in our own country from the ranches in
the vicinity. The racers were brought in from distant parts of the
country, but as a rule that sport was not first class. The Blood and
Peigan Indians w i t h their squaws attended, accompanied by their
ponies, papooses and dogs. These were in evidence every day and
evinced a keen interest in all that was going on. Horse races were
arranged for the Indians, both men and boys, for the redmen were
real sports and rode to win. Jerry Potts was always the starter and
decided many disputes. He was a leader amongst them and remained
so until the day of his death. In the roping contests the wild steers
were run out. These were not the light Texan variety, but the huge
animals of the ranches of the districts of southern Alberta, and as
savage as any. When they had passed the line about 100 feet the cowboy on his well-trained pony followed at full speed. His horse kept
its eye on the lasso until it fell over the steer's head, then came to a
dead stop w i t h all four feet planted to receive the strain. The sudden
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shock caused the steer to go heels over head and fall on the broad of
its back, the cow pony still keeping the rope taut by hanging back
until the rider had time to dismount, hog tie the steer, throw off the
rope and mount his horse, which had stood watching every move
during the operation. The bucking contests were no circus affairs.
The horses were perfectly wild, at least five years old, and had never
been ridden, saddled or handled. The horsemanship had to be of the
very best. Man and horse often came to the ground together and were
up again w i t h the rider still in his place."
A constable stationed at Fort Macleod in the autumn of 1889
has left a brief word picture of the local scene and those who enlivened
it: " T h e barracks at Fort Macleod fairly hummed w i t h police activity . . . . There were a few scattered settlers and half a dozen stock
ranches in the area, but Indians made up the largest part of the population—Bloods, Peigans and Blackfoot—and they carried on their lives
and occupations within the boundaries of their respective reservations,
which lay to the south, west and north . . . . The daily performance
of the mounting of the regimental day guard at Fort Macleod would
have done credit to St. James's Palace, London, and was worthy a
better setting than the wide-flung expanse of lonely prairie in which
it was staged . . . . No one at all familiar w i t h the conditions would
suggest for one moment that the life of the Mounted Policeman during
the late '80's, particularly perhaps in Fort Macleod, was in any way
monotonous. Zest was added to the daily routine by the occasional
'roundups' or raids which were conducted by the police on the Blood
Indian reservation some 25 miles south of the fort."
Originals Carry On

From those w h o had participated in the long march of 1874,
there had survived a considerable carry-over of originals. These
had seen many days of high adventure in the furtherance of Canada's
expansion—men w h o were still thoroughly competent servants of the
Crown. Following in their wake were scores of others who were
now experienced in upholding the law, while among the rising
generation at nearly every Mounted Police post could be seen a sprinkling of suntanned, carefree boys, many to fit themselves someday into
the calling of their venerated forebears and predecessors.
Autumn Fires

As in the spring, the autumn of 1889 was noteworthy for the
almost constant task imposed upon the Force in the southern area by
prairie fires. The extreme drought of the summer had made the great
grasslands a fearful fire hazard, and hardly a day passed but the
various detachments were called upon to exert the utmost efforts
towards the suppression of a serious menace.
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A typical instance was related by Superintendent Deane of Lethbridge in reporting to headquarters: "On the morning of the 21st
of September at 5 3 0 o'clock, the picquet reported a fire on the west
side of the Belly River. I sent out Inspector Bradley and a party of
eight to put it out and ascertain its origin if possible. About 10 a.m.,
an appeal came for more men, so I went w i t h seven more. The first
party had a hard time of it fighting the fire in the brush and coulees.
We burnt through these and left them to burn themselves out; then
made for the outer rim of fire, which by this time had travelled some
distance. Having reached it we divided into two parties, put out
from ten to 12 miles of fire, and reached home about 9 p.m. We must
have left a little fire somewhere, for during the night the wind freshened and the fire broke out again. I took out another party and
between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. we put it out finally."
A. C. Macdonell

By an order-in-council, on October 2, Archibald Cameron Macdonell, a graduate of the Royal Military College, Kingston, was
appointed an inspector in the Force. This young officer was destined
to serve for 16 years, retiring w i t h the rank of Superintendent (meantime to be awarded the Queen's Medal in the Boer War, where he
was seriously wounded), and to command the 1st Canadian Division
in the Great War (1914-18), eventually to retire as Major-Gen. Sir
Archibald Macdonell, K.C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O.
Monument To The Departed

Due to Inspector Wood's persistent efforts, an imposing monument was erected in the Macleod cemetery in November, commemorative of the officers and men of the Force w h o had died and been buried
there.
Change In Ministerial Control

On November 29 the control and management of the Force was
transferred from the Office of the Privy Council to the Minister of
Railways and Canals.
Various Incidents

On December 30 Asst. Commr. W. M . Herchmer took over temporary command of Fort Macleod from Superintendent Steele, w h o
was granted leave of absence to visit Eastern Canada.
The usual assistance was given the Indian Department in transporting the gratuity money throughout the country and making the
treaty payments. The only trouble encountered was on the Sarcee
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reserve south-west of Calgary, where the Indians who held their
annual Sun Dance some distance away, refused to go back to their
reserve until an officer and ten men persuaded them to do so.
Through the patrol outposts valuable assistance was rendered
the Department of Customs during the year in facilitating collections.
All parties crossing the international boundary either way were interviewed and Customs officers were furnished with reports of all inbound travellers from the United States.
Horses

The practice of purchasing only Western horses for the Force was
continued throughout the year; 125 remounts were acquired. With
the establishment of large ranches, there was a marked improvement in breeding, and the Commissioner could see no reason for again
purchasing animals in the East. He was of the opinion that the best
brood mares were those of the North-West Cattle Company near
Macleod, and the Oxarat Ranch at Davis' (later Cypress) Lake south
of Maple Creek. There were now plenty of first class stallions in the
country, those of the Quorn being considered the best. Most of the
remount purchases were made from these breeders, though a large
number of horses were taken from small ranches.
The excessive drought all over the country had been hard on
horses, but owing to good care, most of those of the Force were in
splendid condition. On this score the Commissioner reported: "All
horses that can be spared have been turned out for the winter; the run
will do them a great deal of good and will enable many stale horses
to do several years' hard patrolling, as most of them are young and
only require a rest."
And exemplifying the characteristic consideration the Force gave
its four-footed servitors and companions, Superintendent Deane reported: "We have a couple of very old police horses which have done
good work in their day, and these I propose to send to herd permanently, where they can end their days in peace. An evening handful of
oats will not cost much."
It was customary to break to harness the saddle horses left out
with the winter detachments so that they could be used in jumpers.
The highest price paid for remounts during the year was $125 and the
lowest $90. All cast horses were valued by a board and afterwards
approved by the Commissioner on personal inspection.
At all divisional posts and detachments a sharp lookout was
maintained for the outbreak or spread of glanders, and the patrols
were largely the means of preventing horses so affected from coming
into the country from the United States. A considerable number
suffering from the disease had been destroyed. Near Prince Albert a
serious outbreak occurred and 18 horses had to be shot.
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British Artillery

California stock saddle
First saddlery issued to the Force
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Saddlery

All saddles, California type, used by the Force were now made in
Canada and were equal in every way to those manufactured by Main
and Winchester of San Francisco. All head collars and halters required at Regina were made under the supervision of Saddler-Major
Sam Horner, while saddlers and constables at the various divisional
posts made martingales, pole straps, occasional sets of harness and
did general repair work. Men of the Force also made sword and cross
belts, revolver holsters, bandoliers and many other small articles.
Transport

In the matter of transport the Canadian-made light wagons and
buckboards were generally good, but the heavy wagons were not as
well suited to the rough country of the Cypress Hills and the Macleod
district as were those of American make, such as the Studebaker and
Schutler. The wagons were constantly on the road w i t h supplies for
the different detachments, and suffered accordingly in wear and tear.
Forage

Owing to drought the hay crop was poor and the supply of oats
limited. At most points hay and oats were supplied by contractors,
but the best hay Regina got was purchased from Indians w h o hauled
it over 30 "miles. Each horse required about 900 lbs. of hay a month
including that used for bedding. According to work and requirements,
each saddle horse received 12 lbs. of oats per day when patrolling,
and from six to eight lbs. otherwise; while team horses received up
to 15 lbs.
Arms

In the new order of things the arms and artillery had become
obsolete to a great extent, w i t h the exception of revolvers. The Commissioner had already reported that the carbines should be replaced,
and recommended that at least one division be immediately provided
w i t h a new arm, the used ones to be distributed among the divisions
to replace worn out weapons. From time to time the '76 Winchester
carbines which were sent to headquarters at Regina for repairs were
returned in as good condition as possible, but many were honeycombed and had ceased to be really effective. The sighting was also
bad in many of them, and the mechanism weak. The previous year
Superintendent Antrobus, then at Maple Creek, had recommended
adoption of the Martini carbine. Commissioner Herchmer now recommended that a limited number of the new British Calvary carbines be
purchased and given a fair trial, then if found suitable, they could be
supplied throughout. Superintendent Jarvis reported his surprise that
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the Winchesters had lasted as well as they had, considering the rough
usage they had been subjected to. Superintendent Steele pointed out
that a new weapon had just been decided upon for the British Cavalry,
and as it had no doubt been selected after mature consideration, suggested that when new arms were purchased, the Force be supplied
w i t h the same.
The Enfield revolvers in use were generally in first class order,
and the ammunition was good, though there was some complaint
as to its being too heavily charged w i t h powder. At all posts the
Enfield was considered to be a good, hard-shooting weapon.
Uniform And Clothing

For the last several years the subject of uniform and clothing
had A been discussed at every post. The serviceable and warm buffaloskin coats were now almost a thing of the past. Several substitutes
had been tried, ending up w i t h the " M o n t a n a calf coat" and a black
coat of Russian sheepskin as favourites. The latter had given fair
satisfaction, but the former had proven worthless when wet.
By extensive advertising in the press all over Canada, a considerable number of buffalo skins had been procured. These were made into
coats and supplied for winter patrolling.
A grey cloak and cape issued the previous year had been generally
condemned. The former (blue) issue had been far superior both in
texture and appearance, though Superintendent Cotton maintained
the grey was serviceable, despite the fact that it was not waterproof
and was cumbersome when wet.
For some time it had been felt that the red coat for prairie work
should be discarded. It was no longer needed to impress the Indians
as it had been in the introductory years. Supts. John Cotton and
E. W. Jarvis, as well as others, had strongly recommended a prairie
suit of neutral colour made of some material commonly known as
"velveteen cord". It would consist of riding breeches and loose coat
w i t h pockets, after the style of the old-fashioned Norfolk jacket.
Brown suits of duck or other material had been in use from earliest
days for fatigue work or general purpose, and were giving good satisfaction, but the "fore-and-aft" duck caps more recently issued were
not. They were poor protection against the sun and rain on patrol,
though for stable and ordinary barrack fatigue they were all right.
Indeed whenever possible, the men on the trail wore frontier garb
quite out of keeping w i t h regulations. Superintendent Perry reported
that in his opinion "some changes should be made in the uniform,
and that a suitable prairie suit should be adopted. Serviceability and
comfort should first be considered, and as a consequence fitness in
appearance would result". He considered the regulation uniform only
suitable for men in barracks. What was needed was a brown working
suit other than the fatigue dress, fit for the prairie.
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The sheepskin coat formerly issued had inferior lining, but those
issued during 1889 showed improvement and were acknowledged to
be the best substitute for the shaggy buffalo coat.
In his report for 1888 the Commissioner had suggested that a
white felt hat be adopted for patrol work, and for that only. Superintendent Jarvis had recommended a broad-brimmed felt hat. Inspecting Superintendent Cotton had strongly favoured discarding helmets
and forage caps altogether; both were "wretched headdress". He
suggested large soft felt hats such as used by the U.S. troops on the
Western plains. Superintendent Deane had stated that men on the
prairie required the sun shelter a broad-brimmed cowboy hat would
afford.
The Commissioner was now more than ever of the opinion that
a heavy felt hat of uniform pattern should be adopted for patrol work,
and Superintendent Cotton pressed home his argument by saying:
"A helmet is just about as useless as it is annoying and perplexing."
Superintendent Steele reported that the members of his command
had already provided themselves with a broad-brimmed hat which
was used in extremely warm weather on patrol duty, and he recommended that a free issue of similar hats be instituted.
The Stetson Hat

An interesting corollary to the prevailing need of some suitable
headgear on the prairies of the West had long been developing. Far
back in the '60's, a young man, John B. Stetson, the son of a Philadelphia hatter, had gone West seeking a cure for tuberculosis. While
camped on the Colorada prairies he converted rabbit skins into a
rough felt and made a big broad-brimmed hat that would protect
him from the sun and rain. His hat became the talk of the mining
camps—not without some ridicule. He won back his health, returned to Philadelphia and took up his father's trade—the making
of hats. He had noticed that cattlemen were crowding into the West
and an idea took hold of him. He made a number of large, naturalcoloured felt hats, and sent them to dealers in the West under the
name of "The Boss of the Plains". Enquiries soon poured in. The
Texas Rangers adopted the new hat. Cowboys were all for it. Stetson
turned his entire attention to filling orders for the West. His hat
quickly became the most distinguishing feature of the cowboy's
"get-up". With it, the cowhand could fan the embers of his campfire, use it for drinking purposes, momentarily blinding refractory
horses, slapping steers, fighting grass fires, for a dozen or more useful
purposes. And he liked himself in it when he went to town, especially
if it had a bullet hole or two. It didn't have to be new; in fact the
older it was the better, and the prouder its possessor. It wore well.
Along with high-heeled boots it formed a conspicuous place in stories
of the West, became an essential part of Western fiction. Decorated
with a band of woven horsehair or rattlesnake skin, it was complete.
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By 1889, when officers and men of the North-West Mounted
Police were in dilemma regarding suitable headgear, John B. Stetson
was making thousands of hats in an attempt to meet the continual
demand for an article that had become a Western institution. It was
inevitable that, w i t h an eye to the practical, the N . W . M . P . should
someday adopt the "Stetson".
Buildings

At all divisional posts and many detachments a vast improvement was in sight, actual or planned, in buildings and interior furnishings. For some time new barracks had been in demand at Fort
Saskatchewan and Edmonton. Better barrack room and officers'
quarters had been put up at the former, while new quarters were now
in use at the latter, about one mile east of the town. Elsewhere many
new structures had been erected and old ones improved. More serviceable buildings at Calgary, begun the previous year, were completed
and considered to be the best of any in the Force. An excellent riding
school had been completed at Regina, where a new stable to hold 60
horses was being put up. A similar building to provide for 48 horses
had been completed at Macleod. There were now comfortable quarters
at Kipp, Porcupine Hills (Peigan reserve), St. Mary's, Milk River
Ridge, Writing-On-Stone, and needed improvements had been made
at other sub-posts, notably at Banff where improved officers' quarters
and an orderly room had been erected. The East End detachment
from " A " Division, Maple Creek, was moved seven miles to the east,
on the Frenchman's, or White Mud, Creek, near the trail from Swift
Current to Fort Belknap in Montana. All improvements to old buildings as well as the erection of many small ones had been done entirely
by men of the Force. The Commissioner planned to do away w i t h
" t e n t " detachments; the high winds to which they were subjected
rendered them unserviceable.
Furnishings

Interior furnishings had been much improved since earlier days,
but in one particular there was universal complaint. Duty in the
saddle was tiring and nothing was more important to those so engaged
than restful sleep. The Commissioner had reported to Ottawa the
previous year that he regretted extremely being forced again to call
attention to the fact that " t h e finest body of men in the country still
sleeps on boards and trestles, while the Indians at the industrial
schools have iron beds, and the very prisoners in the jails have neat
iron c o t s " . Without an exception, the commanding officers of the
various divisions supported the Commissioner in his contention,
Superintendent Mclllree, Calgary, reporting: " T h e trestles and bedboards still remain to disfigure the rooms, and it appears hopeless to
expect that we shall ever be supplied with iron c o t s . "
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Fire Protection

Though all the post buildings, being of wood, were a hre hazard,
the protective facilities were almost nil. With the exception of large
elevated tanks being erected at Regina and Macleod, and one installed
at Calgary, there were no effective means of fighting fires. Watchfulness and readiness constituted the best possible protection. Barrels
and buckets of water were always kept ready, also ladders and Babcock fire extinguishers; and at Macleod, Calgary, Battleford and
Prince Albert there was a hand engine and hose.
Water Supply

At most posts the water was fairly good and in good quantity,
but at Maple Creek, headquarters of " A " Division, it was strongly
impregnated w i t h alkali, and in the words of the Commissioner,
"execrable and not fit even for animals". At Lethbridge it had to be
hauled half a mile by team from the Gait coal plant, which was
supplied from the Belly River 320 feet below the town. Drilling at
the post to a depth of 300 feet had failed to yield water in sufficient
quantity. At Macleod the haul from the Old Man's River was about
600 yards, although a small well in the centre of the square was used.
At both Fort Saskatchewan and Edmonton there were wells for
summer use, but most of the water supply was taken from the North
Saskatchewan River. There was a fairly good well at the Battleford
post and an excellent supply available from the nearby Saskatchewan.
The same conditions prevailed at Prince Albert and Calgary on the
Saskatchewan and Bow Rivers respectively, the latter post being
equipped w i t h a windmill. Wood Mountain and Medicine Hat had
to draw their water a distance of 300 and 500 yards. At Banff a well
of short depth gave good water. The supply at Regina was convenient,
abundant and good.
Fuel

At Edmonton, Fort Saskatchewan, Battleford and Prince Albert
fuel was plentiful and reasonable in price. At the three latter points
wood, mostly cut by halfbreeds and Indians, was burned, costing an
average of $1.50 per cord. At Edmonton, coal was available close to
the town at a price of $2.70 per ton delivered, while the settlers furnished large quantities of wood. At all other posts coal was the
principal fuel. At Maple Creek, Medicine Hat, Lethbridge, Macleod,
and in some measure, at Calgary, coal was procured from the Northwestern Coal and Navigation Company's mines of Lethbridge. Pincher
Creek drew its supply from the Stewart mine in the foothills; Kootenai
and Big Bend Detachments were supplied from the Rouleau mine
nearby, while the deposits to be found at Sheep Creek, Anthracite,
and Medicine Hat were being given a trial at Calgary. Although only
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30 miles from Lethbridge, coal cost Fort Macleod $11.50 per ton; it
was hoped that competition might lower the price. Firewood supplies
were becoming exhausted at the Wood Mountain post, where 21
stoves had to be stoked in cold weather; experiments were being made
w i t h coal from the Souris River deposits some distance to the east.
At Regina a considerable quantity of American anthracite was shipped
in, as some of the furnaces were not adapted to soft coal. Most of the
other small winter detachments used wood for cooking and heating.
Rations

Rations were satisfactory at every post, but a partial failure of
the potato crop, especially in the areas surrounding Fort Saskatchewan
and Battleford, resulted in a shortage of that food; and at Fort Saskatchewan potatoes were served on alternate days, w i t h beans being
issued as a substitute. No potatoes were procurable at Battleford,
and it was found necessary to send compressed vegetables to that
point. At many of the scattered detachments, good board was obtained at various farm houses and hotels.
Canteens were appearing at most of the divisional posts, each
supervised by a committee. Four per cent beer, cigars, cigarettes,
tobacco, soap, blacking, biscuits and cheese were among the principal
articles in stock.
Marksmanship

Marksmanship throughout the Force had improved considerably
during the year. Rifle and revolver practice was completed on schedule
in all divisions except " K " at Lethbridge, where owing to excessive
patrolling, it had to be postponed until such opportunities as might
occur during moderate spells in the winter.
The utmost interest was being taken in rifle shooting, and the
Commissioner was hopeful of sending a team to Ottawa the following
year to compete in the Dominion matches. He had also recommended
that the best shot in each division should receive extra pay. Drills,
both mounted and dismounted, had been conducted, and recruit drills
were held almost daily. There was good grounding in musketry
instruction, made more interesting by the formation of divisional rifle
associations, thus creating a spirit of competition. As in the case of
Lethbridge, Macleod had small opportunity for drill, owing to continual patrolling, but Superintendent Steele succeeded in giving the
entire command a course in mounted and dismounted exercises, including field movements. He also trained the men to ride at the paces laid
down in the Cavalry Regulations.
A gun detachment consisting of men from " D " and " H " Divisions, was instructed under Inspr. Z . T. Wood, who had each gun
fully horsed and manned by good drivers.
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Inspr. Cortland Starnes performed the duties of musketry and
revolver instructor at Fort Macleod, and lectures and instructions
in accordance w i t h the Constable's Manual were given by the officers
of the two divisions. Similar courses were carried out at most of the
other divisional posts. Field-gun instruction however was confined
to the places at which the guns were located—Regina, Macleod and
Battleford. At Prince Albert the old 7-pounder used at Duck Lake
in the rebellion of 1885 had become a mere relic.
Drill Book

A small drill book for use throughout the Force had been printed
the previous year at Regina on a small press installed at headquarters.
It contained essential information in accordance w i t h the Mounted
infantry Regulations.
Duty And Discipline

Discipline throughout the Force was of a very high order. In
this connection the Commissioner had reported in 1888: " I think the
nature of the duties the police are called upon to perform is not generally known, even by otherwise well-informed men w h o take a prominent interest in Canadian affairs . . . . The country occupied by the
police is now, including part of Manitoba, 703 miles long by over 350
miles wide, and until lately we also occupied the Kootenay country
in British Columbia. Over the whole of this enormous country the
Force is scattered, being divided into ten divisions, and each division
having many outposts at which the men do duty in twos and threes.
Some of these outposts are 150 miles, and many are over 100 miles,
from the nearest officer, and w i t h , generally, no railway communication. Up to date the men have had no future to look forward to, and
have really only the discipline instilled into them and their own high
character to keep them straight; they are under enormous temptation
to misbehave and shield whiskey offenders, and are constantly in
danger of getting into trouble by exceeding their duties. There arc
less punishments inflicted in the police than in any force I know of,
and remarkably few cases of over zeal. Discipline is impartially maintained, and although very strict indeed, but few cases beyond slight
indiscretions have arisen during the year . . . . As the general public
are unaware of our multifarious duties, and as when we make mistakes as police proper, they make no allowance for our other qualifications, I may be allowed to name a few of the different things we do
for ourselves outside regular police duties and patrols. We are trained
soldiers, both mounted and dismounted, and squads in nearly every
division thoroughly understand gun drill; we do our carpentry work,
painting, alterations of clothing, blacksmithing, most of our freighting and teaming, plough when required, put out prairie fires, act as
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Customs and quarantine officers, do most of our own wagon repairing
and tinsmithing, mend all and make a great deal of saddlery and
harness, act as jailers and keepers of the insane sometimes for weeks,
and there is not a division in the Force that can not go into any country
and put up a complete barracks, either of logs or frame."
In adding his testimony, Assistant Commissioner W. M. Herchmer
reported: "I consider the Force to be in a most efficient state—a magnificent body of men, both physically and mentally, well armed, clothed,
equipped, housed and fed, with excellent horses, as good as can be
produced in any country, good transport, harness and saddlery."
Health

The health of officers and men had been exceptionally good, and
physiques were excellent. The average height was 5 feet 9/4 inches,
average chest measurement 373^ inches, average weight about 160
pounds, and age 29 years. Of the 163 recruits enlisted during the year,
most were well-built, active, smart young men considerably above
standard and well-fitted to meet the hardships of prairie life. Speaking of those under his command at Fort Macleod, " D " and " H "
Divisions, Superintendent Steele stated: "A great majority of the men
in the district are as fine a lot as any officers would wish to command,
being hard-working, painstaking, and always do their duty in a
straightforward manner."
Hospitals

Generally speaking, hospital accommodation was below requirements. Regina had the best, while at Maple Creek the building used
for the purpose was far from suitable, and Inspecting Superintendent
Cotton recommended the erection of an adequate building at that
point. At Medicine Hat a hospital was being erected, financed by
private subscriptions from among the citizens and a government grant.
It promised to be a boon to the surrounding country; the nearest
general hospital was at Winnipeg. During the year a small hospital
had been erected at Lethbridge within the precincts of the barracks.
A new one at Calgary was occupied in August, while the Prince
Albert post had equipped and was using a barrack room for the purpose. At other divisional points, provision for the sick and injured
was largely of a makeshift nature.
Medical Staff

Besides Senior Surgeon Augustus Jukes, stationed at Regina,
there were now five assistant surgeons—P. Aylen, Calgary; L. A. Pare,
Battleford; H. Dodd, Regina; S. M. Fraser, Fort Macleod, and C. S.
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Haultain, Maple Creek, also three acting assistant surgeons—H. Bain,
Prince Albert; W. H. Mewburn, Lethbridge, and J. F. Tofield, Fort
Saskatchewan.
Veterinary

At all divisional points special stables were provided for the
injured and sick horses, under the care of Veterinary Surgeon J.
Burnett, Assistant Veterinary Surgeon T. A. Wroughton, Veterinary
S/Sgt. J. Pringle and five assistants, all qualified veterinary surgeons,
distributed among various posts. Besides, many men of the Force were
learning the simple twists of veterinary work, which resulted in
greater care being bestowed on sick horses. Stable accommodation
was also being steadily improved.
Pay

Although the pay of non-commissioned officers and men was
considered liberal, the Commissioner recommended that the sergeantmajor and supply sergeant at headquarters, Regina, should receive an
increase of 50 cents a day, saying in his report: "Their work is undoubtedly hard and very responsible, very much more so than that of
any other non-commissioned officer in the Force."
He also felt that the pay of senior inspectors was not in keeping
with their responsibilities and suggested that their rates of pay should
be graded up to a maximum of $1,300 per annum, that of superintendents to $1,800, and that of the assistant commissioner to $2,400,
according to length of service. Also that the salaries of veterinary
surgeons be placed on the same footing as inspectors.
In reporting to headquarters, Superintendent Perry observed:
"Stagnant and hopeless promotion is not for the welfare of any force,
and therefore the desirability of a change in the present regulations
cannot be contested. An officer having joined the Force has taken a
calling which he cannot well relinquish, and all his hopes of advancement are centred on it in the way of promotion and increase of pay.
It is his ambition to succeed in his profession, but ambition without
hope cannot exist, and therefore the stimulant of reasonable promotion to certain grades, according to length of service, must be provided.
This principle is recognized in the Imperial service and in the permanent corps of the Canadian Militia . . . . If the Force is compared
with the Royal Irish Constabulary, to which we are perhaps now
similar, it will be found that the position of the officers in the latter
is much better than ours."
In his report of the previous year the Commissioner had recommended that a system of pensions be invoked at an early date, as
without it the efficiency of the corps would be affected in a very
marked degree.
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Indians

Owing to the extremely dry weather, Indians depending largely
on their farming operations had not fared well. Despite this, many
were working hard and had prepared considerable land for the next
year. The general behaviour among the Indians, with the exception
of the Bloods, had been remarkably good, and it was worthy of note
that in the entire Territories the only Indian death by homicide was
that of a squaw at Calgary, an unusually revolting episode at the
hands of a white man. The few Sioux living near Moose Jaw paid their
annual visit to Wood Mountain and spent most of the summer there.
A small number of Cree and Assiniboine Indians who had not entered
into any treaty with the government, as well as a few stragglers, were
scattered in small camps near Swift Current, Maple Creek and Medicine
Hat; as a whole they were peaceable, well-behaved and fairly moral.
Many sold polished buffalo horns to passengers at railway stations or
assisted farmers at their haying and other work. But buffalo horns were
fast becoming scarce and this source of maintenance was threatened.
The Bloods and Peigans near Fort Macleod were at no time completely free from some kind of trouble. Many of them took every
opportunity to procure liquor of any description, and often succeeded
in smuggling it across the international boundary for their own use.
This and horse stealing called for constant police attention. In the
Calgary district the Indians were disinclined to stay on their reserves,
though when turned back they usually submitted quietly. It was well
known that there was doubt as to the legality of forcing them to
remain on their reserves, as according to the treaties they were free
to go where they wished so long as they behaved themselves. They
usually became restless immediately after treaty payments and then
again in the spring. During their wanderings they invariably killed
a few cattle, always taking the precaution to cut the brand out of the
hide and bury the head.
Two Blackfoot scouts attached to the Gleichen detachment had
performed good service, and it was the opinion of Superintendent
Mclllree that a few mounted Indian police might be enrolled to good
advantage, leaving the chiefs to deal with minor cases under the direct
supervision of the Indian agent.
The Industrial School at Dunbow near the mouth of High River
was accomplishing much towards educating Indian children; there
were 90 students in the institution. In the north along the Saskatchewan, the Indians on their different reserves, though their crops
for the most part had failed, were living orderly and contented lives,
and very little crime was committed. At Onion Lake near Battleford,
they showed a marked tendency to become industrious and had erected
Indian Department buildings at that point, a great credit to themselves and the Indian agent. The only complaint against Indians in
the Prince Albert district was of a trivial nature—some of the Duck
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Lake band had left their reserve in the spring without permission,
to attend a Sun Dance some distance away. Superintendent Perry
recommended that the Sioux living in the immediate vicinity be placed
on a reserve where they would profit by beneficial influences and gain
permanent homes for themselves. It was desirable moreover that, as
the railroad from Regina neared completion, they should be removed
from the vicinity of the town.
Halfbreeds

Except for those on established farms in the north country, the
halfbreeds continued to follow a more or less precarious livelihood.
Many were highly respected, law-abiding and self-supporting, while
others seemed completely unequal to shake themselves free from
destitute circumstances. A small number clung to the neighbourhood
of Swift Current, others to Maple Creek, Medicine Hat, Calgary and
other localities. Sometimes they engaged in freighting, other times
they were idle and shiftless, hoping for assistance in some form or
other. All in all, there was very little serious crime recorded against
them.
Along the North Saskatchewan it had become customary to
exact labour from halfbreeds in need of relief, and the system worked
well. Some worked around the police barracks for their rations; the
infirm and sick were issued theirs free. In the neighbourhood of
Prince Albert and Batoche many wrorked on the railway being constructed northward from Regina, and owing to the disruption of
steamboat transportation from Lake Winnipeg up the Saskatchewan,
many were employed in freighting the large volume of supplies continually being moved northward from Qu'Appelle and Swift Current.
Settlers

In most districts settlers had not fared well, owing to the drought;
mixed farming had yielded the best results. Excellent wheat crops
were grown near Regina and Moose Jaw, but oats, except in the
Edmonton area, were a failure. The potato crop was poor almost
everywhere, and the Wood Mountain country suffered more than any
other. The Icelandic colony near the Red Deer River north of Calgary
and the Mormons at Lee's Creek south of the Blood reserve had improved their living conditions greatly, the latter being often referred
to as the best mixed farmers on the plains. A noticeable feature everywhere was the increase in fencing; many of the old familiar trails were
being cut off. Settlement was greatly retarded in the north for want
of railway communication, but there was every expectation that this
would soon be remedied. In view of the richness of the North Saskatchewan valley soil, and the abundance of timber, hay and coal, immigration was expected to flow in that direction.
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Ranches

Thoroughbred stock in large numbers, both horses and cattle,
had been imported by the ranchers of the range country in the south
and west, while young steers, or "dogies", were now being brought
from the East and turned out on the range. Beef on the hoof was
finding a market in Eastern Canada, British Columbia and England.
Considerable ranching was being done along the northern edges of
the plains where there were good pasture and water, w i t h winter
shelter provided in the groves and bluffs of poplar; but the north contained no ranches as large as those of the open plains to the south.
Horses, which were receiving more attention than formerly,
although breeding was still generally indiscriminate, resulting in
many animals of poor quality, were unusually free from disease. But
anthrax, or "black-leg", had imposed a heavy toll upon young cattle;
this w i t h the prairie fire was the outstanding grievance of the stockmen. Sheep ranching had been instituted on quite an extensive scale
in the past few years, but was now resolving into small flocks on
farmers' grazing areas. Wolves were plentiful and often destructive,
preying especially on colts, while annoyance from Indians was now
reduced to a minimum by the constant and efficient police patrols.
Some ranchers kept hounds to guard against the wolves; the Cochrane
pack had recently destroyed as many as 112 in a single month. It was
estimated that 100,000 cattle and many thousands of horses ranged
the country between High River and the international boundary.
Outstanding Riders

In 1883 a. survey outfit had been about to leave Winnipeg for the
plains when a young negro appeared and applied for the task of looking
after the horses. This lad, John Ware, had been a slave boy on a
southern plantation where negro boys were forced to ride the mules
and horses bareback, or be beaten if they could hot stay on. Reaching
the ranch country, Ware w h o soon found employment, amazed the
cowboys by his performance in the saddle and his knowledge of cattle.
He became known as "Nigger J o h n " , a man of unquestioned honesty
and agreeable nature. He quickly surmounted the barrier of race and
made friends wherever he went. He boasted the rare distinction of
never having been thrown from a horse. At roughriding and roping
he was an expert. For a number of years, he and Mike Herman were
the acknowledged champion "bronc busters" of the cattle country.
The year that brought Nigger John to the ranges also brought a
herd of 250 horses to Alberta from Oregon in charge of a young horse
wrangler named Frank Ricks. He had handled bad horses at various
points from California to Oregon as far back as 1878, and had won
first prize at the state fair in Sacramento for all-round proficiency.
He too became one of the best roughriders on the Canadian plains.
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But the peer of all the Western riders had come to Alberta in the
spring of 1889. "Johnny" Franklin with two others rode across the
boundary from Montana to the headquarters of I. G. Baker and Company's cattle business. Franklin got a job as night herder a short
time before the date on which the annual purchase of remounts by
the North-West Mounted Police was made. Steve Cleveland, the
ranch manager, had a number of salable young bronchos, but they
needed breaking. The task was offered to Franklin who said he was
willing to try, and it soon became evident to every onlooker that this
"unknown" from the south could impart more education to an outlaw
horse in one lesson than most riders could in ten or more. He broke
prospective remounts one after the other, some previously considered
incorrigibles. Later these same horses were classed by Commissioner
Herchmer as completely gentle and trained. From that time forward
Johnny Franklin, perhaps only equalled by Frank Ricks, became the
outstanding rider of the Canadian West, a man who could ride anything that could be saddled.
Bridges And Ferries

Bridges of permanent nature spanned a few of the rivers and
creeks, yet in times of freshet, any extensive journey in wagon, cart
or saddle generally called for the fording of a stream somewhere.
A bridge was being built over the Belly River at Lethbridge. In the
entire Macleod district there was only one bridge, that over a small
stream about a mile east of the village of Pincher Creek. There were
two bridges across the Bow and Elbow Rivers at Calgary, but between
there and Macleod the trail dipped down and up at every stream,
except at High River where a scow ferry was a connecting intermediary. There had been considerable bridging of streams between
Calgary, Edmonton and Fort Saskatchewan and eastward from the
latter. Several other crossings were being erected in that district by
the Indian Department. Material was being gathered at Battleford
for a more substantial bridge to span the Battle River on the trail
southward to Swift Current, and on the rivers near Prince Albert
several bridges had been erected wherever most needed. Elsewhere,
small temporary structures, many of them built by the Force, had been
placed where they would serve best.
A number of ferries operated in the north country. Some were
licensed, others privately owned served on the Belly River at Lethbridge and on the Old Man's River at Kipp and Macleod. Privatelyowned ones also operated on the South Saskatchewan at Medicine
Hat and Saskatchewan Landing north of Swift Current, the former
being the property of the Force and managed by a constable. There
were chartered ferries on the Red Deer River south of Edmonton and
on the North Saskatchewan at Edmonton and Fort Saskatchewan,
while numerous scows designed for the purpose were operated chiefly
by half breeds on the South Saskatchewan above and below Batoche.
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Telephones And Telegraphs

The time had come when telephones and telegraphs were sorely
needed for communication not only between the various posts but
with the larger centres of population. New government telegraph
lines had been recommended to run between Calgary and Edmonton,
from Calgary to the international boundary and from Moose Jaw
and Qu'Appelle Station to Regina. The Commissioner pointed out
that real efficiency could be achieved by setting up telephone communications between outposts and their headquarters, also between
posts such as Maple Creek and Medicine Hat and the nearby towns—
communication such as had already been established by the government telegraph service between the Battleford post and the town.
There was talk of a railroad between Lethbridge and some point on
the Missouri River in Montana, and it was hoped this would include
a telegraph service to the southern Alberta outposts; something
similar to the Gait line which reached all points between Lethbridge
and Dunmore Junction, and was augmented by a government wire to
Macleod. The Calgary barracks had telephone communication w i t h
the town, but the only telegraph system available was that of the
C.P.R. Between Edmonton and Fort Saskatchewan there was a single
telephone line, while the government telegraph served Edmonton,
Fort Saskatchewan, Victoria, Battleford and points eastward to
Qu'Appelle, including Prince Albert.
Telephones had been supplied by the government early in the
year to operate between Wood Mountain and Moose Jaw, but the
instrument at the former point had been burned out by lightning and
was still unrepaired. Between the two points the sole means of communications, other than by mail, was by the telegraph line which had
been in operation for some time. This line was unsatisfactory for
police purposes, as messages had to be relayed over the railway telegraph from Moose J a w to Regina. A telegraph service known as the
"Rocky Mountain Line" connected the stations of Walsh and Dunmore on the C.P.R. w i t h points in Montana, and served the detachment at Battle Creek where there was a telegraph office operated by
a Mounted Police constable. At Banff there was telephone connection
between the barracks and several points in the National Park.
Mails

Mail service in some districts was handled exclusively by men
of the Force. Between the C.P.R. and Wood Mountain it was irregular,
owing to the long distance between these two points and the scarcity
of men and horses in the busy season.
Complete co-operation had been established between the Force
and the United States authorities, particularly through Colonel Otis,
the commandant of the U.S. troops at Fort Assiniboine, Montana.
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W i l d Game

Wild game was decreasing rapidly on the prairies. There were
moose to be found in the wooded North Saskatchewan River country;
elk (wapiti) had all but disappeared in the open and were found only
in rough and hilly country. In some parts, prairie chickens were very
plentiful, in others noticeably scarce, and owing to drought, ducks,
geese and other waterfowl were absent from many of their former
haunts. Deer were fairly numerous in all extensive brushlands. Practically no game of any importance remained in the Wood Mountain
country, but in the Cypress Hills, replete w i t h wooded coulees, clear
springs and streams, there were numerous deer, black bears and beaver.
The only traces of elk and grizzly bears, once abundant there, were
bleaching horns and skulls. Antelope showed an increase, doubtless
owing to the reduced inroads upon them by Indians. The streams
flowing from the mountains contained good supplies of trout. Reporting on the subject of game, Superintendent Griesbach stated: "If
something is not done, and done quickly to prevent the wholesale
destruction of game, a few years must see the end, and the halfbreeds
and Indians of the north must lose a source of income and food which
has hitherto been their greatest standby."
Fish

Commercial fish—sturgeon, whitefish and lake trout—were
plentiful in the N o r t h Saskatchewan district and each year the halfbreeds and Indians laid in large supplies of them for winter use, while
the Hudson's Bay Company and other traders used great quantities
for dog food. An export trade was developing in fish that promised
to reach large proportions.
Amended Statutes

Acts to amend the North-West Mounted Police Act, relating to
powers of members of the Force, deserters, and so forth (52 Vic. Chap.
25), and to authorize pensions to non-commissioned officers and men
(52 Vic. Chap. 26) were passed at Ottawa during the year.
General

Though the " N o r t h - W e s t " still was a pioneer land, it could now
be definitely said that the "Frontier West" was gone. Many large
tracts of the country would probably remain indefinitely in their
natural state, and old trails, buffalo paths and wallows would take
years and years to disappear. Vast stretches of rolling plain untouched
by plough would long continue to provide grazing for horses, cattle
and sheep, but even now, in the wake of preliminary surveys, roads
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and fences were defining the settled areas and obliterating the boundless features of the West that had been. Thanks to the North-West
Mounted Police, many sections of the plains were now dotted with
peaceful homes of hardy pioneers.
Distribution Of The Force At The Close Of 1889

" A " Division, under Inspr. G. E. Sanders.
Maple Creek and detachments
"B"
"
Supt. E. W. Jarvis.
Regina and detachments
"C"
"
Supt. W. D. Antrobus.
Battleford and detachments
"D"
"
Inspr. Z . T. Wood.
Macleod and detachments
"E"
"
Supt. J. H. Mclllrce.
Calgary and detachments
"F"
"
Supt. A. B. Perry.
Prince Albert and detachments
"G"
"
Supt. A. H. Griesbach.
Fort Saskatchewan and detachments
"H"
"
Supt. A. R. Macdonell.
Macleod and detachments
"K"
"
Supt. R. B. Dcane.
Lethbridge and detachments
Depot
"
Supt. S. Gagnon.
Regina and detachments
Total—Officers and Men, 1,038; horses, 894.

OFFICERS
AND M E N

HORSES

EX)

93

74

76

89

70

96

83

Ill

103

86

77

78

64

80

104

102

95

222

129

Many outlying detachments were withdrawn to their respective
division headquarters with the approach of winter.

CHAPTER X

1890
THE NEW WEST SETTLES TO ITS TASK
The Old Order Dwindles
IHE country from the Red River westward was now
very different from that which confronted Commissioner French and his cavalcade in 1874. The same
sea of grass was there, the same elusive horizons, the
same glittering peaks of the Rockies, but in large part
the mystery of the primitive had vanished completely w i t h the redman's freedom and his dusky herds.
Doubtless, to many the change brought longing for the past.
And yet it had to be; the primordial could not halt world progress,
and as an effective prelude to colonization, Ottawa had pictured and
planned a new West under the influence of an efficient and honourable
restraint. Fortunately it had been decreed that armed aggression was
to play no part in opening the new country to settlement. Patient
endeavour bv the North-West Mounted Police had followed; tact and
tolerance had accomplished something weapons could never have
achieved.
And happily, among those w h o felt the spell of the prairies, there
had developed a characteristic that bespoke a permanency of attachment to the Western soil. Notwithstanding disappointments and hardships, newcomers to the great grasslands found themselves imbued
w i t h a buoyant and contagious optimism. The raw, unbridled West
had gone beyond recall, but the pioneer instinct still remained—an
irresistible urge t h a t would not be denied. Perhaps in contrast to the
staid conventionalities of older lands, the appeal lay chiefly in the
palpable inducements the West could offer—the rich free land rolling
to the sky, the proverbial hospitality, the ready comradeship among
all classes, the unbounded freedom and doubtless to some, the far-flung
isolation.
Of the immigrants now flocking annually to this land of opportunity, an officer of the Force subsequently w r o t e : "Farge numbers of
useful settlers were coming in; every day during the summer their
prairie schooners, as their covered wagons are called, were to be seen
on the trail . . . . Farm delegates from the Old Country travelled all
over the West in the four-horse wagons of the Force, and were enter467
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tained at our posts and at the homes of the stockmen. Many farmers
from the Eastern provinces of the Dominion and New England States
came to spy out the land and select homesteads for themselves and their
neighbours."
And in truth there was land for everyone, sufficient for the needs
of all for years to come, land that needed no clearing of stumps before
the plough could turn a furrow.
All in all, the old West was adjusting itself to the changing times;
the new West was settling to its task. A huge melting together of
diverse interests was under way in the crucible of the prairies, and from
it a new generation was evolving the pattern of Canadian democracy.
Where buffalo trails had recently scored the virgin sod, thousands of
acres of wheat which some day would spread to the infinite horizon
had already repaid the tillage of the soil; range cattle and horses had
supplanted the Indian's lamented buffalo.
Tide Of Settlement

In the initial farming tracts of Manitoba and Saskatchewan,
Ontario settlers were predominant, though applicants from many
climes were availing themselves of homestead opportunities. The
population of Manitoba and the Territories had reached a figure well
over the 200,000 mark. Busy little centres, some well-established,
others mushrooming into life, were characterized by an ambition to
provide cash markets and shipping facilities for the products of the
land, by stores, mills, livery barns, school teachers, buggies and
church socials. Sod huts of homesteaders and ranchers were being
overshadowed by frame buildings; wild acres were being laced w i t h
barbed wire. Road building was as yet an infrequent undertaking, the
more direct prairie trails sufficing. Over the entire country ran the
old law of the frontier—open house to all w h o sought a night's
shelter or a seat at the table. Branch railroads were following the
settlements, providing work for men and teams and making access
easier to the more fertile tracts. In turn, the settlements were reaching
outward from the railroads.
Mounted Police Duties Increase

With the increase and spread of population, the duties devolving
upon the Mounted Police assumed new and added features. Though
mostly of the white man's making, demands upon the Force had
actually increased. There was a lessening in the run of major offences—
theft, armed robbery, murder, arson and such—but there was a growing
frequency in minor law breaking. Although Indians had become less
troublesome, they still called for strict attention, while seeds that
were wont to bloom in countless evils had drifted northward and
westward w i t h the white man. Besides, many newcomers, especially
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those from urban centres, displayed an ignorance of agricultural and
other pursuits that called for level-headed guidance and advice. Thus
restraint on the one hand and succour on the other automatically became
essential duties that devolved upon the mounted custodians of the
law. In fact, the only practical protection for the ranchman, farmer,
squatter, miner, trader, in many cases the only dependable information,
emanated from the Mounted Police. Though the Force was small, its
influence was large, covering as it did the entire West.
And to become equal to the tasks of the Mounted Policeman now
meant intensive and extensive training. All recruits were first attached
to the depot at Regina for preliminary instructions by an efficient staff.
Drill sergeants and riding masters imparted a grounding in setting-up
exercises, mounted and dismounted drill and general deportment that
would serve the " r o o k i e " all his days and give him ample to be proud
of. Subjects pertaining to his future work ensued, including police
duties, care of saddlery and transport, veterinary science, a smattering
of law, shoeing horses, the essentials of camp life, guard duty, the
all-important requisites of cleanliness, courtesy and firmness—everything necessary to fit a man to serve w i t h high resourcefulness, to
maintain the reputation of the Force. Lectures and fatigue duties
intervened periodically, but except for guard duty when his turn came
round, his evenings were his own.
Eventually, and of necessity, largely upon his own initiative and
responsibility, the young Mounted Policeman found himself performing services far removed from barrack discipline—often from civilization. Where there were no roads, no fences, not even wagon tracks,
he perforce must adapt himself to loneliness and solitude; he must
face freezing winds, blizzards and snowstorms; he must direct strangers
in search of locations, watering places and camp-sites, serve as guide,
philosopher and friend, nurse the sick and assist the injured, answer
innumerable questions, keep watch for prairie fires and battle them
with such help as could be mustered. He must shadow and bring to
account illicit liquor traffickers, protect wild game, patrol vast grazing
lands on the alert for horse thieves and cattle rustlers, watch the
international boundary for smugglers, hunt down alleged wrongdoers,
visit Indian reserves, find lost horses and w i t h never-failing respect
for authority and self-restraint, perform a multitude of other duties,
the majority of which necessitated endless hours in the saddle. Such
work called for men of courage, stamina and endurance.
A Hard Winter

The winter of 1889-90 was extremely severe. Deep snow madeprairie travelling a difficult and sometimes impossible task, and for
long intervals supplies were cut off from the few small wintering
outposts of the Force in the south country. Until early spring, largely
on account of poor trail conditions, the outside calls upon officers and
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men were largely confined to those dealing w i t h major offences, but
there were always the routine tasks inseparable from each division.
Meanwhile people throughout the West anticipated and prepared for
a summer of unusual activity.
Conditions In The Macleod District

Superintendent Deane and his command of " K " Division at
Lethbridge were confronted by an epidemic of aggravating lawlessness
which originated for the most part in gambling dens of the village and
vicinity. The Dominion statute did not apply to such resorts, due to
Lethbridge not being incorporated, and the North-West ordinance in
that regard had been proven ultra vires
a fact well known to professional gamblers. On the other hand the nearby town of Macleod,
headquarters of " D " and " H " Divisions, was incorporated, though
of less than 400 inhabitants, and as a result, to use Superintendent
Steele's words, " n o eastern town of the same population could boast
of a more orderly record, and in no place in the Dominion were life
and property more respected".
The closeness of the international boundary had militated in past
years against a settled state of order in Macleod and Lethbridge. Both
places had experienced their full share of subversiveness so typical
of every centre of average population on the frontier. Men of loose
habits from south of the line had found their way hither, more for
personal convenience than to stake their livelihood on Canadian soil;
men whose return to the other side was fraught w i t h varying degrees
of danger.
But this phase of border life had been reduced to a minimum by
Mounted Police activity backed by an adequate extradition treaty.
There remained however the habitual lawbreakers of the two large
Indian reserves, the Blood and the Peigan, harbouring close to 3,000
Indians w h o in keeping w i t h past records, accounted for most of the
demands upon " D " , " H " and " K " Divisions. A large part of the
illegal whiskey traffic still in practice, coupled w i t h smuggling across
the boundary, as well as sporadic cattle killing and horse stealing,
stemmed from that source. The Indian never failed to resort to extremes
to procure his beloved "firewater", partake of the meat he craved
or run off the horses of other than his own band or tribe. And yet a
vast improvement had been brought about; the wild race of men w h o
but 16 years earlier had ruled as it willed throughout the entire
country lying immediately east of the Rocky Mountains, had changed
to a way of life that conformed in many ways to the white man's
dictates.
"The Indians in this district," Steele later recorded, "have
required very careful watching, but have been on the whole better
behaved than during any year previous. The Peigans are always
exceptionally good and, I think, may be congratulated . . . . They have
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given infinitely less trouble than could have been expected from a
similar number of white people. Cattle killing offers an irresistible
temptation for young bucks wandering about. Nor is this altogether
to be wondered at, w i t h thousands of cattle feeding on every side,
facilities offered by dark nights and lonely spots, and the proximity
of shelter within easy ride across the border. From time immemorable,
stealing horses and waging internecine war w i t h neighbouring tribes
have been their daily round of life. Buffalo in thousands supplied their
simple needs. It is surely expecting too much for civilization to uproot
nature in one or two generations, especially when its teachings are
diametrically opposite to the only rule they ever knew—the rule of
might—when to steal the most horses and take the most scalps was to
be the greatest hero. Our moral standard of right and wrong is being
gradually absorbed by these children of nature, and though the commencement of their education has comparatively but begun and the
period of tuition must naturally be long, still every day makes the task
easier and the reclamation more complete. This year there has been
no 'Sun Dance', either w i t h the Bloods or Peigans, and I am convinced
as the result of vigilant search and diligent enquiry, that cattle killing
and horse stealing are decreasing year by year . . . . The missionaries
of every creed are indefatigable in their efforts to improve them, and
without doubt have reason to congratulate themselves upon the results
of their labours, especially among the children w h o attend their
schools and ministrations."
Not only the authorities but ranchers, traders and others in
Montana were co-operating enthusiastically with the Mounted Police
at Macleod and Lethbridge, and the best possible feeling existed among
all concerned.
Complying w i t h requests from the Customs and
Agricultural Departments at Ottawa that the indiscriminate drifting
of cattle from the United States should be prevented, the police
maintained strict watch along the border, but in a manner not to
prejudice the good understanding that prevailed. Early in the year
Superintendent Deane spread word to Montana that definite instructions had been received " t o keep the Canadian quarantine ground
clear, that the Canadian Government were particularly desirous of
having their regulation enforced without unnecessary friction, and
solicited the co-operation of each and all to that end".
As an evidence of the good will so happily prevalent, the following letter was received by Commissioner Herchmer:
STATE OF MONTANA BOARD OF STOCK COMMISSIONERS
Secretary's Office,
Helena, Montana,
13th January, 1890.

L. W. Herchmer, Esquire,
Commissioner, N.W.M. Police.
SIR,—The Board of Stock Commissioners of the State of Montana, in their
efforts to protect the live stock interests of the citizens of both Montana
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and the North-West Territory, have frequently called upon the North-West
Mounted Police and the authorities of the North-West Territory to aid
them in their efforts, and we take this occasion of expressing our high
appreciation for the assistance and many courtesies received at their hands;
and the people of both countries are greatly indebted to Inspr. D. H.
Macpherson, w h o is thoroughly conversant w i t h the status of the live
stock interests of both sides of the line. For this reason we trust he may
be retained in his present position, feeling sure that it would be to the
benefit of the people of both countries.
Very respectfully yours,
BOARD OF STOCK COMMISSIONERS.

R. B. Harrison,
Secretary.

The Montana Stock Growers Association, organized six years
earlier, which took in the Territory of Dakota, also co-operated
whole-heartedly; among its most active members were Conrad Kohrs
a famous cattleman, and Theodore Roosevelt a keen rancher who was
destined to be President of the United States.
Furthermore, the construction of a narrow-gauge railway from
Lethbridge to Great Falls, Montana, which had long been rumoured,
was now assured, an undertaking which would not only obviate the
long route by wagon road to points on the Missouri River, but would
further the mutual interests of Canada and the United States, and open
the way to a better interchange of business.*
Lethbridge was now steering toward prosperity: the output in the
nearby coal mines was running upwards of 1,000 tons per day, though
the supply had not equalled the demand from the south alone. About
1,500 men were employed, entailing a payroll of approximately
$50,000 per month. It was to be an unprecedented year in the town so
far as building and projected establishments were concerned—-a
hospital supported financially by Sir Alexander Gait, a substantial
brick school to cost $10,000, a $16,000 opera house, a convent school,
and other buildings costing approximately $100,000. Incorporation
was expected in the near future, as well as the introduction of electric
light and waterworks.
Nearby Macleod was also showing progress, but more as a centre
of ranching activities than a hub of industry, such as had proven a
boon to its sister town.
Calgary
Ninety miles north of Macleod the young town of Calgary which
had had its beginning w i t h the erection of the Mounted Police barracks
and the pioneer trading stores of the Hudson's Bay Company and
I. G. Baker and Company in 1875, was also a potential metropolis of
the far West.
* This railway, as well as that from Lethbridge to the main line of the C.P.R., was later standardized.
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To a great extent Calgary's progress hinged on the traffic on the
main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway. Shipments of beef and
livestock bulked large, and the increasing circulation of money paved
the way to many enterprises and utilities. On January 2 a citizens'
dinner was held to mark the opening of the Alberta Hotel, one of the
most elaborate buildings to be erected to date west of Winnipeg; a
Calgary retail merchants association was being organized, and the
directors of Molson's Bank, Montreal, were pondering the selection
of a suitable site for a branch institution. Stone and brick buildings
and fine residences were being erected and electric light was in general
use. A system of waterworks was under construction, as well as an
adequate sewage system. A hospital, woollen mill and other substantial structures were being projected, and a railway that would
run from Macleod to Edmonton via Calgary was an assured prospect.
Settlers had poured into the Calgary district to such an extent that it
was now difficult to find government land within a wide radius. The
only outstanding drawback to hinder progress was the absence of
suitable bridges over the Bow and Elbow Rivers.
Reporting upon the Indians in the Calgary vicinity, Supt. J. H.
Mclllree subsequently stated of the Blackfoot on their reserve 60
miles to the east: "They own about 1,037 horses. Potatoes are their
principal crop. They live in log shacks. There is a coal mine on the
reserve. They have been very well-behaved; horse stealing has nearly
died out, and the few w h o have come within the clutches of the law
were responsible for only minor offences. We employ two of them at
the reserve as scouts." And of the Sarcees occupying a reserve eight
miles south-west, he said: "They own about 150 horses and have 116
acres under cultivation, which yielded 222 bushels of oats and 1,330
bushels of potatoes last year. They put up 50 tons of hay, supplying
us w i t h 25 tons. They are surrounded on every side by settlers, and as
cattle are numerous and stray on the reserve, the temptation is great
to kill some of them
The Stonies on the Bow River near the
Bow River Pass on the C.P.R., own 300 horses and some cattle. Two
hundred and eighty-five acres were broken last season, and crops
amounted to 1,200 bushels of potatoes, 350 bushels of turnips and 140
bushels of carrots. They put up 170 tons of hay . . . . These Indians
are good workers, and if in a good farming country would raise large
crops. They are splendid mountain hunters, and kill large numbers of
sheep, goats, bear and other game . . . . are well advanced in civilization, and are under the guidance of the Rev. John McDougall who
has laboured amongst them for many years . . . . All the Indians in
the district have been quiet."
Edmonton—Fort Saskatchewan

Farther up country, along the North Saskatchewan where railway facilities and ready markets were still lacking, the transition

Fort Saskatchewan. 1893

Fort Saskatchewan, 1890

Fort Battleford, 1S90

from the old to the new was slower. But there also a marked change
was noticeable. Supt. A. H. Griesbach in charge of Fort Saskatchewan, reported crimes in his district to be of a minor nature; farmers
had harvested large yields of grain the previous year, noticeably oats
and barley, also potatoes and root crops. Most of the Indians had
settled down, were in a fairly prosperous condition, contented to follow agricultural pursuits and abide by the protective hunting and
trapping laws. Even among the half breeds of his district there was
no distress apparent as in past years, and no relief was required.
A thrifty town was in the making on the Saskatchewan near old
Fort Edmonton, 20 miles south-west of the police post. Here the
gateway to a vast wilderness that reached northward for 2,000 miles
to the Arctic Ocean was on the verge of opening, and here was
promise of a distributing centre to a land already known to be rich
in resources—the potentially productive agricultural tract of the
Peace River country. Settlers had already found their way to suitable
locations far back of the Saskatchewan River, and police patrols
from " G " Division headquarters and the subsidiary post of Edmonton
had made advances into w h a t a few years ago had been to all but its
resident fur traders a terra incognita.
A long curving trail that followed the north bank of the
Saskatchewan formed the main thoroughfare of Edmonton; strung
along it was a mixture of small stores and other buildings overshadowed by the Alberta Hotel, the Hotel du Canada and the Jasper
House, a saloon, a livery stable, the printing plant of Frank Oliver
(later Canada's Minister of the Interior), the post office and a Methodist church. Below, in the valley near the old Hudson's Bay fort
were the Edmonton Hotel and the "Big House", the dwelling of
Chief Factor Richard Hardisty.
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Battleford

Battleford 300 miles down the river from Fort Saskatchewan,
under the supervision of " C " Division commanded by Supt. W. D.
Antrobus, had progressed but little since the removal of the territorial government to Regina in 1882. The long overland trail to the
south, terminating at Swift Current on the C.P.R., was a deterrent to
incoming settlers, but the railway under construction from Regina
northward to Saskatoon and Prince Albert, as well as a projected
line from the east to parallel the Saskatchewan, presaged cultivation
of an immense agricultural area. Settlers w h o had moved in were
prospering; crops of grain and roots had been satisfactory the previous year, and cattle raising was successful, partly due to the fact
that stock could be wintered out in wooded belts that offered shelter
from the winds.
Prince Albert

Prince Albert, headquarters of " F " Division, was agog with
interest now that there was certainty of an early railway service to
w h a t was actually the first white community west of the old Red
River Colony, other than those clustered in the shadows of the trading posts. For nearly 30 years this isolated settlement had depended
upon dog teams, Red River carts, river craft, and then mail stages
and freight wagons, for its requirements and outside contacts. Scattered promiscuously for several miles along the south bank of the
main Saskatchewan to include Prince Albert proper and the suburb
of Goshen, it had weathered many vicissitudes by its own initiative,
deriving sustenance from its own resources. Calamity had knocked
at its doors in 1885, but had been averted by quick action on the part
of the North-West Mounted Police under Commissioner Irvine.
Since then the region had progressed in peace and quietness, and
many small industries had been established. The Hudson's Bay Company had entered the supply trade; agriculture had succeeded on most
of the small outlying farms; building material and fuel were near at
hand; game and fish were plentiful. Though destitution of a kind
had long prevailed, numerous men from the district, especially halfbreeds, had latterly been employed by the railroad, as well as upon a
$6,000 bridge—the first in the whole length of the Saskatchewan—
built by the Dominion Government.
Neighbouring Indians, mostly Crees on their reserves, displayed
a marked willingness to live after the manner of white people. In
short, w i t h unlimited natural resources, w i t h crime reduced to a
minimum by the ever-watchful Mounted Police, and w i t h rampant
enthusiasm for an imminent utility that would link it w i t h the modern
world, Prince Albert faced a progressive and happy future.
Nevertheless one element of the population in the Prince Albert
district viewed the new conditions w i t h uncertainty. Ever since the
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inauguration of the Province of Manitoba in 1870, the Metis, averse
as always to Eastern innovations, had continued to resort to the
river lands above and below Batoche, St. Laurent and other more
secluded rendezvous on the South Branch. There, following the disappearance of their old mainstay, the buffalo, they had eked out a
precarious livelihood, chiefly by scanty tillage of the soil and freighting. Now the latter occupation seemed doomed. With the completion of the railroad from Regina, cart and wagon transport would be
no more, and it was obvious that the halfbreeds of the Saskatchewan
would have to conform to a revolutionized mode of existence.
Superintendent Perry, whose solicitude for the natives of the
vicinity had characterized his every report during his five years of
service in command of " F " Division, had made a close study of the
halfbreeds. He had repeatedly stressed the fact that farming was
their inevitable pursuit, that "all who were friendly to them should
agree in urging and encouraging them to remain on their holdings,
so that they might face their destiny and ultimately obtain the position of a self-supporting people". He felt they should be treated
with patience and generously assisted. Their farming methods were
very crude; they raised indifferent crops, even in the most favourable
seasons, and the squalor of their little log houses and stables, their
undernourished ponies and stunted cattle bore testimony of their
need for agricultural knowledge. He reminded the authorities that
there was a tendency to regard the problem of their future as insoluble, but gave as his opinion—formed from his recognition of their
good qualities—that their descendants would be prosperous and
desirable citizens of the new North-West.
Maple Creek

The district immediately surrounding the town of Maple Creek,
policed by " A " Division under Supt. E. W. Jarvis, successor to Inspr.
G. E. Sanders, who was transferred to Lethbridge at the first of the
year, had latterly experienced less crime than any other region. Even the
once disturbed and often riotous area of the Cypress Hills only a few
miles to the south, in which old Fort Walsh had played so conspicuous a part, now basked in utter tranquility. At the sub-post of
Medicine Hat to the west, conditions were about the same except for
a few petty cases of lawlessness. The barracks there, on the north
side of the South Saskatchewan, had fallen into poor repair. Unfit
and inaccessible it was obvious that this post would eventually be
done away with in favour of a small detachment in the town on the
south side.
The " A " Division outposts in the south country continued to
operate as formerly with the addition of one detachment at what
was known as the Stone Pile, 30 miles down the White Mud from
East End. This small outpost communicated at Snake Creek with the
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western partol from " B " Division, Wood Mountain. One constable
was stationed at the German settlement of Josefsburg south-east of
Medicine Hat.
A major part of the duties devolving upon " A " Division concerned the supervision of the United States border to prevent smuggling. In this connection the telegraph line from Fort Assiniboine in
Montana to the Battle Creek outpost continued to render valuable
service.
Of the settlers who had come to the Maple Creek district, most
were engaged in stock raising. Agriculture had proven unsatisfactory
for several seasons; in fact the crops had been so bad the Germans at
Josefsburg had threatened to move to other parts. Lack of rain had
been blamed. On the other hand root crops had turned out fairly
well, and more and more the district was becoming a favourite one
for small horse-and-cattle ranches. Sheep had been brought in from
Montana to a range on Piapot Creek a few miles east of the town.
The Conrads of Benton, Montana, had maintained some 3,000 head
of cattle in the district, but had recently moved these to a new location on the Little Bow River north of Lethbridge. So few Indians
and halfbreeds now remained in the vicinity that they were of no
concern, and there were no reserves nearby to foment trouble.
Regina

Assuredly the modern West was coming into its own. But
Canada's Western enterprise was not confined to cattle ranching and
tillage of the soil. Men of vision and determination who had turned
to the North-West Territories had established the foundations of
industry in many thriving communities.
Regina was an outstanding example. Where but a few years
back the Wascana Creek had wound its way through vast buffalo
pastures, where Indian hunters had been wont to fashion a crude
monument with bones remaining from their slaughterings, believing
the shaggy herds would not willingly abandon their dead kindred,
the capital city of the plains now dominated an enormous wheat field.
As agriculture prospered, the industrial life of the young community had forged ahead. And from a cluster of buildings beside the
famous creek, the headquarters barracks of the Mounted Police radiated the precepts of law and order over all the territory from the
Red River to the Rocky Mountains.
By 1890, a new Government House had been erected at Regina,
and the police barracks were receiving constant additions and improvements, including a lofty water tower, a gymnasium and a bowling
alley. The capital city and the North-West Mounted Police were
growing up together.
Early in 1890, a readjustment took place in the duties of Depot
Division under Supt. Severe Gagnon, and " B " Division under Inspr.
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Joseph Howe who had succeeded Supt. E. W. Jarvis. Both divisions
had operated from Regina and worked together in supplying various
outposts, but w i t h the change, all outposts, w i t h the exception of a
small detachment in the town of Regina, were transferred to " B "
Division, whose trained personnel could better perform such duties.
When necessary however Depot Division provided patrols to visit
Indian reserves in the immediate vicinity, and to call on other districts which were not under regular patrol from the outpost detachments. Personnel from Depot also supervised the working gangs
on the Regina, Long Lake and Saskatchewan Railway until their
task took them into the district under " F " Division, Prince Albert.
At the end of the winter Inspr. P. C. H. Primrose w i t h 28 noncommissioned officers and constables and 37 horses took over the
Wood Mountain post, and Inspr. Frederick Drayner, w h o had been
in charge there since the previous March, was transferred to Alameda.
Thus the whole of the international boundary from the Red River in
Manitoba to a point about 100 miles west of Wood Mountain came
under police surveillance until late autumn.
Manitoba
In southern Manitoba, under Inspr. J. A. McGibbon a number
of two-man detachments were stationed at salient points from
Ridgeville east of Emerson (old Dufferin) to Sourisford in the west.
Their duties were to prevent smuggling, collect duty, issue "letpasses" for the Customs, guard Crown timber, collect timber and hay
dues, and provide monthly crop and weather bulletins for the Department of the Interior. The headquarter's post for Manitoba was in
the town of Morden.
In the country surrounding Rhineland large Mennonite communities had been established, and although these immigrants from
Russia were industrious and prosperous, their elders exercised such
power and promulgated laws to such an extent that constant police
supervision of their customs and ways of life was considered necessary. Fortunately lawlessness was almost unknown among them,
though there was at times sufficient provocation for it. According to
their cult an elder could impose the most ridiculous mandatory laws,
such as to forbid a Mennonite to paint his house or to wear one particular kind of cloth cap. Altogether these people numbered about
6,600, whose chief objection to residence in Russia had been the
enforcement of compulsory military service. The elders were averse
to intellectual improvements; no English was taught in their schools,
and in the words of Sgt. V. T. St. George, in charge at Rhineland,
"so long as this condition prevailed, they would remain as they
were—foreigners in language, customs and sentiments".
The country around the town of Manitou was occupied by
settlers chiefly from Ontario and Quebec. They were well established
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as mixed farmers, had good buildings and stock, and were almost
entirely imbued w i t h a strict observance of Canadian law. The same
conditions obtained in the areas surrounding Snowflake and other
towns and villages in southern Manitoba. Most of the settlers were
from Ontario, but English, Scotch and Irish immigrants had also
located there.
The Force had no buildings of its own in Manitoba; all detachments boarded out and occupied rented quarters.
Stern Justice Applied

In every direction the West was stirring to the new order. The
Mounted Police Act of 1873 had prescribed the importance of a firm
and not overly-aggressive policy in preparing the native populace for
the inevitable coming of the farmer and the stockman. That policy
had been followed, and the Great Prairie was yielding quietly to
occupation by thousands of sturdy settlers.
It augured well that law and order had not reached the Canadian
West through the medium of violence. Methods diametrically opposite to those which had forced submission to the encroaching settlements south of the international boundary had been employed. A
land of progress had been opened up by might of right—an historic
conquest stood achieved. Yet during the transitory stage and for
long after, there could be no lessening of police vigilance. Contempt
for and infractions of the law, whether by white man or red, would
in every instance incur the prescribed punishment, no matter h o w
long or how difficult or h o w exacting the investigation.
As winter waned, an incident occurred far to the south-west in
the country of the Bloods which not only emphasized the unfailing
readiness of the Force to act swiftly, but presented a good example of
the trying patience so often needed in such work.
On March 13 as the first pale streaks of dawn presaged the coming
day, S/Sgt. Chris Hilliard and the few men of his detachment at
Standoff on the border of the Blood reserve saddled up and rode eastward beyond the hills.
It will be recalled that in May 1887, two Blood Indians, The
Dog and Big Rib, while stealing horses in the Cypress Hills had
been arrested for firing upon a police patrol, and had been sentenced
to five years' penal servitude. Both had escaped from the sheriff
while being conducted to Stony Mountain Penitentiary in Manitoba.
Later Sergeant Williams of " H " Division had run Big Rib to earth,
but through the aid of nine accomplices, the Indian had again
escaped. Following that encounter, The Dog and Big Rib had sought
safety in Montana.
Whisperings had reached Hilliard. The longing for kith and
kin had, it was said, proven too much for the two wanted Indians—•
there was a possibility they had returned home. It was known that
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although the Sun Dance had been all but relegated to the past, a
gathering of several hundred Indians which warranted investigation
was taking place on the reserve a few miles from Standoff. Reaching
a high lookout, Halliard's little party soon discovered a large encampment and at once headed in that direction. Preparations for some
kind of a ritual were apparent; Indian men, women and children from
all parts of the reserve were present.
Closely scanning the copper-hued throng as he drew near, Hilliard
spotted one of the long-wanted Indians. Quietly telling his men to
be ready for trouble, but not to shoot unless ordered to do so, the
wiry sergeant spurred his horse forward and was soon surrounded.
In a trice he had dismounted, revolver in hand, seized The Dog and
dragged him ignominiously from a number of Indians who attempted
a rescue. A frantic melee followed, one which might have resulted in
disaster to the red-coated men had not Chief Red Crow and several of
his councillors arrived on the scene and established a semblance of
order. A heated discussion ensued, during which the chief demanded
the release of The Dog, while the young men of the tribe clamoured
for war in order to achieve it. Hilliard, his voice ringing above the
tumult, was in his true element—there would be no backing down. Red
Crow was warned of the consequences should a shot be fired. Two
hours later The Dog was under lock at Fort Macleod. In two days
Big Rib joined him. On March 22 both prisoners were on their way
to Stony Mountain to serve their interrupted sentences.
Death Of Crowfoot

Many episodes now stood emblazoned upon the scroll of human
advancement across the plains. To look back from the year 1890 was
to recall a host of brilliant achievements, fearless exploits, even
marked failures. All featured the long story of Western progress,
each in some pronounced degree seeming to fit an alloted niche in a
vast storehouse of memorable record, each a step forward or backward in the inexorable march of Destiny. And among the many
fearless and upright men whose names will ever add dignity to that
record, none stands forth more brilliantly than that of Crowfoot.
It was common knowledge among those fortunate enough to
have enjoyed long and intimate acquaintance with the renowned
leader of the federated Blackfoot, Blood, Peigan and Sarcee tribes
that the infirmity of advancing years had found its way to the lodge
of the foremost living Indian in the Canadian West. But there were
troubled forebodings and speculations among white men and red as
to the nature of a disability that had recently wrought a marked
change in the chief of chiefs. People could not comprehend that the
picturesque and impressive figure whose life had run through a long
succession of experiences from utter savagery to high statesmanship
in the civilized world, could be approaching the end of his trail. He
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was a man whose name alone had more than once been of moment
to the whole of Canada, and the thought of Blackfoot Land without
Crowfoot conjured up a picture which few could grasp.
On a day towards the end of April Dr. Henry George of Calgary,
partner of Dr. N. J. Lindsay, medical officer to the Blackfoot, Stonies
and Sarcees, received a telegram from Lieutenant-Governor Royal,
requesting that he go to the Blackfoot reserve to minister to Crowfoot,
reported to be dying. The doctor lost no time. An hour or so later
as he approached the huge home lodge of the chief, its sloping sides
strikingly embellished with barbaric symbols, it was only too apparent
that a crisis in Blackfoot history was in the making. Some 30 Indians,
strapping young warriors, guarded the lodge, stripped naked except
for loincloths, ammunition belts and moccasins, each armed w i t h his
Winchester. All were hideously painted, their grim faces seeming to
signify that this was indeed a momentous occasion. A huge sentry
adorned in pagan splendour stood at the opening of the lodge, inside
which 17 naked medicine men were in attendance, forming a circle
around the prostrate chieftain. Seated against the lodge wall on one
side, eight highly-decorated drummers pounded out a weird monotone
from rawhide tom-toms.
The fine old warrior, stripped like the rest, lay in the centre of
the lodge on a large Hudson's Bay blanket raised above the ground
on buffalo robes. The head medicine man wearing an elaborate
headdress of feathers, his naked body glimmering with gaudy paint,
circled the recumbent form, swaying as he went. From a bone cylinder between his teeth he ejected some kind of fluid as he tapped the
ailing body, keeping close rhythm w i t h the drums. The noise became
deafening as wild incantations broke forth, only to reach a sudden
and silent climax, upon which the white doctor's arrival was heralded.
"Every eye was upon m e , " the doctor afterwards wrote, "and
every eye and nerve was strained to see and hear w h a t I might do
or say."
Through Indian Agent Wheatley, Dr. George spoke to the
tense assemblage. Though careful to say that he knew they were
doing everything possible in their own way to relieve the suffering
chief, he urged them to discontinue their treatment for a spell. Their
great father was very sick, and it was imperative that he have rest
and sleep. To this there was general assent. In silent response all
squatted around the lodge; the head medicine man stood sullenly
aloof.
The doctor placed a thermometer in the chief's mouth, but as he
withdrew it it slipped from his fingers and was broken. Here was an
evil omen, plainly reflected in the onlookers' startled faces. Congestion of the lungs had set in; a linseed poultice was applied and a
sleeping powder administered. Brandy was offered, but the chief
refused it. He said he would not shame himself before his people.
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Dr. George sent a telegram to the lieutenant-governor suggesting that medicine and instructions be left, but received a reply
instructing him to remain until Crowfoot was better or dead.
The chief's condition grew worse despite every attention. The
medicine men became impatient and once again turned to their barbarian mode of treatment. The drummers resumed the monotonous
beating of rawhide drums, and hour after hour unearthly invocations
rent the air.
On the fifth night of his attendance, while attempting to gain
some rest in the Indian agent's little building, a rifle shot startled the
doctor from his sleep. A few moments later there was heavy knocking on the door and two young Indians appeared crying: "su-ken-aki
—come at once." Upon being pressed for news of what had happened,
they said: "Our Father Crowfoot has died and come to life again."
Accompanied by Mounted Policeman Tom Lauder and the agent,
the doctor hurried over to the lodge. There they found a crowd in
turmoil. Indians were running back and forth; ponies with excited
riders were clattering to the scene. All was excitement, out of which
the doctor finally drew the information that Crowfoot had fainted,
probably due to lack of rest, and that his favourite horse had been
slaughtered before the lodge door in observance of an ancient custom.
More drastic still, his three wives had each cut off" one of the chief's
fingers. The lodge was uncontrollably astir w i t h gesticulating Indians,
wailing women and beating tom-toms. They had dressed the chief
in his finest raiment. The silver treaty medal presented to him by
Queen Victoria lay upon his breast, his railway pass in a little frame,
long since given to him by the C.P.R., hung by a chain around his
neck.
Pere Doucet had arrived in answer to a summons and was in
intimate conversation with the chief. A mere glance showed the
doctor that the end was near—Crowfoot's eyes were glazed, and he
complained that he could not see. After a long interval he pulled
himself together and expressed a wish to send some farewell words
to his people through the priest, w h o spoke the Blackfoot tongue.
His message, approximately memorized by those w h o heard and
understood, was brief but classically beautiful:
" A little while and I will be gone from among you, whither I
cannot tell. From nowhere we came, into nowhere we go. What is
life? It is a flash of a firefly in the night. It is a breath of a buffalo in
the winter time. It is as the little shadow that runs across the grass
and loses itself in the sunset."
He then thanked the doctor, expressed gratitude to the government for all that had been done for him and his people, whom he
exhorted to be law-abiding. He asked that there should be no
further noise.
A profound quiet fell upon the Blackfoot reserve. Not even a dog
barked. It was as if Crowfoot's word was law even in death.
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Thus on the 25th day of April, 1890, on the heights above the
beautiful Bow Valley where 13 years earlier he had signed his
nation's treaty w i t h Canada, a great man passed to his reward.
Later above his grave on a nearby hilltop, a rough slab bore a simple
tribute—"Father of His People".
He left no children, and in accordance with his wish his brother
Three Bulls succeeded to the chieftainship.
A Bold Robbery

On May 11, four days prior to Superintendent Steele's return from
leave of absence, a daring robbery was committed, the locale being
Fort Macleod itself. A man named Maclean and several accomplices
managed to gain access to the orderly room and pick up a small safe
containing upwards of $1,700. Later, the safe was found in the Old
Man's River; it had been broken open, and the contents were gone.
By clever work and great patience Inspector Macpherson traced
Maclean to Montana. The suspect was arrested by the American
authorities on Mounted Police representations, extradited and brought
back to Fort Macleod. On trial before Judge Macleod he pleaded
guilty and was sentenced to five years in the penitentiary at Stony
Mountain. One of his accomplices, Carter by name, was also arrested,
but in spite of strong circumstantial evidence and Maclean's accusation that Carter was the instigator of the crime, the jury returned a
verdict of "not guilty". Another man, Bertrand, was picked up in
Montana and extradited, but he too was acquitted.
Patrols And Outposts Extended

As settlement increased there was a tendency to add to the
number of police outposts and extend the patrols still farther, also to
improve the conditions of the outposts already established. A substantial barracks w i t h stable and corral were under erection at Coutts on
the north side of the international boundary, at a point where the
Lethbridge and Great Falls Railroad would cross, and a new building
was provided at the important post of Standoff. Two new flying
patrols, one under Sgt. George S. Cotter, the other under ex-Inspr.
Cecil Denny w h o was now acting as scout for " D " Division in lieu of
service in the Indian Department. Each accompanied by two or three
Indian scouts, was stationed in the country south of Macleod and
Lethbridge to look out for cattle killing and horse stealing and to
search for stolen stock.
The mountainous country west of Pincher Creek was likely to be
opened up in the near future, as a railway to cross the Rockies by
the Crow's Nest Pass was under consideration. Farther afield the
patrolling of Lake Winnipeg and portions of the District of Keewatin
was to be resumed, the first step towards a planned advance to the
enormous country of the North.
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To Lake Winnipeg And Hudson Bay

Inspr. J. V. Begin who had been performing the duties of
quartermaster at Fort Macleod, was called to Winnipeg in June to
confer w i t h Lieutenant-Governor Schultz of Manitoba preparatory to
assuming command of the Lake Winnipeg detachment. A small sailing vessel, the Keewatin, brought to Winnipeg from Selkirk near the
mouth of the Red River, was overhauled and equipped for service on
the treacherous waters that stretched several hundred miles northward. With M a t t h e w Watts as captain, and accompanied by Cpl.
Harry O. Morphy, Cst. Peter Sabourin and Cst. Martin Steele, the
inspector sailed down the river on July 2. On the way to Selkirk,
the vessel struck some submerged rocks and the centreboard was
badly damaged. Repairs were quickly made at Selkirk; then turning
over the command temporarily to Morphy, w i t h instructions to patrol
Lake Winnipeg, Inspector Begin returned. The Keewatin with Morphy,
Sabourin and Steele on board left for the north on July 6.
At Selkirk after establishing a temporary camp in which were
stationed Sgt. John P. Bunt, Cst. Sidney Marshall and Cst. George de
Beaujeu, all of whom had arrived from Regina, the inspector boarded
the steamer Aurora and accompanied the lieutenant-governor on an
official visit to several lake ports. Upon his return he received instructions to proceed w i t h the detachment to Grand Rapids near the mouth
of the Saskatchewan River, and on July 30 all those in camp embarked
at Selkirk on a fish barge towed by a small tug. On the first day of
August a violent north-west wind forced tug and barge to seek refuge
in a natural harbour at Reindeer Island. The journey was resumed
late the next day, but in the early hours of the following morning
the prevailing wind again developed into a gale. The captain of the
tug shouted to those on the barge to drop anchor, but Begin insisted
t h a t both boats should turn westward toward the lee shore. From
there on, Begin and de Beaujeu took charge of the barge, and after five
hours of pounding through huge waves, they dropped anchor under
Long Point. Grand Rapids was reached the following day, 300 miles
north of Winnipeg.
Leaving Constable Marshall at Grand Rapids to watch all traffic
going up or down the Saskatchewan, the inspector established a
detachment at Norway House under Sergeant Bunt, and gave instructions to Corporal Morphy to patrol the northern end of the lake till
the end of August, then to proceed to Winnipeg and report to the
lieutenant-governor for further orders. The payment of the annual
treaty money to the local Indians was supervised, and in the afternoon
of August 13 the inspector started out for York Factory on Hudson
Bay in a canoe manned by a constable and two Indian guides.
Almost at the outset the canoe was caught in a sudden storm
while crossing an arm of the lake, and the night was spent in a
hastily-made camp only two miles from Norway House. Next day
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the course held northward by Little Playgreen Lake and the eastern
channel of the Nelson River. A few miles downstream the party
portaged the Sea River Falls and from there on took a diversified
waterway, the age-old route of the Hudson's Bay Company's boat
brigades from salt water to the interior. Turning easterly by the
narrow Blackwater Creek to Bullrush Lake, near the divide between
the headwaters of the Nelson and Hayes Rivers, they traversed a
diminutive beaver stream, where rude dams were maintained by all
w h o passed to hold the water-level and prevent seepage to the western
branch of the Echiomameesh—"Water-flowing-both-ways". A short
lift over the ridge of the Painted Stone brought the travellers to
Franklin's River, whence widening stretches led the way to the
White Fall or Robinson Portage—a mile-long carrying-place. The
Upper and Lower Hell Portages were negotiated, then Hell's Gate, a
deep chasm between rocky walls. Farther on, Oxford Lake was
reached and the little craft cruised under sail to Oxford House which
stood on an eminence above the eastern shore.
A brief halt was made to enjoy the proverbial hospitality of
this halfway hostel of the wilderness, then on again. Trout Falls
was passed and Knee Lake slipped behind, bringing the voyagers to
the intake of the Hayes River. Swift currents now bounced the little
craft past innumerable rapids, between rocky shores and wooded isles.
Morgan's Portage and Rock Portage, below which was the site of
Rock House an old depot established for the first incoming Red
River settlers in 1811, were left behind. Beyond its junction w i t h the
Shamattawa, the Hayes grew from 300 yards in width to more than
half a mile, and almost shoulder to shoulder w i t h the Nelson joined
the sea. On a spit of lowland between the two estuaries, stood York
Factory, the first fort to carry the banner of the "Adventurers of
England" to the Western wilds. A distance of slightly under 500
miles had been travelled and 24 portages made since leaving Norway
House ten days earlier.
The travellers left York Factory on September 3, and after 22
days of arduous labour upstream reached Norway House without
mishap. The detachment under Sergeant Bunt reported that no crime
of any kind had been committed, and only legal liquor had come in.
Chief Factor Horace Belanger in charge of the Hudson's Bay post,
w h o was a justice of the peace, had been of great assistance.
Reporting the patrol, Inspector Begin presented an exhaustive
account of the conditions he met w i t h in the north and went on to
say: "The presence of the North-West Mounted Police in that district has had an excellent effect . . . . The few white people there
found that the government knew they were subjects of Her Majesty
who needed to be protected . . . . The Esquimaux being also close by,
they are afraid of any contingency that might occur from a collision
between the Esquimaux and the Indians . . . . The Indians, seeing
Her Majesty's uniform, see that the government does not forget them
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and wishes them to be protected, as well as to punish those who
bring liquor to trade in the country."
There was no news of the patrol boat Keeivatin. A letter had
come from Lieutenant-Governor Schultz stating that the boat would
be replaced for future patrols by one belonging to Belanger. Then to
Begin's consternation, word came by Indians that the Keeivatin had
been wrecked.
Belanger's vessel, undergoing some repairs, was not yet available, so the canoe and its Indian paddlers were again pressed into
service, and full of anxiety, Begin set out to search the eastern shore
of Lake Winnipeg.
At Beren's River the Indian agent revealed where the wreck had
occurred and reported that wreckage was strewn along the shore.
Begin discovered articles from the lost vessel, and enquired wherever
possible for information regarding Corporal Morphy and his men.
At Rabbit Point a halfbreed stated that Indians had come to him
saying they had found the Keewatin w i t h a dead man on board. He
had gone to the boat and found that the man was alive and had given
him such assistance as he could. He had kept him at his shanty for
several days, and then taken him to Selkirk on the steamer Aurora.
The rescued man, Captain Watts, told of the deaths of Corporal
Morphy and Constable de Beaujeu. The halfbreed and many Indians
had conducted searches in the hope of finding the bodies, thereby
hoping to gain a reward offered by the lieutenant-governor. Begin
did everything possible toward recovering the bodies and such property as might have been washed up. Unsuccessful, he headed for the
Red River and after hard days of paddling through stormy weather,
reached Selkirk on October 26. All told, a distance of about 1,300
miles had been travelled in the canoe.
Commissioner Herchmer hastened from Regina to the bedside of
Captain Watts in the Winnipeg hospital and soon heard the details
surrounding the loss of the Keeivatin. The boat had run above some
sunken rocks in a heavy sea and high wind. The centreboard was
ripped off, and rolling on her side, the little craft was quickly
engulfed.
In his annual report the Commissioner stated: " I heard from his
own lips the tale of the wreck and his subsequent sufferings. His
ability as a sailing master was undoubted, and his efforts to sustain
our men after the accident cannot be too highly extolled, while his
fortitude during the awful time he remained tied to the wreck almost
surpasses belief. I regret to report that after rallying and apparently
rapidly approaching recovery, this fine old man had a relapse and
succumbed to the results of the frightful exposure and sufferings
which he had undergone."
Intensive search continued for the bodies of Morphy and de
Beaujeu, but months were to pass before the wild waters of Lake
Winnipeg gave up the dead.
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Meanwhile, life on the plains was comparatively free of incident
other than the stir of increasing settlement. Men of prominence from
England and elsewhere were continually arriving to contemplate largescale farming, ranching and colonization prospects, and they received
every assistance from the Mounted Police. His Royal Highness the
Duke of Connaught passed through the country on his return to
England from a command in India, and wherever he stopped on the
plains was provided w i t h escorts and wheeled transportation.
Dealing With Smuggled Liquor

A bare-faced case of liquor smuggling across the U.S. border
came to light in June. Near the boundary line a pack-horse patrol
from the Milk River Ridge detachment picked up a fresh trail going
north and promptly followed it. For long stretches it was practically
lost among other markings. But Csts. Samuel Costello and James R.
Manson stuck to it and eventually reached a police camp that was on
the border of Pakowski ( i . e . Bad Water) Lake. Fresh horses were
saddled, and a few miles beyond, the police sighted the camp-site of
two whiskey smugglers—Lee Purcel and Al Dowser. The terrain was
such that close approach was impossible without being seen; consequently the little camp was spied upon from a distance. The two
smugglers were obviously preparing to depart; their liquor was being
carried from one side of the camp to a wagon, which offered an opportune moment to strike. Realizing they were detected, the smugglers
dropped the kegs, leaped on two of their three horses and rode off.
Their mounts outraced those of the police. The wagon, the remaining
horse and the liquor were seized. Dowser managed to get back to
Montana safely, but Purcel was arrested at Whoop-Up a few days
later. He was ordered to pay a fine of $300 or in default to serve six
months in jail. An appeal was entered, but the Supreme Court
refused to interfere.
A New Railway Is Launched

In the afternoon of July 21 an historic event took place on the
outskirts of the little city of Calgary—the Hon. Edgar Dewdney
turned the first sod of the Calgary-Edmonton Railway. Dewdney was
now Minister of the Interior in the Federal Government. A general
holiday was proclaimed, and the morning had been marked by a
ceremony inaugurating the town waterworks. The day was fine and
clear, one of the hottest of the year. Flags and bunting decorated the
route of a procession which commenced at 2.30 in the afternoon and
proceeded to a point some distance east of the junction of the Bow
and Elbow Rivers. The Mayor, Dr. J. D. Lafferty, and Mr. Dewdney
led the parade and were followed by members of the town council,
officials of the C.P.R.—of which the new railway was to be a branch—
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members of the Legislative Assembly of the North-West, and prominent citizens, the cavalcade comprising about 150 carriages. Scores
of ranchers and cowboys on their best horses participated, and the
guard of honour was provided by the North-West Mounted Police
under Assistant Commissioner W. M. Herchmer. Comptroller Frederick
White from the Ottawa headquarters of the Force was also present
and rode in one of the carriages. At the site of the ceremony a large
circle was formed by the Mounted Police, and standing inside it the
mayor extended a warm welcome to the many visitors. Other speeches
were given, then the Minister of the Interior, discarding his high hat
and Prince Albert coat, attacked the prairie sod w i t h a spade. A big
open-air barbecue followed during which a huge steer was roasted and
cut into sandwiches, washed down w i t h lemonade. Gaiety ruled at
the Alberta Hotel that evening, and when the Minister departed for
Vancouver next morning, most of the town turned out to bid him
farewell.
Changes In Command

Several changes in the command of divisions took place about
this time. On August 1 Supt. P. R. Neale, " D " Division, Macleod,
retired from Mounted Police service and was succeeded by Inspr. Z . T.
Wood. Shortly afterwards, Inspr. G. B. Moffatt was promoted to
superintendent and placed in charge of " B " Division, Regina, and
Capt. Donald Macdonald Howard of the 10th Battalion Royal Grenadiers was taken in as an inspector. Supt. John Cotton took over " F "
Division, Prince Albert, from Superintendent Perry w h o was transferred to the command of Depot Division at Regina.
A Federal Minister Views The Rockies

Late in August seven constables under Sergeant Waite of " H "
Division, Macleod, and a pack train in charge of a special constable,
set out to escort the Hon. Mackenzie Bowell, Minister of Customs,
Deputy Minister Parmalee, and Captain Young, Inspector of Customs,
through the Crow's Nest Pass to Revelstoke on the C.P.R., a
distance of 300 miles through rough country.
Progress In Alberta And Elsewhere

The area south of Calgary to the Montana border was now being
designated Southern Alberta. For long, the impression had prevailed
that this great pasture land east of the Rockies would always be
occupied by stock raisers, a belief that was fostered by the horse and
cattle ranchers. The Mormon settlement at Cardston south of Macleod
had however demonstrated that much of the Alberta soil was suitable
for general farming, especially if subjected to irrigation, and small
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land owners were threatening to encroach upon the large grazing
holdings and leases.
Throughout the summer the occupation of the plains by newcomers had shown a steady increase. Railway lines to north and
south were pressing forward, and many areas had opened up to settlement. Rails reached Prince Albert in September. The Calgary to
Edmonton line was well advanced. On October 1 the first coal train
pulled out from Lethbridge for Great Falls, Montana. The thousands of men employed in construction work, being of all nationalities
and degrees of morality, were under constant supervision by police
patrols which frequently passed from camp to camp, while small
detachments were stationed at congested points to ensure against
disruptions and strikes.
Prairie Fires

As the autumn approached, strict watch was maintained by all
posts and patrols for prairie fires. In the face of the increasing number
of homes and buildings, this annual hazard could easily result in
double disaster.
Houses, outbuildings, haystacks, even stock or
human beings, might be burned, but the chief danger lay in the
destruction of large areas of grazing land. Cattlemen took every precaution, and in fighting prairie fires combined their efforts w i t h those
of the Mounted Police. Various methods were used. Fire guards
were ploughed across the path of the flames, lines of men recruited
from the country round-about used wet sacking or blankets, and in
the short-grass country cowboys rode w i t h green rawhides dragging
behind them, racing their horses directly along the front of the consuming element. A common practice was to break large fires into
smaller ones to facilitate extinguishing them. But the year 1890 was
fortunate as compared to some previous years. The heavy snow of
the previous winter and its gradual absorption in the spring, together
w i t h copious rains in the early fall, reduced the danger and damage
to a marked degree. The fact that rigorous punishment was meted
out to any w h o were found guilty of carelessly or willfully starting a
prairie fire helped in reducing the menace to a minimum. During the
autumn the country around Calgary suffered more than any other.
Unsatisfactory Liquor Regulations

The crime sheets at all divisions showed that a more orderly
state existed on the plains during the year than in any similar period
since the inauguration of the Force. Illegal liquor buying and selling
continued to be the outstanding offence, while sporadic horse stealing
was thrown in for good measure. These offences however were
confined largely to the south country.
Elsewhere comparative
peace and quiet prevailed, and w i t h barest exceptions no serious
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crimes were committed.
Generally speaking, Indians had maintained good behaviour and observance of the laws—it was significant
that not a single treaty Indian had been punished in the Prince Albert
district during the year. Importation of beer had t o some extent
lowered the demand for stronger liquor, but the ruling of the courts
that liquor once admitted under permit could be held by anyone, and
the fact that counterfoils of permits belonging t o other people could
protect liquor in possession of any individual, went a long way
towards nullifying the enforcement of the North-West Act. The Commissioner complained that because beer could not be brewed in the
Territories, thousands of dollars left the country for its purchase, while
the culture of barley was almost entirely neglected; thus a large
amount of money was sent abroad, a loss that was severely felt. So
futile had been the liquor laws that illicit traffic was increasing.
Saloons were plentiful and the business a profitable one. Prohibitory
measures which had been originally adopted to rescue the native
population from a state of degradation had served their day.
White people now swarming into the country expected to be
allowed to judge for themselves by a majority of voices whether they
should have prohibition or not. The result—every method was
resorted to in order to evade the law, and men of responsibility and
high standing, w h o would not stoop to breaking any other law, were
not averse to taking advantage of the situation without the slightest
compunction. Liquor permits issued to men w h o had died or left
the country were being used, and being honoured. Superintendent
Mclllree voiced his indignation thus: " W h a t is the use of us searching saloons under this system? It is simply waste of time. It is no
use to endeavour to convict a man for having liquor in his possession.
If it is not an abnormally large quantity, he can go and get all the
permits he requires from friends to cover i t . "
And the Mounted Police were not alone in censuring the liquor
law and its deficiencies. It was significant that a clergyman preaching in the Presbyterian Church in Lethbridge on November 30,
declared: "The town is soon to be incorporated, and I believe we
ought to have at least two or three first class hotels. If it is necessary
for liquor to be sold, let these men pay a high license and sell it, and
close up the saloons. Bear in mind that I am an out-and-out prohibitionist if prohibition can be obtained, but as it is now it is a
terrific failure. Therefore I say, if liquor must be sold, it ought to be
sold legally, for no hotel where liquor is now sold contrary to the
law can be respectable."
The building of the railroad from Montana to Lethbridge saw a
number of saloons spring up on the United States' side of the boundary
line, but these were soon closed by county authorities under a State
law which forbade saloons within two miles of a railway under construction. It was noteworthy that the untiring watchfulness of the
Mounted Police detachment at Coutts, which was separated from the
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town of Sweet Grass in Montana only by the international boundary,
prevented even a single breach of Customs laws throughout the year.
Wild Game
A marked deterioration in game was noticeable in the south
country, even in the wild recesses of the Cypress Hills, but in the
north there had been an evident increase. Partridge (ruffed grouse),
prairie chickens, ducks and geese were unusually plentiful; moose
were abundant north of the Saskatchewan; bears were almost everywhere, but the large and ferocious grizzly was now seldom seen
except in the wild, untrodden slopes and valleys of the Rockies. The
big buffalo wolves continued to be destructive in some areas, and far
and wide, the little coyote, or prairie wolf, invariably seizing upon
the loneliness of night, boldly rended the silence w i t h his doleful cries.
Exit Sitting Bull
Towards the end of the year stories of unknown origin told of a
strange uneasiness among the Western tribes south of the international
line. For many months the Indians in the Western States had been in
unfavourable circumstances. Not only had they undergone unscrupulous treatment by swindling agents, but bad weather, scarcity of
game and poor crops had bred loud and bitter complaints. Little by
little fertile opportunities were seized upon by medicine men, only
too ready to practice their mystic arts. Then a weird tale drifted
northward from the country of the Paiutes in Nevada, where a socalled prophet, Wovoda, was alleged to have had a vision in which
he had been transported to the hereafter and had learned that a
Messiah would come to the earth the following spring, that the
Indians would regain possession of their country, that a blanket
which had been drawn across the moon long ago would disappear
and the fire of the moon would destroy all white people. The Messiah,
attended by all the great chiefs and warriors of the past, would
appear on a certain mountain top, and word would go forth to all
the tribes to assemble at his coming.
The story spread to the Sioux of Dakota and Montana, the
Cherokees of the Indian Territory, the Apaches of Arizona and
others. Soon it became an epidemic; religious gatherings took place,
attended by wild ceremonies, commonly called " G h o s t Dances". One
of these was held at Kicking Bear's camp on the Cheyenne River,
attended by some of Sitting Bull's following w h o when they returned
home, took Kicking Bear w i t h them. Reduced to the lowest level,
living in sheer wretchedness and need, Sitting Bull, the once great
medicine man of the Sioux nation, and his remaining followers
grasped at w h a t seemed to be a solution of their difficulties. Clinching the Sioux willingness to accept the new cult, Kicking Bear told
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that the Great Spirit had deputized Sitting Bull to initiate and lead
the ghost dance. From then on the furore spread, inflamed by stories
of visions, of dead warriors w h o had spoken to the living, of amazing
promises from the spirit world. To the sadly subjugated Sitting Bull
the revelations made particular appeal. The old malcontent had little
standing now, perhaps the best that could be said of him was that he
was a "newspaper Indian". His prospects were bad; most of his onetime followers had deserted him. He welcomed the prophecy, and
best of all, the belief that the buffalo were to repopulate the plains
w i t h the Messiah's coming.
Following his return from Canada in 1881 to surrender to Major
Brotherton at Fort Buford on the Missouri, and his subsequent removal downstream to the Standing Rock agency, Sitting Bull had not
changed—he still was the same old disturber of the peace. At Standing Rock he found Chief Gall w h o had gained ascendency over most
of the Sioux after their return from Canadian soil. Realizing that his
fortunes had reached a low ebb, that his high rank and authority
were of the past, he tried to better himself, but his old persuasiveness
availed him little; deaf ears were turned to his appeals. Fearing his
intrigues, Gall and other Sioux leaders warned the U.S. officials that
Sitting Bull's presence could only lead to trouble.
The government acted promptly. Four Horns, Sitting Bull's aged
and decrepit foster father, was given rule over the Standing Rock
camp, and the steamer General Sherman transported Sitting Bull and
his immediate following of less than 150 people farther down the
river to Fort Randall.
The Standing Rock agency, dominated by Fort Yates, held a
strong attraction for Sitting Bull—the Grand River Valley, where he
claimed to have first seen the light of day, lay nearby. He begged the
government to allow him to return to the place of his birth, promising that he would wear white men's clothes and persuade those
about him to do the same, that he would never fight again, that he
would induce the Indians to till the soil. The government acquiesced,
and Sitting Bull built himself a small cabin a few miles from his
alleged birthplace. Other meagre buildings and lodges came into
being on adjoining land, and soon a little village had materialized.
But the "Messiah Craze" proved too much for the old savage,
despite his promises. His aversion to the white race revived. He
threw himself whole-heartedly into encouraging and conducting the
ghost dances. The craze swept through many camps and tribes. Officials became alarmed; there was the possibility that the movement
might inflame the Sioux to outrage. Special investigating agents
visited here and there; telegrams passed between officers of the Western
army posts and agencies; military commanders prepared for a possible
campaign. The alarm spread north of the international boundary,
and Supt. A. B. Perry commanding Depot Division, Regina, received
word that a few Sioux Indians occupying a small reserve near
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Deloraine, Manitoba, remnants of those who had participated in the
Minnesota massacre of 1862, were becoming impregnated w i t h the
craze. Word reached the Hon. Edgar Dewdney, Minister of the
Interior at Ottawa, that the Crees in some localities were also being
stirred by news of the Messiah prophesies, but the Blackfoot, Bloods
and Peigans showed no disposition to become embroiled.
Sitting Bull always deemed himself to be an inspired leader, and
though he may not have believed all the tenets of the new cult, he
hoped that by setting himself up as a high priest of the movement he
would re-establish his old prestige. On the other hand he may have
been honestly deluded—religious phenomena had often gripped wiser
men than Sitting Bull.
American settlers south of Manitoba believed the Deloraine
Indians to be on the warpath, but a Mounted Police patrol proved
their fears to be groundless. However the ghost dance fanaticism
was spreading ominously in Dakota, and Sitting Bull was said to be
the moving spirit of it. This was born out to some extent by the
fact that the chief, w h o heretofore had periodically repaired to the
Standing Rock agency w i t h his immediate following to receive
rations, now absented himself entirely. The story became current
that numerous Sioux were quietly moving south-west to the White
River badlands which were north of the Pine Ridge reservation, that
the Sioux on the latter place were in open revolt and that all awaited
the coming of the once-great Hunkpapa high priest.
When word reached the military that Sitting Bull was preparing
to slip away from his Grand River village, orders were issued to
arrest him, more explicitly " t o secure his person" and deliver him
to the authorities at Fort Yates. Major James McLaughlin, the agent
at Standing Rock, kept himself informed about the Sioux movements
through scouting parties of his Indian police, and soon realized that
continued delay would add to the difficulties of apprehending the
wily chieftain.
Finally an order dated December 12 reached the commanding
officer at Fort Yates, from General Nelson A. Miles, to proceed at
once, and when word came by Bull Head and Shave Head, lieutenants
of the Indian police, that Sitting Bull was about to leave for the
badlands, swift action followed.
At midnight, December 14, two troops of the 8th Cavalry, 51st
infantry, a medical officer, a hospital steward, a Gatling gun, a
Hotchkiss breech-loading rifle, a four-horse wagon and an army
ambulance, headed by two Indian scouts and a French-Canadian
guide and interpreter, took the trail for Grand River.
In the grey dawn on Sunday December 15, a score or more of
Indian policemen under Bull Head and Shave Head quietly surrounded
the humble village. Without warning, about a dozen of them rode
forward and converged on Sitting Bull's lowly hut. Bull Head, ShaveHead and Red Tomahawk dismounted and entered. The chief who
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had not yet arisen was told to dress immediately as he was under
arrest and must go to the agency. Pulling on his clothes, he stepped
to the door and was startled to see the group surrounding him. Bull
Head and Shave Head cautiously stood on either side of him, Red
Tomahawk immediately behind. Abruptly one of Sitting Bull's own
people—said to be his son—shouted a taunting challenge: "Are you
going to allow yourself to be taken by the 'Metal Badges?"
" I will not g o , " cried the chief, now spurred to defiance as
Indians appeared from their crude shelters and drew close. Threats of
violence were hurled at those attempting the arrest, while Sitting
Bull appealed to his followers to rescue him, saying to shoot the
leaders and the rest would run away. In response, two of the ghost
dancers, Catch-The-Bear and Strike-The-Kettle, pressed through the
widening circle of excited natives, raised their weapons and fired.
Bull Head went down mortally wounded, a bullet in his side, but as
he fell, he wheeled and shot Sitting Bull through the ribs. At the
same moment Red Tomahawk turned his revolver on the stricken
chief, shooting him in the head. A bullet from Strike-The-Kettle's
rifle passed through Shave Head's abdomen. A second later, CatchThe-Bear was killed by one of the Indian police.
Sitting Bull, five Indian police including Bull Head and Shave
Head, eight ghost dancers and two horses lay dead where they had
fallen. The rest of the villagers sought safety in nearby woods.
As a sequel to the violent death of Sitting Bull, a provoked military was moved to inflict further punishment upon the now impotent
Sioux. The few of this once great nation w h o remained as "hostiles",
little knowing where to go, arrived singly or in groups at the camp
of Big Foot in the White River badlands. Though but recently
inspired w i t h hope by the prophecy of the coming of an Indian
Messiah, their outlook was now a dark one. To quote from a letter
written by the acting secretary of the Interior to the chairman of the
committee on Indian affairs at Washington some years later: "There
had been ruthless violations of treaties and agreements, and numerous
administrative abuses. It scarcely was possible for the Indians themselves to know w h a t spots they were permitted to inhabit and what
they were forbidden to inhabit, so sweeping and so casual had been
the violations and unilateral abrogations of contract on the part of
the government. One of the responses of the Sioux Indians, as of
numerous other tribes similarly distressed, was the flight into the
Messianic religious revival."
Four hundred or more Sioux Indians gathered near Wounded
Knee Creek in the badlands—men, women and children. A fortnight
after the killings at Grand River they were surrounded by troops of
the 7th Cavalry, Custer's old regiment. Artillery was trained upon
the encampment. The Indians were called upon to surrender their
weapons and they immediately proceeded to do so.
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What followed is best told in the narrative of General Nelson A.
Miles: "Colonel Forsyth . . . demanded the surrender of the arms
from the warriors. This was complied with by the warriors going
out from camp and placing the arms on the ground where they were
directed. Chief Big Foot, an old man, sick at the time and unable to
walk, was taken out of a wagon and laid on the ground. While this
was being done a detachment of soldiers was sent into the camp to
search for any arms remaining there, and it was reported that their
rudeness frightened the women and children. It is also reported that
a remark was made by one of the soldiers that 'when we get the arms
away from them we can do as we please with them', indicating that
they were t o be destroyed. Some of the Indians could understand
English. This and other things alarmed the Indians and a scuffle
occurred between an armed warrior and t w o soldiers. The rifle was
discharged, and a massacre occurred; not only the warriors but the
sick chief, Big Foot, and a large number of women and children w h o
tried to escape by running and scattering over the prairie were hunted
down and killed. The official reports made the number killed 90
warriors and approximately 300 women and children. The action
of the commanding officer, in my judgment at the time, and I so
reported, was most reprehensible. The disposition of his troops was
such that in firing upon the warriors, they fired directly towards their
own lines and also into the camp of the women and children, and I
have regarded the whole affair as most unjustifiable and worthy of
the severest condemnation."
Thus another page of Western history was written. Poundmaker,
Crowfoot, Sitting Bull and other conspicuous figures of the Indian
world were gone forever, and w i t h the gruesome and unnecessary
carnage at Wounded Knee went all hope of an Indian renaissance in
North America.
1891
Speculation On The Future

Gauged by the conditions prevailing throughout the West, it
might reasonably have seemed that the peak of Mounted Police
activity had been passed. Generally speaking, the people had conformed to the requirements of the new era and were applying themselves to peaceful and law-abiding pursuits. So sweeping and conclusive had been the good work of the red-coated constabulary,
opinion was voiced in some quarters that localized civil administrations might now take over the task of maintaining law and order,
thus bringing about a lessening or even a complete withdrawal of
Mounted Police supervision.
And official Ottawa was not without some grounds for such a
theory. Supt. S. B. Steele, in supervisory command of the southern
Alberta district served by " D " , " H " and " K " Divisions, empha-
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sized the remarkable transition that had taken place: police duties
were marked by an almost monotonous regularity; crime of a major
character generally was less, and Indians were exceptionally well
behaved. Supt. E. W. Jarvis now commanding " A " Division, Maple
Creek, recorded a general feeling of satisfaction among all classes and
an almost total absence of serious crime. Supt. A. B. Perry at Regina
headquarters expressed his belief that it would be possible in the
near future to reduce the scope of the existing police system. The
liquor law had required " w a t c h over every little village and railway
station", and all municipalities should be asked to preserve the peace
in their localities and execute municipal bylaws. He was of the
opinion that the police outposts could then be reduced in number.
However, notwithstanding the almost complete swing from the
free license of frontier days, the march of colonization was destined
to prove the Force to be only in its infancy. Indeed, quite exclusive
of large outlying areas soon to need attention, the increasing influx
of mixed life upon the Western plains was enough to warrant the
adoption of no half measures in the enforcement of the laws. Perhaps
sufficient thought was not given to the fact that the presence of the
Mounted Police was of itself the best possible deterrent against crime.
In 1872, in reporting his reconnaissance across the plains, Colonel
Robertson-Ross had stressed the fact that " w h i t e men dwelling in
the Saskatchewan were living by sufferance, entirely at the mercy of
the Indians", and that "there was no security for life or property
beyond w h a t people could do for themselves". It was noteworthy
that in a 12 month period (1891), less than 20 years later, not a single
violent death at the hands of Indians was recorded throughout the
whole North-West.
Murder At Battleford

But occasional murder found entry on the crime sheets.
On February 3 word reached Supt. W. D. Antrobus, in command
of " C " Division, Battleford, that a half breed, Peter Dakota, had
been shot in a farmhouse about 12 miles away. Investigation showed
the man to have been dead about 12 hours, and as no living person
was found on the premises, suspicion involved the owner of the
house A. T. Prongua, and a man named Edward Fletcher w h o was
thought to be the actual killer. A non-commissioned officer and
several men were placed in charge of the house; the district was
searched. The following day Fletcher was behind bars in the Battleford barracks, and in short order a coroner's jury registered a verdict
of wilful murder against him. Tried by jury at the spring assizes, he
was found guilty of manslaughter and sentenced by Judge Thomas
H. Maguire to 20 years imprisonment in Manitoba Penitentiary.
Evidence adduced brought to light the fact that liquor had played a
prominent part in the crime, and as an aftermath, Prongua was charged
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with illegal possession of liquor, of operating a still and killing other
people's cattle. He was sentenced to serve, three months in the guardroom on the first charge and five years in the penitentiary for cattle
killing.
Fatal Snow Blindness

It was inevitable that among those w h o served their country in
the red tunic of the Mounted Police there would be casualties. But
wonder was, that in view of the risks taken the record of those who
died while in performance of duty was not more serious. At the close
of 1874, the Force's first year on the far plains, Constables Baxter and
Wilson out of Fort Macleod had been frozen to death; Constable
Mahoney had lost his life in 1877 in the quicksands of the South
Branch; Constable Graburn had died at the hands of a Blood Indian
near Fort Walsh in 1879; Constable Hooley had been drowned while
attempting to cross the Belly River in 1880; Corporal Morphy and
Constable de Beaujeu had but recently lost their lives in the waters
of Lake Winnipeg; and there were those w h o had succumbed in the
Riel rebellion of 1885- There were other deaths, but these had been
less attributable to the whims of Fate, and now in the winter of 1891
a particularly distressing death occurred south of Lethbridge.
On March 2 Cst. James Herron rode southward from the Kipp
detachment between Lethbridge and Macleod to patrol the country
to the St. Mary's detachment of " K " Division. There was a district
order in force which called for all patrols to travel in pairs, but in
the absence of the corporal in charge of Kipp, Herron, for reasons
best known to himself, had struck out alone. At that time of year,
adverse weather was common and snow blindness was an ever-present
threat. Goggles were an indispensable part of the rider's equipment.
Two days after Herron's departure uneasiness was felt for his
safety; he had failed to reach St. Mary's and had not returned to Kipp.
Native scouts were sent out, and one found the missing man's body
on the bank of the St. Mary's River. The tragedy which had befallen
the unfortunate constable was quickly revealed. He had not taken
his goggles, and had gone snow-blind. Having dismounted, and
unable to regain his horse which had wandered off, he was soon at
the mercy of the intense cold. Finally he had ended his desperate
plight by his own hand. His body was frozen; beside it lay his
revolver.
Death Of Prime Minister Macdonald

Towards the end of M a y rumour was rife that the Rt. Hon.
Sir John A. Macdonald, Canada's Prime Minister, was in failing
health. A short time before, he had been compelled to suspend active
participation in an election campaign, and in a lively parliamentary
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conflict that ensued, had declined to take thought of himself until
forced to retire to the rest and quiet of "Earnscliffe", his Ottawa
residence. On May 29 his physician Dr. R. W. Powell issued a bulletin
stating that Sir John had suffered a relapse and that his condition was
most critical. From that time forward he gradually grew worse; he
lost his power of speech and could only take occasional nourishment.
Hour after hour news came from the stricken premier's bedside,
and on June 6, in the evening, a bulletin from Dr. Powell announced:
"Sir John's end is fast approaching." Three hours later, the father
of the Force passed away.
Irrespective of political leanings, Canadians agreed that no man
had done so much up to that time to lay the sound foundations for a
greater Canada or to guard with fidelity the public trust than had
Sir John A. Macdonald. He had fought the battle of Confederation,
the battle of the Dominion of Canada. He had inaugurated the spanning of the continent by the Canadian Pacific Railway and had
instituted the North-West Mounted Police, an achievement always
very dear to his heart and one to which he gave very special attention
throughout the years of his long administration.
Speaking in the House from the opposition benches, Wilfrid
Laurier the talented member for Quebec East (later Sir Wilfrid,
Prime Minister of Canada), stated: "I say, with all truth, his loss
overwhelms me, and that it also overwhelms this Parliament, as if
indeed one of the institutions of the land had given way . . . . It may
be said, without any exaggeration whatever, that the life of Sir John
Macdonald, from the date he entered Parliament, is the history of
Canada."
In the Senate Chamber a wreath was placed upon the casket
which bore the remains of the late statesman. Attached to the
wreath was a card bearing the inscription: "From Her Majesty
Queen Victoria in memory of her faithful and devoted servant."
Sir John Abbott, Prime Minister

On June 16 the Hon. Sir John J. C. Abbott became Prime
Minister, and as President of the Council assumed ministerial control
of the N.W.M.P.
Changes In Patrols And Outposts

With the approach of summer, regular patrols from the various
divisions were resumed, subject to such changes as experience rendered advisable. Additional areas were fast coming within the sphere
of settlement, and adjustments were in order. In some instances outposts were discontinued, in others new ones established. Also,
special patrols operated for limited periods only.
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" B " Division

From " B " Division, Regina, whose district comprised a large
part of Assiniboia, as well as the area bordering the Manitoba international boundary and the Keewatin territory adjacent to Lake
Winnipeg, some 36 detachments operated, varying in strength from
one to 30 constables.
In Assiniboia the Wood Mountain detachment had been ordered
into Regina towards the close of the previous year, leaving behind
nine non-commissioned officers and men, two of whom were stationed at Willow Bunch. At the same time the Alameda detachment
had gone into winter quarters, while in Manitoba additional detachments had been posted at Emerson, Gretna and Ridgeville.
The " B " Division detachments were divided into two classes.
On the international boundary, which in this division extended close
upon 600 miles, from the Roseau River in eastern Manitoba to south
of the Pinto Horse Buttes west of Wood Mountain, the detachments
were charged w i t h protection of revenue and watch for the entry and
exit of questionable characters; in the interior at centres of settlement,
they performed the ordinary duties of law enforcement and assisted
immigrants in countless ways. To some extent both types were associated in groups or subdivisions, each under an officer w h o might have
either full or only partial control. In the Manitoba area every portion
under supervision was patrolled daily at irregular hours; at Emerson
(old Dufferin) and Gretna there were night patrols; to the west in
the thinly-settled districts and the vicinity of the Souris coal fields the
patrols were less frequent, and a regular weekly patrol was kept up
between Wood Mountain and Wood End throughout the summer.
In addition, the Indian reserves were visited weekly.
Whenever it was advisable in the " B " Division area men were
stationed at various points on the lookout for prairie fires.
In the sub-district of Manitoba under Inspr. J. A. McGibbon,
w h o was stationed at Morden, two men were placed at each of the
small detachment points of Ridgeville, Gretna, Rhineland, Pembina
Mountain, Windygates, Snowflake, Crystal City, Cartwright, Wakopa,
Deloraine and Sourisford. One of these men was at all times on hand
at his post. The larger detachments of Morden and Emerson called
for slightly increased personnel.
The sub-district of Moosomin in Assiniboia extended from the
Manitoba boundary westward to Moose J a w and from Swan River in
the north to the international boundary, along which it maintained
law and order from Manitoba to Buffalo Head, 80 miles north-west
of Wood End. Later in the year the posts north of the Qu'Appelle
River were taken from this sub-district and attached to that of
Saltcoats. To the south-west a branch line of the Canadian Pacific
Railway to the Souris coal fields was being projected. This would
open up a large tract to settlement and provide employment to many
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in mining operations. It was anticipated that in this area, which
was only a few miles from the Dakota border, a stronger detachment
would be necessary. The Assiniboia district was under Inspr. Charles
Constantine stationed at Moosomin, with outposts, inclusive of
those later transferred to Saltcoats, at Moose Jaw, Qu'Appelle, Fort
Qu'Appelle, Indian Head, Wolseley, Grenfell, Broadview, Whitewood,
Saltcoats, Yorkton, Kamsack, Sheho Lake, Kutawa (Touchwood),
Cannington, Alameda, Carnduff, Antler, Souris River, Coalfields,
Wood End, Willow Bunch and Wood Mountain.
The duties performed in Manitoba were much more limited than
those falling upon the detachments in Assiniboia. In Manitoba they
were solely by order of the Federal Government, primarily for the
protection of Crown revenues—the administration of justice in that
province was the right and duty alone of its own provincial government, and only when requested by local authorities to assist in serious
criminal cases, was aid furnished by the Force. This resulted in a
tendency locally, to blame the Mounted Police for laxity in the
enforcement of the laws in the vicinity of the international boundary,
across which smuggling of opium and Chinese was prevalent. But
against this ready criticism Superintendent Perry, then temporarily
in command of " B " Division, drew official attention to the fact that
the guarding of the border by the Mounted Police had recently
attracted the attention of the United States Government. American
authorities claimed that a force such as the N.W.M.P. was necessary
to check the depradations, and the New York Herald pointed out the
merits of the Canadian system, declaring it to be most efficient, and
calling upon the U.S. Government to organize a similar one.
Under the command of Inspr. James O. Wilson, with headquarters at Saltcoats, were outposts (including those transferred from the
Moosomin sub-division) at Yorkton, Sheho Lake, Kamsack and
Sumner. The district was unusually difficult to supervise, as in some
parts seven different languages were spoken. Immigration in this section was on a large scale due mostly to the fact that the Manitoba
and North-Western Railway, a subsidiary of the C.P.R., was being
extended towards fine country.
When navigation opened on Lake Winnipeg Inspr. J. V. Begin
was again sent out with a small party to patrol the lake and much
of the country to the eastward. The patrol boat Keewatin which had
been wrecked the previous year, was in good repair and was again
employed, with Vincent Smith as sailing master. During the patrol
a detachment under Corporal Mills was placed under canvas near the
Hudson's Bay Company's post of Norway House at the foot of the
lake. Various points were visited regularly throughout the summer.
Commercial fishing stations, small trading posts and the few isolated
settlements were inspected, always with eyes open for any signs of
illicit liquor. Inspector Begin made a canoe trip up the Saskatchewan
River to Cedar Lake, about 50 miles above Grand Rapids, and another
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through the country adjoining the Winnipeg and English Rivers, in
response to information that some liquor was finding its way to the
Indian reservations in the Keewatin District. His Honour LieutenantGovernor Schultz of Manitoba accompanied him on the latter trip,
which proved to be an arduous one. From Wabigoon on the C.P.R.,
accompanied by Indians and equipped w i t h three canoes and the
necessary provisions, the party proceeded to Sandy Lake and Lake
Minnetakee and eventually after many portages, to Lac Seul. At
White Pine Narrows His Honour was hospitably received by James
MacKenzie, a retired officer of the Hudson's Bay Company, and a
meeting was arranged at the company's post w i t h the chief and councillors of the local Ojibway Indians w h o numbered about 500.
Gratituities were distributed and MacKenzie was sworn in as a
justice of the peace for Keewatin. The lieutenant-governor then
started on his return to Winnipeg, giving orders to Begin to patrol
the country between Lac Seul and Lake Winnipeg.
The detachment at Norway House made frequent patrols to
Warren's Landing and Rossville Mission, controlled the distribution
of intoxicants, gave assistance to the Indian Department and to
steamers and small craft traversing the lake. At the end of July the
detachment was moved to the Indian treaty ground to aid the Indian
agent in making treaty payments. In mid-August Poplar River was
visited, and on September 22 the detachment embarked in the last
scheduled steamer of the season, reached Selkirk and returned to
Regina.
In his annual report, Inspector Begin stated: " I t is a great satisfaction to me to be able to conclude my third report to the Commissioner w i t h the assurance that up to this date no serious case of
crime has occurred in the District of Keewatin, and I would respectfully submit that this gratifying fact is due, in large measure at least,
to the use which has been made of the small number of men detailed
for service under my command."
" A " Division

Regular intercommunication was maintained between " B " Division and " A " Division, usually by patrols meeting at Buffalo Head, a
prominent landmark near the Pinto Horse Buttes, almost directly
south of Moose Jaw. Early in the spring the " A " Division detachments were established from Maple Creek by Supt. E. W. Jarvis at
the same points as those occupied by them the previous year, w i t h
the exception of the Graburn detachment. Those at Battle Creek
(Ten Mile) and Bull's Head had remained out all winter. The location of the Graburn outpost had proven to be unsatisfactory. It was
in a deep valley hidden from the surrounding country and entirely
off the line of travel in that section. The superintendent recommended
that the buildings be pulled down and re-erected some miles to the
north.
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The Maple Creek district was regularly patrolled between the
Canadian Pacific Railway and the international boundary, the detachments being Medicine Hat, Dunmore, Josefsburg, Bull's Head, Farwell,
East End, Swift Current, Stone Pile, Battle Creek and Willow Creek.
Where needed, various improvements on buildings were made during
the year, except at Battle Creek one of the oldest sub-posts, which
required complete rebuilding, preferably on higher ground, as recommended by the superintendent.
" A " Division was badly under strength, considering the number
of outposts to be supplied as well as the ordinary division work and
the rapidly increasing settler population. In fact, to save the services
of as many men as possible, the barracks at Medicine Hat were abandoned for the summer. During the previous winter t h e southern
outposts had been closed, w i t h the exception of Battle Creek and
Bull's Head, but it was decided to keep small winter detachments
out in future, as it was found that many buildings had been broken
into and damaged, corrals torn down and much hay destroyed. But
Stone Pile was to be treated exclusively as a summer post, it being
merely a connecting point between " A " and " B " Division patrols.
Of unusual occurrence in the service of the Force, two mules were
stationed at the Stone Pile detachment all summer, proving themselves to be excellent workers and requiring little to keep them.
Superintendent Jarvis recorded his opinion that more of these hardy
animals might be employed for freighting and other duties.
Five half breeds were permanently employed in " A " Division as
interpreters and scouts.
The pressure of work upon the " A " Division officers at Maple
Creek having increased considerably, Inspr. Z. T. Wood was moved
there from Macleod early in July, while Inspr. Gilbert Sanders was
sent from Lethbridge to Macleod to replace him.
"K" Division

On outpost duty from Lethbridge headquarters of " K " Division,
were six non-commissioned officers, 29 constables and 46 horses, distributed between the outposts of Milk River Ridge, Coutts, WritingOn-Stone, St. Mary's, Little Bow and Pendant d'Oreille. In addition,
flying patrols and haying parties were sent out from time to time.
The farthest east patrol, that from Pendant d'Oreille, linked up once
a week w i t h " A " Division at the latter's Willow Creek outpost.
The Indians required regular attention, but the nature of the w o r k
evolving upon the division was largely routine. Vigilance was necessary to prevent Indians from roaming the country at large and to
keep occasional horse stealing parties from going south of the international border.
Supt. R. B. Deane reported that there was not a single complaint
of cattle killing in the entire Lethbridge district throughout the
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season, but four Blood Indians raided one rancher near the Sweet
Grass Hills and succeeded in running off some horses. The horses
were recovered through the co-operation of United States authorities,
and the thieves were apprehended south of the line and sentenced to
eight years imprisonment.
Horse stealing by both whites and Indians was still rampant in
Montana, and Deane noted: "Stolen horses are passed along at a
rapid rate from gang to gang, and the favourite hiding place is in the
badlands of northern Dakota, which are entirely untravelled. There,
horses can be kept and are kept for years if necessary, and are then
dribbled off into the Eastern States. Nothing short of a mounted
police force will cope w i t h this evil."
The men and horses stationed at the " K " Division outposts
were all comfortably housed, and this year saw a slight change in
procedure—in future Pendant d'Oreille was to be kept open during
the winter months.
Generally speaking, conditions throughout the Lethbridge area
had improved greatly, but an ever-present bone of contention was the
poor facilities for crossing the Belly River; the bridge was practically useless in unfavourable weather on account of ungraded and
dangerous approaches.
" D " And " H " Divisions

Although 17 years of Mounted Police supervision had wrought a
remarkable change, Indian cupidity and illicit liquor called for constant attention. " K " Division under Superintendent Deane, with
headquarters at Lethbridge, together w i t h " D " and " H " Divisions
at Macleod under Inspr. G. E. Sanders and Supt. A. R. Macdonell
respectively—all three under District Supt. S. B. Steele—was seldom
free from the task of bringing to account perpetrators of lawless practices involving Indians and "firewater". However the old system of
handling liquor, bane of the police for years, was now doomed, and
as for the Blood and Peigan Indians, they showed an encouraging
tendency to adopt white methods of livelihood.
According to Steele, the time had come for disarming the Indians.
"Game is too scarce," he reported, " t o be longer a valid reason for
Indians to carry the Winchester rifle. We have narrowly escaped
serious trouble from this cause, and as long as they are permitted to
carry firearms the safety of the country is constantly menaced . . . .
The sale of all fixed ammunition in the vicinity of Indian reserves
should be restricted . . . . Directly this is done, cattle killing would
be almost u n k n o w n . "
Another cause of needless annoyance this year was the revival of
the Sun Dance by the Bloods and Peigans, a festival which in the
estimation of Steele had ceased to have any significance, except perhaps to revive the vanity of ancient warriors and to provide an excuse
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for younger Indians to have a general picnic. Only two braves underwent the torture ritual at the Blood dance, none at the Peigan celebration.
It spoke well for the influence of the Force that, during the
"Messiah Craze" south of the international boundary the previous
year, which resulted in the death of Sitting Bull and the massacre at
Wounded Knee, none of the Blackfoot, Bloods or Peigans were inclined in the slightest degree to join the movement, despite the fact
that they were fully posted as to what was occurring and knew the
high hopes for success entertained by the Indians of the American
plains.
Nevertheless it was only natural that any considerable number
of Indians would harbour a few incorrigibles, and in this the Bloods
and Peigans were no different than the whites of any large community.
By close tabulation the Mounted Police maintained knowledge of
such individuals and were usually in a position to effect their arrest
should such become necessary. But there were some offenders who
now and then succeeded in eluding the searching hand of the law for
a time at least, and in such cases Indian scouts employed by the Force
were often turned to good account.
For instance, scouts Owl Child and Black Eagle ferreted out one
known as Medicine-White-Horse who had been wanted for more
than a year on a charge of cattle killing. While being conducted to
Standoff however the captive was set free through the assistance of
friends led by a Blood named Good Young Man. S/Sgt. Chris Hilliard,
in charge of the Standoff detachment, took Good Young Man and his
squaw into custody, and pressed on the trail of the escaped prisoner
so closely that the fleeing Indian gave himself up at Whoop-Up to a
police scout named Iron Shield who was employed by " K " Division.
The prisoner's flair for outlawry remained uncurbed even after being
tried by Judge Macleod and sentenced to two years in penitentiary.
He escaped from the guardroom at Fort Macleod by sawing a hole in
the wall and succeeded in reaching Montana, but two accomplices
who escaped with him were recaptured. Good Young Man was given
six months' hard labour for his part in the affair.
Though cases of this kind were prone to crop up, the behaviour
of the Bloods and Peigans was generally good, and their adoption of
civilized ways was becoming more and more pronounced. Many of
them sought employment with the ranchers; others purchased farm
machinery, and it was not uncommon to see Indians driving into
Macleod in good farm wagons.
Superintendent Steele reported: "I am happy to report that the
Indians are grasping the power of the law, and appeal to it both to
recover their lost property and to punish the offenders."
The detachments sent out from " D " and " H " Divisions, Macleod,
during the year were Standoff, St. Mary's, Kootenai, Big Bend,
Leavings, Kipp, Lee's Creek, Milk River (not the Ridge), Porcupine
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Hills, Pincher Creek, Boundary Creek, Mosquito Creek and Town of
Macleod. These required a total of three officers, ten non-commissioned
officers, 52 constables, four white scouts, six Indian scouts, 62 horses,
five pack ponies and eight ponies owned by the Indian scouts. Inspr.
M . H. White-Fraser was in charge of the Pincher Creek district;
Inspr. D. H. Macpherson held supervision over most of the southern
detachments, while Inspr. W. G. Matthews was responsible for St.
Mary's, Lee's Creek, Boundary Creek and Milk River. The Indian
scouts and an interpreter made their headquarters at Standoff under
the immediate orders of Staff" Sergeant Hilliard.
The southward extension of the Calgary and Edmonton Railway,
now forging ahead, and the erection of a substantial bridge across the
Old Man's River two miles west of Macleod were prophetic indications of southern Alberta's future—that it was to become one of the
richest areas in the " N e w West". But advancing settlement brought
its drawbacks, and probably the most noticeable at this time was the
threatened loss of the old-established trails now steadily disappearing
under land surveys. Superintendent Steele mentioned this in his
annual report of the previous year, suggesting that some definite
action be taken to preserve the more important, such as the mail
route east and west from Macleod to Pincher Creek and Lethbridge,
the trail to the international boundary via St. Mary's, the trail to the
Blackfoot Crossing east of Calgary, and the old "mill t r a i l " through
the Porcupine Hills. The fencing-off of these trails by settlers would
greatly inconvenience travellers, for the modern road concessions
took no account of fords, cut-banks or mountains, and were more or
less useless in a country honeycombed by deep river courses w i t h
crossings limited to a few unreliable fords miles apart. Already, the
old trail from Macleod to Pincher Creek had been closed and several
less important ones blocked. He called for more bridges, pointing
out that though the rivers were fordable during the greater part of
the year, in spring they became deep and dangerous when the snow
of the mountains melted. There were two ferries in the MacleodLethbridge district, one at Kipp and one at Macleod, both on the
Old Man's River, but in other areas crossing facilities were poor.
"E" Division

" E " Division, Calgary, under Supt. J. H. Mclllree continued to
maintain outposts at Banff, Morley, Canmore and Anthracite to the
westward, at Gleichen on the Blackfoot reserve to the eastward, and
to the south at the Dunbow Industrial School (High River), Sheep
Creek (Dewdney), Millar's (North Fork of Sheep Creek) and High
River, the latter having been moved from Pekisko. Police were
placed on the Calgary and Edmonton Railway during its construction,
but upon completion of the railway to the latter point in July they
were stationed on the south side of the Saskatchewan River and later
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were moved to the southern extension of the line until relieved by an
officer and men from Fort Macleod. In addition, patrols were frequently sent out from Calgary. From time to time surveillance was
maintained at Faggan on the C.P.R. for liquor shipments from British
Columbia, and the Banff National Park was patrolled daily under the
supervision of Inspr. Frank Harper. As far as possible the movements of the Indians were under constant watch; they were kept off
the stock ranges, and not allowed to camp near Calgary without a pass
furnished by the Indian agents on the Blackfoot and Sarcee Reserves.
At all the Calgary outposts rented buildings were used, but
quarters were about to be erected at Banff. Weekly reports reached
the divisional headquarters, showing all duties performed, and patrol
slips signed by settlers visited accompanied the reports. With the
building of the railroad from Calgary to Edmonton, an accompanying
telegraph line met the government system at the latter point, with
stations at Innisfail and Red Deer. This proved of great value.
C3 Division

The work of " G " Division under Supt. A. H. Griesbach
stemmed from both the division headquarters at Fort Saskatchewan
and the growing centre of Edmonton. At the latter an officer, a
non-commissioned officer and a varying number of constables were
maintained, also an interpreter. During the summer of 1891 seven
detachments were furnished by the division. In addition to the men
at Edmonton, these consisted of one non-commissioned officer at the
railway terminus on the south side of the river (later the town of
Strathcona), whose duty was to meet all trains, and three noncommissioned officers and an average of nine constables distributed
among St. Albert, Fac Ste. Anne, Bear's Hills (during railway construction only), Red Deer and Fittle Red Deer. From all of these
points the surrounding country was adequately patrolled. From headquarters, patrols went out regularly to Victoria lower down the
Saskatchewan, and to Saddle Fake to the northward, while occasional
flying patrols, as they were termed, visited Fac la Biche, Whitefish
Fake, Egg Fake, Beaver Fake, Beaver Hill, Bear's Hills and Peace
Hills. From Edmonton periodic visits were made to the Salois
Settlement of halfbreeds on Battle River and to Sandy Fake, Rabbit
Hill and the Calgary trail.
A well-travelled road from Edmonton to Athabasca handing now
traversed the country for about 100 miles north of Edmonton. The
streams it crossed were bridged and it was kept in repair by the
Hudson's Bay Company. Three ferries operated in the district, one at
Edmonton, one at Fort Saskatchewan and one at Red Deer. At
Edmonton a basket or cage on an overhead cable, capable of carrying
four or five people and baggage, was used whenever running ice
made boat traffic impossible.
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Great benefit was derived in the district from the new railway.
It maintained a bi-weekly mail schedule, freight rates were materially lowered, and a ruinous rate of 10 cents per pound on express
parcels from Calgary now ceased. Numerous prospective settlers and
citizens were moving in, and the opportunities of the north country
were becoming widely known.
In his report for the year Superintendent Griesbach stated: "The
crime list is small, and no very serious crimes have been committed."
" C " Division

Battleford and that stretch of the North Saskatchewan watched
over by " C " Division could be rightly described as being equally
peaceful and law-abiding as any settled area in Eastern Canada. Inspr.
Joseph Howe took over command of the division from Supt. W. D.
Antrobus early in April, but was on three months' leave of absence
from the 24th of that month, relieved by Superintendent Perry.
Most of the patrolling was done directly from Battleford barracks,
and embraced the nearby town, the numerous Indian reserves, the
ranches and farming areas and such outlying points as Tramping Lake,
Sounding Lake and Jackfish Lake. A permanent outpost was maintained at Onion Lake 100 miles to the north-west, where a noncommissioned officer and four constables were stationed. In summer,
a non-commissioned officer and constable were located at Pipestone
Creek near the site of old Fort Pitt. Regular patrols from Onion Lake
visited Frog Lake, Cold Lake and the Chippewayan reserve on the
Beaver River, 50 miles to the north. Frequent trips were made from
Battleford to Saskatoon 95 miles to the south-east, over a new
stage-and-mail route.
Battleford was slowly emerging from isolation. Little by little
it was adopting the practices and utilities of the outside world. The
orderly room at the barracks was connected by telephone w i t h the
Dominion telegraph office, as well as w i t h the important stores in the
slowly growing community on the north side of Battle River, and
the Industrial School and Indian office on the south side. Easy communication existed w i t h the detachment at Onion Lake through
which the telegraph line passed on its way to Edmonton.
Among the innovations to appear was a queer-looking contraption which a man brought in one day. It consisted of a large round
cylinder from which branched a number of long tubes w i t h oddshaped earphones. The first phonograph had reached the Saskatchewan, and its possessor picked up a lot of ready money from curious
whites and natives at 25 cents a " t u r n " .
With the coming of the railway to Saskatoon, the last prolific
source of buffalo bones was opened up. It stretched westward to the
prairies south of Battleford, and the outgoing railway freight consisted very largely of bleached bones. Half breeds, Indians and many
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white people turned to this ready source of revenue. It was no unusual
sight to see 50 or 60 cords of bones stacked beside the track awaiting
shipment. The trail from the west by which most of them were
carted became known as the "bone trail". Dealers paid an average
of from $8 to $9 a ton, and shipped them to ready markets in the
United States, where they were used for making fertilizer, char and
other products. In August 1891, one pile of these bones at Saskatoon
was computed to represent 168,000 buffalo.
Battleford was still in need of transport facilities including
passage of the North Saskatchewan River. James Clinkskill, member
of the North-West Assembly for the constituency, had consistently
urged Lieutenant-Governor Joseph Royal, in wffiose hands rested the
control of Federal funds for the North-West, to arrange a grant for a
steam ferry. Tenders were asked for, but no one would undertake the
project on the terms offered. Clinkskill did not let the matter drop
and finally succeeded in achieving his purpose. Upon his return from
the annual session at Regina, he was greeted by a public procession
which met him on the stage road outside the town.
According to the third Dominion census, taken during the summer, the 36,000 square miles of the Battleford district had a population
of 2,790.
" F " Division

Each division of the Force followed a routine best suited to its
district, and Prince Albert under " F " Division, commanded by Supt.
John Cotton, was no exception. As at Battleford, most of the patrolling was carried out from the headquarters post. Small detachments
were stationed at Batoche, Duck Lake and Saskatoon, each under a
non-commissioned officer and several constables. From Prince Albert
barracks a flying patrol was maintained without interruption; as onepatrol returned another set out. Nothing was left to chance, and in
reporting to the Commissioner, the superintendent emphasized that
"never in the police history of Prince Albert had the patrolling of the
country received greater attention than during the year 1891".
Probably due to the way in which it was spread out along the
south bank of the North Saskatchewan, Prince Albert had gone
through the throes of a first class squabble over the question of where
the railway station and telegraph office should be located. Agitators
pleaded strenuously that various sections of the community be favoured, and telegrams, some of a fiery nature, reached Ottawa. As
for the telegraph office, men engaged in constructing it were hampered in many ways; poles erected during the day were taken down
in the night, the superintendent was run out of town, and a condition of rioting ensued. In the end, two telegraph offices were established, one in Prince Albert proper and one in Goshen in the east end,
which comprised a sub-division of the Hudson's Bay Company's
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property. The dispute concerning the railway station was eventually
settled to the comparative satisfaction of all.
Remarkable Absence O f Crime

If the year 1891 was remarkable for any one thing, from the
Mounted Police viewpoint, it was the comparative absence of serious
crime. Among the Indians, cattle killing, horse stealing and offences
attributable to liquor were still encountered, especially in the southwest, but even these had been reduced to a minimum by the unrelenting patrol work and the meting out of severe penalties.
A Sortie Out Of Standoff

The outstanding episode in this category occurred that autumn.
Word reached S/Sgt. Chris Hilliard at the Standoff detachment,
that some whiskey smugglers from the south had camped about ten
miles away on the bank of the Belly River. After dark on October 19,
Hilliard w i t h several constables rode out to investigate. Constables
Alexander and Patrick J. Ryan were ordered to scout the east bank
of the river as far as the crossing at the Cochrane ranch, cross over,
and if they did not meet any others of the patrol, wait at Eight-Mile
Rock. Nothing happened until the meeting place was reached, where,
upon ascending high ground, Alexander spotted something in the
distance. The two policemen approached cautiously until near enough
to discover that the object of their attention was a mounted Blood
trailing two pack animals loaded w i t h freshly-killed beef. A chase
set in at full gallop. More Indians appeared. One known as Whetstone
discharged his rifle point-blank at Alexander's head as the reckless
policeman dashed in to make an arrest. The bullet caused a flesh
wound in the neck. Ryan also was fired upon at close range, but this
time the Indian missed. Drawing his revolver in self-defence, the
policeman shot his assailant through the chest.
What followed is best told in the words of Superintendent Steele:
"Alexander rode into the detachment for a wagon to bring the
wounded Indian in. Meanwhile Ryan had stayed behind and while
waiting for assistance tried to lift the Indian to his own horse; the
treacherous savage struggled to draw his knife, but Ryan took it
away. The policeman looked up and saw a small party of Indians,
who had taken cover in the brush close by, coming towards him.
The cries of their wounded comrade had attracted them. So mounting his horse, Ryan galloped off for help, which soon appeared
accompanied by Assistant Surgeon Aylen. Alexander's wound was
very slight, and the Indian refused all offers of assistance, placing his
faith in a medicine man to whom he paid ten ponies to ensure his
recovery. In due course he was sentenced to two months hard labour
by Judge Macleod. The customary resolute part taken by the police
produced a good effect."
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As for the whiskey smugglers, they had taken every precaution.
They had sent riders ahead to see that all was clear and employed
accomplices in Macleod to keep them informed about police movements. When danger threatened they slipped back to American soil,
taking their cargo w i t h them. No arrest was effected, but the border
country was so closely watched that there was little further trouble
from that particular group.
But there was another, a smuggler of note, Gus Brede, w h o ,
despite all police precautions, had Been operating successfully. He
knew the country, was daring and cunning and seemed too wily to
be stopped. With his associates he was in the habit of smuggling
Chinese into Montana and returning with liquor. He had been captured frequently, his outfit confiscated and heavy fines imposed upon
him. Yet he persisted in the traffic. However an unseen hand joined
in the final hunt for this incorrigible. One day while conveying a
party of smuggled Chinese into Benton, Montana, Brede was struck
by lightning. His body was found later beside his dead horse.
And still another escaped the clutches of the law by the whim
of chance. A man named Frank Ford came to the St. Mary's detachment the day before Christmas, bringing w i t h him the body of a man
named Mathieu, whom he alleged had been travelling w i t h him on
the trail from the south and who had died from convulsions. The body
was placed in an outbuilding and word sent to the coroner. Meantime
Ford was kept under observation without being confined, but before
the arrival of the coroner, the suspect seized an opportunity to straddle
an unsaddled horse and raced for the boundary, which he succeeded
in reaching before he could be overtaken. Assistant Surgeon Aylen
found Mathieu's skull to be badly fractured, and a coroner's jury
brought a verdict of murder against Ford, w h o was tracked into
Montana, where a warrant was issued for his arrest, but under extradition proceedings, he was acquitted.
Prison Deficiencies

The prison accommodation at Fort Macleod had become woefully
insufficient, and Superintendent Steele stressed to the Commissioner
the importance of taking steps soon to make improvements. Three
prisoners had escaped during the year by sawing their way out w i t h
a hack saw made from a dinner knife, and though two had been
recaptured, the third, w h o had been sentenced to two years in the
penitentiary, escaped across the boundary. All prisoners undergoing
ess than two years sentence were still confined in police guardrooms.

J

I.G. Baker And Company Sell Out

Further evidence of the passing of the old order in the far West
was seen this year. I. G. Baker and Company, w h o had so materially
helped the Force in obtaining an initial foothold in the Blackfoot
realm, sold their Alberta interests to the Hudson's Bay Company.
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A Contrast

In his report for the year, Supt. A. Bowen Perry in command of
Depot Division, Regina, stated: "The development of our Territory
presents a strong contrast with that of the Western States. No lynch
law has disgraced us; no wild excesses nor frightful disorders have
made our western towns notorious."
Strength Of The Force

The strength of the Force at the close of 1891 was: officers, 53;
non-commissioned officers, 183; constables, 780; total, 1016; horses,
837; ponies, 24; mules, 2.
1892
Democracy Steps Forward

On New Year's Day, 1892, Assistant Commissioner William
Macaulay Herchmer, the Commissioner's brother, died suddenly at
Calgary, a loss that occasioned great sorrow throughout the Force.
He had enjoyed full recognition for his many fine qualities and unyielding devotion to duty. He had witnessed firsthand the great
turnover from the adventurous days of the '70's to the occupancy of
the prairies by a new generation. But like most men in the public eye,
"Colonel Bill" as he was intimately known, had not escaped some
criticisms. His death resulted in Supt. J. H. Mclllree being transferred
to headquarters at Regina to perform the duties of assistant commissioner, and Inspr. A. Ross Cuthbert being placed in command of " E "
Division at Calgary.
Sadly enough the outward march of "old-timers" was speeding
up. With the West going modern, its boundaries narrowing and its
frontier vestiges growing dim, there had come an interlude marked
by the passing of pioneers and the influx of new men and women
destined to enlarge the scope of settlement. An irresistible awakening
had dawned; a great and virile influence was sweeping the plains,
bringing innovations and upheavals that would some day enhance
and clarify the Canadian scene. Indeed, as 1892 came into its own,
disruptions, political and otherwise, were about to contribute several
movements of vital importance to the entire North-West.
Since the days of "The Rebellion" it had become more and more
manifest that evasion of democratic responsibilities and principles
was throwing the control of Western affairs into the hands of dictatorial elements. It had been made increasingly evident that far-reaching changes would be needed in the structure of the Territorial Government if adequate provision was to be made for its expanding functions
and requirements. Though progress had been made step by step
towards the eventual establishment of government in the West similar
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to that obtaining in the Canadian provinces in the East, popular
opinion in the area between Manitoba and British Columbia had
begun to call for something more like provincial autonomy. Westerners, old or new, who intuitively kept an eye on the management of
their heritage and rights, were quick to see that in the territorial
administration, policy and power were badly out of balance. Concurrently there were persistent rumours that all was not well in
Mounted Police circles.
To keep the record clear, it is well at this juncture to review
briefly the succeeding stages of the governmental progress attained:
On June 22, 1869, the Canadian Parliament adopted "An Act
for the temporary government of Rupert's Land and the Northwestern Territory when united with Canada". The Act provided for
a lieutenant-governor, the administration of justice, and the adoption
of essential ordinances subject to the ratification of the Canadian
Parliament. Assisting the lieutenant-governor there would be a
council of from seven to 15 persons.
On July 15, 1870, the Province of Manitoba was created, the
Act of 1869 continuing to provide for such administration as might
be required in the North-West Territories, the lieutenant-governor of
Manitoba to represent the Crown both in that province and the
territories, subject to direction by the Canadian Government.
Under an Act passed at Ottawa on April 8, 1875, and proclaimed
in October, 1876, provision was made for a lieutenant-governor for
the North-West Territories, quite distinct from the lieutenant-governor
of Manitoba, and for a council of five members appointed by the
Canadian Government, with temporary headquarters at Fort Garry
(Winnipeg). The newly-created Department of the Interior was to
maintain supervisory control from Ottawa. The council was invested
with executive and legislative powers, the latter to include taxation
for local and municipal purposes, property and civil rights, administration of justice, police (other than the N.W.M.P.), roads, highways,
bridges, public health and generally speaking all local matters. The
Act also provided that upon the lieutenant-governor being satisfied
that any part of the Territories containing not more than 1,003 square
miles and not less than 1,000 people of adult age, exclusive of Indians
and aliens, such was to be erected into an electoral district entitled
to elect a member to the council. When the number of elected members reached 21, the council would cease and be succeeded by a
legislative assembly.
In March, 1877, the first meeting of the North-West council west
of Fort Garry was held at Livingstone (the old N.W.M.P. headquarters at Swan River, near Fort Pelly) under the Hon. David Laird,
lieutenant-governor.
In August, 1877, the seat of government was transferred from
Livingstone to Battleford—the first capital of the North-West
Territories.
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In 1882 the capital was moved to Regina under the lieutenantgovernorship of the Hon. Edgar Dewdney. From that time forward
the council was gradually enlarged through the creation of new
electoral districts until its last session in 1887On November 1, 1888, the first legislative assembly of the NorthWest Territories convened. It consisted of 22 elected members and
sitting w i t h them as legal advisers, but without voting privileges,
three stipendiary magistrates or judges—Macleod, Richardson and
Rouleau. Earlier that year the Hon. Joseph Royal had succeeded to
the lieutenant-governorship, and shortly afterwards the Hon. Edgar
Dewdney was appointed Minister of the Interior at Ottawa.
By the North-West Territories Act of 1888 the lieutenantgovernor was empowered to select from the legislative assembly four
members to act as an advisory council in matters of finance. This Act
also allowed a number of proposals suggested by the legislative
assembly, and thus a definite step was taken towards self-government.
Revenue consisted of a grant from the Federal Government to the
lieutenant-governor based on estimates prepared by him, to be expended by him according to federal law, and such funds from local
taxation as might be imposed by the assembly. But the members of
the assembly took the stand that they were to be consulted in the
expenditures of all revenue, and this view was strengthened when
young F. W. G. Haultain, the representative of the electoral district
of Macleod and head of the advisory council, presented the estimates
for 1888-89 in which he included the revenue from Dominion
resources. The lieutenant-governor flatly refused to be bound by the
wishes of the advisory council, and at the next session a struggle
commenced for full responsible government and for financial control
of all revenues.
On October 29, 1889, Haultain announced the resignation of the
advisory council on the grounds that an anomalous system existed
and that he and his colleagues were "unwilling to accept responsibility without a corresponding right of control".
Lieutenant-Governor Royal called upon " t h e representative of
the people to work cordially w i t h the council in order to make the
best possible form of government, with the temporary and necessarily
imperfect elements placed by parliament at their disposal". But in
the opinion of Haultain and other representatives, a quasi-dictatorship
under the Hon. Edgar Dewdney, Minister of the Interior, was a t t e m p t ing unsuccessfully to administer the public business of the NorthWest Territories. It was claimed that all monies both federal and
territorial should be voted by the assembly and expended by the
advisory council, and until that was arranged the Western people
would be denied sufficient voice in their own affairs. The lieutenantgovernor was responsible to the Dominion Government; Haultain and
those supporting him were responsible to the electors, and on that
score a prolonged and bitter legislative contest set in.
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A new advisory council under the leadership of Dr. R. G. Brett,
the representative for Red Deer, was selected, composed of members
entirely at variance w i t h the majority of the assembly. This council
in turn offered its resignation when confronted by a want of confidence motion which carried, 13 for and eight against. But the resignation was refused, and the issue was now clearly defined between the
lieutenant-governor and the advisory council under Brett on the one
hand and the majority of the legislative assembly under Haultain on
the other. The latter then drew up a voluminous memorandum for
presentation to the Dominion Government, the chief burden of which
was the unsatisfactory status of the assembly regarding the control of
federal grants, the amount voted for the fiscal year being pointed to
as totally inadequate for the needs of the country in view of the rapid
increase of population and the still greater increase likely to occur.
In that connection stress was laid upon the need of "improvements
of trails in the northern and western parts of the country; the preservation and increase of water supply in the eastern and southern parts;
protection from prairie and forest fires in all parts, and the opening
up and improvement of trade routes into that vast and as yet almost
unknown northern interior, which comprises about one-third of the
area of the whole Dominion".
When the Brett advisory council brought down the estimate for
1888 and forward, containing territorial revenues only, the assembly
refused to pass them, and the session was prorogued.
The third session of the first assembly opened on October 29,
1890, one which was to stand out as probably the most unprecedented
in its actions of any constitutional body in Canada up to that time.
The Brett advisory council continued in office with only a small following, but the majority of the House decided to ignore the minority
members and not allow them to carry any motion they might put
forward. It was now uncompromising war between the two groups.
In replying to the lieutenant-governor's speech to the House, opposition leader Haultain referred to " t h e disregard for and violation of
all constitutional rules, the infringement upon the rights and privileges of the House and usurpation of its prerogatives by its members
comprising the advisory council."
"The absolute right of the people of the North-West Territories,
according to the scheme of Confederation, to the full control of their
own funds", was proclaimed as an unassailable argument. Having
taken every constitutional means in its power to assert that right,
Haultain and his supporters joined in the passing of useful legislation, and the most important session in the history of the North-West
Territories ended.
On December 10, 1891, the second legislature met, consisting of
26 members, the three non-voting legal advisers absenting themselves. In its session of that year the Canadian Parliament, surrendering to demands from the West, had passed an Act conferring added
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powers upon the territorial government, chief of which " t h e expenditure of territorial funds and such portions of any monies appropriated
by the Parliament of Canada as the lieutenant-governor is authorized
to expend by and w i t h the advice of the legislative assembly or of
any committee thereof". Power was also extended to legislate in
respect to the sale of intoxicating liquors.
A definite contest between rival factions, or parties, each striving
for office, henceforth characterized the deliberations of the assembly.
Haultain was chosen to head an executive committee of four members,
and as virtual premier of the North-West Territories he now introduced all government measures.
The fight for responsible government had been won. With the
exception of a brief interregnum in 1892, during which H. S. Cayley
of Calgary replaced him, Premier F. W. G. Haultain was destined to
hold a majority support during the lifetime of the legislature or until
the country became divided into provinces—14 years later.
A Bubble Bursts!

Among many officers and men of the North-West Mounted Police
as well as a large part of the public w h o had more or less intimate
contact w i t h the organization, it had long been felt that certain
injustices, abuses and unwarranted discriminations existed which
were directly attributable to the high command. Inevitably the subject became a widely-circulated topic, supplemented by newspaper
criticisms. Charges were aired of political interference said to emanate from the Commissioner's office, while officers and men voiced
among themselves the keenest resentment against w h a t were said to
be "star-chamber" methods. Finally a desire to make vigorous protests and lodge complaints in the hope of reforming alleged abuses,
spread throughout the Force.
Quite aside from the few examples of individual frailties and
shortcomings to be found in the ranks of any such organization as
the North-West Mounted Police, a high standard of efficiency and
esprit-de-corps had been built up. The work of the Force had expanded
to cover the entire area of the plains and was now on the verge of
penetrating the northern wilderness. A fine police system had been
created, one that in the main was functioning admirably, thanks in
large measure to the divisional commanders and the support given
them by their officers and men. But an administrative policy, generally considered to be much too drastic, highly unreasonable and as
alleged, often vindictive, had crept in until complaints were voiced
from one end of the country to the other. At almost every post it
was charged that general orders and defaulter' sheets carried unwarranted entries inspired by prejudices and irrational decisions which in
most instances originated from Regina. In short, a regrettable incompatability had arisen between the Commissioner and most of his
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officers and men. The consensus was that the time had passed for
these grievances, real or imaginary, to be longer endured.
In the autumn of 1891 a tautly-inflated bubble of complaint burst
wide open, w i t h far-reaching effect. The Mounted Police, a highly
important branch of the public service, was subjected to censure, and
the Federal Government found itself confronted with the distasteful
task of holding a full investigation.
The Hon. Edward Ludlow Wetmore, one of the judges of the
Supreme Court of the North-West Territories, was commissioned by
the Federal Government to consider and enquire into all complaints
as to the conduct of Commissioner Herchmer and of Assistant Commissioner Herchmer since their appointment to such positions. On
November 10 (1891), Judge Wetmore gave notice through the newspapers of Manitoba and the North-West of his appointment, and
fixed the period between that date and December 19 as the interval
during which complaints could be preferred. These complaints were
to be in writing and were to contain a clear statement of the act or
omission complained of, the date and place thereof, and a list of
names and addresses of the witnesses to be examined thereon.
Within the period so fixed, 137 charges were preferred against
Commissioner Herchmer. One other was received after the deadline
date, and the judge declined to entertain it. Before January 19, 1892,
the time fixed for the hearings, Assistant Commissioner W. M .
Herchmer died, and several insignificant charges preferred against
him were suppressed by consent of all parties.
All the complaints may not have been honest; perhaps some
over-tender sensibilities had exaggerated matters, but every Mounted
Police officer and man concerned felt that he was entitled to protection against any effort that might be made to subordinate him unduly
or treat him harshly. He claimed it as his privilege to insist that
he be accorded the rights guaranteed to him by law, or that he be
allowed to apply to the proper medium for redress. And if his complaint could not claim legal right, he at least felt entitled to legitimate
expectations.
While many of the complaints were of a more or less trivial
nature, others were serious and startling in their implication. Among
the latter were: interfering w i t h officers of the Force in the execution
of their duties as justices of the peace and using his (the Commissioner's) position as commanding officer in influencing their decisions;
acting with injustice, tyranny, ill-temper and cruelty; using influence
with officers and non-commissioned officers against a candidate for
election to the Dominion Parliament, contrary to the rules of the
Civil Service; travelling on railway passes and charging the public
with the price of his fare; misrepresenting a certain superintendent to
the department, and falsifying that superintendent's reports; improper
and unjustifiable conduct towards officers of the Force at Banff at the
time of the Governor General's visit in 1889, ordering them to leave
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the room, placing them under arrest and using violent and abusive
language; persecuting an inspector by ordering his removal to an
inferior post after the inspector had given evidence against the Commissioner; employing spies upon officers commanding districts, and
encouraging the submission of reports from subordinates w i t h regard
to their superior officers, thereby estranging the officers under his
command and destroying that feeling of mutual trust and loyalty
which should exist between officers and their commanding officers;
illegally and unjustly awarding punishment of bread and water and
solitary confinement in penalizing constables.
The investigation dragged out over a long period. Sittings were
held at Regina and Macleod, and many witnesses were examined
under oath. Certain charges were objected to by the judge as being
too general and were struck out; others were withdrawn or abandoned. The judge declined to enquire into complaints which he felt
should more properly be tried by a court of justice, and these he
placed outside the scope of his enquiry. The sum total of Judge
Wetmore's findings leaned strongly towards exoneration of the Commissioner. He considered some of the charges proven, although in
many instances he decided there was a lack of conclusive evidence
upon which to base a decision. He was of the opinion that the Commissioner had used his authority for purposes it was never intended
to be used, but that there were faults on both sides. He concurred in
several contentions that circumstances did not justify the Commissioner in using the language he did, in the manner he did. He stressed
the fact that " t o have done so in the presence of other officers must
have been most humiliating". He regretted to have to point to occasions when, in his opinion, the Commissioner had lost his temper,
that this "infirmity" was of frequent occurrence and that it resulted
in "hasty, ill-advised and unjustifiable language".
The following passages appeared, among many others, in his
report: " I am not called upon to deal with a question of policy, and
therefore leave that to be dealt w i t h by the department controlling
the police force . . . . It is claimed that there was general interference
with officers as justices of the peace—I think differently . . . . I acquit
the Commissioner of dismissing Constable
because he voted
for Mr.
. . . . I am of the opinion that the Commissioner's
actions were not a manifestation of political partisanship . . . . I
decline to enquire into charges Nos. 17 and 108 insofar as they charge
the Commissioner with travelling over railways on passes and charging and receiving from the government the amount of railway fare
for such journeys as part of his travelling expenses . . . . If confidential reports be used in this way, officers will in future be very careful
h o w they make them to the Commissioner . . . . The Act provides the
punishment for an ordinary breach of discipline and bread and water
is not included in it . . . . The evidence utterly failed to prove that the
Commissioner had established a system of espionage in the Force."
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Many other observations similar to those quoted appear in Judge
Wctmore's report to the president of the Privy Council for Canada.
In conclusion he stated: " I have to report that I found the relations
existing between the Commissioner and a large number of the commissioned officers of the Force very much strained. I am not however
prepared to state on whose shoulders the blame lies for this state of
things. Of course it is alleged on the one side that it is owing to the
Commissioner's infirmity of temper, his brusque manner and his want
of tact. On the other hand it is alleged that the fact that the Commissioner was transferred from one of the departments of the Civil
Service without any very great military prestige or any record in a
police force, and placed over the heads of officers w h o had long experience in the force, created a jealousy which has not been assuaged,
but which has grown and gained strength until the present state of
affairs has been brought about. As my commission did not authorize
me to inquire into the state of the Force, but merely into the conduct
of the Commissioner, I have not before me the material necessary to
enable me to express an opinion on this subject. It will be observed
that none of the charges brought home to the Commissioner affect
his honesty, his business capacity, or the efficiency of the Force under
his management."
Soon afterwards through official reports received at headquarters
from officers in command of posts, at least two references were made
which seemed to be obvious reactions of the Force to the findings of
Judge Wetmore's investigation.
Inspr. Charles Constantine, commanding Moosomin sub-division:
" I t appears to me we must trust more to men and less to regulation.
Get good men forward, give more power to individuals, create a confidence through all ranks, one with the other, and things will work
harmoniously in maintaining the peace of the country, infusing a
confidence in their vigilant guardianship of person and property.
Men possessing qualities of caution, prudence and firmness of character, requisite for the carrying out of the powers vested in them as
peace officers . . . . Only men of experience should be empowered to
carry on the duties required of the members of the Force, so frequently
posted at places many miles from where they can be counselled or
advised by those having practical knowledge of the duties devolving
on a peace officer, where immediate action, decision and firmness are
required to carry out the responsibilities of their position . . . . Uniformity of punishment for the same offences is a matter well worth
the attention of the authorities; it would go far to give a feeling of
confidence in the minds of members of the Force. To be punished
lightly in one division and severely in another for the same offence
destroys the end in view. A scale of punishments according to the
circumstances connected w i t h the offence, would also create a feeling
that the offence would be treated on its merits, the entries in the
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defaulters' sheet to be the rule of guidance for the punishment
awarded."
Supt. S. B. Steele, commanding Macleod district: " T h e whole
command is in the prime of life, strong, active and healthy, and fit
for any duty that may be required of i t . "
Democracy At Work

W i t h the aid of railways, wagons, prairie trails, guidance and
advice from the Mounted Police and such government agents as were
stationed at salient points, colonizers were now finding their way
into the New West in every direction. Concurrently, Indians, halfbreeds and even white recreants to civilization were with few exceptions adopting new routines of life, while the old-type frontiersmen
w h o had preceded the white advance had all but disappeared. Accepting the challenge of a widely heralded land of promise, many selfreliant and adventurous men, frequently accompanied by wives and
families, were to be seen in favourable season among the westernmoving immigrants, plodding forward to endure the hardships and
risks that would pave the way to hoped-for rewards. Like the ocean's
tide that seeks its flow up every river, creek and estuary, an ambitious
humanity was expanding and penetrating everywhere, seeking fresh
fields.
During the years elapsed since the Red River insurrection, all
types of people had spread from east and south to the beckoning
possibilities of the North-West, and seizing advantage of the open
door for all races and all creeds, democratic aspirations had found
their perfect expression in the diversity of those w h o responded to
the western urge. Of subversive tendencies there were practically
none, and far from polluting the broad future of Canadian life, the
varied influences now being brought to bear were strengthening the
foundations upon which would eventually rise a sturdy nationhood.
Many people from the British Isles and Central Europe—English,
Scotch, Irish, German, Ukrainian, Norse, Icelandic, Polish, Ruthenian
and others—in addition to those from Eastern Canada and the Western
States, were making excellent contributions to the land of their
adoption.
Colonization westward from the old Red River settlement,
though slow at first, had been amazingly swift. In 1872 and during
the several years immediately following, mere trickles of immigration
had reached the Canadian prairies. Some bold spirits had come by
the Dawson route via Lake Superior, others from the south by the
Red River in boats, or by the St. Paul-Fort Garry trail, to find the
small village of Winnipeg half a mile distant from Fort Garry, and
60 miles farther on, a cluster of humble domiciles around a Hudson's
Bay Company's store at Portage La Prairie. In 1873 Dufferin had
been laid out on the bank of the Red River near the international
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boundary, and the following year had witnessed the epic march of
the North-West Mounted Police into the unknown. In 1876 the first
steamboat, the Prince Rupert, had ascended the Assiniboine River as fatas Portage La Prairie; immigration began to speed up; settlement extended west of the Pembina Mountain, and soon reached out to w h a t
was known as the "Big Plain". In 1878 the Prince Rupert and other
craft navigated the Assiniboine to a point several miles above the
mouth of the Souths River and there discharged their passengers and
cargoes at Rapid City Landing at the foot of a difficult rapids. That
summer had seen increasing immigration. In 1879 the steamboat
Manitoba pushed past the rough water to Fort Ellice, 210 miles west of
Winnipeg, and settlers and speculators had arrived in large numbers.
The Souris Plain to the south-west had been penetrated. In the winter
of 1879-80 the embryo community of Minnedosa (Tanner's Crossing)
had come into being where the great cart trail from Fort Garry to Fort
Edmonton crossed the Little Saskatchewan. In 1880 hundreds of tons
of freight passed up the Assiniboine to "Grand Valley", six miles
above the rapids. Steel had reached Portage La Prairie, and the certainty of a railway across the Western plains had resulted in a hugelyinflated land boom in Winnipeg and several smaller centres. Settlers
poured into the country during the following summer. Shortly afterwards the new city of Brandon, 145 miles west of Winnipeg, had
crowded a fictitious real estate market with vacant lots for sale.
Nearly all the land bordering the Assiniboine had soon been taken up.
Wherever people assembled in sufficient numbers, stores, hotels,
dwelling houses appeared as if by magic. By September 1881, trains
had steamed into Brandon. New railway lines had been projected;
homesteads had been opened for entry this way and that; free enterprise had found full sway, and from that time forward, notwithstanding climatic and economic setbacks, the lack of marketing
facilities and the halfbreed uprising of 1885, the movement had
spread apace.
In his report to Ottawa at the end of 1891 Commissioner
Herchmer had drawn attention to the fine crops that had been harvested over a large part of the Territories. New and extensive areas
had been taken up and many settlers had profited by a fair start for
the next season's work. The Edmonton district had received the
greater bulk of immigration, a section of country which in his
opinion was about the best portion of the plains for the ordinary
working settler, providing as it did plenty of timber, hay, coal, good
land and a fine climate. Many of the settlers were experienced farmers
w h o had already been through all phases of pioneer life in Dakota
and elsewhere.
The district around Fort Saskatchewan had greatly improved
during the past year; the population had increased materially and the
new settlers were of a most desirable class. Crops had been a marked
success, both as to quality and vield, the wheat being a particularly
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fine sample. Stock of all kinds was increasing and improving, as displayed at the Edmonton Agricultural Exhibition. Generally speaking,
cattle were limited to small herds, severe weather and deep snowr
making it hazardous to leave them out all winter. But many horses
could rough through the winter out of doors, the native bronchos
finding sufficient pasturage in the swamps and shelter in the woods.
Around Calgary incoming settlers in 1891 had numbered less
than in the previous several years, principally due to the most desirable homesteads being taken up, as well as the prevalence of large
areas devoted to cattle ranching. Most of the newcomers had been
located to the north in the Red Deer River country, the Alberta
Immigration Agency at Calgary registering 301 who had come by
ocean travel, 349 from the United States and 801 from the Canadian
provinces. As for the established ranchers, the year had been an
extremely favourable one, showing an increase of about 80 per cent
in cattle and 60 per cent in horses. Approximately 1,200 head of beef
cattle had been shipped out of Calgary to England, and home consumption was increasing rapidly.
In the huge ranching area from south of Calgary to the international boundary, the annual roundups had shown by lowest estimates
an increase of 50 per cent in range cattle and an almost corresponding
increase in horses. Indians were not troublesome to any extent, but
cattlemen were clamouring for the government to take some steps
toward the suppression of wolves which were doing serious damage
among young stock. Careful watch was maintained by the Mounted
Police along the southern border for American cattle which occasionally drifted northward, especially during stormy weather, just as
Canadian cattle drifted southward to the American side from the
same cause. But ready co-operation existed between cattle owners on
both sides to prevent their stock from trespassing. The Mormons in
the vicinity of Lee's Creek were progressing rapidly and preparing to
irrigate their land, of which they had acquired about 700,000 acres.
They had undertaken the erection of a gristmill, sawmill, cheese
factory, general store, post office, school house and an imposing stone
tabernacle; although given to polygamy, they were living within
the law, and were industrious and frugal.
Supt. E. W. Jarvis, commanding " A " Division, Maple Creek,
reported that the previous year had been exceptionally favourable to
crops of all kinds. Agricultural shows at Maple Creek and Medicine
Hat had brought to light fine specimens of roots and grain. Ranching
interests were on the increase, and the sheltered valleys of the Cypress
Hills to the south, watered by ever-flowing streams, were making
that particular section a paradise for the rancher of moderate means.
Farther east in the Regina area southward to Wood Mountain and
eastward to Manitoba, settlers were in good circumstances, mixed
farming being the prevalent occupation. With the exception of a few
restricted areas where frost had done some damage, grain crops had
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been excellent, while increasing numbers of fat cattle were being
shipped to England.
Supt. John Cotton of " F " Division, Prince Albert, had stated
that ranching was being carried on w i t h success, and although the
winter in his district was long and severe, the supply of hay was
always plentiful and cheap, enabling farmers to keep cattle during
the winter without much outlay. Crops had been satisfactory, and the
price of good wheat averaged about 80 cents per bushel.
On all sides evidence abounded to show that a sweeping occupation of the entire region of the prairies was inevitable within a
few short years.
By 1892 the question might well have been asked—what of the
aboriginal people of the prairies? But such a question was merely to
labour the obvious. The only rational solution to the Indian problem
had been adopted—to make the redman a subservient and dependent
ward of the nation—at least until a day when his posterity might
justifiably receive Canadian citizenship including free and wellregulated democratic privileges. Except for a few incorrigible individuals here and there, the Mounted Police had all but stamped out
the barbaric functions if not the inherent tendencies found among all
the Indians of the plains less than 20 years earlier. Indians were no
longer dangerous entities to be reckoned with, notwithstanding a
sprinkling of incurable and potential outlaws in their midst. On all
the reserves they were pursuing an orderly mode of existence; horse
stealing, cattle killing and less serious crimes were now only occasional or rare among them, but drunkenness, chiefly the result of
collusion by halfbreeds who could obtain liquor without stint and
convey it to Indian friends and relatives, continued to be a major
problem.
The Indians on the reserves in the Calgary district, the Blackfoot,
Sarcees and Stonies, were to all appearances contented and happy, as
well as displaying marked industry in farming operations and cattle
raising. Little difficulty was now experienced in keeping the younger
generation at their schools. As evidence, the High River Industrial
School at Dunbow could boast an efficient brass band composed exclusively of young Indian performers. During the previous year Three
Bulls, brother and successor of Chief Crowfoot, had at the behest of
the Mounted Police abolished forever the diabolical torturing of
braves at the annual Sun Dance.
In the Macleod area the Bloods and Peigans had turned to
crop raising and tending cattle with an aptitude that compared favourably, if at the opposite extreme, with their former supremacy as
nomadic buffalo hunters. Following the lead of the Blackfoot, this
was to be the last year in which the Sun Dance of these tribes would
entail the torture, and then only to involve three young Bloods. The
proximity of the Blood and Peigan reserves to the international
boundary had made the task of control a difficult one. However Super-
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intendent Deane, commanding " K " Division, Lethbridge, instituted
preventive measures which minimized the difficulties, interfered with
the heretofore easy method of trading off horses improperly acquired,
and so curtailed a strong temptation among Canadian Indians to steal
horses from both settlers and Indians in Montana.
In summing up the entire field of operations the Commissioner
reported to Ottawa that the Indians generally were well-behaved
and giving little trouble. In the north there would probably be less
drinking among them with the introduction of the License Act than
in the south and west, but he feared there would be an increase in
the former area when the winter fur catches started to come in.
Supt. A. B. Perry now in charge of " B " Division, was of the
opinion that the Indian question in the Regina district at least, had
at last been solved. The redman's ready obedience to the law bore
this out, and while some charges of cattle killing had been laid by
settlers near the Touchwood Hills, there was lack of evidence to
attribute the offence to the natives.
A small and unsettled band of Sioux numbering 115 souls still
lingered about Moose Jaw and Wood Mountain, the remnant of the
horde under Sitting Bull which sought sanctuary in Canada 16 years
earlier, following the intensive assaults upon them by the United States
Government. Though their mode of life was precarious, since crossing
the border they had always been peaceably inclined and readily disposed to obey the laws, with the result that no attempt had been
made to place them under control or confine them to a reserve. But
Perry who was always solicitous of fair treatment for Indians and
halfbreeds, felt keenly about their future. A certain number of them
did odd jobs around Moose Jaw and were often employed cutting
wood; others depended almost entirely upon hunting, actually killing
more game than could reasonably be spared to them. On one occasion
four Sioux hunters had brought 72 antelope to the Wood Mountain
post, and there was another instance of a concerted hunt by the band
having accounted for 99 of these animals. The superintendent recorde i
as his opinion that "if the Government of the United States would
receive these Indians back and give them the same treatment as the
others it would be to their advantage to send them. Their children
were growing up without education or any training which might
help them to earn their living". Schools for Indians were maintained
at Fort Qu'Appelle and Elkhorn, but no attempt had thus far been
made to extend the benefits of such institutions to the children of
these habitual vagrants.
There were about 40 Sioux living in and around Turtle Mountain in southern Manitoba who were in comfortable circumstances,
raised small crops on their reserve, picked berries during season, and
did work among the surrounding farms. If there was any complaint
to be made against them it was their persistent tendency to travel
back and forth in touch with their kinsmen located near Fort Totten,
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North Dakota, which, it was alleged, resulted in intermittent smuggling. There was also a small band of Sioux Indians on the north bank
of the Saskatchewan, opposite the town of Prince Albert, w h o received
no treaty money and like the others of that tribe were regarded as
foreigners, w i t h nothing to expect from the Canadian Government
other than an unwritten right of asylum. They did work about the
town, were sober, moral and industrious, and held in respect by the
white population. A philanthropic lady of Prince Albert had provided them w i t h a school, as they were anxious that their children
should be educated.
Elsewhere, Indians, many of whom could recall the wide freedom
and unlimited resources of the plains, were w i t h only occasional
exceptions, eking out a quiet and peaceable existence, benefited by
the agents and instructors of the Indian Department, the various
church missionaries and the constant advice and supervision accorded
them by the North-West Mounted Police.
Halfbreeds were also adjusting themselves to the changed conditions. With the possible exception of those living beyond the scope
of the police patrols, they were generally better off than at any time
since the disappearance of the buffalo. Once convinced that their
annual supplies of meat and skins belonged to the past, those of the
prairies had gradually turned to the uneventful life of their small
settlements, forced to rely for sustenance upon their scanty acres and
such freighting or other work that offered from time to time. Their
lot had been a difficult one, but among them had appeared many
indications of enterprise and industry; some had set up in mercantile
trade; some had found places in the legislatures of Manitoba and the
North-West; not a few had studied for the Church. However reports
had recently been received of destitution among their kin in outlying
areas, especially down the Saskatchewan River towards the Hudson's
Bay post of Cumberland where despite the prevalence of game and
fish, there was said to be too great a tendency to expect government
aid. And those living along the South Saskatchewan north of Maple
Creek and Swift Current had been merely existing for some years,
devoting themselves to a little hunting and fishing and the gathering
of buffalo bones. Being slowly divorced from so primitive a livelihood by assistance and advice bestowed upon them, they were being
urged to take up farming, and quite a number now owned some stock,
did a little tillage and were tolerably well housed. In the North
Saskatchewan country out from Fort Saskatchewan and Edmonton
many found employment at haying and harvesting, while the majority
of those in the Battleford area w h o possessed horses and transport
equipment profited by freighting and hauling wood. A large number
of them in Qu'Appelle Valley were well established on the land and
were self-supporting.
In the Prince Albert district government relief to the halfbreeds
was fractional compared with that required in former years, and con-
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sisted chiefly of rations to the more needy and payment in return for
work performed. Withal, the crops on the small half breed farms in
that area were sufficient for the average family's needs, and Supt.
John Cotton recorded that they had worked hard to maintain themselves; in many cases they had made no appeal for government relief,
notwithstanding the fact that a severe struggle for existence went on.
Although little had occurred of late to disrupt the even tenor of
Mounted Police routine, or to call for increased watchfulness and
effort, plans were laid as the spring of 1892 approached, to extend the
patrol system wherever conditions warranted, despite the fact that
the Force was considerably under strength. This applied particularly
to the country bordering the international boundary, where it was
highly important to check up on Customs duties which otherwise
might be evaded, as well as to guard against bad characters who
might attempt to enter from the south.
It had never been intended that the functions of the Mounted
Police should be punitive. While strict punishment for crime was
part and parcel of an adequate and effective administration of law
and order, prevention of crime registered far more favourably on the
scales of justice. And even in the imposition of penalties it could not
be charged that persecution was in any way attributable to the judicial
officers of the Force, or to the presiding judges and magistrates.
Two noticeable examples of this tendency to avoid unduly
harsh penalties occurred during the winter.
Early in March, an old Nez Perce Indian was murdered near
Pincher Creek by three others of the small band which in 1877 had
located in that district following the scattering of the tribe under
Chief Joseph in Montana by General Nelson A. Miles. No time was
lost in making an arrest, but a long delay occurred in finding a suitable interpreter to act in court. All three Indians charged with the
crime, two of whom were mere boys, were found guilty. The eldest
of the three was sentenced to be hanged, but this was later commuted
to life imprisonment. The other two were released because of their
youth.
On the 29th of March an American, Wilhelm Benier, ignorant
of the unrelenting justice meted out north of the 49th parallel, stole
a yoke of oxen and a wagon in the Saltcoats district and headed for the
international boundary. Although he had a good start, Inspr. J. O.
Wilson sent Cpl. John E. Parrott and a constable in pursuit, w h o
after a hard ride of 80 miles came up w i t h the miscreant in the File
Hills. He was brought back to Saltcoats, thoroughly humbled and
abashed. The stolen property was returned to its owner, and a nominal sentence of three months imprisonment was imposed upon the
suddenly reformed Benier. Freedom from racial prejudice was part of
an unwritten code.
During the same month the tact so inseparably a part of a
Mounted Policeman's qualifications for prompt and efficient service
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was exemplified. The conductors and brakesmen on the Western division of the Canadian Pacific Railway went on strike. No violence
was committed, but a resort to intimidation caused the railway management to anticipate a serious breach of the peace and an almost
complete tie-up in the operation of trains. Negotiations were of no
avail. Then the services of the Mounted Police were sought; important railway points were occupied by detachments of the Force.
Supt. Severe Gagnon of the Depot Division, Regina, took charge of
the yards at Moose Jaw, Inspr. Charles Constantine was sent from
Moosomin to Brandon, and Inspr. Z. T. Wood was ordered from
Maple Creek to Medicine Hat. The quiet but firm handling of the
situation by the three officers and their men had a salutary effect and
resulted in a satisfactory settlement.
In Saddle And Canoe

Throughout the entire region of the Canadian plains, the saddle
had long since become an essential instrument of crime prevention and
law enforcement. Horseflesh, in most cases the only means of travel,
had been from the outset the key utility of the Force. Wide stretches
of country were scrutinized daily by keen-eyed horsemen who rode
out from the various divisional points and scattered sub-posts, and
who by means of interlocking patrols took note of anything unusual
that occurred. In addition to crime prevention and the apprehending
of lawbreakers, valuable information was gathered such as, the
general condition of the country, the circumstances under which people
were living and labouring, the state of the crops and many other
matters of importance for the guidance of police headquarters and the
government. A good horse for patrol work was expected to do from
2,500 to 3,000 miles annually.
The system was universally acclaimed by settlers and townsmen,
who enjoyed a feeling of security with every visit of the police rider
in his search for well-founded complaints. Old-timers and newcomers alike had learned to understand and value the Mounted
Policeman's place in the community. And outsiders were not slow to
add their testimony. In the words of Commissioner Herchmer, the
patrols were "much appreciated by visitors to the North-West from
the Eastern States, who compared the towns and settlements on this
side with those immediately across the line". The enrolment of a
similar force in Dakota and Montana had indeed been advocated in
the newspapers of those states.
Most of the duty preformed by the Manitoba detachments under
Inspr. J. A. McGibbon, which this year were rearranged to meet
requirements more efficiently, had to do with the Customs Department, while the people on both sides of the boundary, in Manitoba
and Dakota, well aware of the strict control of the border, lived in
the comfortable assurance that an almost total absence of criminal
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activity existed. As an instance of the high respect shown the officers
and men of the Force, there was an occasion when law officials in
Dakota south of Cartwright found themselves baffled in an attempt
to break up a gang of rowdies and raised a cry, though a false one,
that some Mounted Police were on their way from Canada to assist.
Soon afterwards not a single undesirable character was to be found in
the neighbourhood.
The building of a branch railway of the C.P.R. from Pasqua
eight miles east of Moose Jaw, to skirt the eastern face of the
Missouri Coteau in a south-easterly direction was resulting in a
large movement of settlers to south-eastern Assiniboia, where the
new town of Estevan was in the making, not only in anticipation of
expansive colonization but to reap the sure benefits to accrue from
large deposits of lignite coal in that vicinity. The building of the
railway and the resultant influx called for strict supervisory attention.
While inclined to be detrimental to discipline and smartness, the
fact that those on detachment duty in Manitoba boarded out at
hotels and farmhouses, and maintained surveillance of the boundary
at irregular hours of day and night, tended to render the service the
more effective. The mere uncertainty and location of the men on
watch baffled intentional evaders of the law.
The same arrangement applied to some extent to the patrols
under the supervision of Inspr. D. H. Macpherson in command at
Wood End in Assiniboia, there being now only three permanent
detachments in that sub-division—Winlaw, Hill-Of-The-MurderedScout and Estevan. A weekly patrol made connection with Manitoba
to the east and a fortnightly one linked w i t h Wood Mountain to the
west, in addition to local patrols almost daily.
This season Willow Bunch was the only outpost from Wood
Mountain, which was under Inspr. P. C. H. Primrose. In addition to
joining w i t h the Wood End patrol from the east, regular connection
was maintained w i t h " A " Division on the west at Snake Creek
(Stone Pile), and other patrols under " B " Division were provided
in all directions.
From Moosomin nine " B " Division outposts were established
for the season of 1892, though the extent of this district, under Inspr.
Charles Constantine, was reduced considerably in order to provide
men and horses for more important areas. It included the country
from the Manitoba boundary westward to Moose Jaw, northward
to Fort Qu'Appelle and southward to Cannington Manor.
The sub-division operating from Saltcoats in charge of Inspr.
J. O. Wilson covered a larger area than formerly, w i t h outposts at
Yorkton, Sheho Lake, Kamsack and the country surrounding each,
while a prairie fire station was maintained at Sumner during the
most threatening periods.
" A " Division, Maple Creek, continued practically the same
summer patrols as in the previous year, the whole district being tra-
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versed from Stone Pile (Snake Creek) in the east to Bull's Head in
the west. Five halfbreed guides and interpreters, regularly employed,
aided materially in the work. The old Graburn sub-post now operated from a new establishment at McCoy Creek five miles to the
north, and Stone Pile was handled from East End. An accidental fire
destroyed the Farwell barracks in August, but a new and better
building was erected, together w i t h a larger stable, a short distance
to the south of the former location, to escape danger from brush fires.
Out from Lethbridge, headquarters of " K " Division, patrols
covered the country from sub-posts at Coutts, Milk River Ridge,
Writing-On-Stone, Pendant d'Oreille, St. Mary's and Little Bow, and
in addition there was a flying patrol, also a detachment in charge of
the horse herd. A patrol from Pendant d'Oreille communicated regularly w i t h " A " Division at Bull's Head. Late in April an almost
unprecedented blizzard swept across this region. Large numbers of
cattle drifted before a bitter north wind. Wherever obstructions
blocked the way the animals died in heaps and were covered by the
snow. It was the worst storm, according to old-timers, so late in the
spring. Another unusual occurrence was a raid by cowboys from
Montana upon the little settlement of Coutts close to the boundary
line on June 28. Centering their attention upon the local saloon and
drinking heavily, they were soon running amuck, riddling the walls
and floors w i t h bullets and breaking nearly all the furniture, and
departing for the south before they could be apprehended.
" D " and " H " Divisions operating in the Macleod district,
commanded by Insprs. G. E. Sanders and A. R. Macdonell respectively
and under the general supervision of Superintendent Steele, were
short of men, and the detachments, the-same as the previous year
w i t h the exception of Milk River now discontinued, were nearly all
under strength. A patrol kept watch along the line of the new railway
to the south, while others operated among the construction and
survey parties. At the boundary close check was made of all stock,
household effects and other property arriving from the United States.
Detachments from " E " Division, Calgary, were stationed at
Banff, Gleichen, High River, Dewdney, Millar's, Industrial School,
Fish Creek, Morleyville, Canmore and Anthracite. Of Canmore
Inspr. A. R. Cuthbert reported, not without some waggishness, that
suitable buildings should be supplied as soon as possible as there was
no means of holding a prisoner there "other than by moral suasion
and affixing to him a piece of railroad iron". From all these detachments patrols went out regularly, visited all parts of the district and
reported weekly to division headquarters. Most of the work consisted of keeping the Indians on their reserves and calling upon all
settlers in the circuit of each detachment. A regular mounted patrol
under the direction of Inspr. Frank Harper enforced the regulations
in the Banff National Park.
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The Edmonton district under " G " Division, Fort Saskatchewan,
called for more intensive watchfulness than in any previous year, due
to the large number of new settlers w h o had flocked in that direction.
Besides, the tendency was to keep pushing the supervision northward.
One patrol under Sgt. Samuel Hetherington travelled as far as Athabasca Landing on the Athabasca River, approximately 100 miles
away. Detachments were maintained at Edmonton, South Edmonton
(later Strathcona), St. Albert, Red Deer River, Red Deer ( t o w n ) and
Innisfail. Superintendent Griesbach recommended a small steam launch
to convey the police up and down the Athabasca River, " t o assist
them in carrying out the duties required of them in a more effectual
manner than under existing circumstances". This year Edmonton
became an incorporated town and could boast an efficient fire brigade
and fire engine.
As in previous years " C " Division, Battleford, continued a
thorough patrolling of every portion of the district; the numerous
Indian reserves were visited weekly from division headquarters, and
the Onion Lake detachment kept close check on the northern parts.
The tendency here was also to penetrate the wilderness that lay
beyond, and patrols frequently visited Jackfish Lake well to the
north. A regrettable loss was suffered in late winter by the death of
Louis Laronde who for years had been a faithful guide and interpreter
in the employ of the Force at Battleford.
The work of " F " Division, Prince Albert, was extended to
embrace a wide swath of country stretching eastward. At the same
time, in addition to those at Batoche, Duck Lake and Saskatoon,
detachments were now put in operation at La Corne, Stony Creek and
Carrot River, keeping close check on the country from the latter area
in the east to Reef Berry Lake in the west, and from Moose Woods in
the south to Green Lake in the north. Constant patrols were also
sent out from the divisional headquarters at Prince Albert.
Well-founded stories had recently told of serious inroads by
illegal liquor traffickers down the Saskatchewan. Liquor was said to
be threatening the normal conditions of Indian and halfbreed life in
that region, a state of things that called for suppressive action. And
again, as in the case of the Lake Winnipeg patrols during the years
1890 and 1891, the canoe came into use.
Under instructions from Supt. John Cotton, Cpl. John A. Connor
and Cst. R. B. Harley left Prince Albert on June 25 on the steamer
Northwest. Two days later they reached Cumberland House, one of
the oldest fur-trading establishments on the Saskatchewan, founded
in 1774 by Samuel Hearne, approximately 240 miles east of Prince
Albert. The little steamer carried a heavy load of freight, including
50 head of cattle, 3,000 sacks of flour and a quantity of general merchandise billed for Fort a la Corne, Cumberland, Le Pas and Cedar
Lake.
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The Hudson's Bay Company's post of Cumberland was beautifully situated on the south side of Pine Island Lake near the Big Stone
River, a tributary of the Saskatchewan. A large Indian reserve lay
nearby, but strangely enough it was peopled chiefly by halfbreeds
w h o classed themselves as Indians. A few cattle and some patchy
gardens accounted for their sole occupations other than the customary
vocations of hunting, fishing and trapping. There was occasional
work to be done for the Hudson's Bay Company, but none drew government rations. Game and fish laws were taboo among them. Two
church missions—Anglican and Roman Catholic—ministered to their
spiritual wants, but there were no schools.
Corporal Connor lost no time in arranging suitable detachment
quarters w i t h the Hudson's Bay Company. He was hospitably
received by Chief Factor Roderick MacFarlane, and plans were at
once laid to open to Mounted Police surveillance a long stretch of
country to the east. The two policemen were equipped with camp
outfit and a 16-foot Peterborough canoe with keel, rudder and sail.
The local Indian agent was about to leave to make treaty payments
at various Indian reserves, and it was arranged to meet him at Cedar
Lake. A reliable half breed was engaged as guide and helpmate.
Leaving Cumberland in the early morning of July 6, the three
travellers made fast time downstream and reached Le Pas that evening—84 miles in 12 hours. Strictly speaking, this was a trading
point, the surrounding country being very low and swampy and not
adapted to farming. Besides the Hudson's Bay Company post, there
was a Church of England mission of long standing, under the Rev.
John Hines, also a good school.
Held up for a day by a terrific rain-and-thunder storm, Connor
proceeded eastward to Cedar Lake on July 8, but was soon forced ashore by another storm, to spend a miserable night tormented by myriads
of mosquitoes. Next morning, the Hudson's Bay post of Chimehawin
was reached at the head of Cedar Lake, close to a half breed and Indian
settlement remarkable for the general low physical condition of its
people, most of whom were victims of scrofula. Fish and moose
provided the chief means of sustenance, and large numbers of muskrats
were trapped in the nearby marshes. Agriculture was restricted to a
few potato patches.
With the visit of Corporal Connor to Cedar Lake from the west
the entire region of the plains had been encompassed by the NorthWest Mounted Police. Inspector Begin had reached this point from
the east in 1891, and an area of approximately 300,000 square miles,
from the Red River and Lake Winnipeg in the east to the Columbia
and Kootenay valleys in the west and from the international boundary
to the N o r t h Saskatchewan River and beyond, could now be said to
be under the jurisdiction of the Force.
A week passed before the Indian agent turned up; he had gone to
Grand Rapids on Lake Winnipeg to receive the treaty money sent
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there by steamer from Selkirk. Payments to the local Indians were
disposed of the day after his arrival, and that evening a start was
made for Moose Lake, the agent having four men w i t h him in his
large canoe.
The two canoes now penetrated a maze of wilderness to the
north. Connor and his companion revelled in the wild attractiveness
of the spreading waterway which carried the combined waters from
the farthest plains to Grand Rapids at the foot of Lake Winnipeg.
Studded w i t h lakes, bordered by continuous forest or marsh, embracing on its flanks the habitats of moose and other game and teeming
with fish and fur bearers, the Saskatchewan and its overflows stood
prominently among the historic rivers of the Canadian West. On
July 19 Moose Lake broke upon the scene, a large body of water
studded w i t h spruce-clad islands, and that evening the small Hudson's
Bay Company post on the south-western shore acclaimed the travellers. Next day 20 miles were traversed to the treaty ground on the
Indian reserve directly opposite, a strong head wind and rough water
rendering the task difficult and dangerous.
Again the two policemen were struck by the inferior type of
natives found, the corporal subsequently reporting to Prince Albert:
" T h e Indians on this reserve are the most sickly and deformed lot of
people I have ever seen. A number of them are affected w i t h scrofula,
while others are lame, one man going around and apparently enjoying good health w i t h his nose and lips entirely gone, eaten away
w i t h cancer or some other disease, the most horrible sight I have ever
witnessed." But inferior as their bodily condition appeared to be,
their morals were being well looked after. There was a good school
on the reserve, attended regularly by all the children, and an Anglican
service was provided every Sunday.
Supplies from the Hudson's Bay Company were distributed; an
election for councillors was held and the treaty money paid out. At
this spot a few cattle were tended and some gardening done, but the
chief occupation was fishing and hunting, the region being noted for
its large sturgeon and whitefish and its abundance of moose and deer,
which were killed at all seasons.
On the return trip, instead of travelling southward to reach
Cedar Lake, the Indian agent led the way through numerous smaller
lakes and rivers to take advantage of a shorter route to the main
stream. Connor took the precaution to engage a second half breed in
order to keep up w i t h the four men in the Indian Department's canoe.
Hardly had they started when a gale sprang up almost swamping the
boats, followed by a violent thunder storm, and refuge was taken on
a small island till the following morning. But next day the waves
still rolled high, and Connor refused to risk going on, so all laid up
on the shore of a sheltered bay throughout the day. Rations were
down to tea and bacon, but some fine fish were caught w i t h a spoon
bait.
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Eventually, though the water was still rough, several hours of
hard work brought the canoes to Eagle Lake, a large stretch broken
by islands, and after long hours of paddling, interspersed w i t h several
portages, the little flotilla arrived to spend the night at the Indian
agent's home at Conikup. Le Pas, about 15 miles farther on, was
reached in early morning of July 26.
Treaty money was paid out to the local Indians the next day,
and on the 28th a start was made for the Shoal Lake and Red Earth
reserves, up the Carrot River.
The Indians and halfbreeds in the Carrot River region were
prosperous. They had some cattle and a few ponies, while their
gardens were well cultivated. After all had received their treaty
payments and supplies the return to Le Pas was made, the Reverend
Hines assisting w i t h his large steam launch, of which he was captain,
engineer, fireman and pilot.
Le Pas was left behind on August 3, the route now following
w h a t was known as the "Cut Off", up the Barrier River and across
Barrier Lake to Pine Island Lake and Cumberland House, where treaty
money was paid and Corporal Connor arrested an Indian, Samuel
Greenleaf, on a minor charge.
Subsequently Chief Lactor MacFarlane of the Hudson's Bay Company wrote in appreciative terms of the coming of the Mounted Police
to the Cumberland district: "During the past month the party (police
detachment) has been travelling w i t h Mr. Agent Reader on his yearly
annuity payment tour to the different Indian reserves of Le Pas agency,
Treaty N o . 5. It is very satisfactory to be able to state that their
presence had a most tranquilizing effect on the Indians, some of whom
had on previous occasions made themselves anything but agreeable to
their agent, and they certainly intended giving trouble this season,
while it should be borne in mind that if the police had been absent,
petty traders would probably have introduced liquor among the
natives . . . . I think there should be at least five Mounted Police
stationed permanently in this important district . . . . As the company
is well aware of the moral value of having a police post in our
midst, I feel assured that board and lodging and personal supplies to
all district detachments will be available . . . . I presume Mr. Agent
Reader will, later on and through the proper channel, repeat in
writing the high opinion he entertains regarding Corporal Connor's
and Constable Harley's good conduct and services. I may mention
that all of the company's officers who have met them coincide w i t h
him . . . they were very obliging and proved a strong support to him
during the payments."
From Cumberland to Grand Rapids on Lake Winnipeg, the Indian
population on reserves was estimated at 1,040.
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A Debatable Liquor System

Throughout the country a general feeling of relief had resulted
from the government's decision to replace the old permit system of
dispensing liquor by one entailing the issuance of liquor licenses,
wholesale and retail, under the supervision of an efficient staff of commissioners and inspectors. For years the liquor problem had been a
bugbear in Mounted Police circles, and it was now hoped that the
unpleasantness and in marked degree the futility of attempting to
enforce a law punctured w i t h no end of loopholes would be a thing
of the past. But the new Act, put in operation on May 1, showed
early signs of inaugurating a form of public drinking that might well
develop into as great an evil as the former system. Abused or carried
beyond reason, its repercussions, it was felt, might well result in
various forms of lawlessness and especially among Indians and halfbreeds, a continuance of the destitution and degradation so inseparable
from irresponsible indulgence. There was no assurance that the drinking of spirituous liquors would now follow as a strictly law-abiding
custom, or that the Mounted Police would be entirely relieved of a
task which had long since become so repellent as to foster often administrative ill-will.
Commissioner Herchmer was not slow to grasp the adverse possibilities of the new "License A c t " . While expectations were early
realized or partially so in some districts, in others the law was not
being carefully administered by those appointed to the task, and he
was of the opinion that even in the best regulated districts there were
indications of more general drinking than under the permit system.
One result was already established beyond contradiction—halfbreeds
and Indians could get more liquor than under the old law. Previously
liquor had been expensive and dealers had been afraid to supply those
they could not trust, making it difficult for the halfbreeds and the
lower classes of whites to procure any. N o w such halfbreeds who
had money in hand could buy all they wanted, and being closely
related to the Indians, in many cases living w i t h them, it was impossible to prevent Indians from participating. Besides, it was often
difficult to distinguish a half breed from the better class of Indian;
certainly it could no longer be done by the apparel they wore, or by
their language, or even by their hair, which in both classes was worn
either long or short. Again, in some parts of the country, notably
Battleford, Duck Lake and Batoche, licenses were granted out of all
proportion to the population.
Battleford, w i t h less than 400 male adults, exclusive of Indians,
within a radius of 50 miles had received two wholesale and two retail
licenses, a state of things which caused the Commissioner to report:
"As this district has during my term of office never exported anything beyond a moderate quantity of fur and a few cattle, the export
of cattle being equalled in value by the import of other stock, and
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generally does not grow enough grain and potatoes for its own use,
importing also most of its flour, and as it has no mines or industries
of any description, it is impossible to believe that these four licensed
places can exist without impoverishing the district . . . . I fully expect
that in spite of all our watchfulness, Indians will get quantities of
liquor through the poorer halfbreeds. In former years we have had
to relieve numbers of these halfbreeds in winter, and unless they
make some money this fall outside their honest labour, they will
have to be relieved again. I have no hesitation in saying that the
introduction of the license system, as far as it relates to Battleford,
will not be advantageous."
A similar situation was developing at Batoche and Duck Lake
where, it was learned, some of the halfbreeds were selling their cattle
at less than their value to obtain liquor. Three of the four licenses
issued in that limited area were in the hands of halfbreeds themselves,
which would make it practically impossible for the Mounted Police
to prevent liquor from reaching the nearby Indian reserves.
The new law was not in force very long before it became obvious
that the quantity of liquor being consumed very greatly exceeded
that under the permit system, and that numbers of settlers who formerly seldom or ever used it were now indulging freely and consuming
large quantities. Another bad prospect was that more liquor would
reach the far north illegally, a practice which would be most difficult
to stop, and it would have a most demoralizing effect, as nearly every
one going into the northern wilderness went for the purpose of trading
with Indians.
Superintendent Perry at Regina headquarters expressed the opinion
that the effect on the Indians by the change in the liquor law was
bad. They were obtaining more liquor under the license ordinance
than formerly, and the difficulties in preventing this were greater.
Sometimes they were able to purchase it directly, but more often
through the halfbreeds. He complained that the new law was not
being strictly obeyed, and while instructions had been issued to all
Mounted Police detachments to report every infringement of the
ordinance to the local license inspector, with the names of witnesses,
the information was not always acted upon as promptly and as vigorously as was required. As an indication of this, there was a case at
Estevan, the particulars of which were sent to the license inspector,
w h o took no notice of it. Without wasting words, Perry entered in
his report: "The case was a glaring one, so we acted."
Inspector Constantine, Moosomin, was glad to report: "The passing of the liquor license ordinance of 1891-92 has relieved, to a great
extent, the unpleasant and thankless task of previous years."
Of the effect of the new law in the ranks of the Force itself,
Superintendent Jarvis, Maple Creek, commented: "The conduct of the
majority of the members of this division has been satisfactory; in a
few cases the facility for obtaining strong drink (consequent upon the
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introduction of the license system) caused some to get into trouble,
but most of these cases—when found to be chronic—were punished
by dismissal."
Superintendent Steele, Fort Macleod, viewed the new liquor law
w i t h approval. Though there was an apparent increase in drunkenness, there was that about the new system which tended to promote
order. The licensed houses found themselves compelled to be orderly
and to close at certain hours, while each one was a focus that could
be closely watched. Prior to the new law the smaller towns abounded
in saloons and dives, all dispensing the worst kind of spirits smuggled
from Montana, but protected by transferable permits, and drunkenness, if less prevalent, was more conspicuous. The recognition of the
sale of liquor had strengthened the hands of the Mounted Police, who
were enabled to enforce the law more thoroughly than in former
years, when, having to contend with so much secret and underhand
work and w i t h so many screening and shielding one another, it had
been most difficult to lay sufficient proof to obtain conviction.
Superintendent Griesbach, Fort Saskatchewan, saw trouble ahead
in the north country and stated that it was of the first importance in
order to enable the police to exercise a proper supervision, that
Athabasca Landing on the trail from Edmonton should be brought
within the prohibited area of the District of Athabasca, so that liquor
could go through without a permit. This would enable the police
to search all freight leaving the landing for up or down the Athabasca
River. As that point was outside the District of Athabasca and
freight had to be inside the boundary before the police could legally
search for, seize and destroy liquor not under permit, or arrest the
offenders, it was practically useless to attempt to stop the carrying of
liquor northward by small traders and others.
Superintendent Cotton, Prince Albert, took a broad view of the
liquor problem and was inclined to look with favour upon the new
law, but stated: " I t is apparent that every safeguard provided by the
conditions of the liquor license ordinance should always be acted on
in the true spirit of its original meaning. If this is not done such
safeguards will exist in name only and become recognized and demoralizing dead letters."
A Smallpox Scare

All Mounted Police divisions and every town and hamlet on the
plains were put on the qui vive when word spread in June that smallpox
had broken out at Macleod. Most people w h o had lived in the West
for some length of time were familiar w i t h the stories that told of
the recurrent scourges of this dread disease in years gone by, especially
among the Indian camps. And real old-timers w h o had firsthand
knowledge of its ravages held up many a warning finger.
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Upon the discovery of the disease at Macleod, a board of health
was formed and a stringent quarantine established. The sole patient
was placed in a tent on the outskirts of the town with a Mounted
Police guard night and day, and the log building he had occupied was
burnt down. White people were not allowed to visit the Indian
reserves without a special pass, while the various police patrols prevented the Indians from visiting the town. As a result of these
precautions the disease spread no further in that locality.
At Calgary, on the last day of June, a Chinaman developed the
disease in a small laundry occupied by others. The mayor immediately asked Inspr. Ross Cuthbert, in charge of " E " Division, to
furnish a guard for a quarantine camp outside the town limits, where
all the Chinese from the infected laundry were placed. The laundry
and its contents were burned, but other cases broke out and the
quarantine camp had to be enlarged. Some difficulty arose over the
fact that quarantine could not be legally established without the
intervention of the lieutenant-governor, but in reporting to headquarters, Cuthbert stated that he considered the safety and welfare
of the district required stringent and immediate steps, which he had
not hesitated to take. Altogether nine cases of smallpox developed,
involving three deaths, and the guard in charge of the camp was
maintained for six weeks. It transpired that the Chinaman who first
had the disease had recently come from the Pacific Coast by the
C.P.R. and was ill for some days before being discovered, and that
the other cases developed in various houses caused by the distribution
of laundered clothes. These buildings were also put under Mounted
Police guard and thoroughly disinfected. Patrols were sent out to
keep all Indians from coming into Calgary and its vicinity.
At Medicine Hat the citizens strictly prevented passengers from
alighting from the western trains, and thus probably prevented the
disease from reaching that point.
A quarantine was established by Superintendent Griesbach at
Edmonton against trains arriving from the south; all incoming passengers were medically examined at a quarantine post three miles
from the terminus, which happily resulted in a non-appearance of the
disease.
Almost a month after the first outbreak at Macleod, the disease
appeared in a Chinese laundry at Gretna, Manitoba, and spread
throughout the town. The entire community was quarantined, and
with the exception of a fatal case in nearby Morden, there was no
further spread. Governor Burke of North Dakota placed special
constables along the boundary line to prevent Canadians from entering.
Inspr. J. A. McGibbon at Morden had all those in the Mounted Police
detachments in Manitoba vaccinated. By early August the disease
was stamped out.
Upon lifting of the quarantine at Calgary, aroused citizens of the
town declared their intention of driving out all Chinese, and Inspector
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Cuthbert sent word to the mayor warning him of a possible disturbance, which soon took place. The Chinese began coming to the
Mounted Police quarters seeking protection, and a message was sent
to the mayor offering the services of the Force, but he had suddenly
left town. The disturbance grew worse; people pleaded w i t h Cuthbert
to take some step to stop it, as property was being destroyed, and
although it was understood that the Mounted Police could not act as
town constables unless requested to do so by the town authorities,
the inspector turned out a squad of men and dispersed the mob which
had gathered.
"For some nights following, at about sundown," to use his
words, "a procession of Chinamen could be seen making for the barracks. This continued wdiile threats were being made against them,
and the situation was becoming absurd when the town authorities
were urged to take decisive action. I was then asked to provide police
protection to the town, and did so; night and day patrols were detailed;
the Chinamen returned to the permanent possession of their dwellings,
and the trouble was practically over."
Murder At Edmonton

On October 10, two men travelling together, P. O. Skaalent a
Norwegian, and Ole Mickleson a Swede, alighted at South Edmonton
from the Calgary train. The following day their brief visit to the
new country was cut short by a cold-blooded and brutal homicide.
Mickelson knocked his partner senseless w i t h a blow from behind
then shot him through the head and robbed him of $300. He was
shot down three days later by civilians at Red Deer while resisting
arrest.
Cordial International Relations

In midsummer a notable visit had been made by Inspector
Primrose to the United States Indian agency on Poplar River some
distance below the international boundary south of Wood Mountain.
It was purely a friendly call upon friendly neighbours and resulted
in a most cordial and helpful interchange of ideas and information.
Both the military and civil authorities extended true frontier hospitality to the visitor, w h o found that the Force was highly esteemed
in the neighbouring country, and the general consensus was that
Mounted Police activity throughout the border country was the best
possible prevention against the presence of horse thieves, murderers
and other criminals. He was informed that the United States derived
almost as much benefit from the patrol system as did the North-West
Territories.
The inspector was struck with the mutual benefits to be derived
from such intercourse, especially in cementing friendship and good
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feeling based upon personal esteem and reciprocal service. In reporting
his visit, he stated: "I remained there for two days and as one of them
was 'ration day', I personally witnessed the issues and was given a
good insight into the working of the agency and the quality and
quantity of the issues made to the Indians as to provisions, clothing
and kit, general stores, and so forth. In addition to being fed they
participate in advantages derived from many things. There is a good
sawmill at the agency, and consequently lumber for their houses is
easily obtainable; again, a traction engine performs a multitude of
savings for them in labour in a dozen different ways. Stallions and
bulls are provided for the improvement of their stock, and the services
are given to them free of charge. Transport, tools and implements
are also provided; they had just received a consignment of about 60
heavy wagons made at an Indian industrial school, which were to be
distributed after having been put together. In the matter of small
general stores, such as files, hinges, camp kettles, scythe stones, and
so on, they are very liberally dealt with. Each Indian receives a suit
of clothes, felt hat, overcoat, shirts, light and heavy socks, boots,
moccasins, scarfs and overalls of duck. The issue of beef seems very
liberal; 31 steers were killed and issued, and they must have dressed
over 600 lbs.; further, they received everything, the fat, liver, heart,
in fact all the offal and also the hide.
" I visited the military post, which is a two-company one, and
garrisoned by one white and one Indian company of infantry—the
latter, of which I had heard considerable, occupied nearly all my
attention. Captain Green, w h o raised the company, invited me to a
parade at which all the movements were well executed. All words
of command are given in English and the explanations in Sioux. They
have made wonderful progress in one year. All have their hair cut
and arc as straight as arrows. Every man can sign his name to the
muster. They seem to take a pride in themselves, and consider they
are a cut above the ordinary Indian, have a good idea of discipline
and are born skirmishers."
A New Assistant Commissioner

Supt. J. H. Mclllree was appointed assistant commissioner on
November 1. Appointed a sergeant in 1873 and an inspector in 1874,
he was the first officer of the Force to be promoted from the ranks.
Son of a surgeon-general in the Imperial service and educated at the
Royal Military College, Sandhurst, England, he had rounded out 19
years' exemplary service in the Mounted Police and had proven himself to be a thoroughly reliable man.
On December 5 Prime Minister Abbott resigned and Sir John
Thompson succeeded him. The Hon. W. B. Ives, President of the
Council, took over ministerial charge of the Mounted Police.
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Full scope for the spirit of free enterprise and initiative under the
direction and guardianship of the law was now a widely recognized
offering of the Canadian West; over the entire plains, government
control regulated by responsibility to the people had replaced the
lawlessness of frontier days and the old master-and-servant hierarchy
under which corporate traders had until recent years dictated the
destinies of Rupert's Land. Democracy was at work. The young
Dominion of Canada had begun to expand toward eventual nationhood
under the British Crown.
In the extraordinarily brief transition Canada's red-coated constabulary had done much to pave the way, and from the outset had
held the key to a splendid and unique tradition built upon the fullest
respect for justice and human rights.

CHAPTER XI

1893
NEW SURROUNDINGS AND HORIZONS
Westerners In Perspective
IVJRING those three years—'90, '91 and '92—thousands
,of people found their way to the plains of Western
ICanada. The tide of immigration, alternately mounting and subsiding, sometimes crowding feverishly to
gain choice locations, had enlarged the vision of a
great confederation. In the process an historic frontier had vanished.
"Buffalo Land" was no more. The superbly independent tribes which
through untold time had lived upon the wild herds, the intrusive
whiskey outfits which had fattened for a brief spell upon the redman's
natural wealth, the border pillagers and gunmen, the bull and mule
outfits, all the daredevil figures of the "Last Wild West", lived only
in the memory of those who had witnessed that era of reckless adventure and free license.
As disseminated from the scattered stations of the North-West
Mounted Police, law and order had completely transformed the ways
of life from Red River to the Rockies, and had pushed on to the edge of
the northern forest. The resulting trend of settlement had evolved
cattle ranges and wheatlands from the Indians' ancient hunting
grounds, had mingled diverse nationalities in rudimentary municipalities, had created busy centres around embryo railway stations, and
had developed councils, social welfare groups and associations from
impromptu discussions in pioneer stores and church gatherings—in
short, it had turned the hitherto loose and lawless tenure of the frontier
into well-disciplined occupation.
Under this new order the prairies offered no life of ease, no surcease from toil and endeavour, no inducement to the indolent. And
of a surety there was no welcome for those who felt privileged to
enjoy immunity from the law in a country they had chosen as their
own. But the zest of opportunity, the thrill of risk, the significance
of new beginnings, and not least perhaps, the element of romance,
were ever present to lure the restless and ambitious to good and lasting
citizenship. Wherever railways appeared the future could be grasped
and the requirements of that future undertaken. The primary necessities came forward by rail and trail; produce found an outlet by the
same means. Modern roads and bridges replaced the old cart tracks
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and river fords. Schools appeared in every established community.
In mushroom fashion villages came to life—tents and dugouts, sod or
board shelters, false-fronted stores, and in the ultimate, commodious
frame or brick buildings, banks and churches. Eventually smoke from
factory chimneys rose over infant cities. The noisy Red River carts
dwindled away, supplanted by well-greased buckboards, "democrats"
and farm wagons—albeit the characteristic horse sense and spirit of
the West clung tenaciously to the saddle.
Through it all, quietly affecting the conduct of these modern
pioneers, the unremitting vigilance of the North-West Mounted
Police imposed an air of restraint. A condign influence had long since
suppressed a proverbially Western recklessness in personal deportment. People lived and acted as if they had come by something
worthy of respect, something that was only to be preserved by a
rigid observance of the regulations which had produced it. Firearms
were no longer, or seldom, carried or displayed; the ranks of the
professional gamblers and bootleggers had been reduced to a minimum;
horse stealing had become a highly dangerous undertaking. And yet
there were those ready at all times to take advantage of any relaxation, not withstanding the fact that every real or potential wrongdoer could readily assess the odds arrayed against him as he pondered
the red-coated Nemesis that would assuredly hunt him down.
In so wide a sweep of country, gradually filling as it was with
a myriad of interests, the facilities for ready communication were
of primary importance. The winter of 1892-93 was unusually severe,
and aside from the Canadian Pacific Railway's main line, which
maintained a fairly regular two-way service daily, travel and intercourse between distant points were often slow and uncertain. Weather
was still to be reckoned w i t h as a controlling factor in all prairie
travel, and in outlying areas the horse continued to hold first place,
while dogs were indispensable in winter in the N o r t h Saskatchewan
country, entirely aloof as it was from railway communication, except
at the terminal points of South Edmonton and Prince Albert. The
several branches of the C.P.R. carried mails as well as passengers
and freight, but there was a constant clamour for additional lines.
One mail a week went out as far as Yorkton by the Manitoba and
North-Western; a bi-weeklv mail service was established on the new
Great Falls and Canada Railway to the south, between Lethbridge
and Coutts. Mails passed back and forth by the C.P.R.'s subsidiary
lines between Edmonton and Calgary, Calgary and Macleod, Regina
and Prince Albert, Lethbridge and Medicine Hat.* And in addition
to the benefits derived from this more or less rudimentary mail service,
telegraphic facilities were now available to the Mounted Police at
all their divisional points.
* The line of the Alberta Railway and Coal Company from Lethbridge to "The Hat", successor of
the North Western Coal and Navigation Company, was taken over by the C.P.R. this year (1893) and
the gauge widened out.
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From the native viewpoint, if from no other, the measure of life
on the Indian reserves, or while pursuing an Ishmaelite existence on
the plains, was in dismal contrast to that portrayed by the plumed
and dashing horseman of a few years back. The redman's independence and freedom as a child of Nature had been banished forever to
the history books. Modern zeal directed by political and scientific
as well as by adventurous aims, and kindled by civilization's passion
for the resources of a virgin land, had accomplished in the brief span
of 20 years changes such as had been wrought in no other country in
so short a time. The breaking of the monopoly of the Hudson's Bay
Company, which had consistently discountenanced colonization ol
the wilderness in order that it might be reserved for the fur traffic,
had led to the taming and settling of a huge extent of territory in
which meritorious work by the North-West Mounted Police and
generous governmental assistance in the building of a trans-continental
railway had been the major factors. As a result the Western Indian
had passed swiftly through the successive relations of host and
pensioner to become a humble subject of the white man. N o w he
was a ward of the nation. The Canadian process of civilizing him by fair
and open means, by feeding and equipping him and giving him fixed
residence, had at least been less calamitous and expensive than fighting him. Under the pressure of civilization there had doubtless been
native misgivings and regrets and a lack of full acquiescence in submitting to the white man's persuasions, but the accomplishment
had been complete, and an almost unbelievable contrast was displayed
between the Indian of the plains as his forebears had once lived and
as he found himself living at this time.
Imagination looks back, and building upon authentic records,
grasps a fleeting glimpse of the redman's former glory—the council
fires lighted, the pipe passed from mouth to mouth, the deep silence
broken suddenly by an eloquence that harked of grievances and hatreds
and fanned to exalted courage the prowess of its listeners, or scorned
in bitter terms the boasted courage of an enemy about to be assailed.
Follows on the imaginative ear the pulsings of the rawhide drums
as scores of painted fiends lashed themselves to fury, hurled defiant
war whoops in the air and imitated the dying shrieks of those they
looked to as their natural victims. Or perhaps the thrilling picture of
the buffalo hunt rises from the mists of other days. In either case the
fantasy is rudely dissipated by the picture of the Indians' cramped
existence under the white man's rule.
Off and on for half a century, the "Indian Question" on the
Western plains of North America had baffled the white man's ingenuity, until the Canadian plan had proven to be the only practical
solution—conformity to the whims of destiny by honourable procedure.
So complete had been the reformation of the haughty Blackfoot
Confederacy, the crafty Assiniboines, the more tractable Crecs,
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Saulteaux, Stonies and Kootenays, that actually less lawlessness was
now expected from the Indian than from the white man. At every
police post the crime sheets bore a large excess of cases resulting
trom the shortcomings of the latter, and in summing up the Indian's
place in the existing state of things, Commissioner Herchmer was
not slow to report to O t t a w a : "We have had very little trouble with
Indians . . . . The Indians confined in our guardroom give no trouble
and are without exception the most willing workers we have . . . .
If remunerative labour could be found for them at all seasons, all
trouble would cease. The lazy, loafing life they are compelled to lead,
even the exercise and excitement of the chase having been swept away,
is the greatest incentive to crime and outrage."
The Crees and Saulteaux in and about Qu'Appelle Valley and
Moose Mountain were maintaining a reputation for good behaviour
and obedience to the laws; there was less wandering from the reserves
than usual and more work being accomplished. Superintendent Perry
at Regina again called for action either to locate the few remaining
Sioux, w h o frequented Wood Mountain and Moose Jaw, on a reserve,
or return them to their own country. Superintendent Steele at Fort
Macleod spoke favourably of the behaviour of the Bloods and Peigans.
Though minor misdemeanors were not infrequent, especially among
those w h o left the reserves to cut timber in the foothills and who
when opportunity offered, seemed unable to resist investigation of
ranchers' or settlers' homes when the owners were absent, their
general conduct was good, while those employed as scouts and herders
in " D " and " H " Divisions were performing their duties satisfactorily.
In the Calgary district the Blackfoot and Sarcees were following an
uneventful round of farming and tending of stock, giving little cause
for complaint and to all appearances conforming willingly to the
limitations placed upon them.
Only once during the year was there an outstanding reversal to
old customs on the Blackfoot reserve: a party of young " b u c k s " rode
away one day, reached the neighbourhood of Medicine Hat and there
drove off some horses. Eight of the culprits were arrested and committed for trial, but were dismissed by Judge Macleod owing to
inconclusive evidence.
The Stony Indians in the mountains west of Calgary had long
since adjusted themselves to white ways, and many of them were
accustomed to hire out for small work or as helpers in the nearby
coal mines. During the summer months they formed hunting expeditions to the haunts of the Rocky Mountain sheep and goat, and
generally speaking, conducted themselves well. Many of them were
christianized. Much the same could be said of the Crees occupying
reserves in the north country from west of Edmonton to well towards
Lake Winnipeg, their time being divided between their work on the
land and fishing and hunting. The once crafty and unpredictable
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Assiniboines on reserves in the Battleford area were following closely
in the footsteps of the Crees.
Speaking generally of the Indians in that district, Supt. Joseph
Howe, commanding " C " Division, reported that they were "making
gigantic strides towards civilization and in a few years should be
self-supporting". No longer did they live in skin lodges and most of
them occupied well constructed log houses, "whitewashed and clean,
many of which would do credit to white settlers". There were schools
on the reserves, and the Indian Industrial School at Battleford was
filled with pupils, many of whom had become excellent mechanics.
Farther east Supt. John Cotton, " F " Division, Prince Albert, gave as
his opinion of whites, Indians and halfbreeds, that with regard to
good order and absence of lawlessness, his district would compare
favourably with any other portion of the Territories.
The halfbreeds were fast becoming assimilated with the general
population. Most of them had permanently settled along the north,
preferably near water, or in Qu'Appclle Valley or around Wood
Mountain, and contrary to their habit of previous years, and as an
evidence of their ability to work out their own destiny, not a single
application for government relief was made in 1893 by those in the
Fort Saskatchewan area, and no cases of distress among them came to
light at Battleford. Such law breaking as could be laid against them
was not of a serious nature. There were a few cases of destitution
about Prince Albert and eastward, and some relief was issued, but
Cotton reported that a very marked improvement was apparent in
their condition and that they realized their future depended upon
their own exertions and hard work. Even the most indigent halfbreed
families could eke out an existence of a kind with a potato patch,
some fishing equipment and a modicum of shot and powder. Returns
from a few days' labour or freighting would purchase the latter, and
an occasional moose or deer or bag of small game and fish provided
food. Firewood was always handy in the districts singled out for
settlement.
Precarious W i l d l i f e Prospects

With three conspicuous exceptions—the bison (buffalo), the
wapiti (elk) and the grizzly bear—the West had thus far maintained
a large proportion of its original wealth of wildlife, involving as it
did a great game heritage characteristically a feature of Canada's
woodlands, mountains, marshes and prairies. And the lakes and
rivers scattered throughout the northern contour of the prairies and
onward into the practically unmapped wilderness to the Arctic Circle
presented the greatest potential fresh-water fisheries on the continent.
In the economic aspect of the new country, information bearing
upon the native wild creatures was essential for the guidance of the
central and territorial governments in the enactment of protective
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laws, and by and large, the estimate at this time, as reported by the
Mounted Police, revealed a continuance of marked abundance and
variety. But there were warnings and misgivings.
Throughout the great untouched forest stretching from eastern
Manitoba across Lakes Winnipeg and Manitoba and westward
throughout the Saskatchewan country to the foothills of the Rockies,
moose were plentiful. Elk, which had once roamed freely over the
open plains, had been forced to seek refuge in more inaccessible retreats.'
A few still frequented the Pembina Mountain and the Cypress Hills
near the international boundary, while between Lakes Winnipeg and
Manitoba, in the Riding and Duck Mountains, in the country north of
Prince Albert, Battleford and Edmonton, and in the valleys of the
Rockies, scattered herds could be found. In eastern Manitoba, portions
of Keewatin, northern British Columbia and the illimitable country
reaching to the Barrens, roamed many herds of caribou, the larger
woodland species favouring haunts towards the south. Amid crag and
canyon in the heart of the Rockies, where perpetual snows above the
timber line gave birth to streams that seeped eastward to the plains,
mountain goats and bighorn sheep abounded. The blacktail, or muledeer, notable for regional variations in size and colouration, occupied
a wide stretch of country from south-eastern Manitoba to British
Columbia and the borders of Alaska. The whitetail, or Virginia deer,
of Eastern Canada and the south, ever ready to resort to extensive
clearings and sproutlands, had appeared in the wake of settlement
about 15 years earlier and were gradually spreading westward and
northward. From Dakota and Montana to the Elbow of the South
Saskatchewan, north-westerly to the Battle River and over practically
the entire plains between the international boundary and the Red
Deer River, lay the northern habitat of the antelope, or prong-buck,
a fleet-footed dweller of the open wastes. Beaver had formerly been
abundant along the wooded streams and lakes from Manitoba westward, but were now greatly reduced in numbers. In every marshland,
especially in the great overflows along the North Saskatchewan,
muskrats were annually trapped in large numbers, and other animals
—lynx, otter, mink, marten, fisher, skunk, badger, fox and weasel—
entered into the annual fur crop in varying proportions. The little
kit-fox or "swift", once common on the high dry prairies bordering
the United States boundary, wras rapidly disappearing. Wherever
extensive cover prevailed black bears were common, and the big gray
"buffalo wolves", or "timber wolves" as they were termed in the
forest regions, were generally distributed. A bounty of $5 per head
paid by the Territorial Government did little to reduce their numbers.
The little prairie wolf, or coyote, was everywhere. Not the least
important of the wild animals were the snowshoe hare, or "brush
rabbit", and the larger prairie hare, or "jack-rabbit" (a comparatively
recent arrival from the south) upon which both man and beast preyed
to a great extent.
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Of almost equal importance to the animals in their economic
value, quite aside from their place in the estimation of sportsmen,
were various birds commonly known as game. Several species of
geese, a host of different ducks, the whistling swan and the scarcer
trumpeter swan, the sandhill crane and innumerable smaller water
and shore birds resorted to the lakes and sloughs in season. Six species
of grouse formed a multitude of widely-distributed feathered life.
In the southern part of the Territories the sage hen, largest of the
grouse, was to be found on the sagebrush plains east and west of the
Cypress Hills; the sharp-tailed grouse, or "prairie chicken", existed
in enormous numbers over most of the country, while the pinnated
grouse, or "square-tail", also known as prairie chicken or "prairie
h e n " , had put in an appearance from the south-east. Practically
every woodland contained the ruffed grouse, commonly known as
"partridge". In the coniferous forests of the north the Canada grouse,
or "spruce partridge", was to be found, and still farther north, in
the "land of little sticks", the ptarmigan.
However, even in view of the large carry-over from earlier years,
it was obvious that protective measures were imperative to guard
against a serious loss of some of the more valuable animals, birds and
fish.
Contained in the annual reports of the Force was a general commentary covering the wildlife of the prairies and bordering woodlands.
The Commissioner, the superintendents in charge of divisions and
officers in command of sub-divisional districts were looked to to
provide such information, and at this period the closest attention was
being given the subject. The Commissioner drew attention to " t h e
immediate necessity of protecting the beaver in the north by making
it unlawful for anyone to be in possession of very young beaver skins",
adding "if the traders are punished for buying them, the Indians will
not be so keen to k i l l " . He also reported on a small number of socalled "wood buffalo" in the forests of Athabasca, an offshoot of
the once great prairie herds, and represented the desirability of prompt
legislation with a view to their survival. He was of the opinion that
two more winters of indiscriminate slaughter among them would see
the end of every buffalo in Canada.
Wherever given protection under the laws regulating open and
closed seasons, winged game showed a tendency to increase. Big
game on the other hand were more difficult to watch, being usually
found in wooded or broken country. Besides, the Force was at no
time of sufficient strength to allocate to game protection an adequate
number of men to assist the few game wardens, with the result that
the whole question rested largely with the public. In some areas
there was a threat of wildlife extermination, the country surrounding
Calgary and the Macleod-Lethbridge section of southern Alberta
being outstanding. Reporting from Calgary late in 1891, Supt. J. H.
Mclllree had not overlooked this. He stated that the season had been
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a favourable one for breeding and that when the open season arrived,
game birds were very plentiful, but the slaughter immense. As there
was an annual increase in the number of hunters, he predicted that
within a few years game would be almost gone. He referred to large
numbers of people w h o came into the country to hunt and of the
ordinance prohibiting export of game from the Territories, which he
claimed to be more honoured in the breach than the observance. He
felt that the time had come for the issuance of non-resident hunting
permits in the Territories. He supported an agitation by gameprotective associations calling for entire prohibition of the sale of
game, particularly prairie chickens, and made recommendations which
included the setting aside of suitable country as game preserves and
the artificial restocking of depleted waters w i t h fish.
Supt. John Cotton of Prince Albert summed up the situation as
affecting the fisheries in the north: "The value of the northern fisheries is not yet thoroughly r known. Fish of the following varieties
are found in all the great rivers and lakes—whitefish, lake or salmontrout, sturgeon, pickerel, pike and gold-eye. These fish make a most
valuable article of diet for the halfbreed and Indian population, and
during the winter months are sold in large quantities throughout the
various settlements. I am aware that the protection offish is receiving
attention at the hands of the Dominion Government. It might be
well to note, therefore, that the fishery regulations are not generally
known and understood in the Territories. To the average halfbreed
and Indian mind, a closed season for fish is considered unaccountable.
I believe I am right in saying that the fishery authorities have only
been able to establish a closed season in more or less settled portions
of the Territories. Doubtless this has been unavoidable, but it has
nevertheless given rise to general dissatisfaction, particularly among
the Indians. It is obvious that an Indian living near a large settlement
cannot understand w h y he at stated periods, is not allowed to set
out his nets, knowing as he does that his relations in more remote and
out-of-the-way places kill fish all the year round. I believe that
insofar as they relate to Indians, the fishery regulations will require
some elastic provisions, and that it will not be found advisable or
practicable to enforce such regulations on any cast-iron rule. I notice
too that few people agree on the habits of fish, and the diversity of
opinions expressed as to the true spawning season is wonderful. On
this point, I believe it would be advisable for the department controlling the fisheries to obtain the opinion of reliable and experienced
northern fishermen. This year the Fishery Department has, as far as
possible, enforced the fishery laws and there is no doubt but that the
halfbreeds and Indians have begun to realize w h a t the closed season
means."
For several years Supt. E. W. Jarvis, Maple Creek, had recommended stocking w i t h trout Battle Creek near old Fort Walsh, in the
Cypress Hills. His dream as a sportsman was eventually realized,
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and far into the future many an angler was unaware of the origin of
the luscious rainbow trout awaiting him there.
Operational Evolution And Change

In other than its imperishable landmarks and seemingly endless
spaces, the West had undergone a tremendous transformation. New
horizons were constantly unfolding. The once virgin prairie was
giving way to patchworks of man's consuming industry. Wire fencing
was shutting off and diverting to the block surveys many an old
travel-route that purposely followed favourable terrain and forded
streams at their most convenient crossings. The deeply-indented
buffalo paths were dwindling before the grader and the plough.
Substantial developments were replacing illusory possibilities. Improvements, innovations, unknown usages were sweeping in. The
New West had reached the exuberance of its youth. Evidences of
ambition and enterprise were everywhere apparent, and ever on the
alert to direct and assist the trends of settlement, ready at all times
in its allotted spheres of duty to grapple with the unexpected, the
Force continued to operate abreast of the times.
With disruptive tendencies among the natives largely of the past,
Mounted Police officers and men were more and more shouldering
civil undertakings as prescribed. Indians still required close watch
on and off the lands allotted to them, but elsewhere the redman and
his blood-cousins, the halfbreeds, called for little more than perfunctory supervision. But even in the south-west corner of the Territories,
around Lethbridge and Macleod, the region which in 1874 had held
a potential threat to the mere appearance of the red-coated harbingers
of law and order, native disinclination to conform to the white man's
rule had diminished to a remarkable degree; so much so that Supt.
Sam Steele, writing to headquarters from Fort Macleod, was moved
to report that everything was going on with "almost monotonous
regularity".
Compared with earlier years little was transpiring to call for
punitive action against unruly Indians. And yet men of the Force
who craved adventure, whose natural bent sought to match brain and
brawn against those whose activities ran counter to the law, were
seldom without realization of some sudden and peremptory call.
Even in this comparatively peaceful and uneventful year of 1893 many
minor disruptions, and at several posts a few criminal episodes,
interspersed the otherwise even tenor of the policeman's round.
Quite aside from the natives, civilization itself, through its ineradicable shortcomings could be counted upon for that, and there was
significance in the fact that more whites than Indians were now coming
to book as miscreants.
In the district under " B " Division with headquarters at Regina,
254 cases representing various offences were entered during the year.
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Among these were one of murder and two of manslaughter, yet
only three convictions were registered against Indians—one for cattlekilling, one for assault and one for having intoxicating liquor in
possession. This record resulted from intensive supervision of whites
and Indians alike, and while there were not detachments in every
small town or settlement, Supt. A. B. Perry in command of the division
reported that every case that came to light, no matter h o w trivial,
received investigation. He spoke highly of Inspr. Charles Constantine,
in charge of the Moosomin sub-district, whose duties lay in one of the
most thickly-settled parts and who in consequence had a large number
of cases to deal w i t h . " W i t h his long experience," stated the superintendent, "his energetic nature, his great determination and his knowledge of criminal iaw, he is invaluable to the Force." Having been
chief of the Manitoba Provincial Police before joining the NorthWest Mounted Police in 1886, Constantine was destined to fulfil the
tasks assigned to him in a thoroughly exemplary manner.
Southern Assiniboia also called for the closest attention at this
time. The building of the " S o o " line from Moose Jaw to the United
States border and beyond had resulted in a large influx of labourers of
different nationalities, and payday was always the occasion for lawless
outbreaks. Inspr. James O. Wilson in charge of Estevan and the
surrounding country, reported that these navvies if not kept strictly
to account, "would soon render the place unfit to live i n " . Estevan
was the only point in the sub-district where liquor could be obtained
north of the international boundary, and when railway construction
from the south connected with that from the north at North Portal,
Staff Sergeant McGinnis and four constables were stationed at the
latter point. But in addition to the workers a large number of camp followers came in, and shacks from which liquor was sold were rushed
up on the Dakota side. Gaming dives and places of prostitution were
soon in full swing, and notice was served by McGinnis that any of the
proprietors or inmates w h o attempted to do business in Canada would
be arrested. To quote from the sergeant: " A few days before the rails
arrived at Portal, two men quarrelled and one gave the other a
severe beating. The defeated man secured a Sharps rifle and a box of
cartridges, posted himself on a large butte in rear of the large railway camp and fired every bullet he had through the tents, which
were full of people at the time. Everyone ran away and left the camp,
and by the merest chance no one was hit. The man w h o did this
stayed around for three or four days, not the slightest attempt being
made to get him arrested. Had it not been for the presence of the
detachment, an influx of tramps and prostitutes would have occurred."
Supt. George B. Moffatt in charge of " A " Division, Maple
Creek was able to report no crime of a serious nature since the first of
the year, a marked contrast to the conditions obtaining several years
earlier, especially in the region of the Cypress Hills.
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Supt. R. B. Deane, " K " Division, Lethbridge, received very few
complaints concerning Indians. Though there had been some killing
of range cattle, the ranchers concerned were satisfied that Indians had
not been the culprits. A complaint came in from Fort Belknap,
Montana, that five horses had been stolen from the Gros Ventres,
two of which were recovered on Manyberries Creek by the Pendant
d'Oreille detachment. But if trouble from Indians had been lessened
in great measure, such was not the case among white people, most of
the latter offenders being from south of the international line. A
financial panic had thrown the United States into a severe depression.
Unemployment was growing to staggering proportions, a condition
which brought about the organized and ridiculous mob of unemployed
known as Coxey's Army, which set out from the West for Washington
to demand $500,000,000 to put men to work on public roads.
By the same token Superintendent Deane reported: "We have had
a great influx of undesirable citizens from the south this year. When
the smelters were closed during the depression in the States, large
numbers of men were thrown out of employment and a proportion of
them came over to work on the Lethbridge and Dunmore Railway.
Taking them all in all, they were the hardest looking crowd that has
been seen in this neighbourhood. They kept us very busy while they
were here, and we rejoiced to see them depart, that is those of them
w h o did depart, for we have some of them yet with u s . "
Supt. Sam Steele commanding Macleod district, and G.E. Sanders
and A. R. Macdonell in charge of " D " and " H " Divisions respectively, were seldom without crime of a more or less trivial nature to
contend with. The more reckless and irresponsible of the young
" b u c k s " on the Blood and Peigan reserves were slow to learn by
experience the utter futility of disregarding the obligatory rules of
life laid down to them by their red-coated friends. While the majority
of those on the two reserves were quiet and well behaved, there were
some w h o were habitual roamers, averse to applying themselves to
any form of labour except in the haying season or when they required
timber from the foothills, and w h o were given to petty thievery and
mandatory begging. Horse stealing, cattle killing and one case of
attempted murder added variety to the lawlessness among them during
the year. The few w h o escaped punishment were those able to flee
beyond the boundary before being apprehended. In this connection
the United States Indian agent on the Blackfoot reservation in Montana rendered valuable assistance by ordering all Canadian Indians
on his side of the line to return north unless protected by passes.
Shortly after the order was given, three w h o were fugitives from
Canadian justice and w h o had been hiding on the southern reservation, were picked up north of the boundary. One of these, CropEared Wolf, was an Indian of some note, having been in no end of
scrapes and fights in earlier days and a participant in some minor law
breaking recently. As a native historian he held the reputation of
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being one of the best picture-writers in the south country.* Another
of the three, Medicine White Horse, had escaped from the Macleod
guardroom on June 3, 1891, while awaiting transfer to Stony Mountain
Penitentiary and was now given four months additional imprisonment
to the two years imposed upon him previously for cattle killing.
During the year, 190 cases of law breaking were investigated at Fort
Macleod, but the convictions registered against Indians numbered
only 58. Towards the end of the year however there were indications
that cattle killing by Indians would increase despite the utmost
vigilance maintained by the patrols from Fort Macleod and Lethbridge, as well as by the owners and riders of the large ranches. This
was foreshadowed by a general complaint that rations issued on the
reserves were insufficient.
From Supt. E. W. Jarvis w h o had taken over " E " Division,
Calgary, early in the year came word that the state of the district had
been quiet and law-abiding w i t h "serious crime almost u n k n o w n " ,
while in the sub-district of Banff offenders against the law were
mostly those charged with breaches of park regulations and vagrancy.
Indians were giving no trouble in the vicinity.
Such crime as was recorded at Fort Saskatchewan, under Supt.
A. H. Griesbach, " G " Division, had to do almost entirely w i t h the
white population, the total cases for the year being 120. Aside from
an attempt to hold a Sun Dance on the Battle River reserve and eight
convictions for illegal possession of liquor, the Indians were lawabiding.
The general state of the Battleford district was reported by Supt.
Joseph Howe, " C " Division, " t o be very satisfactory indeed".
The Prince Albert district under Supt. John Cotton, " F " Division,
was particularly free from major crime, there being only 28 cases tried
during the year, all of them of minor importance. On all the nearby
reserves the Indians had settled down to an orderly existence.
So great had been the changes wrought throughout the West
during the 20 years since 1873, a situation had arisen which, instead
of being concerned chiefly w i t h the conduct and guardianship of
Indians—"to gain their respect and confidence, to teach them respect
for the law while acquainting them w i t h the great changes pending,
and to break them of many of their old practices"—the Force had
become increasingly occupied w i t h the actions of lawless whites.
As the Indians grew more tractable and tolerant of civilization's
restraints, the whites became bolder and more unmanageable.
The regular summer system of patrolling was renewed early in
the spring and continued until November, a task that countenanced
no lagging. Patrol work became even more exacting with the setting
up by Ottawa in March of quarantine regulations as a means of preventing the introduction of disease by cattle imported from south of
* A fine example of picture-writing by this Indian is to be seen on a prime buffalo robe in the R.C.M.P.
Museum at Rcgina.
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the international boundary. Quarantine stations with corrals and
other equipment were established in Manitoba and the Territories at
Gretna, Estevan, Wood Mountain, Maple Creek, Milk River and
Macleod; cattle would not be allowed to enter at any other point.
All stock brought from the United States was to undergo 90 days
quarantine, and the Mounted Police working in conjunction with
the Department of Agriculture, were assigned the duty of strict
enforcement. All cattle of intending settlers were to be received,
cared for and delivered at destination without any additional expense
to the owners by reason of the quarantine, but would be at their risk
as regards loss while in quarantine or during transport by train, unless
directly due to negligence on the part of the servants of the government. It was therefore necessary to increase slightly the number of
outposts in Manitoba and to call for the exercise of even greater
vigilance along the border.
The more the Commissioner and his officers studied the new task
assigned to them, the more they realized the complexities involved,
and in almost blunt language the chief difficulties were laid before
the authorities at Ottawa. To enforce the prescribed precautionary
measures between the eastern boundary of Manitoba and Wood Mountain would not present any great difficulty, but many obstacles would
be encountered in maintaining a quarantine west of the latter point.
Cattle customarily ranged to the boundary line on both sides and at
various points crossed it to obtain water or to turn their backs upon
bad weather. In the event of severe storms, it was a heart-breaking
task to prevent cattle drifting, and besides it used up many horses. In
the Commissioner's opinion it would be necessary to make a quarantine
strip along the Canadian side of the boundary from Wood Mountain
west and compel Canadian ranchers to keep their cattle north of that
strip, or take the consequences. He thought it could be done if the
stock associations employed competent line riders, as there were
immense tracts of country immediately to the north that furnished
good grass and water. The chief trouble would be in the expense,
but if properly managed w i t h an experienced cattleman as captain,
there would be no difficulty between April and November. To make
the quarantine efficient, all American cattle would have to be kept
south of the strip, away from Canadian cattle, while the strip itself
would give owners a chance to drive their cattle back before one
group intermingled w i t h the other. There would of course be a
certain number of strays, and the only remedy for that would be to
notify the United States that all cattle crossing the boundary wdthout
Customs entry would be subject to quarantine penalties. At the same
time there would be retaliations on Canadian cattle drifting southward, but if these were kept off the difficult ranges, the "badlands"
such as that along the White Mud River west of Wood Mountain,
it was unlikely that more than a very few would drift to the United
States. He suggested that owners having ranges on both sides of the
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international boundary should change their brand on one side or the
other. He also reported to Ottawa that there was little use in maintaining a quarantine against range cattle from Wood Mountain westward, as there had never been any disease known in Montana or the
North-West among cattle, except the usual anthrax. His suggestions
were pigeon-holed at Ottawa to await developments.
The new undertaking called for a large number of men and horses,
which in view of its reduced strength drew heavily upon the Force
and necessitated the hiring of some special constables. Mounted
Policemen thoroughly accustomed to the saddle were assigned to the
duties of cowboys, for which they were given extra pay, and several
Indians were engaged to assist in the work. Many herds of cattle were
driven back across the boundary, and large numbers were soon under
charge of the police at Gretna and Estevan, whence at the expiration
of their quarantine term, they were driven long distances by trail,
loaded on trains and conveyed to their destination. Many cattle had
drifted north during the winter to range in the country south of the
Cypress Hills, and strenuous efforts were required to drive them back.
The distance of the " A " Division (Maple Creek) outposts from the
boundary, and the fact that the detachments were provided with but
one horse per man, rendered the work most difficult and called for the
establishment of a temporary detachment at Willow Creek Crossing
and one near the site of the old Kennedy's Crossing outpost on Milk
River.
Prairie fires in northern Montana added to the northern drift of
American cattle, and the patrols from " K " Division, Lethbridge,
were kept on the go throughout the season in meeting the requirements, not so much on account of the cattle actually placed under
quarantine, but due to the difficulty of keeping American cattle on
their own side of the line. Besides, it was found that many Canadian
cattle had drifted southward with the winter storms and had mingled
with American cattle, causing a situation that called for extreme
patience and perseverance. Even Canadian cattle could not rccross
from the south except in conformity with the regulations.
Speaking of this situation, Superintendent Deane dwelt plainly
upon the task his men were shouldering: "It is absolutely impossible
to control storm-driven range cattle. There is a stretch of about 35
miles between Writing-On-Stone and Pendant d'Oreille which is
always swarming with cattle,* and as a matter of course a large proportion of them come to the Milk River for water which they will
not be denied. Nothing short of a substantial and continuous stone
wall would prevent those cattle from slaking their thirst there, and
if it should happen that they turn their noses northward during the
winter with a southern storm behind them, an army of cowboys
could not keep them back, for it must be borne in mind that neither
•Nineteen years earlier, the same tract had been found swarming with buffalo by Commissioner
French.
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man nor horse can face a storm which drives range cattle from their
accustomed shelters."
The same conditions applied to the Macleod area under " D " and
" H " Divisions.
All cattle received in quarantine at the various stations during
the year were free of disease, and all were delivered by the men of the
Force at the railway stations nearest to the owners' homes. Many
complaints were made, but these were invariably based on causes
beyond police control, and in the words of Superintendent Perry,
"every possible care was taken of the animals; the owners themselves
could not have given them m o r e " .
While constant patrols, as heretofore, were kept up near the
boundary and in the interior, many special patrols were sent out in
various districts at irregular intervals. In some cases outposts were
moved to new locations, while others were closed and new ones
of short duration opened. So completely was the patrol work of the
Force carried out that Commissioner Herchmer was in a position to
report at the end of the year that while train robberies, horse stealing
and other crimes had been very prevalent on the other side of the line,
marauders had so far avoided crossing into Canada. He added, not
without a little pride: " T h e very marked contrast has attracted the
notice of business men in the United States, and inquiries have been
made re our organization with a view of endeavouring to establish
a somewhat similar force there."
At Regina headquarters no police duties were performed under
the direction of the officer in command of Depot Division, Superintendent Severe Gagnon. But when required for special patrols,
execution of warrants or similar work, officers, constables and horses
were detailed from that division and carried out such duties under
" B " Division. The Depot Division looked after the drilling of recruits, under the acting adjutant Inspr. Robert Belcher, recently
promoted from sergeant-major, and a full staff of instructors was
maintained throughout the year, w i t h weekly lectures on police duty
and care of horses. A rifle club held an annual shooting match, at
which valuable prizes were given. As autumn approached, three
officers, 62 non-commissioned officers and constables and 65 horses
went into camp near Fort Qu'Appelle for 15 days for the purpose of
drill and practice in field duties.
The varied and multifarious duties of the Force now being performed throughout the West called for the utmost from officers and
men. They included enforcing the Customs and quarantine regulations,
acting as Customs officers, executing the Crown timber and land regulations, detecting crime, aiding the administration of justice, assisting
in Indian treaty payments, battling prairie fires, protecting and maintaining a patrol system covering thousands of miles weekly, and other
tasks. "Such extended duties," commented Superintendent Perry,
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"test the capacities of the Force and illustrate the diversity of attainment in the personnel of the North-West Mounted Police."
To meet the calls upon them, the various divisions were scattered
in many detachments operating from advantageous points so located
as to reach every part of the country, including isolated and lonely
areas as well as thickly-settled localities. But the distribution was
of necessity controlled by the available strength, which had reached
a comparatively low ebb, though the pressure upon manpower was
allevated to some extent by the fact that several important t o w n s —
Regina, Moose Jaw, Moosomin and Whitewood—had their own
constables. At such points the Mounted Police acted only in cases
of serious crime or when called upon to aid the local authorities.
At the- same time detachments were maintained in these towns,
which were convenient from which to supervise large tracts of surrounding country. In referring further to the subject of patrols, Perry
reported: " I do not pretend that our strength of one man to every six
miles (in the district under " B " Division) would prevent ingress or
egress without our knowledge, but I do assert that the patrols have a
restraining effect and that practically there is no great infringement
of the Customs laws, no infraction of the quarantine regulations and
no crime attributable to the proximity of the border."
With the addition of the quarantine detachments at Willow
Creek Crossing and Kennedy's Crossing, the same outposts and patrols
of the previous year, were maintained by " A " Division, Maple
Creek, and except for the addition of the quarantine camp on Milk
River and an occasional temporary patrol camp here and there, " K "
Division, Lethbridge, and " D " and " H " Divisions, Macleod, carried
on as formerly, w i t h the patrols somewhat rearranged so that the
Indian reserves, small settlements and isolated ranches could be visited
weekly. Improved patrolling conditions resulted from the erection
of several bridges, but this advantage was more than offset by the
closing of many familiar trails by fences, thus cutting off direct and
convenient routes, most of which had been originally mapped out to
avoid deep coulees, rivers and cut-banks. In the foothills to the west
the change was less apparent, and the old "Sun River Trail" over
which most of the traffic now passed to and from Montana, other than
that by railway, was still in good condition. It was arranged that
each winter patrol would consist of at least two men to guard as far
as possible against the chance of a single man being caught out in a
blizzard. Superintendent Steele insisted that this rule should apply,
as in his words " i t was far preferable to keep a patrol in, rather than
send one man out alone".
Continuance of the usual patrols in the Calgary district occupied
" E " Division throughout the year, visiting settlers and Indian reserves
and taking account of everything worthy of note. Special patrols
also went out from time to time as warranted, and a daily patrol
operated in different directions for a radius of 15 miles around the city
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of Calgary. All the roads in the Banff National Park were policed
during the summer season.
In the North Saskatchewan country from Fort Saskatchewan and
Battleford, regular patrols working between divisional headquarters
and the various outposts were in constant touch with the increasing
settlements and the Indian reserves. So far there were no graded
roads in the country served by " G " Division (Fort Saskatchewan),
but several essential bridges were now in use and new ferries were in
operation at Edmonton, Clover Bar, Fort Saskatchewan and Victoria
on the Saskatchewan, and at Red Deer on the river of that name. As
previously, most of the patrolling in the Battleford district had to do
with the Indian reserves, the Onion Lake detachment looking after
the northern parts as far as Saddle Lake. The tendency was to penetrate farther and farther northward and in keeping w i t h the traditional policy of the Force to precede new settlements and extend the
field of operations to wherever the law might automatically apply.
During the summer a patrol was sent out from Battleford by Supt.
Joseph Howe to Meadow Lake, an entirely new district about 125
miles to the north-east, where a halfbreed settlement was just beginning. A mere pack trail was followed for about 70 miles, the rest of
the way being through heavy timber and muskegs. Other patrols
were sent out regularly to Jackhsh Lake, while late in the year a
patrol visited Cold Lake and Lac la Biche, there being about 300
Indians and halfbreeds at the latter place, supplied by a Roman
Catholic mission, a school, a gristmill and a sawmill.
From Prince Albert headquarters and the sub-posts of Batoche,
Saskatoon, Duck Lake and Muskeg Lake, under " F " Division (Superintendent John Cotton), the surrounding country was visited by the
usual patrols, while the Saskatchewan River for several hundred
miles eastward, w i t h its many small halfbreed settlements and nearby
Indian reserves, was watched over by the detachments at Cumberland
and La Corne, practically all travelling being done by canoe in summer
and by dog team in winter.
During the season of navigation, May to September, a strong
patrol in charge of Inspr. D. M. Howard, consisting of one non-commissioned officer, eight constables and two interpreters, was lodged
under canvas on the Athabasca River 60 miles north of Edmonton,
with outposts at Lesser Slave River and Grand Rapids. This was at
the natural gateway to the Peace River, Mackenzie River and Slave
Lake districts, the primary purpose being to prevent liquor from entering a prohibited area.
Prairie Fires

The year was to be long remembered for its lack of rain and the
consequent prairie fires in every direction, causing more destruction
than there had been for years. This menace kept men and horses on
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the go day and night in some districts. One of the worst fires enveloped
the country south of the Canadian Pacific Railway from the Yellow
Grass Marsh on the Soo line north-eastward for 100 miles with a width
of from 50 to 60 miles. Another formidable conflagration swept over a
wide range of country north-west of Qu'Appelle, calling for desperate
efforts on the part of settlers and fire patrols to conquer it. Special
detachments were established temporarily to meet the prevailing
hazard, there being 36 of these at the peak of the danger in the Regina
district alone. Luckily the Wood Mountain country flanking the
international boundary was practically free from fires throughout the
season, but many miles surrounding Estevan to the east were burnt
over. There was also much damage done in the neighbourhood of
Moosomin. The cause was mainly attributed to sparks from engines,
as by far the greatest number of outbreaks occurred near railway lines.
The Maple Creek district under " A " Division experienced little
more than the normal visitation, and patrols were sent out on short
notice to wherever incipient fires were reported.
The whole country surrounding Lethbridge and Macleod was
literally burnt up, Superintendent Deane of " K " Division giving
as his opinion that in addition to fires started by locomotives or carelessness on the part of settlers, the bone-pickers who were continually
scouring the prairies were starting fires purposely, as it was easier to
see the bleached buffalo bones on burnt ground. The greater part of the
quarantine ground along the Milk River was blackened. Another
outbreak spread towards Writing-On-Stone and almost wiped out
the police hay camp, while blazes were discovered almost daily during
the exceedingly dry autumn. Most of the hay put up for winter use
in the Macleod district was destroyed, making it necessary to purchase baled hay wherever it could be procured; hay fields were becoming more and more difficult to locate, owing to the increase in
range cattle. A large area was burnt over by fire which started in a
hay-cutting camp of Indians; quantities of hay were consumed and
four guilty Indians were given three months hard labour for their
carelessness. Strangely enough, one of them was able to pay a fine
of $100 in lieu of imprisonment. In some cases creeping fires were
extinguished, or partly so, by slaughtering cattle, cutting them in
half, and " s n a k i n g " the carcasses along the burning edge. This
procedure however was hard on horses, as it rendered them subject to
suffering from burnt feet.
N o great damage was done in the Calgary district, where patrols
were kept constantly on watch, but bush fires were very bad around
Banff to the west, much timber being burnt in the national park.
The Canadian Pacific hotel at Lake Louise went up in smoke.
Superintendent Griesbach reported from Fort Saskatchewan:
"Owing to the constant watchfulness of those of our men w h o were
acting as fire guardians at Edmonton, South Edmonton, St. Albert,
Lac Ste. Anne, Red Deer, Innisfail, Wetaskiwin, Sturgeon River,
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Battle River Ridge, Beaver Lake and Egg Lake, I am pleased to be
able to state that no fires of any note took place."
In the Battleford district surprisingly few bad fires occurred
throughout the season, every precaution being taken by the patrols
to prevent their spread wherever and whenever they occurred.
Temporary police outposts were established from " F " Division,
Prince Albert, w i t h the result that in spite of the dry weather no
prairie or forest fires of consequence occurred in that district.
Police Accommodation

Along almost every avenue of endeavour, public or private, progress was in evidence, and so far as the Force was directly concerned
the first crude accommodations and environments of barrack life had
in the last several years, particularly in 1893, begun to give way to
better. The more or less makeshift comforts and utilities, unavoidably
a part of post conditions in the years when every man's time was
devoted almost exclusively to revolutionizing a difficult native element, were gradually being superseded by up-to-date or improved
additions and replacements. Many of the outposts were badly in need
of repairs, which were being undertaken by the men of the Force as
opportunity provided. Several had been almost rebuilt, and at the
various divisional headquarters marked changes had been completed
or were on the way. Those calling for special expenditures and outside
labour were referred to Ottawa by the Commissioner with the request
that these be authorized without delay.
He reported that the entire Regina barracks and other buildings
were in urgent need of painting, that the roofs of the larger buildings
would have to be reshingled, or would soon be beyond repair. The
old portable houses set up at the time of the removal of headquarters
from Fort Walsh in 1882 had settled badly and required so much fuel
" t h a t an enormous saving would ensue in a short time if they were
condemned and new buildings put u p " , preferably of brick or stone.
A new fire pump had been placed in the tank-house, though it was of
little use during the intensely cold spells of winter, when an oldfashioned hand engine had to be resorted to. The recent opening
of a jail in the city of Regina had relieved Regina headquarters of
many prisoners from the eastern portion of the Territories, but it was
recommended that the Mounted Police jail be utilized for the detention of all prisoners undergoing less than two-year sentences.
Along the international frontier the outpost buildings under
" B " Division were particularly in need of repairs or rebuilding, the
original material having been inferior in many instances. A number
of new outposts were required throughout Assiniboia in place of
rented buildings which were expensive and in many cases unsuitable.
Boarding men in hotels and farmhouses made it difficult to keep up
the essential discipline, and without it a maximum of good conduct
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and efficiency could not be expected from those so far removed from
control. The Wood Mountain outpost, most venerable of all, first
established by Commissioner French in 1874, was showing its years.
The old mud roofs had given w a y to shingles; shrunken and rotting
floors had been taken up and new ones laid; the five log buildings
comprising the establishment had been well mudded inside and out,
and whitewashed; a new latrine was erected, and a much needed
fence around the post had been asked for, owing to cattle messing up
the immediate surroundings. A new icehouse was shortly to be
erected. The post was connected by telegraph w i t h Regina headquarters, as was Estevan, and both points were now furnished w i t h sufficient
men, horses and transport to send parties in every direction, a marked
contrast to the difficulty so often encountered in other years in the south
country. The detachment at Estevan, recently established, had been
under canvas, but two temporary huts 14' by 16' to serve as kitchen
and storeroom, and an office and lockup 18' by 30' had been erected
recently. At North Portal on the boundary permanent quarters and
a stable had been built. The Wood End outpost eight miles from
Estevan, consisted of several poorly constructed log buildings with
mud roofs. These were soon to be abandoned. The Willow Bunch
detachment had comfortable quarters in a house belonging to Jean
Louis Legate. Small detachment buildings at Kutawa had recently
been whitewashed, the roofs had been repaired and double windows
provided. Elsewhere in southern Assiniboia and in Manitoba improvements were of a very trivial nature.
To the north at Moosomin the accommodation was inferior.
Several mediocre dwelling houses w i t h small rooms were occupied,
and the usual old style of bed was in use—a year-in and year-out bugbear of long standing at all the posts. But through the kindness of
the local sheriff the men were allowed the use of iron bedsteads in
the Moosomin jail, except when required for the use of prisoners.
Part of the immigration building at Qu'Appelle Station (Troy) was
used as quarters by a non-commissioned officer stationed there.
Rented barracks at Saltcoats and Yorkton were in good repair,
while other detachments in northern Assiniboia had rooms and board
in private homes.
At Maple Creek some 30 miles north of the site of old Fort
Walsh, general improvements had been under way for the last several
years. Barrack and mess rooms had been floored throughout and paint
had not been spared. An improved hospital had been built, also a
bake shop, all done by police labour. Before relinquishing the post
to take command at Calgary, Supt. E. W. Jarvis, in none too amiable
terms, had reported to the Commissioner: "There is no barrack
furniture except the home-made and homely bed-boards and trestles
and a few tables and benches."
At the various outposts of " A " Division, a lot of work had been
done. At Battle Creek (Ten Mile) a building 50' by 20' of logs w i t h
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shingled roof had been put up, divided into barrack room, mess room,
kitchen and sergeants' quarters. Good floors had been laid and a
cellar provided. A log stable 26' by 30' for 12 horses and a log storehouse 16' by 24' had also been provided this year. A new location
had been chosen about 200 yards west of the old site. Officers' quarters
were to be erected the following spring. At Farwell where the outpost
buildings had been burned in 1892, a new building 30' by 20' had
been built, as well as a new stable 26' by 20' and a storehouse 16' by
24', all now being about 100 yards to the south of the former location
thereby incurring less danger from bush fires. In place of the original
Graburn outpost which had been pulled down, a house was rented
on McCoy (McKay) Creek about five miles to the north, where a
good log stable 26' by 18' had been put up. Some needed repairs had
been completed recently at Bull's Head and a porch built over the
front entrance to keep out the prevailing winds. The site proved
unsuitable—little better than a swamp in wet weather—and it was
the intention to move the buildings to higher ground. The East End
post which was becoming old and dilapidated, especially the stabling,
had been patched and repaired, but was so old it was of little further
use. Recommendation was made that it be entirely rebuilt. The Medicine Hat detachment, a subsidiary of Maple Creek headquarters, was
moved in March from the old site on the north side of the South
Saskatchewan, and during the summer new quarters were established
in an immigration shed recently completed by the Public Works
Department in the growing town on the south side. One of the stables
was moved from the north side to the new location.
Very little change in accommodation and equipment had taken
place of late at the headquarters barracks of " K " Division, Lethbridge. The barrack fence had been extended to enclose two blocks of
land acquired in 1892, and Superintendent Deane in his report for
1893 enumerated several improvements that were needed—chief of
which were that the buildings required clapboarding and painting,
more storage room was necessary and an extension of the guardroom
and cell accommodation was imperative. For some time there had
been a daily average of eight prisoners with only six cells available,
and occasionally as many as 12 prisoners had been crowded into the
limited space. At the outposts of St. Mary's, Milk River Ridge,
Coutts, Writing-On-Stone and Pendant d'Oreille the buildings were
in good condition, having been kept up by small repairs from time to
time, principally to make them warmer in winter. The detachment
on the Little Bow occupied a rented log building and stabling for
four horses.
Extensive improvements had taken place recently at Fort Mac
leod, the dual headquarters of " D " and " H " Divisions. Superintendent Steele's quarters had been made shipshape in every way; in the
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officers' mess floors had been painted, woodwork varnished and ceilings kalsomined; officers' quarters had received necessary attention
in the way of small improvements, while w h a t were known as " D "
Division Block and " H " Division Block had been repainted and
otherwise brightened up; a bowling alley had been completed; new
shelving and drawers had been installed in the quartermaster's store;
a brick chimney now graced the " D " Division saddle room; the log
stable for sick horses had been thoroughly renovated; the transport
shed had been extended, and a new oven and brick chimney were
installed in the bake shop. The coal shed had been made more serviceable, and the blacksmith shop rebuilt. A pasture of 368 acres had
been fenced in while the fence surrounding the barracks had
been overhauled and fitted w i t h new posts. Plans for a new ammunition magazine called for immediate attention. The garden, which
heretofore had supplied ample vegetables, suffered this year from
drought, but furnished a fair quantity of potatoes. The barrack
furniture, most of which was made by artisans of the Force, was in
serviceable condition, but there was a constant outcry for better beds.
The guardroom had long since failed to provide sufficient accommodation for civilian prisoners, and in the words of Steele there was " n o
place where men punished for purely breaches of discipline could be
confined without making them associate with the off-scourings of
h u m a n i t y " . The canteen was giving good service and had proven a
great benefit to the men, w h o could buy many small comforts at a
reduced price and enjoy a healthy glass of beer without going into
town. The profits of the canteen were applied to building the bowling
alley. Fire protection equipment consisted of fire engine, hose reel,
500 feet of hose, fire extinguishers, pails, axes and ladders, also a
large tank w i t h a capacity of 3,750 gallons, which had recently been
sunk close to the pump house. Though both divisions at Fort Macleod
were below strength, and drill was conducted when opportunity
occurred, recreation was not overlooked. Cricket and lacrosse matches
were played w i t h Macleod and Lethbridge, and an annual sports day
had become a fixed event. Several non-commissioned officers were
members of the Macleod Polo Club, and a number of the men, when
they could be spared, were granted leave to practise at the range of
the Macleod Rifle Association. This year, the detachments supplied
from " D " and " H " Divisions consisted of Standoff, St. Mary's,
Kootenai, Big Bend, Leavings, Kipp, Lee's Creek, Milk River (not
"The R i d g e " ) , Porcupine Hills, Pincher Creek, Boundary Creek,
Mosquito Creek and town of Macleod. General repairs had been
kept up and considerable building done at many of these. At Boundary
Creek a house 18' by 20', a kitchen 12' by 16', a stable 26' by 30' and
an oat shed 12' by 18' had been built during the year by the men of
the Force, all of logs w i t h mud roofs. For the horse herders some
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miles north of Fort Macleod a frame house and kitchen, stabling for
six horses, coal shed, latrine, hay corral and horse corral had been
erected. At Kootenai a stable for 14 horses, to replace one beyond
repair, had been provided. The detachments at Leavings and Mosquito
Creek lived in rented quarters and that at Milk River occupied tents.
By 1892 several of the buildings of the Calgary post were obsolete.
What was known as N o . 2 officers' quarters, because of leaky roofs,
rotting foundations and sagging floors, had been abandoned as unfit
for occupation, and the inspectors were obliged to live in the town.
The stables were in need of new foundations, while the old guardroom
had become unsuitable and a new one was sufficiently completed to be
occupied. Referring to the old structure, Supt. E. W. Jarvis was
forced to report: "During the heat of summer, w i t h 35 prisoners
getting only 250 cubic feet of air each, the stench was abominable,
in spite of deodorization and particular attention to cleanliness. The
requirements of this rapidly-growing section of the country demand
a good jail where proper distinction can be ensured between the
sexes and where lunatics can also, for a time, be taken care of."
The new barracks building recently erected had settled badly,
causing plaster to crack and fall, and much inconvenience had resulted from poor drainage. The old orderly room was too cold to
be occupied in winter, but space for the purpose had been arranged
elsewhere. These defects were overcome to some extent in 1893, but
the stables were still in the same unsatisfactory state; that known as
the team stable being so far beyond repair that it could not be used.
To the Dominion Department of Public Works the major repair
tasks had been assigned, but had been unreasonably delayed. The
barracks had been connected with a city waterworks system for several
years, w i t h four hydrants on the premises, greatly improving the
means of fire protection. There was a hand engine, a large tank
holding 3,500 gallons of water, also Babcock extinguishers and fire
buckets placed at convenient points. The canteen, which had been
operated heretofore in a very small way, wras now reorganized on a
larger scale and was a great boon to "noncoms" and men of " E "
Division. Articles could be purchased at a marked saving, yet the
profits were such as to warrant the purchase of a piano as well as to
provide other benefits. Telephone communication was in operation
between the barracks and the town. Young trees received from the
Experimental Farm at Ottawa had been planted and with few exceptions were doing well. No change had thus far been made in the
crude style of barrack furniture. At the Calgary outposts of Anthracite,
Morley, High River, Millarville, Pekisko, Dewdney, Gleichen, Dunbow and Olds, the detachments either boarded or lived in rented
houses. Rented quarters at Canmore had become unsuitable and were
being replaced by police buildings. The barracks at Banff wrere in
fairly good condition; new floors and ceilings had recently been
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completed, the main building whitewashed and all buildings plastered,
with the exception of the wagon shed. It was the intention to erect
new buildings on another site at an early date.
Recent improvements at Fort Saskatchewan, headquarters of
" G " Division, included painting the principal buildings, erection
of brick chimneys, plastering and whitewashing the stables (which
were now 17 years old, w i t h unsound foundations) and other smaller
repairs. During the summer a wagon shed 86' by 26' was constructed
with a harness and saddle room attached. To this a lean-to for sleighs
was added, and the upstairs portion of the building was divided into
a carpenter shop, paint shop and small storeroom. A small log
building was placed in the centre of the square to cover the fire tank
and well, and to serve as an engine house. Three additional cells for
the guardroom were arranged, while further additions and improvements were recommended by Supt. A. H. Griesbach.
Reporting on the furniture, the superintendent stated: "The
barrack furniture is in good order and sufficient for present use, but I
have again to point out that iron cots are greatly required in place of
the present obsolete boards and trestles. . . . They would add to the
comfort of the men and the appearance of the rooms."
During the year a number of armchairs had been purchased for
the recreation room; all other furniture was made within the division.
A fire engine had been ordered; meanwhile the only fire protection
was of the old-fashioned type. A new fence of netted wire w i t h top
rails neatly painted had been built around the barracks during the
summer, enclosing about 13 acres. At the various sub-posts, including
Edmonton, where a hospital, inspector's quarters and a new stable
were urgently required, small improvements only had been made.
The buildings of " C " Division headquarters, Battleford, had
continued to show the evidences of time and wear to such an extent
that it had been difficult to maintain several of them in habitable
condition. The barrack rooms presented an unsightly appearance,
with ceilings and walls covered w i t h building paper to keep out the
cold. An old log building used as an orderly room and office leaked
badly, and every storm necessitated repairs to the roof. The officers'
mess building had been divided to form separate quarters for a married
and a single officer, which allowed for the pulling down of several
unsightly and now useless log buildings. However considerable improvements were made during 1893, especially in the barrack rooms,
mess room, kitchen and sergeants' quarters. A new and commodious
wagon shed had been erected, two new tanks and a tank house constructed and the barrack rooms ceiled w i t h matched lumber. Other
repairs had been undertaken and the general comfort and utility of
the buildings had been greatly improved.
Inspr. Joseph Howe, in charge, reiterating the universal and
outstanding complaint, had reported two years previously to the
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Commissioner: " I must again advocate the introduction of iron cots
in place of the unsightly trestles and boards which are in use at present.
The cost of these cots would not be very m u c h . "
Fire protection had been well provided for, consisting of an excellent fire engine w i t h sufficient hose to reach every building and three
tanks each holding 130 barrels of water. The division maintained
only one regular detachment, that at Onion Lake where a non-commissioned officer and four constables were located, quartered in an old
building which w i t h the stable had fallen into bad condition. A
halfway stopping place on the Fort Pitt trail, consisting of a small
hut, had been enlarged and put in good repair, and a warm stable
erected. This was a great convenience to patrols, as it was the only
shelter on the trail between the Bresaylor Settlement and Onion Lake,
a distance of 60 miles.
Supt. John Cotton in charge of " F " Division, Prince Albert,
had from the outset of his command evinced the keenest interest in
the improvement of the barracks and the welfare and comfort of his
officers and men. As far back as 1890 he had planned a recreation
room. During 1893 this was completed—a separate building of logs,
56' by 30', chinked with oakum and ceiled with tongued and grooved
lumber inside and out. The entire work was done by his own men.
A stage was erected for theatrical entertainments during the winter
months, and an everyday reading room provided, where newspapers
supplied from the "fine fund" and a limited number of books were
available. He asked for a supply of suitable books from headquarters.
All the barrack buildings were in good repair w i t h the exception of
some painting and kalsomining which was soon to be attended to.
In reporting to the Commissioner, he requested more furniture, stating
that this was urgently required, especially iron folding beds, tables
and benches. An up-to-date hospital was also needed, as the only
accommodation for the sick was an old barrack. Cricket, dramatic,
rifle, lacrosse and baseball clubs had been formed, and many of the
men w h o were fond of shooting and fishing, were encouraged to pursue
these diversions whenever duty permitted. Fire protection, including
a hand engine, was adequate, but the superintendent called for authority to sink a new well on the premises. Other than small repairs the
Prince Albert outpost buildings required little attention with the
exception of those occupied by the Duck Lake detachment, where
several outbuildings were erected and the main building painted and
kalsomined.
There were many indications pointing to improvements in all
quarters occupied by the Force, and it had become common knowledge that the Commissioner would press upon the authorities at
Ottawa the absolute necessity of providing better sleeping accommodation. Why this k t t e r essential had been so consistently ignored
was a matter of constant query among the ranks.
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Uniform And Clothing

Although there had been complaints in past years as to items of
uniform and clothing issued from Ottawa, the materials which were
now being received were generally of excellent quality. Nevertheless
there were shortcomings and a pressing need to substitute some articles
long in use. Common complaint was made that the tops of the long
boots were too light and limp, while the ankle boots were far from
being serviceable. The latest issue of fur coats drew criticism from
many sources, and in reporting to Ottawa, the Commissioner stated:
" M a n y of them are out of repair, caused, it is said, by the dye. A fur
coat will certainly not last five years. I think competition has reduced
the price below the cost of a really good article." He also pointed
out that the stable jackets and trousers received in the last issues
were not as well made as formerly, and were untidy in appearance.
There continued to be a demand for a patrol uniform of neutral
colour, as it was difficult to keep the regulation scarlet clean when
used on the prairie. Also the latter was claimed to be too conspicuous
for police work. Inspector Constantine recommended a jacket and
cord breeches of neutral colour, tan boots, or shoes with leggings,
and a wide hat. He claimed that the breeches being issued were too
heavy for summer wear and that if one only of the three pairs issued
annually were of serge, it would add much to the comfort of the men.
Superintendent Steele was of much the same opinion, and stated:
" I would strongly recommend that the men be supplied with a neat,
serviceable prairie uniform, consisting of a dark brown or grey cord
Norfolk jacket with pockets, and pair of breeches of the same material
made like modern hunting breeches, tight at the knee with plenty of
room above so that they do not drag when a man mounts. This with
a cowbov hat would afford the men a comfortable and appropriate
dress and would ensure their always presenting a neat, workmanlike
appearance." He suggested that the red serge be abolished, stating:
" N o man however tidy can keep one clean and tidy for three months.
The slightest stain shows on them, and they easily get baggy and out
of shape . . . . With regard to a suitable coat for winter wear, I may
say that the buffalo coats now in use will not last much longer, and
the calfskin coats used as a substitute are not in my opinion satisfactory as to quality. I would therefore suggest that a heavy cloth coat
of Canadian manufacture, well lined and with a capuchin be given a
trial . . . . In my opinion a fur coat is not at all necessary, and during
the number of years I have been in the country, I have never used one
on the plains."
Superintendent Cotton also renewed his request for a uniform
of neutral colour. He was hopeful that helmets and forage caps would
soon be discarded. The latter furnished no protection in any weather
and a helmet was "just about as useless as it was perplexing and
annoying". While travelling on the prairie the men invariably
<
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packed their helmets in the wagons, and he thought the forage caps
could well be replaced by "soft felt hats such as the American troops
used". In his report for 1892 he had stated: "Historic sentiment made
the red coat to some extent a necessity when the police force was first
organized—this to perpetuate among the aboriginal population the
respect and confidence which has always existed for the British uniform. N o w however, the Mounted Police have created and permanently established among the Indians a Canadian prestige which
is powerful and may be regarded as a national credit, bearing testimony as it does of the faithful adoption in practical detail of an
honourable Indian policy. A Mounted Policeman can now enforce
the laws of the Dominion, and this without loss of prestige in any
uniform, be it a buckskin suit or a homespun garment . . . . If anything is required to handicap the freedom and efficiency of a man's—
particularly a mounted man's—movements on the prairie, I can w i t h
confidence commend a tight tunic and a helmet."
As to headgear there had long been a stubborn controversy
between the theoretical value of the cumbersome helmet and its
pipeclay, backed by red tape on the part of the authorities at Ottawa,
and the practical application of something that would give a maximum of utility and comfort—actually a contest between the white
helmet and the broad-brimmed felt as commonly worn throughout
the Western plains. At many posts the men had actually taken the
matter into their own hands and on patrol were using felt hats of
variable style purchased by themselves. At least two divisional
points—Regina and Calgary—they had become a self-adopted issue.
All the men of the Macleod command had provided themselves with
a uniform pattern of cowboy hat, but it was difficult to get one
at a reasonable price that would keep its shape in bad weather.
Superintendent Steele suggested that in lieu of three tunics issued to
each man during his five years' service, the number be reduced to two,
one on his engagement and one on his third year's issue, and a good
serviceable cowboy hat provided. He pointed out that such a hat
could be procured in the United States at low cost and that one house
in Helena offered to supply them at $48 a dozen in lots of 200, hats
that from his experience were better and more serviceable than any
that could be procured in Canada at $6 each.
Though few of them were yet in use, Stetsons had found their
way northward from the United States where they had become highly
popular.
Arms And Ammunition

The inescapable wear and tear to which they were subjected had
seriously reduced the usefulness and efficiency of the Winchester
carbines. When new, the carbines had proved reliable at short and
medium ranges, but in the course of time they showed several out-
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standing defects—constant cleaning and the rough weather to which
they were necessarily exposed had worn away the rifling and caused
"honeycombing", resulting in the need of replacing the barrels.
The sighting had also been found to be inferior, and the armourer at
Regina headquarters was kept busy making repairs for the various
divisions. In the opinion of most of the officers a substitute carbine
was highly necessary, Superintendent Steele having recommended in
his annual report for 1890 " t h a t one chosen by the Imperial Service be
the one selected", as there was no doubt that such an arm would only
be decided upon after the most mature consideration and advice of
the most qualified experts. For recruit practice Morris tubes were
being used during the winter months with marked success.
The Enfield revolvers were still giving good service, but Supt.
E. W. Jarvis was of the opinion that more of the small calibre Smith
and Wesson revolvers should be used, the Enfield being too cumbersome for plain-clothes duty. Superintendent Steele strongly recommended a different mode of carrying the revolver. He stated that the
left side was most inconvenient for a mounted man, as he must either
carry it so far forward as to point directly over his thigh, and if shifted
into a safer position farther back, it would be out of reach. He pointed
out that a very slight alteration in the holsters would facilitate this
change. He also objected to the common practice of carrying the
carbine across the horn of the saddle—besides being in the way in
close order, it prevented steadiness in the ranks and perfect dressing,
as well as being most objectionable in mounting a restive horse.
Ammunition supplied was responsible for many complaints; an
inspector from one of the manufacturing companies had recently
examined much that was in stock at several points and had condemned
a large amount of it.
All divisions were complete in their supply of cartridge belts,
holsters, bandoliers and carbine buckets.
Horses, Saddlery And Transport

The Force was still buying only Western horses, not a single
Eastern one having been bought for several years; but there was great
difficulty in securing enough to make the necessary replacements.
After being used as saddle horses for a short time, the heavier ones
became team horses and seemed to stand hardship and heavy work
better than the Eastern animals. All the horses were given the very
best of care, and improvement in stabling at the various divisional
headquarters and on the lines of patrol contributed to that end. Some
fine horses were raised in Alberta, but the class of animal procured
from horse breeders was, generally speaking, not improving; in fact,
first class troopers were hard to get. Except for a few cases of glanders,
there was a remarkable absence of sickness among the police horses,
and the chief cause of loss or breakdown was attributable to injuries
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suffered in the course of their work. The Commissioner referred to
Fort Macleod as the most trying place in that regard, stating that the
stony roads both in barracks and vicinity were hard on horses, and in
spite of clay floors in front of stalls, and frequent soaking-out w i t h
linseed, it was extremely difficult to keep horses sound of foot. Evidence of the good care taken was obvious in a marked freedom from
sore backs and shoulders.
California saddles and Whitman bits were still in general use,
and all saddlery and harness were in serviceable condition, although
there was a constant call from some officers for saddles w i t h a double
cinch, especially for use in hilly country such as existed near Maple
Creek, Fort Macleod and Calgary. All saddles and harness sets used
by the Force were now made in the West, and brass-mounted straps
had gradually replaced the old iron-mounted ones.
The matter of transport vehicles was one requiring constant
attention. Until 1890 all wagons, buckboards (buggies) and other
wheeled equipment came from the East, but in that year a small order
was placed by the Commissioner w i t h McCurdy & Tucker of Moosomin. The result was so satisfactory that a larger order was given the
following year, and for several years most of the wagons and buckboards required came from that source. By 1893 however, the manufacture of heavy and light wagons in the West, which had augured
well, fell off, and the Commissioner reported t h a t he had been unable
to find wagons free from poor material and faulty construction. He
stated that a poor wagon " m a y do considerable work on a smooth
road free from hills, when it can be taken to a blacksmith, but in our
service, when it breaks down on the prairie 100 miles from a shop,
it is perfectly useless and dangerous to life". Some buckboards ordered
locally this year had been refused because they were inferior to those
previously supplied, and he recommended that a contract be let to
some reputable firm for future replacements. Small repairs were made
at the various divisional headquarters, a sufficient quantity of hardwood being kept on hand for the purpose. Railroads had largely
saved much of the roadwork done in former years, but the great
increase in settlement tended to offset this. During the winter months
"jumper sleighs", made locally, were used in addition to the double
"bobsleighs" imported from the East. All the transport were painted
in regulation colours—heavy wagons, half-spring wagons and buckboards, ordnance blue; spring wagons, black w i t h red running-gear;
but there was a marked lack of uniformity for each kind of vehicle,
the "Schuttler" wagon being the most favoured. Many of the vehicles
supplied in earlier years had deteriorated from wear and tear, and
required replacement.
Married Men
At no time since the inception of the Force had any rule or regulation been adopted as to th£ proportion of married non-commissioned
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officers and men to be allowed in each division, but in the estimation
of officers the time had come when some understanding should be
reached in this respect. Conditions at " F " Division, Prince Albert,
provided an outstanding example. Superintendent Cotton reported
that he had an overplus of married men as against single, and spoke
plainly in referring to the situation: "Men marry in spite of the warning that they cannot expect any unusual privileges. The consequence
is, in the majority of cases, a subsequent appeal for special consideration. These appeals'must always receive more or less consideration,
notwithstanding the recognized fact that by so doing, extra work is
thrown on the unmarried members of the division. Some married
men perform their duties with praiseworthy and exemplary promptitude, never asking for any unreasonable privilege; others do not
do so. I should be sorry to see any new rule enforced which might
tend to cause privation or suffering among those already married,
particularly those who have by custom been recognized as married
men for years past. I see no means of remedy other than that an order
be promulgated throughout the Force by which any non-commissioned
officer or constable marrying without first having obtained the Commissioner's permission to do so, is liable to be discharged at once.''
An Adverse Year

All in all, 1893 could be summed up as an adverse year. Naturally
enough, the conditions prevailing in the United States had affected
Canadian industry, whether commercial or agricultural. A cyclonic
depression had torn deeply into the grain market over the whole
continent, and all markets for merchandise and produce had suffered
badly. The Canadian Pacific Railway, so vital a part of Western
development, had become dependent almost entirely upon its land
grants to offset losses in revenue from operation of its lines, while
floods in British Columbia had resulted in the non-operation of trains
through the Fraser Canyon for a month and a half, at an estimated
loss of some $500,000 and the suspension of all salaries for four months.
In his memoirs James Clinkskill, member of the Territorial
Legislature for Battleford, wrote: "Times were hard and work was
scarce in the summer of 1893- It was the year of great depression in
the United States, the effect of which was felt in the West as well.
Quite a number of men were engaged on the river, panning gold in
the gravel beds of the North Saskatchewan from Edmonton as far
down as Fort P i t t . "
Among the cattlemen of the West the severity of the winter of
1892-93 and the scarcity of hay had caused heavy loss, the districts
around Wood Mountain and Saltcoats suffering the most; and though
the spring had promised well, drought and hot winds had occasioned
crop failures in all but a few areas. To make matters worse, the
price of wheat dropped to less than 50 cents per bushel, while many
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farmers were able to raise only sufficient grain for their own needs.
In the Macleod district a serious hay shortage occurred, limited
quantities selling at $15 per ton, whereas at Calgary and Battleford
hay was abundant and the price lower than in the previous year.
Sheepmen suffered a bad setback by the prevalence of scab disease
introduced from the United States, and strenuous effort to combat
it were put forward by the different owners under veterinary direction,
with varying success.
An outstanding exception to the general conditions was seen
in the Fort Saskatchewan district. Supt. A. H. Griesbach reported
at the end of the year: "I am pleased to be able to inform you that
the district is in a most prosperous and flourishing condition. The
harvest has been excellent and was safely gathered in without injury
from frost." Also, along the Manitoba and North-Western Railway
the crops were good. But the tourist resort of Banff west of Calgary
felt its share of the prevailing adversity. The C.P.R. Hotel was open
for its shortest season to date, and the number of visitors was abnormally small.
With one outstanding exception, immigration had fallen off.
On the lands surrounding Edmonton and Fort Saskatchewan a larger
number of settlers had arrived than during the previous year. This
influx was principally from the United States, extending eastward
towards Egg Lake and southward to Lacombe and Buffalo Lake.
Settlers from Nebraska, Idaho and Washington, who were in the
majority, were fairly well provided with horses and cattle. Elsewhere
immigration was negligible, while the quarantine regulations had
kept back many newcomers who might possibly have entered from
the south.
And as if to accentuate and underline the prevailing misfortunes,
the records of the Force bore testimony to an abrupt outburst of major
crime in the dying weeks of the year.
So far, with the exception of two cases of manslaughter at Regina,
only a single homicide had found entry in the crime sheets, that of
an Italian knife-grinder, Giovanni Battaralla, who while carrying
on his itinerant trade had been done to death in June near Grenfell.
Accompanying him had been two wandering musicians. The murdered
man's body had been found in a ditch beside the railway, but identification had been difficult, and there were few clues that might indicate
the perpetrator of the crime. The two musicians however were
arrested in Winnipeg at the instance of the Mounted Police, and
brought back to stand trial, which was fixed for a day in January.
Meantime evidence which was purely circumstantial was gathered by
Inspr. Charles Constantine and Sergeant Brown of the Moosomin
detachment, whose meritorious work in connection with the case
was later brought to the special notice of the government at Ottawa.
In December, murder struck again at three widely-separated
points. On the third of the month Dave Akers who had long oc-
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cupied the ramshackle buildings of old Fort Whoop-Up south of
Lethbridge, met a violent end. Regarded as an unusual but lawabiding character, he was widely known and favourably regarded.
First as an Indian trader in the employ of the Benton operators of the
erstwhile whiskey-trading post and later as a small rancher and
vegetable gardener, catering to Lethbridge and Macleod, he had
struck up a close friendship, a quasi-partnership with Tom Purcell,
old-time whiskey smuggler and persistent "gun-toter", who subsequently had joined with one George Baldwin in ranching operations
on Pot Hole Creek some few miles to the south. A dispute arose
between Akers and Purcell regarding the division of cattle and horses
under the former partnership, and upon Akers visiting Purcell on the
hitter's ranch to straighten out the affair, bad blood arose between the
two. In the midst of a heated altercation Purcell drew his revolver and
killed his old friend. The trial was also set for early in the following
year.
On December 7 at Edmonton, May Buchanan, a demi-monde,
was found dead in her house by a Chinaman who lived nearby. Upon
word reaching the Mounted Police, Inspector Snyder took the case
in hand and arrested Thomas Shephard who was charged with the
murder of the woman; committal followed—the trial to take place
in due course.
And again, on the 16th of the same month murder occurred at
Calgary. An Indian was found beaten to death near the Roman
Catholic mission. The following day a halfbreed named Bruneau
was arrested, and two days later was sentenced by Judge Rouleau to
10 years in Stony Mountain Penitentiary.
During the year, the Force lost three officers and four men by
death from illness. Of the officers, Asst. Surgeon H. Dodd died suddenlv on January 1 while in medical charge at Maple Creek; Inspr.
W. Piercy who had served for many years both in the ranks and as a
commissioned officer, died at Edmonton on March 13, and Inspr. A.
Huot, a most efficient officer and great favourite among his comrades,
died at Duck Lake on March 23.
Altogether the year had been an unusual and difficult one in the
operations of the Force, but the Commissioner noted in his annual
report that although very much under strength, by the support of ali
ranks generally, he had been enabled to direct the various duties so
as to meet the requirements of the country.
An Immense Prospect In The Making

The occupancy of the Canadian West by a new generation had
been a thing of destiny, but the nature of that occupancy had been
decreed by the formation of the North-West Mounted Police. Within
an amazingly brief period, the Force, often dangerously undermanned,
had mastered its initial task, and the maintenance of law and order
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throughout an extent of country as large as Dakota and Montana
combined was now, at the close of 1893, the direct responsibility of
49 commissioned officers, 175 non-commissioned officers and 652
constables, employing 57 scouts, 782 horses, 12 Indian ponies and two
mules—a slim strength, less than the prescribed quota of an average
battalion of soldiery. Specially selected for the purpose of a vital
public enterprise—the taming of the Canadian West—the Force had
carried out an undertaking having no like or equal in accomplishments
and human attributes.
The life was not an easy one, and it should never be forgotten
that Canada owes perpetual tribute to the achievements of those w h o
established law where no law existed, spoke order into existence
wherever order was threatened, and laid broad and deep the foundations of peace and prosperity in the wide reaches of the Western
country.
And yet the diminutive command, which in the 20 years of its
existence had evolved from the wild a realm of permanent and lawabiding settlement, was about to add to its versatile undertakings.
Beyond the West where the work of civilized progress and development had been established, stretched a nebulous last frontier, a
country that could only be travelled by boat, dog team or on foot—
a land of undefined and unknown boundaries, of mountain solitudes,
gaunt plateaus and great river valleys through much of which whitemen had yet to break trail. And out of this grim silent North had
come stories of gold in quantities to stir the ardour of thousands of
adventurous and reckless men. All the potentials of crime and free
license loomed as a possibility a thousand miles from official hindrance
or control.
As in the '70's concurrently w i t h the transfer of Rupert's Land
to Canada, when the tractability and settlement of the Western plains
loomed as a national responsibility, so a new territorial challengehad arisen to stimulate the creative power to serve the peaceful and
progressive requirements of another immense area in the raw.
The time was near for the sphere of North-West Mounted Policeactivities to be extended.
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Errata.
Attention is called to the following typographical errors:
Vol.

I—Page 152, par. 3, line 5—Le Bombarde should be Lebombarde.
Page 487, par. 4, line 3—White Fish Lake should be Whitefish Lake.

Vol. II—Page

49, par. 3, line 9—Doctor Bret should be Dr. Brett.

Page 149, par, 4, line 1—A. R. Macdonnell should be A. R. Macdonell.
Page 477, par. 2, line 10—Goshen, should be Goschcn.
Page 511, par. 5, line 11

Goshen, should be Goschen.

